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Army veteran shares near-death experience
"I thought to myself something so simple, said so much
to me," Martinez said. "I gave
J.R. Martinez, U.S. Army him hope. I turned the light on
veteran and current "Danc- for him."
Since then, Martinez said he
ing with the Stars" contestant
spoke at convocation on Sept: believes he was spared to use
his experience to help other
22, about how his near-death
people.
experience changed his life.
"You have to believeJesus..Martinez joined the Army
when he -was 19. About a You have to understand that
month into service, Martinez there's a purpose for aD of
was driving himself and tbree this, and He
other soldiers iJ) a Humwe ia
Iraq when their llelll. . . . . .
Jandmme.
NICK JOHNSON
SnEFWR!nR
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.ANNALYSE HASTY
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Students and faculty from
the School of VISual Art and
Design (SVAD) are once again
getting a hand in on the moviemaking business.
A low budget Christian film
shoot in Ohio has employed
associate professor of the
School of Visual Art and Design, David George, and junior
film major, Chris Stiles, for a
semester.
George is the director of
photography and Stiles is
hired as first assistant camera
and will be working directly
for George on the set.
Titled "Old Fashioned,"
the movie is a feature length
Christian romantic comedy
and is expected to take about
eight weeks to film.
With a crew of 45 staying in
extra bedrooms of local fami-

lies in New Philadelphia, Ohio,
this independent film shoot
starts on Oct. 2 and ends midNovember.

e is getting
lots of experience, and
then he can
come back
and share it ...
Stiles is very excited to have
been brought on this project
by George, and hopes this film
will jump-start his career in
film.
"It is awesome because I will
be able to network with professionals on the set," Stiles

said. "There will be professionals from Los Angeles and
Atlanta there. Hopefully they
will see my work and hire me
in the future."
The School of Visual Art and
Design will also reap the benefits from George and Stiles'
experience on set.
"It is exciting because he
[George] is getting lots of experience, and then he can
come back and share it with
the whole film department,
so we are all really excited to
learn from this," Stiles said.
George and Stiles will be
coming pack to Southern in
January. The two say that they
are excited to be "working on a
positive film that is Christian,
and making something that
will have a good impact on
people."

The accident burned 40 percent of Martinez's body. Martinez shared his thoughts with
Southern about how he felt
when he saw his reflection in
a mirror for the first time after
the accident.
"I became angry. I became
depressed. I started to have regret. I started to ask the question 'Why?' I cried because
I thought to myself, 'I'm 19
years old and I have a whole
life aht:_ad of me, and I look like
this,'" Martinez said.
Martinez spent months in
recovery at the hospital. One
day, a nurse asked Martinez
to go visit one of her patients
for moral support. Martinez
agreed and spoke with the patient for 45 minutes. Just as
Martinez was about to turn the
door handle to leave, be turned
around and looked back at the
patient.
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I began to understand that the biggest need people
had was God)'
SEE RELIGION PAGE 6

Tiffani Caldwell, a sophomore broadcast journalism
major, said Martinez's speech
was inspiring.
"I liked what he said about
pressing on," Caldwell said.
"He really kept our interest
throughout. It was a really intense story."
Caldwell said she was disappointed that Martinez did not
speak of his involvement with
. "Dancing with the Stars" during convocation.
Martinez did discuss Dancing with ·the Stars with local
media following convocation.
That evening, Martinez flew
back to Los Angeles to rehearse for week two of Dancing with -the Stars. Following
the results show on Sept. 27,
America voted Martinez and
partner Karina Smirnoff to
advance to week three.

SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY
SEE LIFESTYLES PAGE 8
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·Library awarded controversial
DAPHNE BASTIEN

higher learning and 'Qigh-im-

Value" by Willem B. Drees;
"Environmental Stewardship:
Critical Perspectives - Past
and Present" edited by R. J.
Berry; and "A Feminist Cosmology: Ecology, Solidarity
and Metaphysics" by Nancy
Howell, to name a few.
Maxwell believes the collection will be a great resource for
students, faculty and researchers alike who desire to look at
other religious points of view
for their specific disciplines.
Some professors, h~wever,
are questioning just how the
collection will affect Southern
students.
"We see value in a body of
literature that we can reference, but we'd like to see it be
a balanced representation and
Photo by Katie Freeland
Students u•ork on projects and homework on theJjrstjloor of McKee Library on Sep. 27.
I'm not sure this collection is
balanced," said Edwin Reynolds, professor in the School of look forward to the literary port of inter-disciplinary Oxford University and CamReligion. "I think as we direct addition to the library.
learning and research in the bridge University. The books
our students to this collection,
"The biology department fields of science and religion span a large scope of areas and
we owe it to them to caution is pushing research, and if conducted where possible in disciplines. They also look at

pact centers from around the
world. In the past few months,
Southern has been included in
this select group.
The collection includes
reading and reference materials such as, "Is Nature Ever
Evil?: Religion, Science and

them that it may not be a bal-

they're continuing that trend,

an international and multi-

international and inteTcu"\'<.u:<a-" ~,--..

anced perspective, and they
need to choose wisely as they
read 11nd ask critical questions."
As these questions are being
raised, students and faculty
from the biology det>artment

this will be a great tool," said
Sabine Monice, senior biology
major.
The purpose of the International Society, according to
their website, is to promote
education "through the sup-

faith context."

voices.
The McKee Library will welcome the grant to the campus
in the coming month.

SnuWa1na

The International Society
for Science and Religion will
present the McKee Library
with a grant collection of 250
b·ooks on science and religion
next month.
"The collection is built
around the theme of this interactional space between science and religion," said Daniel
Mro.:well, electronic resources
librarian. "Religion in this
collection is not defined narrowly. There will be items irr
this having to do with Islam
and science, Buddhism and
science, Confucianism and
science."
The grant was discovered by
McKee Library Director, Joe
Mocnik, and investigated and
applied for by Maxwell.
The complete collection will
be awarded to 150 libraries of

The grant of 250 books was
hand picked by experts from
the society. The collection
contains all university press
books, from institutions such
as the University of California,

Social Work pro_fessor responds to cry for help
ANNALYSE

HASTY
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Jennifer Nestell, associate professor of social work,
received a plea for help from
Memphis Junior Academy
on Wednesday, Aug. 10, the
day the school's principle was
murdered.
Suzette York, principle of
Memphis Junior Academy,
was stabbed t<? death by a
17-year-old male student. The
tragedy was felt throughout
the Seventh-day Adventist
community.
Nestell was asked to visit
the community the day of the
murder, but she requested to
visit six weeks later in order
to assist the community in the
lasting effects ofYork's death.

Nestell made a trip to the
academy on Saturday, Sept.
17. She gave a sermon on Sabbath, then gave a Powerpoint
presentation in the afternoon
and met with people individually. Her focus was on the
function of the human heart
and coping with grief.
Nestell said she kept her
message generalized because
everyone deals with pain differently. She hopes her m·essage made the people of the
community think about how
they can change to stay more
interpersonally conn~cted.
"The community is defiinitely pulling together," Nestell said. "Strangely enough,
the greatest refuge a person
can choose is a place of au-

thentic realness in a time like
this. Staying connected you do
less harm, and they are doing
that...
Nestell has no official plans
to return to Memphis, but will
return if she is asked to go
again. She is still in contact
with people from the Memphis
community and students and
faculty at Southern affected by
this heartbreak.
Nestell teaches the Death
and Dying class at Southern
and her door in Daniells Hall
is always open, she said.
Nestell will be speaking for
joint worship on Wednesday,
Oct. 6 at 9:15 P·J?· in Thatcher
ChapeL
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New class eXplores biblical sexuality
ANNA BARTLETI
STAFFWR!IU

New as of this fall, the Sexuality and Scripture class offered by the School of Religion
is not only designed to explore
biblical sexuality but also meet
the general E~.ducation requirement for biblical studies.
According_ to the syllabus,
Sexuality and Scripture. is "An
introductory course exploring the theology of sexuality in both the Old and New
Testaments," and "includes
the study of sexual ideologies
and practices, both religious
and secular, the assumptions
behind them, and results impacting physical, mental, and

spiritual health and happiness."
The class, taught by John
Nixon, professor in the School
of Religion, covers a variety.of
topics including "sexuality and
the image of God, sex and the
media, sex in Christian marriage, and sex and the single
Christian," according to the
syllabus.
Dean of the School of Religion Greg King said this class
is in great demand. The original student limit was set at 20
but had to beraised to 28 and
eventually capped at 30.
King felt the class would
make a vital contribution to
college life.
"Sexuality is a very impor-

tant topic. It is one that is often discussed among young
people who might wonder
what the_Word of God says on
the subject," King said. "The

''A

class
like this
can offer
a lot of
hope.

''

goal of the class is to encourage a greater knowledge of,
and deeper commitment to,
following the guidelines of

biblical sexuality."
Junior broadcast journalism
major Amy Vitrano is taking
Sexuality and Scripture this
semester and is looking forward to every topic.
"When I first saw the class
I thought 'Wow, awesome
teacher and interesting content,' there was no way this
class could be bad." Vitrano
said the class is not awkward
because the teacher creates an
environment where everyone
feels comfortable to talk.
Doug' Jacobs, religion professor and co-teacher of the
Sexual Abuse and Awareness
class, thinks the new Sexuality
and Scripture class will give
students a healthy and bal-

anced view of how God wants
people to live and enjoy their
sexuality.
"A class like this can offer
a lot of hope. And the hope is
that the class will help a lot of
people to live. as a sexual being
in God's image," Jacobs said.
Counseling Services Coordinator Liane de Souza thinks
the Sexuality and Scripture
class is significant, despite
classes such as Human Sexuality and Sexual Abuse and
Awareness, because the target
audience is larger.
"Most students don't take
the other classes," de Souza
said. "I hope it is a beginning
of many more [classes and
events] in awareness."

LAC Night showcases 1950s

Photo spread by Katie Freeland
Stude~tts g~t their

Students waitjn line at the Mexico booth cit LAC uiqhCon Sep. 24.

earicature drau.•n as purl of the L4C night activities on Sep. 24.

INGRID HERNANDEZ
Cory Emma

Students travelled back to
the decade of poodle skirts,
pompadours and fedoras during LAC Night on Saturday,
Sept. 24.
This year's LAC Night showcased a 1950s theme with a full
"I Love Lucy" show presented
on stage. Doors opened at 9
p.m:·and students walked into
the Iles P .E. · Center wearing
their best 1950s outfit. Girls
wore full skirts and ribbons
in their hair while the guys
rocked suspenders, hats and
the classic suit jacket.
"I thought it was very cool to
see people dress up and take
pictures," said Lunedy Florveus, sophomore social work

Ltu.:y-lhcmed t:omedy sketch on Sep. 24.

''

Students

travelled
back to the
decade of
poodle skirts,
pompadours
and fedoras ...

''

major. "The green screen and
everything really took you
back to the sos."
During the first half hour
of the night, students had the
opportunity to visit various
booths near the entrance of
the gym. Booth leaders represented their Latin American countries in their cultural
dress and served students typical foods like empanadas, rice
and beans and horchata.
At 9:30 p.m., students were
asked to take a seat on the other side of the gym where the
feature presentation, "I Love
Lucy," was to take place.
"We chose the theme 'I Love
Lucy' because of the difference in cultures," said Arleny
Popoteur, sophomore public
relations major and LAC so-

cial vice president. "Lucy was
always trying to understand
Ricky and his Hispanic culture."
The popular 1950s program
was brought to life on stage
by Sarah Ruf, junior international studies-Spanish major,
who played the loveable Lucy
Ricardo, · and Omar LopezThismon, senior broadcast
journalism major, who played
a very exasperated Ricky Ricardo. Simone Marshall, junior journalism major, played
Ethel, and Ryan Plater, sophomore graphic design major,
played Fred.
Throughout the show, the
audience followed "Lucy" as
she travelled to Brazil against
Ricky;s wishes and got herself arrested for inadvertently

paying a restaurant bill with
counterfeit money. Ricky had
planned his trip to Brazil after
landing a gig for "Ricky's Variety Show," which was represented by various singing and
dancing ·acts in between the
scenes of the skit.
At the end of the show Lopez-Thismon and Ruf performed "Cuban Pete" a rumba
song popularized by Desi Arnaz, the original Ricky Ricardo, in the 1950s.
After much laughter, the audience congratulated the actors with cheers and applause.
Garrison Hayes, junior film
production major, said, "I feel
like LAC Night did a good job
of both entertaining us and
representing the rich culture
of Latin America."
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SIFE implements new fofm of energy
AsHLEYGoHL
SuFFWRITER

SIFE was recently approved
to start working on its Neutral
Energy project to increase energy awareness at Southern by
including solar panels on the
roof of Summerour Hall.
As of now, there is no set
completion date or price for
the solar paneling, however
SIFE is working with Energy
Management to research and
secure a bid from a solar contractor, according to SIFE's
press release.
SIFE Vice President of Operations Karla Coupla_nd; SIFE
Vice President of Logistics Mi-

chael Daily; and Corporate
Sales Manager ofWSMC Boyd
Buhl, discussed the Neutral

Solar
panels are
a great
idea. ' '

Energy project this summer.
According to the press release
they saw this project as a way
of lowering Southern's energy
footprint.

Michael Milmine, junior
psychology major, is excited
about the upcoming changes
and says that the "solar panels are a great idea." He hopes
more energy saving projects
will be spread to the other
buildings on Southern's campus.
Other than solar paneling,
SIFE has been working with
Plant Services to add additional energy conservation methods in Summerour Hall, the
new "test building" of Southern according to SIFE's press
release. They are working to
devise LED lighting and Day
Lighting solutions to lower energycosts.

Energy Management has
also used energy-saving methods. They have applied timed
light sensors in the new apartments at Southern Village, and
LED lights in the renovated offices in Wright Hall.
SJ.FE's Energy Neutral project, according to the press release, is an ideal way to show
a positive change in the ideas
and behaviors of both the faculty and students toward energy. SIFE is planning to inform
faculty and students about the
ways they can be more energy
conscious on Southern's campus.
"With better utilities the
students will have a higher

motivation to do better," said
Liz Fernandez, sophomore
psychology ana liberal arts
education major. The idea of
adding solar panels and other
energy conservation methods
to Summerour Hall is a "great
investment for a great building," says Fernandez.
SIFE's long-term goal for
the Energy Neutral project
is to change the way Southern consumes electricity and
other types of resources. Once
achieved, SIFE said it would
like to see "Southern be a
model school to our sister institutions, and other organizations that are interested in
becoming more green."

Graduate selected as new tutor coordinator
'·

TOMMY ANDERSON

Sun

WRITER

Learning Support Services
(LSS) has hired a new student
coordinator responsible for
supervising tutors in the freshly remodeled department.
Christina Weitzel, tutor coordinator and graduate student from Southern, is the
fourth coordinator for LSS
and her responsibilities include giving newly hired tutors their initial mandatory
training. She also provides
documentation on tutoring
sessions involving·the first appointment between tutors and
students where consent is given between both parties, and
provides CRLA (College Reading & Learning Association)
certification and training.
In addition, Weitzel is responsible for scheduling appointments for students to
meet with their tutors. Currently, Weitzel is the only tutor
coordinator. The center began
hiring for this position during
the summer of 2008. During
the 2010-2011 school year,
4,432
appointments were
scheduled for tutoring sessions, a considerable increase
from 1,046 in 2003-2004.
"She has been a real asset
to us, has a great personality,
takes pride in her work, and
tutors really appreciate her,"
said Januwoina Nixon, direc-

C'hrrstzna Weitzel, studying to get a masters degree m markcting managmcnt, and Joel Me;ia-Garcw, a sophmore bwlogy major and tutor, look over the
tlltormg schedule for the rest oft hi' week at Weitzel's new desk us the tutor co01·dinator in /,ynn J1.'ood Hull.

tor of Learning Support Services.
Students have rarely complained or been dissatisfied
about tutors as good communication skills and personality
are some of the several factors
looked at during the application process, Nixon said.
"She emails me back' very
promptly when I have ques-

tions. I really appreciate her
patience and her willingness
to help," said Julie Landess,
junior nursing major.
Weitzel started college at
Southern in 2005 and graduated in 2009 as a graphic design major with a minor in
journalism. This year, she is
in the process of obtaining her
Master of Business Adminis-

tration degree with an emphasis in Marketing Management,
and started working at LSS
during the middle of the summer.
"I wanted this job, and saw
it was on the job board online,
but then it was taken down.
I was told to apply and was
hired on the spot the very next
day," Weitzel said. "This was

a job I really wanted and I am
very thankful that I am working here."
Furthermore, Christina really appreciates the fast-paced
work environment. She is also
in charge of conducting seminars where tutors are trained
to get the skills they need to
help students be successful in
college.
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Monthly film series launches in Miller Hall
BARRETI THOMAS

SnuWama

The Modern Language Department began their annual
video series on Thursday,
Sept. 15, with "End of the
Spear."
This series will include
about a 90-minute monthly
video in Miller Hall under
the theme of "Courage and
Goodness Amidst Conflict and
War," and convocation credit
will be available for attendees.
The opening speaker for the
series was German Morell, a
pastor in the Carolina Conference who is of Cuban descent.
Morell was raised in Cuba and
pastored there for a number of
years during the peak of Fidel
Castro's reign.
Due to the governmental
style of Cuba at the time, he
was punished for his Christian beliefs and spent a couple
of three-year stints in Cuban

prisons. He came to the U.S.
as a refugee in 1996 and has
been a pastor in the country
ever since.
The series highlights some
of the dangers of spreading
the gospel in countries in time
of crisis, but tells stories of
people overcoming the danger
through faith.
The first video in the series,
"End of the Spear," is.about an
American missionary in South
America who tries to teach the
ideas of compassion and forgiveness to a very viol~nt tribe
of indigenous people who live
in the Amazon Jungle.
The video series is not just
available to modern language
students, but any student or
faculty in the university who
would like to attend.
"I just think it's good for
anybody who's interested in
seeing something from a different point of view," said Abi-

gail White, sophomore English major. "I had heard the
story of what happened, but
the movie showed the side of
the actual natives and the way
they saw things, rather than
just the side that we always
hear. It's helpful to see it from
somebody else's perspective."
Many of the students who
attended were former student
missionaries, or students who
enjoy going on missions trips.
"We have a lot of students
who do short missions trips
and things like that," said
Adrienne Royo, associate professor in the modern language
department. "I think this series is important because not
everybody around the world is
always going to say 'we're glad
you're here.'"
Some other students attended because they like to know
about the world.
"I usually like going because

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

Students watch the screen in the Miller auditorium as "End of the Spear"
opens the Modern I,:lnguagesfilm series on Sep. 15.

it showcases different cultures
and what's going on in the
world," said Daphni Edwards,
an- international communications and international studies major. "And I really enjoy
foreign films."
Royo said the next video,
"Au Revoir Les Enfants," will
be Thursday, Oct. 13. It is the
story of a school in France

during World War II. She said
it will be a good film to help
students learn about courage.
"It's important for us to
have Christ's perspective,
which of course is goodness,
but you have to have courage to achieve that goodness,"
Royo said. ''We would like our
students to be exposed to that
perspective."

Southern prepares for SACS reaccreditation
KEITH KING
SxAEF

W•m•

her that we employ is qualified to teach the courses that
are assigned to them," Henning said. "It goes right down
to the course level. We have
to demonstrate that the individuals have the appropriate
credentials in order to teach

document and find Southern
either in agreement or not
on all the various standards,"
Henning said. "They may have
follow-up questions that they
require us to answer, and we
will hear from them by mid
November."

Southern Adventist University is applying for reaccreditation through the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools (SACS).
Volker Henning, associate
vice president for Academic
Administration and liaison for
SACS, said the stakes are high
if Southern is not reaccredited.
Southern and all other colleges in the SACS region have
to go through the accreditation process every five years
with main recertification's
happening every 10. Currently
Southern is in the midst of
completing the ten-year ac-Lorraine Ball
creditation.
''We have to prepare a document in which we have about
90 different standards that those courses ... it's pushing
An on-site team will come
we have to address," Henning 300 faculty members."
April 16 - 18. This team is
said.
On Sept. 12, the application made up of peers from other
Standards that need to be was sent to about 10 differ- institutions that will look at
addressed include documen- . ent readers; these readers are any remaining issues from
tation of faculty, a charter from peer institutions around the compliance certification
from the state of Tennessee, the Southeast. It was also sent document. If there are quesproof of a complaint proce- to the vice president at the tions they feel have not been
dure and having a board of SACS regional office in Atlan- adequately answered, they will
trustees, among many others.
be dealt with.
ta, Ga.
"We have to doclJlllent that
"Every school also has to
"This peer group will look at
each and every faculty mem- our compliance certification have a quality enhancement

' ' Students benefit from this
because Southern must provide
evidence to SACS that we are
indeed providing a high
quality education.

plan," Henning said. "It's
where the school looks at
one particular item that they
would like to strengthen. We
have picked physical fitness
as the focus of our quality enhancement plan."
All that the on-site team witnesses goes into a report sent
to the SACS committee which
will meet in December of 2012.
"At that point we expect we
will be reaffirmed in our ac-.
creditation for this 10 year
period of time with a five year
interim.report," Henning said.
Lorraine Ball, associate
professor in the School of
Journalism and Communication and member of the team
in charge of compiling the
compliance certification, said
although SACS is seemingly
transparent to the student
body, SACS is in place to make
sure they receive a high quality education.
"Students benefit from this
because Southern must provide evidence to SACS that we
are indeed providing a high
quality education," Ball said.
"That process makes us more
proactive at evaluating and
improving our programs and
services."

Henning echoes this thought
but with a bit more urgency
stating that without SACS accreditation, credits would not
be transferable to other institutions, graduate schools
would not recognize degrees,
and finally it could take away a
majority of the students' ability to attend by removing federal financial aid.
"0~ a very practical level it
matters in another way also;
when an ·institution is not accredited, then the students
who attend that institution
are not eligible for any federal grants or loans," Henning
said.
The majority of the students
questioned in regards to SACS
were not informed enough to
have an opinion. After further explanation students like
Kayce Foote, senior pubic relations and business administration major, were more willing to comment.
"Southern being reaccredited by SACS is extremely important to me because I would
like to get a job," Foote said.
"And I would like my degree
to actually mean something in
the future."
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RELIGION EDITOR: CoLTON STOLLENMAIER

Grace in Gimbie: reflections of an SM Tonight,
.at least

PAUL VILLAVICENCIO
CmrrRIBIUQR

Editor's Note:
Paul Villavicencio was a Student Missionary in Gimbie,
Ethiopia during the 2010-2011
school year. When I saw him a
few weeks ago, I knew his life
had been rocked by his experiences. -God had gotten a hold
of him, and he was a fundamentally changed man. What
follows is a short account of
his story.

Part I
One of the most wonderful
experiences I had while serving in Ethiopia came when I
least expected. With it, God
taught me that He has set the
times and places in which He

wants us to be. For Him, nothing is impossible and there is
always a reason for whatever
happens in our lives. God uses
these things to bring us closer
to Him, to teach us a lesson,
and to make us fit to receive
· His blessings and grow stronger in our faith.
After being in Ethiopia for
two months, I began to understand that the biggest need
people had was God. I took a
week off to travel to very remote places close by so I could
preach the word of God. During this trip, God made me
aware of the great privilege,
honor and responsibility I had
to preach to people that were
completely unreached, unchurched; and had never seen
a foreigner in their lives. Just

like Paul, I was to be a light to
the world and take the Gospel
to the ends of the earth.

''I

began to
understand that
the biggest need
people had was
God.
/

Not.only did I preach to a
certain tribe called the Gumuz, but I also witnessed its
struggles with health because
of the lack of medicine and
healthcare. After returning
from this amazing one-week,
eye-opening experience, God
put into my heart my next

task: with the help of another
E.R. nurse working at the hospital, I began to put a group of
nurses and preachers together
to go to a Gumuz village and,
just like Jesus, take care of
their illnesses so that we could
later minister to them.
We attempted to go on this
trip three times before it became an actuality. Every time
we tried to go, something
would happen to either our vehicle or someone in our group
that would keep us from our
journey. Finally, on our third
attempt, we were able to begin
our journey. None of us knew
the challenges we were going
to face or how God was going
to reveal Himselfto us ...
(to be continued ... )

CoLTON STOLLENMAIER
RFIICION

Eorroa

Lord, tonight, at least, I'll get
it right. Before I lay down to
sleep, weary from another unfinished .day, I'll take just this
moment to do a thing worthwhile. I come before You now,
as I should ever be, with all my
heart. I give You, at least, this
moment. Tonight I say I love
You. In this moment, I say
You're my everything. For this
short time together, I commit
to You everything that I am.
Lord, tonight, at least, I'll live
for you-if only as I sleep. And
so I'll wake, by Your grace,
and I have hope, at least, for
tomorrow.

Into the ministry: outreach focus
CoLTON STOLLENMAIER
REliGION EDITOR

Interview with Eliud Sicard,
senior Pastoral Care Major:

Eliud Sicard

word'
ofthek
wee

I y

u

I

Accent: What should we
know about you?
Sicard: Who am I? I have
been humbled by many experiences in life. I just want
to make a difference in the
world through the lessons
I've learned in my past experience. This question comes
to me at a pivotal time in my
life. I'm soul-searching ... I'm
just willing to be used by God.
I want to make a difference in
the lives of those around me
through that which God has
given me.
Accent: And what is that?

Mercy:
The aspect of unmerited favor, that restrains the negative repercussions the recipient has 'incurred. So, it's when
we don't get the bad stuff we
do deserve.

Sicard: Everything. He is
my all. I've seen His hands
move in mighty ways in my
life and in other lives. Without
Him, I wouldn't be alive today.
Accent: Why do you do this
ministry?
Sicard: I know that it's a
privilege to be imperfect and
serve a perfect God. I know of
a perfect God who is willing to
use imperfect people to save
each other. And it's a humbling experience to be used by
the perfect God to reach out
and spread love in the community. It's a show of God's

power, and it shows me how
He uses His children on a daily
basis.
Accent: Can you give us a
summary of Outreach?
Sicard: We have 13 outreach ministries here at
Southern. They vary; you
have ministries such as West
Side 4 Jesus-probably one
of the biggest ministries-it's
evangelism, but it's people-focused. We have ministries for
all kinds of interests. Students
volunteer every Sabbath to do
exactly what Christ .did: to go
out to be with the people and

love them.
How you can get involved: Fridays & Saturdays
in front of Wright Hall around
2 p.m., ministries are leaving. Check out the Weekender
or contact Eliud at eliuds@
southern.edu. You can also
come by the Chaplain's Office
in the Student Center anytime.
If you have interest in street,
door-to-door, disadvantaged,
child, youth, Bible study, rehabilitation, elderly, evangelistic (English and Spanish), or
kindness ministries, Outreach
has a place for you.

BASIC?

total control, can we still hope,
even when He seems to be
destroying all our hopes and
dreams? Can you still follow?
Can you still trust?
Will you still love Him?
BASIC? Is a section with the
aim not only to betray your

presuppositions, but also to
instigate a littl~ interaction. If
the questions found here initiate any thoughts, send your
response to cstollenmaier@
southern.edu.

What if God's will is greater
than your comfort? Is His plan
bigger than your comfort or
happiness? If we can learn to
trust Him, to truly give Him

t _y,
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Don't let those Southern haters decide
RAQUELLEvv

COND•••ITOII
Do you know any? They are
the individuals who roll their
eyes at even the mention of
Southern Adventist University.
The ones who scoff at the
Student Handbook and refer
to the Joker as a "shocking
disgrace" .or "the Adventist
meat market." Those who are
"appalled" at university rules
and gasp as they say, "Mandatory worships? Martin Luther
would roll over in his grave.
Do they also require mandatory floggings?"
They are the self-proclaimed philosophers who
believe Southern students are
not being educated, but brainwashed. Who believe our time

and money are better spent
elsewhere.
Do you know any? I do. In
fact, the quotes above were actually said with great conviction by a youth leader at my
home church who seizes every opportunity to disparage
Southern students about their
choice of school. The irony
of a church leader hating on
Southern isn't lost on me.
But I }Qlow he's not the
only one who "hates." I know
I'm not the only person who's
heard "You're at Southern?
Why? Aren't their rules crazy?" or "That school's too expensive! You should have just
gone to (insert community
college about 10 miles from
your house)."
Don't get me wrong, the college 10 miles from my house

may be excellent, but I'm glad
I didn't stay home for college.
rve heard people say Southern is an "Adventist bubble,"
but, for me, a tighter bubble is
the secular college close to my
house where half the people
are Cuban Oike me), and the
other half are just about any
other type of Hispanic. Southern is the only place I know
where I don't feel "bubbled,"
and where I can see two completely different people sharing the same promenade.
Yes, there are other great
schools that are diverse, so
why come to Southern? What
makes Southern the best?
Well, it depends what category of "best" you're looking for. Maybe it's education,
or sports, or spirituality. But
what does that have to do with

you? I thitlk a better question
is not which college is cheaper, or has fewer rules or more
parking spaces, but which is
the best college for you, according to what you want,
what you need, what God has
determined for your life. (And,
no, I don't mean whom you're
going to marry. Contrary to
popular belief, that is not
Southern's primary function).
A better question is: Is Southern where you're supposed to
be? Only you can decide that,
not the haters.
Maybe you're one of them.
It's tempting to focus on the
rules and the shortcomings;
it's very tempting to become
a Southern hater. Southern
doesn't claim to be perfect,
and we're not, but we get better each year. Our president

dyed his hair purple. We had
a flash mob-not without opposition-but we had one. And
has anyone else noticed the
absence of church check?
Our students make original
videos, record albums, appear
on national television, and find
good jobs after graduation.
Our professors publish oneof-a-kind books and conduct
groundbreaking research, yet
are almost always available to
us, caring. about our success.
We're a small school with a big
name, and that serves to our
benefit.
Our campus is growing,
evolving, maturing; it's literally bursting at the seams. It's
an exciting time_to be a Southern student. Know it, boast it
and appreciate it. But don't
hate onott.

Invasion of the Internet
JAIME JACOBSON
OriNinN

Eorro•

It used to be that students
looked things up in the library
and found their information in
~ooks or audiotapes or magazines. With the invention of
the Internet and the World
Wide Web, however, we're
much more lazy.
Now I could probably go
into bashing a whole slew of
other forms of media, but the
Internet, despite it's usefulness, ease and helpful features, is something that really
grinds my gears.

1
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When you think of wast· At first we all thought it was
this fabulous invention that ing your time on the Intersaved us time and even money. net, what do you think you're
We could keep in tol).cb with most likely doing? Mhm,
people online without having say it. Facebook. Now, I love
to go out of our way to visit. Facebook just as much as the
We could shop online without next person does, and maybe
having to drive to the store. I'm just bitter about all the
And best of all we could use a - annoying changes, but it's a
search engine for any question huge waste of time. How many
we ever had without lifting a hours a day do we stalk our
finger, or a book for that mat- friends and all we end up doter. I'll bet m_ost people still ing is 'liking' some girl's status
of "Yay taco bell." .... Really?
feel that way.
But the Internet, as benefi- Social media will be the death
cial as it may be, is a waste of of all real friendships. Whattime, a social hindrance and a ever happened to actually going to visit a friend who's sick
dangerous thing.

~M

H N

or going through a hard time? of you put your social secuNow all we do is post on their rity number out there for the
wall to say, "feel better." We world to see. We may be past
are disgracing our genera- the days of chat rooms, but
tion. And Facebook isn't the . there are still opportunities for
only way to waste time online. perverts and other predators
There are so many distractions to find people and terrorize
that absorb us to the point of and stalk them. How creepy is
neglecting our homework and it to think that the 21-year-old
other obligations; it's just dis- guy you tnet on eHarmony.
com is actually a rapist?
gusting.
The Inte.r net is slowly stealThe Internet is dangerous,
too. Although our society has ing our capability to live life
taken its fair share of precau- in the pure way that it used to
tions to prevent things like exist. The amount of time we
identity theft al).d stalking, throw away while surfing the
there are still too many disas- web is despicable. The Intertrous cases to be comfortable. net is a trap that pulls us in
It's ridiculous how we trust with its advertisements and its
thousands of websites with satisfying ease and the worst
our credit card information, part is that's exactly what the
full name, address, phone creators want to happen.
number; I can only pray none
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Recipe of th~ week: Apple Rings
EMILYBmr<s
L!FEsn•n Eoon•

The other day I was "stumbling" online, and the photo
below popped up. What is this

heavenly deliciousness that
has just filled my computer
screen? I thought. It just happened to be a mouth-watering

recipe for apple rings, which
sounds much more enjoyable
than their infamous cousin, the
onion ring.
Since it is now officially fall
and apple rings seemed ever so
appropriate, I took the liberty
of making a batch. Sweet Caroline, I have never tasted such a
delectable treat! It's quick and
easy, and the ingredients are
ones you probably already have
around the house (dorm students, go raid your Southern
Village friends' kitchens). Be a
little festive this fall season and
make some apple rings. When
you're done, you'll have a tasty
treat, and most likely a dozen
new friends that happen to enjoy your kitchen.
Ingredients for the rings:
• 1

Courtesy of www.midwestermoms.com

• 1

large egg white
cup water

• 1 tablespoon

vanilla
cup all-purpose flour
• 1/4 teaspoon salt
: 6 large apples, peeled
·• Canola oil for frying
• Cinnamon and sugar

out of apple slices, discarding
the smallest circle containing
the core.
3. Heat oil to 375 degrees.
Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
4· Dip apple rings into batter and then place into the oil.
Ingredients for the icing: Allow the apples to fry in small
batches and turn frequently.
• 4 tablespoons butter, melt- Remove from the oil when
golden brown and place on a
ed
paper towel. Sprinkle with cin• 1/3 cup sugar
• 1 tablespoon cinnamon
namon and sugar.
• 2 tablespoons milk
5· Transfer rings to a wire
rack and place the wire rack
• 1 - 1 1/2 cups powdered
sugar
on a baking sheet. Place in the
oven for 5-1Q minutes or until
- the rings_turn crispy.
Directions:
6. Drizzle the icing over the
rings and · serve warm. (To
1. Whisk egg white until
foamy. Whisk in the water make the icing, simply comand vanilla. Next, whisk in the bine ail.of the ingredients and
stir until combined).
flour and salt.
2. Slice the apples into 1/2Recipe credit: www.midinch thick slices. Using varying-sized cutters, cut "rings" westernmoms.com
• 1

Ray LaMontagne: A Love Story
EMILY BANKS
L•nsxn Es EonnR

the shadow of his hat. But there
was no question where e~ery
eye in the audience was glued.

''I

It was a cool, crisp September evening. The sun was just
slipping behind the forested
horizon in the distance. People were buying cider and hot
chocolate before hurrying back
to their seats in the open-air
amphitheatre in anticipation of
the night's main performer.
You could feel the excitement in the air as all eyes were
on the empty stage. Suddenly,
the crowd erupted in applause
I was on the edge of my seat
as Ray LaMontagne quietly throughout the entirety of the
walked on the platform. As concert. The nachos I bought
he strummed the first chords before the show sat neglected
to "Burn," the audience was on the floor-this was no time
hushed into an awed silence.
to be distracted by cheesy
Ray's slow, raspy voice, filled treats!
with emotion behind each
As he concluded his final
word and every note, echoed song, the audience stood for a
throughout the amphitheatre.
standing ovation. I was a little
"The Pariah Dogs" accompa- disappointed that he hadn't
nied him in most of his songs, played one of my favorite
while the "Secret Sisters" sang songs, "Let it be me," but it was
a few songs with him as well. still one of the best concerts
Ray, who has always been· shy I'd ever attended. The crowd
and humble, stood off to the continued to cheer until Ray
side, his face hidden beneath finally came back on stage with

still had
goosebumps as
Imademyway
back to the car.

his guitar. As soon as he played
the first few chords I knew my
night was complete. He gave
the best performance of "Let it
be me" I'd ever heard and then
went on to play two more songs
before taking a bow and quietly
slipping back behind the curtain.
I still had goosebumps as I
made my way back to the car.
Ray LaMontagne has been my
favorite artist for a while so I
had pretty high expectations,

Ray LaMontagne live in concert.

but my_ expectations were far,
far exceeded. I encourage anyone who has never heard of
Ray LaMontagne to go to one
of his concerts at least once
in their life. At the very least,
check him out on youtube. He
is an artist with a true understanding of what music should
be and his song~ are so relatable. Maybe I have a bit of a biased opinion, but I'm sure once
you hear his voice, you1l agree
he is a truly talented artist.

Upcoming
Events

........... ' ...
~

Rebecca St. James Benefit
Concert. Friday, Sept. 30,
7-10 p.m. Popular Christian
singer Rebecca St. James
is coming to Abba's House
for one night only. All net
proceeds will benefit Pro Life
on Campus. Come support a
great cause while seeing one
of Christian music's most
popular singers! Tickets are
only $20. 5208 Hixson Pike,
Hixson, Tenn. 37343·
2011 Banana Ball. Saturday, Oct. 1, 7:30-10:30 p.m.'
Get in the swing with Chattanooga's wildest party! Banana
Ball is the Chattanooga Zoo's
signature fundraising event
with all proceeds going to the
care of the zoo's many wonderful animals, and conservation, education and rehabilitation efforts. Grab your
dancing shoes and be sure to
swing by for an evening filled
with entertainment, food
and fun! Chattanooga Zoo at
Warner Park.

Brett Dennen with Ben
Sollee Live at Track 29.
Wednesday, Oct. 5, 8-10 p.m . ..
Come enjoy the folky tunes of
Brett Dennen and a unique
mix of bluegrass, jazz and folk
on the cello by Ben Sollee.
Tickets are $18 in advance,
$20 at the door. Doors open
at 7 p.m. 1400 Market St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
RiverRO'cks 10-day Outdoor Festival. Friday, Sept.
30 to Sunday Oct. 1, 8-10 p.m.
RiverRocks is a fun-filled,
family-friendly outdoor festival celebrating the regions'
natural resources and the activities they inspire, the health
benefits of an active outdoor
lifestyle and Chattanooga's
commitment to environmental stewardship and land conservation. Events include hot
air balloon rides, film fest, live
music, hiking,.biking, climbing, hang gliding, paddling,
obstacle courses & more. Held
along the Chattanooga Riverfront, Coolidge Park and other
various locations.
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alking witli Cliuck:
CliAR.LEs CAMMACK

Southern Athlete of the
Week: Rachel Wilson, freshman nursing major
Chuck: When-did you start
swimming?
Rachel: My parents put me
in the water when I was smaJllike s.
Chuck: Who taught you?
Rachel: I started off with
lessons at the community
pool.
Chuck: When did you start
swimming competitively?
Rachel: I didn't start swimming until I was 12, which is
actually pretty late. I swam for

five years on a summer swim
team, one year on an all-year
round team and one year on
a winter team. Actually it
was cool to swim for the winter team, which was my high
school's team, be~ause it was
the first swim team they had
ever had at the school.
Chuck: What is your most
memorable race?
Rachel: This girl and I were
like neck ..and .neck. Just by
stretching out my arm I beat
her by .02 seconds. It was so
intense because our
teammates
were standing on the
~aSf!.
sides of the

state races fell on Saturdays
for the most part, so my times
would qualify but I was never
able to compete. It was not
until my sophomore year that
my breaststroke time qualified
but I wasn't able to make it.
Chuck: How did missing
that particular race make you
feel?
Rachel: Well, I had already decided that I wouldn't
compromise, but it was really
disappointing. My coach even
told me at the beginning that
there was
no point in
me joining
if I wasn't
going
to
race
on

Chuck: What did not participating in the race do for
your personal faith?
Rachel: After saying no to
something like that and letting my teammates and coach
down, it made me think even
harder about what I'm standing up for. I had completely
decided that I wasn't just going to sit back and go with the
flow.
Chuck:. Did any of your
teammates have questions regarding your stance?
Rachel: A lot of my teammates asked why I didn't race,
and I just explained to them
that as Seventh-day Adventists . we observe the seventh
day as the Sabbath and I
would not be glorifying God
by swimming in the race.

you
Did
encounter
any Sabbath issues?
Rachel: For the school
team, the district, regional and

for
me
it
wasn't
about winning. Some people,
like me, just do it because they
love it.

Clash of the Titans: Ultimate Frisbee

For me it
't b t
a OU
Winning. Some ·
~ool cheer-people, like me, jUStSab~~th .
mg loudly d
ButiJomed
the entire
0 1"t because tli ey the
team
race.
anyway
love it.
Chuck:
because

Chuck: What do you especially like about the sport?
Rachel: I like the fact that
there isn't any pressure on
your joints because
I personally am not very
good at running.
Chuck: How often do you
swim now?
Rachel: Almost everyday
for about an hour.
Chuck: What are the benefits of swimmin~ over another
sport or exercise?
Rachel: It is a very good
cardio workout because you
use every muscle in your body
and it's really good for your
lungs and because you are
always trying to hold your
breath for longer.
Chuck: Are you planning to
play in intramurals this year? .
Rachel: Maybe field hockey.

Dave Cress Memorial Golf Tournament

Photo hy Justin Peter
CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS EDITOR

The annual fundraiser golf
tournament took pla~e Sunday, Aug. 28, at the Nob North
Golf Course in Cohutta, Ga.
This year 144 players pa~ci
pated in the tournament, raising over $10,000. The
proceeds went to the Dave
Cress Memorial Endowed

Scholarship.
The tournament was a two
round scramble divided between the morning and afternoon. In the morning round
it was a two-man scramble,
an Ill in the aftempon there was
a four-man scramble for the
first time in the tournament's
history.
"This tournament is a longstanding tradition forSouth-

em alumni, friends and now
even current students to come
together and play golf for a
great cause," said Evonne
Crooke, director of Alumni
Relations.
The tournament featured
a kmg list of local sponsors
including the Village Market,
Collegedale Credit Union, and
WSMC, to name a few.
Most of the tournament
participants were Southern
alumni and friends, but a few
current Southern students
participated as well.
"I thought it was a well put
together tournament," said
Chad McLennan, junior biology major. "I absolutely feel
that more students should get
involved. Even if they aren't
the best golfers, it's a great
tournament tbat is bound to
give a good time.

CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS Emma _

On Sunday, Sept. 16 the
fields behind Talge Hall were
On Sunday, Sept. 16 the fields
behind Talge Hall were turned
into an Ultimate Frisbee field
for an epic matchup between
the House of Noah and the
House of Samson.
Led by resident assistant
and junior longterm care administration major James
Dale, who scored three times,
and junior chemistry major
Natalie Dickerhoff, who also
scored three times, the House
·of Noah defeated the House of
Samson 12-4.

The game was the first of
many in what is being called
Talge Hall's "Clash of the Titans." Teams are grouped by
halls and are led by the halls'
RA.
"Clash of the Titans" is ct
year-long activity that consists
of several games and events
that will incorporate teamwork, perseverance, competition and active involvement,"
said the Talge Hall student
deans. "The goal is to provide
fun, interactive dorm events
for everyone."
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Thursday,Sept.29
Last day for 6o percent tuition refund
11 a.m. SA Convocation, A. C.
Green (Iles)
5 p.m. Football team meeting (Hulsey Rm. 3135)
7 p.m. InTents Meeting, Ron
Halvorsen Jr. (Tent)
Friday, Sept. 30
7:27p.m. Sunset
8 p.m. InTents Vespers, Ron
Halvorsen Jr. (Tent)
Saturday, Oct. 1
9 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
10 a.m. Sermon on the
Mount (Tent)

All Night Softball: Come to
the Summit Softball Complex
(1 mile North of 4 Comers
on the left.) Saturday Night,
Oct. 1 for an excitement-filled
night of Softball and friends!
Whether you are playing or
not, come on out and have
some fun and cheer on your
favorite team! The games
start at 8 p.m. and go until
the last championship game
is finish. Don't miss an awesome night of softball! See
you there!
Residence Hall Students
and All Night Softball:
Anyone at the softball fields
after 1.a.m. will need to check
in at their respective dorm
desk no later than 30 minutes after the final out of the
championship game (i.e. if
the last out is at 2:57 a.m.,
residents must check in by
3:27 a.m.). THERE WILL
BE NO GRACE OR
MINORS. Curfew for those
not at the softb'all fields is

10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:15 a.m. P.rayer for C~m
nect (CA room 102)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Andy Nash (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
1:30-5 p.m. Cave Open &
Goliath
Wall-climbing
(Student Park)
Evensong
7:30
p.m.
(Church)

8:30 p.m. All Night Softball
Tournament
(Summit
Softball Complex)

normal time (1 a.m.).
"Sermon on the Mount"
This Sabbath there will be
a joined Sabbath school
class called "Sermon on the
Mount." It will be held outside in the tent used for the
InTents Meetings. A light
breakfast will be provided.
Returning Student: Need
to know information about
vacations, special programming, Saturday night events,
etc? Student Handbooks and
Planners are available during
business hours at the Student
Services office. Pick up your
copy today and be informed!
Flag Football Captains
Meeting:
When: Thursday, Sept. 29 at
5p.m.
Where: HWC Room 3135
All teams must be represented at the meeting to be
eligible to play.

#

3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
council

Sunday, Oct. 2
10:30-11:45 a.m. 28th Annual Sunbelt Cohutta Springs
Triathlon registration
12:30 p.m. Race begins
SAT Exams (Lynn Wood)
Oct. 2-6 SoCial Welfare Issues & Policy Trip (Washington D.C.)

Tuesday, Oct. 4
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Mid-semester book buy back (Campus Shop)
LSAT Exams (Lynn Wood)
12 p.m. Student Organization Advisers Meeting
(Presidential
Banquet
Room)
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test

Monday, Oct. 3
Board of Trustees Meeting
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Mid-semester book buy back (Campus Shop)

Wednesday, Oct. 5
7:30 p.m. SA Senate (White
Oak Room)
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship (Thatcher)

Student Missions
Mailing Party:
Sunday,
Oct. 2 from 6-8 p.m. in
the Sherri Norton Seminar
Room. Come and help package boxes to send to our Student Missionaries!

you do not have your 20112012 Joker yet, come by the
Student Association office
across from KR's to pick it
up!

[SA. Announcements]

Sept. 29 - Alex Buchanan,
Caitlin Campbell, Gilbert Sison, Jessica Webster, Kelly
Claudio, Nikki Ross, Paula
Walters, Sarah Crowder,
Sukie Myers, Tony Trimm

Senior Picture Days! Senior pictures will be taken
in the Presidential Banquet
Room on Thursday Oct. 6
from 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Friday
Oct. 7 from g a.m.-4 p.m. and
Monday Oct. 10 from 9 a.m.5 p.m. For questions contact Memories Editor, Kayce
Foote at: kaycef@southem.
edu.
SA Senate Surprise Day:
has been rescheduled for Fri,day, Oct. 7· Come meet the
senators and enjoy a treat on
the Promenade.
Come

g~t

your Joker! If

[Birthdays)

Sept. 30- Alyssa Goeman,
Christie Stanton, Harrison
Hosteter, Kristina Forberg,
Monica Nunez, Reyna Torrez, Ryan Neall, Vonda Underwood
Oct. 1- Alyana Williams,
Beaver Eller, Carlos Parra,
Debbie Middlebrooks, Jonathan McPherson, Keolani
Dingilius, Linda LecQ.ler,
Marcus Sheffield, Mary Anne
Poulson. Rachel Parrish, Ra-

The ~amp us Chatter is a weekly publit:ation of the Student Association/Student Services office.
Announcements must be submitted by 4:0.0 p.m. on Monday to
. Priority will be
given to announcements pertaining to the current week. Chatter Editor: Annalyse Hasty
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Thursday, Oct. 6
9 a.m.- 4 p.m. National Depression Screening Day
(Student Center)
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Senior Portraits (Presidential BanquetRoom)
11 a.m. Convocation, Luther
Whiting (Church)
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory (Conference Room
A)

5:45p.m. Student Organizations Treasurer's Orientation (Presidential Banquet
Room)
6:30 p.m. Graduate Open
House (Hulsey)

chel Van Allen, Troy DeWind
Oct. 2-Betsie Ortiz, Jacqueline Jackson, Joel Miller,
Kevin Johnson, Linda Wilhelm, Linsey Strack, Mia
Nusantara, Michelle Walker,
Natalie Montaldi
Oct. 3- Alexander Wicklund, Amy Blake, Betty
Garver, Brett Schaeffer, Constance Dawes; Curtis Prevo,
Daniel Gonzalez, Nick Lindsay, Priscila Bernal, Sergio
Moreira, Stephanie Sutton,
Ursula Luckett, Vivian Grabiner
Oct. 4 - David Huisman,
Gloria Byerley, Paris Pringle
October 5-Adam Weigley~
Bill Lyons, Hector DeJesus,
Jean Hinrichs
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The (made up) Wotd of
thelleek:
MY• .MY BOYFRIEND JUST
DUMPED ME, TODAY••

HEY CUTil YOU SINGLE?

J

OH •..

I

YEAH.. -

Roomuncher
[room muhnch -er]
Noun
A person who only eats in their dorm room
ex.
1. I never see.Velroy anymore, probably because he is
a roomuncher.
2. Want to grab dinner? No thanks I'm kind of a roomuncher.

\

. SO THEN YOU'RE SINGLE?

)

Comic by Brian White

The Politic1 of the Promenade:
1.
Eye contact
Don't make eye contact too soon; that is the kiss of death. Instead pretend to
look at your phone, or stare off into space until the proper distance is reached.
2.
To wave or not to wav
This all depends once again on distance, and whom you are waving at. Waves
always run the risk ·of the incredibly embarrassing "Are they waving at me?"
moment.
3.
The greeting
This all depends on the relationship. A hug should be reserved for family or
significant others. A quick high five is appropriate, while the baseball at-a boy
rear end slap should only be shared with members of the same gender.
4.
Wheeled-vehicle-to-walking-pedestrian
If you are on a wheeled vehicle a vocal warning is a must. If you are walking,
a healthy observation of your surroundings is necessary.

irhi1 lleek•1 Ha1II·Tag:
#Du•blup•• Pow••'

Here are a few examples:
The ability to un-pop popcorn #DumbSuperPowers
The ability to tum gold into stone #DumbSuperPowers

Photo by Keith King

87 Days Until Christmas
It's dropped below 60 degrees so it is
officially time to start the countdown.
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Students get "awkward" for Joker Release
Later on students gathered
on the bleachers where the
Masters of Ceremonies Caleb
Most people avoid look- Michalski, sophomore mass
ing awkward, yet on Saturday communication major, John
night, ·Sept. 18, mismatching, Olare, sophomore social work
knee-high socks and bathrobes . major, and Jeremy Pastor, j
were the standard at the Joker nior nursing major, welcomed
Release Party in the lies P.E. the student body to the "Awkward Family Reunion."
Center.
The line of strangely dressed
Throughout the night the emstudents formed an hour be- cees told jokes and talked with
fore the event and nearly the audience.
"Unfortunately, even though
stretched to the Collegedale
Church. The first 300 people to I was sitting close to the emcees, it was difficult to hear
arrive received a free t-shirt.
and understand them," said
Kroania Olivas, sophomore
graphic design major.
Students also had the chance
to sing along to recognizable
songs like "Lean on Me" and
perform the "Electric Slide."
Olare pumped up the crowd by
making them do the wave durPhoto courtesy of Katie Freeland
ing the first act of the night.
Students play a round of Twister at the awkwar-d-themed Joker Release Par·ty on Sat. evening, Sep. 17.
The crowd went wild when
they
announced
"Hakke
Matte," performers at last
year's talent show, were next.
Before performing, dancer HANNAH ScHAEFER
Chris Charles, sophomore ani- STAFF wam•
mation major, said, "I am a little bit nervous. But I think we'll · Record rainfall has turned and caked mud littered all over hopefully maintain their first
do as good as we practiced, and • an already-problematic park- the campus. 'this temporary fix goal "to create and maintain
we practiced a lot."
ing situation next to the Hulsey of the lawn parking has already an attractive external environStudents cheered after their Wellness Center into a larger created more problems of its ment for the University," Antone said.
·
own.
performance.
issue.
"The parking lot is almost
Antone admits that the soluThe amount of students who
For the first few weeks of the
"I am very excited and I ex- departed the party continued school year, the drought pro- always full," said Tyler New- tion to cramped parking by the
pect to get a free t-shirt, that with the. next activity, which vided dry grass for students to myer, junior outdoor leader- Hulsey Wellness Center is on
is why I am here!" said Kristel was more interactive with the park on as an extension to the ship major. "~ometimes peo- "an experimentation basis." He
ple have to find a -space in the spoke for the staff when he said
Stewart, sophomore general audience, calling nine vol- Welliless Center parking lot.
studies major.
that he "does not want to limit
unteers up to play "Southern
However, the recent rain- church parking lot."
Once the doors opened, stu- Squares."
As the need for space grows, the potential of a new building
storm that brought 10 inches
dents scrambled to grab their
The night ended with family of rain turned the field into a and demands for a solution re- spot."
t-shirts and wandered around feud between the· emcees and muddy pit.
The final Southern master
main, Landscape Services and
the gym. Different attractions other actors. Then they passed
Mark Antone, director of Southern faculty are consid- plan was adjusted three years
included a nacho stand, Twist- out the Jokers on the way out Landscape Services, assumed ering their options, said Phil ago. All decisions must corer, pin the tie on Gordon Bietz, of the gym. SA Social Vice no one would park in the field Garver, dean of the School of respond with this new masvid~o games on the stage and a
President Janelle Billingy was after such an intense storm. Physical Education, Health ter plan layout. For Southern
photo booth_
students, at least for now, this
pleased with the turnout. "The However, busy students with and Wellness.
The Landscape Service De- means adapting to new park"It's a good way to de-stress, people that came and partici- an urgent need for parking
dress up and have fun. After a pated had a lot of fun," Student space continued to use the field partment is constantly work- . ing spots and longer walking
long week it is well needed," Association Social Vice Presi- resulting in deep tire marks ing on construction that will distances.
said Simone Marshall, junior dent Janelle Billingy, said.
journalism major.
ARLENY PoPOTEUR
STAFF WRITER

''

It's a good
way to
de-stress,
dress up
and have
fun.

Wellness Center parking a muddy mess

''
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Southern holds Goliath Wall Lawn Concert
derful job. They put their
whole heart into what they
did. They blessed everyone
immensely."
Hayes concurred with Marshall about the event.
"I have to agree," Hayes
said. "I was so blessed by the
individuals who had personal
stories behind their songs."
Sophomore education major Sharon Morgan sat in the
rowd and enjoyed the performances and the event overall
more than last year's Lawn
Concert due to coming to the
event early enough to find
good seating.
"I came late last time, so
I had to stand up tlfe entire
time," Morgan said. "This time
Photo courtesy of Nathan Sturgess
Ken ric Rinwni ond Si/toia Bernard sing an original song by Rinwm erititled "My Heart is Yours• at the Sept.19 Lawn Concert.

NrcK JoHNSON
SuuWama

Students in casual attire
gathered for a non-traditional
vespers event at the Goliath
Wall Sept. 16.
A variety of songs were

played, some of which included guitarists, singers and
pianists. A few of the 10 musical performances were student
originals.
Simone Marshall, a junior
journalism major, and Gar-

rison Hayes, a junior 'film
production major, hosted this
year's Lawn Concert, and were
pleased with the event.
"We have so much talent
here," Marshall said. "[The
performers] did such a won-

..

especially in the minutes immediately prior to the event."
When asked what her favorite song of the evening was,
Morgan said she liked the saxophone piece "Ba~e Hymn of
the Republic," performed by
Sammy Previlus, a sophomore
education major.
Students and faculty gathered at the Student Park for
a social event after vespers. A
campfire was lit, and snacks
and beverages were served to
everyone who gathered. Carl
Patterson, associate dean
of men, said the event was
sponsored by both Talge and
Thatcher Halls.

--- ---

r

I
J

I got a seat front and center ...
It gets packed pretty quickly,

CORRECTION:

An article published last week entitled "SA Jokn

Release Party 2011" attributed Daphn Bastien a~ the
reporter who wrote the story. It was actually Anna
~artlett. The entire editing staff at the Accent regrets
this mistake, and we have taken necessary measures
to en ure this never happens again.

...
I
1
I
I
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Last .five steps to acad~mic success
ALEc JAcKSON
S.A. PRESIDENT
concmued from 5epl 8 r.ssue

6. Do your homework .
Again, following this step
will allow you to be better prepared for quizzes, tests and
class discussion. I've heard a

rumor that most of the tests
have questions that are extremely similar to the assigned
homework questions.

7. Read your syllabus
This is one of the most important things that students

~onthmt atcmt
-0

•.
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overlook. The· syllabus is the - you know the things you need
paper that says what is expect- improvement on.
ed of you to receive the grade
you want. They have most of
the reading and homework assignments for the entire year.
The papers and projects that
will be due throughout the
year, the office hours of the
professor, and the rubrics are
all most likely lo<;ated in the
syllabi.

''

8. Study for tests
This is the one step that
most students are familiar
with. Studying for tests will
almost always guarantee you
better test grades than if you
had not studied. Studying
does not begin the night be• fore a test, however; it begins
at the beginning of the chapter. Reading, taking notes
and doing practice questions
are all forms of studying that
should be employed. Review
the quiz and homework questions that you missed so that

•

This
does not
just mean
come
and take
notes. ' '

9. Participate in class
This does not just mean
come and take notes. Answer
questions that the teacher
asks. If you get the question
wrong, they'll correct you, and
111 pretty much guarantee that
you're not the only person who
was thinking the exact same
thing. If you participate in
class, you unconsciously give
permission for others to do
well·too.

10. Ask questions if
you don't pnderstand

This is probably the most
difficult for most of us. Many
students feel smart enough to
get any question right the first
tiq1e, this is simply not true.
There are plenty of resources
available for any of us who
have questions. Again, if you
ask questions, you are find- ·
ing answers to questions other
people may need help with,
and by helping others understand the material, you learn it
better yourself.
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Epikos comic store attracts students
LAUREN SWAFFORD
Sn.FF WR!TfR

Collegedale's only comics
and games store opened this
past summer and Southern
students are taking notiee.
Epikos Comics and Games,
located at the Four Corners
shopping plaza in Collegedale,
estimates that one-fourth of
the regular customer base that
has gathered . over the past
few months are Southern students.
Given the high saturation of
Christians in the Collegedale
. area, Henry Flood, manager
and owner of the store, had
some early misgivings about
opening- the store in this location.
"There are actually a . lot
more Southern Adventist University students than I expected," Flood said.
·
Brittany Nelund, a junior
allied health major, is an avid
Epikos customer.
"I enjoy Epikos because of •

the friendly environment,"
Nelund said.
During her spare time,
Nelund often stops by the
store.
"There are typically many
people playing games or chatting about upcoming video
games ... !11 drop by randomly and play with whoever is
there."
Originally named Epic,
Flood was asked to change the
store's name to Epikos, meaning "epic" in Greek, due to a

Photo courtesy of Nathan Sturgess

Brittany Nelund,junior allied health major, checks a few of the thousands of comics available at Epikos, Collegedale's newest gaming and comic stm·e.

every night for games such as
recent trademark issue.
Flood has worked as a man- Axis and Allies, World ofWarager at local Wal-Mart stores craft, and Magic the Gatherfor the past 15 years and re- ing.
"We generally have about 15
cently obtained his entrepreneurial degree from Chatta- to 30 people on a Wednesday
nooga State . University. Out · night for a World of Warcraft
of the many plans he created, 'tournament," said Greg Hood,
Epikos was the first he actively part oWner of the shop and
pursued.
World ofWarcraft tournament
Currently, Epikos has begun organizer. "We'll teach anyone
to host gamirtg leagues, com- to play: So, if there's anyone
petitions and tournaments new and wants to learn, come

on down."
The .tournaments generally involve prizes, including
store credit and special gold
coins that signify skill~level in
a game.
Nelund also attends these
tournamentS. ·-~
"I go most Wednesday evenings to play a card game with
people fr9m the area. All sorts
of people..:·cmne, both young
and old to play and socialize." .

For the novice game player,
Epikos offers traditional board
games as well as the option
to special order games that •
would not typically be found
in surrounding stores.
"I can special ord~r just
about anything and have it
here within tWo weeks," Flood
,said. "It's a different world
here for sure, but it's a lot fun."

Ron Smith elected as new Southern village initiatives create community
Southern Union Conference President

JASHLENE REY
Snu WRmR

Ron C. Smith, D.Min, Ph.D,
was elected president of the
Southern Union Conference
Sunday, Sept. 18 following the
retirement of former president Gordon Retter.
"God is going to continue to
lead the great SoUthern Union
on, and on;' and on, until we

see Jesus," said Retzer, .who
had served as President for
eigllt years.

. " ..

·~

~

.

The vote in favor of Smith,
who had previously worked as
the conference secretary, was
near unanimous.
"Thank you for trusting us,"
said Smith after being elected.
"By God's grace we want to
be loyal, faithful and committed to the charge we are summoned to."
As a result of his election,
Smith now becomes the Chair
of Southern's Board of Trust-

ees.

Southern Village is trying
to unite residents in several
ways. ,
The Village Voice is a newsletter for all Southern Village
residents and it's sent to students' Southern e-mail ~c~
count on a weekly basis. This
newsletter keeps the students
informed on current events,
Sunday evening worships and
birthdays.
One of the recent events was
a Sal?bath potluck at the Stu-

dent Park on Sept. 10.
said~ the goal of the potluck
JP ~athis, SoutherJ1. Village was fellowship. She said the
dean, welcomed students and . Village tries to host events so
RA's interacted-with guests.
everyone can get to know each
other.
"It was a great opportu,nity.
People, after they ate, reconnected," Simmons said. "This
was a g~eat time to get to know
your neighbors."
The Village is starting to
make connections with each
other but still searching for
more opportunities to do so.
Dawnmarrie Simmons, seFuture plans for an outdoor
nior liberal arts education ma- vespers and yearly party are
jor and Southern Village RA, underway.

''

This was a great
time to get ·
to know your
neighbors. ,,
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Southern implements new classroom video system
JONATHAN MICEU
Sx.t.FF WRITER

A new, clean and userfriendly video system at
Southern allows professors
to stream and record lectures
for both online and on campus
students.
Lecture Capture, which
combines both streaming
and recording features, are
two systems combined into
one. When Lecture Capture
is streaming to students it allows them to interact with the
professor using Adobe Connect. The other system records
the lecture so that students
can view the lecture later on
Eclass.

"The idea for Lecture Capture came from having to take
a video camera into the classroom and record a lecture. We
would have to edit and convert the file so online students
could see the lecture," said
Ivan Delgado, support. supervisor for Academic Technology. "Something was needed to
streamline this process and we
really wanted to join the communities of the on campus and
online students."
As the professor teaches,
Lecture Capture records both
the lecture and anything the
professor puts on the screen,
such as a Power Point, and
has the option of writing on
the screen as a blackboaid..

Later the students can view
the video online, said Serena
Santana, temporaray worker

''

Something
was needed
to streamline
this process ...

''

in School of Business and
Management.
"It's trying to make it so
that it's as close as possible to

[students] being in the class- having to read on their own
room," Delgado said.
and figure out what is going
This system allows the pro- on, they get the same in~class
fessor to step onto a mat and activity as if they had been sitthe camera will focus on the ting there personally."
professor instead of the whole
The cost of this system is
class. The online students can about $20,000 for a traditioninteract with the teacher and al classroom. It is another tool
the students in the classroom for helping the students, said
by talking through the speaker Elaine Plemons, dean of Acasystem or by typing. Also, stu- demic Technology.
Mental Health and Finandents in the classroom can see
the students online via web- cial Accounting classes have
. already begun implementing
cam.
•"If they can't meet at that this device.
A mobile Lecture Capture is
time slot then the class is podcasted so they have a video available for special lectures
and audio of the entire class," or events. Delgado said that
said Robert Gadd, professor of the goal is to have one to two
School of Business and Man- in every department as they
agement. ~ Rather than just are requested in the future.

Student Success Center launches new program
successfully, said Nixon. The
four graduate students: Castwell Fider, Valeria Frescino,
This fall, the Student Suc- Brandon Pierce and Nelly
cess Center launched a new ' Montoya, are all working on
program for students from their Master of Social Work
every class needing help in degrees. While using the proacademics or with adapting to gram to complete practicum
hours, they have expressed
college life.
The program was proposed that their "main goal is stutwo years ago by Jim Wampler, dent success," Fider said.
Each of the graduate studirector of the Student Success
Center (SSC). Last year, the dents, or student support
sse tried a pilot program and managers, have a passion
found plenty of students but for certain types of students,
Montoya said. However, each
manager is not assigned to
specific students. They will assist all who come in.
Student support managers
Frescino and Fider were hired
to assist freshmen under the
supervision of Klischies. The
managers work with them to
ensure a successful first year,
whether it's providing tutoring opportunities or helping
insufficient help to run it ef- students get into the classes
ficiently. This year, Wampler, they need.
The primary focus for Fider,
along with Januwoina Nixon,
director of I.:earning Support who has been on the GymServices, and Renita Klis- Masters team for three conchies, First Year Experience secutive years, is providing the
coordinator, decided to pull acrobatic team with the supfrom Southern's own in-house port and the resources they
resources and hire graduate need while at Southern and on
students from the School of trips. He is aware of the diffiSocial Work to facilitate the culties and challenges that the
gymnasts face.
program.
"One of the main things
With the newly acquired
help from four graduate stu- Coach Schwartz promotes on
dents, the program is running his team besides spiritual well...oGAN FoLL

Sx.t.ffWRmR

''

The
program
.
.
zs runnzng
successfully.

''

Photo courtesy of Katie Freeland

Learning Support Services is located on the first and thirdjloo1·s of Lynn Wood Hall.

fare is academics," Fider said.
Montoya and Pierce work
with transfer students, international students and everyone besides freshmen. Montoya, once a transfer student
herself, has a different perSQective and is able to help
students adjust in a new environment.
The sse has forms to help
spot struggling students and
has created a special student
intervention team that meets
every Thursday morning to
discuss potential students

·...

in need of help. The team is
comprised of assistant deans,
teachers, chaplains and the
sse staff.
According to the Learning Success Services website,
the intervention team is not
a discipline committee. The
primary role of the team is to
connect students with campus
resources, give advice and recommendations and show concern and care.
"Our challenge is to remove
the stigma attached to the
phrase 'student intervention,"

Montoya said.
When the sse identifies any
students in need of help, they
contact them either by e-mail,
phone calls, or personal meetings. Fider admits it is a little
awkward at first, but it gets
much easier once the student
becomes comfortable.
For students wanting to
know more about this program, contact the Student
Success Center or Learning
Support Services. Their office
is located on the third floor of
Lynn Wood Hall.
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Softball game resul~s in injury
NATHAN STURGESS

AssiSTANT Puom Emma

On Sunday night Timothy
Johnson, senior computer
systems administration major, was playing a softball
game behind the Village Market when he went to catch a
ball and inadvertently collided

with Kim Quiambao, junior
theology major resulting in
Johnson severely injuring his
left ankle.
Johnson went into surgery
to repair the ankle Monday
afternoon. According to Mia
lindsey, the doctor identified the injury as a "shattered
tibfib", meaning Johnson

Photo spread by Nathan Sturgess

EMTs and local emergency responders prepare to take Timothy Johnson
to a nearby emergency room to be treated.

11 dead in Nev. air crash
shared love of aviation

RENO, Nev. (AP) - They
came from every corner to
the Nevada desert to watch
the nation's premier air race,
a daring competition between
that
speed-hungry pilots
pushed the limits of safety.
They all had one thing in common: a deep affection for aviation.
One was a wheelchairbonnd recent college graduate who was thrilled to be at
the races. Another was a former airline pilot who owned a
vintage airplane. Still another
was at his first race, attending
at the urging of his father and
brother.
They were among the 11
people who died when one
of the planes in the race, a
WWII-era P-51 Mustang fighter plane called The Galloping
Ghost, plunged into the VIP
section. The 74-year-old stunt
pilot also died in the nation's
deadliest air racing disaster.
The shrapnel from the crash
sprayed the crowd, leaving
dozens more with severed
limbs, including fingers, legs
and arms.
Since. the crash, authorities
in Reno have been flooded with
calls from around the country,
as relatives and friends wor-

ried about the whereabouts of
spectators. Police said medical
officials are using fingerprints
and DNA to identify the remains of three victims.
"We've had some emotional
calls, and it's because of the
uncertainty," said Kathy Jacobs, executive director of the
Crisis Call Center in Reno.
"It's terrifying for those individuals not to know what has
happened to their loved ones."
Some of the callers became
separated from family or
friends after the accident, Jacobs said.
"You're responding to someone who was with a loved one
at one moment and the loved
one is not there the next moment," she said. "They're looking for answers, and the reality
is we can't answer their questions right away."
A Kansas family saw four of
its members taken to a Reno
h9spital for serious injuries after the crash.
The matriarch, Cherie Elvin, went missing after the •
plane hit ground. The injured
included her husband, Chock
Elvin, their two sons, Bill and
Brian Elvin, and Brian Elvin's
wife, linda. All had lost some
part of their leg, according to
a website used by the families.
Gary Umscheid, whQse
daughter, Rachel, is married
to Bill Elvin, described Che-

sustained fractures to both
his tibia and fibula. Metal
pines had to be inserted into
his leg during surgery. At the
time of this writing, he will be
released from the hospital on
Wednesday Sept. 21. He will
be wearing a cast for at least
four weeks.

Mia Lindsey is comforted after
praying with a few friends for the
safety and protection of Timothy
Johnson who broke his leg playing
softball Sunday.

rie and Chuck Elvin as "very
typical Midwestern folks who
love family." 'The family has a
distinct love of aviation," Umscheid said.
The- air races drew thousands of people to Reno every
September to watch various
military and civilian planes
race. Local schools often held
field trips there, and a local
sports book took wagers on
the outcomes.
During the races, planes
flew wingtip-to-wingtip as
low as so feet (15 meters) off
the ground. The competitors
follow an oval path around
pylons, with distances and
speeds depending on the class
of aircraft. Pilots reached
speeds of up to soo mph.
The pilot, James Leeward,
was the 20th pilot to die at the
National Championship Air
Races since it began 47 years
ago, but Friday's crash was
the first where spectators were
killed. Some Qf the injured described being coated in aviation fuel that burned.
Leeward, a veteran air racer
who flew in Hollywood films,
and his team had modified the
plane beyond recognition, taking a full 10 feet off the wingspan and cutting the ailerons
- the back edges of the main
wings used to control balance
- by roughly 28 inches.
Investigators said it could

leg on Sunday evening, Sept. 18.

"Jimmy was an icon as far
take months to explain what
happened to the plane as Lee- as aviation goes," Martin said.
ward entered the third lap of "He could fly just about anythe race.
thing, .and he always took a
Leeward, of Ocala, Fla., flew very professional approach to
in more than 120 races before everything he did in aviation."
Leeward loved speeding, on
his death. His father worked
in aviation and taught him the the ground or in the air, and
trade. Leeward got 1m private had recently taken up racing
pilot's license at age 16. He cars.
Among the others killed
was married with two adult
were Sharon Stewart, 47, of
sons.
Dan Martin, of San Jose, Reno; Greg Morcom, 47, of
Calif., flew with Leeward on Marysville, Wash.; George
the set of the "The Tuskegee -Hewitt, 6o, and Wendy
Airmen" in the early 1990s. Hewitt, 57, both of Fort MoMartin com~teQ. in one of have, Ariz.; Michael Wogan,
the Reno competition's slow- 22, of Scottsdale, Ariz.; Regina
er races last week, and was Bynum, 53, of San Angelo,
watching at the time of the Texas; and James McMichael,
crash.
47, of Graham, Wash.

In this Friday, Sept. 16, 2011 photo, a P-51 Mustang airplane approaches the ground right before crashing during an air show in
Reno, Nev. The vintage World War II-erafighter plane piloted by
Jimmy Leeward plunged into the grandstands during the popular
annual air show. (AP Photo/Garret Woodman)
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-The things "We carry
MICHAEL HADLEY
SnEEWarna

In the two weeks leading
up to the start of the semester, I drove about 779. miles:
Orlando to Hendersonvtlle
to Chattanooga. I packed and
unpacked twice and slept in
three different places. It was
an interesting couple of weeks.
Amid all the travel, I'd beeh
thinking about packing.
To preface this, I hate packing. I'm not good at it. My
mind doesn't think spatially.
I'm not even sure I was good
at putting the shapes in the
correct holes when I was a kid.
My idea of packing clothes is
throwing them in a suitcase,

and I mean literally just dropping in what I need. There's
another reason I hate packing: I'm forgetful. Seriously,
I ALWAYS forget something.
In the past I've left my dress
pants in my dorm room, my
pillow at home, and I've forgotten a towel more than once!
But like-I said, amid all this
I'd been thinking. We carry a
lot of things with us wherever
we go; and we also pack specifically for where we're going.
You don't take a parka to Hawaii or swim trunks to Alaska.
That makes no sense.
It somehow seems that we
accumulate things throughout our lives. Odds and ends,
unexplained pieces of a frag-

mented life that can build up
pretty fast to the point where
we've got a lot of useless 's tuff
just lying around. Oh, some of
it is meaningful, but a lot of it
seems like trash. But regardless, we carry it around with
us.
"What sticks to memory,
often, are those odd little fragments that have no beginning
and no end" (Tim O'Brien,
"The Things They Carried").
While it is important, I think
the main point is not what we
carry around; but what we
do with what we carry. If you
carried around a watch, but
never looked at it and were
constantly late to everything,
that wouldn't make sense, -
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right? ~at we carry with us
affects us, making us react
to things in certain ways. If a
close friend betrays you, you'll
have a hard time trusting people. When you finally do trust
someone again and it starts
to seem like they're going to
burn you, you'll react a little
too quickly and maybe in the
wrong way. Everything we do
and everything that happens
to us affects us in one way or
another.
"It was very sad, he thought.
The things men carried inside.
The things men did or felt they
had to do" (Tim O'Brien, "The
Things They Carried").
- I guess if the point is what
we do with what we carry
around, then one of the questions is what do we do?
What are you carrying?
Like I said earlier, we're all
carrying pieces of pain and
fragments of hurt or loss or
what-have-you. Those things
affect us whether we like it
or not. But I propose there's
something that should supersede all of that: Jesus.
We've grown up hearing that
if we just accept Him things
will get easier; He'll bless us
more than we can ever imagine. And if we give everything
to Him, He'll make us more
than we ever thought possible.
This isn't true.
Now before you say, "Wow
this guy is a heretic!" think for
a second. How many Bible heroes had easy lives? Not many.
How many were rich? Not so
many. How many were accepted in society and revered?
Most were"killed. Not so pretty
a picture, is it? That doesn't
mean we should give up. Life

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

with Jesus is not a cakewalk
or a stroll in the park. It's a
struggle, a fight to the death,
something we have to grapple
with everyday.
And it's meant to be hard.
We appreciate things more
when we have to work for
them. And what about all that
stuff we carry with us? We
surrender it to the One and
let Him carry them. He'll use
the painful scars to help us understand Him more and relate
to others better. He takes our
pain and suffering and makes
it worthy, makes it beautiful.
Because of that, each and every one of us has people we are
especially equipped to reach,
people we can perfectly relate
to.
At Passion 2011, Louie Giglio summed up his talk with
one thought:
"It doesn't matter where
you're going, it ma~ers what
you carry with you-and what
you should be carrying is Jesus."

.
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A scared nation
JAIME JACOBSON
OriNinN

Eonn•

Fear drives us to do things
we wouldn't normally do. It
motivates us in ways other
things can't. It changes our
mind, it dictates our actions,
it -even stops us from saying
what we might have said had
we not been afraid.
Did you ever used to run
and jump into bed so that
whatever was hiding underneath wouldn't be able to grab
your ankles and pull you under? My dad used to tell me
not to do that because he knew
a little boy who once jumped
too far and fell out the window. Maybe it was just a fib,
but I couldn't help myself. I
was afraid of the dark and my
fear made me jump instead of
stay calm.
People who get hurt by
something once are prone to
be too scared to do it again.
We're afraid to trust someone
after they leave us damaged.
Take for instance the United
States. After Sept. 11 we were
afraid of so many things-terrorism, hate crimes, airplanes,
explosions, even people who
looked Arab. Our fear as a
country changed the way we
began to act. We tightened

airport security, we formed
the Homeland Security, we
outsourced torture, and we
locked our front doors. We
began casting · judgmental
glances at anyone who looked
suspicious.
Recently we commemorated
the tenth anniversary of Sept.
11 and, despite the decade that
has soothed our pain, you can
still smell fear. On this day,
a woman named Shoshana
Hebshi was on a flight from
Denver to Detroit when she
was detained after being accused of suspicious behavior. Hebshi is part-Saudi and
part-Jewish. After landing,
her plane was moved from
the terminal, all passengers
were instructed to stay seated,
and within a matter of minutes Hebshi and her Indian
seatmates, whom she had just
met, were handcuffed and
taken into questioning where
they were strip searched, interrogated, and held behind
bars for hours. Throughout
the confusing process, Hebshi
repeatedly asked what was going on. She wasn't informed
until later that someone had
reported her and her seatmates' behavior as suspicious.
This apparently was enough
for FBI agents to arrest and

Browrrand his family walk along a sea ofAmerican flags during a 9/_11 remembrance
ceremony
Crossgates Exchange Club soccer fields Sunday, Sept. 11, 2011 , in Brandon, Miss. (AP
Photo/The Clarion-Ledger, Vickie D. King)
·

doing to dissuade and protect
are working." This particular
statement hit me because I
agree-are we handling this
the right way? Think of the
time in the Bible when Peter
cut the ear off the soldier because he was afraid of what he
might do. He acted too quickly
and irrationally. He made a
decision out of fear and Jesus
had to calmly correct him for
losing control.
FBI reports say that Hebshi and her seat passengers
were released and were actually apologized to. They

never did anything wrong, or
even suspicious for that matter. Hebshi says during the
flight, she read, slept, used the
bathroom, and played on her
phone (in airplane mode). The
so-called "suspicious behavior" was an exaggeration made
by a paranoid passenger. I can
understand fear. I cannot understand acting irrationally
out of fear. Are racial profiling
and reckless actions protecting anything for our country?
God bless America, but I pray
God help us not to operate this
country out of fear.

Equality between men and women

Poll. of the week

ANNALYSE

HAsTY

STAFF WRLJER

Hey ladies, have you ever
been told you were a bad
driver? Have you heard the
"jokes" from guys to "get back
into the kitchen and make a
sandwich?" I am sure we as
females have all come across
one insensitive guy who didn't
appreciate women's worth and
attacked the female gender to
defend his own insecurities.
Male chauvinism is a term
used to describe the belief that
men are superior to women. It
is often used interchangeably
with "sexism" and is closely
associated with misogyny (the
hatred of women) and the
belief women are inferior to

men, especially intellectually.
Yes, maybe the guys just tell
you to lighten up and take a
joke when their sexist teasing
hurts your feelings. But these
kinds of jokes are fueled by the
beliefs and attitudes of male
superiority. And if it's such a
sensitive topic, then why are
they eve~ joking about it anyway?
The reason I feel this topic
is worth discussing is because
of a few run-ins I have had
with some men on campus
thi~ week. They truly believe
that women are inferior and
should be. submissive to men·.
Granted, the depreciation
of women is not as evident in
a Christian er:tvironment, but
why does it even exist at all?

relentlessly question Hebshi
and all other passengers.
The reactions in this situation were actions of fear. A
judgment led to a panicked response. This is not the means
to protecting a. free society.
Hebshi is a freelance writer
and blogs about her experience on shebshi.wordpress.
com, which received a lot of
feedback from readers. She
has some interesting reactions, one of which says, "As
Americans we are scared and
horrified by acts of terror. But
I am not sure that what we are

God created men and women
equal, and as Christians we
should treat all people with respect and love.

''God created
men and women equal, and
as Christians
we should treat
all people with
respect and
love.
I do not believe that all
men are chauvinists and 1 do
not believe even the ones that

make the seldst remarks are
all bad, either. I am here to
tell you that the stereotype is
wrong. Women and men are
partners in the relationship
and family setting. The man
may be called the head of the
household but their roles are
different. However, neither
one is more important than
the other.
This is the 21st century. Are
we not past the close-minded,
ignorant ways of the past? As
a Christian on this campus
I believe the men that may
have pre-conceived chauvinistic stereotypes in their mind
should re-think the value and
power of women in this world.

I conducted a poll this
week and asked more
than a hundred students
the question, "Do you
know someone who
goes to Southern who is
homosexual?"

47%
.NO
53%

YES
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Four ways to make politics interesting
After you have done this and
become more familiar with
CONUIBliiOR
who is running for president,
I know for many of us, keep- you should start watching deing up with politics is one of bates and political shows like
the last things we want to do in "This Week" and "Meet the
our free time. Either way, with Press." I realize that most of
the 2012 pr~identiil cam- you don't have that kind of
paigns getting serious, it is im- time and that it wo~d probportant for us eligible voters ably put you to sleep, so I
to know who is running and have an alternative. On Comwhat their stances are. Even E:dy Central, there are two hiwith our hectic schedules, I've larious shows that report on
recently discovered a few ways politics and politicians. "The
to make keeping up with poli- Colbert Report" is from a Retics entertaining and easy.
publican point of view and
Social media is the fastest "The Daily Show" is from a
way to catch up.with what is Democratic point of view. Yes,
happening in news and poli- both these shows are intended
tics. All you have to do is be- to make fun of politics but the
come a fan of CNN and other information they report is acbig news networks on Face- curate. As long as you realize
book. Doing this will incorpo- that both shows are extremely
rate real news feeds with your biased, you can still learn a lot
friends' feeds. It will give you from the topics being covered
the opportunity to read all the while being entertained. Both
main headlines in the news of these shows run about 30
and know what the politicians minutes and are available to
are up to. When you find a watch for free on Hulu.
headline that interests you, all
National
Public
Radio
you have to do is click on the (NPR) is another great place
link and read the full story or to get information on politics
watch the video. This gives and news but, again, it tends
you all the benefits of a news- to put people to sleep. "Wait
paper right on your Facebook. Wait ... Don't Tell Me" is an exAlso, you have the option to .ception to most of NPR's drab
follow presidential candidates reporting. This show is like a
on Twitter, giving you bet- radio talk/game show that's
ter insight into th~ir political solely about politics. It is also
stance and beliefs.
much like "The Colbert ReCHRIS JANETZKO

Republican presidential ccmdidate Texas Gov. Rick Perry greets supporters after a Republican Party of Orange County rally at Roger's
Gardens in Newport Beach, Calif.,-Thursday, Sept. 8, 2011. (AP Photo/
Chris Carlson)

port" and "The Daily Show"
because it makes fun of politicians, but it's less biased and
more accurate. listeners can
get involved by calling in and
answering questions about the
news of the week. The great
thing about "Wait Wait" is that
you can download the podcast
for free on iTunes and listen to
it whenever you want.
The fourth and final way to
make politics more relevant
and interesting is to simply
get involved and be proactive.
During the last presidential
election season, I made it a
point to attend every presidential rally that came to my
city. I got to shake hands with

Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton, and even got Sarah
Palin's autograph. I know the
chances of a candidate coming
to Collegedale is slim-even
Chattanooga is a stretch, but
Southern is not far from three
mafor cities' so candidates are
sure to visit: Atlanta, Nashville
and Knoxville. I guarantee you
that a visit to a rally will make
politics more interesting and
relevant to your life.
So, when Election Day
comes around in 2012, you
will have no excuse not to get
down to the polls and vote,
because you will be well informed on both candidates.

Wonderfall
I<AYCEFOOTE
The wind is blowing, the
leaves are changing color,
and let's face it, school is in
full swing. You know what

Photo by Katie Freeland

Coolidge Park in the fall.

that means-it's fall! Yes, fall.
The part of the year between
summer and wintet where it
is cold enough to go outside
and not melt, but not warm
enough to wear at-shirt. The
time of the year that is OK to
rock the long-sleeve/shortsleeve combo. I know we are
all going to miss the warm
sunny weather-wearing flipflops, swimming in the pool,
and grilling out back-but
don't forget about all the joys
that fall brings.
With the eooler weather
coming in, clothing choices
are changing. Scarves, boots,
hats andjackets are becoming
a necessity before leaving the
dorm. I love seeing people layering their. clothes and looking
cute while staying warm. Girls
wear tights under their skirts,

Events
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Upc~ming

while guys wear sweaters over
their dress shirts. Pretty soon
we will all look like lumberjacks in our flannel shirts.
Another great thing about
autumn is the fooq. Bye-bye
burgers, hello potato soup!
With fall comes pumpkin pie,
b~ana bread, caramel apples,
pecan pie and apple crisp.
Don't forget about warming
up with a cup of hot chocolate, apple cider or Starbuck's
Pumpkin Spice Latte. The fall
foods give you that cozy feeling that remind you of trips to
your grandparenfs house.
Fall also means new, fun
things to do. Hayrides, pumpkin carving and bonfires will
soon fill up your calendar.
Your Sundays will be a balancing act between homework
and your favorite NFL football

team's big game. Weekend
plans will no longer be relaxing at Coolidge Park, but rather going to the Fall Festivals
throughout Southeast Tennessee. Finally, here at Southern
fall events include football
intramurals and the SA Fall
Festival.
The best part of fall everyone should be looking forward
to is the breaks frorit school.
Mid-term break is right
around the corner, and before
we know it, it will be Thanksgiving!
There you have it. We don't
need to be afraid of fall, rather
we should embrace it. With
the great fashion, delicious
foods, exciting activities and
school breaks, autumn is really quite "wonderfall."

Enchanted MAiZE. Sept.
22-0ct. 30. Celebrate 10 years
of 10 acres offall fun down
on the farm. Enjoy the challenge as you weave your way
through the twists and turns·
of the cornfield. Also onsite
are Rock City's historic birdhouse barn and tractor-pulled
hayrides!271Chattanooga
Valley Road, Flinstone, Ga.
30725. Thursday-Sunday 9
a.m.- 8p.m.
M. Ward with Dawes
Live. Sept. 24,8-10 p.m.
Enjoy She&Him perform
folksy tunes at this seated
show in the new venue,
Track 29. Tickets are $23 in
advancej$25 at door. 1400
Market St., Chattanooga,
Tenn. 37402.
Bicycle Rides to Moccasin
Ben National Archaeological District. Sept. 25, 9-11
a.m. Tours begin at Outdoor
Chattanooga. Chickamauga
and Chattanooga National
Military Park and Outdoor
Chattanooga are providing
free monthly-guided historical bike rides. The leisurelypacedtwo-hourrideisabout
five miles on flat to moderately-hilly terrain. Includes short
stops to talk about the history
of Moccasin Bend. Bring your
own bike or borrow one for
free from Outdoor Chattanooga by calling 423.643.6888.
Hyperflite Skyhound.z
World Canine Disc Championship. Sept. 25, 9:30 a.m.
-6 p.m. The event features the
top canine disc teams from
around the world battling for
World Championship titles
in five exciting divisions. This
year the World Championship will benefit the McKamey
Animal Care and Adoption
Center of Chattanooga. (AT&T
Field) 201 Power Alley, Chattanooga,Tenn.37402.
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Photos courtesy of Scott Brownlow
CHARLES CAMMACK

Smus Eonoa

Southern Athlete of the
Week: Scott Brownlow,
sophomore management
major
Chuck: How did you get
started in motocross?
Scott: My dad rode motorcycles when he was younger
and he wanted to pass that
passion on to us. When I was
6 years old my dad got me my
first motorcycle, a pink w PW-

so.
Chuck: Before we talk
about your motocross career,

could you tell me a little bit
about the sport?
Scott: A typical outdoor
motocross race has a 40-rider
lineup. Races are divided by
classes and classes are divided
by either age group or bike
type. Riders usually have two
races per class and you can
race multiple classes. illtimately you earn points from
where you place in the races
and the sum of those points
determine your finishing position in that particular class.
I would race 16-24 youth,
4stroke and 450C.

Futsal Preview
CHARLES CAMMACK

Srous Enno•

Men's Teams to Watch:
Mo FIYA - Led by
captain R.P. Uaguno. The
team includes Ryan Lilly, Jon1.

athan Janevski, Nse Udonta,
Moise Ratsarasaotra, Jeremy
Grabiner and Tavita Tuitelle.
2.
Tuhon
Led by
captain Thomas Synn. The
team includes Hyungjin Lee,
Do Young Jang, Steven Kim,

Chuck: When did you start
racing competitively?
Scott: I did simple trail
riding until I was 9, and then
I started racing after that. I
raced in the Florida Trail Riders Series; it's a 10-race series
that goes on throughout the
year.
Chuck: Where were these
races held?
Scott: All over the state of
Florida, from Lake City to an
Indian reservation near Miami.
Chuck: What are some
of your biggest accomplishments?
Scott: My biggest accomplishment would have to be
when I placed 4th in the supercross event at the weeklong
2009 MINI O'S MX Winter
National Olympics, which is
one of the top 10 motocross
events in the country. I was a
senior in high school.
Chuck: Have you raced
since being in college?
Scott: I've done one race:
For the most part I've just

ridden for recreation because
there is lot that goes into being
in race shape.
Chuck: What all goes into
being in race shape?
Scott: Well it's a very high
endurance sport. I rode at least
once or twice a week when I
was competing regularly. Every Monday my dad would run
a private practice at the track
for me and my friends that
rode.
Chuck: So with all that
preparation, how often did
you race?
Scott: I raced on the week-

Kevin Lee, Mario Bacelar and
Victor Thomas.
Women's Teams to Watch:
(First appearance of women's
futsal in almost three years.)
1.
Footsie -Led by captains Jacqueline Olivas and

Jeanette Freshino.
2.
Revolution - Led by
captains Raquel Valentin and
Julianne Pictou.
3·
Happy Feet - Led by
captain Kami Harris.

Tonight's Games
Time

League

Home

Away

Field

·6 p.m.

Ladies' B

The Fantas

Cracker Jacks

2

6 p.m.

Men's A

Team Fresco

Blitzkrieg

1

7 p.m.

Ladies' A

Ballistic Bombshells

Hit and Run

1

7 p.m.

Men's B

The Strike <;>uts

Homeward Bound

2

8 p.m.

Ladies' B

Woo Girls

Miami Strike Out

1

8 p.m.

Ladies' A

No Fear

Lucky 13:

2

9 p.m.

Men's B

Old School

The Underdogs

1

9p.m.

Men'sB

Yellow Fever

The Beard of' Zeus

2

ends, once or twice a month,
but I only did Sunday races,
which made it ha,rd to compete
in the biggest races because a
lot of them would be a weeklong Sunday-Saturddy event,
culminating in championship
races on either Saturday or
Sunday.
Chuck: You mentioned that
it was hard to compete in the
bigger races because of the
Sabbath conflict; are there any
specific instances of this that
come to mind?
Scott: The 2008 MINI O'S
MX Winter National Olymplcs
immediately comes to mind. I
qualified in my classes during
the week for the main event
Oast 40 riders), which ended
up falling on a Saturday. I had
already made up my mind that
I was going to keep the Sabbath long before this event,
but it was really hard this time
because I knew I was so close
to winning.
Chuck: Were some of the
other racers confused or annoyed by you not racing on
Saturday?
Scott: I had a lot of friends
that wondered why I didn't
race on Saturday. I just always
told them it was a decision I
made to respect the Sabbath.
I think I missed a lot of opportunities to explain my beliefs more deeply. It definitely
caused me to be more of an
outsider with the other riders
because I could never be as
competitive as them.
Obuck: What advice would
you give to those who face conflicts involving the Sabbath?
Scott: You have to make
those decisions before you get
in the moment. If you don't,
Satan has a much stronger
chance to make you compromise your beliefs.
Chuck: What do you like
about motocross the most?
Scott: It is very family oriented when you are at the
amateur level. My dad fixed
the bikes and got them all
setup for my races. My family
would always be at my races
supporting me. Overall, it really helped bring my family together because of all the time
we spent together at my races.

......................
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[The Calendar]
[S.A. Announcements)
Thursday,Sept.22
11 a.m. Convocation: American Heritage, J.R. Martinez (Ties)
5:45 p.m. Student Organization President's Orientation (Presidental Banquet
Room)
7 p.m. McKee Library (Convocation Credit)
Friday, Sept. 23
Payday
First day of Autumn
7:45-10 a.m. SA Senate Surprise Day (Promenade)
9-12 p.m. RAINN Day (Student Center)
2-6 p.m. Tornado Relief
Community Service trip
(Wright Hall)
7:30 p.m. Ministerial Candidate Recognition, Ed
Wright (Thatcher)
7:37p.m. Sunset

8 p.m. Vespers, Ruth WilliamsMorris (Church)
Saturday,Sept.24
9 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:15 a.m. Pura Vida (Talge
Chapel)
9:30 a.m. Fountain Sabbath
School (Thatcher SouthWhite Oak Room)
9:30 & 11 a.m. Ministerial
Candidate Recognition,
Ed Wright (Thatcher)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:15
a.m.
Heartbeat
(Hulsey Wellness Center)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for
Connect (CA room 102)

(Student Life Announcements]
Returning
Student: Need to know
information about vacations, special programming,
Saturday Night events, etc?
Student Handbooks and
Planners are available during business hours at the
Student Services office.
Pick ut> your copy today and
be informed!
Sept. 22, 7 p.m.
McKee Library: In celebration of the library's...recently acquired collection of
Mark Twain items, Allison
Ensor, professor of English,
Emeritus of the University
of Tennessee-Knoxville will
be discussing Twain's contributions to American literature and the reasons for
his continuing importance
in American culture. Dr.
Ensor is the author of "Mark
Twain and the Bible."
The Cohutta Springs
Triathlon is one week
away! Go to www.southerntriathlon.com for more

10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Andy Nash (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
7:30 p.m·. Evensong, reader:
Jon Johnson organist:
Lynda Johnson (Church)
9 p.m. LAC Night (Iles)
Sunday, Sept. 25
6 p.m. Faculty Appreciation
Evening
Monday, Sept. 26
Faculty Portfolios Due, VP
(Academic Administration office)
Football Intramural sign-up
begins
southern.edu/intramurals
4 p.m. University Assembly
7 p.m. InTents Meeting, Ron
Halvorsen Jr. (Tent)

Tuesday, Sept. 27
11:30 a.m. BRIDGE
Luncheon(Presidential Banquet-Room)
6:15-9 p.m. Pre-Professional
Committee (Presidential
Banquet Room 2)
7 p.m. InTents Meeting, Ron
Halvorsen Jr. (Tent)
VVednesday,Sept.28
7 p.m. InTents Meeting, Ron
Halvorsen Jr. (Tent)
Thursday,Sept.29
Last day for 6o% tuition refund
11 a.m. convocation
5 p.m. Football team meeting (Hulsey)
7 p.m. InTents Meeting, Ron
Halvorsen Jr. (Tent)

Come get your Joker! If
you do not have your 20112012 Joker yet, come by the
Student Association office
across from KR's to pick it
up!
Senior Picture Days!
Senior pictures will he taken in the Presidential Banquet Room on Thursday,
Oct. 6 from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Friday, Oct. 7 from 9a.m.4 p.m. and Monday Oct.
10 from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. For
questions contact Memories Editor, Kayce Foote at:
kaycef@southern.edu
Tornado Relief Community Service: Meet
at Wright Hall front steps
to go out and help tornado
victims from 2-6 p.m. this
Friday, Sept. 23. There will
be a free meal for
volunteers!

[Birthdays]

information. Registration
is also available online at
Sept. 22 - Matthew
www.active.com
Disbro, Caroline Kelley,
Southern app for AnDanielle Hoover, Elaine
droid: Marketing and University Relations (MUR)
Cook, Eve Parker, Jose
is excited to announce the
Mata, Jourdan Stecompletion of a new Southern Adventist University - phens, Laura Santiago,
Leroy Abrahams, Merapp for Android phones.
It is now available for free
edith Banks, Michael
download in the Android
Thompson,
Michail
"Market."
The Southern
Gumbs, Tucker Coston,
app matches the ·features
available on the iPhone app
Wyntre Robinson
which MUR.introduced earSept. 23- Anna Arocho,
lier. With this new app you
Brenden Dodd, Glenn
are able to obtain campus
Gibb,
John Paradis, Jud
directory information, Di~
ing Hall menus, view a map
Lake, Melanie Yoon,
of campus, listen to WSMC,
Robert Reiber, Tiffany
and get campus news and
Chavez, Trevor Silva
calendar event information. Contact Jason Bryner
Sept. 24- Natalia Menat jrbryner@southern.edu
dez, Stephen Cruz, Terto let him know what you
ry Evans
think about the app and if
Sept.
25-Dasha Kuyou have other ideas for additional features.
lakov, Elissa White,

Heath Carroll, Jonathan
Santucci, Julie :Vincent,
.Kaitlyn Anderson, Kevan Evans, Krystal Barton, Lincoln Duff, Lindsay Wood, Phil Garver,
Philip Sagadraca, Rachel Byrd, Steven Dull,
Tangee Galloway, Tina
Nelson
Sept. 26-Aaron Gunther, Brock Murphree,
Christy Lipscomb, Josh
Antone, Khadejah Walker, Logan Coon, Maria
Valenca, Matthew Manzari, Patricia Griffith
Sept. 27- Casandra
Goris, Chris Hernandez, Crystal Cwodzinski,
David Otis, Desiree Pegel, Heather Logan, Jan
Cathey, Jaris Gonzalez,

Judy Dedeker, Mario
Bacelar, Mary O'Reilly,
Ely A. Fuentes, Paula
Montrose, Reed Nerness, Shaila Meharry,
Tyler Robinson
Sept.
28-Ale:xsandra
Mayes, Annette Heck,
Ariel Mason, Dewayne
Neidigh, James Carpenter, Joshua Farnsworth
Meena Kim, Morgan
Preston, Richard Sassone
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Facial hair feature: Brandan Roberts

Hash Tag of the pas~ week:
#SouthernMovieTitles
Here are a few of our favorites:
The Silence of the Hams

@ProfessorSL
The Sixth Minor, An Inconvenient Curfew, The Devil Wear
eweby

@caitlynmayers
West Side 4 Jesus Story, How to Train Your Bible Worker,
inter's Pettibone
•

@sllencebegood
A Brockwork Orange, Dr. Kuhlman's Oppus, The Lord of No

The Ledford Wives, Sam's Chicken Run, The Pasta Day the
Stood Still

@SouthernNews
Vespers Date Night, The Fast and the Furious Longboarder8
@janamaymlles

What is your Facial Hair Inspiration?

a I get it from several sources, William Fitzsimmons, Abe
Lincoln, and Beau SHerman (Southern Alum).
How long has it been growing?

Qa
Qa

Almost two years with the seasonal trim.

V For Vegetarian, No Friday Night lights

@Shorfl'ripp86
Million Dollar Tuition, Beauty and the Bietz
@~o8

ContraDances Wrth Wolves

@Southern_Humor

What is your Growing Technique?

Whenever I am tempted to shave I remember all of the
manliest men in history and their wisdom helps me
fight the desire. On a side note, my mom really hates
my beard and tries to get me to shave it every time I go
home.

Top 5 things that could make
the romenade more awesome

Snow cone stand

2

3
4
5

Rickshaws
Taco truck

Moving side walks

Move Brock and Hickman
closer together

SOUTHERN ADVENTIST UN IV McKee Lib.

·

.

·
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1 00!~m~I~1 Wm!~~~~~~~~!~m~ale Church welcomes new senior P!!~Jbu"m:.~

AsHLEYGoHL
STAFF WRITER

· On April 27, the Collegedale
Church welcomed the fbrmer
president of Union College as
their new senior pastor.
Pastor Dave Smith, formerly
a professor and board member at Southern, and his wife
Cherie, associate pastor, have
been working on reacquainting - themselves with Collegedale.
Smith ~rew up in the suburbs

of Chicago. With the "hopeless" love of the Chicago Cubs
running through his veins, he
attended Andrews University
where he completed an undergraduate degree in history and
a master's in English. He then
went on to the University of
Tennessee to get his doctorate
in English.
Smith l5egl}n his teaching
career at Wisconsin Academy,
where he taught history, Bible

and English. He then taught
English at Laurelwood Academy for one year, English at
Union College for two years,
then chaired the English department and taught English at
Southern Adventist University
for 17 years. Until now, he has
been the president of Union
College for 13 years.
Smith married Cherie and
together they have two daughters, both Southern alumnae,

and six grandchildren.
Smith said he was happy as
the president of Union College,
but felt he and his wife "were
called to come back." He says
he misses his friends and the
people that he worked with, but
he had to follow God's calling.
So they moved back to Tenn.
when he accepted the position
to be the ne.w senior pastor of
the Collegedale Church.
·
Melanie Christensen, junior
business administration major, transferred from Union
College, and is excited to have
Dave Smith as a pastor. She
knows him as a president who
made an effort to get to know the students.
Smith was "professional but
fun," Christensen said.
Smith is now bringing that
same enthusiasm to Southern by going out and getting
to know the students. He is
working on the Renewal team
at the church, which is the service most students attend. He
also is trying to meet students
before the Renewal service. In

addition, he is ~tli.~ 37315
University board and the executiv~ board .
• Kroania "Samautha" Olivas,
sophomore graphic . design
major said she appreciates the
energy Smith puts into his sermons.
"He tries very energetically
to appeal to people of all ages,"
she said . .
Smith welcomes ·all of the
student body into the•Colleg---....
edale Church. He has ' many
plans for his time here. He believes that students really are
the future, and that the church
should not cut them out.
"A connection with God
does not come through rules
and restrictions, but through
a journey. And I hope that
this church can help with their
journey," Smith said.
Smith invites students to
visit him in his office on the
second floor of the Collegedale
Church. He appeals to the student body as a whole to tell
him what they want to hear in
future sermons.

New Christian Service P:rogran1 becon1es a requirep:tent
credit granted for service
learning experiences embedded within academic courses.
Christian Service Programs Course service activities will
is now a graduation require- meet a community need and
ment for incoming freshmen . at least one learning objective.
The amount of course· credit
and transfer students.
The program involves three for participating -in servicelearning experiences is deterlevels of service:
The first level of the program mined by course professors.
requires students to actively The minimum. hours required
participate in three organized for service learning credit is 15
and approved service events. regardless of project type, TorThese events must be a mini- tal said.
The third level of the promum of three to five hours
long and may be sponsored by gram involves mentored projthe Student Association, Cam- ects, where students will propus Ministries or an p.pproved pose and work a minimum of
student organization, Tortal 15 hours on a service project
that will span an average of one
said.
The second level of the pro- semester with staff or mentors
gram consists of academic onsite, .Tortal said.
JANICE COSME
STAFF WRITER
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SA Joker Release Party 20 11
DAPHNE BASTIEN
STAFF WRITER

The annual Joker Release
Party will be held at the Iles
Gym on Saturday, Sept. 17 at
9p.m.
The theme this year will be
"Joker Family Reunion," according to Student Association public relations direct~r
Hilary Prandl.
The · inspiration for this
year's party came from Awkwardfamilyphotos.com. The
committee wanted a theme everyone could relate to and they
had to .find a way to introduce
the Joker and have a party.
Student Association social
vice president Janelle Billingy
said someone was viewing
awkward family photos at the
time and they came up with
the idea of the Joker being like
a family photo album, which

sparked the"Joker Family Reunion" theme.
The party will feature an
epic nacho bar, an awkward
family photo booth, and live
music by artist Caleb Stock.
Doors will open Saturday

Doors
will open
Saturday
night at
9:05. ' '
night at 9:05 p.m., with the
first 300 receiving a free tshirt.
"The name of the game is
come, chill and meet the family," Billingy said.

- THURSDAY, September 15, 2011

New Christian Service Progran1
BECOMES A REQUIREMENT
continued fr'>M p

1

"Our greatest hope is that
students will become passionate about community service
and use their skills in God's
service throughout their lifetime," senior vice president of
Academic Administration, Bob
Young said.
Through the program students are exposed to the
hands-on experience of community service.
"It's like killing two birds
with one stone. You're learning
practical skills while contributing to the community," said
Sashenka B;auer, freshman
mass communication major.
"It's really not about adding
more to the students, it's just
making what they are already
doing in class more relevant
and filling a need in the community," said Melissa Tortal,

director of the Christian Service Program.
As of fall 2011, incoming
students must complete the
first level before graduating.
In- addition; associate degree
students are only required to

' ' It's like
killing two
birds with
one stone.''
complete one service learning
experience from either the second or third level. Bachelor's
degree students need to complete any combination of two
service learning experiences
from the second or third level

in order to graduate, Tortal
said.
" hesitant at
"A student may be
being required to do this, but it
may inspire them to continue a
life of service," said Kenric Rimoni, junior business administration major and Student Association vice president.
This program will affect
about 30 percent of the students this school year. The
hours of community service
done by the students will be
monitored by the Christian
Service Program director.
"This is more than just meeting a requirement," Tortal said.
"Our far-reaching goal is to really disciple the students from
Southern on how to serve in
other communities when they
leave here so we can have a
global impact of service."

Plans underway for new alumni garden
ToMMY ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER

Photo by Katie Freeland
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University officials are in
the planning stages of constructing an alumni garden
at the former parking lot between Lynn Wood and Daniel's Hall.
Though alumni garden is
not the final name, it is being
used only as an internal reference to the project's location
in the meantime.
The purpose of tbis endeavor is to offer an outside location for displaying important
university collectables and
distinguish honored alumni,
former faculty and staff. The
alumni office will be able
to hold outdoor events on a
site that offers a picturesque
"green space" for students,
staff and campus visitors.
Currently, the project is still
in the design stage and will
continue through the winter
and spring semesters.
"We are trying to get features everyone wants, and this
can be somewhat of a challenge," said Mark Antone, director of Landscape Services.
He went on to say the dollhouse needed a home, which
allows for incorporating an

campuses that I've seen," said
Jonathan Adels, senior outdoor education major.
Other key elements being considered as part of
the garden's final design include: building a new ramp
or stairway from the parking area, installing light for
ambiance and safety during
evening hours, and incorporating seating options such as
benches. Another possibility
might include adding chairs
or even rocking chairs to the
front porch of Lynn Wood
Hall and constructing a patio
on the back of the building, allowing for access to the park.
"When people come to campus, t~ey say it is one of the
most beautiful S.D.A. campuses and this is primarily
due to concepts and designs
by Ray Lacey," said Evonne
this parking area due to the Crook, director of Alumni Reunsafe ramp, and to limit ve- lations.
hicle access to the promenade.
In 1992, Southern celebrat"I haven't run into prob- ed its one-hundredth anniverlems this semester with park- sary. Crook said one festivity
ing due to having morning · included creating a time capclasses, but I think it would be sule, which needs a home, and
nice to have a garden because the park is being considered
Southern is one of the nicest as a possible location.
area for alumni memorabilia
in a park setting.
Since then, faculty members have lost roughly six to.
eight parking spots, which
may pose other problems given the already-tight parking
on campus. Additionally, decisions were made during the
summer break to demolish

' ' Weare
trying to
get features
everyone
wants, and
this can be
somewhat of

a challenge. ' '
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Change con1es to Collegedale Acaden1y Tennis Court
BARREIT THoMAS

SnnWamR

Collegedale Academy recently finished constpiction
on six new tennis courts to be
used by the academy and the
middle school.
The goal of the project was
to add the courts for use in
middle and high school tennis
matches.
"We've had a tennis program here for ten years, and
we've always been able to
practice at Southern," said
Matt Nafie, Director of Development & Alumni, "but when
it came to holding matches, we

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

always had to go somewhere
else. We were looking to build
some courts to aid both the

high school and middle school
programs."
The project had more ben-

efits than just the ability to use
the courts for matches, it also
moved the two softball fields,
placing one of them in a location that will make the outfield
bigger for playing flag football,
the lighting was redone and a
concessions stand was added
in a convenient location for
use at all of the sports venues.
The school.ran into difficulty when planning the project,
because there was no convenient time to begin work on
it. The fields that were being
moved and worked on are in
use. virtually throughout the
year, due to the alternating
schedule of all the sports and

activities for which the school
has programs.
Nafie knows that work on
the project will interrupt the
flow of some things, but believes that in the long run, the
time will have been well-spent.
"Mr. [Marty] Hamilton and
I have really worked together
on this so that in a year or so
it'll really be good," N afie said.
Although the planning for
this project was long and difficult, the school administration
seems very happy with the end
result, and is happy with the
way the courts have held up
through recent weather conditions.

New student missions coordinator is passionate for 10 percent
I<ErmKING
• STAFF

W.rn•

A Southern graduate and
newly hired Student Missions
coordinator has a goal for 10
percent of the student body to
give a year to mission work.
Growing up in , a Cuban
household in Orlando,
Florida, Julie Norton always had a passion for other
cultures; this instilled a desire
that would become the theme
to her whole life work.
When the Missions coordinator position became
available, Chaplain Brennon
Kirstein contacted Norton to
see if she would be interested.
Kirstein, who has known Julie
since they were classmates at,
thought she would be a perfect
fit.
Julie Norton is married
to Ken Norton who was also
hired as an adjunct professor
in the religion department and
is currently working on his
doctorate. Julie and Ken met
while attending Southern Adventist University:
"He was in a quartet, and the assistant chaplain
asked me to lead the song service that Sabbath, and they
had asked their singing group
to do special music. So he

was in the back of the church
standing by the drinking a
fountain and I got thirsty, and
that was the beginning." Julie
said.
The two married while attending Southern and right
after graduation they moved

of their journey is a love for
missions an~ they've lived
it. They've been missionaries themselves, so it's in their
blood. They have lived over in
Thailand and Palau for anumber of years. " Kirstein said.
Norton said she believes

' ' My passion is missions,
whether you're going as a
student missionary, life long
missions, or even for two weeks,
just go and do it. ' '
to Ubon Rachathani, Thailand to serve as missionaries.
During their time in Thailand,
they started a language school.
After leaving Thailand they
moved to Palau, Micronesia to
develop more ministries there.
After leaving Palau, the Norton's moved to Orlando where
they developed the Lei Institute For Evangelism, a training program for cross-cultural
missions (also called LIFE).
"I have known that part

that students should not only
be concerned about earning
degrees but should also desire
a broader worldview. ~he said
she sees importance in knowing how to interact with others, as well as knowing how
to reach to others with different faith, and learning how to
share one's personal beliefs.
"My passion is missions,
whether you're going as a student missionary, life long missions, or even for two weeks,

just go and do it. I mean, cultures are so interesting it just
broadens you." Norton said.
Norton's ultimate goal for
the student missions program
is for ten percent of the student body going out as missionaries. Southern averages
three thousand students enrolled each year, sending out
ten percent would be and average three hundred students
each year. The current average
is one hundred students each
year.
Kirstein echoes the same
goal of ten percent goal for
Student Missions.
"I want a tide of students,
ten percent of students going
out. Realistically, I envision
Julie getting her feet wet and
understanding student missions this year. It takes a full
year, to really understand the
full cycle as it is happening
right now. While 10% is a goal
for the future I want Julie, to
come in and understand what
the program is and make it her
own." Kirstein said.
Norton says the highlight
for her so far is the"students.
" It's always of course a big
learning curb. But I have just

loved meeting the students,
that's just the highlight; you
guys just make it worth everything." Norton said.
Olivia Webber a former
Student Missionary said that
Norton is a perfect fit for the
position.
"Julie is very warm, very
friendly and a very good listener," Webber said. I think that
she will be good at meeting
students' needs and making
them feel comfortable. Which
is very important before taking a big step like spending a
year away as a student missionary."

Julie Norton

.....................--------------------------NEWS
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Digital photography lab moved
MICHAEL HADLEY

SuuWarna

Soon Digital Photography
students will have more than
just their cameras and computers available for class; the
former WSMC studio in Brock
Hall will be a new photography studio. Over the summer
WSMC moved into former
LifeTalk Radio's space.
"We put our proposal in last
winter and are waiting for our
turn now," said Greg Rumsey,
dean of the Sch.ool of Journalism and Communication.
For the past three years
the Digital Photography class
used the studio at Quick Print
in Fleming Plaza. With the
former WSMC studio available they will have their own
studio. The university has
been tied up with other reno-

vating projects so the proposal
for the studio has been put
on hold. The School of Journalism and Communication
told the university that if they
could move in immediately,
they could utilize the space for
the photography studio.
"We began moving in equipment at the beginning of the
school year, apd I showed
the students the studio this
week [Sept. 5]" said Stephen
Ruf, associate professor in
the School of Journalism and
Communication. Ruf said the
space is more convenient for
students.
Currently only some of the
equipment has been moved
in with more being added
when possible. The studio Will
have a variety of lighting options as well as multiple back-

grounds.
With the addition of a new
professor in the School of
Journalsim and Communication this year, the office reserved for adjunct professors
is now in use. Office space for
adjunct professors will be relocated to the new space as well.
The school is meeting with the
university architect to design
the space later in the year.
When completed the studio
will be able to be used for a
variety of projects including,
portraits, product photography and still life.
Brandon Cobos, a lab assistant and digital photography
student said, "We don't use the studio a lot right now, but
when we learn more about our
upcoming assignments I think
~he use will increase."

'' The studio will have a variety
of lighting options as well as
multiple backgrounds. ' '

Fitness-center remodeling locker rooms
CoLE TAYLOR
SuFFWRmR

Locker room renovations
have begun for the Iles P.E.
Center, including a complete
remodel of bathrooms.
The gymnasium was built in
the 6os, and the locker rooms
have not been remodeled
since. The project had been
needed for a while, but with
the lack of money, it was never

·

''

_Things
had to

change.

''

implemented.
"Things had to change. We
have needed this remodeling
job done for the last 20 years,
we just haven't had the funds
to do it until now," said Don
Mathis, facilities manager for
the School of P.E., Health and
Wellness.
An anonymous community
member donated $15,000 for

this project. While the job will
cost much more, the donation
offers a large support.
The stalls in the locker
rooms were rusty and the
doors were falling off and
wouldn't stay closed. Everything was getting rusty, and
the rooms just weren't large
enough.
The gymnasium can hold

around 2,500 people, but the
locker rooms only offered services to about seven or eight
people at a time. The showers
were open, providing no privacy. If the gym was filled to
capacity, it wouldn't be very
easy to use the -facilities. The
plan is to offer more toilets
and more showers with more
privacy.

Religion profess9r recovered from cancer
ANNA BARTIEIT
STAFF WRITER

A professor in the School
of Religion is recovering after
undergoing surgery this summer for cancer of the esophagus.
After discovering he had a
tumor in April of this year,
Donn Leatherman began
treatment in May. Surgery
was performed in August and
as of July, scans show no sign
of cancer activity.
Although he was scheduled
to teach 12· hours this semester, Leatherman is only teaching three-Elementary Greek.

"I certainly couldn't have
handled a full load," Leatherman said. "But I hope to be
back to a full load by second
semester."
Sophomore theology major
Cherie Lynn Millron was disappointed that Leatherman
was unable to teach Old Testament Studies 1, and that he
did not attend the Institute of
Archeology trip to Israel this
summer.
"Everyone says Dr. Leatherman is one of the best teachers in the School of Religion," ·
Leatherman has been teachMillron said. "We really ing in the School of Religion
missed out."
longer, than anyone else, said

Greg King, Dean of the School
of Religion. He also said
Leatherman's teaching has
been greatly appreciated over
the years by both staff and students.
"He is thought of as a challenging and greatly stimulating professor," King said. "We
are thrilled for the progress
of his health and so glad he is
able to continue teaching with
us."
Dr. Leatherman said the
university has been very supportive and people all over
campus have told him they are
praying {or him and would like

to know how he is doing.
Since his esophagus was
almost completely removed,
Leatherman has had to relearn how to speak.
"Students in Greek class
have to cooperate by being
quiet when I talk" Leatherman
said. "Otherwise nobody can
hear."
Despite the experience,
Leatherman says it is better
than being in a pine box. His
Dad is still alive at 100 and
although Leatherman doesn't
know if he will live as long as
his father, he says he doesn't
"want to check out this week:" ·
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School of Nursing .plans to launch doctorate degree
United States and the need for
"It's exciting to possibly the world," James said.
Even though the 2015 date
the highest level of scientific have the first doctorate on
knowledge to assure quality.
campus," James said.
is just a suggestion, if this reThe DNP is designed for
After much strategizing, the quirement goes into effect,
In the near future, South- nurses seeking a terminal de- DNP has been outlined for those earning ad:vanced deern may offer its first doctoral gree in nursing practice and is Southern as a 5 semester on- grees in nursing will not be
degree. The School of Nursing_ different from a Ph.D., which line degree, with one cohort certified to practice unless
has been working hard on the is a research-based doctorate. going through at a time. Two they have a DNP.
proposal to add a DNP, docBefore this becomes law,
In addition, master's pro- ' '
torate of Nursing Practice to grams
different state boards and
often carry a credit
the list of academic programs
load eq~ivalent to doctoral "It's exci.tl·n~ to possi"bly nursing creditors will have
by 2012. The idea was first degrees
m other health proto make a. decision. Tenproposed in 2004, but the ad- fessions. The DNP is a posthave
t
e
first
nessee is not r-eady to make
ministration has been pushing
a decision yet because the
mast~r_s program for nurse
doctorate
on
caiDJ?US."
especially hard over the last
need for nurse practitioners
practitioners.
Ba
bara
James
year to make the new degree a
At Southern, the master's
r
in rural areas is high, and
reality.
_program for the nurse practhe state doesn't want to
In October 2004, the mem- titioner currently bas 130
limit graduates available to
ber schools affiliated with the students enrolled. Barbara tracks will be available, one work there.
American ASsociation of Col- James, dean of the School of in lifestyle medicine and the
Current nursing students at
leges of Nursing (AACN) vot- Nursing, bas been noticing the other in acute care-adult/ger- Southern see the DNP affected to move the current level of DNP program's development ontology.
ing the future of nursin in
preparation necessary for ad- across the nation since 2004.
"We feel like these empha- different ways.
vanced nursing practice from Not wanting to jump into the ses in the program fit SouthJunior nursing student
the master's degree to the doc- new program too quickly, ern's mission and philosophy Stephany Smith feels the antorate level by the year 2015. James feels like this is good and will appeal to mission- swer may be in a higher level
This proposal was brought timing for Southern; not the minded nurse practitioners of nursing and not just more
about because of the grow- first school and not the last.
. that even want to wor~ around requirements for the current
ing healthcare system in the

work that a nurse already can
do.
"I do feel that nurses are
often looked down on by doctors, even tbQugb the nurse
spends more time with the patient." Smith said. "Maybe this
doctorate will help nurses gain
more respect in the medical
field and they will not have to
have doctors' orders to do certain things."
Graduating in December,
nursing student Tessa Schultz
knows that the nursing field is
getting more competitive everyyear.
"Yes, it will prolong the time
to becoming a nurse practitioner, but it is also w~ed
ing out the people out there
who are not in it for the long
run," Schultz said. "It may cost
more money for schooling but
it is also assuring they know
their stuff."

for the first time on Sunday.
Joe Daniels said Monday be- of the trade center facade that
remained standing after the
Among the visitors on both fore the memorial opened.
Sunday and Monday was JeleAdmission is free, but access towers fell, is scheduled to
na Watkins. Watkins' brother is tightly controlled. Visitors open on the nth anniversary
died at the trade center, and need to obtain passes in ad- of the attacks.
Eventually visitors to the
she came from London for vance, allowing them to enter
Sunday's 10th anniversary of at a specified time. No more underground portion will be
the attacks.
than about 1,500 at a time will able to gaze .at such sights as
the gian.t slurry wall, built to
At the memorial, she and be allowed in ..
her husband held up their two
Visitors must empty their keep the Hudson River from
children so that tbey could pockets, walk through a metal flooding the trade center's
see their uncle's name. Luka, detector and send their band- foundations, and the survi5, ran his bands
through the water that pools under the names.
"I love it. It
was 1l. huge relief
to see that it's actually beautiful,"
Watkins
said.
"It's the right
feel. It's just so
right. It's S<l spacious."
Although
thousands
of
construction
workers
have
come and gone
from the site
over the years,
Monday marked
the first time that
ordinary Americans without a
badge, a press Katina Velahos, right, watches as Zoe Kousoulis makes a rubbing of the name
daughter Danielle Kousoulis, who was killed in the 9/11 terrorist attacks,from one of the
pass or a bard panels
inscribed with the victims' names on the first day that the 9/11 memorial plaza
bat were able to was opened to the public at the World Trade Center site in New York, Monday, Sept. 12,
2011.
(AP
Photo/Mike Segar, Pool)
•
walk the grounds
where the victims were once entombed in a bags and backpacks through vor's staircase that allowed so
mountain of smoking rubble.
an X-ray machine.
many people to flee to safety.
"For the vast majority of the
About 7;000 people were isBut seeing the names was
world, the images that they re- sued tickets for opening day. enough for many of the 9/11
member from this site are very Some 400,000 have reserved families.
difficult. It's the recovery pe- tickets for the coming months,
"It breaks me up," said Dariod, it's seeing thost! images Daniels said.
vid Martinez, who watched
The museum portion of the attacks from his office in
of the towers falling. So when
they come on now and see this the memorial complex is still Manhattan ahd later learned
place that's been transformed ·under construction. The mu- that be bad lost a cousin and a
into a place of beauty, it's ex- seum pavilion, a tilting struc- brother, one in each tower.
Debra Burlingame, whose
citing," memorial president ture that evokes the sections

brother, Charles, was the pilot of American Airlines Flight
77, cried when she found his
name, grouped with other
crew members and passengers
aboard the flight.
"These are all his crew," she
said. "I know all their families.
These passengers, I knew their
families. These people are real
people to me. It's very touching to see all these people here
together."
The letters in the names
have been entirely cut out of
the bronze, with only emptiness beneath them.
The cost of the memorial
and museum bas been put
at about $700 million, with
an annual operating budget
of $so million to $6o million. The nonprofit organization that runs the project has
raised about $400 million in
private donations and is seeking federal funds so that the
memorial and museum can be
free of charge.
The centerpiece of the memorial is the two giant, square
pits and reflecting pools that
sit in the footprints of the two
towers. The waterfalls cascading down the four walls of each
fountain are the largest such
fountains in North America.
Skyscrapers are now pushing upward all around the plaza, and the roar of construction will be a constant at the
site for some time.
One World Trade Center,
the spire once called the Freedom Tower, is now 1,000 feet
high and well on its way to becoming the tallest building in
the U.S. at 1,776 feet- higher
even than the twin towers. The
steel skeleton of the new 4
World Trade Center is 47 stories high and counting.

ANNALYSE
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9/11 memorial plaza in

NYC opens to public
NEW YORK (AP) - The
plot of land known for a decade as "the pile," "the pit"
and "ground zero" .opened to
the public Monday for the first
time since that terrible morning in 2001, transformed into
a memorial consisting of two
serene reflecting pools ringed
by the chiseled-in-bronze
names of the nearly 3,000
souls lost.
The 9/11 memorial plaza
opened its gates at 10 a.m. under tight, airport-style security. Visitors were allowed to
walk among hundreds of white
oak trees on the eight-acre site
and gaze at the water on the
exact spots where the World
Trade Center's twin towers
stood.
They will also be able to run
• their fingers over the names of
the 2,977 people killed in the
terrorist attacks in New York,
at the Pentagon and in Pennsylvania, as well as the six who
died in the b9mbing of the
trade center in 1993. Electronic directories with a "Find a
Name" button will help people
locate their loved ones.
One of the first members of
the public to visit was Eileen
Cristina, 64, of Lititz, Pa., who
volunteered her services as a
massage therapist to the land- fill workers who handled the
trade center debris. She was
moved to tears by the moment
Monday.
"For me, the water element
is very important, because
water is so cleansing. Water
can cleanse the energy of the
area," she said.
The memorial plaza opened
to the families of the victims
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Got an answer?
CoLTON STOLLENMAIER
REliGION EDITOR

What follows is a journal entry from my time as a student

missionary in Tasmania.
A non-Christian student
asked me this question today:
"Yeah, I don't get why you
pastors do that. Why would
you go so far away-far from
where they don't even have
Vegemite-not even getting
paid, to the complete other
side of the world to do this?"
I began to sputter some kind
of answer, trying to say something about how I ended up
in Tasmania and of how God
called me. But I couldn't get
anything out and my answer
ended up being drowned out
and skipped around, taking
the whole question and the
whole moment away.
Peter counsels us to be
ready at every moment to give
a reason for the hope we have
(1 Peter 3:15). This was one of
those moments that people
who are passionate about Jesus crave just like Adventists
crave haystacks. It was the
perfect opportunity to explain
the reason I am here in Tasmania, and I had no response.
I had no response!
Hello, His name is JESUS!
This is the thing I live for!
In the end, I'm thankful
I went tongue-:tied and lipflopped like I'd just gotten

dental work done. Why? Because the next words of that
verse in 1 Peter says "with
gentleness and respect." I figure I would have done one of
the following if God had let me
goon:
1. Disrespected the student,
making it sound like I was better than him.
2. Become another cliche
and "yeah, whatever" pastor
who lost any chance of touchinghim.
3· The portrait of Jesus
wo d have suffered another
blurring-and we already do
enough damage to the picture
He's painting when we try to
pick up the brush!

But the real issue is this:
what am I doing here if I don't
even know how to answer that
question? It really made me
start thinking about where I
am spiritually, and I think I'm
a fish living in a centimeter of
water-it's not really working.·
How hard is it to say "Jesus?"
All I had to do was start there
and the rest would have come:
"It's Jesus, man. Maybe you
haven't gotten a good look at
what a person who gets what
Jesus did for us and has experienced His love. But let me
tell )'QU, when you have felt it,
when you do get it, it changes
you.
"And all you want to do is
whatever He asks. And you

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

want other people to know the
love He has for them. So when
He calls you to go somewhere,
you go. The money doesn't
matter-I just want to tell people about Jesus. And wherever
Jesus thinks I should be, that's
where I'm going to be."
Then I started thinking a
little bit more. And I began to
wonder whether the question
really was so easy to answer.
Why AM I here? What am I
doing? Obviously, I had already forgotten.
Jesus is the right answer,
and that's the reason I'm
hanging out with these kids
and trying to make a differ-

ence in their lives-but is it
just a cliche to me? Does it
mean anything in my heart?
Does it really mean anything
when I wake up in the morning? When I'm playing with
the kids? When I'm having
a conversation with them?
.When I get home in the evenings and ~boose what to do
with the hours I have left?
To be honest, where I've
been lately, who I've been lately, I don't know why I'm here.
With the life I've been living,
the passion I haven't had, it's
pretty pointless. I'm not really
sure why I'm living-! don't
think it's been for God.

I'm tired of random Christ
encounters. I want to fall
down at His feet in awe every
morning. I want to hear His
whispers of love and guidance every moment. I want to
think with His mind, feel with
His heart, and see the world
through His eyes every minute. I want to keep Him on my
mind, and seek to know Him
in every decision.
"Trust in the LORD with
all your heart and lean not on
your own understanding; in
all your ways submit to Him,
and He will make your paths
straight" (Proverbs 3:5-6).

Bible verses of the week
Isaiah 25:9: And
it will be said in that
day: "Behold, this is
our God; We have
waited for Him, and
He will save us. This
is the. LORD; We have
waited for Him; We
will be glad and rejoice in His salvation."

Proverbs s:s-6:
Trust in the LORD
with all your heart,
and lean not on your
own understanding;
In all your ways acknowledge Him, and
He shall direct your
paths.

Psalm 16:8: I keep
my
eyes always on the
Philippians 4:13:
I can do all things LORD. With Him at .
through Christ who my right hand, I will
strengthens me.
not be shaken.

8: 38,
39: For I am persuaded that neither death
nor life, nor angels
nor principalities nor
powers, nor things
present nor things to
come, nor height nor
depth, nor any other
created thing, shall
be able to separate us
from the love of God
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.
Romans

John 16:33: "I
have told you these
things; so that in me
you may have peace.
In this world you will
have trouble. But t~e
heart! I have overcome the world."
Psalm 16:8: I keep
my eyes always on tlie
LORD.t With ·him at
my right hand, I will
not be shaken.

Philippians 4:19:
And my God will meet
all your needs according to the riches of his
glory in Christ Jesus.
Isaiah 41:10: So do
not fear, for I am with
you: do not be dismayed, for I am your
God. I will strengthen
you and help you; I
will uphold you with
my righteous right
hand.
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Letter to the editor

To the Editor,

I was bit put off by the article Jaime Jacobson wrote
about disagreeing with Republican candidate for president Michele Badunan's possible interest in drilling for oil
in the Everglades.
Trust me, I have a huge respect for nature and taking
care of national parks. There
is nothing I enjoy more then
a week of camping in Gods
wilderness. I feel, though,
that we can't eliminate a location that could strongly benefit a countly's economy just
because of its scenic ~uty.
I feel that our economy is in
such a hard place that maybe
we need to put aside some
emotional ti~ to benefit
where we are as a nation.
I am veay glad. that Bach-

Even if it did come to a point
were we need to start drilling in the Everglades, I don't

Obama to blame
for the economy?

believe it would be as detrimental as Jacobson makes it
sound. Florida governor Rick
Scott even admits that drilling bas been happening in
and around the Everglades
since J943. This fact shows
that there has been drilling
in the ~des for decades
and people seem to not notice, proving that drilling can
happen in the Everglades in a
responsible and safe fashion.
I believe we should respect that the Everglades is
a national park and that we
should not drill there just be-

JAIME JACOBSON
OpiNION

Eprroa

I'm not saying our government has nothing to do with
our situation. I'm saying that
there isn't much our government can do about it because
the problem is bigger than
they are. To be brutally honest, it's bigger than all of us
because this is God's plan.
I'm a registered voter and
when I look for qualities in a
presidential candidate I look
for things like courage, intelligence, dedication, a love for
our country, strength, and
motivation.
Is that not what we saw in
Obama in 2008? Is that not
why he won? Because hE!'"promoted change, he was of the
people, he was willing to take
on our country's debt and
bad fortune and fight anyway,
knowing how hopeless the
situation was. It's the ·commitment and the dedication
of a hero that should be considered when we think about
what Obama has done in office.
How ofteh has a president
had to walk into a mess like
the one Obama faced in 2008?
And he's done it with dignity
and poise. He had a very admirable attitude about the entire
situation, which is probably
what gave us so much hope.
Sure, he hasn't fixed our econ. omy, but that doesn't mean he
hasn't tried.

In the last so years, no
president has ever been reelected with unemployment
rates hlgher than 7.2 percent.
America's unemployment rate
has been holding steady at
around 9 percent. Does this
mean President Barack Obama
won't be re-elected? Does this
mean Obama shouldn't be reelected?
When Bush left office the
country was at war, the U.S
caue tbaeJS.Oil. However, if stood over $10 trillion in debt,
~ m tiM! EWq1ades beand the unemployment rate
was at 7 percent. Obama was
marching into a situation that
would drown him before even
man, as our possible future
getting a chance to swim.
presadeo.t of Amenea,
tUI may not be an economist,
ing the iDitiative to fiild W87B
but it seems J:o me that the
~==~~==~.,..;__...._~~=~~---~~~~.....:.--...J~~~~~~..J~H~~ main controlling factor in our
situation looks something like
this: 'Economy > Government.
· All the talk you hear about
JAIME JACOBSON
classes, and I'm sure some of one. They can't find the right
OPINION ED11DR
you did.so don't pwtest quite words in their vocabulary, so the stock market, unemployyet, but the problem is that they fill the void with "urns" ment, uncontrolled debt, etc.,
I know way too many guys many graduating seniors are and "uhs." They can't express is all about the economy. I
who stay up late or skip class reading at a lower level than what they really think because think it's common knowledge
to play video games. I know middle school students did a they can't organize what's go- that these are some of the
way too many girls who expect few decades ago. Even if they ing on in their brains.
major issues our country has
Why is all that? Is it because been struggling with.
unrealistic relationships and read "Scarlet Letter," did they
physical appearances because really understand it? I don't some neuron in the brain isn't
Now if I were to tell you that
of TV shows they watch. I mean the language, I mean attached to the right place? Or our country's problems were
know people who cheat, peo- the concepts, the ideas, the is it because they have a learn- human rights, civil war, racing disability or speech imple who text across the room, themes.
ism and freedom, then by all
This summer I reaEl a book pediment? In most cases it's
people who slack off and peomeans you could-rightfully say
ple who can't think for them- called "Endangered Minds" probably neither. ·
there
is a problem with our
that made me question all
In most cases, it's because
selves.
government,
right?
as children we didn't learn
The minds of our society are these things.
to
communicate
in
a
"listen,
The
book
made
me
realize
deteriorating. Is the Internet
to blame? Are our teachers that to read well, minds must contemplate, respond" type of
to blame? Are they watering be capable of communicat- way. We didn't read booksdown the material we learn ing and analyzing ideas. They we watched movies. We didn't
in our classes? Or is it our must be able to reflect on the ask our parents and teachers
parents' fault? Are they teach- words, understand what is questions after we got home
ing us what we need to know written and apply it. The same from school, we sat down and
about discipline, communica- goes for the other way around. watched Blue's Clues.
Shows like that aren't bention and morals? Or perhaps To have a mind that underit's our own fault. Whatever stands, reflects and analyzes, eficial. The only thing shows
like that teach us is how to
the case, I think the fact re- one must read. And read well.
Have you ever had a con- tune stuff out. Is that what we
mains that the minds of our
generation are slipping away versation with someone who do in classes now? Is that what
and seem to be melting before can't arrange a sentence in we do when we have to read
their mind? Their words may for school or church? Our abilour very own eyes.
Kids don't read like they sound a little like this: "Well ity to think has significantly
used to. lt's hardly a favorable Joey like, um ....he..said that if sunk in the last few genera- Sept. 13, 2011, at Fort Hayes Arts and Academic High School
pastime now; in fact it's more he could, you know, like get tions. And regardless of who is Ohio. (AP Photo/Tony Dejak)
of a chore. Even the ones who to go, um .. .like...when he fin- to blame, we need to hurry up
and find a solution.
enjoy it aren't always good at ished, well you know."
They can't complete a
it. High schools used to teach
"Scarlet Letter" in English thought, so they jump to a new

Students' minds are deteriorating
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Fall fashion trends

EMILY BANKS

LIFESTYlES EDITOR

In case you weren't aware,
this week has been fashion
week! So, I did a little research
and fve compiled a list of a
few fall trends that will be sure
to enhanc~ your wardrobe and
give you a boost of confidence
as you walk down the promenade. And don't worry guysI've got you covered too.

GIRLS:
Bright, skinny beltsBright colors are a trend in
itself this fall, but pairing a
bright belt with your outfit will

add an extra pop to it and will
be sure to turn heads. And it's
a very inexpensive addition to
your wardrobe!

Animal prints- I was a
little wary on adding this one
to the list because with animal prints, it's usually a hit or
a miss. But seeing as animal
prints are HUGE this fall, I felt
obligated to mention them.
Don't get too carried away,
that's all I ask, ladies. Stick to
one printed item, or buy some
animal print flats, which are
also trending.
Oversized
sweatersFashionable AND comfy?! I'm

Upcoming
Events

thinking yes. Stay warm and
cozy this season but don't get
too comfortable and fall asleep
in class-drool stains are never cute.

Color blocking with
bold hues: Be creative, and
just have fun with it. You can
mix and match old pieces and
new ones. Go for hues with
similar intensities and don't
mix prints-stick to solids.
GUYS:

Color: Color isn't just in
for the girls this fall, you guys
can get in on the action too. If
you're wearing a lot of gray,

If you're looking to get
out, check ou.t some of
these options
••• •••••• •• • •• •

brown, black or navy blue,
it's time to add a little spice to
your life. Go for it, buy those
green pants!

External pockets: Because internal pockets are so
last year.
Tweed- Tweed is just all
around awesome. And if you
look at thrift stores, you may
be able to find some pretty
snazzy second-hand jackets
for cheap.
Light gray- I know I said
color was in, but apparently
light gray is all the rage this
season as well. Find some nice
gray dress pants and you'll
have ladies begging you to
take them on a vespers date!
~ow that you are · all informed on the latest trends,
I hope to see a campus full of
color and exposed pockets!
And if you don't care about
fashion, then keep doing what
you're doing and we will love
you anyways.

Acceptable

The benefits Of massage
EMILY BANKS
L!FESIYI Es

Eouo•

It's only the third week of
school and I am already overwhelmed. I have schoolwork
to do around the clock, meetings to attend, a part-time job
to balance, and articles about
external pockets to write! Not
to mention my social life.
Let's just say things have not
been easy lately, and I know I
am not the only one stressing
out on this campus. Fortunately, there is help available
right around the corner.
Once a week, I receive
an hour-long massage. Not
only do I feel relaxe<:rand de-

..

stressed after my session, I experience physical benefits as
well. There are numerous benefits of massages that many
people are unaware of.
I have suffered from back
and shoulder pains for years,
and carrying a backpack filled
with books all day is not helping the situation. A massage
helps get rid of knots, tight
muscles, and aches and pains.
It also helps with joint flexibility so you can prevent future issues as well. If you have
cramps, a massage is definitely the way to go.
Massages also aid in circulation so you are getting enough

THURSDAY,Septernber15,2011
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nutrients and oxygen to your
vital organs and throughout
your body.
When you receive a massage, your brain releases endorphins, which not only acts
as a natural painkiller, but
also make you happy! If you
.have been having a bad week,
a massage is a great pick-meup.
As you relax and de-stress,
you are indirectly contributing physical wellness and
performance-enhancing benefits. When you are stress-free
you decrease your anxiety, you
sleep better at night, which
makes you more alert during

your classes and throughout the day. In addition, you
have more energy and can
concentrate better and focus on tasks longer.
So where can you get a
massage? If you didn't know
already, there are two stations set up in the Wellness
center. Your insurance may
cover your massages, but if
not, Southern students receive a discount. If it is still
out of your budget, look for
people in the massage therapy class who need to practice on someone for class.
The benefits are countless
and you'll be glad you Qid it!

Foothills County Fair.
Thursday, Sept. 15-Sunday,
Sept. 18. Concerts. lawn
mower races, demolition
derby, beauty pageants, carnival, petting zoo, and more!
Visit the Tri-State Exhibition
Center at 200 Landfill Rd.,
McDonald, Tenn. 37353 for a
day of excitement! Thurs-Fri
(4-10 p.m.), Sat (12-10 p.m.),
Sun (12-6 p.m.).
"To Kill a Mockingbird." Sept.
9, 10, 16, and 17 at 7:30p.m ..
Presented at The Colonnade
by Closed Door Entertciinrnent, under the direction of
JC Smith. Tickets are $9 for
students, $11 for adults, $9
for seniors and $8 for groups
of 15 or more. 264 Catoosa
Circle, Ringgold, Ga.
Lee University's Kickin' It
for Kids with Cancer. Sept.
17, 7 p.m. Lee University's
women's soccer team, The
Lady Flames, are raising
funds for the Austin Hatcher
Foundation for pediatric
cancer. Last year they raised
over $15,000! Corne show
your support and purchase a
t-shirt for $5. Event is located
at Lee Univ~rsity's soccer field
off Parker Street in Cleveland,
Tenn.
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Talking with Chuck!
SAU Athlete of the Week: J.P. Mathis, Dean of Southern Village

Charle,:; Cammack
Smus Eono•

Chuck: What team are you
playing for this year?
Ballistic
Dean
Mathis:
Bombshells
Chuck: How do you think
your team will do this year?
Dean Mathis: I think we
are going to have a lot of fun
win or lose. Krista is a great
captain. Very organized and
encouraging!
Chuck: When did you start
playing softball?
Dean Mathis: I was young;
I really can't remember not
playing. My dad was an athlete. We always played after
supper with my brother and
sisters. I didn't really start
playing organized softball until I got to academy.
Chuck: What attracted you
to the game?
Dean Mathis: My dad
made a game out of everything. Actually I like volleyball
more now, the game is faster,
you're going all the time. My
main reason for playing sports
is physical fitness. It's an
opportunity to get away ahd

gives me a chance to meet new quite a long time. My parents
people.
left early to go to camp meetChuck: What academy did ing. It was just about sunset,
you go to?
right when the sun was almost
Dean Mathis: I attended touching the clouds
Cedar Lake Academy, which and the game was
is now Great Lakes Adventist still going on. In
Academy. I graduated in the · order to even make
class of1976.
a team we had to
Chuck: Did they have a join up with a Sunday church, so me,
softball team there?
Dean Mathis: No, just in- my sister and my
tramurals.
friend only made
Chuck: Did you play com- up a portion of
petitively in any otherleagues? the team. We left
·Dean Mathis: Yes, I as soon as we saw
played for summer leagues the sun about to
and church leagues during my touch the clouds.
We went to camp
high school and college years.
came
Chuck: Were there ever any meeting,
back ten days later,
conflicts with the Sabbath?
Dean Mathis: Definitely, and a lady called to
in fact 1 had my faith defin- inform my parents
ing moment between my ju- that we had lost.
nior and senior school year at Many people were
academy. The church league at that game and
had a tournament on Friday, they
understood
we had to win two games to that had we not
win the tournament. By this stood up for our
time my parents had left the beliefs, we would
decision of whether to play have won that
on Sabbath up to me and my game. It showed me that what
siblings. We were still in the we want isn't always what is
first game and we were notic- best for the glory of God.
ing that the game was taking
Chuck: Did you ever think

about playing in college?
Dean Mathis: All my
friends got scholarships to
universities, but I knew there

intramurals at Andrews
University. Dr. Pangman (former SAU intramurals director)
was the intramurals director
at the time at Andrews and he
encouraged me to play men's
fast-pitched softball with the
guys there, and I did. ·
Chuck: Have you passed
on your athletic abilities on to
your children?
Dean Mathis: My son, Tyler, a sophomore mathematics
major here at Southern, plays
for the softball team Homeward Bound. My daughters
Nikie and Renee play soccer
and basketball. My grandson
Carson is three and he loves
hockey. He can shoot a puck
that I would hate to get hit by.
... ii31S$1~:il Chuck: Does Mr. Mathis
·'
play?
Dean Mathis: Yes he
does, he is on the team called
Catch-22.
Chuck: Any last words of
wisdom for the young athletes
of Southern?
Dean Mathis: When God
photo by Ryan Plater gives you a gift it is such a
blessing to be able to give it
would always be an issue back to him.
with the Sabbath if I did go,
but I did get a chance to play .

New Southern Intramurals Blog

photo spead by Ryan Plater

Tonight's Gan1es
Time
6p.m.
6p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.
9p.m.
9p.m.

League
Ladies A
MensA
Ladies B
Ladies B
Ladies B
MensA
Ladies B
MensB

Home
Ballistic Bombshells
Blitzkrieg
The Fantas
Ba!g_irls
Ultimatum
M!g_hty Professors
Miami Strike Out
Yellow Fever

Away
Toothfairies
Team Fresco
Knee Highs
Goof Troop
CrackerJacks
Cole World
Strike 'em Out
Boom Sticks

Field
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2

Almost every amateur ath- form for Southern students
lete wants to be recognized, competing in intramurals to
they want to have that same be seen outside of the live
feeling of pride in their abili- game."
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . The blog will include stories,
videos, photos and highlights
of intramural games throughout the year. The emphasis
will be more on A-league
games first, but as the blog
grows, the plan is to cover all
levels of play.
The blog also gives opportunities for students, especially journalism and
communication majors, the
opportunity to practice what
they've learned. Videographers, photographers, writers
and just passionate fans are
welcomed to get involved with
the blog.
ties that the pros feel.
If you are interested in getSauintramurals.blogspot. ting involved with the blog
com is going to bring that
email Omar Lopez-Thismon
feeling to Southern. Omar at omarl@southern.edu. B e
Lopez-Thismon, a senior
sure to check it out:
journalism major, has crewww .sa uintram urals.
ated a blog that will feature blogspot.com.
Southern intramurals.
"People love to see their
name in print," said LopezThismon, "and this is a plat-
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Chuck: What team are you
playing for this year? ·
Dean
Mathis:
Ballistic
Bombshells
Chuck: How do you think
your team will do this year?
Dean Mathis: I think we
are going to have a lot of fun
win or lose. Krista is a great
captain. Very organized · and
encouraging!
Chuck: When did you start
playing softball?
Dean Mathis: I was young;
I really can't remember not
playing. My dad was an athlete. We always played after
supper with my brother and
sisters. I didn't really start
playing organized softball until I got to academy.
Chuck: What attracted you
to the game?
Dean Mathis: My dad
made a game out of everything. Actually I like volleyball
more now, the game is faster,
you're going all the time. My
main reason for playing sports
is physical fitness. It's an
opportunity to get away ahd

gives me a chance to meet new quite a long time. My parents about playing in college?
people.
left early to go to camp meetDean Mathis: All my
Chuck: What academy did ing. It was just about sunset, · friends got scholarships to
you go to?
right when the sun was almost universities, but I knew there
Dean Mathis: I attended touching the clouds
Cedar Lake Academy, which and the game was
is now Great Lakes Adventist still going on. In
Academy. I _graduated in the · order to even make
a team we had to
class of 1976.
Chuck: Did tb.ey. have a join up with a Sunday church, so me,
softball team there?
Dean Mathis: No, just in- my sister and my
tramurals.
friend only made
Chuck: Did you play com- up a portion of
petitively in any otherleagm!s? the team. We left
·Dean Mathis: Yes, I as soon as we saw
played for summer leagues the sun about to
and church leagues during my touch the clouds.
We went to camp
high school and college years.
Chuck: Were there ever any meeting,
came
back ten days later,
conflicts with the Sabbath?
Dean Mathis: Definitely, and a lady called to
in fact 1 had my faith defin- inform my parents
ing moment between my ju- that we had lost.
nior and senior school year at Many people were
academy. The church league at that game and
had a tournament on Friday, they
understood
we had to win two games to that had we not
win the tournament. By this stood up for our
time my parents had left the beliefs, we would
decision of whether to play have won that """--...,...
photo by Ryan Plater
on Sabbath up to me and my game. It showed me that what
siblings. We were still in the we want isn't always what is
would always be an issue
· with the Sabbath if I did go,
first garrie and we were notic- best for the glory of God.
ing that the game was taking
Chuck: Did you ever think but I did get a chance to play .

intramurals at Andrews
University. Dr. Pangman (former SAU intramurals director)
was the intramurals director
at the time at AndreWs..llnd he
encouraged me to play men's
fast-pitched softball with the
guys there, and I did. ·
·
Chuck: Have you passed
on your athletic abilities on to
your children?
Dean Mathis: My son, Tyler, a sophomore mathematics
major here at Southern, plays
for the softball team Homeward Bound. My daughters
Nikie and Renee play soccer
and basketball. My grandson
Carson is three and he loves
hockey. He can shoot a puck
that I would hate to get hit by.
Chuck: Does Mr. Mathis
play?
Dean Mathis: Yes he
does, he is on the team called
Catch-22.
Chuck: Any last words of
wisdom for the young athletes
of Southern?
Dean Mathis: When God
gives you a gift it is such a
blessing to be able to give it
back to him.

New Southern Intramu

photo spead by Ryart ~later

Tonight's Gan1es
Time

League

Home

Away

Field

6p.m.
6p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
8p.m.
9p.m.
9p.m.

Ladies A
MensA
Ladies B
Ladies B
Ladies B
MensA
Ladies B
MensB

Ballistic Bombshells
Blitzkrieg
The Fantas
Batgirls
Ultimatum
Mighty Professors
Miami Strike Out
Yellow Fever

Toothfairies
Team Fresco
Knee Highs
GoofTroop .
CrackerJacks
Cole World
Strike 'em Out
Boom Sticks ·

2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2

.·'

Almost every amateur ath- form for _Southern students
lete wants to be recognized, competing in intramurals to
they want to have that same be seen outside of the live
feeling of pride in their abili- game."
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . The blog will include stories,
videos, photos and highlights
of intramural games throughout the year. The emphasis
will be more on A-league
games first, but as the blog
grows, the plan is to cover all
levels of play.
The blog also gives opportunities for students, especially journalism and
communication majors, the
opportunity to practice what
they've learned. Vid~ogra
phers, photographers, writers
and just passionate fans are
.. .,,,.._u,u•cu to get involved with
the blog.
ties that the pros feel.
If you are interested in getSauintramurals.blogspot. ting involved with the blog
com is going to bring that
email Omar Lopez-Thismon
feeling to Southern. Omar at omarl@southern.edu. B e
Lopez-Thismon, a senior
sure to check it out:
journalism major, has crewww .sa uintramurals.
ated a blog that will feature blogspot.com.
Southern intramurals.
"People love to see their
name in print," said LopezThismon, "and this is a plat-
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[The Calendar]
Thursday, Sept 15
Last day for So% tuition refund
11 a.m. Convocation: Constitution Day, Jane Calvert (Iles)
5 p.m. Futsal Team Meeting
7 p.m. Modern Languages
Film Series (Miller 201)
Friday, Sept 16
7:47 p Sunset
8 p.m Lawn Concert Vespers
(Goliath Wall)
Saturday,Sept17
9 a.m. Adoration 1, Victor
Czerkasij (Church)
9:15 a.m. Pura Vida (Talge
Chapel)
9:30 a.m. Fountain Sabbath School (Thatcher SouthWhite Oak Room)
10 a.m. One Accord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)

10:15 a.m. French Sabbath
School (Miller Hall 201)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Victor Czerkasij (Church)
10:15
a.m.
Heartbeat
(Hulsey Wellness Center)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
LeClare Litchfield (Collegedale Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Victor
Czerkasij (Church)
7:30 p.m. Evensong, reader:
Ray Minner music: InSpirit
(Church)
9 p.m. SA Joker Release
(Iles)
Sunday, Sept 18
Monday, Sept 19
View Southern (19-21)
PRAXIS Exam (Lynn Wood)
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council

[Student Life Announcements]
Returning Student: Need to
know when information about
vacations, special programming, Saturday Night events,
etc? Student Handbooks and
Planners are available during
business hours at the Campus
ID Card Desk. Pick up your
copy today and be informed!
Sept 22, 7 p.m. McKee Library: 1n celebration of the
library's recently acquired collection of Mark Twain items,
Allison Ensor, Professor of
English, Emeritus of the University of Tennessee-Knoxville
will be discussing Twain's
contributions to American
literature and the reasons for
his continuing importance in
American culture, Dr. Ensor is
the author of "Mark Twain and
the Bible."
The Cohutta Springs
Triathlon 'is two weeks
away! Go to www.southerntriathlon.com for more information. On Monday, Sept. 19,
the prices go up. Register for
the discounted price by Sunday, Sept. 18. Registration is
also available online at www.
active.com
Southern app for Android:
Marketing and University
Relations (MUR) is excited
to announce the completion
of a new Southern Adventist
University app for Android
phones. It is now available for
free download in the Android
"Market." The Southern "app"

matches the features available
on the iPhone app which MUR
introduced earlier. With this
new app you are able to obtain
campus directory information, Dining Hall menus, view
a map of campus, listen to
WSMC, and get campus news
and calendar event information. Contact Jason Bryner
at jrbryner@southern.edu to
let him know what you think
about the "app" and if you
have other ideas for additional
features.
Blues Concert!
When? Tuesday, Sept 20,
2011
Who? Eric Bibb
What? Blues music
Where? 7:30 p.m. Ackerman Auditorium
How Much? Tickets at the
door, free with ID

[S.A. Announcements]
Joker Release Party!
This Saturday night in Illes
P.E. Center, come get your
awkward on at the Joker Awkward Family Reunion. Participate in awkward family photos, video games in the living
room and other cool family
traditions. First 300 people in
the door get a free t-shirt!
Senior Picture
Days!
Senior pictures will be taken
in the Presidential Banquet
Room on Thursday October
6th from 9a-6p, Friday October 7th from 9a-4p and Monday October 10th from 9a-6p.
For questions contact Memories Editor, Kayce Foote at:
kaycef@southern.edu

5 p.m. New Student Organization Application Due
(Student Life & Activities" office)
Tuesday, Sept 20
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
7:30 p.m. Blues Music: Eric
Bibb, Convo Credit (Ackerman)
lVednesday,Sept21
3 p.m. International Student Immigration Workshop
(Lyng Wood 320)
7
p.m.
Archaeological
Musem Lecture (Steven Ortiz)
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship, Thatcher
Thursday,Sept22
11a Convocation: American
Heritage, J.R. Martinez (Iles)
5:45 p.m. Mark Twain Celebration (Presidental Banquet
Room)
7 p.m. McKee Library (Convocation Credit)

SEPTEMBER 15,2011
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That awkward InOinent when ...
Everyone starts turning in an assignment you didn't
know about

That student repeats what someone just said and the
~~~~-f teacher has to pretend interested again

A-Leaguers sign up forB-League and take softball
WAY too seriously

THURSDAY,SepternbertS,20ll
HUMOR EDITOR:

KEITH KING

Fun Facts and general life musings from
your resident Jeopardy College Champion
3rd Runner-Up Hans Von Walter
1.
Ancient Egyptians shaved their eyebrows
when mourning the deatbof their cats
2.
Tempting as it may sound, if you've been
on Jeopardy, do not accept a friend request from
a girl who writes that she'd like to "creep" through
your photos
3·
Or from the actor who played "Howard the ·
Duck"
4·
The three tones in the NBC theme song
date back to its radio days and are the notes G, E,
and C, for General. Electric Company.

Water Temperature during dorm shower

The Convo Speaker thinks they're hilarious

You have five separate taco bell orders at the drive
through,and you end every order with "sub beans"

Tme

Our Favorate Hashtags!
#OnlyAtS.outhern
. Onl AtSo th m will you learn that
faith gets you into heaven, but a tie will
get you vespers credit.
@ silencebegood

people hang things .
n1
from sprinklers.
@JohnStabile

#Only t ut rn does the School of
Business provide haystacks after convocation!
@lisakuhlman

SEP 0 8 · 011

NATHAN LEWIS
NEWS EDITOR

Photo spread by Nathan Sturgess

A tampered fire sprinkler
is blamed for the evacuation
of Talge Hall Monday night,
sending residents to the cafeteria and flooding approximately
10 rooms.
According to Carl Patterson,
associate dean of men, about
10 p.m., Talge Hall experi-:_
.enced a weather-related power
outage, which affected the entire dorm. A few minutes later,
a student on the third floor hall
hung a flashlight on the room's
fire sprinkler.
AJ: approximately 10:30
p.m., the student reached to
take the flashlight off the sprinkler, and in the- process broke
the sprinkler's safety glass, ac-

Convocation speaker selected for "Dancing with the Stars"
JANAMILES
STAFF WRITER

J.R. Martinez, scheduled
to speak for Latin American
Heritage convocation on Sept.
22, has been announced as
contestant for the new season
of AB~'s 'Dancing With the
Stars'.
According to the show's
website, Martinez W'!S a U.S.
Army Humvee driver in Iraq
in April 2003 when his left
front tire hit a landmine. He
was immediately evacuated to
San Antonio and treated for
smoke inhalation and severe
burns t9 over 40 percent of
his body.
He spent the next · 34
months in recovery. Since the
accident, he has gone through
33 different surgeries to repair his skin. As he spoke to

other patients in the hospital,
He will appear on the
his story spread quickly to a · "Dancing with the Stars" prenational level, leading h,im to miere on Monday, Sept. 19,
appear on shows like "Oprah"'
and "6o Minutes". In 2008,
he joined the cast of ABC's
"All My Children" as a combat
veteran.
Since 2004, Martinez has
traveled the country, speaking about resilience and optimism.
Maida Hage, senior health
science major and Dancing
With the Stars fun, said she is
excited to see him on the show
and to hear him to speak at
Southern.
"He gets to be in two completely different environments
p.nd share his testimony with
bpth of them," she said when the results show pn Tuesday,
asked about the contrasting Sept. 20, and convocation at platforms of the show and the Southern on Sept. 22.
school assembly.

artinez
has traveled
the country,
speaking
about resilience and
optimism.''
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tivating the water supply, Patterson said.
Patterson declined to name
the student, but said his actions were not deliberate.
·
Sam Nadarajan, Talge Hall
student dean, said 40 gallons
of water per-minute was shooting from the sprinkler, which
was running for . sev..eral minutes.
When the water ·was shut
off, hundreds of gallons of water was on the carpet of about
10 rooms. The water leaked to
the floors below the 3100 hall,
flooding the offices of Dwight
Magers and Karen Caldwell,
Nadarajan said.
As residents were sent to the
cafeteria and student center,
dorm staff began working to
minimize the damage. Service
Department and Plant Services
responoed \Vith generators, dehumidifiers, and the shampoo
truck to help with vacuuming,
Nadarajan said.
.
It is estimated the damage
will cost thousands of dollars,
which will be worked out with
insurance. Carpet will need to
be replaced, walls fixed and
possibly a mild remodel done
to avoid mold or mildew prob- ·
lems in the dorm, Nadarajan
said.
Students were allowed back
. into Talge at 1:30 a.m. Tuesday, and no residents were re. located.
\..:- _
All rooms are' equipped with
signs prohibiting any objects to
be hung on the sprinklers, Patterson said.
David Houtchens, fire systems manager, said the student
will be required to pay a $200
fine, implemented by ·Campus
Safety. However, it is undetermined if the student will be required to pay for water damage
repairs.

When the alarm sounded,
and fire department began to
arrive at Talge, Alec Jackson,
junior marketing major, said
rumors spread quickly about
what was happening, such as
flash flooding or tornadoes.
"There was not a lot of infor7
mation given," he said. "You
had to piece together the truth
from the RAs.''
Jackson did feel as if the
deans improvised really well
by getting residents into the
cafeteria ail.d student center,
and out of the rain.
As the damage is· assessed
and repairs begin, the deans
hope this will be a wake-up call
for others to respect the fire
safety equipment.
"It's important that [residents] respect the safety mechanisms installed throughout
the dorni," · Nadarajan said.
"The fire sprinklers were definitely capable of putting out a
fire, but this was unnecessary
and as a result a lot of peoples'
stuff was ruined."
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Students welcome dining hall changes
JAROD KEITH

INTERACTIVE CONTENT EDITOR

The dining hall underwent
significant changes over the
summer.
Returning students have
noticed obvious differences in
the dining hall's layout, pricing and service.
While before, dining hall pa. trons served portions specified
by staff, students now serve
themselves. The food is theri
weighed at a set price.
Desserts now have their own
bar, and a juice machine an~

the dining hall also underwent
a slight facelift, with plans to
renovate more parts of the
cafeteria over time. Frood said
that by December, the plan
is to knock down the wall by
the staircase leading to the
cafeteria, thus widening the
entrance.
Students' reactions to the
changes hav~ been mostly
positive.
"It's quicker, which is great
for those of us who are very
busy," said sophomore broadcast journalism major Alina
Ancheta. "I've also noticed

'~t's quicker, which is great for
those of us ~ho are very busy.

''

sushi area have been added.
. that there's more of a variety
Other changes are more for us to choose from."
subtle, said associate vice
Sophomore nursing mapresident for Financial Ad- jor Masaru Verduzco Tanaka
ministration Doug ~rood, who worked in the dining hall last
worked closely on the project.
year as a cook and hoped to re- ·
"We're going in the direc- turn and work as a server, only
tion of trying to make things · to discover that server posi•that are more healthy without tions P..ad been eliminated.
making a big deal of it," Frood This year he is still a cook.
As a diner, the new freesaid.
He is referring to new reci- dom of unrestricted portions
pes that may be vegan, but causes Tanaka to have a hard
aren't necessarily labeled dif- time staying in budget.
ferently.
"Self serving for sure makes
There will also be a new em- food way more expensive,"
phasis on locally grown pro- Tanaka said. "Last year it was
duce, Frood said.
rough. This year got wor~e.
With a fresh coat of paint, The VM is cheaper!"
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on everything that the teacher
went over during class. You
will be ill prepared for any
quizzes or tests that have
questions regarding material
covered during a lecture and
not included in the reading.

ber, a short pencil is better
than a long memory any day.
Important facts(dates(equations/ compositions are much
easier to write down than to
remember, so be sure to bring
something to write with during class.

. ' ' follow
Ifyou
the

4. Bring something to
-wrjteon

rules, you
will get good
grades,
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Again, this seems simple,
but if you have to distract your
neighbors by asking them if
you can have (not borrow) a
piece of paper, you are wasting your time and theirs. Also,
it's very distracting to the rest
of class to listen to paper being
ripped out of a notebook. If
_you choose not to have paper,
you miss out on taking notes,
and copying notes doesn't
have the same effect;. as writing
your own.

These simple rules are deceptively simple. If you follow the rules, you will get
2. Go to class on time
good grades, period. I spent
If your teachers have to wait
a year as an SM (highly rec- for you a couple of minutes evonunended) and the experi- ery day so they can ~tart, you
ence taught me some simple will quickly develop a reputa· steps to getting good grades. tion that is counterproductive
I personally guarantee a 3.0 · towards your goal of good
or higher if all these rules are grades. Remember, you earn
followed. ~member however, the grades you receive from
Do your reading asthat without God, you will ei- your teachers, but they do signments
ther fail miserably, or succeed have influence over your final
Believe it or not, if you read
even more miserably. Prayer grade, whether or not they're the things that your teacher
and Bibie study is imperative willing to wield that influence has assigned, you will be betfor success.
is largely up to you.
ter prepared for quizzes, tests
and· class discussion. Often,
1. Go to class
3: Bri~g something to much of what the teacher disThis seems like it's too wntewtth
cusses in class is either directly
simple, but that's what makes
If you do not have a pencil taken from, or directly rclated
it so deceptive and easy to or pen, you won't .be able to to the reading that they have
overlook. If you don't go to write down any of the things assigned for the class.
your classes, you will miss out covered in class. Remem-

period. ' '

,

.....

First five steps to academic succ~ss

s.
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Dry summer wreaks havoc on duck pond
ANDREW GARCILAZO
MANAGING

Eprro•

One of the driest summers
on record according to the
National Weather Service has
turned the duck pond into
little more than a mud pit, a
problem that has not gone unnoticed by the surrounding
community.
"It's an eyesore really," said
senior archaeology major Clay
Perez. "I hope the school does
something about it soon."
However, the problem isn't
just with the lack of rain.
As Mark Antone, director
of Landscape Services, explained, the duck pond is filled
with an accumulation of 10-15
years of dirt and sediment that
has washed down the stream

over the years.
The school is working to
address the issue, said Marty
Hamilton, associate vice president of Financial Administration, but it's not an easy fix.
"It's not like we can take a
backhoe down there and dig
it out. That would be illegal,"
said Hamilton. "That is a protected stream under the state
of Tennessee, so we are notallowed to alter it or do anything
with it unless we get several
different kinds of permits."
Southern began the process
of applying for those permits
about two weeks ago, Hamilton said.
The school is goal is to begin working on the duck pond
sometime this school year, but
probably not until the spring

or summer depending on the
water levels. Preliminary estimates put the cost of the project between $2oo,ooo and
$250,000.
"It's an amazing amount
of paperwork that it's going
to take to get that approved,"
Hamilton said. Not only does
the school have to completely
dredge the pond, they need
approval for the restoration
process as well, which entails
adding more plant life and restoring the pond to its original
state.
Once we do get some rain,
the duck pond won't look as
bad as it does now either, Antone said. That's because there
will actually be water covering
the built up sediment, as opposed to the current situation.

SALT announces partnership with It Is Written
NATHAN

LEwis

SALT, an evangelism training program at Southern
which stands for Soul-winning
and Leadership Training, announced a major partnership
with It Is Written in July, creating a win-win relationship
with the two institutions.
It Is Written speaker and
director John Bradshaw had
been actively seeking an evangelism training program to
support and learned of Southern's new SALT program from
a Facebook post, said Alan
Parker, SALT program director.
When Bradshaw came to
Apison for a taping shortly after the late-April tornado outbreak, he met with Parker in
person to discuss the possibility of partnering together with
SALT, Parker said.
Southern had the facilities,
teachers and stable institution
that It Is Written was looking
for to effectively teach evangelism training. In addition, It
Is Written adds credibility and
financial support for Southern, Parker said.
Half of expenses to fund the
program is sponsored by It Is
Written, with the other half
covered in tuition fees and
generous donors, Parker said.
The staff at It Is Written is

excited about the prospects of
making an impact not only in
Collegedale, but throughout
the world.
"I believe this partnership
• will combine the strengths of
both organizations to make an
enormous impact on the work
of God in earth's last days!"
Bradshaw said on the It Is
Written website.
The agreement between
Southern and It Is Written
includes Bradshaw visiting
Southern to teach SALT classes at least once per year, as
well as speaking for weekend
programming on campus. His
first scheduled visit is Oct. 12 18, said Michelle Doucoumes,
SALT program coordinator.
The partnership With It Is
Written increased interest in
SALT, and allowed the en-rollment to increase from 12
students to 19, which is the
maximum number of students
budgeted this year, Parker
said.
By completing the semesterlong program, students earn
the Bible Workers Certification, which is equivalent to a
minor. Students from a variety of majors have enrolled
including theology, nursing,
social work, communication,
education and more, Doucoumes said.
Joel Sutherland, freshman

theology major, drove 4,400
miles from Alaska to participate in the SALT program. The
quality learning experience
coupled with financial benefits
is what motivated his decision
to travel.
"It's combining lots of experience with years of experience
from It Is Written," Sutherland said. "Also, they are providing a $1,000 scholarship
for all the SALT students, so
why would I complain?"
Students involved with
SALT feel they can be more
effective in the community
because the important link
with a media ministry like It
Is Written builds credibility in
the community.
"It's nice to be able to say
that we are with a TV/media ministry when introducing ourselves to Bible study
prospects," Hahna McGrath,
freshman social work major
said. "People are often open to
media when they may not be
open to stereotypical Christian
evangelists."
After accepting a job at
Weimer College last year,
which eventually fell though,
Parker said he has no doubt
that God wants him at Southem, leading SALT.
"When all the doors closed
at Weimer, SALT began,"
Parker said.

Brock Hall expansion

SUSPENDED

KEvrn GUTIERREZ
CmriRIBIDfB

Construction outside Brock
Hall came to a halt after a visit
from the state fire marshal.
The university had been
working to expand the second
floor of Brock Hall to provide
the School of Visual Art and
Design with more classroom
and office space.
Though local building inspectors had approved construction, the university was
later notified that the state
would need to approve the
plans before construction continued.
The state fire marshal wanted construction to wait until
they received the needed information about the sprinkler
system, said Clair Kitson, director of Plant Services.
Normally, the state does not
need to get involved with similarly-sized building projects,

said Fred Turner, corporate
architect.
The state got involved because the new wing does not
have a firewall between itself
and the main building and because it is attached to a threestory business occup<\ncy,
Turner said.
According to the official
blueprints, the 1,536-squarefoot addition is planned to
house a new painting studio,
two new offic~s, as well as storage and mechanical rooms.
Also, a third office would be
created inside the existing

portion of the building.
The painting studio's north
wall will be made of glass to let
the north light in, said Elizabeth Pontvik, assistant professor in the School of Visual
Art and Design. She explained
that the north light is the standard light used in painting because it tends to be the most
consistent.
Turner said the expansion
project was originally expected to be completed in time
for the fall semester. Now, the
expansion project may not be
completed until next semester
or later.
"The ball is in our court," he
said. "It's our job to get with
the engineers and go through
and solve this, and resubmit
the plans." .
After
resubmitting
the
plans, Plant Services must

wait for the state fire marshal
to approve the plans before
they can continue construction. Now they may have to
wait longer for approval because the state fire marshal is
going on vacation.
"It's all up to these guys
[state inspectors] to say when
we can start," Turner said. "He
is the only fire marshal who reviews this, and if he's on vacation, we've got to wait for him
to get back. ... so we're at his
will."
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DEANNA MooRE
position: editor
major: mass communication, writing
and editing
year: senior
hobbies: reading, tennis, eating
career goal: magazine editor

INGRID HERNANDEZ
position: copy editor
major: public relations and business
administration
year: senior
hobbies: reading captivating stories,
discovering new music, yoga
career goal: editing position at a
lifestyle magazine where I get to travel
all over the world

COLTON STOLLENMAIER
position: religion editor
major: missions
year: senior
hobbies: surfing, weightlifting, writing
career goal: to train youth to live a
life of missions

STAFF PROFILES

ANDREW GARCILAZO
position: managing editor
major: mass communication, writing
·
and editing
year: senior
hobbies: baseball, reading, watching
"Survivor"
career goat: sports journalist

KATIE FREELAND
position: photo editor
major: mass communication, photography
year: senior
hobbies: photography, traveling,
reading
career goal: world-traveling photojournalist

JAIME JACOBSON
position: opinion editor
major: journalism
year: junior
hobbies: music, art, sports
career goal: public defender or the
editor of Glamour magazine

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

8, 2011

NATHAN LEWIS
position: news editor
major: mass communication, media
production
year: senior
hobbies: geocaching, traveling, news
junkie
career goal: broadcast meteorology

EMILY BANKS
position: lifestyles editor
major: junior
year: mass communication, advertising
hobbies: reading, music, experiencing
new things
career goal: something in the creative environment of advertising

KEITH KING
position: humor editor
major: advertising
year: junior
hobbies: concerts, Atlanta Braves
games, antiquing
career goal: to make enough money
doing something I love
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AMY VITRANO

position: sports editor
major: mass communication, new
media
year: sophomore
hobbies: basketball, writing, ping
pong
career goal: writer or editor for a
young adult Adventist publication

position: media production
major: broadcastjournalism
year: junior
hobbies: singing, exercising, cooking
career goal: network news anchor
and/ or producer

DEREK TAYLOR
position: designer
major: film production
year: senior
hobbies: aesthetic design, jamming on
the guitar, writing creative stories
career goal: to make an indelible impact
on society through the powerful medium
of motion photography

SARAH CROWDER
position: designer
major: public relations
year: senior
hobbies: sports, shopping, travel
career go;d: to have a successful
career in public relations

JOSHUA lYMAN
position: circulation manager
major: business administration
year: freshman
hobbies: basketball, cooking, .music
career goal: still waiting for windows
te be opened by God

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

8, 2011

JANAMILES
position: media production
major: mass communication, media
production
year: senior
hobbies: music, art, sports
career goal: music video production and educational television motion
pictures

HUMBERTO HoRRUITINER.
position: designer
major: graphic design
year: senior
hobbies: making music, illustrating,
reading
career go~: to be an art director for a
major magazine or newspaper

JARODKEITH
position: interactive content editor
major: journalism
year: senior
hobbies: singing, cooking, reading
the news
career goal: activistfblogger

.
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REUGION EDITOR: CoLTON STOLLENMAIER

Impart faith, inspire hope, instigate love
by now. The problem is, we
don't realize that these aren't
just words; they are· ways we
What should you expect can experience ~e character
from the religion section this of God. We talk about truth
year? Here's what I want you and trust, when most of us are
to see:
pretty unsure on both counts.
Through God's power, I · But we're not allowed to be!
want this section to bring faith So everyone hides their quesby questioning it. I want it to . tions. I want the religion _secbe unafraid to ask the basic · tion to be a place where we can
questions of faith, right down be unafraid to ask honest questo the root of existence and be- tions-questions that might
lief. We have way too many as- even be left unanswered.
sumptions glossing over what
By Gods grace, and .in the
are, for many people, unan- sea of His mercy, I want readswered questions. As a part of ers and writers alike to discovthis veneer, we use words like er hope in the leafs and lines of
faith, grace, mercy and glory. every Accent. I want us to find
We use these words as though spelled out in its letters the
we are intimately acquainted truths that our hearts ·are so .
with their meaning-defini- desperately aching for; truths
tions that we ought to know like 'You are beautiful,' 'You
CoLTON STOLLENMAIER
REliGION

Emma

have what it takes,' 'You are
good enough,' 'You are loved
unc,onditionally,' 'You are forgiven,' 'You are clean,' 'You
can be good'-messages that
we need to hear over and over

I want the religion section to

be a place where we can be unafraid to ask honest questionsquestions that might even be
left un~nswered. ' '
again. I want us to find the
words of hope that have kept
God's kids going for millennia: words that tell us of His
love, His power and His plans.
Words that dare us to dream

About religion

of who God is, I want the articles that come from the religion section to be so saturated with love that it infects
its readers. I want to instigate
love-crazy love, dangerous

love, unrestrainable love. Love
that acts a little nuts sometimes. The love that made the
disciples go out of their minds
from time to time (2 Cor 5:13)
and get accused of being drunk
(Acts 2). Love that makes people do silly stuffforthe Savior
because they can't keep it in.
Love that's foolish enough,
brave enough, insane enough
to love recklessly, laughing
at every thought of abandonment and scoffing at the risk of
rejection. I want to infect our
campus with THAT kind of intrepid love, God's love.
So, there's my vision: To ...
Impart Faith, Inspire Hope
and Instigate Love ...for, by,
and through Jesus. What do
you want?

A question
for you
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

COLTON STOLLENMAIER
REliGION EDITOR

We're all religious. Etymologically, I'm religious about all
the friends I'm seeing again after a year away in Australia; the
root words of religion translate
"to tie again,'' or "to reunite."
Philosophically, atheists-especially ones like Stephen
Hawking-are religious about
their disaproval of the spiritual;
religion can be defined as beliefs and practices concerning
the supernatural. And (dare we
use the word?) universally, we
all have a spiritual component
in our very nature; as humans,
created in the image of and for
a relationship with God, we
have spiritual needs.
Of course, like all universals,
this one relies on some assumptions: there is a personal,
creating deity as outlined in the
Bible, which is God's word to
His creation. All are pretty big
assumptions!
No matter how we look at
it though, there is no way to
escape the fact that you are

that life can be better-and not
just better, but, one day, perfect. I want people to find the
hope that we all long for when
they read our paper.
Bathing in the very essence

worshipping somethipg; there
is an object in your life in first
place. For most of us, it is ourselves, even when we think it's
something or someone else.
Whether or not that is the
case for you, your god is whatever you offer your time and
energies to.
How many of us want pornography or alcohol for a god?
Figure out what your god is
and ask yourself this question:
can your god save you?
With a definition of religion
and a realization that we are
worshipping every day through
our thoughts and actions, we
can begin to ask some other
questions as well: Does our
worship match up with our religion? That is, is our time and
energy most devoted to those

things which we believe and
think ought to be practiced?
What do we really believe,
especially regarding the supernatural (remember, even atheists have an opinion)?
What practices does our god
ask of us, and are we living
them? And what does it even
mean to be saved?
Welcome to Religion 2011 at
Southern. My name is Colton
Stollenmaier. I am the editor
for this section. And we are all
the writers.
If you are willing to share
one of your religious opinions, viewpoints, or questions,
please contact me at cstollenDon't
!llaier@southern.edu.
be afraid to be bold and honest.
If you're real with me, I'll be
real with you.

In the discussion of religion
above, we stated that the idea
of a universal need for spirituality relied heavily on some
fundamental
assumptions.
These assumptions form part
of· a world view; with them
in place as absolutes, we perceive and interpret the world
around us as the foundation
for all knowledge and understanding. So tell me this: how
can we at the least test, and at
the most know, the idea that
there is a supreme God; that
this God is personal, the creator of all, and furthermore,
gave humanity the Bible as
His revelation of Himself to
us?

OPINION
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JAIME JACOBSON

Just keep swimming
JAIME JACOBSON
OPINION EpiTQR

It's only the second day of
school and ·you overslept. You
rush around the house, collect
your things, skip the shower,
skip breakfast and run out the
door to get to class on time.
You find your seat in class
right as the teacher asks for the
homework. Homework? You
forgot to do if - you were too
busy fighting with your roommate last night trying to figure
out how you were going to pay
for the rock climbing lab fee.
Oh, speaking of rock climb-

ing, you forgot your change of
clothes when you rushed out
of the house. Awesome.
We've all had days like this.
And we will all have days like
this. This first week of school
was so much more overwhelming for
than I ever
expected, and I found myself
looking for any sort of encouragement. As I was sitting in my
friend's dorm room, venting
about some issue I had faced
that day, I looked around and
noticed her poster on the wall.
In large, bold, white letters it
said, "Stay calm and carry on."
It was exa.ctly what I needed

me

and I just stared at it while
silently beating myself up
for freaking out about all my
problems.

'

Stay cahn_and carry on.-,,

This school year is the be-_ -hurt us and bring us to tears.
ginning of all kinds of new Maybe you'll get dumped this
things, all of which will car- year. Maybe you'll fail a class.
ry their share of problems. Maybe someone close to you
Freshman will struggle to will die or all your friends will
make friends and get used to start a rumor about you.
the fast pace of college life,
we· have to face the fact
Seniors will struggle to find a that we will be burdened and
job or even someone to marry. stressed out this year, but the

Play hard or go home
JAIME JACOBSON
OPINION

Eo•m•

I'm sure some of you have
seen the movie "Yes Man"
with Jim Carrey, and if you
haven't, you should. I was
inspired after watching it. recently. I mean, who wouldn't
be inspired by the guy who attempts to live life to the fullest
and tries everything he possibly can? Despite the fact that
he faces a mountain load of

obstacles in the process, the
message of the movie is admirable.
How many times do we
make a bucket list or New
Years resolutions and don't
follow through? It's easy to
mistake opportunity for work
when it comes knocking at
your door, but that's why we
need to look closer.
I know too many people who
sit in their rooms on Facebook
or play video games. We are

We're all going to face hard
things - things that will break
us, things that will haunt
us for years, things that will

in college, people! These are
some of the· best years we'll
ever live, and taking advantage of .the opportunities at
your fingertips is just the beginning. Every one of us needs
to get out and try something
new, whether it be the meussaka in the cafeteria or skydiving.
We are the age group that
creates,
invents,
aspires,
dreams and endures. Well
I say dream bigger. When
someone invites you to do
spmething, accept. When you
get an idea, act on it. When
you see a poster for a club on
campus, join it.
Before my grandmother
died, she used to always tell
my sister and I to "live large."
·she _spent money she didn't
have, she ate donuts when
she was on a diet, she used
her outdoor voice indoors. A
lot of the time, she broke all
the rules. But she was a good
woman, and she was happy.
As long as you don't co.m promise your moral beliefs,
you should always look for the
greater opportunity. Make this
new school year's resolution to
be a Yes Man, because we all
need to live a little larger.

attitude we face all 1:Qese things
with will make the dllference
between those who come out
well and those who don't.' The
best way to handle an issue is
to stay calm ana keep pushing
through it. Freaking out and
throwing yourself into a panic
won't solve a thing; it will only
slow you down.
The strongest people are
the ones who hold their te~
per and keep a level head. You
can't see the problem clearly ifyou let yourself be blinded by
the chaos of the situation. So,
be strong. Stay calm and carry
on.

Don't drill in the
Everglades, Michele

for oil in the Everglades. Now,
. like I said, it's all well and good
for America to start churning
If the United States would it's own butter, but I completeuse more of it's own resourc- ly disagree with her preposies we would probably be in a tion. And it seems that I'm not
lot less debt, and possibly not the only one. Bachmann will
even in this bad of an econom- have to push through quite a
ic crisis.
few walls to make this happen,
America imports a lot of its and environmental groups are
resources from many other - the least of her worries.
countries - an obvious fact.
The United States may have
This is how countries function, its fair share of resources and
how supply and demand all tie good locations to utilize for
together, and that's perfectly the greater good of the Ameriacceptable.
can people, but not the EverBut now that we're here glades.
stuck in this little hole of debt
Presidential
candidates
we've dug ourselves, "!lean to- need to be more cautious and
wards aSsuming it's a little too less exuberant, even if they are
late to change our actions.
facing the exciting possibility
Republican
presidential of being the first female presicandidate Michele Bachmann dent of the United States.
broached the idea of drilling
JAIME JACOBSON
OPINION EmmR
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LIFES'IYLES EDITOR: EMILY BANKS

How to avoid the freshman 15
seems like a no-brainer, but
it
is very easy to get into the
LIFESTYLE EDITOR
haJ:>it of eating unhealthy food
Though beginnip.g college in college. Fortunately, Southcan be a very fun and exciting ern is a very health-conscious
time, there is one drawback school with many alternatives
that is frequently overlooked. to the deep fried menu. If you
Whether you scoff or tremble are not ready to completely
at the thought of it, we've all · transform your diet, start with
heard of it-the Freshman 15.
small changes. When eating in
I've always had a high . the cafeteria, s_ubstitute that
metabolism and I attended second helping of fried ravioli
boarding school for my high for a salad from the salad bar
school years, so I figured I was or drink water with your meal
impervious to tlie dreaded instead of soda.
weight gain. I soon found out I
was sorely mistaken. I gained
· 2. Ramen-just don't.
weight so gradually I didn't Even though _this technically
even notice until I couldn't falls under the "eat healthy"
fit into my pants anymore. I tip, I believe it deserves its own
could only blame it on the dry- category. Ramen is known as a
er for so long, before I realized dorin room staple. I know we
I was in denial.
are all broke college students,
And don't think you're off and at about 20 cents a packet,
the hook if you are a sopho- who can resist? You can. The
more, junior, or senior. The stuff is loaded with sodium
Freshman 15 has to do with a and MSG, not to mention the
changing lifestyle that comes amount of calories you are
.. along with the college expe- consuming with every spoonrience, so it is import~nt to ful. Next time you are at Wal:bow what is causing this Mart, just avoid that fiendish
weight gain and how to out- noodle aisle all together. The
smart it. Here are a few tips price and convenience may be
that I have found to be helpful: tempting, but it really is not
EMILY BANKS

1.

Eat healthy. I know this

worth it, trust me.

3· Go DO something!
Whether you have been studying all day or have been holed
up in your room playing video
games, it is important to stay
active. Exercise is an obvious
way to stay in shape and keep
the pounds off, and with an
entire wellness center at your
fingertips, there is no excuse
why you should not be able to
get a good workout everyday.
There are personal trainers
available for your convenience
along with several classes such
as cycling and pilates that you
can join. If you are not a fan of
the traditional gym workout,
you can go for a swim, climb
the rock wall, or simply participate in intramurals. There
are so manr options available,
all you have to do is make it a
priority.
4· Go to bed early. Getting enough rest is healthy for
countless reasons, including
keeping your meals regular.
The later you stay up at night,
the hungrier you get, and eating late at night is one of the
best ways to pack on those
pounds. If you absolutely can-

not go to bed at a decent hour,
at least resist the temptation
for a midni&ht snack. And if
the temptation is too great
and you are convinced you will
starve before morning, make
sure you have ligh! snacks
like dried fruit or granola bars
handy so you are still hungry
for breakfast in the morning.
Which brings me to my last
tip ... .

L1usnu EmroR

Reading is one of my favorite things to do, and I love expanding my book collection.
Barnes & Noble is great-!
love the atmosphere and it is a
great place to study, but books
are expensive these days! I am
sure I am not alone when I
. say I deal with a tight budget.
Fortunately, there is a solution
only a few miles away.
If you have never heard of
McKay Used Books & CDs,
you have been missing out! It
is only about 10 minutes down
the road, located off of Lee
Highway next to the Bonny
Oaks Waffle House.
When I first visited McKay
about two .vears.auo .• I. dj

'

If you're looking to get
out of your room this
week, check out some
of these options

••• •• • • • • • • • • • •
Sept. 3-12
The Friends of the Library
Book Sale will be held at East-

5· Eat breakfast. · I am
sure you have heard this your
whole life, but breakfast really
is the most important. meal
of the day. Eating breakfast,
(especially one high in fiber)
will get your metabolism going for the day. You will burn
fat faster and you will not be
as hungry throughout the day.

gate Town Center. Hardback
books go for $2 and paperbacks are only $1. Sunday,
Sept. 11, all books will be
half-priced! On Monday, Sept.
12 there will be.a "bag day"
with bags of books selling for
$3.50. Sale hom's are Mon-

So, as you go tlrrough your
day, keep these tips in mind so
you can show the Freshman 15
who's boss; avoid weight gain
and make it a loss!

day-Saturday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.,
Sunday 12 p.m.- p.m. 5600
Brainerd Rd.

Sunday, Sept.u
Football at the Falls. For its
5th year, Ruby Falls invites
football fans to enjoy the big
game after a tour ofthe attraction every Sunday in Sept.

McKay: a review
EMILY BANKS

Upcoming
Week Events

warehouse with flicke.ring florescent lights and large bins
filled with outdated, waterdamaged books. However,
upon entering the doors, I was
pleasantly surprised. Staring back at me was row upon
row of neatly stocked and organized books. The place was
packe-d! People were pushing
carts through the aisles, filling
their baskets with their precious literary loot. Not only
were the shelves meticulously
categorized, but they were
also filled With books I actually
wanted to read!
I spotted a novel I had been
eyeing for a while. Two days
before, I had contemplated
paying $15 for it, but had reluctantly concluded I needed a

price at $1.25! That was about
the same price for a burrito
at Taco Bell! I was h_ooked. I
quickly scrambled to the entrance of the store to grab my

from 12 p.m.- 6 p.m. Watch
the game on the deck at Ruby
Falls. 1720 South Scenic
own cart, suddenly fearing
that every book would lie· gene
by the end of the day. I bought
about five books that .day and
barely put a dent in my wallet.

Highway, Chattanooga, Tenn.
37409.

Sunday, Sept. 11
Movie night. Love movies?
Enjoy two movies for $2 at
SluggQs North Vegetarian
Cafe. The first film begins at 8
p.m. 501 Cherokee Blvd
~

Chattanooga, Tenn. 37405.

Tuesday, Sept. 13
SongWriters Line-up at The
. CampHouse. Come enjoy
local artists while sipping on
delicious coffee! 1427 Wil-
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SPORTS EDITOR: CHARLES CAMMACK
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CHAIU.Es CAMMACK

Chuck: What t~am are you
playing for in softball intramurals this year?
Brandon: Fresco
Chuck: What is your forecast of your team's season this
year?
Brandon: I think we can
win it all this year. Last y~ar's
loss was an accident.
Chuck: How old were you
when you started playing
baseball?
Brandon: Seven, in little
league, kids would hit the ball

a few feet and just run around
Chuck: Was Sabbath ever
the bases.
an issue?
Chuck: When would you
Brandon: 0 definitely, in
say you became serious into fact it's the reason I ended
baseball?
up playing in left field most
Brandon: 13, I started of the time rather than pitchplaying for travel teams. and ing. Most of the guys didn't
high school teams.
understand why I didn't play
Chuck: When did you real- on Friday nights and Saturize that you had a chance to days and they would ask a
play in college?
lot of questions. When I was
Brandon: My junior year deciding whether to play colhigh school. TI.!at_ was basi- lege baseball only one school
cally when I started getting understood and was willing to
contacted by coaches and my comply with me not playing on
peers around me started no- the Sabbath.
tieing the level of baseball my
Chuck: What did other
team was playing.
people say about you not playChuck: What were some of ing on Sabbath?
your career highlights?
Brandon: A lot of people
Brandon: I won state four thought it was weird, but on
· times. My favorite career · the other hand a few people
highlight by far was the state asked questions about it and
championship my junior year, even came to church with me.
it was the bottom of the last It's all about how you carry
inning, bases loaded, tie game yourself. If you walk around
and I hit a game-winning base like you enjoy doing it, then
hit to win the state champion- people we will consequently
ship.
become curious.
Chuck: What schools were

Teams to wat.c h in A league!
CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS Ennoa

Men's A-League
1.Bolts Brothers - They
were._ known as "Havoc" last
year <;md are best remembered
for beating Team Fresco in
last year's All-Night Softball
Championship, 17-3. Bolts
Brothers are returning four
players from last year's team:
Jeff Richardson (1B), Grady
Todd (OF), Evan Taylor (OF),
and Andrew Knecht (OF).
"Look- for Evan Taylor to
have a big year this year, as
he hit 3 homeruns in all-night
softball and looks to continue
to have some big hits for ·Bolts
Brothers," said Todd, team
captain. ·
2.
Team Fresco - They
went undefeated last season
and were the A-league season
champs.

Team Fresco has four
returning players from last
year's team: Abner Sanchez
(2B), Michael Butler (OF),
Dr. Greg King (1B), Brandon
· Kroeger (3B), and Jaris Gonzalez (OF). "Jimmy Bunch is
going to be the next_ rookie of
the year and mark my words,
we are winning it all this year,
including all-night softball!"
said Sanchez, team captain.
Men's B-League
1.Boom Sticks - Formerly
known as "Just Playin", finished second in their division
last year. They are returning
three players from last year's
team: Bradley Montgomery (OF), Brody Wiedemann
(SS), and Michael Weis (OF).
"I definitely think we can win
our division with Blitzkrieg
[last year's B-league champs]
moving up to A-league," said
Montgomery, team captain.
2.Pants on the Mound They finished second in their

division last year with a
record of 5-1. Pants on the
Mound has six returning players from last year's team: Scott
Brownlow (3B), Dave Perez
(OF), Thomas Flynn (SS),
Nick Ewing (2B), Grant
Stevens (OF), and Kenny
Anderson (OF).
"We are just hoping to
have fun and let Christ shine
through us this season," said
Brownlow, team captain.
Women's A-League
1.No Fear - They went undefeated in the regtilar season
last year but lost in the championship .. No Fear is returning
four pl~yers from last year's
team: Jaqueline Ruiz (1B),
Sarah Crowder (2B), Nathalie
Mazo (SS), Valeria Frescino
(3B). "We will definitely come
back better than ever this year,
we plan to go all the way," said
Ruiz.
2.Ballistic Bombshells
They are the reigning champions of the women's side of

looking at you?
Brandon: Martin Methodist
College, Dyersburg State Community College, Hiwassee College and these were the main
schools who offered me scholarships.
Chuck: Why did you decide
not to play college baseball?
Brandon: I turned it down
becaus~ I didn't want to compromise the Sabbath. It would
have also really negatively affected who I would be as a
person down the road. I
wouldn't have . been able to
maintain a solid relationship
with God.
Chuck: What lead you to
Southern?
Brandon: Honestly, it just
put me in an environment
that will shape me to be what I
want to be at this critical point
in my life. The other places
that I could have played baseball at would have led me away
from God and I knew that. It
took a lot of prayer to come
to that decision, but I know it

was the right one.
Chuck: If you could offer
some words of advice to any
Adventist athlete what would
it be?
Brandon: If you are going
to be an Adventist athlete, do
it for you, not because your
parents say you have to follow their rules. You have to
understand why you are respecting the Sabbath and be
able to explain it, otherwise
it's pointless. If you don't really respect it or understand
the reason you're keeping the
Sabbath you are being more
of a negative witness than a
positive one. Even though it
feels like it sucks right now,
in the long run it will pay off.
I know I really didn:t like or
completely understand why I
couldn't play on the. Sabbath
back in high school, but now it
all makes sense and I'm thankful I was able to stand up for
what I believe in.

All-Night Softball, and are
returning nine players from
last year's team: Krista Hunt
(1B), Cassie Hunt (OF), Emily Hammond (2B), Jessica
Weaver, Megan Sutherland
(OF), Brittany McKee (OF),
JP Mathis (SS), Julenne Gill
(C), and Megan Myers (OF).
Hunt, team captain, is warning teams to lookout for women's dean, JP Mathis, "She has
a great attitude and she's still
got game!"
Women's B-League
1.Knee Highs - They still
hold the title as defending
B-league regular season
champs. The Knee Highs are
returning six players from last
year's team: Silzie Vieira (OF),
Abigail Smith (3B), Raquel
Valentin (2B), Amanda Chase .
(P), Rachel Slocum (SS), and
Deanna Baasch (1B).
"Be sure to come to AllNight softball, we are going
to surprise everybody," said
Vieira.
Photo by Ryan Plater
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[Birthdays]

[The Calendar]
Thursday, September 8
Last Day to add a class
na-noon Convocation,
Various Locations,
Student Organizations/
Departments/Schools
na-npm SA Senate
Elections (Various
Locations)
Friday, September 9
Payday
Last day to return
textbooks with a drop slip
(Campus Shop)
12p SSW Phi Alpha
Applications Due
(Daniells 221)
1p-3:30pm Free
Wal-mart Trip (Wright
Hall Steps)
Student Missions
Re-Entry Retreat (9-10)
7:57Pm Sunset

8pm Latin American Heritage Vespers (Church)
8:30pm Star Watch
(Hickman Parking Lot)
Saturday,September10
gam Adoration 1,
Dave Smith(Church)
gam Fountain Sabbath
School (Thatcher
South- White Oak Room)
lOam One Accord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10am Living Free: Insight
(CAroom 109)
lOam Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)
10:1sam Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:1sam Prayer for Connect
(CA room 102)
10:1sa Bad Girls of the Bible
{CA room 103)
11:30am Connect Church,

Andy Nash (Collegedale
Academy)
11:4sam Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
7:30p Evensong, (Church)
9P Open Gym Night (Iles)

plication Due, continuing
and returning (Student
Life & Activities office)
Tuesday, September 13
12pm Dean's Luncheon
(Presidential Banquet)

Sunday, September 11
Grandparents Day
Latin American Month
Begins (n-Oct. 9)
8:30-10:30am
Southern Union Youth
Directors Pancake Breakfast
(Student Park)

Wednesday,
September 14
7:30pm SA Senate Orientation (White Oak Room)
9:30pm rship, Thatcher

Monday, September 12
Futsal Intramural Sign:.up
Begins
southem.edu/intramurals
BS Nursing Consortium Begins
3:30pm University Senate
SP Student Organization Ap-

Last day for So% tuition
refund
nam Convocation:
Constitution Day, Jane
Calvert (Iles)
spm Futsal Team Meeting
7Pm Modem Languages
Film Series (Miller 201)

[Student Life Announcements]
The Technology
Department
will give $2 off an oil
change during the month
of September if you bring
this copy of the Chatter
in with you. See pricing al'!d
request
appointments:
www.southern.eduftechnology/ techsalesservice
Southern Wmd
Symphony seeks talented
players of the following
instruments:
bassoon,
trumpet, trombone, tuba,
percussion. For more information, contact Prof.
Ken Parsons ex. 2886,
kparsons@southem.edu.
Village Market is going
to have a Festival Of Nations week September 12
-16. Each day, Monday
thru Friday, we will feature
the foods from a different
country. Monday- ASIAN,
Tuesday- Greek, WednesdayItalian,
Thursday - Mexican, Friday - German. Come join

us if you want to taste
foods from around the
world. Complete menus
are on our website at www.
villagemarketcollegedale.
com.
Save a life! Obtain CPR &
1st Aid certification. $25
cash or check includes fee
for both classes. Must prepay to register in Herin
Hall Main office (Room
227) by the Friday before
the class. Classes held Sundays, ga-4p. Date choices:
9/18,10/2,11/6,12/4
Returning Student: Need
to know when information
about vacations, special
programming,
Saturday
Night events, etc? Student
Handbooks and Planners
are available during business hours ·at the Campus
ID Card Desk. Pick up
your copy today and be informed!
Southern app for
Android: Marketing and
University
Relations
(MUR) is excited to announce the completion of

September 8, 2011

a new Southern Adventist
University app for Android
phones. It is now available
for free download in the
Android "Market." The
Southern "app" matches
the features available on
the iPhone app which MUR
introduced earlier. With
this new app you are able
to obtain campus directory information, Dining
Hall menus, view a map of
campus, listen to WSMC,
and get campus news and
calendar event information. Contact Jason Bryner
at jrbryner@southem.edu
to let him know what you
think about the "app" and
if you have other ideas for
additional features.
Open Gym Night! - Saturday Night, September
10: Enjoy a fun-filled night
of Basketball, Volleyball,
and Badminton at the Iles
P.E. Center! Don't want to
play? Come and hang out,
watch, and be a part of the
fun! The event will go from
9 PM to Midnight, so make

sure you bring you're agame and a great attitude!
See you there!
"Group Link" When:
Sept.g
(after Vespers) Where:
Taylor's Circle (if there
is rain, we will be meeting
in the Cafeteria) What:
This is an opportunity for
participants to sign up to
join different small group
Bible studies. We will also
be having ice cream and
toppings for those who are
interested in coming to
see what Life. Groups is all
abouH

[SA. Announcements]
Senior Picture Days!
Senior pictures will be
taken in the Presidential
Banquet Room on
Thursday October 6th
fromga-6p,
Friday October 7th from
ga-4p and Monday
October 1oth from ga-6p.
For questions contact
Memories Editor,
Kayce Foote at:
kaycef@southern.edu

en, Jonathan Adels, Krista
Medina, Phillip Lucas, Rita
Ordaz
Sept 9 -Abner Sanche!-,
Alexander Aniton, Brittany
Ward, Cicely Miller, Cory
Maracle, Hectmarie Pena,
Hilary Johnson, Josh Johnston, Keren Freeland, Laurie
Cooper, Marcelande Simon,
Marsha Cline, Seth Hill
Sept 10- Ericca Beyer,
Kelly McClurg, Kevin Houk,
Megan Fuller, Melissa Rodas, Natalie Reyes, Rexley
emiar, Tessa Schultz
Sept 11- Brian Beck, Brittni
James, Catalina Gil, Chelsea
Duffield, Courtney Smith,
Daniela Ale-Salvo, Elizabeth
Granada, Hannah Morgan,
Jessica Prather, Keishauni
George, Matt Marlin, Norman Gulley,
Rachel Myhre, Sharon
Gothard
Sept12 - Aimee
Burchard, Andy
WJ.ldman, Ben Leach,
Brandon Kroeger, Cassie
Brauer, Dustin Gold,
lteather Thames, Jason
Bryner, Kerysa Ford, Maria
Beltre, Michelle Wildman,
Robert Lang, Ronald
Hoffecker, Sam Freire,
Shelby Webb, Sonya Dillard
Sept 13- Alexandria Wise,
AmandeepSandhu,Brandon
Wilson, Charissa Thomas,
David Rivera, Doug Frood,
Emily Scriven, Evie Nogales
Baker,
Jeremy Smith, Myesha Roll
Sashenka Brauer, Weybriell
Wright
Sept 14- Amanda Mol¥, Brian Whit Jean De Ia Cerna,
Jesstca Villanueva Michelle
Ottey, Natalie Dickerhoff
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Facial Hair Feature
Zach Payne

1. Facial Hair Inspiration: A tie between my
dad and Ian Anderson from Jethro Tull.

Hammock
Bronze medal

..... Anything
ash tag is: #OnlyAtSouthem.
ere is an example:
#OnlyAtSouthern can you smell the calories while you gain the freshmen

..

2. How long has it been growing: Since
April; with a recent trim.
3.

Growing Technique: I grow it in
the summer; I think it grows better in the
summer.lalso drink a lot of tea, and you might
notice a correlation between tea drinking and
hairy people .

Student charged with
atten1pted crin1inal
McKEE UdRARY.
hon1icide ~~dventist
Univer~
OCT

7 2011

SLUE REPORT __.__

•

Photo by Katie Freeland

A triathlon p articipant b"egms the second leg of the race, an 1_8-rmle bike rtde. at Cohutta Springs in Cl'andall, Ga.
on 8unday, Oct. 2 ·

Students.stride in Triathlon
JANICE COSME

Snu Warne

About 228 atheletes ranging
from ages 10 to 67 participated
in the Sunbelt Cohutta Springs
Triathlon, Sunday Oct.2.
Students, faculty, families
and friends tested their endurance with a half-mile swim,
an 18-mile bike ride, and a
four-mile run near the Cohutta
Springs Conference Center in
Crandall, Georgia.
For the first time this year
the triathlon began with a staggered start with swimmers.
Each swimmer entered into
the water one at a time to avoid
any collisions with other athletes. This new way to start the
race was implemented to improve the quality of safety, said
Kari Shultz, director of Student
Life and Activities.
"It was good, cause I wasn't
swimming into people," said
Jessie Ewing, junior outdoor
leadership major.
"Our primary focus is to offer the race experience to our
Southern family," Shultz said.

"And over the years the race
has stretched to include many
more people."
The youngest person to participate this year was Gwynavere Culpepper, a fourth grader from Mississippi. Culpepper
said she trained less than a
month for the triathlon. Her
father, Burney Culpepper, vice
president of Bass Memorial
Academy, swam, biked and ran
side by side with his daughtex:
for the entire duration of tl!e
race.
"I could've done it by myself," said Culpepper, "but not
very well."
Some students participated
in the triathlon for the first
time. Ron Boothby, sophomore
business administration major,
said he felt accomplished and
"the thrill of being done" after
crossing the finish line. It was
the first triathlon for Boothby,
who placed ninth in the 20-24
male age bracket. He finished
in less than two hours with no
prior training.
"I did it because I wanted to
see if I could," Boothby said,

"but next time I think I should
train."
Pastor David Cook, adjunct
professor in the School of Religion, has done this triathlon
three times. Cook said the Sunbelt triathlon is at a level where
beginners can finish even if
they are slow.
"People think it's going to be
miserable, but it's fun," Cook
said. "The scenery is just incredible and it makes the race
more fun just seeing it as you
go."
Southern students who
placed in the race are Michael
Huffaker, junior allied health
major, who placed third in the
20-24 male bracket; David
Weber, freshman biochemistry
major, who placed third in the
16-19 male bracket; and Kristin
Specht, senior liberal arts education major, who placed first
in the 20-24 female bracket.
For more information about
the Sunbelt Cohutta Springs
Triathlon visit southerntriathlon.com.

A Southern student faces
multiple charges following an
automobile crash early Saturday morning near the university's Stateside Apartments.
Josue Sanchez, sophomore
religion and sports studies major, was arrested and charged
with attempted criminal homicide, aggravated assault,
felony reckless endangerment,
felony ·vandalism, and leaving
the scene of a crash with injuries. He was released from the
Hamilton County Jail on bond.
Collegedale police say officers were dispatched to the
4700 block of University Dr.
at 2:47 a.m., when Jaris Gonzalez, senior nursing major, reported his Honda Element had
been struck by a Subaru Forrester driven by Sanchez, who
then left the scene.
While in route an officer observed the Forrester traveling
westbound on Apison Pike approaching Little Debbie Parkway. Tiw officer recognized the
vehicle as the one described by
Gonzalez, noting damage to the
driver's side front headlight
and driver's side front quarter
panel, according" to the police
report.
The officer stopped Sanchez,
who said he fled the scene because he was afraid Gonzalez
and the four male occupants of
the Honda would "jump him"
if he stopped, according to the
police report.
Contacted by a separate officer, Gonzalez said that when
he and the other occupants of
his Honda left the apartments,
Gonzalez observed a vehicle
following closely behind him
without headlights running.
He recognized the vehicle as
Sanchez's Subaru, according to
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the police report.
Gonzalez t.old police Sanchez
was currently dating Gonzalez's ex-girlfriend, and Sanchez
had previously threatened him,
according to the police report.
Gonzalez said he pulled over
in a small parking area"'along
University Drive, exited the vehicle and made a "what's up?"
gesture with his arms. Gonzalez said Sanchez then passed
him, made a U-turn and accelerated toward the Honda.
Gonzalez sM.d Sanchez then
crossed the lane of traffic and
struck the driver's side doors
of the Honda, according to the
police report.
One of the doors struck Gonzalez in)he h ad, injuring him.
Gonzalez denied treatment by
EMS, according to the police
report.
When contacted by the Accent, Gonzalez declined to
comment.
Sanchez told police he and
Gonzalez had been having an
ongoing argument over a girl.
He said that when he saw Gonzalez on the side of the road,
he saw an opportunity to stop
Gonzalez's ''harassment" and
"end him." Sanchez told police his initial intent was to kill
Gonzalez but that he changed
his mind at the last second, according to the police report.
After being contacted by the
police, Campus Safety officers
responded to the scene and
documented the incident, according to Kevin Penrod, director. An official report has not
yet been made available.
When contacted by the A'ccent, Sanchez said, "I could
behave myself a lot wiser,
and smarter. I never had the
thought to hurt anyone, and I
just want to make that clear."
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InTents speaker presents '~azing Grace"
CoLE TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

1

Southern hosted its annual
InTents week of prayer this
past week. The theme for the
week was "Amazing Grace."
The guest speaker, Ron
Halverson, Jr., is currently the
senior pastor of Collegeview
Seventh-day Advehtist Church
at Union College in Lincoln,
Neb.
Many students attended
because they wanted worship
and convocation credit.
"I thought he was funny and
a great speaker, and he kept
my attention while still rem_inding us of God's amazing
grace," said Bradley Colvin,

\

junior English major. "His
stories were very humorous
but also had great moral values to them. Through them,
you can see the passion he has
for God."
Along with his presence on
stage and his ability to get the
students attention with the
use of humor, Pastor Halverson told stories students could
relate to.
"I loved all of his messages. I
feel that he really reached out
to us students by always telling
stories of his time in college,"
said Caleb Minty, a sophomore allied health major. We
all could relate because that's
the time in our lives that we're
at now."

Photo by Katie Fredand

Ron Halverson, Jr, the speaker for the 2011ln rents mectzngs in front of Brock Hall, preaches on Friday evening, Sept. 30, at the conclusion of the meetings.

Former NBA champion speaks at Southern
ANNALYSE

HAsTI

STAFF WRITfR

He has been called a superstar, the Iron Man, a champion and an L.A. Laker. After 16
seasons, three championships
and 1,192 straight games of
NBA basketball, A. C. Green is .
now being called a youth.mentor, author, speaker and suecessful businessman.
The retired superstar came
to Southern after an invite
from Student Association
president, Alec Jackson.
"A.C. Green was someone
who I always looked up to

because of his unwavering
commitment to his beliefs. So
when I was given the opportunity to have him come speak
for convocation, I jumped on
it!" Jackson said.
A.C. Green now travels
around the country speaking
to youth and working with
the A. C. Green Youth Foundation that he started in 1989.
Green himself was glad to be
at Southern.
"This university here is
one whose core values I like,"
Green said. "I know about
Seventh-day Adventism be- cause Magic Johnson was SDA
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and we have talked about it.
So when I got this invite it was
an easy decision, I just had to
fit it into my schedule.''
Green did find time in his
schedule and came to speak
for convocation on Sept. 29.
He spoke about characterdevelopment and finding your
identity while staying true to
your Christian values. He talked about his experience in the
NBA and how he combated
peer pressure.
"I just asked myself, would I
lower my standards to be accepted by a team and be afraid
to walk in Christ's way? If my
values were going to be most
important, they had to be just
that, the most important,"
Green said.
Green's stories of commitment and sexual purity were a
testimony to students.
"I thought it was really cool
that he was able to stay true to
his values while playing in the
NBA," said Kristopher Candamil sophomore psychology major. "I can only imagine
how difficult it must have been
to stay sexually pure when as
a pro athlete you have woman

the court. "New levels, new
devils," Green said. He explained that the challenges
he faced as he got older and
advanced in basketball were
natural obstacles that he overcame, holding onto the promises in Matthew 6:33.
"I thought it was awesome
how he stayed faithful to his
Christian beliefs despite the
fame and pressure from his
teammates, and how he ended
up gaining their respect because of that and witnessing
to them," said Kirk Shoemaker

junior construction management major. "I thought he
set a good example and had a
powerful message."
A.C. Green stayed after
convocation to talk and take
pictures with students. Green
said he hopes to make visiting Southern an annual event
and left the student body with
one final thought, "Will you
leave college, that last semester, with the same, more or
less values and character then
when you started? Hopefully
the answer is a lot more."

So you think you can compose?
JONATIIAN MICELI
Sn.FFWRnu

A new contest is being held
by Alumni Relations to find
the composer of Southern's
next school song.

''

There's some-

thing powerful
that happens

when the entire
student body

.

s1ngs a.song
that they believe in ... '
The last school song, "Collegedale Forever!" was written
in 1940. Two songs were written before that, and the songs
have not been used since
the mid-1g6os, said Evonne

Crook, director of Alumni Relations.
"A couple of students approached us last year and
were wondering why we do
not have a school song and we
told them that we have three
school songs ... [but] they are
irrelevant to Southern as it is
now," Crook said.
The contest is open to students, alumni and staff, according to the Southern
Alumni web page. The song
needed to reflect the school's
mission and culture with the
goal of inspiring school spirit.
"The purpose of the school
song is to foster a greater
school spirit among current students and hopefully
increase levels of loyalty in
alumni in the future as well,"
said Dwight Herod, alumni
council member.
Submissions needed to be
sent by Sept. 30. On Oct. 3 a
panel selected the top three
entries, which will be performed live on campus Tuesday, Oct. 13. For the final three
entries a prize will be given,
according to the Alumni web
page.
Jean Bay, senior music edu-

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

Jean Bay practices a song on Oct. 3 that she wrote that she has entered into a contest to become the SAU anthem.
She is one of only a handful of students who hope to have their song chosen.

cation major, said she entered
the contest because she enjoys
attending Southern and enjoys writing songs. She said
her song doesn't have that
"Oh We Are the Pathfinders
Strong" feel.
"The song is reflective, kind
oflike a prayer, and it reminds
me of why I'm specifically at

Southern," Jean said.
"There's something powerful that happens when the entire student body sings a song
that they believe in ...that they
stand for," Jean said. "It connects all of us together."
The judges will look for
original compositions, the audience must be able to learn

the lyrics easily, lyrics must
meet Southern standards and
there must be references to
the school's pas.t and inspiring
school spirit, according to the
Alumni web page.
For more details you can
visit southern.edu/alumni and
click on the "New School Song
Contest" link.

.

Talge Hall residents square off for Clash.of the ritans
Talge Hall has 18 male resident halls. The halls are split
up in pairs for a total of nine
teams. Each team has a difThis fall, Talge Hall resiferent name such as House of
dents were introduced to a
Samson, House of David, etc.
new year-long event, Clash of
The event began with a
the Titans.
three-day ultimate Frisbee
Clash of the Titans was cretournament between the nine
ated this summer by the four
teams through single elimistudent deans at Talge: Sam
nation, said Nadarajan. The
Nadarajan, Jordan The, Matt
'championship game between
Ancel and Adrian Perez. The
the houses of Gideon and
student deans chose the titan:
Samson, complete with food
a person of great strength,
and drinks, commentators,
intellect, and importance, to
and photographers, stirred
represent the event. The bibmuch excitement.
lical titans chosen were: Gide"I'll definitely be participaton, Abraham, Samson, Noah,
ing in the next Clash of the TiMoses, Jacob, Samuel, David
tans event, and I even encourand Joseph.
age others to join in so we can
l..oGANFOLL
Sn.FF WRITER

Through
this event,
you can help
create a
brotherhood,
acommu-

nity. ' '

all unite and compete against
one another," said Mark Froelich, a freshman accounting
and computer information
systems major.
Many Talge residents are
taking the event seriously.
Froelich said that he designed
a "House of Noah" t-shirt for
the championship game to
show more team spirit.
It's an activity that can get
the halls in.volved, said Caleb
Michalski, a sophomore mass
communication major.
The student deans wanted to
clarify that Clash of the Titans
is not a sporting event, rather
games in which students can
bond with the people in their
halls. There's no steep learn-

ing curve on the games and
anyone can play, Nadarajan
said.
Sports carry a sense of spirit
and pride, and the student
deans want to continue that
while catering to those who
don't care for sports, said Jordan The, junior allied health
major.
"Through this event, you
can help create a brotherhood,
a community," The said.
Clash of the Titans will consist of five to six more events
throughout the year. The official Facebook page of Talge
Hall offers more information
about Clash of the Titans and
other Talge events.
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Mold means·new lab rooms for Hickman
HANNAH ScHAEFER

creating better fire safety. The
new rooms are designed to
provide multiple work areas
Plant Services is working to for upper division students.
complete the final touches on Hansen explains that the new
new biology rooms in Hick~ layout will give students more
man Science Center, just in control over their specific
time for next semester's class- lighting needs in the lab. Last
year, only two major lab staes.
Construction began this tions were available, making
summer after faculty discov- it difficult to accommodate the
ered "extensive water damage" needs of multiple labs.
on the ceiling below the BiolHansen applauds Plant Serogy Department greenhouse, vices for being "so helpful and
·
said director of Plant SerVices, easy to work with."
Eric Schoonard. Plant Services ·
While many agree that
had to gut out and replace all Plant Services has worked--€f- ...
wiring under the greenhouse. ficiently, some students feel
As a result, there will be no their departments are being
more greenhouses in Hick- neglected. Jon Daniel, junior
man for a while .. The sheetrock English major, believes there
in the walls and ceilings were are more important problems
tested positive for mold and facing the campus.
then removed.
"There are so many other
Chris Hansen, professor in needs on campus such as
the Physics Department, ex- overcrowded parking lots and
plained that this discovery departments without classactually turned into a positive rooms," he said. "Maybe there·
opportunity for new, more should be a system to prevent
efficient lab space. To fit the . mold problems earlier so that
new design, the Plant services these large remodeling projcrew removed two walls and ects could be avoided." .
expanded into what used to be
Biology and physics stu- ·
spacious storage rooms. Now dents will ·s oon benefit from
there is the capacity for an- these new lab rooms, but unother small room, which will til then, drilling and othertake some "load off of other sounds of construction will
full classrooms," said Hansen. be heard on many first floor
Each room will now have Hickman classrooms.
doors opening to the hallway,
STAFF WRITER

. Photo by Katie Freeland

.

Caution. tape blocks of d section Qf the first floor of Hickman Science Center where a wall has been replaced due
to a leak causing mold.

Biology trip "Cancelled due to bat fungus
LEXI ALVIDREZ
STAFF WRITER

•

The Wednesday before the
anticipated Biology Club trip
to the Nickajack bat cave on
Sept. 16, Biology Club President Cassie Brauer discovered
Nickajack Lake and the bat
cave were closed.,
Witli further research and

the help of a park ranger; that although the fungus is
Brauer Sl!id she found that not harmful to humans, many
the bats had White-Nose Syn- • caves· are being closed to help
prevent the spread of the disdrome.
:According to an article in. ease from transfer on humans'
the Huffington Post, White- clothes and shoes.
Brauer said that the bats
Nose Syndrome is affecting a
large number of bats, killing migrate ·south in. the fall, so
them off after a white fungus another chance to see the bats
grows around the bats' noses. will not happen until next
The article went on t!> say summer.

Origins·Exhibit Nearing Completion
the floor display by donating
money and providing their
skills in the arts, Snyder said.
The whole design has three
Students have become more
and more curious about the sections that all have a specific _
evolving designs and display meaning and reason why they
cases on the walls of the bioi- . are depicted, Snyder said. All
ogy floor in Hickman Science the themes were chosen to
contrast ~volution by presentCenter.
This project, the Origins Ex- ing the Biblical position.
"We are trying to present
hibit, took a total of four to five
years to plan and create, and this from a why-should-1is now coming to an end as the believe-in-a-Seventh-day-Adventist-position versus stupidl~st display cases on the geological column are being filled, evolution's-position kind of
said Keith Snyder, dean of way," Snyder said.
Since the ro'·ect has taken a
the biolo de artment. ArtLEXI ALVIDREZ

STAFF WRITER

Photo by Katie Freeland

.4 model of a dinosaur frames the Mesozoic display case in the 2nd floor of

the wall creations put the cmnplexity of life into perspective,
the biology classrooms have
room for improvement and
the money and time could be
used to update the materials.
Snyder said because the department is still working ·on
installing TV sets and more
display cases, the creation
should be finished no later
than February-2012.
Because of the conflicting
beliefs in society today, Snyder stressed that the department is allowing the art to
be a witness and a "reason to

~u1ess

aveiin~

.

to the United Kingdom

Cheap theater raises Wednesday prices

er professor and hired an
adjunct to adjust for Cafferky's absence during the
Michael Cafferky, a pro- fall semester.
fessor in the School of Busi"I very· much appreciate
ness and Management, will the willingness ofthese facbe traveling to Cambridge ulty to share the load," Caf- .
University in the United ferky said.
Kingdom for five weeks of
"Ideally,
a
professor
study beginning in the first comes back more passionweek of October as part of ate about what they're dohis sabbatical this semes- ing," Van Ornam said.
ter.
"Their classes will be
Cafferky will be studying strengthened by the adbusiness ethics with Rich- ditional knowledge gained
ard Higginson, a professor during the s.abbatical."
at Ridley Hall, one of the
Cafferky agreed. He is
colleges at Cambridge.
excited about the classes
"I can't wait to get into he will be teaching winter
their libraries to see what 2012, especially Ethical,
is there," Cafferky said.
• Social and Legal EnvironCafferky said he is excit- ment of Business, a class
ed to be able to study the that, according to Southeconomic concept known as ern's course schedule web" division of labor" through site, is an upper-division
a Christian perspective, writing class.
as well as the topic of how
As for impacting the fuSabbath applies to busi- ture, Cafferky said that the
ness. He will attend Cam- sabbatical will be a good
bridge's Festival of Ideas,- experience for him.
a 1.0-day event fuH of academic presentations and
demonstrations.
Don Van O._nam, dean of
the School of Business and
Management, said that a
sabbatical is not a vacation.
"It is an opportunity for a
professor to have a block of
time for professional development," Van Ornam said.
Cafferky had to submit a
-VanOrman
plan for this professional
development to his depart"I will be a wiser profesment, which then had to go
through several layers of sor who desires to bring a
approval. He has been gath- Christian worldview to the
ering information, writing questions and issues in
articles and doing reading business," Cafferky said,
"having done more thoron various subjects.
Van Or'nam said the ough study on some of the
School of Business and teachings of the Bible as
Management shifted one of they relate to the practice
Cafferky's classes to anoth- of business."

LAUREN SWAFFORD

AsHLEE CHISM

.,S.uTAu:EELW.D.JORwmLJ:JRIL__ _ _

_

__

' ' Ideally, a
professor comes
back more passionate about
what they're
doing

lfyou'r loo.klng for

a k forth

STAfF WRITER

Regal Cinemas Theater
10-17 of Hamilton Place

recently chan~ed its usual
discounted price of $1 admission on Wednesdays to
$2.

Dubbed the "cheap the-·
ater." by many Southern students, the Wednesday price
change has some pebating
whether they will continue
to see movies there at all.
"I loved that it was only
a dollar... but I definitely
might think about just getting something at Redbox
.instead of going to the theater since Redbox is still a ·
dollar," said Jessica Weaver, senior public relations
major.
"It's bad for college
kids ... With the price doubling, we want to expect
better service from them,
like keeping their show ·
times open past 9 p.m.,
which is really early," said
Verner Del Castillo, a junior media productions
major at Southern.
Still, some students feel
that the discounted prices
of Regal are much better
than paying higher prices
at other theaters. Kelsey
Larrabee, senior public
relations major said she
doesn't mind paying the extra · dollar on Wednesdays
because "prices go up. It's
the reality of the economy."
The general manager of
Regal Cinemas Theater
10-17, Shannon Burks, declined to comment on the
matter of the price change,
saying that he "had to receive permission from his
boss."
According to the Regal

Photo by: Katie Freeland

Ticket prices at the ''cheap" theater have been raised, both for Wednesday
evenings and regular showings as well.

Entertainment
Group's "Regal should give an anmost recent press release in swer for the price change
July, Amy Miles, the CEO because they could lose
of Regal Entertainment, business over this. They
said "[the company] gener- should do some sort of PR
ated over $130 million of work for this issue to let
free cash flow, the second customers know that it is
highest quarterly total in still a great deal. I think
the last four years."
that would make me want
Rhya
Moffitt,
junior · to go back."
French and English major
Several attempts were
agrees with Larrabee on the made to contact the Regal
issue.
Entertainment Group in
"It would be nice if they Knoxville, Tenn. for comchanged the price back, but ments on the matter. There
I don't think it'll affect my has been no reply as of this
attendance there because writing.
$2 or $3.50 is still a great
deal cheaper than seeing a
picture at the normal theater," Moffitt said.
In contrast, Weaver said,

plac to stay,
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Grace in Gimbie Part II: reflections of an SM
PAUL VILlAVICENCIO
CONTRIBIIJOR

Editor's Note:
Paul Villavicencio was a student missionary in Gimbie,
Ethiopia. What follows is a
short account of his story.
Part II
On a hot Friday afternoon,
we began a bumpy trip down
the valley to a Gumuz village
of soo people. After walking
and driving for more than
three hours, we reached the
. village. We set up our tables
with simple medicationsmostly for fungi, infections
and de~worming. At the same
time, we began preaching
about health in three languages: English, Oromo (a local language) and Gumuz (an
Oromo dialect).
After about two hours,
a government official approached us asking for a government letter permitting us
to be there. We had obtained

Photo contributed by _Paul Villavicencio

one from the local adminis- · ing back and forth at each othtrator, but he stated it wasn't er. We, of course, were clueenough and what we were do- less to the problem. Then, out
ing was illegal. He told us we of nowhere, two police officers
needed to accompany him with AK-47s entered the office
back to town to explain our and commanded us to stand
situation to the town admin- up and follow them. They
istrator (mayor). Sadly, we took us to a mud house, which
packed up and left. We were . functioned as the town prison.
escorted into an office where
We startec;l fighting and artwo people were waiting for guing with the police and town
us.
administrator, but especially
Immediately our three in- with God. We prayed, cried
terpreters began arguing with and became very frustrated
the government officials, go- with the situation. But after

four hours of our complaining, mediately understood. After
they would listen no longer. looking at the evidence, he
They put our three' interpret- apologized for the misundeF-'
ers, another missionary and standing and assu~ed us it
myself in jail.
would never happen again.
The next morning we were However, the real blessing
put out in the patio and we sat was when he said he wanted
down to have worship. As we us back to help his community
began to read our Bibles, six again, and this. time we had
other prisoners came out and permission to preach and help
sat down right beside us. Im- not only that remote village
mediately we began to minis- of 500 but the whole regionter to them, and at the end we more than s ,ooo people!
made an appeal. Every single
God showed us He had a
one of them responded and plan for all of us. We didn't
gave their lives to Jesus. We .understand it, but we had to
then understood that God had trust He was in control. After
allowed us to be put in prison · this experience, we continued
in order to minister to these our mission with the Gumuz.
people and set an example The work is continued today
of love and compassion to a thanks to NGO (Non-Governtown, poli'ce officers and gov- mental Organizations) and
ernment officials that did not Adventist World Radio, which
know God. God definitively will soon be operating in the
turned something bad into a region to reach out to the Gublessing.muz and take God's Word to
The next day, we heard that the ends of the earth.
the governor ofthe region had
If you would like to get inheard about our case. He came volved, please contact me at
to talk to us. w_e explained the paviyep@ hotmail.com.
situation to him and he im-

Into the ministry: Pastor Ron Halverson, Jr.
CoLTON STOLLENMAIER
REliGION

EmmR

Interview with Pastor Hal. verson, speaker for InTents,
whose theme was God's Amazing Grace.
Colton: Pastor Halverson,
what is the quintessential
thing to know about you?
Pastor Halverson: That
would be my love for Christ
and passion for Him and my
desire for others to meet Him
and come to know Him.
Colton: Can you think of an
event that especially impacted
your life that you would like to
share with us?

Pastor Halverson: Well, through to me in my trying to
for me, I'd loved Christ from help them. I quit running from
when I was a little child with a a calling I'd felt all my life, and
kind of pure and innocent love . that was a major turning point
Got to my academy years, and forme.
still loved Him, but I was more
Colton: Would you be willof a hidden disciple-"-that ing to share yo~r greatest sucsounds crazy-I kind of kept cess and greatest failure with
Him a little bit at arm's length ·us? .
Pastor
Halverson:
I
into my first year of college. I
ended up through a miracu- don't know about success,
lous thing-didn't even ask for but I would say the greatest
a job, a guy said I had a job at failure I had were those years
one of our camps. And I was when I kind of tried to live
going to tell him later "no," with one foot on one side of
but I ended up going and be~ that line and one on the other,
ing a counselor.~ had to have that idea like there was a noworships for my cabin morn- man's land. And really there
ing and night. The Lord got is -no ''no-man's land." And so

Theology:
The study. of God and God's
relationship with the world.

C'\-•

An author once complained that we strain
all the passion and re~ lationship and excite\1 J. ment and dynamism

U

I think to myself, those years what makes life worthwhile.
that I wasted time, I could've It's what gets you through the
known Jesus as He is and just ·tough times or the good times.
lived for Him.
- And if you don't know Him,
Colton: Do you have any well, give Him that chance.
parting words for us?
To those who did get to
Pastor Halve~som To come all week: Just a remindthose who did not come this er, it's all about JESUS IS
week, I wimt to say that no EVERYTHING, and that He's
matter who would tell you bestowed His grace on us, and
anything different, or what lets us live a life where we bethe world says to you, Jesus is stow gra_ce to others.
everything. You'll never find
Swing by the Chaplain's Ofwhat you're looking for out- fice to find out how to get inside of Him.
volved with summer camps.
To those who might have
missed some nights: Jesus
and His grace is amazing. And
it's what transforms you. It's

pies and precepts, and call the
dusty, dry, dead remains the~
ology; the study of God. Does
the idea of God as a study subject take away His personal ap-

_ _ _ _ _ _ ___.~.._.L.JLI_.&..a----""-n--'--'11--.oJ'----..L.~--:..L...~-1-~-~;;J,_..£U•J:....rt..L.On£L""--.Llnu>-.L<>1=---n"""u...urrLJ' it <> littlP <>nil <>f'irm.,

where we can run Him on His
wheel and run tests, observe
and postulate, until we're satisfied that we know what God
is and how He works? And if

I
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OPINION EDITOR: JAIME .IACOBSON

Letter to the editor (part 1)
To the Editor,
I normally don't write articles for newspapers, and
. when I say normally I mean
I never have. However, last
week when I picked up and
read "A scared nation" I was
taken aback and felt compulsed to write a factual and
opinionated response.
After reading the article
Jaime Jacobson wrote last
week, I felt as if there was an
overwhelming sensation that
the readers were left with
confusion. I point to quotes
such as "People who get hurt
by something once are prone
to be scared to do it again." It
is part of the human experience to feel fear after physical or mental pain is suffered.
Fear is the. second greatest
'motivating emotion. The only
greater emotion is love. The
author would have done well
to define fear and demonstrate pros and cons.
The author seems to have
forgotten that fear is a protec-

tive mechanism as in fear of
burning one's fingers when
seeing a flame. To avoid tissue damage, fear is helpful to
keep the person from touching the flame. The author
makes a mistake in confusing
the reader to think that "fear"
and "paranoia" are one in the
same. In fact, paranoia is
an extreme form of fear that
causes irrational behavior. I
do not believe that the American government·has operated
out of a basis of paranoia as
asserted by the author.
I have mixed feelings: I
read a lot of opposite-the-editorial-page pieces about the
aftermath of 9/11. Some say
we built this large scale "Intel"
network that doesn't work as
efficiently as hoped for, hence
the need for the "human factor" in the fight on terrorism
equation. To dismiss the
human factor as "we are all
paranoid," is at best simpleminded. While computers
and algorithms are needed to
evaluate threats and potential

attacks, nothing can replace
the human mind. We no longer have a face to face war as .
in older times. No, this is a
new war of religious fanatics
that have built into their religious document (Quran) the
notion of"convert the infidels
or annihilate them." Anyone
truly interested enough can
read it plainly in the Quran.
Terrorism, by definition,
means to cause horrific fear.
Terrorists do not always care
about killing people, but they
most certainly always want to
perpetuate fear. I would draw
your attention to another
quote from the author: "After
September 11 we· were afraid
of so many things-terrorism, hate crimes, airplanes,
explosions, even people who
looked Arabic. Our fear as a
country changed the way we
began to act. We tightened
airport security, we formed
the Homeland Security, we
outsourced torture, and we
locked our front doors. We
began casting judgmental

glances at anyone who looked
suspicious."
Furthermore,
the author cited the story of
the woman profiled ...The author failed to cite that on TV,
countless individuals dressed
like her were beheading
newsreporters or torturing
constructio~ laborers.
We
watched in horror, something
never witnessed before on TV
or the Internet, as innocent
Americans' heads were cut
off. "We the people," along
with the government, tolerated Osama Bin Laden's
children and extended family members as they attended
our colleges and universities.
They were never profiled or
even spoke of in the news
except as an afterthought.
What was Hebshi doing with
her phone? How would anyone know? We are all told to
put our cell phones away on a
flight. If she did not want to
comply, that is by definition,
suspicious. Let's not forget,
most personal bombs use
cell phone detonators. The

woman was wrong in using
her phone on the plane.
I say, look at the results of
the combination of human
and data input toward the
fight on terrorism: there have
been no acts of terrorism
in the US since 9/11. That
doesn't mean there weren't
attempts; look at the attempted Christmas bombing of that
flight into Detroit in 2009
or the subsequent "Times
Square" attempted bombing.
Both were foiled by everyday
people.
,
The human component of
fear (not paranoia), allowed
the disruption of the terror
attempts. How many countless other terror attempts
were foiled due to fear? We
do not hear ahaut all of them,
as the US government is trying to minimize fear exploding into paranoia.
-Mike Giampa

Should pills be the only option?·
JAIME JACOBSON
OpaNION

Epama

If you read one of my previous articles, you'll remember I
mentioned reading a book this
&ummer entitled "Endangered
Minds" by Jane M. Healy,
Ph.D. Along with a million
other things, this book discusses the over-diagnosing of
learning disabilities and overuse of drugs to correct them.
I bet if we could be the walls
of a teachers' lounge we would
hear the whines and complaints of students not being
able to focus these days. I'm
sure they would say things like
"They just can't pay attention!"
and other remarks about the
inability to focus on learning.
It's as if students can no longer
listen, remember and follow
directions, read anything that
is "boring," or stay alert an entire class period.
Why is it that the number
of students with learning disabilities and attention deficit
disorders seems to be increas-

ing more and more each year?
Could it be that people inherit
learning problems, or do the
environments we place ourselves in cause them? Maybe
it's both, but we would have to
do a lot of brain experiments
to find out.
With the number of cases of
learning disfl.bilities increasing, it's difficult to believe that
every case is a real disability.
Most learning disabilities are
the result of auditory processing abilities. Things that people hear become lost in their
brain before they can be analyzed. For example:
Parent: "Please go to the garage, get the cat food off the
shelf, and bring it back to me."
Child: "What?"
Perhaps this child was goofing off and not really listening, and some may say he is
hyperactive, but in reality
he is probably just a normal,
vigorous kid. Of course, there
are actual eases where people
with learning disabilities really have problems and ben-

efit from medication, but in
instances where the diagnosis
of a learning disability is an
exaggeration, should kids really be receiving drugs to pay
attention in school?

''Should
kids really be
receiving drugs
to pay attention
in school?
What I've learned through
my own experience, and from
watching friends and institutions handle learning disabilities, is that every mind
works differently. If you study
anatomy, you'll know that we
are made with brains of equal
parts. Theoretically, we all
have the same components.
So where does the difference
come in for a child who has
a disability and a child who

does not? Are they m1ssmg
something in their brain? Is
their brain damaged in some
way? Even though some babies are born with brains that
have disabilities, their minds
can eventually learn to do the
same things. The trick is to
know how and when to teach
the brain. Anatomy and physi~
ology go hand in hand here;
we may have the same parts
of a brain, but we all use our
brains differently.
The problem with disabilities, then, is not that people
have them, but that others
don't know how to help them.
Often times a different method of explaining a concept to
a student helps them understand. Other times it's an extra
hour of tutoring after class that
gets them through. But our
society's biggest fault in handling this struggle is to mask it
with drugs. We throw pills like
Ritalin, Adderall and Concerta
at people who say they can't
sit still or _pay attention, and
meanwhile these same people

watch TV with commercial
breaks every 15 ·minutes, do
work or homework in loud environments and try to talk to
their boyfriend or girlfriend
on their cell plfone while updating their Facebook status.
No wonder they can't focus. And instead of helping them
to find a calm atmosphere irr
which to relax and concentrate
in, our doctors drug them.
Which is better: to teach
them to use their brains in an
affective manner or to feed
them pills with side effects
of headaches, mood swings,
upset stomach, vomiting, dizziness, shakiness, addiction,
trouble sleeping, depression,
tolerance, cocaine cravingsneed I go on? Obviously doctors have the authority and
knowledge to prescribe medication to those who are in
need and worthy, but when
they toss out their receipts to
patients who don't really need
it, they're not really helping,
they're hurting.
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useful websites you n1ay not know about

EMILY BANKS
LIEESTYI ES EDITOR

The Internet is a beautiful thing. Granted, it has its
downsides, but overall, it is
an invaluable tool. Here are a
few sites you may find useful
that you might not have heard
about:
~· boxoh.com - With this
website, you can track the status of any shipment on Google
Maps. Just enter your tracking
number and then you are presented with a map with each
step of the shipping in your
own local time zone. You also
have the option to get updates
on its status. It's free and super easy!
2. chipin.com Raising money for a mission trip?
Want to collect money for a
family in need this holiday?
This site allows you to raise
money for a specific cause or
fundraiser online. The site
boa&ts three easy steps: Create, Promote and Collect. Donations are sent straight to
your PayPal account.
3· gasbuddy.com - Are
you still selling your plasma
to fill UQ your tank? Times are
hard, we won't judge you, but
do yourself a favor and check
out gasbuddy.com before you
throw your hard-earned cash
out the window. They list the
lowest gas prices in your area
so you can at least know you're
getting the best deal in town,
however ridiculous the prices
maybe.
4· groove~hark.com Pandora is so last year. With
Grooveshark, you can choose
the song or artist you want
to listen to without having to
bear a bunch of related artists
you don't care about. You create your own account and add
and remove content whenever
you like. It has all the music
you could ever want, right at
your fingertips-tag favorites,
£reate playlists and upload
your own music. Tip: Check
out the app, "TinyShark," so
you can have your music with
you on your cell phone!

5· dropbox.com - If you
don't have a Dropbox account,
you should get on that. It's a
free service that allows you
to bring your photos, videos
and docl!ments anywhere and
share them easily. You will
never have to email yourself a
paper againl
6. imo.im - This site
makes it possible tt;> hold voice,
text, or video chats with your
friends even if you are all using different instant message
protocols. Skype, Facebook,
GoogleTalk-it doesn't matter,
you can finally all chat in one
place!
7· jobspice.com - JobSpice is a free service that
helps you build and share
snazzy online resumes. It's
incredibly simple, and they
provide you with all the information you need to know and
do. Just fill in the blanks and
you're on the road to a successful career!
8. join.me - Join.me is a
nearly instant screen sharing
site that includes text chat,
voice conferencing, mouse
sharing and more. Share a
link and your friends can instantly connect to your screen
through their web browser.
9· kuler.adobe.com Need inspiration for a website,
interior design, fabric pattern,
or scrapbook? This site is great
for those artsy people who love
color, or the non-artsy individuals who need help figuring
out which colors go with what.
You can browse through thousands of pre-made schemes or
create your own color themes.
10. measy.com . . :. Looking for a new laptop, camera,
TV, phone, or printer but can't
decide which to buy? Measy
makes it easy to buy new
gadgets by creating a series
of quick questions to find the
perfect match for you based
on your budget, personal preferences and individual needs.
11. noteflight.com - This
is a site for the musical folk.
With Noteflight, you can create, store, listen to, print,
search and share noted music
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Upcoming
Events
•••••••••• • •• • •
Johnny Cash Tribute
Band. Friday, Oct. 7, 5 p.m.8 p.m. Chattanooga Choo
Choo Victorian Lounge presents the Johnny Cash Tribute
Band live. If you are a Cash
fan, you won't want to miss
this! Complimentary appetizers until 6 p.m. 1400 Market
St. Chattanooga, Tenn.

Screenshot from www.umbrellatoday.com.

online. If you compose your
own music, Noteflight will
help you author and manage
your compositions.
12.
polishmywriting.
com - Because the auto corrector on your computer is
lame, just copy and paste your
finished work in the text box
and it is instantly edited for
spelling, grammar and style.
It also provides you with alternative suggestions and explanations. It's like having your
own, personal editor.
13. preyproject.com Stop reading this article and
go set up an account now.
Seriously, everyone should
know about this site. Prey is
free security for your laptop
or smartphone. If you set up
an account and your laptop
or cell phone is lost or stolen,
just log in, report it missing,
and Prey will do the rest. Prey
will immediately take a screen
shot of your computer screen,
activate your webcam and take
a photograph of whoever is using your computer, and send
you their Wi-Fi geographical
location. Setting up an account takes only a few short
minutes and is well worth it.
14. retailmenot.com Never go shopping without
checking this site first. There
are promo codes and coupons
for 100,000 stores. I have personally saved $20 on a hammock I bought offline, just by
entering a promo code I found
on this website. The site provides a user success rate and
average savings rate on each
offer.
15. runpee.com - Ever
left in the middle of a movie
because you couldn't hold it
in any longer, only to find that
you missed the most crucial
scene of the film while you
were emptying your bladder?
RunPee lists the best times to

"Camp Out to Stamp Out"
the credits. Genius, pure geFamily Homelessness
nius.
at the First Tennessee
16. scribblemaps.com Pavilion. Saturday, Oct. 8
Draw and add custom images, at 5 p.m. - Sunday Oct. 9 at
text and markers over maps 7 a.m. Interfaith Homeless
for personal tips and direc- Network is hosting the third
tions. Print or send your maps annual "Camp Out to Stamp
to anyone.
Out" Family Homelessness
17. similarsites.com- As overnight event. Experience
the name suggests, this site what it's like to be homeless
finds other sites similar to by bringing your own tent or
ones you enjoy. Just type in a cardboard box, spending the
website, and a list of sites cate- night outdoors and eating
gorized from highest to lowest from a soup kitchen. $25 per
similarities will appear. There person up to four people, $10
are descriptions, user ratings per person for groups of five
and reviews also listed.
or more. All proceeds benefit
18. snopes.com - Find the IHN program to assist
out once and for all if it is fact homeless families become
or fiction. Snopes busts ur- stable, employed and housed.
ban legends, folklore, myths,
rumors and misinformation. Prater's Mill County Fair.
Sunday, Oct. 9, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Works great on all that spam!
19. tempalias.com- Gen- Enjoy an authentic, working
erate an anonymous alias that gristmill at this old-fashioned
will forward to your real email . county fair. There will be .
address and then delete itself arts, crafts, food and enterafter your time or message tainment in its breathtaking
North Georgia setting! 5845
limit has been reached.
Ga. Highway 2, Dalton, Ga.
20. typewith.me - Create
30721.
a public document in which
members you invite can add
and edit text Greatior work- Rocktoberfest. Every
Sunday in October, 12 p.m.-5
lug on study guides!
p.m. Get in touch with Rock
21. umbrellatoday.com
- All you ever really want to City's German heritage during
know about the weather is if the 6th annual Rocktoberfest!
Rock City Square is transyou need an umbrella or not,
formed into a celebration of
right? Well, here you go-the
harvest and fall foliage. There
simplest weather forecast is live music and food such
available. Just type in your as bratwursts, sauerkraut,
location and receive a YES or Rosemary Potatoes and more!
NO. Bam. You're good to go.
Do the "chicken dance" on
22. wolframalpha.com the polka stage! New this
Get answer without the whole year: Rock City Raptors Birds
"search" process. Just type in of Prey Show! 1400 Patten
what you want to know and Road, Lookout Mountain, Ga.
get a straight forward answer. 30750.
It's unbelievably awesome.
Chattanooga Head Race.
I hope at least one of these Tuesday, Oct. 11. 8 a.m.-5
sites is relevant and useful to p.m. Chattanooga's Riveryou. If not, there are many front fills with 3,000-5,000
more at www.thesocialmedia- high school, 'college and event
guide.com. Get off Facebook master rowers as well as spec-
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~~ Nig~m~. b~9~~~~!~Tournament
SPORTS EDITOR

On a cold, brisk Sunday
morning, just before dawn,
the All-Night Softball Tournament champions were
crowned. The tournament,
which was held this year at
the Summit Softball Complex
for the first time, did not disappoint the many fans who
braved the chilly weather to
support their friends.
On the women's side, no one
predicted that the Toothfairies
and Lucky 13 would meet in
both the semifinal and championship games, but that's
exactly what happened. The
Toothfaires won the semifinal
game 2-0. Then in the championship game, Lucky 13 was

the seventh inning until the
Toothfairies went on a fourrun rally to capture the 2011
Women's All-Night Softball
Tournament Championship,
6-4.
"We really played as a team.
Everyone did their part to
win," said Jenna Dedeker,
sophomore biology major.
On the men's side, the All
-Night Softball Championship
had been eluding Team Fresco
for yettrs, but after beating
the Bolt Brothers early on in
the tournament, this year appeared to be Team Fresco's
year.
The Bolts Brothers eventually made it to the semifinals
to face Team Fresco once
again. In that game, Bolts

the first mnmg and ended up
winning that game 9-5. However, the championship game
between the two teams would
have a different outcome.
Team Fresco was up 2-0
in the top of the ~ixth inning,
when junior theology major,
Michael Butler, came to bat,
hitting a three-run shot to
right field that all but sealed
the championship for Fresco.
The final score was 6-1.
"Tonight was like non~ of
the other nights, everything
was going right," said team
captain Abner Sanchez, a junior liberal arts education
major. "We stuck to the basics
and at the end of the day our
defense won us a championship."

Football teams to watch
CHUCK CAMMACK
SPORTS EDITOR

Men's A-League:
·1.
Bolts Brothers
They are coming off a disappointing loss in the All-Night
Softball Championship, but
they are still the reigning Aleague champions and are
back to defend their title. Returning from last year's team
are captain Grady Todd (CB),
Evan Taylor (S), Andrew
Knecht (S), Kyle Leper (R),
and Chris Sauder (LB).
"We are optimistic that we
have a chance to have another
ireat season," Todd said.
2.
Blitzkrieg - They
lost in the championship game
last year to the Bolts Brothers.
They have quite a few players returning: captain Isaac
Tyman (QB), Jason Minn
(WR/R), Brad Walz (RB/CB),
Martin Shaw (C), Jacob Martin (WR/LB), and Connor
Larrabee (WR). Jacob Depas,
a new acquisition this year is
poised to have a breakout season for Blitzkrieg at wide receiver.
"I know there are quite a few
good teams out there, so we
are hoping for at least a sixth
place finish this year," Tyman
said.

Squirrel Tails 3.
The A-league runner-ups of
2009, took a year off last year
because several of the team
members were in other countries, but they are back this
year and excited for a new season. They have four players returning from that 2009 team:
captain Jordan Stet (QB/S),
Adam Rogers (WR/CB), Mark
Knutson (RB/WR/LB), and
Matt Burt (C/LB).
"What I think makes our
team special is that we have a
very balanced team with a lot
of talent at every position,"
said The.
Men's B-League:
1.
Team Ninja - They
are lead by captain Spencer
Lim and should be a fun and
exciting team to watch.
2.
Old School - This
team of Southern professorsfinished first in their division
last year and on "par to have
another great season.
Women's A-League
1.
October Crush
The winners of last year's Aleague championship are back
and better than ever. Returning from last year's team are:
captain JP Mathis (QB), Nicole Ley (RB), Brittany McKee
(RB), Eric Novak (WR), Jane
Mashburn (WR), Leslie Evenson (C), and Tracy Sherbondy

(R).

"Every player makes a big
difference," Mathis said. "Our
team goal is to have a lot of fun
and do the best we can!"
2.
TMNT 2.0- Last
year they were known as the
Limewires and they were undefeated until they lost on the
last play of the championship
to the End Zone Divas. They
have a few players returning
from last year's team: captain
Kristina Forrest (QB), Reyna
Torrez (WR), Shelby Tanguay
(RB/R), and Krystal Anderson
(WR).
"We want to become a solid
team," Forrest said, "and im- prove our individual talents as
well."
3.
The Supremes They are a new, up and coming team lead by their captain
Jade Harrison. Joyce Mweba
is projected to be their impact
player. she is fast and strong.
"Our goal is to use everything God gave us to do our
best to win and have fun,"
Harrison said.
Women's B-League
1.
Split Ends - They
are led by captain Kaley
Grieve.
2.
Road Runners They are led by co-captains
Jackie Ruiz and Nathalie
Mazo.
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[The Calendar
Thursday, Oct. 6
9 a.m.- 4 p.m. National Depression Screening Day
(Student Center)
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Senior Portraits (Presidential BanquetRoom)
11 a.m. Convocation, Luther
Whiting (Church)
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory (Conference Room
A)

5:45 p.m. Student Organizations Treasurer's Orientation (Presidential Banquet
Room)
6:30 p.m. Graduate Open
House (Hulsey)

Friday, Oct. 7
7:45 a.m.-10 a.m. Senate
Surprise Day (Promenade)
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Senior Portraits (Presidential BanquetRoom)
6 p.m. Phi Alpha Induction
(Talge Chapel)
8 p.m Vespers, Jud Lal(e
(Church)
8:30p.m. Star Watch (Hickman Parking Lot)
7:17p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Oct. 8
9 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Foundation
Sabbath School (Thatcher

South, White Oak Room)
9:30a.m. Pure Vida Sabbath
School (Talge Chapel)
9:45a.m. Can We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rm 105)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)
10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath School (Hulsey Wellness Center)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)

quetRoom)
3:30p.m. University Senate

11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Jackie James (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
7 p.m. Evensong (Church)
Various times and locations,
Department/Schools Student Organization parties.

Wednesday, Oct. 12
7 p.m. Archaeological Museum Lecture, Michael
Hasel (Lynn Wood)
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship (Thatcher)
Thursday, Oct.13
11 a.m. Convocation, Adventist Heritage, Cindy
Tutsch (Church)
Preview Southern 101 (1314)
2-5 p.m. Meet the Firms
(Church Fellowship Hall)
7 p.m. Modem Languages .
Film Series (Miller 201)

Sunday, Oct. 9
7:30 p.m. Symphony Orchestra Concert, Convo
· Credit (Church)
Monday, Oct. 10
Columbus Day
Canadian Thanksgiving Day
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Senior Portraits (Presidential Ban-

[Student Life Announcements]
Story Hour for Kids of
All Ages Sabbath, Oct. 29,
2:00-3:30 p.m. Southern
Adventist University's McKee Library. Come and enjoy
an afternoon of storytelling with master storyteller
Bruce Hopson, legendary
John Martin, and Southem's own Katie McGrath.
The program features tales
about growing up on a farm,
miracle stories, funny stories, serious stories, and
even Bible stories as you've
never heard before. There
will be something for everyone in this can't-m~ss program!
The Technology Department will be doing FREE
car inspections (no repairs) at The Samaritan
Center parking lot on Sunday, Oct. 9, 1-4 p.m. Donations will be accepted (but
not required) to benefit The
Samaritan Center. ·

.A. Announcements]
Community Service Opportunity! This Friday,
Oct. 7, there will be a group
going out to Hidden Hills
Farm to help with tornado
relief clean up. The group
will meet at the Wright Hall
front steps at 2 p.m. and return around 5:30p.m. Tier 1
Community Service credit is

ernserves.com.
DEEP Sabbath will be on
Oct. 29. Save the date! Signups will be in the SA Office
across from KR's.
Pick up your free Life
Journal in the SA office
while they last! Follow the
daily video blog on SA's
Facebook and hear what
fellow students have to say
about each days reading.
SA's Facebook! "Like" our
Facebook page to receive
information/updates about
coming events! We are already at 103 fans!

Fredrick Maehr, Matthew
Gunther, Megan Tidwell,
Zaire Burgess-Robinson
Oct. 10- Amber Williamson, Angela Weaver, Brittany Gilman, Christopher
Burns, Jordan Marin, Joshua Toppenberg, Keri Mau,
Linda Marlowe, Michael

Clark, Sarah Bonet, Scot
Anderson, Vinita Sauder
Oct. 11 - Alistair Huong,
Brooke Wade, Courtney
Brown, Elizabeth Paiva,
Jordan Hill, Josh Jaeger,
Patrick Hayes, Steven Kim
October 12- Benson Prince,
Deanna Baasch, Genevieve

thursday,
oct. 13

[Birthdays]
Oct. 6 - Carol Moratti,
Cindy Johnson, Fairlyn
Ditta, Jared Manasco, John
Allen, Lela Duvall, Lorraine
Parreno, Magdiel Gutierrez,
Megan Pauls, Nicole Killian,
Rachel Kearbey, Sarah Sinz,
Thomas Olsen
Oct. 7- Annab Okari, Annie
Munoz, Arthur Theodore,
Dennis Steele, Hai Vo, Jessica Gutierrez, Joylynn Michals, Katie Robidoux, Michael Avila
Oct. 8- Amir Davis, Andrea
Wilhelm, Crystal James,
Michael Perryman, Nathan
Clute, Tulsi Bolwari-Montez
Oct. 9- Alexander Erskine,
Anita Wilson, Bill Raw-

Wood, Isaac Tyman, Jamie
Kitterman, Kaylin King,
Laurel Guthrie, Martha
Lajpop,
Zach Goldstein,
Paul Byrkit, Paula-Jo Scavella

Look:
for an internship

Apply:
fora job

Bring:
your resume
Dress:
for success

meet the

FIRMS

.Church Atrium

and ·
Fellowship Hall

HUMOR
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t.OOON' MIGHlY SNAZZYTHER~ WHAT~ THE OCCASION?

OH.

•orlt way1 to b,.ak up with
1om•on•

MY GRANDMA'S FUNERAL

YEAH ....

1.

E-Card

2.

"Knock knock ... " "Who's there?" "I want to
see other people."

3.

Cookie-Gram

4.

"Stand here and hold this can that's tied to a
string, and I'll go over there and talk into
that end ... "

5.

Fake your own death

6.

Rig a cootie catcher

Comic by Brian White

Another Bad In-rena Layoac Idea

Iii Continue

taking

notes
ri Listen to
professor teach
Stare at clock

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You go to the Wellness Center for smoothies more than
exercise.
Someone calls you the wrong name and it's happened too many
times to correct that person.
You find out you have food in your teeth and no one told you.
Yo~r friend has food in their teeth and you can't bring yourself
to tell them.
You accidently type a happy emoticon, i.e. "Sorry your,dog
died :). "

Free.Ineals for faculty ~reate a tighter coiTIInunity
ANNA BARTLETI
Suu Wama

Students entering the cafeteria this semester found a
mixture of fellow students
and faculty as a result of the
free meals for faculty program
which will continue until the
end of the school year.
While not entirely new, the
free lunch program has expanded markedly. Previously,
Southern has paid for salaried
faculty to eat in the cafeteria
only if faculty members eat
with students. This year the
program is open to all Southem staff; they may eat lunch at
any on-campus eatery excluding the Village Market, the requirement to eat with students
is removed, and the program
will continue until the end of
the school year.
Southern staff appreciate
these changes. "I've received
over so thank-you notes," said
President of Southern Adventist University, Gordon Bietz.
"There hasn't been one nega-

tive comment."
Previously 60 employees
participated in the program,
said Joylynn Michals, administrative assistant to the
president. This year, on average, 149 staff take part in the
program daily. Jeri Pewsey,
assistant director of Food Services wh~ SJ!pplied the second
number, said staff "have compared working at Southern to
working for Google."
While the program is bringing students and faculty together, sometimes the atmo-=
sphere create~ is less than
ideal. Associate Professor in
the Scl10ol of Business and
Management Richard Erickson said that when he tried to
make conversation with students over lunch the response
was strained and uncomfortable.
"I think if students get used
to more interaction with faculty, that will disappear," Erickson said. "It is extremely
critical that students are able
to interact with people who

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

Dr. 1'.1ic/zael Hasel. a pmfe:.;sm· in the school of religion. looks Ol'er a paper about m·chaeo1oyy written by Leif
Freclheim, an archaeology maj(ll', at lunch

are older than them."
Erickson said once students
enter the work force their success will depend on their ability to interact with people not
their own age.
Although many students are
unaware of the program, some

have met faculty members as
a result. Junior theology major Bob Gabel appreciates the
opportunity to interact with
professors in an informal environment.
''You get to know them in
a more personal way," Gabel

said. "I don't want to be taught
by robots." Gabel said this way
there is time to talk about life
and get to know each other.
"I love th~ program," Gabel
said, "I give it two thumbs up."

..

Library introduces ne-w search engine to students
the next page of the search
engine allows the individual
SunWama
to limit thousands of results
A new Google-like search by specifying desired material
engine has been introduced to based on five categories.
the library website this year.
"~ think it's very useful oe"It is terrific for getting a cause it helped me to narrow
good overview on whatever · my topic," said Andhere De
topic that you are needing," La Rosa a senior.biology rna, said Marge Seifert, public ser- jor. "Before you couldn't refine·
vices librarian.
your search. No~ you can even
The search engine allows in- choose what language you
dividuals to search all library wanted the article to be in. It's
more specific."
cont~nt, the online catalog as
The search engine allows
well as"all databases. Once the
initial search has been entered users to limit the. search by the
DAPliNE BASfiEN

.

content type, which means it
is able to include or exclude
journal articles or books for
example. The results can
also be limited by the subject
terms, tpe publication date,
the library location and the
language.
Seifert said that the program works best when there is
a broad topic that must be narrowed down. She compares
the search engine to painting
a room.
"When you want to do the
main walls you're going to

use a roller and that's this big
picture [the search engine],"
Seifert said, "but when you go
to do the trim you take a little
tiny brush a~d you go very
carefully around the edges [a
specific database]."
The engine is not flawless, however. The system is
in Beta, which means that
some kinks have not yet been
smoothed out.
"It is still a work in progress," Seifert said. "There are
still glitches here· and there.
Once in a while, something

INDEX
News ............................ :.................... l-5
Religion ............................................... 6
Opinion ............................................... 7
Lifestyles ............................................. s
Sports .................................................. 9
Chatter............................................... to
Classifieds.......................................... n
Humor ............................................... t2

j[

When writing the
story of your life don't
let anyone else hold
the pen. ' '
SEE NEWS PAGEl

SEE LIFESTYLES PAGE 8

may not work quite right, especially when we link out to
other articles."
Seifert requests that students report any glitches encountered while using the
program so that the library
can ensure the search engine
runs smoothly. Despite the occasional glitch, students continue to use the search tool.
"It's pretty helpful," said Erica Singh, junior nursing major and library stud~nt worker.
"It's better than most search
engines that are out there."

SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST u, IVER.SITY
SEE NEWS' PAGE 3
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Banks charge new d·ebit card fees
TOMMY ANDERSON
SxAFF WRITER

Photo by Mark l.ennihan
Irr this .Jan. 31.2011 phot-o. Bank of America mstomer·.s use ATM m.achines in New
York. W1wn Bonk of America stm·ts chorrJinq-customers a $5 monthly fee in 20.12 to
swipe their· debit cards, the 38.7 million people who cmry them will haue to decide if
the corwenience is worth the money. (t1P Photo/Afark Lennihan)

Consumers who use a debit
card issued by their financial
institution might start seeing
new fees beginning this fall.
Regions Bank's changes
to their B.asic ·checking and
LifeGreen Checking accounts
were scheduled to take effect
on Oct. 1. These changes are
due to recent modifications
in federal legislation of the
banking industry and new
regulations for point-of-sale
purchases or transactions.
The Durbin Amendment to
the federal Dodd-Frank Act
will cap the amount banks can
charge merchants from 44
cents per transaction down to
24 cents. Regions customers
with an entry-level account
will be charged a CheckCard

fee of $4 in any statement cycle when consumers use their
card to make non-ATM transactions for each account they
have with the bank, accordin_p
to their website.
"I don't think they should

ate new fees for debit card
use. These include SunTrust
at $5 a month, Wells Fargo
and Chase at $3 a month (in
select states), and First Tennessee at 4 cents per transaction up to $3 a month. Bank
of America will also begin
charging their customers $5
a month beginning 2012, according to each bank's web- site.
The standard monthly fee
for a Basic Checking 'account
at Regions will continue to
remain at $5 a month. If a
customer wishes to avoid the
card fee, they can upgrade
be charging to use your debit their account to the LifeGreen
card," said Amanda Rich, Secure Checking account at
freshman graphic design ma- $12 a month. Overall, smaller
jor and SunTrust customer.
banks and credit unions have
Other banks have already not yet decided to charge a fee
begun or are planning to ere- to use their debit cards.

I don't

think they
should be
charging ...

''

\-

School of Computing addresses elephant in the server room
ers." . ·
moving in that direction,"
This last summer the School ·Beckett said. Servers make
The School of Computing of Computing had a server die heat, the office where our·
is currently in the process of because of the heat level in the servers have been living does
moving and expanding the server room. Temperatures in not ha:ve enough capability or
server room from the third the room were measured up to physical room to handle heat,
and we need an expansion."
floor of Hickman Science Cell- no degrees.
''We have no idea howhot
The current server room
ter to the first.
"You buy an elephant but it was inside the server, prob- is an office on the third floor
without the proper pen, some- ably considerably higher and of Hickman, and besides the
thing is bound to go wrong," probably something melted," need for expansion and renovation, the office is needed for
said Professor John Beckett Beckett said.
from the School of Comput"We need more server ca- a faculty member.
"The server room was in a
ing. "The university has a fair · pability in our department
amount invested in these serv- because the IT ind~s~ry is faculty o!'fice and the office
·is needed now," said Marty
Hamilton, associate v!ce president for Financial ~dminis-tration. "It just made sense to
...... - +·llioe_ _ _ ,..
relocate for both the faculty
and students in the School
DEANNA MOORE
of
Computing. The e:Xpected
. EDITOR
completion is mid-NovemNATHAN LEWIS
KATIE FREELAND
ANDREW GARCILAZO
PHOTO EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
ber."
~eckett said that the projKEITH KING
NATHAN STURGESS
CHARLES CAMMACK .
ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR
HUMOR EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
ect's mantra is to do it right,
not right now.
EMILY BANKS
COLTONSTOLLENMAIER
JOSHUA TYMAN
RELIGION EDITOR
CIRCULATION MANAGER
LIFESTYLES EDITOR
"Plant ser\_'ices is really doing
a -nice job, and we warit
EMILY
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it to be a first class facility,"
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Beckett said.
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The new server room will be
ANDY NASH
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more than double the size of
FACULTY ADVISER
INTERACTIVE CONTENT
the previous room. It will have
KEITH KING
Sn.FF
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~outhtm arrmt

\
\
l

\
Photo liy Keith King
The servm·mom is located in Hickman Scienee Center and is under·qoing replacemffits due to a serl)el' meltdown this past' Sllmmer-.

disruption), an air conditioning unit made especifically for
server rooms that circulate air
in an energy-efficient way, five
new server racks, and room
for expansion.
"We've carved out the end of
lab and made room for racks
for servers, and we can probably quadruple or quintuple
Ol:lr server capacity without
running out of space," Beckett said. "We're planning some
years in the future; I think this
room should easily be able to
handle us for 10 years. I'd like

hot in here.'"
Jasmine Atkins, junior computer science major said she is
excited about the new server
room because of the better
access and faster and more efficient servers, but the renovation process has been affecting
her day to day.
"I work in the lab so it's
hard to help -'!>tudents because
you have to yell over all of the
work ~nd it smells like paint
and give me headaches," Atkins said. "But in the long run
it'll be better for the computer

..&...&...&.

.&..&..&.b.&..&.

'
JORDAN ROBERTSON
RACHAEL METZ
Assoc;!ATfD PRESS

Steve Jobs was grieved
around the world Thursday
through the very devices he
conceived: People held up pictures of candles on their iPads,
reviewed his life on Macintosh
computers and tapped out
tributes on iPhones.
One day after his death,
two days after Apple introduced the latest incarnation
of a touch-screen phone that
touched pop culture, sadness
and admiration poured out
-not for a rock star, not for
a religious figure, but for an
American corporate executive.
By people who have grown
up in a world where iPod
headphones are as ubiquitous
as wristwatches were to a previous generation, Jobs was remembered as their Elvis Presley or John Lennon. Perhaps
even their Thomas Edison.
"It's like the end of the innovators," said Scott Robbins,
34, who described himself as
an Apple fan of 20 years and
who rushed to an Apple Store
in San Francisco when he
heard the news.
Apple announced Jobs'
death Wednesday night and
remembered him as a "visionary and creative genius." The
company announced no cause
of death, but Jobs had been diagnosed with a rare pancreatic
cancer seven years ago and
had a liver transplant in 2009.
Hewass6.
On Thursday, the Apple
website, which usually features slick presentations of
multicolored iPods and ever-thinner MacBook laptop
computers, simply displayed
a black-and-white photo of
Jobs, thumb and finger to his

beard as if in contemplation.
Around the world, tributes
sprang up of the _highest and
lowest technology.
In the Ginza shopping district of Tokyo, people held
up iPhones ·and iPads, their
screens facing outward and
displaying sharply defined,
touchable graphics of flickering candles.
At an Apple Store in Hong
Kong, old and new means of
grief came together: People
scribbled "RIP" and "We miss
Steve" and longer notes of
condolence on Post-It notes,
and stuck them to an iPad display.

''

Around the
world, tributes sprang
up of the
highest and
lowest technology.

And at the 24-hour Apple
Store in midtown Manhattan, the remembrances were
more traditional. Passersby
left flowers and candles, actual ones. Even there, people
snapped pictures of the memorial with their iPhones.
"I was so saddened. For me
it was like Michael Jackson or
Princess Diana - that magnitude," Stephen Jarjoura said
at the Apple Store in Sydney.
His said Jobs left a legacy to
rival Edison and Albert Einstein.
Philippe Meunier, a senior partner of a Canadian ad
agency who was visiting New
York from Montreal, reflected

..L

on how weird it was to receive
the news of Jobs' death on the
phone he invented.
In a measure of his impact
on personal technology, Jobs
was venerated by his fiercest
competitors in the hours after
his death.
Bill Gates, the co-founder
of Microsoft, a company that
Apple once treated as Goliath
to its David, then blew past in
market value, said it was "an
insanely great honor" to have
known Jobs. A statement of
grief came from Sony, whose
Walkman and Discman were
buried by the iPod.
Google added a link to the
Apple site on its famously
minimalist search page. Mark
Zuckerberg, the founder of
Facebook, thanked him for
changing the world.
To the extent that there is an
online version of the old-time
public square, it was overrun
Thursday by remembrances of
Jobs.
On Twitter, where the most
popular "trending" topics
change by the hour, "ThankYouSteve" and "iSad" were still
high on the list a day after his
death.
On Facebook, people posted
revisions of the Apple logo, a
stylized apple with a detached
leaf and a half-moon bite taken out. One added a frown and
tears to the apple. Another replaced the bite with a silhouette of Jobs himself.
Heads of state around the
world added their thoughts.
"President Barack Obama said
Jobs exemplified American
ingenuity. Mexico's President
Felipe Calderon bemoaned the
loss of"one of the most visionary minds of our times." India's Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh, said he was "deeply
saddened."

Photo by Paul Sa~uma
memorial is shown ouL<:ide of an Apple store in Palo Alto, Calif., Tuesday, Oct. 11,
2011. Jobs, the Apple founder and former CEO who invented and masterfully marketed ever-sleeker gadgets that transformed everyday technology ,from the personal
computer to tfie iJ>od and il'hone, died on Wedne,;day. He was 56. (AI' Photo/Paul
Sakuma)
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Collegedale Police Department
rec;:eiv~s

surprise gift

CpLE TAYLOR
SuuW.m1

The Collegedale Police Department has recently received an unexpected addition to their fleet of vehicles.
On Monday, Sept. 26, McKee
Foods surprised the department with a Polaris fourwheel drive, all-terrain vehi~le
equipped with sirens, lights
and off-road tires.
McKee Foods donated the
vehicle out of appreciation.
The Collegedale Police had
organized several alcohol and
drug awareness training pro-

grams at McKee and the company wanted to show their appreciation for that and all the
service that the department
provides.
The vehicle can go 50 mph
and is street legal, but is made
for driving off-road. Chief of
Police Brian Hickman said
that it will be used on the
Greenway and on the Biology
Trail, along with ordinary police business.
Hickman added, "If someone is at the top of the Biology Trail, for example, we can
reach them much faster."

Photo by Sarah Ruf
The C<)Ilegedalc Police Department acquired a new police t't'h1ck as a gift.from Mc~ct' Bakery.

GYCSE aims to light fire fo_r revival
DEANNA MOORE

Eonn•

John Bradshaw, director of
"It is Written," is the keynote
speaker for this year's annual
Generation of Youth for Christ
South East (GYCSE) confer-

ence. The theme this year is "A
New Beginning: Our need for
Revival."
Eduardo Arroyo, junior
mass communication major
and president of GYCSE, said
he believes our generation will
be the one to spread the gospel

throughout the world.
characterized by revival and
"We need to move out of reformation."
Arroyo _ said the meetings
this lukewarm state of Christianity, we need to stop liv- are intended to move Southing a false Christianity that is ern students to a "higher vimerely moved by emotions," sion for what God wants to acArroyo said. "We need a new complish in and through our
beginning in our liveS that is ·lives." He said the conference

packs seminars and outreach
opportunities into five days.
The meetings began yesterday and will continue through
Saturday at various times and
locations. For more information, visit gycse.org.

JORDAN ROBERTSON

RACHAEL MEIZ
Assocunn PREss

Steve Jobs was grieved
around the world Thursday
through the very devices he
conceived: People held up pictures of candles on their iPads,
reviewed his life on Macintosh
computers and tapped out
tributes on iPhones.
One day after his death,
two days after Apple introduced the latest incarnation
of a touch-screen phone that
touched pop culture, sadness
and admiration poured out
- not for a rock star, not for
a religious figure, but for an
American corporate executive.
By people who have grown
up in a world where iPod
headphones are as ubiquitous
as wristwatches were to a previous generation, Jobs was remembered as their Elvis Presley or John Lennon. Perhaps
even their Thomas Edison.
"It's like the end of the innovators," said Scott Robbins,
34, who described himself as
an Apple fan of 20 years and
who rushed to an Apple Store
in San Francisco when he
heard the news.
Apple announced Jobs'
death Wednesday night and
remembered him as a "visionary and creative genius." The
company announced no cause
of death, but Jobs had been dia~nosed with a rare pancreatic
cancer seven years ago and
had a liver transplant in 2009.
Hewass6.
On Thursday, the Apple
website, which usually features slick presentations of
multicolored iPods and ever-thinner MacBook laptop
computers, simply displayed
a black-and-white photo of
Jobs, thumb and finger to his

beard as if in contemplation.
Around the world, tributes
sprang up of the highest and
lowest technology.
In the Ginza shopping district of Tokyo, people held
up iPhones ·and iPads, their
screens facing outward and
displaying sharply defined,
touchable graphics of flickering candles.
At an Apple Store in Hong
Kong, old and new means of
grief came together: People
scribbled "RIP" and "We miss
Steve" and longer notes of
condolence on Post-Tt notes,
and stuck them to an iPad display.

''

Around the
world, tributes sprang
up of the
highest and
lowest technology.

And at the 24-hour Apple
Store in midtown Manhattan, the remembrances were
more traditional. Passersby
left flowers and candles, actual ones. Even there, people
snapped pictures of the memorial with their iPhones.
"I was so saddened. For me
it was like Michael Jackson or
Princess Diana- that magnitude," Stephen Jrujoura said
at the Apple Store in Sydney.
His said Jobs left a legacy to
rival Edison and Albert Einstein.
Philippe Meunier, a senior partner of a Canadian ad
agency who was visiting New
York from Montreal, reflected

on how weird it was to receive
the news of Jobs' death on the
phone he invented.
In a measure of his impact
on personal technology, Jobs
was venerated by his fiercest
competitors in the hours after
his death.
Bill Gates, the co-founder
of Microsoft, a company that
Apple once treated as Goliath
to its David, then blew past in
market value, said it was "an
insanely great honor" to have
known Jobs. A statement of
grief came from Sony, whose
Walkman and Discman were
buried by the iPod.
Google added a link to the
Apple site on its famously
minimalist search page. Mark
Zuckerberg, the founder of
Facebook, thanked him for
changing the world
To the extent that there is an
online version of the old-time
public square, it was overrun
Thursday by remembrances of
Jobs.
On Twitter. whep! the most
popular "trending• topi
Sept.
McKee
change by the hour, "ThankY- On
Foods surprised the depart- for driviag .........,_ ~or
ouSteve" and "iSad" were still
ment with a Polaris four- Police Brian Hickman said
high on the list a day after his
wheel drive, all-terrain vehi~e that it will be used on the
death.
equipped with sirens, lights Greenway and on the Biology
On Facebook, people posted
and off-road tires.
Trail, along with ordinary porevisions of the Apple logo, a
McKee Foods donated the lice business.
stylized apple with a detached
vehicle out of appreciation.
Hickman added, "If someleaf and a half-moon bite takThe Collegedale Police had one is at the top of the Biolen out. One added a frown and
organized several alcohol and ogy Trail, for example, we can
tears to the apple. Another redrug awareness training pro- reach them much faster."
placed the bite with a silhouette of Jobs himself.
Heads of state around the
world added their thoughts.
'President Barack Obama said
Jobs exemplified American
ingenuity. Mexico's President
Felipe Calderon bemoaned the
loss of "one of the most visionary minds of our times." India's Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh, said he was "deeply
Photo by Sarah Ruf
saddened."
The Collegedale Police Department a~quirt!d <1 new police t•rhtcle tiS a giftfi'Om Mcfee Bakery.

GYCSE aims to light fire fo.r revival
DEANNA MooRE
EDIIDI!

John Bradshaw, director of
"It is Written," is the keynote
speaker for this year's annual
Generation of Youth for Christ
South East (GYCSE) confer-

ence. The theme this year is ''A
New Beginning: Our need for
Revival."
Eduardo Arroyo, junior
mass communication major
and president of GYCSE, said
he believes our generation will
be the one to spread the gospel

characterized by revival and
throughout the world.
"We need to move out of reformation."
Arroyo. said the meetings
this lukewarm state of Christianity, we need to stop liv- are intended to move Southing a false Christianity that is em students to a "higher vimerely moved by emotions," sion for what God wants to acArroyo said. "We need a new complish in and through our
beginning in our live5 that is ·lives." He said the conference

packs seminars and outreach
opportunities into five days.
The meetings began yesterday and will continue through
Saturday at various times and
locations. For more information, visit gycse.org.
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Southern undergoes additional changes

Photo by Nathan Sturgess
The new air conditioning unit' being used in the Financial.tldminstration wing of Wright Hall p•vvides individual temperature
control for each room which makes it mo1-e cont•enient and ~(fi.cienl.

AsHLEYGoHL
STAFF WRITER

Wright Hall's second floor
is under reconstruction. The
Financial Administration office has recently finished being
remodeled and now the face-

lift of the "President's Wing" is
underway.
Other renovations have also
taken place across campus.
New apartments in Southern
Village have been built and
the remodeling of Summer-·
our Hall started this year. Also

the cafeteria was updated and
now Wright Hall is in the renovation phase.
On the second floor of
Wright _ Hall some changes
have already been made. Risk
Management and Financial
Administration have mo~ed

to the second floor. The office
now has an additional conference room, the office sizes increased, ceilings and carpets
were changed, there is a newer
color scheme, and the doors
were changed to glass, said
Becky Djernes, interior design
coordinator for Southern.
·Some staff members have
been commenting on the new
glass doors. "Just look at the
difference of the two halls on
the second floor," said Clair
Kittson, director of Plant Services. "The glass door front
makes the office look better
and more approachable."
Similar to Student In Free
Enterprise's solar panels ex-periment at Summerour Hall,
Wright Hall's second floor is
testing out new air conditioners. The new air conditioners,
instead of being placed by the
windows, are now in the ceiling. The old air conditioners
were space-consuming, winds
could breeze through the machines, and all the machines
were set to the same temperature setting, Djernes said.
"Now I can control my
room's temperatures," said
Djernes. "The new air condi-

tioner has a low profile, circulates the whole room, and offers individuality." ·
The
reconstruction
of
Wright Hall's Financial Ad¥J.inistration area has been
about $124,000. That includes
all the furniture and carpet for
the ~econd floor, Djernes ~aid.
The plan for the "President's
Wing" is to move President
Gordon Bietz and the other
staff to the museum in Lynn
Wood Hall. Djernes said she
hopes this process will take
place before the end of this semester. Then the reconstruction would start in January.
Some students, however,
are not happy with the remodeling.
"Changes on campus can
increase Southern's value,
but does it need to revolve
around . r~modeling offices
or duck ponds?" Asked Vanessa Valleray, junior medical
lab science major. "There is a
need for more parking, better
wheelchair access, and more
scholarships." Vallery said she
thinks Southern should allow
more students to express their
feelings on the distribution of
money on Southern's campus.

Student shares his experience creating an NGO
BARRETT THOMAS

Suu

WRITER

At convocation on Oct. 6,
Luther Whiting, senior business administration major,
shared a presentation about
Noshaq, a non-profit mission
organization he started in Afghanistan.
After traveling to visit his
parents who had gone to work
there, Whiting fell in love with
Afgh~nistan. He continued to
visit occasionally until he decided to start-an official organization to help these Afghans
in need.
"I felt like it was something
God just really wanted me to
do," Whiting said.
So in the summer of 2009,
he traveled back to Afghanistan with friend Michael Tay-

''
~I

felt lik~
it was
something
God just
really
wanted
me to do.

"When things started to get
serious he threw out the idea
of me going with him," said
Taylor, a junior international
studies major. "I love to travel,
so I was like, 'sure."'
When they arrived in Afghanistan for the first time,
they had no connections in the
area. They did not know anyone in the country that could
help them start a non-govern- ·
mental organization (NGO).
"We were working on getting the organization filed with
the government and getting all
the permissions for an NGO
in Afghanistan," Taylor said.
"The biggest barJjer was-language, so we needed to find a
translator."
After making as many contacts as they could in the area,
thev decided to 2:0 to a local ·

help them. They spent the next
several weeks working out everything with the Afghani government.
· Now that he is busy with
school, Taylor is less involved
· with the project than he used
to be, but said he is still very
much in support of the organization.
_ ''I'm really excited for Luther, I think it's an awesome
project," he said. "To me it's
still crazy that we went over
there and did that."
Whiting said his main goal
with the organization is to
empower Afghanistan's rural
economies.
"As a business major I was
about economic development," Whiting said, ''but for a
film major it could be a docu-

Whiting said he favors college students doing non-profit
missions. He thinks it's a great
thing for both the missionaries
and the people being helped.
"Right now, as college students, is a perfect time to do
something like this," Whiting
said. "We have big dreams,
and no jobs or anything to
hold us back while those
dreams die out."

----..

ooQ services taKes over
TOMMY ANDERSON

Snu Warna

On Sept. 3 Food Services
officially took over the Village
Market deli. The deli became
the second largest food vendor
on campus after it was added
to the meal plan in August of
2010.
The Village Market ran its
deli prior to the Food Services
takeover. However, during the
past year the department has
cycled through three managers citing inventory problems
as one of the main issues. Ad-

Socail media companies
'friend' politics
NEW YORK (AP) - Social media companies have
"friended" the 2012 presidential contest at a level almost
unimaginable just four years
ago, hosting debates and
sponsoring presidential town
halls while remaining indis.pensable tools for candidates
looking to connect with voters
· in the digital sphere.
Social networking giants
like Facebook and GOogle cast
their involvement as civic engagement, saying they are
eager to help faci.l itate the national political conversation
and encourage people to vote.
But their stepped-up political
presence comes as those companies and others hire lobbyists, form political action
committees and nurture their
relationships with lawmakers
whose policy decisions affect
the companies' bottom line.
"The exposure - being
branded as 'the' place to go for
social media - has huge economic consequences for these
companies," says Heather LaMarre, a journalism professor
at the University of Minnesota
who studies politics and the
Internet. "When they appear
to be ~ocially active and engaged in democracy, they develop a vast well of good will
with the political elites who
have the ability to make or
break them in the future."
Facebook, by far the largest
and most influential of the online social networks, formed a
PAC this month to make contributions to candidates. The
company also spent $550,000

ditionally, the kitchen was not serve students better," Frood
built for a high level of sales said.
volume, said Doug Frood, asIn addition, Food Services,
sociate vice president of Fi- which includes the cafeteria,
Campus Kitchen, KR's Place,
nancial Adniinistration.
Annual sales usually aver.. and The Kayak, understands
aged around $5oo,ooo or less · prepared food, Frood said. He
before the Village Market deli said he hopes to help the deli
was included in student meal get up to speed with its proplans, ut now they have sky- cesses. Estimates to build a
rocketed to over $1.1 million.
new freezer and refrigerator
"It makes it simpler now should run around $10o,ooo,
that the deli and Food Services and an additional $225have merged. By preparing 25o,ooo to overhaul the kitchitems under one roof, includ- en and work area, but this is
ing sandwiches and a salad still in the plaiming ~tages for
bar, there are'opportunities to some time next year.

for 21lobbyists in the first half
of this year to help it navigate
potential legislative baij;les
over privacy, patent and regulatory issues. That figure is
small compared with other
media companies of its size,
but well on its way to- double
the $350,000 Facebook spent

operating officer, worked for
then-Treasury Secretary Larry
Summers under President Bill
Clinton. The company recently hired Joel-Kaplan, a former
domestic policy adviser to Republican President George W.
Bush, to head its public policy
office in Washington.

In this April20, 2011,jile photo, President Barack.Obama, accompanied by Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, speaks during a town hall meeting to discuss reducing
the national debt at Facebook headquarters in Palo Alto, Calif. Social media componies have ifriendedi the 2012 presidential contest at a level almost unimaginable
just four years ago, hosting debates and sponsoring presidential town halls while
remaining indispensable tools for candidates looking to connect with voters in the
digital sphere. (AP Photo/Pablo Martinez Monsivais)

in all of 2010, according to the
Center for Responsive Politics,
which studies political money
and influence.
·
At the same time, Facebook
has boosted its visibility in the
presidential contest. The company is scheduled to co-host a
Republican primary debate in
New Hampshire wjth NBC's
"Meet the Press" days before
that state's first-in-the-nation
primary. Facebook founder
Mark Zuckerberg interviewed
President Barack Obama at
the company's Silicon Valley
headquarters in April.
The company is stocked
with political veterans. Sheryr
Sandberg, Facebook's chief

Showcasing both sides of
the political divide has helped
Facebook stress its neutrality.
"The color of the site is blue,
but the color of the company
is definitely purple," Facebook
spokesman Andrew Noyes
said.
Google, the leading Internet
search company, has spent
$3.5 million on lobbying so
far this year, while its PAC
contributed $345,000 to candidates in 2010. It, too, has
become a prominent player
in the presidential race, cohosting a GOP primary debate
with Fox News in September
and planning another with
public television and the Des

age Market deli

Photo by Katie Freeland

Village Market workers set up the cold bar at the deli portion of the grocery store,
which is now part of Food Services at Southern.

Moines Register prior to the
Iowa caucuses.
Paid political · advertising
on Google, already popular
in 2008, surged in 2010 after
Massachusetts
Republican
Scott Brown's strategic use of
Google ads helped fuel his upset victory in a special election
to replace the late Democratic
Sen. Ted Kennedy.
Google, like Facebook, does
not want to be viewed as partisan. "Our products aren't
political. It's about connecting voters to information,"
spokesman Jake Parrillo said.
YouTube, the popular video
sharing site owned by Google,
has aJso boosted its political profile. The compauy this
week launched a dedicated
politics channel where users
can watch campaign-related
videos and compare candidates' statistics, like whicb one
has the most video views, subscribers and shares.
Ramya Raghavan, news and
politics manager at YouTube,
said viewers can expect candidates to do more live streaming of campaign events on the
site and posting episodic content, almost like a televisio!l
seri~s.

Twitter, barely a player
in the 2008 campaign, has
become a go-to digital hub
for political conversation in
140-character bursts.
Obama and all the GOP
presidential candidates have
Twitter accounts, as do 85
senators and at least 360
House members. Former New
York Democratic Rep. Anthony Weiner even saw his career unravel over Twitter after
sending a sexually suggestive
photo to a woman using the

site.
Twitter does not lobby yet or
have a PAC, but has begun to
ramp up its political and policy
presence in Washington. The
company recently hired Colin
Crowell, who recently worked
as senior counsel to Federal
Communications
Commi!!sion Chairman Julius Genachowski, to run its global public
policy division. Adam Sharp, a
former Democratic staffer on
Capitol Hill, has worked with
members of Congress to use
Twitter more effectively.
Twitter recently began to
accept paid political advertising, which will appear in users'
Twitter feeds with a purple
icon that includes information
about who purchased the ad.
Twitter's political influence
was all but cemented in July
when Obama sat for a live
Twitter town hall at the White
House. He began by tweeting a
question - "In order to reduce
the deficit, what costs would
you cut and what investments
would you keep?" and replie
to questions submitted to him
through the site.
LaMarre of the University of
Minnesota noted that a presidential visit to Twitter or Republicans participating in a
Facebook-sponsored debate
was essentially "picking winners and losers in the industry."
SM added: "It's not intentional. They're the ·popular
sites and it's where the people
are now. But there are hundreds of social networking
sites out there. By partnering
with the big ones, politicians
reinforce these companies as
institutions."
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God was always calling. I ignored Him for six long years.
At the age of 17, on Jan. 27,
2008, I fell through a 20-foot
shade-roof and landed on a car
engine. My friend was terrified
that I had died. I lay motionless for several minutes. Until
a voice broke through Il_lY consciousness, saying, "Get up!
Your time is not up-you have
a long journey to continue."
Suddenly, I began to breathe
again. The pain was incredible!
I was immediately taken to the
hospital where the doctor told
me I had ruptured my spleen,
my liver was failing, and I
had severe .internal bleeding.
I was in terrible condition; I
couldn't walk, my eyes were
yellow, and I was always either hot or cold. That night I
looked out of the window and
told God, "I am sorry for everything I have done. I want to
die, but if I live I promise that
I will preach Your word and be
the pastor You want me to be
and the man that You want me
to grow into."
The next morning, the doctors did a final scan before removing my spleen.
"We are not taking out your

JoEL NINO
CONDIBliJDR

I grew up in Jersey City, N.J.
In that city, someone is murdered on average every five
weeks. My father left us when
I was 3 years old for another
woman in Venezuela. My
mother was alone with .three
children (I was the youngest)
until she remarried when I
was7.
Everything went downhill for me when my oldest
brother passed away. lje had
a heart attack at the age of 28
while singing and preaching
the word of God in Venezuela.
I was 11 years old. That event
changed my whole life. I began cursing out God's name
like crazy. Since that day I
have abused drugs, partied,
gotten into many fights in
school, joined a gang, womanized, and everything else that
goes with that lifestyle. Life
was miserable. I tried killing
myself multiple times. I disrespected my family, my body
and my friends. I lied as a way
oflife.
All this time I believed that
death was seeking me. But

· dWo r =

Soteriology.:

That aspect of .theology that

f'

Q

f th e k

= concerns salvation or redemp-

Wee

tion, especially regarding Jesus Christ. It is the study of
how we are saved- the science
of it, if you will.

Photo contributed by Joel Nino

spleen anymore," the doctor
announced.
"Wow, they really want me
dead!" I thought. What he said
next shocked me: "We are not
taking out your spleen anymore because the spleen is
healing itself. In fact, all your
injuries are healing." Despite

what the doctor said, it felt
like nothing had happened. I
remained in the hospital for
three weeks in intense pain,
but the miracle was real.
I regained total health and
returned home. Ever since
that day, I have been growing
up with God. We've ?egun an

BASIC?

is, and I'm not really sure if I
know that I have enough faith
to be saved, but I definitely
get the gift thin~.
In Hebrew, to know something is not just to have all the
head-knowledge; it is to experience it. So then, do you really know that you are saved?
If you died when you set this
paper down, are you certain
that heaven is where you're

"For it is by grace you have
been saved, through faithand this not from yourselves,
it is the gift of God-not by
works, so that no one can
boast" (Ephesians 2:8, 9). Ok,
this one is basic, right? Grace,
faith, gift ... Ok, so we might
not really know what grace

adventure together. I am 20
years old and healthy today,
and I'm still telling the story •
of what God has done for me.
My name is Joel Nino. I am a
sophomore theology major at
Southern Adventist University. I was lost, but I have been
found in God's arms.

headed?
If you've got a stock answer
that's not real, relevant or
redeeming (e.g., the one you
memorized in Sabbath School
or Christian Theology 1), I'm
not interested. lf someone
knows salvation, write me at
cstollenmaier@southem .edu.
I can't wait to hear your story.

'

.I f you're looking for a place to stay,

k for th

outhern r t

•

423-305-.6800

421-591-8500
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Lessons by Lilly: living life on purpose
RYAN LILLY
CoNTRIBt.rrQR

.

A sound mind creates a loud

life. Having a strong inner
frame creates the foundation
for a life with no regrets. Our
world is shaped by our attitudes, values and emotions we
carry with us in every moment
of our lives. We were all meant
to shine as children of God.
There is a calling within all of
us to be a great and strong individual. Too often we let our
world define who we are; we
let life come to us. When writing the story of your life, don't
let anyone else hold the pen.
These five points will help you
live life on purpose:
1. Be a leader of men.
People should look to you to
make decisions. Have you ever
been with a group of friends
trying to figure out where to eat
for the night and it seems the

only place to eat is this mysterious place called "Whatever?"
Well, step up and make a decision. Even though that is a
very elementary example,_ the
groundwork is there to improve and should not be overlooked. Become assertive, but
with compassion that puts ev-

''When
writing the
story of your life,
don't let anyone
else hold the
pen.
eryone's feelings into account.
We were all meant to shin~,
and as we shine, so will those
that see our light. You can only
choose to be a leader-you. are

not born one.
2. Be firm in your values.
No doubt you have meditated
on your deepest inner values.
If you haven't, then this is a
call for exploration. These values can be anything from love
of life, studying, religion, or
not tolerating self-defeating
behavior. Do not look to others to define your personal
values because people change.
You alone will define who you
are. Nobody else.
3· Be self-validated. Go
ahead and laugh at your own
jokes from now on. You do not
need the validation of others in
order to build your confidence.
No one knows what inner battles you are fighting and you
don't know anyone else's. It is
not that the opinions of others
do not matter, but you do not
live for them, you live for God
and yourself. You are awesome and don't need to prove

it to anyone. Never apologize
for being yourself.
4· Be confident. There is
a thin line between confidence
and arrogance. I think the key
difference between the two revolves around the issue o£ value. Do you give value or take
value? A confident man gives
value to others around him
by making others feel good to
be around him, while an arrogant man looks to take value from those around him to
build himself up. Always leave
people better than you found
them. A quiet confidence can
speak volumes. Climb a mountain. Tell no one.
5· Be ambitious and passionate. There is something
inherently attractive when
you listen to someone talk
about what they are passionate about. Become passionate
about something in life, maybe even life itself. Dr. Ruth

Ryan Lilly

Williams-Morris once said
that passion creates endings.
You need to have ambition to
succeed in reaching your goal,
whatever that may be. No one
will hit as hard as life, but
there is no failure in life, not
unless you stop trying. Know
what you want and go for it.

Letter to the editor (part 2)
Editor's note: This is a response to Jamie Jacobson's
article in Sept. 22 issue entitled "A scared nation.,.
To the Editor,
The efforts by the CIA and
other federal and military organizations are not perfect,
but they have been effective
for their purpose. We truly
do not know how many lives
have been saved by these efforts. Again, controlled fear,
not paranoia, can be useful
toward saving lives through
gat1:a~ring information.
Petbaps what the author
was~ trying to get across
was that "the age of American innocence• is over and
probably permanently. This
notion, however nostaJgic,
is sad and true. The fact is,
the age of borderless international terrorism is here and it
is here to stay. So, a couple

of simple questions must be
asked: 1) Are we safer than
before? 2) Do we actually feel
safer than before?
I would say yes to each!
What a privilege it is to sit
here in our sheltered little
bubble at Southern and judge
the manner in which our freedom is provided. Don't get
me wrong, our days are filled
with some pretty stressful
and almost dangerous activities; we go to class, study, eat
lunch with friends, talk about
the weekend drama, play
sports, maybe study again
that night. On the weekends people go downtown to
Coolidge for the day, maybe
even Saturday and Suoday-1
fear for their safety.
The point I'm trying to
make is that none of us, not
one person on campus, student or professor, -knows
what it truly takes to secure
and create a safe nation. I

certainly do not work for any
of the dozens of government
agencies that help safeguard
our country. I have never
served in active duty where I
could be ambushed or killed

such an article, gain some
experience; go work for the
CIA, FBI, NSA, ATF, DEA,
or Homeland Security. Go
pick up a weapon and make a
stand for our country. Then,

What a privilege it is to
sit here in our sheltered little
bubble at Southern and judge the
manner in which our freedom
is provided.
securing a terrorist village in
Afghanistan and I doubt the
author has either. The author
had the luxury to sit down
and write her article because
of the contempt and disdain
she has for the direction our
country is heading. The next
time someone cares to write

and only then, will you gain
a true grasp of the nature of
safety, freedom, securing our
country and defending it at all
costs. Otherwise, we are left
with an article that obviously
lacks substance, intellectual
opinion and facts, and experience.

Men and women that serve
in our government and military would tell you we are
under a constant threat, that
we are in more danger than
the average citizen knows. I
know this because I have been
told so by soldiers and former
-government officials who
had worked for t\le CIA for
over 20 years, including my
uncle. These men and women
are willing to die for the freedoms we take advantage of on
a daily basis: Do not undermine what these people do by
making such flagrant statements about how they should
change the services they provide and be more diplomatic
about it; jUst say thank you
with the utmost respect and
admiration and be on your
way, for they are the true heroes of our great country.
-Mike Giampa
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Alec Jackson: profile of a president
SUZANNE 0CSAI
CoNTRIBUTOR

If Alec Jackson's life had

was going to do since his mom
was opposed to him returning
to La. Sierra where most of his
fellow SMs and friends were.
He didn't apply to the college
near his home on time, and
he had decided long ago there
was no· way he was ever going
to Southern-the army seemed
· like the next best choice.
When Jackson told his mom
how well he was doing on his
military entrance tests-with
scores in the upper 90s-she
wasn't exactly pleased.
"Can't you screw up somewhere?"· , Pepper Jackson
asked.

gone according to Alec Jackson, we would be referring
to him as Private First Class
Jackson-that is, if we had
even known him. But Jackson's plans to join the Army
didn't come to fruition; instead we know him as the
president of Southern Adventist University's Student Association (SA).
As SA president, Jackson
has a personal goal to read the
Bible through this year and
keep a video blog, or "vlog," on
what he reads. He is also working with Student Services and
the Chaplain's Office to provide every student who would
like to join him in this goal
with a Life Journal (a journal
that takes readers through the
Bible in a year, reading the Old
and 'New Testaments simulta.7
neously).
In the same way that JackShe was proud of him for
son's journey from.nearly joinwanting
to protect his couning the army to becoming SA
try,
but
didn't
feel the army
president at Southern didn't
was
where
he
needed
to be at
go as he planned, neither did
the
moment.
She
was
thankful
his spiritual journey.
Jackson attended La Sierra when long-time family friend
University his freshman year Lisa Diller, a history professor
in 2008-2009 and, follow- at Southern, invited Jackson
ing the year he served as stu- up for a tour in August 2010.
Jackson never· wanted to
dent missionary in Egypt, he
attend
Southern because he
- returned and considered the
didn't
get
along with any of
army as an option for the first
the
people
he knew that went
time.
·
to
Southern.
Despite this fact,
Aft.er coming ·home, Jackhe
agreed
to
check o:ut the
son found he no longer con·campus
one
last
time.
nected with his family in the
puring lunch in'the cafeteria
same way as before. His year
on
the day of the visit, Jackson
in Egypt had matured him
called
home.
through various experiences
"l
hate
it," he told his mom.
in ways they could not relate
~I hate it-that I love it so
to. He was not sure what he
much."

''Jackson committed that whatever he did he
would do with
his heart.
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After returning from his visit, he made a deal with God: He
would send in his application
to both the army and Southern
on ,the same day and whoever
responded first would be the
one he would go with.
"Southern moves paperwork really fast," Jackson
said. "And I got acc~pted [here
first]."
Jackson committed that
whatever he did he would do
with all ·his heart. When he
arrived at Southern as a student, he bec~me part of the SA
President's Council and then
SA Senate second semester.
Six months after arriving on
campus he ran and won the SA
presidential election.
Jackson ran with several
goals in mind, including help'ing Southern become a more
. energy-efficient campus and
working closely with Campus
Ministries. However, Jackson
did not have the most spiritually-charged summer following his election. Returning to
Southern, he saw himself right
at the bottom of the spiritu_al
totem pole.
"I felt like a baby," Jackson
said. "How can I expect to lead
anyone if .I'm not letting God
lead my life? How am I expecting Him to lead the school
through me?"
Jackson felt like there were
so many people who had better relationships with God
than himself, and those people
were the on~s who -tended to
dominate the "God-conver- sations." Yet he also realized
there were others out · there
like him who were "kinda
new" to the conversation, who
might have grown up in the
Adventist Church scene where

videos onYouTube
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Alec jackson

"Jesus is everything" but had
not yet made that truth their
own.
While Jackson was an SM in
Egypt he found himself reading his Bible more than usual
in an attempt _to avoid grading
papers. Even though it cam,e
through procrastination, his
time in the Bible changed his
view of the Word of God.
"'~he things I thought were
outdated, · weren't," Jackson
said.
Coming into this school
year, Jackson wanted to intentionally work toward a better relationship with God and
decided that the only way to
really get to know Him was to
read His Word.
Jackson heard about Life
Journals from the pastor of
his home church in Marietta, Georgia, and through 4is
mom, who goes ·through one
each year. He decided to use
one as he read through the
Bible this year.
"Before I left Southern last
year, I prayed, 'I'm giving
this year to you, God. Anything good that comes of it is
on you.'" Tapping his Bible he
said, "It's all here.''

Frankie Ballard at Track
29. Thursday, Oct. 13.
Frankie Ballard brings a
bluesy, rocking edge to the
country scene. He is now hitting the road with superstars
Tay~or Swift and Bob Seger.
His talerits have gotten him
noticed as one of the genre's
hottest new and upcoming
.....
artists. Tickej:s.are $15. ~oors
open at 7 p.m. and the show
starts at 8 p.m.
Cut Up for Life. Oct. 16,
11 a.m.~ 4 p.m. ehattanooga
CARES wili hold its 15th annual Cut Up For Life at the
Chattanooga Market where
10 different top local salons
and spas will gather at the
Tennessee Pavilion to provide
haircuts for $20. Manicures,
massages and makeovers
are also available. All proceeds will go to Chattanooga
CARES.
Enchanted. Maize. Sept. 220ct. 30 Rocky City celebrates
10 years of 10 acres their
annual corn maze. Located
below Lover's Leap, this maze
is bound to create fun for the
whole group. The maze is mad
completely of recycled and
reclaimed materials. It is open
Thursday through Sunday
from 9 a.m. - 8 p.m;
GYCSE Conference
hosted at Southern today
through Sunday. Come
here John Bradshaw, director of "It is Written" lecture
o.n our need for revival. Event
will be held at various locations and times. Go to gycse. org for more information.

•

SPORTS EDITOR: CHARLES CAMMACK

·iWhy are there no varsity S:Qorts at Southern?
CHARLES CAMMACK

Srous Eonoa

This question has been the
topic of discussion for quite
while here at Southern. In my
time here it has often come
up during intramurals or the
occasional.pick-up basketball
game.
Theories as to why varsity
sports are absent from our
campus ranged, from "Ellen
White spoke against competition," to "we don't have .the
funds," to "we don't have the
athletes."
Its true, Ellen White did
indeed speak against competition. It's also true that we do
not have enough fund,<; to create a varsity sports program.
One could argue that we do
have athletes that can compete, but since these athletes
have come to a school without
varsity sports, haven't they

basically decided they aren't teachings and doctrine of the
looking to compete in that church we claim to belong too,
way?
but there's still more to it.
Southern is home to the
The Seventh-day Adventist Church actually addresses largest intramural program in
the question on the church's the U.S. Adventist educational
official website stating: "The system with over 40 percent
Seventh-day Adventist Church of the student body participatis opposed to interschool . ing yearly. About 1,400 stuleague play (commonly known dents participated last school
as varsity athletics) in its educational system. The major
rationale for this is: 1.) The
inherent hazards of competitive rivalry have the potential
to be exaggerated in interorganizational events; and 2.) The
commitments of time, personnel, and finances· are usually
disproportionate to the number of individuals able to participate."
year alone.
We are an Adventist insti"I love it when all of our
tution and, according to this good athletes can play six
statement it seems, we are sports a year, not jll'St one,"
just following in line with the said Phil Garver, dean of the

I love it when all of

our good athletes
can play- six sports a
year, not just one

Time

League

Home

Away

Field

6p.m.

Ladies B North

Butt~rfingers

Lady Lightning

3

Ladies B South

Honeybadgers

Pretty Little Players

MensA

Team Bunch

Cole Miners

1

7p.m.

MensA

Blitzkrieg

Pass the Shades

2

7p.m.

MensA

DTJ

7p.m.

Mens B North

No Punt Intended

8p.m.

Ladies B North

8p.m.

MensB North

8p.m.
9p.m.
9p.m.
9p.m.

MensB South
MensB South
Mens B South
Mens B South

• Squirrel Tails

1

The Lockouts

3

Inception

Cracker Jacks

3

Free Radicals

Plague

1

Ratackiers
-

Smash and Dash
Ninja
When Pigs Fly

When Pigs Fly
The Heismans
Yellow Fever
Fuzzy Box of Kittens

Time

League

Home

6p.m.

Mens Division

MoFIYA!

2
2

Away

Court

Just Kick It!

3

'

3

6p.m.

-

students watching 10 students
play one sport," said Gordon
Bietz, president of Southern.
The decision to not have
varsity sports at Southern

was not necessarily to avoid
competition, despite the Adventist Church's feelings on
interschool league play. The
reason behind the decision
to not have varsity sports at
Southern is simply because it
is not in accordance with the
all-inclusive atmosphere of
Southern.
"Philosophically we want
to involve as many students
as possible. Our tagline Power, Mind and Soul means we
are trying to encourage our
students to pursue a holistic
student life," said Bob Young,
senior vice president of Acadeinic Administration.
There are no plans to
form any varsity teams, but
we should realize that here
at Southern we have the rare
opportunity to play multiple
sports in a setting that allows
us to build relationships that

Tonight's Eutsal Games

Tonigbt's, _ Flag Foot6all·- Games
·

6p.m.

School of P.E., Health and
Wellness.
Southern offers an array
of sports to choose from: softball, futsal, flag football, floor
hockey, basketball, volleyball,
badminton and soccer.
"We would rather haye 100
students participate in multiple sports than have 100

6p.m.

Mens Division

Inter

Bromance

2

?p.m.

Mens Division

Strikers

Razzle Flabbins

2

8p.m .

Mens Division

Just Kick It!

Tautology

3

9p.m.

Mens Division

HeyMVP

Tautology

3

9p.m.

Mens Division

MoFIYA!

Tubon

2

Track or
Treadmill

Gatorade or

Futsal or Flag
Football?

Phlllies or Yankees?

Water

Remember the
Titans

Treadmill

Water

Flag Football

Yankees

Jolene Shafer, junior
liberal arts major

Blindsidc

Track

Water

Futsal

Neither

Kevin Pride,
assistarlt dean of
Talgc Hail

Rudy

Treadmill

Water

Flag Football

Phiiiics

Remember the

Track

Water

Flag Football

Phillics

Track

Gatorade

Flag Footbail

Phillics

5 on 5
· :Andrew Rambana,
sophomore health
science major

Best Sports
11Movle

-

1
3

Brooke Firestone,
sophomore nursing
major
Adam Garre~ senior
computer systems
admin. major

Titans

Remember the
Titans
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[The Calendar]
Tliiii'Stbiy, Oct. 13
11 a.m. Convocation, Adventist Heritage, Cindy
Tutsch (Church)
Preview Southern 101 (Oct.
13-14)
2-5 p.m. Meet the Firms
(Church Fellowship Hall)
7 p.m. Modem Languages
Film Series (Miller 201)

Friday, Oct. 14
I Cantori Tour (Oct. 14-15)
1-3:30 p.m. Free Wal-mart
trips, leave every half hour
(Wright Hall)
2 p.m. Westside 4 Jesus outreach (Wright Hall)
8 p.m Vespers, John Bradshaw, GYC SE (Iles)
After vespers, Hyrnnsing
(Talge Hall Chapel)
7:08p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Oct.15
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School (Thatcher
South, White Oak Room)
9:30 a.m. Pure Vida Sabbath
School (Talge Chapel)
9:45a.m. Can We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rrn 105)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)

10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)
10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath School (Hulsey Wellness Center)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
10:15 a.m. French Sabbath
School (Miller Hall Cha~1)

11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Andy and Cindy Nash
(Collegedale Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
2 p.m. Westside 4 Jesus outreach (Wright Hall)
2 p.m. Patten Towers, worship & door-to-door sing-ing (Wright Hall)
2 p.m. God is our song, street
singing (Wright Hall)
7 p.m. Evensong Reader:
Morris-Andrew Thompson,
music:
Stephen
Thorp (Church)
8-10 p.m. Men's Club Bowling Night, Holiday Bowl
Chattanooga

[Student Life Announcements)
Story Hour for Kids of All
Ages: Sabbath, Oct. 29, 2-3:30
p.m. Southern Adventist University's McKee Library. Come and
enjoy an afternoon of storytelling with master storyteller Bruce
Hopson, legendary John Martin,
and Southern's own Katie McGrath. The program features
tales about growing up on a farm,
miracle stories, funny stories, serious stories, and even Bible stories as you've never beard them
before. There will be something
for everyone in this can't-miss
p~;ogram!

Next Adventist Theological Society Meeting: "The
Eschatological Relevance o( Ellen G. White" On Saturday, Oct.
15. 3:30- s:oo p.m. Lynn Wood
Hall auditorium. Speaker: Cindy
Tutscb, D.Min., Associate Director of the Ellen G. White Estate
at the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.

culties with this transition. If you
do, here are a few tips: - restart
your email client - remove and
then re-add your email account
on the computer or mobile device
- call the email upgrade support
line at 423.236.2112. Note: IS will
never ask for your password.

[SA Announcements)
Support for school in- Egypt!
This year, Southern along with
the other North American SDA
colleges and universities will be
raising money for Nile Union
Academy in Egypt. Southern bas
committed to raising a minimum
of $3,000 to help build better
dorms, classrooms and cafeteria.
If you are interested in helping
raise money, come by the Student Association office and ask
the president what you can do!
This Sunday, Oct. 16, there
will be two community service opportunities!
1) A group will be traveling over
to the Samaritan Center to help
clean and organize the center in
preparation for their 25th anniversary open bouse at the end of

E-mail system upgrade: Information systems has begun the
transition from e-mail systems
2007 to the new 2010 version.
Users email accounts will be undergoing the upgrade over the
next few weeks. This new system
.______Wl.!lll·l.~...l..sa....
ll.~.~.owiL.Juwsl!ie<.Lrsii!...!!mwo>Llr'-"ec.is,.o"'a"'ce"--"awn"'d'-----O~c~t~o~b~er~·~Th_e group will meet at

Sunday, Oct. 16
No field trips or tours (Oct.
16-20)
National Alcohol Awareness
Week (Oct. 16-21)
1-4 p.m. Community Service, Samaritan Center
(Transportation provided,
Wright Hall)
"7:30 p.m. Wind Symphony
Concert, convo credit
(Church)
Monday, Oct. 17
National Bosses Day
8 a.m.-noon Free Vision
Screening
(Presidential
Banquet Room)
GRE Subject Exam (Lynn
Wood)
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
council
Tuesday, Oct.18
11 a.m. Senior Class OrgaDization Meeting (Lynn
Wood)
6 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
Wednesday, Oct. 19
8 a.m.-noon Free Vision
Screening
(Presidential
Banquet Room)
10:30 a.m.- 3 p.m. Alcohol
Awareness Day (Student
Center)
southernserves.com
2) The Chattanooga Arboretum
& Nature Center has a need for
volunteers for the annual Festival
of Jack O'Lantern:; for Sunday
evening Oct. 16. Volunteers are
needed to assist with the fe1itival
set up, games, concessions, hayrides, pumpkin carving, parking
and much more! The times that
we need people range from 11
a.m. until 7 p.m. If you and some
friends are interested, please
contact Mary Katherine Harper
at 423.821.1160 ext. 105.
Fall Fest Booths! CLUBS! This
is the last week to get your fall
fest booth ideas in! Come into
the SA office anytime and fill out
the clip board on the second desk
with your original idea! There's
still plenty of room! If you have
any questions please email J eigb
Billingy the SVP at Jbillingy@
southern.edu!
DEE~ Sabbath will be on Oct.
29. Save the date! Signups will be
in the SA Office across from KR's.

Pick up your free Life Journal in the SA office while they
last! Follow the daily video blog
on SA's Facebook and hear what

5 p.m. McKee library Closes

Thursday, Oct. 20
Midterm break, no classes!
(Oct. 20-23)
9 a.m.-5 p.m. McKee library
Open
Last day for 40 percent tuition refund
No refund after today
University Health Center
closed (Oct. 20-23)
Society of Adventist Communicators, Chicago (Oct.
20-23)
Friday, Oct. 21
Payday
No classes
McKee library Closed
Sunset 6:59 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 22
9 a.m. Adoration 1 (Church)
9:45a.m. Can We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rrn 105)
10 a.m. living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2
· (Church)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
SA's Facebook! "Like" our
Facebook page to receive information/updates about coming
events! We are already at 103
fans!

[Birthdays]
Oct. 13- Andres Palacios, Chase
Arnlayor, Clint~ Olson, Dale
Pickett, Dennis Campbell, Esther
Lee, Jacque Wollemberg, Jeanna
Stewart, Judy Slean, Landon
Durham, Seth Ne£ia, Viktorija
Rimko, Wynona McClendon
Oct. 14- Anna Fink, Ashley Alexander, Chris Hansen, Esther
Myers, Heinz Wiegand, Joseph
Dobbs, Lorraine Duncan, Marshall George
Oct. 15- Brittany Jepson, Elisabeth Zeller, Erin Offenback, Hillary Gow Sujo, Jonathan Cross,
Lorraine Raley, Mindi Rahn,
Sandy Wolfe
Oct. 16- Giesleydi Altamirano,
'Guian Goulet, Haley Hamilton,
Jodi Mehlenbacher, Jon Remitera, Judith Choi, Keith Blackbum, Molly Gibb, Neil Huffaker
Oct. 17- Andrew Miller, Asblee
Dollar, Brittany Poarch, Dwight
Magers, Holly Huang, Jeena Foronda, Joselyn Gbulam, Katlyn
Goodwin, Lizanette Paulino, Matthew Keaton, Megan Sutherland,
Melissa Swanson, Molly Theus,
Rachel Nam, Rosalva Jacinto
Oct. 18- Andrew Aldridge, Angelica Batista, Braam Oberbolster,_ Cindi Young,_ Corey Tyler,

11:30 a.m. Connect Cliurch,
Jackie James (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal (Church)
Sunday, Oct. 23
8 a.m.-3 p.m. Flea Market
(Wood/Talge Parking Lot)
6-11 p.m. McKee library
Open

Monday, Oct. 24
4 p.m. University Assembly
Tuesday, Oct. 25
5 p.m. MidTerm grades due,
records
7:30 p.m. Blue Grass: Travelin' McCourys, double
convo credit (Iles)
Wednesday, Oct. 26
7:30 p.m. SA Senate (White
Oak Room)
9:15 -p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship (Thatcher)
Thursday, Oct. 27
Alumni Homecoming (Oct
27-30)
11 a.m. Convocation, Daniel
Romanov (Church)
5-6:30 p.m. SA Supper &
Showcase of Service (Iles)
6 p.m. Alumni Banquet
(Dining Hall)
shan Zhang, Shelby Tanguay
- Oct. 19- Angela Crider, Cassidy
Stone, Jessica Breetzke, Leah Elrod, Steve Bauer
Oct. 20- Carmen Trinh, Chelsea Enderson, Evgeny Chirsbev,
Oluwakorede Ajumobi:- Roxana
Martinez
Oct. 21- Jaime Jacobson, Adam
Johnson, Christopher Willenborg, Dana Hoxie, Danica Hyatt,
Jasmine Larsen, Jessica Flores,
Jorge Magana, Joseph Boyer,
Josh Korson, Linda Crumley, Lucas Valenca, Mandy Brady
Oct. 22- Becca Busche, Callie
Escarza, Christopher Sauder; Jamie Howell, Jordan Evans, Sarah
Crowe
Oct. 23- Carol Plank, Caroline
Gates, Courtney Yearous, Eunjie
Shin, Gabriel Trujillo, Jennifer
Nestell, Lien Turley, Owen Maupin, Yola Noya
Oct. 24- Amber Abernathy, Danielle Quailey, Heather
Schlund, Jason Merryman, Jeremy Mercer, Leo Pablson, Rachel
Saunders, Ray Wheeler
Oct. 25- Amanda Rich, Boyd
Buhl, Brianna Bertain, Clarice Esquilla, Dorothy Edgemon, Heather Woods, Jillian Rent, Misbal
Camposano, Olivia Hilcbey, Seth
Shaffer, Sbai Thomas
Oct. 26- Alana Retseck, Claudia
Balcazar, Detra Humphrey, Jasmin Atkins, Jeffrey Lamberton,
Melissa Allen, Sheri Munger, Sori
Jung, Wendell Thomas
Oct. 27- Aaron Snelgrove, Chett
Clayton, Cynthia Houser, Kevin Brown, Kevin Collins, Ryan

HUMOR
1

2
3
,...-

Men who play the banjo.
A man with a mustacl;te.

.

I really want a man who in a single evening can brew a cup of tea while cuddling
a kitten and then chop some wood while
still holding the kitten.

4

A man with a kitten for a mustache who
can build me a proper shelter.

5

A man who is willing to stand in front of
a fan so I can watch his chest hair blow in
·the wind.

6

I definitely want a man who is in, or goes
to, Improv.

7
8

A man who can catch fish with his bare hands.
A man on a buffalo.

'

•

The ability to stop a raging fire sprinkler.... with your saliva.
#Dumbsuperpowers
@NathanLewisSAU
the abilities to know what the cafe will be serving for lunch
#Dumbsuperpowers
@Kayce}?oote
It'd be cool to have the ability to recognize anything by its taste.
#Dumbsuperpowers
@elfoUster
The ability to make any room smell like McKee ... By· forfeiting
worship credits.
#Dumbsuperpoweis
@janamaYD!ile~

The ability to tell anyone's cholesterol level just by looking at them.
'
hit me up keith!
#Dumbsuperpowers
@numberoneaitken
The ability to change real meats to veggie meats
#Dumbsuperpowers
@lincolndutf
Power to instantaneously pieoin-the-face people who bump into you
· while texting.
#Dumbsuperpowers
@ProfessorSL
The ability to put steps to anywhere on the promenade in front of
longboarders.
#Dumbsuperpowers
@andywildman
The ability to finish the Elijah statue.
#Dumbsuperowers

@silencebegood
The ability to turn @phillies fans into @braves fans.
#Dumbsuperpowers

Facial hair inspiration:
Dillan Forsey (Forsey Beardy)
How long has it been growing?
About 20 and a half years
Growing technique:
I drink a pint of buttermilk every night
· before bed.

2011

Students witness occupy pro~ests
NATHAN LEWIS
~EWS EDITOR

Students visiting Boston
and Chicago during Fall Break
experienced more than just
the traditional tourist attractions.
Not only were :the familiar
sights and sounds of city life
prevalent for out-of-towners,
a nationwide protest known
as "Occupy Wall Street" painted a rare scene of unrest and
fru.stration among American
citizens, and students witnessed the protes~s first-hand.
"As a student who's studying journalism and political
science, I thought [now] was
no better time to witness history," said Tiffani Caldwell,
sophomore broadcast journalism major.

The protests, originating in ing. When they arrived shortly
New York in September, have after 1 a.m., Chicago police
involved thousands of people were arresting demonstrawith the message that 99 per- tors who refused to leave the
cent of Americans are taking downtown Grant Park after its
a stand against the greed and closing time of 11 p.m.
corruption of the wealthy 1
Hundreds of people lined
percent, who they claim own up along the police barricades
30-40 percent of the total outside Grant Park, holdwealth in the U.S., and grow- ing up signs, cheering on the
ing, according to the Washing- demonstrators being arrested
ton Post.
for refusing to leave the park
The leaderless movement and chanting "One: we are the
has branched off to similar people. Two: We are united.
occupy gatherings across the Three: The occupation is not
United States and the world leaving."
hoping to deliver one simp-1e
The protest was noisy but
message: "We are all leaders," peaceful. None of the -nearly
according to the Washington · 150 people in Grant Park resisted arrest as they were
Post.
Caldwell was among a group handcuffed with white plastic
of four Southern students who ties and taken to police vans
witnessed the Occupy Chicago and two large white buses
protests early Sunday morn- parked nearby.

Aaron Snelgrove, freshman
journalism major, noticed the
variety of people linking together in an attempt to try and
make their voices heard.
"Not only was it just low income workers, but also a businessman and nurses," Snelgrove said. "That made me see
how big the 99 percent of the
group really was."
Meanwhile, Hans von Walter, senior biochemistry major, visited Occupy Boston
Saturday night along with Katie Freeland, senior mass communication major.
lJnlike the uproar in Chicago, the scene in Boston looked
like a campground in the
middle of the financial district
with tents pitched and an estimated 200 people camping
out for days, von Walter said.
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Be aware of your
surroundings, connect
with people and secure your room. ' '
SEE NEWS PAGE 3

Von Walter said he felt a
'
sense
of fru.stration among
the demonstrators, and it appeared as if they were united
in the struggle against the 1
percent.
The Associated Press said
some politicians have supported the occupy protests
saying the fru.strations are legitimate, while others describe
the movement as "counterproductive, jumbled and misguided." Students agree that while
the atmosphere is chaotic at
times, the foundation for the
arguments have merit.
"They are trying to get
across the point that this isn't
some niche group trying to get
their voices heard above the
noise," von Walter said. "I feel
that certainly lends an air of
legitimacy."

SOUTHERN
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY
SEE LIFESTYLES PAGE 8
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Computing classes take advantage of helpful program
HANNAH ScHAEFER
STAFF WRITER

Mathematica, a global interactive computer program
for solving equations and visualizing data, showcased two
online articles from Southern
physics professor Ken Caviness for a virtual conference
this month.
"It's very personally rewarding to have two of my
articles referenced in a virtual
conference," Caviness said.
Southern purchased a site
license for students to use
Mathematica on their personal computers two years
ago. Caviness uses this site in
his science classes for visualizations and encourages his
students to take advantage of
it themselves.
According to the program
site, "staff will be on hand to
provide practical help with
your toughest computing
challenges and give a glimpse

of the future of computation."
"My students are blown
away," said Willard Munger,
professor in the School of

The pro.
gram Incorporates
topics ranging from the
dynamics
of sailing to
analyzing
Shakespearean plays.

''

Computing, after he described the computational
skills of the program. He

showed his students how to
determine the factorization of
a product of two large prime
numbers with Mathematica.
He requires his students to
use Mathematica in class.
When working with large
equations and formulas, mistake~ commonly happen, but
with Mathematica, formulas
are guaranteed to be errorfree, Munger said. He agrees
with Caviness that this new
tool is very powerful and
makes math much easier.
According to the Mathematica website, a single professional copy of this program
costs $2.495 retail. However,
Southern purchased a site
license two years ago that enables up to e~ht students to
use Mathematica simultaneously on campus. Because the
Southern ~pus site license
is too limited for the 34 students in his class, individual
two-month trial licenses were
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S<r~nshot

obtained, Munger explained.
However, when this trial time
is up, limited use is available.
He encourages his students
to purchase a student version
for their own computer.
"Once you learn how to use
it, it's very helpful," said Jasmin Atkins, junior computer

fl$

II

from thl' Wolfram M.lth~>matica program

science major.
The program incorporates
topics ranging from the dynamics of sailing to analyzing
Shakespearean plays.
Caviness said, "Mathematica is useful for anything that
can be analyzed visually in a
chart or graph."

Southern plans new residence hall
INGRID HERNANDEZ

CoPY Emma

University leaders have begun plans to construct a new
300-bed residence hall in the
next few years.

The residence hall will not
be coeducational but will have
different segments assigned
for each gender, similal'to the
women's wing in Talge Hall.
Possible locations include
where the Lower Stateside
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Apartments ·are, or behind the
main university hill over Industrial Drive. Both locations
would require replacing current buildings.
"We have a general concept
of where we're heading," said
Tom Verrill, senior vice president for Financial Administration. "But the plans still have
to go through a process of
review with the appropriate
committees."
What's certain at this point
is that the new residence hall
will alleviate housing strains
and offer students a different
type of living space than exists
elsewhere on campus.
Instead of the typical long
halls of a dormitory, the building's wings will open up to a
common living area on each
floor. These living areas will
be. made up of a living room,
and
recreational
kitchen

dence halls and looked at the
most recent constructions,"
said Bill Wohlers, vice presi-

It's a
continual
struggle
to create
acommunity of students in the
dorms now.

''

dent for Student Services.

with common living spaces."
Besides university adrnin- ·
istrators and residence hall
deans, a couple students were
also invited to visit colleges for
ideas.
"It's a continual struggle
to create a community of
students in the dorms now,"
said Sam Nadarajan, senior
computer science and theology major, who was invited to
the tours. "All the rooms are
closed and no one sees each
other. These cluster dorms
require students to go th~ough
a social atmosphere to get to
their room."
Plans are to construct no
more than eight to ten suites
per living space for a total of
32 to 40 students. This structure would facilitate one of the
goals of the university's Vision
20j2o plan: to create communities of students within

Campus Safety releases annual security a~d Fire Safety Report
ARLEN¥ POPOTEUR
SuuWama

Campus Safety released the
annual Security and Fire Safety Report on Sept. 22, showing
larceny as the highest committed crime in this 2010 report.
The report includ~s statistical crime data of different offenses committed on campus
and compares this data to
crime percentages in the previous year. The second highest
crime in 2010 was assault followed by curfew violation.
Assault doubled from the
previous year. After reviewing
the Daily Crime Log it shows
that the numerous accounts
of assault on campus in 2010

were most frequently reported
from Thatcher Hall.
"I believe that crime on
campus has increased, but
that is because our number
of students has increased as
well," said senior nursing major Zoriada Cardenas.
The
locations
Campus
Safety includes in the report
are university properties and
public properties near campus
such as thoroughfares, streets,
sidewalks and parking facilities. It not only includes the
types of crimes, but also tips
on how to be secure on campus, understand fire safety
and prevent crime.
David Houtchens, fire sys-

Be aware
of your
surround•
1ngs,
connect with
people
and secure your
room. ' '

terns manager at Campus
Safety, said the report gives a
"snapshot" of what students
and faculty need to keep a look
out for in order to reduce incidents.
Every year Campus Safety
develops plans that strive to
make Southern a safe environment. Campus Safety also
emphasizes the importance of
being aware of what to do during a fire alarm.
"They're there when I need
them, that's what matters to
me," said Spenser Lim, senior
nursing major.
Campus
Safety
works
closely and cooperatively
with federal, state, and lo-

cal law enforcement agencies
on problems of mutual concern. The number one advice
Houtchens gives students for
preventing additional crime is
to be aware of your surroundings, connect with people and
secure your room .
"We give education and
are proactive on campus,"
Houtchens said. "We also advise to keep track of your belongings, and if there is something to report do not hold
back."
To view the report visit the
Campus Safety website at
southem.edu/campussafety.

Summerour renovations continue according to plan
l..oGANFOLL
SuuWR!TfR

The renovation.of Suntmerour Hall is going according to
plan with excavations already
begun.
.Summerour will be expanded by two wings on either side
and a patio on the back. The
trees have been cleared on the

left side and the area for the
Suntmerour will be more
patio has been leveled. The energy efficient with devices
new foundations are the next such as solar panels and light
part of the building process.
tubes to cut down energy usThe faculty of the School of · age, ~d John McCoy, dean of
Education & Psychology have the School of Education and
set up an interior decorating Psychology.
Summerour will have new
committee to decide what furniture, carpet and other inte- technology for students, such
rior items are to be put in the as smartboards and the ability to broadcast lectures from
new building.

classroom to classroom. Distance learning programs may
also be implemented, McCoy
said.
"Right now, we're cramped,"
McCoy said.
The School of Education
and Psychology is currently
holding classes in the class
rooms in Herin Hall and the
White Oak Koom in Thatcher

South. One cla§s is even being
held in a conference room in
Herin Hall.
The new building will have
multiple classrooms, the largest with the ability to hold 8o
students, McCoy said.
The Summerour renovation
is a two-year development and
is projected to be completed
by fall of 2013.

Hurricane R.ina gaining strength on path to Yucatan
MIAMI (AP) - Hurricane
Rina is getting stronger as a
Category 2 storm off Central

coast, including the tourist
destinations of Cancun and
the island of Cozumel.
The U.S. National Hurricane Center in Miami said
Tuesday that Rina's forecast
track shows it possibly curving toward Cuba in the next
few days, but senior hurricane
specialist Michael Brennan
says it could also move toward
south-em Florida.
Rina's maximum sustained
winds are near 105 mph (165
kph). Additional strengthen. ing is forecast and Rina is expected to become a major hurricane Tuesday night.
The hurricane is centered
about 300 miles (480 kiloAmerica's Caribbean coast.
meters) east-southeast of
Mexico issued a hurricane Chetumal and is moving westwarning for Yucatan's east northwest near 3 mph (6 kph).

... it could
also move
toward
southern

Florida.''

This NOAA satellite image taken n1esday, October 25, 2011 at 01:45PM EDT shows Hurricane Rina visible in the Caribbean Sea.
Rina cun·ently has winds of 105 mph and the st01m will likely strengthen.furthm· bef01·e hitting Cancunlate Thursday or early
Friday. {AP PHOTO/WEATHER UNDERGROUND)
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Biology students obtain research internships
LExi ALVIDREZ
SuuWama

Biology students received
the opportunity to intern with
research facilities and gain
field experience in what they
wish to pursue.
Rick Norskov, research coordinator and professor in the
Biology Department, said that
internships "give our biology
majors opportunity to interface with local technology in
the real world."
Norskov explained his job
as research coordinator for
the department is to continuously seek out new internship
opportunities for capable students.
After approachin!r eSpin
Technologies, they informed
Norskov there was a research
opportunity available. Senior
biomedical major, Josh Jaeger

was interested in the internship and after a discussion
with the biology staff, Norskov
agreed he was right for the job.
eSpin Technologies is a re-

Josh jaeger

search and development company that works with nanofiber fabrications, filtration
systems, regenerative medicine, and various jobs for the
U.S. government, Jaeger said.

Jaeger started his new internship about a month ago,
helping !Us supervisor test various filtration medias a couple
times a week. Further details
of his job description cannot
be disclosed due to the company policy, Jaeger said. However, once a month, research
students have the opportunity
to write up a grant proposal
for a possible research project,
which may eventually be approved and funded.
Jaeger explained he notices
that most biology students
only see a future in medical
school, but he wants to encourage people to try out industrial research and development because it is a growing
career and very rewarding.
"After I'm done, my mind
hurts because I learn so much
there," Jaeger said.
In contrast, fellow senior

biology major Lauren Caradonna found her internship
through past connections with
the orthopedic department
in Erlanger Hospital. Cara-

Lauren Caradonna

donna's internship is through
the Uriiversity of Tennessee
College of Medicine who is using Erlanger's facilities for research, Norsko" said.
Her job consists of looking

through medical charts, surgical notes, and more to analyze
the data and compare an old
surgical method to a newer
edition to see which works
better, Caradonna said. The
methods- are used to merge
bones back together in fractures that are rare and difficult
for surgeons to fix.
Caradonna is excited to start
the internship. "This is one of
the best opportunities I have
been provided through Southem," she said.
Norskov suspects the research experience is going to
grow and encourages students
to try it out.
"Southern students already
have a good reputation in the
community for reliable, professional students that have
a good work ethic," Norskov
said.

New strat~gic plan being implemented
AsHLEE CHISM

SuuWann

Even though the former
strategic plan does not officially end until next semester,
Southern has already begun
implementing its new strategic plan.
Robert Young, senior vice
president of Academic Administration, said that a strategic
plan lays out a five to ten year
course in order for the university to better face its challenges and accomplish its goals.
"The plans were developed
through a participatory process involving all university
constituencies, including students; faculty, staff, administration, board members,
donors and the local community," Young said. "It expresses the input from all these
groups."
The participatory process
involves at least a year of
committees and faculty input
meetings, said Doug Frood,
p

the consequences of the How are we going· to feed
school's continued growth.
them?'" Frood said. "The straHe referred to housing as an • tegic plan helps us to think
example, since ~typical hous- through and ahead."
ing project can take two to
Since this new plan has just
started, many projects are still
in the discussion phase. "The
strategic plan is never in concrete," Frood said. "We'll keep
talking and planning and adjusting the plan throughout
the entire time it exists."
Several projects that are being seriously discussed include

The
.
strategic

plan helPs

us to think
through
and
ahead.

''

three years to plan and build.
"When
anticipat-

a new student center that
would be situated between the
Village Market and the Hulsey
Wellness Center, new dormitories, and a university farm.
A university farm would
provide fresh vegetables to the
cafeteria and employment to
future students.
"I think it's a good idea,"
said Rhya Moffitt, junior English major. "But I wonder how
many students would actually
want to work on a farm. And

where would it be?"
· Southern recently purchased 53 acres of a former
farm on the Apison side of
Bauxite Mountain, an action
influenced by the strategic
plan.
"Exciting stuff is going on,"
Froodsaid.
When asked why having
such a plan was so important,
Young said, "Simply put, without vision, the people perish ...
or in our case, the university."

1
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New hair studio
offers student
discount
LAUREN SWAFFORD

SuuWama

The BeeHive Hair Studio located on East Brainerd Road is
offering a 10 percent discount
on all salon services and purchases to Southern Adventist
University students.
Recently opened in August,
The BeeHive is a full service
salon offering haircuts, manicures, pedicures, facials, hair
and feather extensions, highlights, waxing services and
more.
"I know money is tight for
college students, and it's hard
for them to pay high prices
while they're still paying for
school," said Kim Geren, owner of The BeeHive.

' ' I'm not
opposed to
trying something new,
especially
with a discount.
-Leo Macias
Geren believes that the average age of The BeeHive's
customer base ranges from 18
to 45 years old, with an equal
amount of male and female
clients.
"I cut a lot of men's hair of all
ages, and most of them come

rth

DEANNA MooRE
EDITOR

On Wednesday, Oct. 26,
Southern hosted a gallery
opening and lecture by an adjunct professor in the School
of Journalism and Communication, Billy Weeks. His photo,
"Young Mother," won the top
prize in the International Gordon Parks Photography competition this month.
According to a press release
issued by the School of Journalism and Communication,
Billy Weeks has been a journalist for more than 27 years,
most recently working for
the Chattanooga Times Free
Press. Weeks is an accomplished photojournalist who
has received an Award of Excellence for editorial photography from Communication
Arts as well as been published
in B&W Magazine's portfolio
special issue four times. He
has also received the Freedom
of Information award issued
by the Associated Press.
Week's phptographs will
be on display in the McKee
library through Dec. 14 as
part of a six-week exhibition,

"Southern Exposures," featuring images by Southern alumni and faculty.
Garrett Nudd, world-renowned wedding and portrait
photographer in Chattanooga,
will also have photography on
display. Nudd will be hosting a
library lecture Friday, Oct. 28
at 9:30 a.m. in the library.
According to the press release, Nudd has displayed
work in multiple publications
including The New York Post,
The Orlando Sentinel, Professional Photographer and
more. The title of Nudd's lecture is "Searching for 1,000

here just because they enjoy
having their hair shampooed.
They really like the scalp massage," said Kodi Worley, a stylist at the The BeeHive.
"I usually go to Great Clips
to get my hair cut because it's
cheap, but I'm not opposed to
trying. something new, espeGarrett Nudd
cially witb a discount," said
Leo Macias, senior mass comwords: society's love affair
munication major.
with photography."
Haircut prices, which include the shampoo and scalp
massage, begin at $25 for men
and $40 for women. Hair color services for both men and
women start at $so for a base
color and $55 for highlights.
"The hair color used is European. We currently have one
board certified colorist, and
we hope to all be board certified in color soon," Geren said.
As for the manicure and
pedicure services, The BeeHive offers all natural nail services and does not use acrylic.
"It can damage the nail
bed," Geren said. "But we do
Billy Weeks
use shellac nail polish which
can last for up to 14 days."
1-------------------------------------ExclusivetotheBumbleand
Bumble line of hair care products, the studio offers samples of all the products they
sell, including their Darphin
skin care merchandise from
Paris. For more information on these products, visit
www.bumbleandbumble.com,
www.darphin.com, or visit
The BeeHive Hair Studio's
Facebook page.

lfyou'r lookln for

k

Award-winning photographers
display work at Southern

SA to host annual Fall Festival this Sunday
ARLENY PoPOTEUR
SuuWama

The student association is
planning its annual Fall Festival at Hidden Hills Farm on
Oct. 30, from 6 to 9 p.m.
"I am excited for the Fall
Festival. This will be my first
one attending, and I am really
looking forward to it," said
Alyisa Wright, sophomore bio-

chemistry major.
Southern will once again
provide buses to take students
to the festival. The night will
be filled with many activities
and games, which are going to
be coordinated by some of the
clubs on campus for students
and the community to enjoy.
"I want Southern students
to experience how much fun
the nursing club can be," said

Jessica Gutierrez, nursing club
public relations director and
sophomore nursing major.
Janelle Billingy, SA social
vice president and junior social work major is in charge of
planning the event.
"Come! Participate in anything we have to offer," Billingy said. "Happiness is in
your hands."
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RELIGION EDITOR: CoLTON STOLLENMAIER

Argue about religion or climb the mountain
MARcos ToRRES

"When they joined the rest
of the disciples, they saw a
large crowd around them and
some teachers of the Law argui!lg with them.: (Mark 9:14,
GNB).
In this verse, 'they' is referring to Peter, James, John
and Jesus. Moments before,
the four of them had been on
top of a mountain. The Bible
says, "...Jesus took with him
Peter, James, and John, and
led them up a high mountain,
where they were alone. As they
looked on, a change came over
Jesus and His clothes became
shining white-whiter than
anyone in the world could
wash them. Then the three

disciples saw Elijah and Moses
talking with Jesus ... A cloud
appeared and covered them
with its shadow, and a voice
came from the cloud, 'This is
My own dear Son-listen to
Him!' [And suddenly] they
took a quick look around but
did not see anyone else [anymore]; only Jesus was with
them." (Mark 9:2-8).
After having this awesome
experience, the four of them
came· down from the mountain and found the rest of the
disciples in a bit of a mess. A
large crowd of onlookers surrounded them as they argued
with the teachers of the Law.
The teachers of the Law
were religious teachers in Israel. They liked to argue about
religion just like the Pharisees

and Sadducees (also religious
teachers). Now in the first
verse of this new journey we
are about to take with Jesus,
we find something powerful. It is something that happens· to this very day. Here it
is: In the Christian life there
are those who like to climb
the mountains with Jesus
and walk with Him, talk with
Him, and have a personal experience with Him. But there
are also those who like to stay
out of the mountain, out of a
personal relationship with Jesus, and simply argue about
religion. Which one am I? Do
I find myself arguing about
religion instead of walking
with Jesus? Wouldn't it be
much better to walk along the
mountain peaks with Jesus

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

and talk with Him? Wouldn't
it be better to experience His
presence and catch a glimpse
of His holiness? Wouldn't it be
better to also hear the voice of
God and to learn of those who
walked with Jesus like Moses

and Elijah? What we have here
is a very simple choice. Stay at
ground level and argue about
religion, or climb the mountain and walk with Jesus. I
think I'll go with the second
choice.

God, the most incredible changing force
HEATHER HAYNES
CmrrRIBUJOR

I am different now. There
have been some changes during my time in Africa. I have
a big round scar on my right
calf from a motorcycle exhaust
pipe. My hair has grown a couple inches longer and now has
two white quinine-stripes near
the roots. My feet have some
new tan lines. I speak some
French and have picked up a
few African expressions -and
mannerisms.
Yes, I'm different now, but
these changes will not last.
They are only outward changes of speech and appearance.
My scar will fade. The white
stripes in my hair will eventually grow out. Tans vanish
quickly and sadly, my pigeon
French will gradually become
rusty pigeon French. If these

were my only changes, they
would just be temporary. After
a little while it would almost
be as if I had never left.

''

The most
incredible
changing force
is hovering
over you at this
very moment,
full of light and
love.

There have been other
changes in my life, however,
deeper changes. Not surprising, is it? I remember bearing

people returning from mission experiences. They all .s aid
the same thing: "It changed
my life forever!" It is nice to
hear. We all smile and nod our
heads approvingly. Many of us
have told people preparing to
go out into the field, ''You will
be changed forever!" It seems
we all know there is something life-transforming about
the mission experience. Now
here I am writing a blog about
being "forever changed," adding my voice to the thousands
of others. I have nothing new
or earth-shaking to add. I only
hope you hear the meaning
behind the familiar words.
When I say I'm forever
changed, what I'm trying to
say is I've been shattered to
pieces and rebuilt again. I've
faced personal failure and seen
Christ's success. I've bled in
order to love. I've been hum-

bled, humbled and humbled
again until my pride is shredded, but my trust is stronger.
I've been led to Abraham's alter and struggled to surrender.
I've felt attacked by hell and
cried for heaven. I've wanted
to run, but seen the beauty
I would have missed had I
left. I've been nearly swallowed by fear and surprised
by courage I didn't know I
had. I've thought I was dying only to find I was coming
back to life. I've beguo to learn
things I thought I knew and
know things I only wondered.
My love has become deeper,
questions more searching, joy
more vivid and peace less dependent on circumstances. I
am changed. Next time you
see me I'll look like just another girl, but though I look
iike the same person who left
alniost six months ago, I'm

different inside. God has been
at work. I am so far from being
finished, but the light keeps
getting brighter.
We all are on this journey.
God is rearranging and forming us as we give Him room in
our lives. Do not think there
is anything magical about Mrica or any one place. He is
everywhere. He is beside you
now. Think about it. The most
incredible changing force is
hovering over you at this very
moment, full of light and love.
Sometimes like a hurricane,
sometimes like softly falling
rain-it is ever seeking to take
you beyond. No matter how
far He ·has brought you, there
is always more. The journey
never ends, yet you continually arrive at home. Home is
God.
Seek Him. He isn't far. You
will be forever changed.

Roosevelt.
I'm not willing to settle for
a boring life, nor is Jesus offering one. Victory or defeat,
here I come!
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GOP primary now a contest of character

NEW YORK (AP) - The
Republican presidential race
has become a no-holds-barred
contest over character.
With the pace of the GOP
contest quickening, Mitt Romney and Rick Perry are resorting to tough language online
and while campaigning to undermine each other's credibilitY and values.
"It's time for you to tell the
truth," Perry said during last
week's Republican debate, all
but calling the former Massachusetts governor a liar.
The Texas governor also
is trying to cast Romney as
someone who lacks a core set
of beliefs, highlighting Romney's shifts on health care
and other issues in hopes of
dislodging him from atop the
field.
Romney is portraying Perry
as a dimwitted novice who
coddles illegal immigrants
and takes liberties with his
economic record.
"The great challenges. we
have we will overcome," Romney said in South Dakota recently, "if we have leaders that
will tell the truth, and live with
integrity, and who, by virtue

Mourning
the wrong
creator
JAIME JACOBSON
OPINION EDUOR

In this Oct. 18, 2011,jile photo Republican presidential candidates,Jormer Massachusetts Gou. Mitt Romney, left, and.
Texas Gou. Rick Perry, talk during a Republican presidential debate in Las Vegas. (AP Photo/Chris Carlson, File)

of their life experience, know
how to l~ad." It was a suggestion that Perry didn't fit that
bill.
The amped-up rhetoric signals a more aggressive phas~
in the race and sets the tone in
the 10 weeks before the nominating contest begins in Iowa
in early January. It also illuminates campaign strategies and
previews likely attack ads sure
to surface on television soon.
It's raised concerns among
some Republicans, who fear
a drawn out, personal battle

between their top contenders will only help President
Barack Obama's chances of
winning next year.
"I don•t like that, I'm not
for that. I'm a Ronald Reagan
Republican, he didn't think it
was smart to attack each other
and I don't either," oil billionaire T. Boone Pickens told Fox
News last week after Romney
and Perry got in each other's
faces during the Las Vegas debate.
'
Despite their oft-stated reverence for Reagan, the two

leading Republican hopefuls
are ignoring Reagan's socalled nth commandment:
"Thou shalt not speak ill of any
fellow Republican."
Romney, seen as the Republican to beat, has identified Perry as his top rival, even
with businessman Herman
Cain polling well and lowertier .contenders such as Newt
Gingrich and Rick Santorum
drawing positive buzz in d~
bates.

Don't be a mess, dress to impress
KAYCE FooTE
CONJRIB!!TOR

Southern Adventist University holds a pretty strict dress
code. Some of the specifics are
no shorts, no jewelry, and the
list goes on. But with changing
times and new styles I think
our dress code should be updated, or at the least everyone
needs to go through their closets and create a personal dress
code_
First things first, we are in
college. We are no longer teenagers; so do not dress like one.
Put a little effort into what you
wear. Sweat pants or pajamas
to class everyday is not ok. I
can understand if you overslept, but throw some jeans on
instead.
Fact: I have a girl in my class
who clearly takes a shower
and applies make-up for the
day, but still comes to class in
sweats· and a t-shirt. Really?
Sweat pants aren't even flat-

tering. The first rule in your
personal <hess code needs to
be NO sweat pants, pajamas,
or anything of the sort should
be worn to any place other
than the gym or your bedroom.

,

' ' Everyone
needs to go
through their
closets and
create a personal dress
code.

The second rule needs to
address the lack of coverage.
This rule goes for both girls
and guys. Yes, ladies, you need
to cover up your cleavage, but
guys I also do not want to see
your bottoms hanging out of

your pants. It does not look
good. It does not make me
want to check you out and
get to know you. I feel like I
need to cover my eyes when
someone else's body parts are
showing. It makes everyone
feel uncomfortable when they
can see more than they need
to. So please cover up.
This rule also applies to undergarments. Guys I do not
want to know if you wear boxers or briefs. Ladies, I know
you go out and buy lingerie,
but I do not need to know that.
I don't want to see your pink
undergarment sticking out
under your shirt or your leopard prints through your white
pants.
The third rule is to say NO
to clothes that are too tight!
If it does not fit, do not wear
it. Tight v-neck shirts on guys
are not attractive-neither are
tight skinny jeans. I really do
not want to know that your
legs are skinnier than mine.

Steve Jobs was not your
friend, or your family member, or your hero.
We all feel the sadness from
of the death of Apple's entrepreneur, and our hearts go out
to his family and friends. It
is appropriate to react to this
event with solemnity; however, I'm a bit surprised with
the reaction many people,
even Southern students, have
shown over the death of Steve
Jobs.
One of my professors gave
some interesting insight about
the human mind this week
that demonstrated the significance of this hollow mourning. He said when people see
a design that they like they
become emotionally attached.
They feel a bond with an inanimate object, a caring nature,
and a closeness with the designer even though they have
probably never even met. ·
These feelings are understandable. God, for instance,
was a designer of men; we
should feel a closeness with
Him out o{ the love of His
design. I suggest we be careful not to lose our footing on
this path of distraction. Do not
lose sight of which creator is
worthy of your praise and deserving of your sorrow over his
death.

Girls, tight clothes are a no-no
for you too. Tight clothes do
not make you look more attractive, they make you look
worse. And· I do not mean
clothes that do not fit; I am
specifically talking about leg- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - gings. Yes, leggings are cute
under a skirt or dress, but not
by themselves. I do not care
how thick they are or what Fifty students who were
color they are, you cannot sophomores or older were
wear them with just a shirt
asked the question, "Do you
or a sweater. Even if you are
think
it's right the cafeteria
a skinny-minnie, it doesn't
added
mustard this year?"
look good on you either. When
wearing leggings, make sure
your entire backside remains
unexposed.
I really hope you take these
personal dress code rules to
heart. I am not the only one
who thinks these things, so
maybe you should consider
changing your wardrobe. Remember, dress professionally,
cover up, let your clothes be
loose and you will look well in
life and in college.

Poll of the week
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NO
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Live life to the fullest
AusHA OrrAn
CONTRIBlttQR

If life hands you lemons,
make lemonade. But why?!
Why not make a lemon meringue pie, a veggie lemon
chicken, or maybe even a lemon caprese salad? Are you too
scared to stray from the rules
of this cliche? So many of us
are like that. We live our lives
like a cliche. Pred!ctable: too
scared to go out of the normal
pattern; too afraid to take the
risk. Give a lot, take a lot, live
a lot.
Most people can remember a time where they saw a
homeless or hungry person
sitting on the street. While
sitting at the stoplight, one
contemplates helping this
human being. You begin to
rummage through your purse
or the change in your pocket
until you realize the light has
turned green. Do you stop and
give him the money? Or do you
just forget about it and press
the gas pedal? The first step
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into living your life is to give
a lot. Doing things for others
that you are not required to do
helps you to live your life.
The second step is to take a
lot. I have heard many people
in my 20 years of life say that
they have regretted not taking
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Excuses, excuses! They
always had reasons why they
could not take the chance:
they cared too much of what
people would think, it was too
much work, or maybe they just
did not like going out of their

normal patterns. Who cares
what other people think? If
you are a good writer, then
take the chance! If you are offered to go on tour with your
rock band, then take it! The
opportunity may never come
around again. You don't want
to live a life full of regrets.
The very last step is to live
a lot. My dad is 65 and runs
six miles every day, and 13
miles every Sunday. He is my
example of living a lot. Even
though he may be way over
the hill, he is not going to let

himself go. He believes that he
is never too old to do anything
because life is too short. Getting older doesn't mean you
have to let yourself go. God
gave a life to live. Getting older
simply means you are becoming wiser. Don't let yourself
go. "Live your life to the very
last second.
To you it may seem as if one
day you are a tiny infant with
not a care in the world and
the next day you are a grandparent. Life may seem long at
first, but 60 years down the
road you start to contemplate
why you did not take the opportunities that life gave you.
Regrets become habit and
your life becomes foreseeable.
The lemons that your life
gives you are meant to be
made into something unexpected and wonderful. Don't
follow your life's cliche. Live
your life. But first ask yourself
the question and see what you
need to change. How do you
live your life?

--------------------------------------------------i

Making every day a "good day"
EMILY BANKS

l!FESnus Eouoa

In college, the days are
long and hard. It's easy to
feel drained, stressed, overwhelmed, frustrated, or just
downright angry at the end of
the day.
Maybe you slept through
your alarm and missed a quiz,
or your roommate borrowed
your favorite jacket and spilled
enchilada sauce all over it.
Maybe you fell down the stairs
in the library, lost your football game, or your computer
crashed and erased your entire
research paper.
There are endless things that
could ruin your day, but what
about all the positive moments
that get overlooked-lost in
the shuffle of all the drama?
What about the p~rfect
stranger that complimented
your outfit on the promenade,
or sitting in worship and relating to everything the speaker

is saying, or even just seeing a cute old couple holding
hands at the Village Market.
You walk outside to perfect
fall weather, your best friend
brings you a drink from Starbucks, or someone you haven't
heard from in a while randomly messages you on Facebook.
Why do we let all these special little moments get overshadowed by one·or two negative things that happen in the
day? Why can't our day be
defined by the good instead of
the bad-things that we might
not even remember at the end
oftheweek?
I honestly believe that being
happy is a personal choice. If
you notice that your days have
been miserable lately, maybe
you are only focusing on the
negative things and are over:..
looking all the blessings that
happen each and every day all
around you.
I was going through a rough
patch at the beginning of the
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EMILY BANKS

year. Granted, there were
things going on that I had no
control over, but eventually
I got tired of feeling sorry for
myself. I began doing something that has completely
changed how I view my days:
at the end of the day, I simply wrote down at least three
things that blessed me in some
way. Some days I had so many
blessings I didn't know what
to do with myself, and other
days it was a struggle, but I always managed to find at least
three things to Write down. It
doesn't have to be something
life changing, it can be anything.
After a few days of doing
this, not only did I see a change
in my attitude, but my days in
general seemed to be happier.
I was actually looking out for
all the little things throughout the day that I could write
down. I became more aware
of how truly blessed I am on
a daily basis ·and have since

gained a greater appreciation
for my life as a whole.
Looking back on the things I
wrote down, all I see is a list of
positive things that made my
day special. Instead of remembering how poorly I did on a
test, all I remember of that day
are the things that made me
smile.
I challenge you to start writing down your blessings. You
may think it's dumb and a
waste of time, but I guarantee you will notice a change in
your days and your attitude.

Upcoming
Events
•••••••••••••••
Disney on Ice: 100 Years
of Magic. Oct. 26-30. You're
never too old for a Disney
celebration! Join the fun as
65 of Disney's unforgettable
characters from 18 beloved
stories come to life in Disney
On Ice celebrates 100 Years of
Magic at the UTC McKenzie
Arena. For tickets and showtimes go to www.utc.com/
McKenzieArena.
Star Watch Friday, Nov. 4,
8:30p.m. This event, held by
Southern's Physics and Engi--.
neering Department, occurs
monthly and is free to anyone
wanting to attend. Come view
the night sky at the south end
of the main parking lot of the
Hickman Science Center.

WSMC Hoedown Saturday,
Oct. 29,8 p.m. in the lies P.E.
Center. As part of Alumni
Homecoming Weekend, Bill
McCallie and Fletcher Bright,
featured musicians for the
popular Cowboy Jubilee
Program hosted by WSMC,
will present an entertaining
program of bluegrass and folk
music. Admission is free.
8th Annual Antique and
Cla~sic Car Show Sunday,
Oct. 30, 11 a.m. at J. Mabel
Wood Hall's parking lot.
Everyone is invited to attend
and/ or enter their vehicles in
the car show. The Southern
Smiths will also be demonstrating a working blacksmithing forge. Admission is
free. For more information
call the Alumni Relations office at 423.236.2830.
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Talking With Chuck: Match point with Andrew Ashley
CHUCK CAMMACK
Spous EDITOR

Andrew Ashley

SAU Athlete of the
Week: Andrew Ashley, freshman accounting major
Chuck: When is the first
time you can remember having a tennis racket placed in
your hand?
Andrew: I was told by my

dad that he started my brother
and I at two, but
I remember playing when I was
three. We grew up
in Pittsburgh and
I remember fending off dogs with a
tennis racket.
Chuck: At the
beginning, what
drew you to the
sport?
Andrew: I hated tennis, from
when I started
until I was 15. I
really
disliked
the sport mainly
because my dad

forced me to play to keep me
active. Eventually I started to
like it because when I -turned
15 I realized I was good and I
was gaining popularity from
it.
Chuck: Through the years,

who helped you develop your
·skills?
Andrew: It started off being my dad, but then I was
motivated by competition between my siblings and I to see
who was the best.
Chuck: How many siblings
do you have?
Andrew: There are seven
of us, I have a twin brother, a
little brother and sister, one
older brother, and two older
sisters. Only my twin brother
and my younger brothers play
tennis.
Chuck: When did you start
really playing competitively?
Andrew: I started playing
competitively officially when
I was 14, when I went to high
school, because I" was homeschooled my entire life. The
top three on the team were my
twin brother, me and my little
brother, and I.
Chuck: What stands out as
your biggest career highlight?

Andrew: Every match I
_was always the last to finish
and I always felt the pressure
of having to win the last match
of the tournament, but I always seemed to find a way to
win.
Chuck: During your competitive years, was· Sabbath
ever an issue?
Andrew: Yes, there were
about four occasions where
we were asked to play on Sabbath and we said no. Without
fail, our team would lose every
time my brothers and I didn't
come. The principal was frustrated with my dad because
we wouldn't play. They would
always ask the question; "If
you miss one church service
do you think you're going to
hell?"
Chuck: Did your parents
help with that decision?
Andrew: They did, but
honestly even if they hadn't, I
had already decided that I was

going to take a stand.
Chuck: How did the influence of your peers affect your
decisions surrounding the
sport?
Andrew: I used to cuss and
really try to intimidate my opponents with this "hard" persona. It was bad. I really let
the popularity influence me in
a negative way.
Chuck: What advice would
you give those who are in the
valley of decision on how to go
about standing up for the Sabbath?
Andrew: You have to make
choices in life, you are either
on this side or that side. Pray
about it and make a choice,
but realize it's not going to be
easy.
· Chuck: Who is your favorite tennis player?
Andrew: Roger Federer,
but Pete Sampras was my favorite.

Futsal Playoffs
CHUCK CAMMACK

Sro!DS ED!ma

The Futsal playoffs began on
Sunday, Oct 16, with 15 high. octane teams eyeing the Futsal
Men's Division Championship
crown. The field was narrowed
to eight teams on Monday and
finally four on Tuesday. The
four teams that competed in the
6p.m. semifinal games on Tuesday, Oct 18, were Blitzkrieg, Mo
Fiya, Tuhon and the only undefeated team this season, Inter.
Mo Fiya prevailed in their
semifinal matchup against
Blitzkrieg, 3-0. They were led
by a shutout performance from
junior computer information
systems major, Tavita Tuitelle.
In the other semifinal matchup
between Tuhon and Inter, Inter came out on top 6-2, led by
a hat trick from junior nursing
major David Arvizu.
The stage was set for an intense showdown between two,
of the top three teams in the
mens division, Inter . vs. Mo
Fiya. The players definitely did
not disappoint. The game was

knotted at 1-1 at half, led by
great goalkeeping by sophomore nursing major Joshua
Condado for Inter and senior
nursing major Rhod Perle llaguno for Mo Fiya.
Mo Fiya came out of halftime with the momentum heavily on their side after an own
goal from Inter and two goals
by senior -psychology major
Ryan Ully and nursing major
Jonathon Janevski, to put them
up 4-1.
The game was far from
over in the eyes of Inter's Israel Gonzalez, a junior advertising and graphic design major,
who scored two goals halfway
through the second half to bring
Inter within one of Mo Fiya,
4-3.
Then with 2:24 left, and
time slowly slipping away, Ar-vizu struck for the first time in
the game with a clutch goal to
tie it up at 4-4. This led to a sequence of intense possessions
that ended in Inter's Josue Bahena, a junior chemistry major,
kicking what was ultimately the

· · goal to giVe
· Inte\' the
wmmng
championship, 5-4.
"I thought that we could still
come back when we were down
three, and we did," said Bahena.
"We played as a team the whole
season and it all came together
today."

Photo spread by Ryan Plater
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.[The Calendar]
Thursday, Oct. 27
11 a.m. Convocation, Daniel
Romanov (Church)
Alumni Homecoming (Oct.
27-30)
5-6:30 p.m. SA Supper (Iles)
6 p.m. Alumni Banquet (Dining Hall)
Friday, Oct. 28
Deadline to request December/May graduation (Records)
8 p.m. Vespers, J.J. Heller
(Iles)
8 p.m. AlUmni Vespers, Donnie Keele Jr. (Church)
6:51p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Oct. 29
8 a.m. leave for DEEP Sabbath at Oakwood (Wright
Hall)
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Ben
Maxson (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School (Thatcher
South, White Oak Room)
9:30 a.m. Pure Vida Sabbath

School (Talge Chapel)
9:45a.m. Can We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rm 105)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, ~en
Maxson (Church)
10:15 a.lll. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)
10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath School (Hulsey Wellness Center)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
10:15 a.m. French Sabbath
School (Miller Hall Chapel)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
LeClaire Litchfield (Collegedale Academy) ·
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Ben
Maxson (Church)
4 p.m. Concert (Church)
6:30
p.m.
Evensong
(Church)

[Birthd~ys]
8

p.m. Alumni Program
(Iles)
9:30 p.m. Southern Shuffle
(Wood)

7:30 p.m. String & Guitar:
Escher String quartet &
Jason Vieaux (Ackerman,
Double Convo)

Sunday, Oct. 30
9 a.m. The 2nd Annual
· Grand Event (Iles)
11 a.m.-2 p.m. 8th.Antique/
Classic Car Show (Wood/
Talge Parking Lot)
5:30 p.m. Transportation
leaves for Fall Festival
(Wright Hall)
6-9 p.m. SA Fall Festival
(Hidden Hills Farm)

VVednesday,Nov.2
5 p.m. 3 on 3 basketball tournament meeting (Hulsey)
7:30 p.m. SA Senate (White
Oak Room)
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship (Thatcher)

Monday, Oct. 31
Student Missions Emphasis
Week (31- Nov. 5)
10 a.m. -6 p.m. Senior Portraits (Presidential BanquetRoom)
Intramural Sign-up begins:
3 on 3 basketball and floor
hockey ·
southern.edujintramurals

Thursday, Nov. 3
11 a.m. Student Missions
Convocation,
Thomas
Jackson (Church)
Last day to drop a class and
automatically receive a
"W'
Wind Symphony Tour (Nov.
3-6)
3:30 p.m. Dean/Chairs Advisory
5 p.m. Floor hockey team
meeting (Hulsey)
7:30 p.m. Student Missions
Convocation (Thatcher)

Tuesday, Nov. 1
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test

[Student Life Announcements]
ATIN: SENIORS!

Oct. 28 - December and
May deadline for senior
contracts to be turned in to
Records & Advisement
office.
Nov. 7- Last day to order
December graduation regalia online at www.cbgrad.
com.
Southern
Exposures
Photo Exhibition
The university celebrates
photography with two major photo exhibitions this
week.
Southern Exposures also includes a collection of images
from alumni and faculty to
coincide with Alumni Weekend. Local wedding and portrait photographer Garrett
Nudd will open the show
Friday morning at 9:30 a.m.
with a presentation called
"Searching for 1,000 words:
Society's love- affair with

photography." More than 25
prints adorn the walls of the
library's first floor. Images
include animals, National
Parks, commercial and fine
art. See you in the library
and let's celebrate photography.

[S.A. Announcements]
DEEP Sabbath: Students
that have signed up for
DEEP Sabbath: The buses
will be leaving at 8 a.m. in
front of Wright Hall on Saturday, Oct. 29. An e-mail
will be sent out with further
details this week. See you
Sabbath!
Community Service: The
annual Showcase of Service
is this Thursday, starting at
4 p.m. in the Iles P.E. Center. Different organizations
and business from the surrounding community will be
there allowing students to
sign up for volunteer work.
There will also be a FREE
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meal catered by Moe's and
China Rose.
The Community Service
Day T -shirt design contest
ends on Monday, Oct. 31.
ALL submissions need to
be turned in at smithken@
southern.edu

Fall Festival is this Sunday, Oct. 30 at 6 p.m.! Come
out to Hidden Hills Farm
and Saddle Club located
at 5900 Edgmon Road,
Ooltewah, Tenn. 37363.
Parking will be limited so
try to carpool and make sure
you have your SAU ID card.
Come support your clubs
as you play games with free
tickets and eat free food!
Also enjoy the sounds of fall
at the camp fire by some of
your favorite student artists ·
like Kaitlyn Anderson, Kaleb Stock, Kenric Rimoni,
Matt Chancey and more! It
will be cold so dress accord-

ingly! If you have any questions please email Jeigh
Billingy at jbillingy@southern.edu!
No Shave November:
Gentlemen it is the time of
year when we let our faces
go untamed, uninhibited
and untrimmed. November
is right around the corner
and this year there will be a
"No Shave November Contest" hosted by your Student Association. A board of
judges will hand out prizes
to winners at the end of the
month (farticipants will
also get some prizes). Come
by the SA office across from
KR's on Monday, Oct. 31 or
Tuesday, Nov. 1 with a clean
shaven face -to be entered
into the contest.
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racial llait reatute
Andy Glas

1. Facial Hair Inspiration:
I do it for those who can't grow a full beard, those who
are afflicted with ailments like "The Neck Beard" or
"The Joe Dirt," I do it for all the guys (and gals) out
there who, even with all their best efforts, a mustache
was all they could muster.. .I do it for the kids.

2. How long has it been growing?
This particular model has been taking shape since late
summer, with a trim from time to time to keep things
looking fresh.

3. Growing Technique:

I

ThhuJ' that ate lont•' than •id
Semeltet Bteak ~ ·
1 • Six-Day War (6 days)

2 •

Hanukkah (8 days)

3 •

Orange peel degradation
(two weeks)

4 •

Voyage of the Titanic
(4 days)

5 •

Record for time without sleep
(18 days)

I like to spend a lot of time outdoors, being bearded
helps enhance the man-nature interaction. I feel that my
beard reaches its fullest potential in the wild.

NCTV 3
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~~~;~~~i'~;~;~~~~~~~~~m experience an evening with JJ HeU~JRARY .
KEITH KING
Turn the radio on to any
Christian station and you have
a good probability of hearing
a simple female voice singing
heartfelt songs. The voice you
would be hearing is that of
singer and songwriter JJ Heller. On Oct. 28, that same voice
was heard echoing through the
lles P.E. Center.
JJ Heller and her husband,
Dave, wrote "Your Hands"
which spent 24 weeks on the
Billboard Christian charts. Mtertalkingwith students, Chaplain Brennon Kirstein decided
that Heller would be great for a
vespers performance.
"Every year I want to bring
in artists that students know,"
Kirstein said. Kirstein talked
to students in the Chaplain's
Office and polled many others
and one name stood out above
the rest. "JJ Heller's name
just kept coming up again and
again and again, and I'm like,
'We're going with JJ,"' Kirstein
said.
After the decision was made,
the Chaplain's Office was faced
with the task of getting Heller
to come. Jon Remitera, assistant chaplain, said the process was not as difficult as one
would think.

"Basically Chaplain Brennon gave her manager a call
and they set it up. It was a year
in adv.an~e- so it isn't difficult
at all as long as you book it in
advance. They already had the
contract written before the
school year even started," Remitera said.
The concert was not publically promoted because of the
free ticket price and limited
seating. The seating was first
come first serve, and by the
time the concert started at 8
p.m., every seat was filled.
Jana Miles, junior mass
communication major, said
she really liked the Iles' concert
set up.
"I was impressed with the arrangement because it felt like a
lot of people were there but no
one had a bad seat," Miles said.
· The evening began with a
short introduction by senior
mass communication and
graphic design major Aimee
Burchard. Burchard was one
of the first students to suggest
Heller to Kirstein and said she
was excited about the opportunity to introduce Heller to the
school.
"I really like JJ Heller, and
because every year we have
this concert we always bring
in male acoustic musicians, I
thought it would be good to

~~~~tn,em Adventist Umvers
37315

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

TJ Heller and her husband Dat•e inspir·e Southern students with some of her most recent songs and personal
stPI ·es ' . :.SJ!t s m Frida!i e• ling Oct. 2f-

change it up. I have been really
blessed by JJ Heller's music,"
Burchard said.
The concert ·kicked off with
Dave and JJ Heller breaking down all barriers between
them and the audience with
their playful banter and downto-earth stage personas.
"It felt like we were all just
chilling in their living room on
a Friday night," Miles said.
The duo sang for nearly two
hours with only a couple short

breaks to tell stories or jokes.
During one of the breaks, Matt
Brauer, another Christian artist, sang a few of his songs.
Heller closed out the show
with one of her most popular songs, "What Love Really
Means," and the two left the
stage to enthusiastic applause.
Immediately following the
concert, the Hellers sat in the
back of the gym for a meet and
greet.
Chaplain Kirstein is already

looking forward and has big
ideas for the future.
"I have just been thinking
wbat if we have a couple concerts a year? Having more variety for vespers, not so much
just a sermon each week but
mixing it up," Kirstein said.
If you would like to get involved with next year's concert,
visit the Chaplain's Office and
make your voice heard.

Showcase of service offers students networking opportunities
ANNA BARTLETI
SrAu..Wama

More than 6oo students ate
free food from China Rose and
Moe's Southwestern Grill, and
had the opportunity to interact with 18 non-profit organizations during the annual
Showcase of Service event on
Thursday, Oct. 27, in the Iles
P.E. center.
The purpose of the event was
for students to "find a service
opportunity that matched up

with their interests and their
passions," said staff sponsor
and Christian Service Program
Director Melissa Tortal. "It is
supposed to be a networking
event for' [students]."
Tortal said she has a friend
that ended up doing an internship and later being hired for
the organization as a result
of doing community service
through the Showcase of Service event.
"I believe that being involved
in community service creates a
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disposition toward being empathetic toward other's needs
and a work ethic that strives to
accomplish the work at hand to
the best of one's ability," said
event organizer and Student
Association Community Service Director Romaine Smith.
"These intangible dispositions
are what I believe will be the
greatest benefit toward a student's future career." Smith
said many students interacted
with the non-profit organizations, but he believes the rna-

Don't let
dating be a
lost
SEE NEWS PAGE 2

art.''

SEE OPINION PAGE 7

jority came for the free food.
"I came because I am interested in learning more ways
to get involved in the community," said sophomore English
major April Cook, "and because there was free Moe's, I
would walk across campus for
free Moe's."
"Honestly I just came for
the free food," said sophomore
pastoral care major Sarah
Dahlstrom who said she is already involved with several
community service ministries

as a result of previous showcase events.
"I'm just glad there are opportunities for my club to do
something immediately impactful on a first-person level,"
said Canvassers for Christ Club
President Richard Maskelony,
who came searching for service projects that related with
the ministry and passion of
his club. "Community service
helps remind us why we are
here and what we are studying
to do."
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Classic cars on display for 8th annual alu111ni car sho-w

Photo by Katie Frt-elan<

A/umnr and commumty members strol/througlz the parkrng lot of Wood Hall on Sunda11, Oct. 'IO at the annual cia~· car shoU'

LExi ALVIDREZ
STAFF WRITER

A bevy of classic cars on
campus would normally be
odd but not last Sunday.
Alumni rekindled old friendships in the midst of their im-

pressive vintage and modern
cars at Southern's 8th annual
alumni weekend car show.
From a 19SO Hudson Coupe
complete with a Betty Boop
air freshener, to a 1968 Kaiser Jeep, around so cars were
on display, all belonging to

alumni and people from the
community. 1981 graduate
and chair of the Technology
Department, Dale Walters decided to start a car show when
a member of the community
suggested the idea. The car
show held in Wood Hall's

parking lot, is open to anyone
and lasts around two or three
hours, Walters said.
"[The car show] is a connection to the community,
and every little bit we do
makes a difference," Walters
said. "People have the opportunity to vote for the best car
and enjoy the food sold by the
Blacksmith Club."
"It's fun to see people so
interested in cars on such
a beautiful day," said Jim
Ashlock. This 19S4 graduate stood in front of a yellow
1999 Ferrari he said he built
ground-up from original salvaged parts. Ashlock said he
enjoys restoring cars and has
been attending the car show
since its first year.
As the sounds of revving
engines filled the air, Henry
Lewis' vintage 1979 VW Bus
received a lot of publicity.
He found out about the car
show through Facebook and
thought it would be a gooa
idea to show off his beauty.
The restoration took him

around a year and a half after
buying the car off eBay.
People of all ages walked
down the line of cars, including Linda Case who got to ride
in Bud Platt's 193S Chrysler
Air Stream. Platt, accompanied by his wife and daughter,
brought five of his 11 Chryslers, one of which won "people's choice" in 2003, said his
wife, Barbara Platt.
"It's a good excuse to get
the cars out," Platt said.
Even students enjoyed
seeing what used to fill the
parking lots of Southern.
"My brother is a huge fan of
cars so it was a mandatory
requirement from him," said
Melissa Boyd, junior elementary education major.
Jaclyn
Cubero,
junior
health science major, said,
"It's so cool to see the difference between generations.
We think today that all their
cars are cool but to them,
they're just the cars they
drove to class everyday."

New library gallery celebrates photography
DAPHNE BASTIEN
SuFFWRnn

McKee Library welcomed
the work of adjunct professor
Billy Weeks and alumnus Garret Nudd with the opening of
two photo galleries last week.
The first gallery opening,
featuring the artwork of Billy

Weeks, adjunct photojournalism professor, was held
Wednesday, Oct. 26.
Nearly every seat on
Wednesday night's opening
was occupied. The lecture presentation was well received.
"I truly enjoyed the way he
caught human emotion on
film," said Tawanna How-
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ard, junior psychology major.
"After he told us a b~t about
himself I could better understand the images he chose to
capture."
Billy Weeks is an adjunct
professor in the School of
Journalism and Communication. His artwork was
showcased in McKee Library
following his first place win
in the 2011 Gordon Parks International · Photo Contest.
Weeks has been a finalist in
the contest for the previous
five years.
Alumni artists were also
present at the gallery openings. Of the exhibited artwork,
R. Lynn Sauls, class of 'sf> and
former professor and chair
of the School of Journalism
and Communication, was
showcased along with Jim
Closser,'79, and Merlin Whittenberg, '70, to name a few.
Garret Nudd, an alumnus
of Southern's 'oo graduating class, was the featured
photographer for this year's
alumni photography gallery

Photo byNathan Sturgess

Stephan Ruf introduce.? Billy Weeks, o well·known photo;ournolist Clnd adjunct profeSS{) I' who presented a gullery ~howing on Oct. 26, 2011 in the McKee library.

opening. The presentation was
held Friday morning, Oct. 28
in McKee Library.
"I have followed Garrett
Nudd for a while so when I
heard he was coming I put
other priorities aside to come,"
said Olivia Weber,junior communication studies major. "It
was very inspiring. I'm a photographer and [it] makes me
want to work harder at doing
more."
Three of Nudd's photo-

graphs are on display on the
first floor of the library, including a photograph called
"Still, in Love." Nudd is a wedding photographer that travels
all over the world.
"Weddings are a celebration that lay the foundation
on which family legacies are
built," Nudd said during his
presentation. "It's not [a picture of] the first man to walk
on the moon, but these images
are worth a thousand words."
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WSM_C celebrates SO years of serving the community
live in November 1961. With
its 10-watt power, the radio
signal only reached as far as
During Alumni Homecom- Signal Mou~tain . In 1967,
ing Weekend, WSMC, FM WSMC was granted a license
90.5, celebrated its soth year from the FCC to upgrade to
on-air.
8o,ooo watts, which enabled
Oct. 29, alumni connected the radio's signal to travel
·
to WSMC during their time farther.
at Southern and gathered
Jack Boyson, '67, was man~t the station's new studio
aging. tlie -:s tation when it was
on Industrial Drive for an . upgraded.
open house, the first of many
"We had to professionalize
events scheduled for the our staff," he said. "Before,
weekend. Other events listed the station barely reached
in the homecoming weekend the dorms, and now the staguide were a live taping held tion had a greater reach
in Ackerman Auditorium, that went beyond just Col-1
and the WSMC Hoedown legedale. WSMC became the
held Saturday evening.
voice of the university."
Preparations for WSMC's
In 1974, WSMC upgrad50 Years' Celebration were ed to 100,000 watts, which
stressful, said Jason Dede- gave the station its current
ker, a student announcer and ability to reach almost to Atthe station's music director. · lanta, said Scott Kornblum,
In the end, however, Dede- WSMC's director, at a recepker believed the staffs ef- tion on Oct. 28.
forts were worth it. "I hope
"Many have told us that
the alumni had a good time they became more familiar
reminiscing about their time with Southem because of
-at the station," he said.
WSMC, while at the same
According to WSMC's web- time Southern stands as a
site, the radio station went positive image for WSMC, "
AsHI.EE CHISM
STAFF WRITER

Photo by Stephen

~uf

Former student (mnouncer Ray .'>finner shares afwmy moment with former station manager Allen Steele at the W'SMC fjoth
reunion on Oct. 28, 2011. Steele helped the station go froni 10 to Bo,ooo watts.

Kornblum said.
"WSMC •
brings [the university] to the
table as a participant in community affairs."
The currerit dean of the
School of Journalism and
Commnication, Greg Rum-

sey, worked at WSMC while
he was a student at Southern
in the 1970s. The technology
has changed since he worked
at the station, he said, but
he agreed With other alumni
that his experience at the sta-

tion is what made his time at
Southern worthwhile.
"Next to finqing my wife,"
he said, "WSMC was the
greatest thin-g that happened
to me here at Southern."

Fall Festival P<?Stponed due to weather
-

~

ARLENY PoPOTEUR
STAEEWRUER

.

Bad weather led to the
postponement of Southern's
Fall Fest last Sunday. Kari
Shultz, director of student
life and actiVities, announced
Friday~
Du~ to rain, the grounds of
Hidd~n Hills Farm, the location of the event, would not
dry in time to allow hayrides,
fire pits, parking or set up,

said Student Association Social Vice President Janelle
Billingy.
Besides Southern Accent
tweets, Shultz sent a mass
email to students with news
of the cancellation. The email
informed stud~nts the festival was canceled due to rain
and reminded students to
follow university policies if
they chose to have their own
fall celebration.
However, in order to keep

, ,_Shultz
sent a mass
email to students with
news of the
cancellation.

''

Southern's Fall Festival .tra- . · dents to Veteran's Park.
··dition, the Student AssoBillingy encourages studation will be collaborating • dents to bring th~ir ID card
with SIFE to provide. several in order to get free tickets for
aspects of the festival, such food and games. Club booths
as President Bietz's fresh will be open from 4 to 6 p.m.
apple cider, at SIFE's "Movie and the movie will begin at 6
in the Park" event on ~unday p.m.
Nov. 6 at Veteran's Park.
Billingy said, "It will be an
Just like the traditional awesome night of food and
Fall Festival, transportation fun with SAU and the comwill be provided. Buses will munity."
start leaving from Wright
Hali at 3:45 p.in. to take stu-

If you're looking-for a place to stay,

ask for the South rn rate.

423-591-8500

-Q•SPRINGS
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Students experience a revolution during DEEP Sabbath
JANICE COSME

SuEF Wama

Stqdents were up before
the crack of dawn Saturday
morning, Oct. 29, waiting in
the cold to travel to Oakwood
University for DEEP Sabbath.
Southern, Oakwood and
Washington Adventist University students all united
for fellowship in worship and
outreach ministries on DEEP
Sabbath.
"It's a really inspiring idea
to bring Adventist churches
together, and that everyone
communes like family, which
is what it's all about," said
Danielle Camacho, a sophomore biology major from Oakwood.
Each semester, DEEP Sabbath is planned and hosted
by either Southern Adventist
University or Oakwood Unive!sity.
"It was such a blessing!" said
_Kenric Rimoni, SA Vice President. "It was beautiful to see
our sister schools, Oakwood
University and Washington
Adventist University."
This year the theme for
DEEP was Love Revolution.
The worship service focused
on this theme, and a representative from each school gave a
sermonette.
"The Love Revolution is ba-

sically redefining what love
really is," said Erica Singh, a
junior nursing major. "We forget that God is love and God

'

We forget that
God is love and
God loves everyone, despite
race, color,.
age, predicament, and as
His children,
we're supposed
to emulate that
same love to
each other.

''

loves everyone, despite race,
color, age, predicament, and
as His children, we're supposed to emulate that same
love to each other."

Jor·dyn Butts and Brooklyn Boulware participate in DJ:<-:EP Sabbath sert?.ce at Oakwood Umversity on Oct. 29.

Those who attended DEEP
were also given the opportunity to do outreach ministries
in the communities surrounding Oakwood. Students were
given the option to hand out
care packages to the homeless
or visit a nursing home.
"Outreach was a blessing!"
said Laurie Farreau, a sophomore biology major from
Oakwood. "We did what Jesus
did. Once we dwell in the Holy
Spirit, we can do wonderful
things to help people."

This was the first year Washington Adventist University
attended DEEP. Even though
WAU is about 700 miles from
Oakwood, WAU students traveled the long distance and
paid $6o for travel costs to
Huntsville, Ala.
"Even though it was a long
drive, it was worth it!" said
Blanca Saenz, a sophomore
nursing major from WAU.
"Because it's not the regular
Sabbath, you get deeper with
God and deeper with other

schools."
DEEP, originally known as
Diversity Education Exchange
Program, was a student exchange program involving
Southern and Oakwood students. Since this program .is
no longer running, DEEP Sabbath was created to take its
place.
"It's like a little taste ofheaven--every type of nationality
comes and reunites together,"
Farreau said. "We get to praise
and worship one God."

School of Nursing awards the first Alumnus of ~he Year in Florida Hospital
JoNATIIAN MrcEU

The School of Nursing
awarded Larry Bucher the
2011 Elvie SWinson Nursing
Alumnus of the Year Award.
This is the first time the award
has been given in the new
nursing building.
Larry Bucher was no-minated by his classmates from the
1971 nursing class. "Then we
affirmed that vote in a facility
meeting," said Barbra James,
dean of the School ofNursing.
"I kind of felt like I didn't deserve it any more than anyone
in the class; we all went some-

He is one of
the most kind
and
compas.
.
sionate people
I know, and
never hesitates
to express his
personal faith.

''

where and did something,"
said Larry Bucher, who is currently a nurse anesthetist. "I
was shocked. I knew someone
would get it, but I didn't suppose it would be me."
Even though Larry didn't
feel he deserved the award, his
class said they had a. good reason to nominate him.
"With his extended education, mission service, and
faithful career in the states
through the years as an anesthetist, he evidences his personal ambition and strong
desire to be of service in God's
gracious cause in our world,"
said Shirley Schneider, '71. "I

have always been impressed
with Larry's brilliance in
school and work, and the sincerity of his intention to make
a difference in.th~ world for
God and humanity."
Judy Bancroft, '71, nominated Larry "because of the kind
of person he is; he is diligent,
contentious, caring, smart,
committed, all around good
person."
After Larry Bucher graduated from Southern, he enrolled
in the School of Anesthesia at
the Ve~rans Affairs Hospital
in Des Moines, Iowa. Upon
graduation Larry, his wife and
two kids moved to Ile Ife, Ni-

geria to work at the Seventhday Adventist Mis~ion Hospital until May 1975.
Larry then worked from
1975 to 1990 as an anesthetist
in Marshalltown, Iowa. He retired in 2000 and is living in
Lincoln, Neb. to be closer to
his children.
Schneider said, "He is one
.of the most kind and compassionate people I know, and
never hesitates to express
his personal faith, and to be
an encouragement to those
around him. He is a great man
and a great alumni. We could
all wish to have accomplished
as much!"
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Rare October snowstorm
wreaks havoc in Northeast
WAYLAND, Mass. (AP)
Hundreds of thousands of
people across the Northeast
shivered at the prospect of
· days without heat or lights
after a freak October snow:
storm over the weekend, and
many towns postponed trickor-treating Monday in what
seemed like a mean Halloween prank to some children.
Families huddled under
blankets and winter coats at
home or waited out the crisis in shelters as utility crews
struggled to fix power lines
brought down by the storm.
Hundreds of schools closed,
giving youngsters one of the
earliest snow days on record.
"Such a small storm but
such a big disaster," said Marina Shen, who spent Sunday night with her husband
and dog at a middle school in
Wayland, a Boston suburb of
13,000 where half the homes

United Nations marks 7
billionth baby
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) - One
·south African mother, just 19,
named her newborn "Enough"
and shrugged off a nurse who
questioned whether she was
old enough to know how many
children she wanted.
In Nigeria, newborn twins
have to share a bassinet in a
crowded public hospital that
doesn't have enough electricity.
"Where there is life, there
is hope," their mother said.
But as the world's population
surpasses 7 billion, fears were
stirred anew about how the
planet will cope with the needs
of so many humans.
The United Nations marked
the miiestone Monday, even
though it is impossible to pinpoint the arrival of the globe's
7 billionth occupant because
millions of people are born
and die each day.
At Lagos Island Maternity
Hospital, the strain of caring
for a burgeoning population
was evident. The droning roar
of a generator could be heard
throughout one hot ward,
where it powered ceiling. fans
and incubators. While Nigeria
is oil-rich, it does not produce
nearly enough power for its
more than 160 million people.
Seun Dupe, a 32-year-old

Residents look at a transformer that lies in the middle ef Maple Ave. in
Newton, N.J. Monday Oct. 31, 2011. An unusual October snow storm this
past Saturday dumped up to 15 inches of snow in some area5 ofN.J. causing power outages across the state. (AP Photo/Rich Schl!ltz)

lost power. Just a few inches
fell in Wayland, and most of
it had melted by Monday, but
overnight temperatures fell
below freezing.
"The house is really, really
cold. You cannot do anything.
It's so dark, cold," Shen said.
"Here they give us a hot shower."
From Maryland to Maine,
high winds and wet, heavy

snow brought down trees,
branches and wires Saturday and Sunday. Snowfall
amounts ranged from less
than inch in some places to
32 inches in the small town of
Peru, Mass., in the Berkshire
Mountains.
The storm was blamed for at
least 21 deaths, including one
in Canada. Most were caused
by falling trees, traffic acci-

hairdresser who gave birth to
the twins on Oct. 23, remained ·
an optimist despite the staggering burden facing Africa's
most populous nation and
other developing countries.
Her babies spent Monday
squirming beneath a bundledup mosquito net. She has yet
to decide on their names.
Dupe was confident that
new lives will ensure Nigeria's
future as "a great nation."
Nigeria's megacity of Lagos
is expected someday to surpass Cairo as the continent's
most populous.
. U.N. Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon said the day was "not
about one newborn or even
one generation" but "about
our entire human family."
At a news conference in
New York, he noted "a world.
of contradictions" - famine in
the Horn of Africa, fighting in
Syria and elsewhere and widespread protests against economic inequality.
"Seven billion population is
a challenge," he said, and "at
the same time, an opportunity, depending upon how the
international community prepares for that challenge."
In South Africa, Nozipho
Goqo, an unemployed 19-yearold from Johannesburg, gave
birth Monday to a boy, her
first child. She gave him a Zulu
name - Gwakwanele - that

means "enough."
A nurse at Charlotte Maxeke, a sprawling teaching hospital that serves a large region
in and around the eity, teased
Goqo that she was too young
to know whether this would be
her last baby. Goqo smiled and
said she was sure.
Across the maternity ward,
Dora Monnagaratoe cuddled
her newborn son in a bed. The
40-year-old maid named her
fourth baby Tebogo, or "we
are thankful" in the Sotho language.
"It's three girls and one boy
now," said Monnagaratoe,
herself one of eight children.
"It's fine."
Demographers say it took
until 1804 for the world to
reach its first billion people
and a century more until it
hit 2 billion in 1927. Soon the
numbers began to cascade:
3 billion in 1959, 4 billion in
1974, 5 billion in 1987, 6 billion in 1998.
The U.N. estimates the
world population will reach
8 billion by 2025 and 10 billion by 2083. But the numbers
could vary widely, depending
on life expectancy, access to
birth control, infant mortality
. rates and other factors.
In Uttar Pradesh, India the most populous state in the.
world's second-most populous country - officials said

dents or electrocutions from
downed wires. Eight people
died in Pennsylvania alone.
More than 3 million homes
and businesses in the Northeast lost power at the height of
the storm. By Monday night,
that number was down to
about 2.2 million.
Some of the same areas were
hit hard by the rainy remnants of Hurricane Irene just
two months ago, but in many
pla£es the utility damage was
worse this time. The trees had
yet to lose their leaves and
captured all too much of the
snow.
"The leaves on the trees
have made whole trees and
huge branches come down
and taken down more wires,"
said New Jersey Gov. Chris
Christie. "It's a huge challenge
for. everybody."
With the temperature rising again, the storm's effects
will probably outlast the snow
itself.
Christie said he expected 95
percent of the 375,000 cus-

tomers in New Jersey without power to have it back by
Thursday, though he la}ew
that would be little comfort to
people shivering in the dark.
"I know if you are without
power today, Thursday seems
like a long time from now," he
said.
·
Companies brought in crews
from other states to help, but
with lights out and live wires
down all over the place, many
communities urged children
to skip trick-or-treating or at
least postpone it until later in
the week.
"I was upset because I really wanted to go trick-andtreating and get candy," said
12-year-old McKenzie Gallasso of South Windsor, Conn.,
who was deciding whether to
be a witch or a werewolf when
the phone rang with the bad
news that town officials were
advising families to call off
trick-or-treating. "This year
I'll have to eat candy from my
mom."

Nurses hold newborn babies in Sidon, Lebanon, Monday, Oct. 31, 2011.
As of Oct. 31, according to the U.N. Population Fund, there will be 7billion people sharing Earth's land and resources. (Af Photo/Mohammed
Zaatari)

they would appoint seven girls
born Monday to symbolize the
7billion.
India, which struggles with
a deeply held preference for
sons and a skewed sex ratio
because of millions of aborted
female fetuses, is using the day
to highlight that issue.
"It would be a fitting moment if the 7 billionth baby is
a girl born in rural India," said
Dr. Madhu Gupta, a gynecologist. "It would help in bringing
the global focus back on girls,
who are subject to inequality
and bias."
According to U.S. government estimates, India lias 893
girls for every 1,000 boys at
birth, compared with 955 girls
per 1,000 boys in the United

States.
Meanwhile, China, which
at 1.34 billion people is the
world's most populous nation,
said it would stand by its onechild policy, a set of restrictions launched three decades
ago limiting most urban families to one child and most rural families to two.
"Overpopulation remains
one of the major challenges
to social and economic development," Li Bin, director
of the State Population and
Family Planning Commission,
told the official Xinhua News
Agency. He said the population of China would hit 1.45
billion in 2020.
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What is life without helping others?
ELANI RicHARDs

"His parents aren't here
right now," I repeated after
him. "So NO one is going to
Editor's Note: Elani Rich- . go?" I asked unbelievingly.
ards was a student mission- Precious minutes had already
ary during the 2010-2011 passed. If that J:>oy had a head
school year. She worked at a injury, he needed help immeremote refugee camp in Thai- diately. The crowd of people
land where medical service just continued to stare.
was not readily available.
"Let's go!" I motioned to my
A woman's shrill scream neighbor. He handed his Karpierced the air, follo~ed by a en bag to his wife and I did the
splash. It was a Friday after- same. The crowd watched on
noon, and my neighbors and in a daze.
I were doing some last minWe slipped and slid our way
ute shopping in Mae Ramoo, . down the muddy embank- ..
Thailand before heading back ment. I reached the lad first.
to our village. A small crowd He had a glazed, almost lifestarted to gather across the less expression in his eyes. He
dirt street, and my neighbor . was covered in biting ants and
and · I slowly made our way he had a dreadful black eye.
over. We discovered a house
built over a reasonably steep
incline that descended into the
river. There was an open, wall-·
less section along the edge of
the embankment.
My neighbor, the wife,
called me to the house's edge.
Probably 15 feet down, among
the mud, trash and rocks,
was the limp form of a young
boy-perhaps 12 years old.
He lay motionless. ConsiderBut was he alive? I longed to
ing the way he landed, he had take vital signs, but I was losprobably fallen backward and ing my footing in the mud and
headfirst. I quickly overcame trash. The bank was too steep.
my shock and turned to my
We can't do anything here,
neighbor's husband.
I thought, and all the blood is
"Isn't anyone goin~ to go rushing to his head. We've got
down there?" I asked, using to get him up the bank! By this
limited Karen and hand mo- point, my neighbor's wife had·
tions. He began to ask around, arrived, followed by another
receiving responses like, "He's Karen man. One grabbed the
not my son," or "I don't want boy's hands. The other got
to go."
his feet. It was a slow, careHe soon returned. "The ful ascent up the rough..bank.
boy's mother and father aren't I could only pray that the boy
here," he said simply.
didn't have· spinal injuries as
CoNia•auroa

he dangled limply between the
two men. They passed the boy
over the edge of the bank, and
laid him on the street. ·
A large crowd quickly gathered. But once again, everyone
just stared. And stared. And
stared. The boy lay in the dirt,
covered in ·ants, being bitten
all over. No one lifted a finger.
I could see that he was breathing, but· very rapidly. Shock.
I thought to myself, he needs
serious help. He remained unconscious.
The people looked on. They
did nothing. I knelt down and
tried to knoek the ants off
of his legs, face and arms. I
racked my brain for anything
I had learned in my limited

' ' I s~e my children hurting,
la)ring ii?- the trash and mud of
this earth. They're in need of urgent spiritual care. And yet
so many just stare.

wof rhedk
0

t

Wee

training that would apply to
head injuries, but everything
seemed to end in "... and wait
for EMS to come" or "... and
call 911." I didn't have either
option. I felt helpless.
. I asked my neighbors "Is a
doctor coming?" but got responses like, "I don't know"
and "Maybe." I tried speaking
to the boy in Karen, but got no
response. He finally started to
move ever so slightly, but anything was encouraging.
Another lady tried speaking to him. He mumbled

i Ecclesiology:
i The study of the nature, con-

i

stitution and functions of the
:;: chureb. What is the chureb
~ meant to be doing? What
~should it look like? How

! sho~d .it behave? 'Ihere. are
~
~

bodies m the refuse. Christ's
body is made to move!

r-)

Contributed by Elani Richards

something, but his voice was
so faint. Finally, a large truck
pulled in, and someone explained the problem to the
driver. He just drove on.
My neighbors signaled to me
that they were ready to leave,
and we walked back toward
our motorbikes. The boy still
lay on the street. My neighbors insisted that we leave,
and I reluctantly followed. But
the whole drive back to my village, I was bitter. I kept asking
God, "Why? Why do I have to
see things like this? God, you
knew I would feel so helpless. And those people-they
just stared! They did nothing!
God, why do you let me see
this? I don't have the training
to help."
"I want you to get the training to help. And Elani, dori't
judge those people. You ARE
those people," God answered.
"What? God, me? I did all I
could. I at least tried to help."
"Yes, today, you~_(ijdjl}l you
could. But so often I look down
like you did from that house

today. I see my children hurting, laying in the trash and
mud of this earth. They're in
need of urgent spiritual care.
And yet so many just stare.
You see their needs. You see
their hurt, but you just stare.
You don't do anything. Elani,
I don't need people to mourn
the problems. I need people to
work."
It was a sober lesson. I
learned it the hard way, but
it's true. What is life if I'm not
helping people? God so often
stares down on his children's
pain. He sees their sorrow,
and yet his children do so little
to help each other. God was
right; I have been those people. I have all too often failed
to help when I saw needs. I
have seen pain, and turned
my face away. I will never turn
away again. I have been those
people,_but by God's power, I
pray I never will be again.

What is God really asking us to do, at the founda~on?
' - ' Love Him with everything, and love our neighbors. Luke
~~ 10:25-37 chronicles the parable of the Good Samaritan.
"Which of these three do you think was a neighbor to the
man who fell into the hands of robbers?"...Go and do like~ wise" (36, 37b). BASIC: Do something.
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Get~ing
JAIME JACOBSON
OPINION EQITQR

It's getting to be that time of
year again when all the political candidates start plastering
up signs with their names or
passing out bumper stickers. I
hope many of you have begun
youtubing and researching
what's going on in the governmental world, but for those of
you who haven't been caught
up yet, here's some quick
facts: there are approximately
10 candidates campaigning
for the Republican Party, one
woman, two African Americans, and the rest middle aged
white men. One candidate in
particular caught my eye and
that was Rick Santorum. Santorum is currently in the back

to know-the candidates

of the pack.
Santorum's campaign focuses heavily on social issues,
and while I feel like these issues should be on the back
burner consiaeri"Og our country's economic condition.
I'd put Rick Santorum a
little higher up on the· radar
and push some others a little
farther back.
Another candidate you
should check out is Herman
Cain; he's known for his 9-99 tax plan. Basically, it's a 9
percent business flat tax, 9
percent individual flat tax,
and a 9 percent national sales
tax. Its goal is to expand the
gross domestic product by
$2 trillion and create six million new jobs. Cain's plan is
pushing him to the front.

In this photo provided by CBS News, Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain appears on CBS's "Face the Nation" in Washington Sunday, Oct. 30, 2011 . (AP Photo/CBS News, Chris Usher)

Advice from a date disaster survivor
mer, so when he suggested we
"hang out with some friends
from camp or something,"
it sounded fun. Imagine my
He opens the rusted door surprise when he pulled up in
of his car for me and it al- front of the dorni and was the
most falls off its hinges. I can only one picking me up. He
respect a guy who drives a stammers something about
junker car proudly; it builds how it was nice to be able to
character. But when I look up take me out. My first and only
into his bright red face as he official date in college and I
starts apologizing, I know he didn't even know it was a date.
is not claiming it proudly. I reWhen we got to the restaualize that the chuckle I just let rant, his one-way conversation
out is making the- beginnings continues with only a pause to
of my first date more awkward order. He looks over the menu
each and every second. I feign and decides his dish. I have
a cough to stifle the remain- never been here before, so I
ders of my giggle, but after a look to him for help with my
few minutes-it emerges unbid- selection. As the waiter steps
den once agaln as a high pitch up to our table, Richard tells
squeal erupts from the innards me that the mango lassies are
ofhis car.
delicious and I should get one.
"It does this when it rains," i open my mouth to order, but
Richard* shouts, and then just as I do, Richard turns to
continues the conversation, the waiter and asks the price.
yelling over the hum.
He then raises his eyebrows
I'm normally not awkward and says we'll share one. He
when it comes to conversa- follows up with another questions, but this conversation tion, "Are seconds on bread
was beyond help. As Richard free or not?" Now it was my
pours over the details of his turn to raise my eyebrows. Recollege life, without a second ally? I thought. Why did you
for me to interject even a word ask me out if you don't have
of agreement, I find myself the money for it!?
After the waiter walks away,
thinking, what a way to start
off a first date.
Richard resumes the · conRichard and I had worked· versation, this time his topic
together at camp that sum- of choice is his debt. I begin
JESSICA WEAVER
CONQIRlnDR

squirming in my seat, feeling
guilty for ordering my mango
lassie. He's going on about
how he doesn't know how he's
going to pay for school, his car,
his loans ...

'

Don't let dating be a lost art.
There are simple
things that can
make an enjoyable evening
. memorable and
enjoyable.

Things are getting more and
more uncomfortable. I've only
said one sentence the whole
evening; Richard has filled the
rest of the time with his neverending, very serious conversation.
As the meal ends, the feelings of mango guilt have not
subsided. I feel like this guy
is going to have to go a week
without food because he sacrificed for my lassie. When the
waiter comes with the check, I
stealthily reach into my purse
and pull out a 10. I slip the
folded bill across the table and
cheerfully say "Dutch treat?"

He doesn't argue with me at that includes both people. Ask
about her. That is the reason
all and takes..the money.
Some simple advice:
for taking her out in the first
Sadly, this is the only offi- place. Ask creative questions
cial dating experience I've had that will really show you who
during the four years I've at- she is.
tended Southern. I appeal to
Don't let dating be a lost art.
you, gentlemen, to not let the There are simple things that
girls at Southern experience can make an evening memorable and enjoyable. College is
the same fate.
First of all, make sure the the perfect time for going out
girl knows beforehand that on dates and getting to know
she is going on a date. If she interesting people. Don't let
says no, she says no! There are these years slip away without
PLEN1Y of other fish in the taking advantage of that expesea. Feel free to make it casual rience. Make some moments,
if you want, but she needs to , but ones that she'll want to reknow what she's getting into.
member.
Second, lighten up! Some
*Name was changed
things are ok to laugh about.
Richard was thanking God for
the blessing of a car, but in
that instance I think he could
have assumed God had a sense More than 50 students were
of humor. Sometimes there is asked this question: Do you
no need to take life so seri- celebrate Halloween?
ously.
Third, never ask how much
the dish is that your date is
buying. If you aren't blessed
with an abundance of funds,
get creative. Make a homemade meal, take her to the
park for a snow cone, or go to
the cheap theatre. There are
plenty of ways that will sweep
her off her feet that won't
empty your wallet.
Last, make conversation

Poll of the week

52%

NO

48%

YES
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Splurging: How to stop the madness
SARAH CROWDER

On Friday I went shopping
at Hamilton Place Mall because of course that's where
every Southern student belongs on a Friday afternoon.
After close to four hours of intense retail therapy, I followed
my friend into Bakers, the last
store of our shopping excursion, and dragged my overstuffed shopping bags behind
me .. With my feet aching and
stomach growling, I had no
intention of buying anything
else, but instinctively walked
directly towards the clearance
rack. It couldn't hurt to just
look, after all.
Ugly, ugly, ugly, I thought
to myself, glancing over the
colorful array of last season's
remnants, some of which never should have been made in
the first place, let alone sold.
That's when I saw them: The
boots I needed. The perfect
pair that I immediately started
envisioning myself in, strolling
down the promenade, crispy
red leaves falling in slow motion around me.
I looked at the price - they
wouldn't break the bank, but I
could also buy at least a dozen
meals at Taco Bell with that
same money. Just as I started
questioning my priorities in
life, I was approached by the
very friendly and sale hungry
Bakers employee we'll call
Martha. Martha brought a
pair for me to try, and I slid
,
them right on. I looked at the

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

boots in the mirror a.nd began
that internal argument experienced before making any significant purchase.
Martha read me like an
open book.
"They look great," she
crooned. "And you know
what? We only have one pair
left in your size."
I gasped. Somehow Martha
knew. I couldn't pass up my
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to buy these boots. I swiped
my debit card to buy my new
boots and then' walked out,
bags in hand and smile on my
face.
It was somewhere between
the food court and the trunk
of the car that I realized what
had just happened. I spent almost half of my paycheck on
a few articles of clothing and
a pair of boots. Nicely played,
Martha. Nicely played.
For all of you who encounter the Marthas in the world
and resort to retail therapy
over nail biting or hair pulling
because of the late nights and

early mornings spent studying, there is hope. I spoke to
three Southern students who
have worked in retail to offer
us tips we can use to help us
leave the mall with our bank
accounts intact.
1. Decide what you want ·
to buy before you go- Take
a list of what you want to buy
and follow it. Tony Castillo,
senior animation major and
employee of PacSun Clothing,
said if someone doesn't know
what they want, it's easier to
convince them to buy more. "If
they like something, we suggest something else that could
go with it," Castillo said. "The
more stuff they buy, the better.
That's how we get our sales."
2. Take a set amount of
cash with you - Swiping
your credit card is such a fluid
natural movement, so easy
to do. Fight the urge to swipe
and carry cash instead. Decide
how much you can afford to
spend and take that amount
with you so you're not tempted
to spend more. It will be much
more difficult for anyone to
convince you to buy something once you've run out.
3· Beware of "special"
discounts - Kayce Foote, junior business administration
and public relations major
and former employee of .The
limited, remembers getting
sales by telling the customer
about special deals. If a certain amount of money has to
be spent in order to get the
discount, you could end up
spending much more than yop.

planned, all for the purpose of
"saving."
4· Keep your distance Studies have shown that when
appropriate touch is used,
a person can be more easily
persuaded to buy something.
Daphni Edwards, senior intercultural communications
and Spanish major, currently
works in the fragrance section
of Victoria Secret. Offeripg to
put lotion on the customers
hands or to spray the perfume
on them is encouraged, Edwards said. Unless you were
already planning on buying it,
the next time you are offered
a scenty spritz, just keep on
walking.
5· Try it before you buy
it - Especially when something is on sale, customers
may just buy impulsively. Trying something on will guarantee that you really like what
you are paying for. "I encourage people to try something
on - even if it is a good deal,"
Foote said. "Make sure you really want it and like it."
Whether you're buying
shoes, sporting goods, or
stuffed animals, the most important thing is to know your
limits and spend responsibly. It's okay to occasionally
splurge on those boots you
love, but when you know you
shouldn't, remember the tips
listed above and practice the
following phrase repeatedly
as you walk through the mall:
"No thank you, Martha."

Upcoming
Events
•••••••••••••••
13th Annual Hamilton
Place Holiday Parade.
Thursday, Nov. 3, 6:30 p.m.
This parade marks the official
start of the holiday season at
Hamilton Place and Santa's
arrival to the mall.
CSO Masterworks:
Beethoven 5· ThursdayFriday, Nov. 3, 8 p.m. Join
maestra Kayoko Dan for an·
evening of Bach, Mozart and
Ludwig's Fifth Symphony
at the Tivoli Theatre. Call
423.267.8583 for more information.
"Tartuffee" at Lee University. Nov. 5, 7:30p.m.
The Lee University Theatre
Program will present the
fall production of Tartuffe,
a comedy set in the realm of
17th century Parisian high society during the reign of King
Louis XN by the playwright
Moliere. Tickets are $10. For
more information visit www.
leeuniversity.edu/theatre.
Chattanooga Market.
Sunday, Nov. 6, 11 a.m.-4
p.m. Come check out the local
vendors participating in the
10th year anniversary of this
open-air market. Attractions
include fresh bread, produce,
live music and work by artists.

The top 10 ... Candies that ruined Halloween
EMILY BANKS
LtEESXY' ES

Eono•

Tootsie Rolls - I don't
care when you buy them, they
always taste at least a year old.
And the side effects of immobilizing your jaw for the next
24 hours aren't worth it.
9· Smarties - Since when
is chalk considered edible,
much less candy?
8. Necco Wafers - Once
again ... chalk.
7. Chocolate Coins 10.

Wrapping five-year-old chocolate in aluminum foil and
calling it money isn't fooling
anyone. Actual money might
taste better.
6. Double Bubble Gum Tastes great for 30 SECONDS.
5· Jawbreakers - Not
ev~n the name sounds appealing.
4· Good & Plenty - It
looks all nice and yummy -until you shove a handful in your
mouth and realize its LICORICE. And no one under the

age of So likes the taste oflicorice ... no one.
3· Candy Jewelry- This
is definitely not Southern approved candy and should under NO circumstances be worn
to class.
2. Whatever Those Orange and Black Things are
Called - If you don't know
·what it is, you shouldn't eat it.
Enough said.
1. Anything that isn't
Candy aka Toothbrushes,
Apples, Pennies, etc... -

We get it,-you're trying to be
healthy or cheap or whatever,
but it's Halloween for crying
out loud-is a Twix too much

to ask for?
Original list from www.toptenz.net.

Quote of the "Week
"Character is much easier kept than
recovered."
-Thom~s Paine
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Talking with Chuck: Tossing touchdowns with Janice

CHARLES CAMMACK
SPDRTS EDITOR

SAU Athlete of the
Week: Janice Cosme, sophomore public relations and
business major
Chuck: I know you are the
quarterback for End Zone

Divas and you all are the
reigning Ladies' Division B
champs. How was that experience last year?
Janice: It was my first .
championship ever at ·southern. Getting · the win at the
Ladies' Division · B Championship was one of the happiest moments of my life. Coming into the game we were
both undefeated. The score
was tied, with 20 seconds left
and we had the ball. The ball
was hiked to me and immediately the rusher almost gets
to me and at the last possible
second I throw it and the ball
went right over the receivers
hands and we won. We really
played together as a team and
it is a moment I will never

Perfect your performance
CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS EDITOR

Most people are- quite
aware of Southern's Hulsey
~llness Center and the
award-winning wellness programs that accompanies it,
but there is another integral
part of the facility that is not
as well known.
The Human Performance
Lab used to be a small closet
with a few testing machines,_
but now it has its own space.
It is located on the second
floor of.the Wellness Center,
right beside the track, and
now features state-of-the-art
testing equipment, some of
which is worth over $so,ooo.
The lab is a free resource
for students, allowing them
to take different tests to better prepare for exercise and
an overall healthy lifestyle.
Max V02 Test - it can be
done on either a bike or the
treadmill. This test calculates
the amount of oxygen tissue
one's body can process per
unit of time.
Resting Metabolic Test
- it can only be taken in the

morning. This test tells you
what percentage rate of fats
and carbohydrates you are
burning at rest and how
much of each you are burning.
Residual Volum.e - this
test displays the amount of
air left in the lungs after fully
exhaling.
Hydrostatic Weighing
- this is a body composition
test.
Lactate Threshold Test
- it helps a marathon/triathlon/
endurance race athlete determine
what their race rate should be.
"The lab is really a great way
for students to learn about
their bodies, how to alter their
diet, how to exercise efficiently,
and gives added motivation
to live healthier," said Harold
. Mayer, professor in the School
of P.E., Health and Wellness.
The lab is open Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
from s-8 a.m., Tuesdays
from 3-5 p.m., and Wednesdays from 1-4 p.m., but you
can also call423.236.2851 to
schedule an appointment.

fo~get.

much covered all sports at to one team, even though it
some point during the year. was twice and it was October,
Overall I really do like foot- Crush, the reigning Ladies'
ball because there is nothing Division A champions.
Chuck: What is it that
like the feeling of completing
makes intramurals so much
a pass to your receiver.
Chuck: Did you play fun for you?
Janice: For me football
sports in high school?
. Janice: Yes, I played vol- was an answer to prayer beleyball, soccer and basket- . cause I had asked God to help
ball. In fact, my senior year me make friends and it wasn't
I won "Athlete of the Year." until I joined the football team
I was the only student that last year that I really made lasting friendships. One of the best
played every sport.
Chuck: How is your foot= things about Southern intramurals is that we are all playball season going so far?
Janice: It;s going pretty ing the sports, there is more
well. It's a lot different be- than one team to cheer for. It
cause we are a lot more or- really brings people together
ganized and we moved up to on a whole different level and
Ladies' Division A, which is it truly helps to build relationmore intense. We've only lost ships that will last forever.

Chuck: Had you played
flag football before you came
to Southern?
Janice: I had never really
played legit, organized flag
football before last year.
Chuck: Had you played
quarterback before?
Janice: I used to play
quarterback when I was in
middle school, · mainly because my idol was John Elway. I definitely owe all my
quarterback skills to him.
Chuck: What was your favorite sport to play when you
were growing up?
Janice: It varied, but I
like all sports. In our middle school we went through
sports phases, which pretty

Behind the name: Intramural flag football teams
CHARLES CAMMACK
§poRTS EDITOR

Smash and
Dash - Men's DiVISion B South:
"Quite a kw players on my
1.

team are from Carolina
and all of them follow the
Carolina Panthers and their
two running backs Deangelo Williams and Jonathon Stewart who together
have been nicknamed ·
'SmashandDash' so we
took their name for our
team," said Ross Knight,
captain ofSmash and Dash.

the name. She then
suggested we be ChicaBoom, or something
along those lines. I
mentioned we make it
ChicaBoom and use the
play on words (chica
meaning girl). We all
loved it and it became
the team name," said
Julia Bonney, captain
of ChicaBooms.

excellent example of
alliteration which refers
to the repetition of a
particular sound in the .
first syllables of a series
of words and/ or phrases. We thought that
would add a nice Academia flair to represent
our team of intense,
elusive, and educated
football players," said
James Shoemaker, captain of Rabbid Rabbits.

3·
Rabbid Rabbits - Men's Division B North: "My 4·
TMNT2.0
friend Ryan Paradis
-Ladies' Divi2.
ChicaBooms and I came up with the sion A: "I got the
- Ladies' Diviname Rabid Rabbits
name TMNI' 2.0 from my;
sion B South :
because we were think- brother, Brent Forrest.

"My roommate suggested that we have a
name with boom in it
as her boyfriend was
captain of the Boom
Sticks softball team
and we had all loved

ing that we wanted to
be-ferocious. Now the
rabbit name on the end
there really represents
how quick we are on
· the field. Finally, Rabid Rabbits is a really

His football team here
was TMNI'. Therefore,
my team is 2.0, the better
version! Just trying to live
up the legacy!" said
Kristin Forrest, captain
ofTMNT2.0.

•
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Thursday, Nov. 3
11 a.m .• Student Missions
Convocation, Elani Richards, Marianne Nafie,
Jennison Nafie (Church)
Last day to drop a class and
automatically receive a
"W"
Wind Symphony Tour (Nov.
3-6)
3:30 p.m. Dean/Chairs Advisory
5 p.m. Floor hockey team
meeting (Hulsey)
7:30 p.m. Student Missions
Convocation (Thatcher)
Friday, Nov. 4
Payday
Withdrawals through Dec. 2
receive a "W" or "WF"
8 p.m. Vespers, Student Missions, Nate Dubbs (Church)
':""'
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.... ~....,-r~~

.......:...-...J~-

•• ~~

~

Take a Hike or a run or
a bike on the new Biology
Tqtil system! You won't get
lost because we have 16 new
signs posted at major junctions. Enjoy!
Thanksgiving Day Dinner-Staying for break?
Don't miss out on a FREE
Thanksgiving Dinner in the
Presidential Banquet Room
at 3 p.m. Thanksgiving
Day! I{ you want to come,
please c:ontact Kari Shultz
(kshultz@southern.edu) by
noon on Nov. 21.
~

·-:

<

•

•

"

:. ..

8:30 p.m. Star watch (Hickman Parking Lot)
6:44p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Nov. 5
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School (Thatcher
South, White Oak Room)
9:30 a.m. Pure Vida Sabbath
School (Talge Chapel)
9:45a.m. Can We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rm 105)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (TBA)
10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)

•
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Fall Fest & Movie in the
Park! Because of the cancelations last Sunday, these
two events have been combined and will be held Sunday, Nov. 6 at Veterans Park
in Collegedale. Booths will
be opening at 4 p.m. until 8
p.m. and the movie starts at
6 p.m. There will be transportation running every 15
minutes from Wright Hall
starting at 3:45 p.m. until
6pm. Students get 10 free
tickets with Southern Student ID!! BRING CASH for
purchase of extra tickets.
Also bring chairs and blankets to watch the movie!
Brought to you by Student
Association and SIFE.

Nov.3Nov. 4 - Bradly Bennison, Brianna Taylor, Danielle Suansing,
Dany Drapi7a, Isaac H~ ·
Janet Gray, .Kristiana Wrate, Jackelline Fuentes, Ryan Ernst, Sam

Knight, Samantha Salyers, Steven
Stocl<il, 1j Jansen
Nov. 5 - A1isa Luby, Andres
Ochoa ,Dalin Williams, David
George, Donna Rooebeny, Emily Taylor, Jeffrey Futcher, Kevon
Nicholson, Uane de Soma, Moses
Romero, N:tcholas Scheuermann,
Rebecca . Dahlberg, Sebastian
Mayer, T. Dane Haming, Thnothy
Feig
Nov. 6- Anastasia Oliver, Astrid
Cbnibear, Chris Ramos, Dexter
Cash, Emily Moses, Gabriel Parra,
Joel ~Jonathan Cbrbett,
Usa Becker, Nrthya Thomas, Philip Van Arsdale, Rebecca Gates,
Sara Mirucki, Sarah Parle
Nov. 7- Alexi Bellchambers,
Alison Wehunt, Jonathan Abrahams, Laurence Oayton, Marcy
Moore, Michael Weis, Soott Kl:r
rnblum
Nov. 8 - Alex Beltran, Braden
Way, Ccystal Case, MaJ:velle Davis,
Yolanda.Abril-Ocsai
Nov. 9- Adam Brown, Bany
Gadd, Cluisten Case, Hannah
Freire, Jenna Dedeker, Jonathan
Blackburn, Jonathan Sanclle!4
Lauren Covey, Matt Burt, Stefani
Oouzet, Stephen Majo~ Steven
Sinclair, Travis WIChman

10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath School (Hulsey Wellness Center)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Ken Norton (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
1:30-5 p.m. Cave Open (Student Park)
2-5 p.m. Student Missions
Expo (Student Center)
6:30 p.m. E~ensong Master
Choral (Church)
6:45 p.m. 3 on 3 Basketball
Tournament (Iles)
Sunday, Nov. 6
2 a.m. Daylight Savings
Time Ends, set clocks back
one hour
SAT exams, Lynn Wood

6 p.m. Fall Festival & SIFE
Movie in the Park!.
3:45-6 p.m. Free transportation
4-6 p.m. Food/ActivityBooths open
Monday, Nov. 7
Student Wellness Week
(Nov. 7-12)
Last day to order December
graduation regalia online
www.cbgrad.com
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
council
Tuesday, Nov. 8
Online Winter Registration
for Returning Seniors >93 .
hours (Nov. 8-9)
12 p.m. Dean's Luncheon
(Presidential
Banquet
Room)
VVednesday,Nov.9
Non-refundable
Commit-

November 3, 2011

ment Housing Deposit of
$250 due for New/Transfer students for Winter
2012
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship (Thatcher)
Thursday, Nov. 10
1.1 a.m. Student Wellness
Convocation, Saul Raisin
(Church)
Online Winter Registration
for Returning Juniors >54
hours & seniors (Nov. 1011)
Preview Southern 102 (Nov.
10-11)
7 p.m. Modern Languages
Film Series (Miller 201)
7:30 p.m. Saul Raisin, Convocation (Thatcher)
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1. Facial Hair InspiratiOn:

My Uncle Ralph. He was like a father tiaure te 1e growa~g
up; and he always had a lecit: bear-d of some sort and the
tbiDg I lbved about it most was that it was always white; as
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Fall_Festival and
. Movie in the Park attract collliTiunity
.

ARLEN¥ PoPOTEUR
SJAu WRITER

After both the Student Association Fall Festival and
SIFE's Movie in the Park were
cancelled due to rain, the two
events were combined into
one event on Sunday, Nov. 6
at .Veterans Memorial Park in
Collegedale.
Combining both · events
brought a more diverse crowd
of both students from Southern and people from the community, filling up the park
from one end to the other.

It has been
•
amazing.
Live music,
creative
booths·,
homemade
food and cider are the
best. ' '
"I am excited it is still early
and we have a lot of students
and community members. It's
great turnout," said Christina Whary, SIFE president.
Student Association provided bus rides for students
to and from the park. Collegedale Police assisted with traffic at the Fall Festival.
Although community members and students parked in
the different plazas around
the park, there was no clear
designated parking area.
"They should have had

a

~

an exact area designated to
parking. I was very confused
on whe_!e _to_go,~ said Amalia
Abarca, junior nursing major.
Students who brought their
ID cards received tickets and
additional tickets could be
purchased for so cents each.
Tickets were also available to
community members for the
same price.
Students used the tickets
to buy pizza, soda, donuts
and brigadeiro, a traditional
Brazilian dessert, as well as
participating in activities including "getting. married,"
caricatures, candy pong and
song delivery, win a date with
a doctor and many others.
"This has been a successful
booth [candy pong and song
delivery], the candy pong is
addicting and the songs a:re
what bring the people in," said
Garrison Hayes, Black Christian Union president.
When asked about the
amount of money that was
raised by the clubs, SA Social
Vice President Janelle Billingy
did not feel comfortable releasing that information.
While students browsed
around the booths, Kaleb
Stock Band played music until
the movie "Up" began.
"It has been amazing. Live
music, creative booths, homemade food and cid~r are the
best," said Sara Uribe, junior
nursing major.
While not having SA Fall
Festival at the Hidden Hills
Farm eliminated attractions
like the bonfires and hayride,
collaborating with SIFE added
the movie, gave more spa~e
for clubs to expand in their activities and allowed the event
to be held closer to Southern.
"Shout out to SIFE for combining Fall Festival with Movie in the Park," Billingy said.
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Student and professor partner to create business
plus people like cash. It's a
win-win situation," Willes
said.

LAUREN SWAF.FORD

A sprouting entrepreneur
from Southern Adventist University has created a smart
phone application that will
pay users to text message.
Zach Goldstein, senior
animation major, asked Ken
Willes, associate professor in
the School of Visual Art and
Design, to partner with him in
the business venture.
Named Rocket Link Mobile, the rising business will
attach short advertisements
of 55 text-only characters to
the end of text messages. Every message sent will generate
revenue for the sender. With
coupons being offered through
the advertisements, such as 20
percent off at Taco Bell, thereceiver of the message will also
benefit from the app.
"We're helping people out.
People like to text message,

People
like to text
message,
plus people like
cash. It's
•
•
a Win-Win
situation. ' '
ccording to a recent report
released by the Pew Research
Center, Americans between

the ages of 18-24 send an average of 3,200 texts a month.
Goldstein said that those
who use the application will
earn 2 cents for every text they
send. However, both Goldstein and Willes hope to increase the consumers' profit
by offering bonuses through
other methods.
Currently, Rocket Link is
in pre-launch pPOduction and
is allowing interested users
to sign up on a waiting list
at
RocketLinkMobile.com.
Those who sign up will have a
chance to help test the product
while acquiring commission.
The top individuals to recommend this site will be placed in
a drawing to win a free iPad 2.
To ensure that its ·users
will not abuse Rocket Link
Mobile, Goldstein and Willes
are creating preventive features. Those who download
the app must comply with a
user agreement, stating that

Portrait of Rod~t link Mobile founders Zach Goldstein and Ken Willes, contributed by
Roe Link Mrbi e.

Rocket Link Mobile has the
right to remove them from the
program if it appears they are
abusing the system. Advertisers will be able to choose how
many times the same person
will receive their ads. Also, the
recipients will have the priority to opt in to receiving texts
with advertisements, and may
opt out at any time.
"There's always going to

be the people who don't like
this... I'm sure some people
may be annoyed by it," Goldstein said. "But we're going to
try to make Rocket Link as unobtrusive as possible, and enjoyable for both parties."
As an official LLC Corporation in the state of Tennessee,
Rocket Link hopes to have the
app np and running by spring
of2012.

Why Twitter won't steal my tweets
ANDREW GARCILAZO
MANAGING

Eono•

Believe it or not, a lot of
work goes into the·Accen.t. We
write, we edit, we lay everything out and then edit some
more. Most Tuesday nights
we're up past midnight feverishly putting the final touches
on the week's paper.

We talk about a lot of different things during that process,
but one thing I always like to
bring the conversation back to
is Twitter.
How much time have you
spent browsing through Facebook today? How about Twitter? Google+? I know I spend
at least a couple hours every day on Facebook alone. I

outhmt
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shudder to think what my life
would be like if I had a Twitter
account.
It's no secret that social networking has become extremely popular over the past few
years. According to Facebook,
the site boasts more than Boo
million active users. Another
100 million more use Twitter.
When I read those numbers
I can't help but think of all the
wasted time that could have
been spent on more productive activities. Would there be
a Bill Gates if Twitter or Facebook had existed in the 1980s?
Would we have ever heard of
Steve Jobs?
In 2010, the University of
Maryland conducted a research that found that most
college students are addicted
to social media. In addition,
they found that students abstaining fr<?m social media
reported symptoms consistent with the symptoms found
in those who are addicted to
drugs and alcohol.
It's no secret to those in the
Accent office that I don't have

Would
there be a
·Bill Gates
if Twitter
or Face-

a Twitter. You can't follow me
@ such and such, you won't
see me tweeting about what I
just ate for lunch and you definitely won't see me live tweeting convocation. I don't have a
Twitter, and although some of
the things you can do on Twitter look fun, I don't think I11
be signing up for an account
anytime soon.
I have my priorities straight.
At least I think I do. Then
again, I did just spend the past
hour on Facebook trying to decide what I was going to write
this column on ...

book had
existed
in the

1980s?
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Occupy Chattanooga protesters move to City Hall
JAROD
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Many members of the Occupy Chattanooga protest
have slept outdoors for nights
in a row despite the cold and
rain. When told they couldn't
occupy Ross's Landing after
10:30 p.m., protesters lined
up their sleeping bags on the
sidewalk alongside Lindsay
St., the location of Chattanooga City Hall.
But instead of being greeted
with resistance, the protesters are noticing the opposite:
guarantees of arrest went unfulfilled, government officials
have been friendly and counter-protesters have been few.
With little resistance, Chattanooga Occupiers are learning to find their voice.
Sam and Debbie McKinney
have been together for almost
13 years. Debbie drives a motorized wheelchair that carries

her oxygen tank as she fights
COPD. She went on disability three years ago at age 59,
forcing her to retire from her
work at a pharmacy. Sam is

unemployed, whose only luck
so far has been a guarantee of
part-time seasonal work for
the Chattanooga Lookouts.
The couple says they get by on
her disability payment alone.
When Acce~t reporters talked
to the couple last Friday, they
had been coming to Occupy
Chattanooga every day.
"I would love to stay to
sleep with them but I can't,"
Debbie said.
She holds two signs that
are written on front and back,
targeting groups of employees from different specific
companies as part of the "99
percent." Every few minutes
a nearby driver honks in support.
So, what brings "occupiers"
together day after day?
Sam McKinney said it's
frustration with a broken system.
"It's a case where trickle
down has never worked,"
McKinney said, referring to
the economic theory that tax
breaks for corporations and
the wealthy help stimulate
the economy and provide

jobs. "They say that the very
bottom's going get something
too. Logically, it. just won't
happen."
Hope Alexander, one of Occupy Chattanooga's organizers, sees the apparent lack of
a unity in the Occupy movement as an advantage.

mom was one of two protesters who slept on the lawn at
city hall last week, violating
curfew rules. The two were
not arrested.
Davis said that Chattanooga police often stop by and
ask protesters if they need
anything. Unlike other cities,

Photo by Katie freeland
Debbie McKinney holds up a sign at the corner ofLindsay St. and E 10th St. at "the
OcC1lpy Chattanooga protests on Friday, Oct. 4, 2011.

"You're standing next tQ a
Tea Partier or a Republican
or a Democrat or a Socialist,"
she said. "There is no dogma
that exists in so many other
movements."
On Friday, Heidi Davis had
been camping out the longest.
The 29-year-old stay at home

Chattanooga police and protesters have been peaceful so
far.
The Chattanooga group
feeds homeless people, Davis
adds, referencing rumors that
some Occupy movements had
turned the homeless away.
"They are the 99 percent

and they have the right to be
here," Davis said.
In fact, several protesters
mentioned homelessness as
a special problem for Chattanooga. Occupier Larry Simpson used to be homeless, even
while employed.
The 51-year-old explained
his reason for prot~sting: "I
think the health care is not
fair for a "lot of people."
As for others' reasons for
occupying, Heidi Davis "said
that motivations differ.
Davis and other protesters
repeatedly mentioned being
angry at corporate money
flowing into government.
"Money is not getting to the
families," she said. "When we
take care of each other, we
take care of ourselves."
But they never go hungry.
One stranger dropped off 19
loaves of bread. A local business owner invited the group
inside for coffee. Occupy Chicago protesters even bought
the group pizza last week in a
display of solidarity.

Two No Shave NoVember contests ori campus
SUZANNE OCSAI
CONJK!BliJDR

As the cold winds have begun to blow and leaves begun
to fall, the men on Southern's
campus have begun to drop
their razors in favor of the
"scruff." No Shave November
has arrived and with it manlier men, according to those
growing beards at least.
The history of No Shave
November seems to be unclear and often confused with
Movember, which is when
men take the month of November to grow moustaches
in promotion of men's health,
specifically, prostate cancer.
No Shave November is
more relaxed and non-restrictive in the type of facial hair
one chooses to grow-except
that they are not allowed to
shave any part of their face,

according to the Washington
Post's article by Maura Judkis
titled No Shave November,
or Movember: The art of the
moustache.
This yeru: at Southern there
are two simultaneous No
Shave November contests going on, one in Talge and one
sponsored by the Student Association. The one in Talge
•Hall is part of the recent Clash
of the Titans contests going
on throughout the dorm in
which each hall competes
against other halls for prizes.
The one through the Student Association will end
with a "Facial Hair Finale"
in the cafeteria at the end of
November. Each guy who had
his picture taken at the beginning of the month in the SA
office will be eligible to win,
however, everyone who entered will receive a prize, ac-

cording to Alec Jackson, SA
president and mastermind
behind the SA No Shave November contest.
"Last year I came to Southern and No Shave November
was the thing," Jackson said.
"I was like, WHAT?! Yo, why
aren't we getting on that for
SA?"
He felt that the facial hairgrowing month was widely
known enough to make an
event out of it and get guys
united in the effort.
For both contests the contestants were required to
shave first in order to track
beard growth. However this
may have cut down on "official" participation for thQse
guys who already had cultivated beards over the past few
months.
"This is the first time I've
been clean shaven in a long

time," said Benjamin Lowery,
freshman general studies major. "It's really weird."
The beards will be judged
based on connectivity, fullness, and length. There will
be four judges who will compare the end results with the
starting pictures.
Jeena Foronda, junior
international studies and
chemistry major, has mixed
feelings about the contests
going on between the guys.
She sees it as a great way for
them to have some competition and feel manly with their
new facial hair, but she's also
thinking about the guys who
can't really participate.
"Some guys would feel sad
and emasculated because
they can't grow beards," she
said. "They g? the end of the
month and they see all the
participants with these huge

grizzly beards and they have
these two hairs. Just because
you can't grow beards doesn't
mean you're not a man."
Jon Remitera, assistant
chaplain, is a firm believer
that facial hair does not make
one manlier. But perhaps
that's because he's 'looking
at the deeper meaning of the
word.
"In the shallow sense, yes
it makes a man look manlier," said Tyler Fishell, senior
graphic design major, who often grows facial hair. "But for
a deeper sense of the meaning, manliness is domg the
right thing, going against the
grain, providing for your family if you have one," standing
up for the truth. Facial hair
js just facial. It's not inside of
you-not part of the heart."
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Photo by Katie Freeland
Debbie McKinney holds up a sign at the comer of Lindsay St. and E 10th St. at lite
Ck'C'tlpy Chattannogn >rvlests on l"riday, Oct 4, 20H.
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Caviness reads Bible in Esperanto
HANNAH ScHAEFER
STAFF WR!TFR

Ken Caviness, professor
in the Physics Department,
has applied his gift of learning languages to spread the
gospel. Caviness is recording
the Bible in the "planned lanquage" Esperanto.
This language sounds foreign to most people, bu~
speakers have been steadily
increasing since its creation
in 1887 by L.L. Zamenhof.
Today, it is estimated that
approximately 1.6 million
people speak Esperanto
around the world.
In addition to English,

Caviness speaks fluent German, French and Russian.
"I learned Esperanto for
fun, but was surprised at how
easy it was, so I just kept using it," he said.
Esperanto is estimated to
be four to 10 times easier
than natural languages; this
is possible because of its simple grammar, easy spelling
and pronunciation. In English, the exact pronunciation
of a vowel depends on its surrounding letters, whereas Esperanto uses only one sound
for each letter.
According .to the official
website, Zamenhofs main
purpose for creating Es-

peranto was never meant
to replace anyone's native
language, but to foster harmony between people from
different countries. Zamenhof said that "the diversity
of languages is the first or
at least the most influential
basis for separation in the
human family into groups of
enemies."
Ron Miller, systems · administrator for McKee Library, believes that Esperanto is the ideal international
language and started taking
online lessons last year.
"I believe Esperanto will
appeal to anyone who has
ever become exasperated

over the inconsistent ways
different letters are pronounced and grammar rules
that have many exceptions,"
Miller said.
"I found that I could talk
and understand what people
said to me," Caviness said after one visit to an Esperanto
Club. Caviness appreciates
Esperanto because people of
all backgrounds can take part
after only a small amount of
study. In order to practice
the new language, Caviness
began reading the Bible in
Esperanto for his devotions.
In January, a friend suggested that Caviness make an
audioblog site to record his

readings. Intrigued, Caviness
put his files on an Audioboo
website,
http:/ /audioboo.
fm/keneto, and publisized
the idea, ipviting others to
'Legu kun nil' or 'read with
us.'
"There are now 13 of us
who are reading and posting
files, and we've now read 28
percent of the Bible."
No one knows for certain
the future of Esperanto -or·
how planned languages will
prosper globally. Caviness
said, "To me, this is a great
Christian community service
project, and I'm glad to be a
part of it."

Upper Stateside Apartments scheduled to be repurposed and remodeled
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Rendering of future pains for the stateside apartments.
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The plan to remodel Upper
Stateside Ap~ents is underway after being approved
by the Board of Trustees in
October. The apartments on
University Drive have been
targeted for renovations in
order to help handle the projected growth in enrollment
for Fall 2012.
Last year the influx was absorbed by the two new Southern Village apartments, Birch
and Cedar. Tom Verrill, senior
vice president of Financial Ad-

ministration explained that
no more apartments will be
added to Southern Village so
other housing options had to
be explored.
"It became evident with the
increase in students this year
that we would have to find a
quick solution," Verrill said.
That solution was found
with the three Upper Stateside Apartments-Kentucky,
Mississippi and Tennessee.
The plan was proposed to the
Board of Trustees in September, by Verrill and his team.
The Virginia Apartments were
successfully updated last sum-

mer so the administration
seemed confident about renovating three more stateside
apartment buildings.
In his blog, President <;;ordon Bietz wrote, "We plan to
convert those· apartments to
apartments for juniors and
seniors. After seeing how
great the Virginia Apartments
turned out after renovation, I
am confident that the Upper
St_ateside Apartments will be
an attractive housing option
for our upper division students." ·
After approval in October,
the· plans have been passed

on to Associate Vice President
of Financial Administration
Marty Hamilton and his team
including Interior Design
Coordinator Becky Djernes
and Southern's Corporate Architect Fred Turner. The 24
apartments now have single
students over the age of 23 living in them. There is currently
no Wi-Fi and a community
laundry mat behind the apartments.
Senior psychology major
Scott Young lives in one of the
Kentucky Apartments. After
living in Southern Village for
two years, he called his time
in Upper Stateside this year a
step up but agreed that renovations are needed and would
make the place even better.
"It would be nice .t9 have
Wi-Fi and laundry inside my
apartment. A face-lift would
definitely improve it," Young·
said.
Laundry and Internet are
not the only things Hamilton
and his team are looking to
add to the Upper Stateside.
Hamilton said the structure
of the older buildings is good,
it just needs a new look and
a new interior. The three
apartments will all receive
new kitchens and bathrooms,
along with new flooring, color
scheme and an additional sink
outside of the bathroom. In

addition, a new entrance way
will be added to the apartments, with some of the optional plans including all glass
fronts with white columns.
The apartments will be
for juniors and seniors with
four people per apartment,
each with two bedrooms, one
bathroom and a shared living
rOom and kitchen. The deans
will ultimately decide requirements and rules about this
new housing option but plans
are expected to be similar to
Southern Village.
Renovations are planned to
begin in January 2012 with
Kentucky. Students currently
living there will be relocated
to other apartments available. Two of the apa.rl!nents,
Kentucky and Mississippi, are
scheduled to be finished by
August 2012. The price tag for
all three apartments to be renovated is about half a million
dollars per apartment, Hamilton said. This price is much
less than the cost of the future
new dormitory, and Hamilton thinks students will love
the Upper Stateside when his
team is finished.
"I love my job," Hamilton
said. "I get to shape things and
change things to · better students' lives here."
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Defiant Cain says he
won't drop out of GOP
race
SCOITSDALE, Ariz. (AP)
-Under rising pressure from
fellow Republicans, presidential hopeful Herman Cain
sought to muddy the reputation of one accuser, forcefully
denied any and all allegations
of sexual impropriety and
vowed Tuesday the growing
controversy would not drive
him from the race for the
White House.
"Ain't gonna happen," he
declared.
·
Cain flashed defiance one
day after a woman publicly accused the candidate of groping
her more than a decade ago,
adding her voice to three other
accusers with allegations that
presidential rival Mitt Romney called "particularly disturbing."
Speaking at a news conference, Cain vowed, "we'll get
through this," as he sought to
steady a campaign that has
made him the leader in an
unofficial race to emerge as
Romney's principal conservative rival.
At one point he said he
would be willing to take a lie
detector test, but then appeared to hedge his answer
seconds later.
The Georgia businessman
was in the midst of his second
week trying to curtail the furor surrounding his unorthodox campaign. There were
signs his political trouble was
far from over less than two
months before the leadoff
contests of the GOP nomination fight.
Romney joined other GOP
opponents in urging Cain to
answer the allegations. Prominent Republicans pressed for
a full accounting. And there
were growing indications of
unease in conservative circles.
"If there is a pattern then
it's a part of his character and
then, yes, it is going to matter," Tony Perkins, head of the
conservative Family Research
Center, said in an interview.
Another name confronted
Cain, as well, when one of his
two original accusers gave an
interview to The New York
Times and was identified publicly by news organizations including The Associated Press
as Karen Kraushaar, now a
spokeswoman in the Treasury
Department's office-t>f inspector general for tax administration.

THURSDAY,

When asked about Kraushaar, Cain said he recalled her
accusation of sexual harassment but insisted "it was
found to be baseless."
Kraushaar and her lawyer,
Joel Bennett, did not respond
to questions from The Associated Press. But Bennett has
told other news organizations
that he hopes to arrange a
news c-onference in which all
of Cain's accusers will appear.
An upstart in the presidential race, Cain shot to the top
of opinion polls and emerged
in recent weeks as Romney's
main opponent, with tea party
activists and other conservatives flocking to the former
pizza company executive's
tell-it-like-it-is style ana outsider image.
But, since Oct. 30, he's been
dogged by accusations from
women that he acted inappropriately toward them while he
headed the National Restaurant Association in the 1990s.
And in recent days, the women
have started to step forward
publicly.
At !east two women who
worked at the restaurant association the same time as Cain
filed sexual harassment complaints with the trade group
and received financial settlements.
One of them was Kraushaar.
After her name was revealed
by several news sites on Tuesday, The AP chose to publish it
after independently confirming she was one of his accusers.
Kraushaar and her attorney
previously had attempted to
keep her name out of the public discussion, but they issued
an anonymous statement last
week that confirmed she had
complained of sexu_al harassment and received a financial
payout from the trade group.
Kraushaar later confirmed. to
news organizations that she
had filed the complaint. And
she spoke publicly on Tuesday
to the Times, saying she had
deci4ed to speak out since her
name was public.
"When you are being sexually harassed in the workplace,
you are extremely vulnerable,"
she said. "You do whatever
you can to quickly get yourself
into a job some place safe, and
that is what I thought I had
achieved when I left."
Kraushaar, 55, previously
worked as a news reporter,
and she has held other U.S.
government jobs siiice she
left the restaurant associa-

tion after she settled her complaint against Cain. She also
has written a· children's book
with her mother-in-law, "Gas
Station Charley," about a
dog. lfer husband, Kevin, has
worked as a lobbyist on environmental, municipal and
health issues. He has donated
money to both Democrats and
Republicans. They live in suburban Maryland.
A third woman told The AP
last week that she considered
filing a workplace complaint
against Cain over what she
deemed sexually suggestive
remarks and gestures that
included an invitation to his
corporate apartment. And a
former pollster for the restaurant association has said he
witnessed yet another episode
involving a different woman.
The AP has not identified the
other woman who filed a claim
against Cain while working
at the restaurant association.
It also has not identified the
third woman, who did not file
a claim, because it promised
confidentiality to her because
she said she feared retaliation
if her name became public.
Shaion Bialek came forward
Monday to say that Cain, an
acquaintance, groped her in
car in July 1997 after they'd
had dinner in Washington.

Cain led the association at the
time, and the unemployed Bialek was seeking. job advice.
She said she had been fired
from her job raising money for
the trade group's education
arm - told, she said, that she
had not raised enough money.
Early Tuesday, Cain's campaign sought to undercut her·
credibility.
It issued a tough ,statement
about Bialek including references to civil lawsuits in the
Cook County Court system in
Illinois allegedly relating to
her and cited news reports of
her involvement in a paternity
case and a bankruptcy filing.
"In stark contrast to Mr.
Cain's four decades spent
climbing the corporate ladder
rising to the level of CEO at
multiple successful business
enterprises, Ms. Bialek has
taken a far different path," the
campaign said.
It also questioned whether
Bialek had a financial interest
in stepping forward.
"Who is financing her legal
team, have any media agreed
to pay for her story, and has
she been offered employment
for taking these actions?"
In a round of media interviews, Bialek was asked repeatedly about her motives
in speaking out after staying
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quiet for 14 years.
"I'm just doing this because
it's the right thing to do/ she
said. She said she was neither
paid nor offered a job to go
public with her allegations.
She said she waited so long to
come forward because "I was
embarrassed ... and I just kind
of wanted it to go away."
Late in the day, Cain fought
back, standing before a crush
of reporters at a hotel on the
outskirts of Phoenix. Outside,
protesters waved signs that
read: "Hey Herman. How' many more women will you be
calling liars?"
Cain said he called the news
conference because he wanted
to speak directly to the public,
accusing the media of distorting his response to the allegations. He said he had ne~er
seen Bialek until she called her
news conference on Monday
in New York, alongside attorney Allred.
Cain contended that "the
Democratic machine" was
pushing the allegations but
said he could not point to anyone in particular. He also suggested his accusers were lying.
Though recent polling shows
Cain still doing well, party operatives suggested it was only
a matter of time before his political standing could suffer.
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RELIGION EDITOR: COLTON STOLLENMAIER

The beautiful ballet: Celebrating life Feedback
SHARON STOLLENMAIER
CoNUJBUIOR

This past week I had the
privilege of teaching very
young children ballet. I did
not actually teach them to
dance but I provided an envi. ronment in which they could
freely express themselves in
movement. I tried to teach
them to stay in line, listen to
the teacher and follow directions. It was a success as far as
I am concerned. I also taught
~ group that was ; little older
some tumbling skills. This
was also very rewarding, even
though I was a bit stressed
about having to be there so
much when I had company for
the week. I also could not be
at my spin class and not attending makes me nuts!
There was one little girl at
camp that was slower than all
the rest. She did not always
follow directions and she got
tired very quickly. I finally
realized that there was something physically wrong with
her. I walked in on the conversation her mom was having
in which they were discussing
the feeding tube that would be
inserted that week. She would
also have a colostomy bag.
This child was maybe 4 years
old and had very little stomach
or intestine left. I never found
out why. By the way, she was

also adorable. She was tiny
and had blond hair and blue
eyes.
On the final day there was
a showcase in which the students showed off what they
had learned. I was in charge
of the tumbling section and I
came in to rehearse what we
would be showing the parents.
The little girl was so eager to
do all the skills and she wanted me to help her. There was
a very noticeable tube sticking
out of her nose and the excess
was conspicuously taped to
her face and wound down into
her little pink leotard. The colostomy bag was also discernable through the fabric. The
other girls helping me with
the class were not comfortable
helping her tumble. I figured
her mother wanted her in the
c4lss, so I did my best to help
her cartwheel and do forward
rolls without dislodging any
tubes.
Here is where the story
gets good. During the ballet
section of the showcase, the
girls danced around the entire studio with scarves. This
little girl danced right in front
of her parents with complete
abandon and joy. She moved
her scarf around her head and
body and smiled and laughed
the entire time. Her mom
was capturing the moment on
her iP_hone while tears w~re

Ronald Millsaps, a reader
of the Southern Accent, made
this comment in a response to
some of the content found in
my section: "Honestly, you're
wrong in saying that we are
'beautiful' individuals." Granted, he was referencing the absolute truth that without Qod
we can do nothing good for
"no one is good except God
alone" (Luke 18:19). But I still
want to address the statement.

BASIC?
Cor.ToN STOLI.ENMAJER
.KwGJON EDITOII.

Photo contributed by sxc.hu

streaming down her face. God
placed me right beside her so I
would not miss a moment. The
woman's other daughter, who
was completely healthy, ran to
get her mother a tissue. Her
mom just enjoyed the moment
and was- not embarrassed by

her tears in the least. Her
baby was alive and dancing.
She was living and doing what
she loved. The mother was
celebrating the gloriousness of
her daughter's life. It left me
speechless.
May I learn this lesson well.

A pfayer to see beauty in everything
CoLTON S'rOLLENMAIER

God, open my eyes to see
the beauty of Your children.
Give me Your heart. I want it
to break for what Yours breaks
for. I want it to love them the

way You love tliem. I want
to lose myself in love. I don't
want to be afraid to help them
join the dance anymore-because they're broken and it
makes· me uncomfortable.
Because they're dirty, and it
stinks and it makes me nau-

~

r d:
Wo
' of the

seous. Because they're sick
and I might catch it.
May I see the beauty of
broken kids dancing for their
Daddy. May it break my heart
because it's just not the way
it's supposed to be, but may
it bring me joy to watch them

Imago dei & Common Grace:

dance anyway. Wh~ knowsmaybe I'll catch the-rhythm of
love!
A note to the reader: I don't
know whether the little girl
lived to see her sth birthday,
but I know that she danced
while she still had breath.

.

~ special relationship between humans and God in the respect that humans are made in

Week

Twin theological terms. Imago dei literally means "image of God" and refers to the

God's image. Common Grace is a theological explanation for the beauty and good that
can be found in all peoples and all places despite sin. Because of the image of God in
all people, evidences of His grace and His character -His fingerprints on our souls,
if you will-are found in all cultures, all religions, all the deepest cries of every heart.
His fingerprints can be traced on all creation.

Here's what know. Long
before sin entered your heart,
you were made in the image
of God. You're a sinner, it's
true. You have a fallen nature,
and there's no denying it. But
deeper than that, more core to
your being, is your Divine nature. You are like your Daddy.
The deepest truth in you, the ·
one that you would not exist
without, is the image of God. •
You ... are beautifuL
Oh, sin has done a number
on you. You're pretty bruised
up. Sometimes it seems like
there's less inside of you than
the amount that has been
taken out. The scars are noticeable. You can try to cover
them up-you can try to tape
your feeding tube down and
hide your addictions. You can
try to stuff the end of it into
your leotard and hide the scars
on your arms. You can even
try to tuck your colostomy bag
in and imagine that you have
somehow managed to conceal
your brokenness.
But I've got a better option.
Forget the. feeding tubes and
addictions. Forget the visible
crutches, pain and scars. Don't
worry who can see the embarrassment and brokenness. Let
it all fade away, and dance for
Jesus. Find joy in what you've
been put on this earth to do.
Live in reckless abandon. Because I can promise you one
thing: you're beautifuL You
are. So, deeply, inextricably,
inexpressibly, His b~autiful,
cherished child.
Want to argue with me? cstollenmaier@southern.edu .

.....
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It is time to get out there, freshmen
EUZABETH CAMPS
CONIRIBIJTOI

Hello? Is anyone there? I
know you are there; you must
be because I see you walk
to class every day, trudging
through the cafeteria during
meal times and, on occasion,
sleepily standing outside during a fire drill until it's safe to
go back inside.
Ever since I started at
Southern during Smart Start,
I've noticed that there's quite
a lbt of people who would
much rather sit in bed all day
than get out and actually do
something. I find this so irrational seeing there is so much
to do on this campus. We have
a rock-climbing wall, a promenade, a walking track (both
inside and outside tracks),
tennis courts, a duck pond,
and so much more. Not to
mention all of the events that
Student Associations and all
the other organizations and
clubs at this school provide for
us. And with all these things
to do, people still stay in their
bedrooms or dorm rooms and
lock themselves away in those
four walls.

Southern has given us so
many opportunities to get
out there and socialize, and I
strongly feel that your freshman year in college largely
defines how the rest of your
experience at the school will
go. Your fiFSt]t!'ar is the year
to try new things, get to know
people, make friends in every
class, and truly get the best
out of your "college experi- ·
ence." If you don't do it your
first year, why would you do
it any other year after that?
We have to realize that not
all colleges and universities
have such a great student life
the way that Southern does. A
friend of mine recently transferred from Southern to another college and every time
we talk, she tells me how much
she misses Southern's student
life and how much she wishes
she would have taken greater
advantage of it while she was
here.
just stay in your room all day
Apart from just having fun, (other than going to classes
the more you get out there and mealtimes), how are you
and take advantage of the going to discover what's best
things that are offered to us, for you? This is not to say that
the better you can determine classes don't have an impact
what it is you truly want to do on your decision, but if you
for the rest of your life. If you don't get out there and do it

Photo courtesy by sxc.hu

yourself, how will you know if
you really want to continue on
with it?
To freshmen and all the
sleepyheads, I come to you •
with a challenge. I challenge
you to get out there and socialize. I challenge you to meet at

least five new people this week.
I challenge you to try the rockclimbing wall, walk the promenade when you don't have to,
sit in the student center for a
while, and feed the ducks at
the duck pond. So, wake up!
It's time to get out there.

Make the most of your Southern experience
OMAR LoPEZ THISMON
CoNTRtBirroR

for no reason. How much do
we devalue the Christian experience that we are blessed
with?
If I had registered at a public school such as Florida
International University, I
would have paid significantly
less than I have paid here in

$24,780! Is it really worth
paying that much money .for
this institution? What can
Southern offer us that is tangibly worth $24,780 per year?
Are we asting our money? I
would suggest to the student
body that the answer doesn't
lie in the account summary
nor in our monthly bill but
rather within us.
We pay so much money
to come to Southern, yet we
do not truly take advantage
of the blessing it is to come
to this school. I have friends · my four complete years. Let's
that whine all the time about do the math: if I had enrolled
not being able to come back to at FlU, then at the end of my
Southern because they do not fourth year I would have paid
have the financial opportu- approximately $24,000 as opnity to do so, and the blessed posed to the nearly $1oo,ooo
ones that are here are on citi- I have paid coming to this unizen probation for not going to versity. Why should I be willworship or are skipping class in~ to pay a $76,ooo differ-

ence if I am not going to take
advantage of every second of
it?
This school provides us with
an amazing opportunity to
get an education while finding Christ in our lives, making
Christian connections for a
lifetime, and hopefully find-

If you're not going to take advantage of being at a Christian
school than you don't deserve the
blessing of attending one.
ing a great Christian partner
to share our lives with. Those
things, my friends, are priceless. That is why we come to
this school. And that is why we
pay the amount we do.
I. am not saying that I came
to this university and instantly
appreciated everything about

it. I am also not saying that I
think this university is perfect by any means, because I
do believe that there are areas
where this university can improve. For example, we are
not doing the best job at ministering to the people that are
here in our dorms and on our
campus. When someone lives
in the dorm and they have not
been going to worships, the
deans send them a note telling
them they are on Resident Hall
Restriction (RHR) or Citizen
Probation (CP), and that's it.
Why are we not reaching out to
these people and asking them
why they haven't been attending worship? Residence assistants are in a prime position to
minister, pray and reach every
member of their hall. We have
to take advantage of this blessing and minister and look out
for each other.
We are paying too much

money, and most of us are going to be in too much debt, to
not take every chance we have
at this school. So I encourage everyone to excel in their
classes, take advantage of the
Christian atmosphere by socializing, meeting· people and
praying with others. If yon are
single, go out there and meet
new people and enjoy their
company. Play intramural
sports. Live the years you have
at this university to the fullest.
My mother once told me, "If
you're not going to take advantage of being at a Christian
school then yeu don't deserve
the blessing of attending one."
Think about that. Let us dwell
in the great blessings of God.
"Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,
who has blessed us with every
spiritual blessing," Ephesians
1:3.
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Southern professor sees war firsthand
SARAH RUF
CONUIIWQR

· locations he says other journalists do not receive. He talked with Afghan interpreters,
hotel guards, and of course,
the
Marines
themselves,
wanting to catch a glimpse of
the decade-old war and what
life is like for Marines on the
ground.
Why did this mild-mannered professor decide to plop
himself in the middle of the
one of the most dangerous
countries on earth? "My father
was a World War II combat
vet," Sheffield says. He says he
felt like he needed a wartime
experience to see what his dad
had gone through. But once
he arrived, he realized that
was impossible. "I never got
a wartime experience because
wars are fought so differently

The war in Afghanistan never leaves the headlines. New
allegations of abuse in prisons
are surfacing, but few ever see
the action close up for themselves. One curious Southern
Adventist University professor
took off to Afghanistan this
summer to get a true "war experience." What he discovered
was indeed eye opening, but
very different from his initial
expectations.
This summer, Marcus Sheffield, a professor in the English Department, took the fiveday journey to spend three
weeks with Regimental Combat Team 8 in the Delaram
2 forward-operating base in
southwest Afghanistan.
Sheffield shelled out more today."
than $ 6 ,000 for the trip, inSheffield says he wanted to
see and experience the war
eluding $8oo for body armor.
Sheffield's nephew invited first-hand, and he did just
him to embed with his unit that. With a reporter's note•
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Tea is awesome. I mean,
there is really no other way to
put it; not only is it absolutely
delicious, the health benefits
are endless. I haven't always
been a fan of tea-in fact, I
rather disliked it back in the
day. But then I became wiser
and more appreciative of the
finer things in life. And now I
will proceed to tell you a little
bit about this glorious beverage.
Tea comes from the leaves
of the Camellia sinensis plant.
There are several different
kinds of tea: green tea, black
tea, white tea, oolong tea and
pu-erh tea are the main types.
Green tea is made with
steamed tealeaves and is subjected to minimal oxidation
during processing. It has a

natural, grassy flavor which is
soothing and great for stress
relief.
Black tea is the most common type of tea. When processing black tea, complete
oxidation must take place.
This means that the leaves are
allowed to completely dry out,
which can take up to a day.
Black tea is generally stronger
in flavor and contains more
caffeine than the other types
of tea (you can get it caffeinefree if you prefer). Black tea is
a great pick-me-up and gives
you an extra mental boost
to get your day going. Studies show that black tea may
protect lungs from damage
caused by exposure to cigarette smoke and may reduce
the risk of stroke.
White tea comes from the
youngest buds of tealeaves
and does not undergo the oxi-

EveJits

And waited. And waited some
Did Sheffield support the
more. He was bored, but said original invasion back in 2001?
it was nothing compared to "Yes," he says. "I thought it
•••••••••••••••
the boredom the Marines en- was the hotspot of terrorists."
dured. According to Sheffield, After terrorists scattered to
they were itching to go out places like Yemen, he says the Black Jacket Symphony.
. Thursday, Nov. 10, 8 p.m.
and put their training into ac- war became a mess. "I think Doors open at 7 p.m. The
tion and kill members of the our reasons for being there are Black Jacket Symphony will
Taliban. The objective was to noble, but it's a very, very frus- perform Pink Floyd's "Dark
Side of the Moon" live at the
train the Afghan army-a diffi- trating mission."
Tivoli
Theatre. Tickets are
cult task, he says. "I give them
Sheffield says he is sad to see
$20
and
$25, available at
every credit. Afghans are good . the war winding down. "I feel
www.ChattanoogaOnStage.
soldiers and aggressive, just very sorry for the Afghans. We com.
very unorganized."
are going to abandon them,
Sheffield himself never saw yet they need our help," he Holiday Shop Hop on
a member of the Taliban. "I argues. "Americans are a very the Southside. Nov.10-12.
never felt fear of being shot- impatient people. Abandon- Shops include Merchants on
Main, Boutique Couture, Area
I was surrounded by so much ing somebody we promised to
61, Chrysalis, The Galleries on
firepower. There's not even a help is wrong."
Williams, Planet Alterd and
contest here."
Professor Sheffield is back Niko's Restaurant. All shops
And then one day, the wait- in the United States now. After will have specials, door prizes
ing was over. His unit trav- his experience, he no longer and discounts!
eled to a small village called thinks he would have enjoyed
Veterans Day Patriotic
Washir. Their objective was to the military life as a young Music Concert. Friday, Nov.
run all Taliban members out man. He has seen a piece of 11 at 12 p.m. FREE Patriotic
of town. By the time the sol- global history with his own Music concert featuring East
diers arrived, the Taliban had eyes and he says it is some- Tennessee Symphony Orchestra under the direction of
scattered. The patrol found thing he will never forget.
Richard Hickam, with special
Check out Sheffield's eye- guests Mike Keys, relative of
two roadside bombs which
were quickly detonated by a witness account of the Afghan American Songwriter Francis
special team. They put off an War in his own words: times- Scott Key, in a special perfor"awesomely gigantic sound," freepress.comjnews/ 2011/ mance of the "Star Spangled
Sheffield describes. "When I jul/ 03/marines-helping-af- Banner," and award-winning
Native American flutist and
heard them, I thought: What ghans-do-things-afghan-wayI
veteran Mike Serna p]aying
am I doing in Afghanistan?"
"Taps." 399 McCallie Ave.
Chattanooga, Tenn. 37402.

The joys of tea: The best all-around drink
EMILY BANKS

Up(:oming

dation process. It contains the
least amount of caffeine and
the most antioxidants. For
this reason, it has a light flavor
and leaves you feeling healthy
and refr(!Shed. White tea is
extremely beneficial to your
body, collecting free radicals
that are harmful to your skin
and cause wrinkles, sagging
skin and a general appearance
of ageing. Studies show that
white tea also contains anticancer properties.
Oolong tea undergoes a
unique processing technique
and partial oxidation. Some
oolong teas claim to help with
weight loss and lowering high
cholesterol levels. Overall, it
is a very refreshing tea and a .
great thirst quencher.
Last but not least, is pu-erh
tea, which is made from fermented and aged leaves. Like
oolong tea, pu-erh tea is also

linked with weight loss by increasing metabolism and also
lowering high cholesterol levels.
There are many types of tea
and many ways to drink tea:
hot, cold, loose-leaf, bagged,
caffeinated, decaf, etc. I don't
care what tea you drink or
what method you use, the important thingis tliat you drink
it. There are so many benefits
to tea. besides just the health
and taste factors. Side effects
include: getting more dates
because you look beautiful,
appearing intelligent and cultured, and a sudden increase
in awesomeness. Ok, maybe
that last part is a stretch, but
seriously, what have you got to
lose?
Sources: www.care2.com,
www.webmd.com and www.
typesoftea.com.

Crabtree Farms Bonfire.
Friday, Nov. 11 at 6 p.m. Sip
some hot cider and enjoy free
vegetarian Chili and delicious
pies around the bonfire. Enter
your own pie in the pie contest if you want! Bring friends
and family to 1000 East 30th
St. For more information,
visit www.crabtreefarms.org.
Manheim Steamroller.
Monday, Nov. 14. America's
favorite Christmas artists will
be performing their beloved
holiday show at the Soldiers
and Sailors Memorial Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
on sale now at the Auditorium
box office or online at www.
ChattanoogaOnStage.com.
Variations on Latin
America. Wednesday, Nov.
16 at 7:30 p.m. The UTC Music Department will present a
FREE Latin American piano
recital featuring pianists
Derek Polischuk and SinHsing Tsai. The concert will
take place in the UTC Fine
Arts Center, Roland Hayes
Concert Hall. 752 Vine St.,
Chattanooga.
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Flag football intramural championship games
CHUCK CAMMACK

time with the game tied o-o.
The teams exchanged poAfter being postponed
session several times, both
Thursday night due to rainy
coming close, but not close
conditions, the 2011 Flag
enough to a winning touchFootball Intramural Champidown. On wh~t ended up beonships finally occurred on a
ing the Road Runners' last
very brisk Sunday night.
possession, Dry appeared to
The Ladies' Division B
have scored on a five-yard
Championship game was berun, but the initial touchtween two undefeated teams,
down call was overturned.
the ChicaBoom(s-o) and the
ChicaBoom regained possesRoad Runners(s-o). Neither
sion and their quarterback
team had allowed their opShelby Mills, a freshman
ponents to score all season,
nursing major, ran it five
so it was already in the works
yards to win the championto be a defensive showdown.
ship. "It was truly an amazing
Both teams were applying
win and a really close game,"
great pressure on the opsaid Carly Blanchard, a sophposing teams' quarterbacks.
omore general studies major.
Jasmine Murillo, a sophoThe Men's Division B
more liberal arts education .
Championship game between
major, and Jessica Perez, a
the Rabbid Rabbits(s-o) and
sophomore nursing major,
the Big Touch ·Downs(3-3)
lead the rushing attack for
was a bit more offensive than
ChicaBoom. Geraldine Dry, a
the ladies' game. At halftime,
junior health science major,
the Big Touch Downs were
pressured the ChicaBoom
leading 14-12. Jared Roeder,
frontline all game, which lead
a junior .international busito interceptions by senior
ness major, led the way with a
public relations major Sarah
touchdown run and a 20-yard
Crowder, graduate student
touchdown pass to junior
Nathalie Mazo, and graduate
sports studies major Richie
student Nerilyn Rosario.
Hevener. The momentum
The game went into overwas on Big Touch Downs'
SPOUS Eonna

side as they had already in- and senior art education matercepted Rabbid Rabbit jor Jane Mashburn, who also
quarterback Derek Tavasci, led the team defensively with
a freshman nursing major, two interceptions.
three times in the game.
October Crush led 14-0 at
The game began to favor half, but- Can't Touch This
Rabbid Rabbits after half- held them without a touchtime
when junior allied down in the second half, but
health major James Shoe- just couldn't quite get their
maker returned an intercep- offense going, leaving the fition for a touchdown, putting nal score i4-e in favor of Octhe Rabbid Rabbits ahead tober Crush.
"It was a fun season and
20-14. The Rabbid Rabbits
locked down defense and it felt good to get the win,"
scored two more touchdowns Mashburn said.
The game everyone came to
to close out the game with a
see was the Men's Division A
final score of 32-14.
"It wasn't our most p_e rfect Championship game between
gante, but this win tonight Blitzkrieg(s-o) and Squirrel
truly showed our team's Tails(4-1). Blitzkrieg made
character," said team captain it to the championship game
last year, but lost to Bolts
Shoemaker.
The Ladies' Divsion A Brothers, who this year lost
Championship between the to Squirrel Tails in the semidefending champs October finals 20-8. Blitzkrieg scored
Crush(s-o) and Can't Touch first on a five-yard touchThis(1-4) appeared one-sided down-pass from senior health
from the beginning, but Can't major Isaac Tyman to his
Touch This definitely gave it younger brother Josh Tyman,
a fight. October Crush scored a freshman public relations
two touchdowns before half- and business administration
time on two touchdown . major. The Squirrel Tails
passes thrown by Southern then answered with a 6oVillage Dean JP Mathis to yard touchdown pass from
graduate student Erin Novak junior allied health major

Jordan The to Kyle White, a ·
junior financial management
major, giving them a 7-6 lead
at the half.
The Squirrel Tails came
out the half and scored a fiveyard touchdown pass from
The to Adam Rogers, a senior
marketing major and converted the extra point to put
them up 13-6. The teams each
traded off touchdowns putting the score at 19-12 with 59
seconds left in the game and
in Blitzkrieg's possession.
Blitzkrieg's quarterback Isaac
Tyman led his time swiftly
down the field to the one yard
li~e, where he ran and dove
for the touchdown, bringing
his team within one point,
19-18, and needing just an
extra point conversion to tie
the game. Brad Walz, a sophomore management major,
came up short on a run and
the Squirrel Tails simply ran
out the clock to win the game,
19-18.
"All season long our defense has kept us around in
games," said team captain
The. "And this game it came
up big for us again."
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11 a.m. Student We1lness
Convocation, Saul Raisin
(Des)
Online Wmter Registration
for Returning Juniors >54
honrs &: Seniors (Nov to-

...,.

n)
Preview Southern 102 (toll)
7 p.m. Modem Languages
Film Series (Miller 201)
7:30 p.m. Saul Raisin, Convocation (Thatcher)

"1

Friday, Nov. 11
Veteran's Day
2 p.m. West Side 4 Jesus
(meet at Wright Hall)
8 p.m. Vespers &: Pierson
Weekeud, Dwight Nelson
Qpucb,

ney
turb
SJ
enc•
thrc
stea
rna<
unc

Saturday, Nov. 12
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School (Thatcher
South, White Oak Room)
9:30a.m. Pure Vida Sabbath
School Cfalge Chapel)
9:30 a.m. Pierson Weekend,
. Dwight Nelson (Thatcher)
9:45a.m. Can We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rm 105)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA LibraJ:y)
10:15 a.m. .Adoration 2, Dave

10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath School (Hulsey WeDness Center)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
11 a.m. Pierson Weekend,
Dwight Nelson (Thatcher)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Andy Nash (Collegedale
Acadeltly)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith 'Church)
2 p.m. Ministries: West Side
4 Jesus, Advent Home,
Flag Camp and Patten
Towers (meet at Wright
Hall)
5:30 p.m. Evensong, I Cantori (Church)
7:30 p.m. F.Ureme Doclge.ball(Ues)

M~

Brunch
(Presidential
Banquet
room)
/.30 p.m. Organ/Symphony
Orchestra concert, convo
credit (Church)

Monday, Nov. 14
SA Spirit~ (Nov 14-18)
Online Wmter Registration
for returning Sophomores
>23 hours, Juniors &: Seniors (Nov 14-15)
PRAXIS Exam (Lynn Wood)
GRE SUbject Exam (Lynn
Wood}
3=30 p.m. University Senate

1Veebl!sl~,!iov.16

Online Winter Registration
for returning Freshman
<24 hours, Sophomores,
Juniors &: Seniors (Nov
16-18)
11:30 p.m. BRIDGE Luncheon (Presid~ Banquet room)
7:30 p.m. SA Senater(White
Oak Room)
9:15 p.m. Joint Worship
(Thatcher)

Rod

Snlith(~

uns. a.-.

~ for Con-

[Student Life Announcements]
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Extreme DodgeballSaturday night get geared
up for the Extreme Dodgeball tournament at 7:30
p.m. Nov. 12 at the lles PE
Center! Teams of six signup by emailing dodgeballsau@hotmail.com.
Minimum of two players
from each team must be
female. S~nd in your team
name, participants' names
and the outfits you plan to
wear. Deadline for signup: Thursday, Nov. 10 at
5 p.m. Cash prizes for 1st,
2nd, 3rd place. First 32
teams accepted! See you
there!
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Take a Hike or a run or
a bike on the new Biology
Trail system! You won't
get lost ~ecause we have 16
new signs posted at major
junctions. Enjoy!

Thanksgiving Day Dinner Staying for break?
Don't miss out on a FREE
Thanksgiving Dinner in
the Presidential Banquet
Room at 3 p.m. Thanksgiving Day! If you want to
come, please contact Karl
Shultz (kshultz@southern.
edu) by noon on Nov. 21.

(SA. Announcements]
Next week is Spirit
Week! Show your school
spirit by dressing up for
each of the themed days.
Monday is Hillbilly Day,
Tuesday is Pajama Day,
Wednesday is Nerd Day,
Thursday is Blast From
the Past Day, and Friday is
Twin Day! Also, don't miss
the free pancakes on the
~omenade next Friday,
Nov. 18 from 7:30 a.m. til
they run out sponsored by

your senators!
Special Thanks to all the
student organizations and
SIFE for their partnership
to make the Fall Fest and
Movie in the Park a success!

[Birthdays]
Nov. 10 Alan Parker,
Anna Wijatyk, Asha
Daniel, Carl Patte.rson,
Carolyn Smith, Christopher Emerson, Denise Tate, Eui In Lee,
Jessica Drahozal, Jorge
Hernandez
Pleitez,
Marleni Zorrilla, Sydney Reed, Victoria
Mitchell, Wendy Crespo
Nov. 11 Amy Rains,
Andrew
Garcilazo,
Wurstle,
Autumn

Cecilia
Simmons,
Colleen
Mitchell,
Daniel Wahlen, Dawnmarie
Simmons,
Janelle Wong, Jim
Parks, Josue Alvarez,
Maida Hage, Mallory
Garcia, Richard Aldridge, Ryan Lilly, Sebastian Lopez
Nov. 12 -Aspen Welch,
Chinh Do, D'arce Peter,
Emil Harty, Julianne
Pictou, Dalyn Lopez,
Rachel Pence, Rebecca
Garvin, Ruth MacLafferty ·
November 13- Beth
Hayne,
Christian
Pinango, Crystal Bueno, Joan Seitz, Joshua
Knight,.. Marla Seasly,
. Marty Hamilton, MeF
ody Skinner, Michelle
Carmona, Scott Simon
Nov. 14 Ashley Go-

mez, Christina Estevez,
Janelle Glass, Marcos
Bernal, Seth Mayers
Nov. 15 Charlotte
Athey, Daniel Morgan,
Doug Jacobs, Helen
Boram, Jim Gearing,
Johannes Myers, Josef Myers, Krista Mattison, Lynzee Stewart,
Rachel Rupert, Samantha Paul, Stacy Leonard, Victoria Hope
Nov. 16 Adrienne
Royo, Anthony Simon,
Castwell Fider, Deborah Reeves, Kaitlyn
Halsell, Kristen McKenzie, Melissa McCauley, Richard McNeil,
Tim Cwodzinski
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Compliments Guys Should Never Use:
1. "Hey, I like your shoes. You really make big feet look good!"
2.

''You~

smile reminds me of Uncle Pete's mug shot."

3. "I love your whole 1-don't-care-how-1-look-and/ or-smell persona you give off. "
4. "I know I'm out of your league, but you are worth it."
5. "I've decided to stop caring what others think of me and take you on a date!"

, Hash-Tag of the (past few) Week(s): #lfSouthernWasASitcom
#lfSouthemWasASitcom we'd have pamtball wars #faculty vs #students
@WunderBalli
#lfSouthemWasASitcom most of the action would be scenes of students
racing back to beat curfew.
@MarcFinley
#lfSouthemWasASitcom there would be at least one character who knew
everyone's name just from visiting the cafe ...
@colefront
Southern: It's a show about nothing. #lfSouthemWasASitcom
@justintalkscrap
@Southem_Humor It too could be called 'How I Met Your Mother.' "Alright kids, it all started one night at Vespers ... "
#lfSouthemWasASitcom
@JessSherer

SOUTHERN ADVENTIST UNIV McKee Lib.
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WSMC moves to new home and modernizes transmission
AsHLEYGOHL
STAFF WRITER

WSMC Classical 90.5 radio
station has finished remodeling its building and has created
new ways of transmitting their
broadcasts.
The WSMC radio station,
once located on the first floor
of Brock Hall, moved into the
former Lifetalk building on
Industrial Drive in June. They
wanted more space and so did
the School of Journalism and
Communication, said Scott

I love the
change! It's
such
a nice
.
. .
studio and
we are getting a new
piano for
upstairs ...

''

~

Kornblum, general manager of
WSMC.
"I love [the change]. It's such
a nice studio and we are getting a new piano for upstairs
in our concert area which will
be very nice," said Kara Ackerman, junior nursing major,
an announcer for WSMC. "It's
a much better work environment."
The building was in need of
· freshening up; Kornblum said.
Plant Services remodeled the

McfCEE
li~Ar
Southem
Adveniist
entire tront of the building.
L
Colfegedale, TN ... ,·
They stripped down the old
siding and changed the windows to · :rnbre contemporary
ones with better insulation.
Plant Services also took
down the roof which was completely falling apart.
"We joked we had skylights,"
Kornblum said.
Plant Services added a new
front room area, put up a new
ceiling and painted the walls.
WSMC worked with them to
do as much as possible without
spending excessive funds on
the refreshing, Kornblum said.
"It's good that they have
their own place. It seemed they
didn't have much space before
to work with," said Macy Fisher, sophomore allied health
major.
There was a lot of noise when .
Photo by Nathan Sturgess
the construction crew was upstairs. "It sounded like jack WSMC moved from Brock Hall to its own bt;ilding during the summer <?f 2011, and is now undergoing external and intemal
ha!Jlmers going off," Kornblum renovations, including an outdo01· mural depicting a l'iolin.
said. He thought it was great
that the workers were extremely flexible and kind to those
so much of the capital improve- and purchase a computer with
working at WSMC, especially ANNA BARTLETI
STAFF WRITER
when the program was on air.
ments on one project," said enough random access memoNGt only has WSMC's station
Cherie Lynn Milliron, Chair of ry to run the updated software.
"[Strawberry Fest] needed
Student Association Senate Projects Committee.
undergone a makeover, they
have also created new methods approved a capital improveAfter the proposal was Adobe Creative Suite for editof transmitting their broad- ment I:,equest for Strawberry turned down it was adjusted ing, and the computers that we
casts. WSMC had a little booth Festival that was amended to and resubmitted. When resub- have can't run it-they are just
too old," Tanaka-said, who has
outside the Student Center in include expenses previously
October asking i:he students' denied.
brought his own computer into
familiarity with the radio stathe lab to help with editing.
A function of SA Senate is to
"What's funny is [Senate]
tion. Many of the students said delegate the capitaJ improvethat they would listen ifWSMC ment budget funds to SA relatadded back in what I took out,"
had web streaming or apps, ed functions that do .not have
Tanaka said. "I requested two
enough money in their own
Kornblum said.
CS15 Production Premiums
WSMC now provides free budgets to cover their needs.
and I took off one, and they
added it back in."
web streaming and iPhone, SA functions must have a need
Tanaka said the budget hold-'
iPad and Android apps. These over $soo before making a renew forms for broadcasting quest of Senate.
up has put Strawberry Festival
Originally the Senate turned mitted, the Senate amended behind, but they will catch up
are good for students that have
different schedules or may not down the Strawberry Festival the proposal to include addi- and are looking forward to .
have radios, Ackerman said.
proposal because there was tional items and then approved Strawberry Fest in the Spring.
Kornblum invites students confusion about the purpose the request.
"Hopefully we will be showto come to the WSMC radio of the Capital Improvements
Lucas Tanaka, Strawberry ing 23.976 pictures a second,"
station to check out the new Budget.
Festival producer, said the cap- Tanaka said, "and expect some
look and find out what WSMC
"People were little appre~ ital improvements request was beautiful sounds. It's gonna be
has to offer through the radio.
hensive that we were spending ·necessary to update software really pretty."

.
Senate Approves Strawberry Festival Proposal

Expect some_beautiful
sounds. It's
gonna be really
pretty.''

a
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Ten year monument pfoject nears completion

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

Wc .. ·•e Hazen
ANNALYSE

t< 01·ks

on the Eliiah .o;culpture c.n Nov. 13. 2011 on lwfustrial Dr-.

HAsTY

SnFFW.ma

At the back of campus on
Industrial Drive, a sculpting
project that started 10 years
ago is now months away from
completion.
Former professor Wayne
Hazen, the first dean of the
School of Visual Art and
Design at Southern, started
working on the monument in
2002. He said the finishing
date will now be the first of

August 2012 for both figures.
The smaller figure will be
finished before Thanksgiving
break.
"All but the final details and
sanding will be done here,"
Hazen said. "The rest will be
done when it is moved to its
final location."
The
monument,
titled
"Passing the Mantle," is a collaboration between Southern
Adventist University and the
artist Wayne Hazen. Hazen,
who started the School of Vi-

sual Art and Design in 1997
and worked here until 2006,
comes back months at a time
to work on the sculpture. This
time he will leave Thanksgiving and return in March to
stay until the project is done.
The sculptures are of the
prophet Elijah and Elisha.
·The story the monument
portrays comes from 2 Kings
2:1-15 when Elijah is taken by
a chariot of fire into heaven
and he passes on his mantle
to Elisha.
The 180,000 pound larger
statue is of Elijah and the
smaller 8o,ooo pound statue
is of Elisha.
Ben Wygal, assistant to
the president and chair of
the Public Art Committee at
Southern, explained that the
story is what true Christian
education is, the passing of
knowledge from one generation to the next.
Students on Southern's
campus are not as sure about
the sculptures meaning and
what it is about. The last ar-

ticle about this project in the
"I feel Southern is more
online archives of the South- about the people now, rather
ern Accent was written in than the past," said Hilary
November 2008. Plans have Prandl, senior mass commuchanged for the monument - nication major. "I'm not dissince then, and studepts are crediting the importance of
the story of Elijah and Elisha,
still in the dark.
Junior film production ma- though. Statues are so stagjor Tim Banks said, "All I have nant, while I see Southern as
heard are rumors, so I guess fluid and active."
The final hope for the artyou can put me down ~s uninformed."
work is to evoke mor-e positive
Some of those rumors feelings from students. Hazen
include theories about the said that the final location of
meaning of the sculptures the monument has not been
and even deadlines marked decided yet, but the Public Art
far into the future.
Committee is to pick where it
The statues' original com- goes.
"I hope that it will be somepletion deadline was extended, but Hazen explained that thing significant that students
each statue takes about four will reflect on. That generaor five years he said. It has tions to come find this monutaken him longer because o~ ment not only beautiful, but
the learning curve of carving also that it will point them
granite with the first statue.
to a Christian perspective of
The delay being unex- education," Hazen said. He
plained, and the lack of infor- explained that students who
mation to the student body, truly succeed are the ones
has caused skepticism and that have a passion and thirst
negative feelings toward the for education like Elisha.
sculpture.

. S~udents appreciate WellneSs Week perks
KEITH KING

but this past week another
emphasis was placed on campus-wide wellness.
Every year the Chaplain's
Office hosts a week of events
that revolve around the
health and fitness of the stu-

SuFEWama

Southern Adventist University is home to required fitness classes, a multi-million
dollar Wellness Center, and a
thriving intramural program,
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dent body-Wellness Week.
"We have Wellness Ministry throughout the whole
year, but this week is an opportunity for Campus Ministries to reach out to the
students and let them know
that we care about their wellness and well being," said
Kelolani Dingilius, director
of the Wellness Committee
and main coordinator for the
event.
Dingilius explained that
Wellness Week is not just an
emphasis on physical wellness but also on emotional,
mental and spiritual health.
Physical tests were held in the
Student Center to test body
weight percentage, the Predent Club did a presentation
on dental hygiene, and vitamins were given out on the
promenade. Along with these
ventures were free hugs,
bouncy balls, and massages
offered at no cost.

"It was so nice to drop my
backpack, get a five-minute
massage, and be on my way,
the perfect trea!.for a busy college student," said Olivia Weber, junior communication
studies major. Weber, who
describes her day as hectic
and nonstop, said the break
was a needed opportunity to
refocus and slow down.
Students receiving the free
treats were not the. only ones
to gain -- those giving came
away with something as well.
Toya Foster, senior nursing
major, was able to assist in
the massage ministry in the
Student Center,
"As a nursing student I
enjoy making a difference in
other peoples' lives, even if
it's as simple as giving a massage," Foster said.
For other students, Wellness Week couldn't have
come at a better time. Jessica
Hunt, junior biochemistry

major, expressed her appreciation for the vitamins that
were given out.
"I was really impressed
with Southern's effort to promote wellness - especially
because I'm sick this week!
Vitamin C gummies rock my
world," Hunt said.
When asked why she thinks
a campus-wide Wellness
Week is so important, Dingilius brought the focus back
to spiritual wellness.
"I feel like everybody has
a struggle that affects their
well being, whether it's an
addiction or just harmful
habits that keeps their relationship with Christ a fog,"
Dingilius said. "Although it's
a struggle everyday, I know
[God's] power works, and He
can totally bring wellness and
wholeness in your life."
Dingilius said W ellness
Week will not be going away
any time soon.
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Recreational areca···updated
JANICE

CosMI\

Landscape Services has been
heading up the construction
Southern's new recreational and overseeing the plans. Mark
fields by Collegedale Academy Antone, director of Landscape
are on their way to completion. Services, said they are halfway
The new fields will include done with the project and that
a regulation size softball, foot- the weather will determine
ball and soccer field. New how soon the project will be
lights and 300 ft. fences are completed.
The last half of the work
going to be implemented in the
include grooming the fields,
makeover.
"These fields are going to prepping the dirt, installing
be really improved," said Don new lights and pouring pads
Mathis, facility manager at for bleachers. New bathrooms
are also ipcorporated in the
Husley Wellness Center.
The previous fields were construction plan as well. The
"mucking up with rain," Mathis new fields will also be closer
said. The previous football field to the_bridge, which is a closer
was at an incline. This forced walk for Southern students.
players to run uphill during
"If we get them going over
games. The lighting was not. there because they want to play
great either, Mathis said. Since on that field, then that's a good
the new fields will be level, thing and we've done our job,"
drainage will improve.
Marty Hamilton, associate vice
SuFFWama

president of Financial Administration.
Hamilton said the project is
about $too,ooo and the lighting was the most expensive.
Hamilton explained that the
previous lighting for the fields
were on telephone polls that
were not visually appealing,
so the new lighting will be aluminum and league regulation
lighting.
The decision to redo the
fields was based on Collegedale
Academy . installing their tennis courts, which replaced an
existing softball field. Since
Collegedale Academy was
bringing in heavy equipment
for the construction, the opportunity for Southern to update their fields came about,
Hamilton explained.
Hamilton worked with Col-

Photo by Katie Freeland

A. tennis ball sits on the neu•lyfinished tennis courts at Collegedale AC"wlemy on Oct.
15. 201 J. The rour/s 1·eplace the softballfields th(l/ used Ia ocntpy the 11rea.

legedale Academy and allocated a budget for the new fields
that will be used by both Collegedale A~demy and South-

ern students. New sidewalks,
a pavilion and new bathrooms
will create a recreational complex.

Andrews·hosts 20th annual Aero fest
BARRETI THoMAS
StAEFWama

There was an air of excitement as gymnasts waited outside, trying to stay warm and
ready on a brisk November
night. Chants and cheering
could be heard from across the
campus of Andrews University.
as grade-school and college
aged gymnasts got pumped up
to put on the show they had all
been preparing for. The 20th
annual Acrofest was hosted
by Andrews University Nov.
10-13.
The Gym-Masters left Nov.
9 to get to Michigan in time
for the weekend festivities.
Wi~ learning workshops and
contests on Thursday and Friday, the gymnasts worked until Saturday.
After drawing a close to the
Sabbath, fans began to line up
in front of Andrews's Johnson
Gymnasium in hopes of getting an early pick of seats.
These fans, though, were
not just from Michigan; there
were spectators from around
the country.
"I really like that they move
Acrofest every year," said Cody
Robinson, a sophomore outdoor leadership major. "I had
never been to Andrews before,

and Acrofest gave me. an excuse to drive up to Andrews
so I could visit my friends and
see the school."
Saturday night, gymnasts
were lining up outside the
gym, preparing to run into the
gym and put on a show.

Every time
the team
was about
to do a big
move, you
could just
feel the anticipation.

''

"We were walking up and
noticed there was a lot of ener-gy from several of the teams,"
said Tanner Williams, a junior at Andrews. "They were
pumping themselves up to go
inside. I think the cold. night
might have helped them stay
more alert, too."
After the audience members

had been let in and most had
found their seats, the doors
were opened. A stampede of
gymnasts ran down the sidewalk toward the gym.
At the finale, the team
from each school performed
a routine for the audience.
Throughout the show, the energy from the crowd was incessant.
"The gym was so hyped up
the whole time. Every time
a team was about to do a big
move, you could just feel the
anticipation," said Daniel
Byard, a college student in
Chicago, IL who drove to Andrews to see the event. "There
were a couple mess ups here
and there from some teams,
but when anybody nailed a really good move the crowd went
crazy."
After the show, many people stayed for the night, but
some had to leave as soon as
they were done. Robinson left
Andrews after the show and
drove straight back to Southern.
"I'm so tired right ~ow. I got
a little bit of a nap today but
not much," Robinson · said,
"but it was totally worth it."
To view pictures and videos from Acrofest 2011, visit
http:/ fwww.andrews.edu/
casfgymnicsfacrofest/

Photo courtesy of Cassie Smith
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Modt:rn Languages Department sends more care packages this year
I

BARRETI THoMAS

Suu

WRrnR

The life of a student in Adventist Colleges Abroad can
be exciting, but it can also
cause homesickness at times.
To alleviate this, every
year, the Modern Languages
Department assembles care
packages and sends them to
Southern students abroad.
"We're in a foreign country
we've never been to before,"
said Andrea Erhart, a junior
general studies major that was
an ACA student in Italy last

year. "It's nice to be reminded
we still go to Southern every
once in a while."
This year, 47 Southern students are studying abroad in
six countries. This is up from
the 27 students last year. This
increase has created a large
undertaking for those in the
Modern umguages Department putting together the
packages.
"The students around the
office help out," said Beverly Orrison, office manager
in Miller Hall, "but each one
takes a lot of time because
of all the customs forms that

It's nice to
be reminded
we still go
to Southern
•
every once In

a while.

have to be filled out, so it's a
pretty involved project."
The packages that the students get for Chr:istmas include a Southern t-shirt, a
water bottle and candy. The.
packages are all prepared one
by one. Each department that
has students in foreign countries is asked to include anything they might want to send.
''We send them a stocking
- with everything stuffed in
there," Orrison said. "Then we
put in a little stuffed bear or
reindeer right on top."
Even more time complications arise when dealing with

the mailing rules of different
countries.
"Sometimes we have to send
different things to people in
different countries because
of customs," said Rebecca
Byard, freshman health science major and an assistant
in the office of Miller Hall.
"Some countries we can't send
food. Some you can't send certain types of clothes. Oh, and
apparently you can't send a
pit bull to Germany."
Despite the obstacles that
arise with such a project, Orrison .said they expect to have
the care packages ready soon.

''
Nathan Greene painting to be hung in December
DAPHNE BASTIEN
STAff WRITER

"The Great Commission,"
an original painting by N athan Greene, has been sent to
· California to be scanned on a
high-resolution digitial scanner for future reproduction.
The original piece, donated by
the class of 2010, will ~main
at Southern. Service IS the
central theme of the painting.
"Nathan Greene did an excellent job portraying service
at Southern," said VenetiaAnn Bignall, junior psychobiology major. "He made Jesus the center and this really
helped show how we as A student body are really Christcentered."
Elise Harbolt, class of 2010
campaign chair, spearheaded
the project.
"The class did a phenomenai
job of connecting with friends
and family and the community to raise almost $so,ooo, to
get the painting," said Patrice
Hieb, annual giving officer of
Southern's Advancement department. "They did that in
a very short period of time so
that the commission could be
presented at graduation."
Alisa Weimer, a senior fine
art major, is one of 12 students featured in the painting. According to Weimer,
when
Greene
originally
came to Southern's campus

Photo contributed by Marketing and Uni•ersity Relation>

The Nathan Greene pamtmg, pr sen ted to the umuet'Sity Ot't'l' alumni weekend on Oct 29, will oo hunp in Wright Hall

to photograph students for
his painting he had wanted
an art student included, but
didn't find one until he was
at a Southwestern University
conference Weimer had attended.
"It was an accident really,"
Weimer said. "I just happened
to walk up to him at a random
meeting at Southwestern that

Nathan
Greene did
an excellent
job portraying service at
Southern. ' '

. I wasn't even a part of and he
wasn't a part of and we just
kind of connected."
From there, the two were
able to arrange a time to mee
where Weimer could be photographed for Greene's painting.
The painting alone is four
feet by six and a half feet
wide. The frame adds about

two additional feet•
"Southern students, faculty
and alumni will feel as though
the painting will be a positive
item for the campus," Bignall
said. "It will keep our school
and the perspective of service
in the forefront of our minds."
The painting will be hung in
Wright Hall next month.
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Gulf Coast upset over OK
to wrap up BP cleanup

•
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Word that the government
is le~g BP end its cleanup
of the Gulf Coast left many
residents seething and fearful
over who would monitor or respond to any lingering effects
of the worst oil spill in U.S.
history.
Estimates that 90 percent of
the region's shores have been
cleaned of oil from last year's
spill belie the sentiments of
many locals who are likely to
think first ofBP when they spot
tar balls or mats of weathered
oil in the sand. Such waste has
washed ashore for years from
a variety of sources, but the
spill's traumatic aftermath has
linked it with BP in the minds
of many.
"Everything is just not how
it used to be. When you pull a
fish up, it doesn't look like it is
supposed to look, like they did
before," said Ryan Johnson, a
. fisherman in Pensacola Beacli,
Fla.
The agreement approved
last week by the U.S. Coast
Guard ends BP's cleanup responsibility for all but a small
fraction of. the coast, and

For Penn St., a new week
after the worst one ever

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)
- For Penn State University,
there was the past week - a
.week of unimaginable turmoil
and sorrow, anger and disbelief and shame. And then there
is tomorrow.
As Penn State leaves a harrowing week behind and takes
tentative steps toward a new
normal, students and alumni
alike wonder what exactly that
means. What-comes next for a
proud institution brought low
by allegations that powerful
men knew they had a predator in their midst and failed
to take action? What should
members of its community do
now?
"Our best," said Julie Weiss,
19, a sophomore from Wayne,
N.J., pausing outside her
dorm to consider the question.
Last week, the worst in its
156-year history, the place
called Happy Valley became
noticeably less so. Students

THURSDAY,

marks a shift to restoration
efforts that will likely include
planting new vegetation and
adding new sand to beaches.
Under the plan, BP PLC won;t
be requir~d to clean up oil that
washes ashore in the future
unless officials can prove it
· came from the blown-out well
that caused the 2010 catastrophe - a _linkthat the company
concedes will be harder to establish as pme passes and the
oil degrades. Still, a top company official said BP is ready
to respond to any oil that's
deemed its responsibility.
"We are finally at a stage
where scientific data and assessment has defined the endpoint for the shoreline cleanup," said Mike Utsler, head of
BP's Gulf Coast Restoration
Organization. "That endpoint
can be reopened."
Such assurances are of little
comfort to officials around
the region who think that the
Coast Guard failed to protect
their interests. Louisiana refused to sign off on the cleanup plan, though the Coast
Guard said it would carry it
out regardless of the state's
objections. Among the state's
chief concerns is what they
perceived as a lack of longterm monitoring required by

and alumni felt betrayed· as
child sex abuse allegations exploded onto the nation's front
pages, bringing notoriety to a
place largely untouched by,
and unaccustomed to, scandal.
As the school's trustees
pledge to get to the bottom of
the saga, many Penn Staters
are feeling sadness, anger, a
sense ofloss. Some can't sleep.
Others walk around with knots
in their stomachs or can't stop ,
thinking about the victims.
"Everyone's been struggling
to reconcile how something so
bad could happen in a place
that we all think is so good,"
said senior Gina Mattei, 21,
of Glen Mills, Pa., hours after Penn State played its first
game since 1965 without Joe
Paterno on the sidelines as
head coach. "It's sad to think
that something like that could
happen HERE, in a place
where everyone is really comfortable and has a lot of community spirit."
Penn State's former assistant football coach, Jerry

.
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the plan.
"This has been a unilateral
decision. We were supposed to
work to make it right, BP said
they would make it right," said
John Young, the president
of Jefferson Parish, a coastal
area that was hit hard by the
spill. "It's not clean. There are
still tar mats and tar balls appearing."
The Coast Guard estimates
that all but 10 percent of the
region has been cleaned of
this Sept. 7, 2011 photo, cleanup crews search for oily tar balls along
oil from the spill, and says it's In
the beach in Gulf Shores, Ala. Word that the government is letting BP end
time to move onto ecosystem · its cleanup of the Gulf Coast left many residents seething and fearful over
who would monitor or respond to any lingering effects of the worst oil
restoration. BP has set aside spill
in U.S. history. (AP Photo/Dave Martin)
$1 billion for projects to restore areas damaged by the where it came from. If a link ing.
"It doesn't surprise me that
spill that began on April 20, to BP's now-plugged Macondo
2010, when the D~epwater well was found, then the Coast the government is going to
Horizon drilling rig exploded, Guard would ask the oil giant let BP off the hook, because
to clean it up. In these cases, they've let them off the hook
killing 11 workers.
"There are significant por- it would take a few days to col- before," Toler said Wednestions of our coastline that are lect samples of oil reported day. "The president said we
ready to move into the next washing ashore and send it to would be made whole. I think
phase, so that the Gulf Coast . its testing lab in Connecticut he's turning his back on us
can start restoration projects to determine the source of the too."
He said oil can still be
critical to help heal the re- oil.
In Gulfport, Miss., fourth- found. "I've never seen these
gion," said Coast Guard Capt.
Julia Rein, the federal on- generation oyster and shrimp problems before. I've been gofisherman Rudy Toler said he ing out on the water for more
scene coordinator.
New oil that shows up on doesn't think it's time to scale than 20 years and I've never
clean shores would be treated back the cleanup. The 31-year- seen oil before, even though
"as any kind of oil response," old is convinced the Gulf is there is natural seepage."
said Coast Guard spokeswom- contaminated by the spill. He
an Lt. Suzanne Kerver. Offi- blames BP for the shrimp and
cials would try to determine oysters he says he's not catch-

Sandusky, was charged Nov.
5 with molesting eight boys
over a span of 15 years, and
two university officials were
charged with failing to notify authorities after being
told about a 2002 incident in
which Sandusky allegedly sodomized a boy in the showers of
the football building.
The scandal quickly metastasized, costing two more
key figures their jobs - Paterno, the face of Penn State
football since 1966, as well as
university president Graham
Spanier. It also tarnished the
reputation of an institution
that preached "success with
honor" - that, according to its
own credo, was supposed to be
better than this.
"Everyone kind of feels like
this is just the beginning. We
still have a Oong) way to go
for Penn State to redeem itself and get back to the place
where we were," said Mattei.
"I don't think that our name
is tarnished at all," said Amy
Fietlson, 19, a sophomore and
aspiring veterinarian from

New Jersey. "The integrity of
a few individuals who have
been involved with this school
is definitely tarnished, but for
the rest of us that had no way
of preventing it or had no involvement in it, we are not·
tarnished at all. Our integrity
remains."
Mattei's boyfriend, Adam
DiAntonio, ?1 22-year-old senior from Chester Heights,
Pa., said that "99.9 percent of
the university is still committed to the Penn State that everybody has known."
Determined words. In reality, .though, it won't be easy,
even with a commitment from
new president Rodney Erickson to restore confidence and
"rebuild our community." Too
much damage has been done
during a week of growing revelations, mounting anger and
shock after nationally televised shock.
The U.S. Education Department is investigating whether
the university violated federal law by failing to report
the alleged sexual assaults.

Some donors are expected to
pull back, at least in the short
term. One football recruit has
already changed his mind
about attending Penn State
next year.
Then there's the risk that
new allegations of wrongdoing
- more abuse victims coming forward, perhaps, or evidence of a wider cover-up than
what's already been alleged could jolt the campus again.
"I hope and I pray that it
doesn't go any further than
what we've already seen,
which is as tragic as it gets,"
said George Werner, 47, a
Penn State graduate who was
tailgating with friends Saturday in the shadow of Beaver
Stadium.
Werner, 47, who lives outside Ann Arbor, Mich., said he
has struggled with the scandal every day, waking in the
middle of the night and unable
to go back to sleep. He fears
it will be a long, long time before the university gets back
to iwrmal. "Maybe not in my
lifetime," he says.
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Living in a world of magic and mystery
MICHAEL HADLEY
CoNTR•auroa

.

"It is a world of magic and
mystery, of deep darkness and
flickering starlight." - Frederick Buechner, "Telling the
Truth: The Gospel as Tragedy,
Comedy, and Fairy Tale."
I may never get tired of that
quote. It epitomizes a world
which we lose gradually as we
grow up.
I love fall. It's probably my
favorite season. The air is cold
and crisp. The sky looks different during fall too; it's blue
during the day and deep with
starlight during the night.
The leaves change, leaving the
mountains here in Tennessee
a glow of reds and yellows and
oranges, as if the world is putting on a colorful scarf.
The sun sets and ignites the
sky, and when it hits the colored mountains it's as if the
world is on fire with light.
it's all so magical, at least
to me. It feels as if something
unusual could happen-like
the fairy tales we read as chil-dren or even as adults. Like
if you got up and walked into
the woods, the leaves crunching beneath your shoes, you
would eventually reach a small
town and be drawn up into a
great adventure.
I think we have forgotten a
bit of the magic and mystery
that is in our world. It's the
reason we love stories about

princesses and dragons, pirates and ships, wardrobes
and white witches, magical
rings and small people with
big feet. We want there to be
more than just what we see more than the paved roads,
mini-malls, outlet stores and
carry-out pizza.
In his book "Orthodoxy,"
G.K Chesterton wrote, "When
we are very young children
we do not need fairy tales: we
only need tales. Mere life is
interesting enough. A child of
seven is excited by being told
that Tommy opened a door
and saw a dragon. But a child
of three is excited by being
told Tommy opened a door."
When we're little the most·
ordinary things amaze us. But
the older we get, the more
cynical we become and the
more we prefer realism. Some
Christians say we should shy
away from fiction with magic
and mysticism. I humbly ask,
what about the Trinity? God
is three persons in One. That
is something we cannot comprehend, something that is
impossible in this physical
world. Simply put, to us it is
magic. We have tried to make
Christian spirituality a formula. One where prayer + reading the Bible + serving God =
CHristianity. These are important, but spirituality isn't a for·mula. It's something that we
have to figure out how to do.
It's a search, a quest to find out
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It is so very easy for us to
think that the purpose of subduing the earth is to dominate every corner of creation
and have the answers to every

Photo by Matt Hadley

what it means to be Christian,
all the while fighting a terrible
dragon that is trying to keep
us from reaching our goal.
Throughout the Bible are
stories that have that element
of magic. The parting of the
Red Sea, Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch. In that particular
passage, Philip preaches to the
man and baptizes him, and
the Bible then says, "When
they came up out of the water,
the Spirit of the Lord suddenly
took Philip away, and the eunuch did not see him again,
but went on his way rejoicing"
(Acts 8:39).
He disappears, like he has
a magic ring or an invisibility
cloak. God makes a man disappear into thin air. How can
we read that and not see that
there is something magical
about God and the world we
live in? There are more stories
in the Bible like this-take pret-

ty much all of Jesus' miracles.
I think stories and fairy tales
can tell us something about
who we are and the world
which we've lost, the world
we have subdued. I think that
is why we love them so much;
there is a longing in our heart
for Eden, for how things used
to be, for the magic of walking
in a garden with God.
Take some time away from
Facebook and cell phones and
the noise that permeates our
lives - even if it's just sitting
in a bookstore and looking out
the window at the mountains,
or driving with the windows
down through the cool air.
Or even if it's just standing
outside in the cold, looking at
the bright stars in the sky that
make you feel small and leave
a sense of awe and wonder in
your heart. Regain some of
the magic and mystery of the
world God has put us in.

I Mystery:
; This word refers to anything unknown or inexphcable. It comes from a· theological
i term referring to God's presence and revelations of Himself. If you don't fully know

I it, if it remains (at least in part} unexplained, it is a mystery. Rediscover tlre mystery
iofGod!

42 -105-6800

"how," "what" and "wh"" )1lat
the purpose of studying the
Bible is to have every answer
for every situation, and know
exactly what we need to do
to be "good Christians " That
theology is meant for the total
unraveling of the mystery of
God, so that we know everything there is to know about

divinity.
What if subduing the earth is
more about discovering aD the
wonders of creation, only to
~ver there s so much mqre

still to be found aut? What if
the Bible JS more about learning about the struggle of a life
that JS always cleater m bindsight, and that we aren't the
ftnf!lt'Wilnfelt
way before? What if theology IS really
meant to be a radical relationship-one m which we come to
know God deeper and deeper,
knowmg that there will never
be an end to the mysteries of
whoGodJS?
When we get too concerned
with the answers, we tend to
forget the .mystery. When we
can go through a day without
seeing the beauty of creation
and the people aD around us,
something is wrong When
we can t get excited about the
adventure of life. something lS
wrong. When we can hear the
statement "Jesus died for you"
as a fact and not a foundation-shaking, nnnd-blowing,

heart-wrenching, unfathomable truth, there is something
wrong. We've traded in the
mystery for monotony.

-·
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Remember, this is the opinion section
something is funny, while another thinks it's dumb. I'm
sure by now you're following
me.

it's okay to have an opinion
that differs from someone
else's, and it's okay to voice it.
And you know what, it is. She
didn't teach me that because
she's my mom, she taught me
that because it's true.
Remember
the
phrase
"beauty is in the eye of the
beholder?" Well, it's kind of
like that. People have different opinions about what's in
style, what guy is cute, what
color looks good with another, which politician would do
the best job ... etc. No one is
wrong for thinking differently
than you. There is no reason
to tell someone they are too
liberal or too conservative,
misinformed, or out ofline for
Growing up, . my mom al- stating their opinion. Telling
ways told me I had strong someone they're misinformed
opinions. She also told me it for thinking a fact is true when
was one of the things she loved it's not is one thing, telling
about me. She taught me that. someone they're misinformed

JAIME JACOBSON
OpiNION fDITQR

Opinion: a personal view,
attitude, or evaluation. Opinions are not supported with
facts; they cannot be proven.
They are not based on complete certainty-that's why
it's an opinion and not news
or data. It's like the difference
between a scientific theory
and a scientific law.
My opinion is my own. It's
my thoughts, my feelings, it
doesn't need to have anything
to do with someone else's
opinion and it doesn't need to
support two sides of an issue.
When a controversial topic
comes to the table there are
always two sides, if not more,
to view the issue from. One
person may feel something is
right while another thinks it's
wrong. One person may think

''I

respect the
idea that you may
disagree with
someone else, but
criticizing a person for holding
an opinion is not
respectable.

for thinking something different than you is another. And
it's inappropriate.
My job as the opinion editor
is to publish opinions. I will
publish IJlY own, I will publish yours, I'll even publish
opinions that blatantly disagree with mine. A response
to someone's opinion that
involves you disagreeing and
stating your own is perfectly
wel_come in th~ opinion section of any paper. An email
or a phone call questioning or
bashing someone's opinion,
however, is unnecessary.
I've recently received criticism through emails and
phone calls for articles published in my section, and
about the authors of the articles themselves. If you ask
me, this criticism is a waste
of time. I respect the idea that
you may disagree with some-

one else, but criticizing a person for holding an opinion is
not respectable.
My section, by definition,
is going to be biased. I do not
need to write something that
supports two sides of an issue
if I only agree with one side. If
you agree with the other side,
you can write about it and I'll
print it.
There is a difference between having your own opinions and judging someone for
having an opinion different
then your own. Having an
opinion is something to be
proud of. Speak your mind,
voice your thoughts, stand
out. If we all thought the same
thing, the world would be a
sad, dull place-it's the different ways people see things
that keeps it all interesting.

Our professors deserve some recognitiop.
JAIME JACOBSON

Southern is different from
other colleges and universities. Not just because of the
obvious reasons, I know that's
a bit of an J.Inderstatement,
but specifically because of our
professors. I truly feel like
the quality of the teachers we
have here is beyond excellent.
I have experienced so many
instances in my time at Southern that made me incredibly
grateful to have the teachers I

-~

I asked 50 students if
they supported~ occupy~

60%

NO

40%

YES

•

J

have and to have the opportunity to learn from them. They
give more than what's expected of them, they truly care and
they teach as though they're
talking to a room full of people
rather than a teacher talking
to a room full of students.
Think of all the colleges you
could have gone to, omitting
the other Adventist institutions. How many of those
would have professors ask
you what you're going through
and pray for it right then and
there? Even more, how many
would know your name?
The fact that the professors
take the time to acknowledge
me and my problems before
jumping into what they need
to teach is so comforting.
I particularly have a warm
spot for a lot of the teachers in
the School of Journalism and
Communication. When we're
discussing an article but can't
quite wrap _our head around
what's wrong, associate professor Andy Nash al'Vays has
the perfect solution. I feel like
wisdom just pours out of his
mouth in the most gentle and
structural way.
Emily Banks, junior mass

communication
major,
agreed. "He's very encouraging and I feel like he's looking
to make sure we understand
what we're doing, still giving
us positive feedback. I didn't
feel like I needed to do well because I was stressed, I did well
because I wanted to. I think
I did the best in that class of
all6f niine-he made me want
to do my best because he was
so encouraging and I actually
learned a lot."
Loren Barnhurst, professor
in the Chemistry department,
deserves some praise too.
Hannah Tyman, junior
nursing major, said, "He goes.
out of his way to make sure we
understand it, and even right
now when I'm not in his class
he tells me I can go to his office if I have questions. He
knows my name even though
I haven't had class with him in
a year. I just think it's cool he
goes that far to know his students."
In the School of Education
and Psychology, Stefanie Kulik, senior psychology major,
appreciates Assistant Professor Darlene Karst.
"She really takes her time to

Andy Nash

make sure she pulls out things _
we'll • actually use from the
book and if she sees you in the
hall she'll ask you how you're
doing-you're more than just
a random student. Her office
is always open and she even
brings her dog a lot and lets
me play with him."
The effort our teachers
make to connect with us is
amazing. I wish I could name
all the faculty who've ever
pulled me aside to pray with
me when I was struggling, or
told me I was doing a good job
in a way other than writing it
on a graded paper-the list of
names to thank God for would
go on and on. I hope that all

Darlene Karst

loren Bamhurst

of us can recognize and appreciate what an unbelievable
faculty Southern provides us
with. I, for one, am thankful to
have them in my life.

I
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A trip to the world's largest tree house
EMILY BANKS

Upcoming
Events

LIFESTYI FS EDITOR
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It was about two years

ago when I first laid eyes on
its majestic beauty. I was in
Barnes and Noble casually
flipping through a book about
tree houses around the world,
when one in particular caught
my eye. It was enormous!
At a staggering 97 feet tall,
this fortress contained So
rooms and covered an estimated 8,ooo-1o,ooo square
feet, making it the world's
largest tree house!
Impressed, I continued
reading. The "Minister's Treehouse" was built by an ordained minister named Horace Burgess who says God
appeared to him in a vision
and told him to build the tree
house. It took him about 14
years to complete, but Horace never ran out of materials
as, according to Burgess, God
had promised He would provide him with all the wood he
would need to finish.
I ~as still appreciating its
massive size when I noticed
where it was located-Crossville, Tenn.! I immediately
pulled out my phone and did
a quick calculation on MapQuest. To my surpri e and delight, the world's largest tree
house was"less than two hours
from Southern! That was all
it took; I had already planned
the road trip in my mind and
was texting my friends about
my epic discovery.
· As I mentioned before, this
was quite some time ago. Actually getting to the tree house
proved to be far more difficult task than anticipated.
First of all, I wanted to go in
the fall when the leaves were
in their prime. It is a gorgeous

a

Chrisbnas Gift Market at
YMCA. Thursday, Nov. 17,

10

a.m.-8 p.m. The gift market,
hosted by the YMCA of Metropolitan Chattanooga, will
feature a variety of vendors
offering handcrafted items,
Christmas decor, clothing and
accessories, gourmet food,
makeup and lotions, men's ·
gifts, pictures with Santa and
more! $5 per person. 1150
Carter St. Chattanooga, Tenn.
37402.

Photo via panoramio.com

drive through mountainous back roads, and I simply
wouldn't have it any other
way. Also, it was hard finding a free weekend with niceweather where everyone was
available.

''How many
pe_o ple get to
say they live
two hours away
from the largest
tree house?
My_ tree house road trip was
soon put Qn the backburner,
but I hadn't forgotten about
it. And then last Saturday,
after two falls had passed, it

"The greatest oak was once a little
nut who held its grotm.d."
-Author Unknown

was finally happening! Several
friends and I piled into the car
and made our way to Crossville.
As we pulled into the gravel drive, I could barely hold
myself back from leaping out
of the moving vehicle. It was
everythin~ I had hoped for
and more. I'm already really
into this •SOrt of thing Gust
ask my .roommate who, after
a week, finally convinced me
to take down the fort I built
in our dorm room last year).
But there is something about a
tree house that makes you act
like an eight-year-old againwhich may explain why there
_ were so inany elderly individuals present.
The place was packed with
·. people of all ages running · up
and down stairways, playing
hide and seek and exploring
hidden passage-ways. The
walls were covered with names
written in sharpie, colorful
paintings and Bible verses,
while the rooms were scattered
with curious oddities such as
bathtubs, random doorknobs
attached to the walls, a swin~
inside of a closet, school desks
and life-sized wooden carvings
of the 12 disciples. i felt like a
kid again, getting more and
more excited in anticipation

of what adventures the next
room would bring.
We gradually made our way
up to the top of the spire that
contained a 5,000-pound bell
made from old oxygen tanks.
And yes, we rang it as loud as
humanly possible.
Right when I thought it
coUldn't get any better, I spotted the swing. This "swing"
consisted of a lawn chair precariously connected to the top
floor of the tree house by rope
and duct tape. As sketchy as
it looked, I was not about to
pass this up!, My friend and I
hopped in and enjoyed a few
rides while a line of impatient
kids began to form. But they
would wait-1 had waited two
years for this moment and I
was going to enjoy every minute of it!
_ _
When it was finally time
to leave, I felt like a kid leaving Disney World, but I was
content. It was an awesome
experience and I encourage
everyone to go at least once.
How many people can say
they live two hours away ftom
the world's largest tree house?
Take a bunch of pictures and
make all your friends jealous becaus~ Tennessee just
became that much more awesome.

Travels Through the
Hidden World of Sharks.
Thursday, Nov. 17, 7-9:30
p.m. FREE special presentations, book signing and desert
reception. Juliet Eilperin, an
environmental reporter for
The Washington Post, speaks
about her travels around
the world while researching sharks for her recently
published book, "Demon
Fish." Registration in advance
required. 1 Broad St. Chattanooga, Tenn. 37402.
Chattanooga Roller Girls
Bouts. Saturday, Nov. 19, 7-9
p.m. Want a great way to beat
the beat? Come watch your
Chattanooga Roller Girls at
the Chattanooga Convention
Center! Tickets are $10 in
advance, $12 at the door. 1150
Carter St. Chattanooga, Tenn.
37402.
Bluegrass Jamboree.
Saturday, Nov. 19, 6-10 p.m.
FREE with donations accepted. Collect canned or nonperishable foods to donate to
the Chattanooga Community
Kitchen. All proceeds will be
used to support the community service projects. 5709
Tyner Lanl!'Harrlson, Tenn..
37341.
Thompson Square at
Track 29. Thursday, Nov.
19, 8 p.m. Come listen to this
up~and-rising country duo
perform, featuring The Dirt
Drifters. Tickets are $23 in
advance, $25 day of show.
Doors open at 7 p.m.
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Tal]ting 'Yith Chuck: Behil)d the Whi~tle . . ..·.
CHUCK CAMMACK
SPORTS EDITOR

Chuck: How did you get
interested in umpiring and officiating?
Ethan: As a kid I always
liked watcliing and mimicking
the baseball umpires. I would
practice what I saw on television in elementary school by
always being the umpire in
kickball and softball games.
My senior year of high school
I was a catcher in fast-pitch
softball, so I developed a relationship with a lot of the
umpires and they suggested
I look into umpiring or officiating. Knowing umpires really helped, coupled with their
willingness to let me work.
Chuck: What sports do" you
umpire or officiate?
Ethan: I umpire softball
for the Amateur Softball Association of America (ASA) and
I officiate basketball for the
Tennessee Secondary School
Athletic Association (TSSAA).
Those are the only two sports
I am certified in and the two I
have the most familiarity with
from growing up.
Chuck: What is your work
schedule like?
Ethan: I work about four
nights a week, two games a
night.
Chuck: How much do ypu
get paid?
Ethan: For TSSAA I make
$45 a game, which ends up
being about $30 an hour, but
they start you out working
third grade games making $25
a game. For ASA slow-pitch
softball I make $18 a game
and fast-pitch softball I make
$27-32.50 a game depending
on the tournament.
Chuck: Which is harder:
umpiring softball or officiating
basketball?
Ethan: Both sports are
hard when you're playing with
people who don't know the
rules. The lower the skill level,
the harder it is, and the higher
the skill level, the easier it is.
With basketball everything
happens so quickly and there
are a lot of fouls. With softball
it really depends on whether

or not you're behind the plate
because you have to be consistent with your strike zone for
both teams for seven straight
innings, and there is no time
limit like there is in.basketball.
Also, basketball is not as hard
because people forget a lot
easier if you make a bad call,
whereas in softb;ill the close
plays are usually few and far
between.
Chuck: Which do you prefer?
Ethan: During softball season I prefer basketball because
it pays more, and overall I just
enjoy the pace of the game.
Chuck: To be a good referee or umpire, what qualities or
abilities do you need to have to
succeed?
Ethan: Quick judgment,
confidence, the willingness to
learn and admit when you're
wrong. You have to be willing
to ask your partners for help,
but you also have to have the
confidence to know when not
to ask for help. People skills
are also vital because you have
to know how to ignore people
who are angry with you. Hustle is also important because
officiating and umpiring has a
lot do with being in the right
place at the right time. Also,
have a good knowledge of the
rules and a solid understanding ofhowthe !>port is played.
Chuck: Do you do anything
in particular for game preparation?
Ethan: We try not to think
about what is going to come,
unless we know it is a rivalry
game. We try to stop the fights
and outbreaks before they
happen. Mostly we just try
to stay aware that this game
could go south quick. We try
to forget who the teams are
because favoritism ultimately
takes too much work. We are
more aware of attitude than
skill.
Chuck: Who gets technicals, warnings and ejections
the most?
Ethan: I have actually given out more technicals and
ejections to coaches because
they are the ones who are try-

ing to get their teams riled up,
whereas players know that if
they do act up, they are going to get in trouble with their
coach.
Chuck: Have you been
able to pick up any techniques
from watching referees and
umpires?
Ethan: The way that I
make all my calls is stuff that
I learned from major league
umpires or college basketball
officials. I'm always watching
those guys to see their positioning and such.
Chuck: Have you ever
thought about trying to do it
professionally?
Ethan: Yes I have just
recently looked into major
league baseball umpmng.
I would like to get into college umpiring first. A friend
of mine in Florida is making
$200
game for a smaller
community college league.
There is definitely money to
be made in this industry if
you can handle the pressure.
Up until this point I had no
problems with Sabbath observance. My bosses know that
I'm a Seventh-day Adventist,
so they just give me more
Sunday games. I'm not sure
how this will translate into the
professional realm if I were to
look into it, which is one of the
main things I've been thinking
about.
Chuck: How much do emotions play into the way referees and umpires call games?
Ethan: If the umpire or
official lets the emotions get
to him, then it will greatly affect the calls. Once you let
the emotions get to you, you
start second-guessing calls
and usually your first judgment was the right one. I've
heard it said, and I believe it to
be true, that when an umpire
ejects you quickly, he probably missed the call and knew
he was wrong. Ultimately·he
let his emotions make the ~I,
not his judgment and that's
never good.
Chuck: What is it like to
umpire or officiate for Southem intramurals?
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Ethan: It's hard because
you're umpiring and officiating peers' games. You know
what you need to do, but people don't always understand
that and do eJ}d up taking it
personally. It's also hard· to
see how Christians respond
to sports here be~use I work
a lot of non-Christian games
and sometimes they behave a
lot better.
Chuck: Any last words of
wisdom?
Ethan: I have three rules:
players play, coaches coach,
and officials officiate. Everyone has a job and if we let each
other do our jobs we will have

a smooth game. Also, remember that we are human
just as
much as anyone. If you are
an up-and-coming umpire or
official, remember the only
way you can become better is
to make bad calls. If you are
interested i.n becoming an umpire go to TSSAA.org. There is
definitely a need for younger
people. You will probably
want to quit in the first month
because it is a hard job but you
can't be scared. As long as you
aren't afraid to make mistakes
you can excel quickly.

I'
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Thursday, Nov. 17
11 a.m. Convocation, Rod
Handley (Church)
3 p.m. International Se' nior Student Immigration
Workshop (Lynn Wood
320)
7:30 p.m. Wellness Convocation, Rod Handley
(Thatcher)
Friday, Nov. 18
PayDay
7:45-10 a.m. SA Senate Pancake Breakfast (Promenade)
8 p.m. Vespers, Campus
Ministries (Church)
5:34 p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Nov. 19
8:45a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School (Thatoher
South, White Oak Room)
9:30 a.m. Pure Vida Sabbath
SchOol (Talge Chapel)
9:45 a.m. Can We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rm 105)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)

[Stu~ent

Thanksgiving Day Dinner-Staying for break? .
Don't miss out on a FREE
Thanksgiving Dinner in the .
Presidential Banquet Room
at 3 p.m. Thanksgiving
Day! If you want to come,
please contact Kari Shultz
(kshultz@southern.edu) by
Noon on Monday, Nov. 21.

'

('
(

Sunday, Nov. 20
5 p.m. International Student
Thanksgiving Party
s:30-7:30 p.m. Cowboy Jubilee, WSMC (Ackerman)
Monday, Nov. 21
Begin purchasing 2nd semester textbooks (Campus
Shop)
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
council
5 p.m. We Give Thanks
(Lynn Wood Chapel)
Tuesday, Nov. 22
McKee Library Closes 5 p.m.
VVednesday,Nov.23
Thanksgiving Break!
No classes (Nov. 23-27)
McKee Library closed (Nov.
23-25)
University Health Center
closed (Nov. 23-27)
12 p.{ll. Offices closed
Thursday, Nov. 24
Thanksgiving Day!
Offices closed
3 p.m. Thanksgiving

Dinner (Presidential BanquetRoom)
Friday, Nov. 25
Offices closed
5:31 p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Nov. 26
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Ken
Norton( Church)
9:45 a.m. Can We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rm 105)
10 a.m. Livjng Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Ken
Norton (Church)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Con. nect (CA room 102)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Jackie James (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Ken
Norton (Church)
Sunday, Nov. 27
5-9 p.m. Symphony Orchestra Concerto Competition
Finals (Ackerman)
6-11 p.m. McKee Library
Open

Monday, Nov. 28
Senior progress grades for
Dec, graduates due and
deadline to finish incompletes and home study correspondence
Online registration opens
for New/Transfer students
(Dec. 28-Jan 13)
Basketball . Intramural signup begins
southern.edufintramurals
4 p.m. University Assembly
Tuesday, Nov. 29
6;30 p.m~ Christmas on the
Promenade (Begins at
Taylor Circle)
VVednesday,Nov.30
7:30 p.m. SA Senate (White
Oak Room)
Thursday, Dec.1
11 a.m. Convocation, Student
Association, Town Hall
Meeting (Iles)
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory (Conference rm. A)
5 p.m. Basketball team meeting (Hulsey)
6:30 p.m. Christmas on the
Promenade (Rain Date)

Life Announcements]

Christmas
on
the
Promenadei--Come
to
Taylor Circle Tuesday, Nov.
29 at 6:30p.m. for the start
of the Christmas season!
See Santa come in a very
special way and walk along
the promenade with friends
enjoying music, drama, hot
chocolate, and more! This is
one event you will not want
to miss!

•

10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
· Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)
10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath School (Hulsey Wellness Center)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
10:15 a.m. French Sabbath
School (Miller Hall rm
201)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Andy Nash (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
2 p.m. Ministries: God is
Our Song, Flag Camp and
Patten Towers (meet at
Wright Hall)
5:30
p.m.
Evensong,
(Church)
New York Study Tour Begins
8 p.m. An Electric Night of
Fun! (Student Center &
Iles) -

November 17, 2011

[S.A. Announcements]
SA
Senate
Pancake
Breakfast will be on the
promenade from 7:45-10
a.m. on Friday, Nov. 18l
Stop by and visit your SA
and Senate while eating
some delicious morning
treats with us!

[Birthdays]
Nov. :1,7- James Shoemaker, Nathanael Alius, Shana
Browne, Tekoa Penrose
Nov. 18- Alisha Ottati, Jim
Wampler, Kaylie Dobbs,
Marcella Morales, Skyler
Gascay, Soyeon Kim
Nov. 19 - Addison Young,
Aleesha Tremper, Donna
Robinson, Dori Trivette,
Grant
Stephens,
Jacob
Mertz, Jordan Webst~r, Matt

McUmber, Meg Jeffers, Sean
Robinson
Nov. 20- Barbara James,
Bryan Stitzer, Giuliano Lombardi, Hans von Walter,
Heather Haynes, Joel Hanlon, Jon DeOliveira,
Barnett, Mariah Gage, Rebecca Hernandez
Nov. 21- Adam McQuistan,
Bethany Niles, Bianca Gilbert, Bob Young, Claressa
Wilcox, Diego Ballesteros,
Dustin Louder, John Butler,
Kayleen Hyde, Kyle Humphrey, Lauren Christensen,
Len Raney, Marcos Torres,
Naya Allen, Russ Orrison,
Sharon Pittman, Tanner
Thompson
Nov. 22 - Aimee Seheult,
Andrea Erhart, Carlos Rosales, Christianna Walter,
Crystal Campbell, David
Tryon, Magdaly Dominguez,
Monica Tolentino, Nathaniel

Karrie

McKee, Shari Cherenfant,
Yasmin Martinez de 1a Rosa
November 23"" Bert Ringer,
Bethany Otis, Daphni Edwards, Elizabeth Hart, Jeremy Permaul, Stefan Zafiu,
TamraCox
Nov. 24- Connie Rhodes,
Edward Richburg, Janesta
Walker, Jason Smith, Josiane Vetiaque, L J Spencer,
Paola Leger, Stacy Coli:, Stephen Rogers
Nov :c5- Bryan Rivera, Don
Hart, Erica Schneider, Philip
Samaan

Nov. 26 - Danielle Nobuhara, Jyra Mitra, Leah Castellano, Mina Farrar, Nerilyn
Rosario, Nico Ludi, Shana
Michalek. Shanti Ollivier
Nov. 27- Andrew Whitlow,
Dave Colburn, George Cook,
Jeff King, Kimberly Miller,
Marcus Youngberg, Spencer
Engle, Stephen Herren, Yo-

nique McNeil .
Nov-. 28- Brandon Riley,
Deborah Seth, Eric Swano60D, Felipe DeJesus, Frances Johnson, Joyce Azevedo,
Karly Pratt, Katherine Ston~
Liza Tang, Logan Poll, Perry
Rogers, Robert Montague,
Roy Mendizabal, Tyler dos
Santos
Nov. 29 - Brendan Mattson, Eugene Kelly, Kimberley
Hutapea, Mona Endehipa,
Samuel Little
Nov. 30- Ann Marie Walters, Cheryl Des Jar~
Heather Tonsbe~, Iris Ohsie, Jessica Weaver, J
Suero, Michael Kuhlman
Nathan Lorenz, Taresa Vandet:oef
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HUMOR EDITOR: KEITH KiNG

That awkward moment when ...
nanny turns out to be your ex-husband disguised as a 60-year-old
1 Your
British caretaker.
You grow up in the North Pole thinking you are an Elf, when really your
2 father
is a children's book writer in New York.

3
4

Your indestructible boat hits an iceberg and sinks.
Your uncle throws your father off a cliff into a stampede of wildebeests
and then convinces you it was your fault and that you should run away to
the jungle where you meet your two best friends who are social outcasts
surviving on a diet of bugs.

38 Days till Christmas

EVERYTHING!!!!

I will tell you: It's three agencies of government,
when I get there, that are gone: Commerce,
Education and the -- what's the third one there?
Let's see . ... OK. So Commerce, Education and
the - ... The third agency of government J would
- I would do away with the Education, the ..
Commerce and - lefs see - I can't. The third
one, I can't. Sorry.

Students .s pend Thanksgiving st:udying in New York
SOUTHERN ADVENTIST UNIV. McKee Lib.

Vol. 67 No. 11

105905-2270

LExi ALVIDREZ
STAFf

--

WRITER

More than 60 Southern students traveled to the Big Apple over Thanksgiving Break.
Students from across campus
drove hours through the night
to participate in one of three
university-sponsored tours.
Freshman history major
Mathew Plott went on the Social Work study tour.
"Getting to spend a week
in a different culture seemed
like the perfect way to spend
Thanksgiving break," Plott
said.
He--expressed his interest in·
New York and anthropology
and saw it as an opportunity
to explore and be a part of the
city. Plott said that during the
trip it might not have felt like
class, but by the end of the
week he had learned so much
more about the city and the

people.
The social work group experienced sad news when current sociai work adjunct and
35-year leader of the New York
study tour Ed Lamb passed the
torch over to Tron and Kristie
Wilder, a psychology adjunct
and social work assistant professor, respectively. Wilder expressed how honorable and intimidating it is to fill the shoes
of Lamb.
"I would never consider myself his replacement because
he is truly irreplaceable," she
said.
•
Jordan The, junior physical
therapy major, attended the
trip with the Business Administration Study Tour class. The
said that he and several other
classmates prefered "handson learning and being in the
mix of the business capital of
the world rather than listening
to lectures about business or -

reading it out of a book." To get
a grip on how different areas of
New York approach business
in contrasting ways, The's class
explored the streets of sth Avenue, China Town and SoHo.
Art Appreciation students
took a different look at New
York City as they.visited different art museums featuring art
by many of the world's most famous artists. "[The New York
Trip] is a cool way of learning
because in class you learn .the
history behind the artist, and
in New York you can see that
displayed in their art," said
junior health science major
Adam Offenback. Offenback
compared the trip to lab for
science classes.·
Wilder said, "It is hard to say
what the best part is, but probably seeing students experiencing the rich cu1ture and wonder
of the city for the first time."

Students rescued· during flood
DEANNA MOORE
EDITOR

An emergency call for a
possible drowning Monday
evening prompted a quick response by Collegedale Police,
Tri-Community Fire Department and Hamilton CountY
EMS following an attempt by
four students using air mattresses to raft down the flooded
Wolftever Creek near the duck
pond.
Emergency services arrived
at Spalding Drive to find two
students stranded in the mid~
dle of the flooded creek holding onto a branch.
Caleb Michalski, sophomore
mass communication major,
said in his written statement to
Campus Safety that he checked
the water near four corners
and saw that it was calm. He

then assumed that the group
would be safe riding down the
creek.
"I was under the impression that it was kosher, harmless fun," Michalski said in the
statement,
While riding the mattress,
Rene Bruzon, sophomore
accounting ·major, and Jon
Seddon, freshman computer
science major, fell off the mattress and into the water. Suddon said that while Bruzon was
repeatedly sucked under the
water, he swam after him and
used branches to pull them to
shore.
Michalski and Jessica Prather, sophomore social work
major, was following Seddon
and Bruzon on another mattress when they witnessed
them get swept away. Michalski and Prather grabbed a limb
continued on page 3
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Extreme Dodgeball conc1udes ~ellness Week
LoGANFOLL
STAFF WRITER

The tenth annual Extreme
Dodgeball tournament raged
on for almost four hours this
year with 30 teams battling
for glory and monetary prizes.
The teams competed in
a double elimination-style
tournament on the volleyball
courts in the Iles P.E. center.
The bleachers overlooking
the courts were packed full of
spectators and players, said
Jeff Erhard, a dean of Talge
Hall and a faculty sponsor of
the event.
The teams were comprised
of six players, two of which had

to be females. Each team was
required to have at least one
female player in the game at
all times. A total of 180 players competed in 59 matches
with eight officials enforcing
rules at each game.
Each match was a threeround set of games. Each
round was a different variation
of dodgeball. The first round
was with two small dodgeballs. The second round was
with the original two balls and
an additional large dodgeball.
In the final round, Dead Man
Walking, each team chose one
player to be their dead man.
Once the dead man was hit,
the round was over.

Extreme
dodgeball
really encompasses
all aspects
of physical
health and
Wellness
Week. ' '

"I loved the fact that most went to Can't Touch This and
teams got creative and dressed third place to Business Time.
up in crazy costumes," said Each team received a monChristina Wolfer, a freshman etary prize.
business administration ma"Extreme dodgeball really
jor. · "It showed off character . encompasses all aspects of
and was entertaining to the physical health and Wellness
rest of us."
Week," said Keolani Dingilius,
Each team was required junior allied health major and
to dress in costume to corre- Campus Ministries wellness
spond with their name, Erhard director.
said. Names ranged from Cow
The Extreme Dodgeball
Tipping Dwarfs to Party Rock tournament was the final
to Average Joes, the name of event in Student Wellness
the team in the actual movie week, which showed students
"Dodgeball."
how to exercise in different
The first place dodgeball and entertaining ways.
winners were Holiday Cheer
For photos of the event and
who dressed as elves and holi- more information, go to Talge
day .characters. Second place Hall's Facebook page.

Records and Advisement reaches out to students through Facebook
Records & Advisement has
been in existence since Febru-

AsHLEE CHISM
STAFFWIITfA

The Records and Advisement staff created a Facebook
page to send deadline reminders and instructions to students' newsfeeds.
The Facebook page, Southern Adventist University Records & Advisement, is intended to benefit students
who "like" it. They will receive
reminders and instructions,
said Joni Zier, director of Records and Advisement.
According to its newsfeed,
Southern Adventist University

The page
is for the
students'
conve. nience, not
frustration.
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22 people have "liked" it. Zier
said the page can be found
through a link on Records'
Southern web page and by
searching for it on Facebook.
Zier said she believes in trying any new method of reaching students at least once, but
"if it's not beneficial, it's out,"
she said. "The page is for the
students' convenience, not
frustration."
Students' usage of the Facebook page will also reduce the
amount of petitions Records
and Advisement sees on a
daily basis.
The petitions that Records
and Advisement receives daily
include how to find midterm
grades online, whether classes
are being taught the next semester and what the add/drop
dates are. Zier said the plan is
to post a weekly reminder or a
tip that will help students.
"We get all sorts of questions
at the .Records' front desk that
would have been answered for
the student if they'd checked
their school planner," said
Zier. "The Facebook page will
just reinforce those reminders."
"I appreciate the idea of
having a Facebook page," said
Rhya Moffitt, junior English
major. "But with the way Facebook works, someone would
have to actively check the page
,I I
I \ 1

..

.. I

•

or be online in order to see
the announcement posted. I'd
rather get an email reminder."
Email reminders are sent,
but not everyone pays attention to them even though they
are sent to personal addresses,
said Zier.
"Email and snail mail are
effective for those who open
their mail," she said. "It's
amazing how much important
mail is thrown away or deleted
facebook

unopened."
Records and Advisement
also wants to be current, Zier
said, that is why they added
the Facebook page to its email
reminders and regularly posted letters.
To those concerned that
these announcements and
reminders might clog their
newsfeeds, Zier said not to
worry. "We will not spam your
pages."

,.,•
~
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Collegedale Academy senior involved in Industrial Drive ·accident
HANNAH ScHAEFER

to prevent it from contaminating the ground.
"There have already been at
A vehicle crash occurred on
campus two weeks ago involv- least 2S accidents on campus/'
ing a truck driver and a student said Don Hart, access manager
of Campus Safety.
from Collegedale Academy.
"It takes time for students
.Melissa Harrison, a senior
from the Academy, was leaving / to become adjusted to a tight
college campus," said CamLynn Wood parking lot.
"I looked both ways, looked pus Safety Patrol Officer Josh
up the hill to my left and did Fraker.
.
According to the Tennessee
not see anyone coming and I
inched my way onto Industrial Department of Safety, all acciDrive," Harrison said..
dents that involve personal inHarrison, unable to see the jury, death and property damtruck coming, said she pulled age that exceeds $so must be
out as a truck struck her car reported. Many students unfaand drove over the hood. Har- miliar with thi~ law will simply ·
rison's car was ·completely to- leave a note ·with their insurtaled, she said. •
ance and contact information
Plant Services responded in hopes of avoiding a crash
immediately to cover leaking report, Fraker said.
"Even a small collision needs
oil and antifreeze with sawdust
STAFF WRITER

to be reported," he said.
Tennessee laws • are published on the website, :I;>.MV.
org.
Fraker and Hart said that
cramped parking actually results in fewer accidents.
"People are normally paying
more attention in these areas.
They are more cautious," Fraker said. "Normally, you will be
less <;autious of a driver in a
wide open Wal-Mart parking
lot."
The best way to prevent car
accidents is to go back to the
basics of defensive driving,
said Hart.
"Take longer time for trips,"
Hart said. "Look both ways,
share the road and slow down."

Council Coffee offers re~idents networking oppo!tunities
said.
Beginning at 9 a.m. on the
first Friday of every month,
the Council Coffee· generally
meets at the Hampton Inn in
Ooltewah, directly off I -7s,
Exit 11. Hamptcn Inn provides
free coffee and seating, but
businesses that would like to
spotlight during the session
must pay $so to give a presentation. Kyle said the location is
subject to change if a business
would like to give a presenta-tion and accommodate their
guests elsewhere.
Council Coffee is considered
part of the Ooltewah/Collegedale Chamber of Commerce,
and typically draws about
so area business owners and
. sales professionals. However,

you do not have to be a member of the council to attend.
"Anybody who comes in and
needs a job I invite to bring a
lot of re~umes. Three people
so far have gotten a job from
attending Council Coffee,"
Kyle said.
The president of the
Ooltewah/ Collegedale Chamber Council, Suzanne Burrell,
also invites students to network during the monthly
board meetings at -Collegedale
City Hall every third Wednesday of the month beginning at
9:30a.m.
"Come early to network and
pass out resumes and business
cards ... We'd be glad for you to
attend," Burrell said.
Kayce Foote, a junior public

relations ma~r at Southern,
recently interviewed for an intern position at the Ooltewah/
Collegedale Chamber of Commerce. If selected, Foote said
she would be the one to plan
the Council Coffee meetings.
"I think Council Coffee is a
great idea.... Southern is such
a large part of Collegedale; we
should have a voice and an opportunity in the community
around us," Foote said.
The next Council Coffee will
be held on Friday, Dec. 2, at
the Hampton Inn in Ooltewah.
For _ more ~nformation, visit
the
Ooltewahf~ollegedale
Chamber of Commerce page
on Facebook.com.

scene, said Kevin Penrod, di- pie were there we decided it
rector of Campus Safety.
would be best to let them toss
After finding Bruzon and us a rope," Prather said in her
Seddon on shore, the rescue . statement.
team pulled Michalski and
Campus Safety believes the
Prather out of the water.
rescue was necessary consider"I feel certaill we would have ing the conditions of the curbeen able to pull ourselves out, rent during the .flood.
"There was no telling how
however since the rescue peo-

deep or how fast the water was
moving," said Campus Safety
Officer Don Hart.
In an email addressing students after the incident, Ingrid
Skantz~ a university spokesperson, statea, "In addition to
the threat to your well-being,
taking intentional risk could

result in monetary fines, criminal trespass charges, and/ or
university disciplinary action."
No charges have been made
against students involved in
the incident, Penrod said.

LAUREN SWAFFORD

STAFF WRITER

A novel networking council
for local businesses is inviting
Southern Adventist University
students to attend and become
better acquainted with the
world of business.
...
Jamie Kyle, branch manager of the Sun Trust Bank in
Ooltewah and board member
of the Ooltewah/Collegedale
Chamber of Commerce, started the networking sessions a
few months ago, naming them
the "Council Coffee."
"I encourage students to
come because it's free, and
even if you're not interested in
a job, you can still gain knowledge about business," Kyle

continued from page 1

sticking out of the middle of
the water, stopping their 'rnattress.
Campus Safety called 911 after learning that · Bruzon and
Seddon had been swept under
the water and allegedly gone
~sing. A 40-person rescue
team then responded at the

I think
Council
Coffee is a
great idea ...
Southern is
such a large
part of Collegedale; we
should have
•
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lfyou•re looking for a place to stay.
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"The Good SamariTITAN" competition encourages charity

NICK JOHNSON

STAFF WRDFR

Talge Hall's "Clash of the
rtans" tournament set up a
new game for its players on
rour specific days in Novem~er, each of which benefited
bach team, as well as helped
ose in need at the .Samaritan
enter.
According to the event's
poster, "The Good SamariTI:AN," Talge Hall residents
ad "a special day to collect
omething specific" and to

r

give to the Samaritan Center.
The team that gave the most
items on one of the four particular days won a prize for
that day.
Nov. 10 was "Quarter Day."
Each resident assistant (RA)
visited the students on their
halls and collected quarters.
The winning team received
free cookies and milk.
Nov. 16 was "Personal Care
Day." On this day, the team
that donated the most toothbrushes, razors, soap and any
other personal care items was
the winner. The winning team

on this day received a onetime 2 a.m. curfew on Saturday.
Nov. 21 was "Dollar Day,"
where the most dollars turned
in by a team would make them
the winner. An extra minor
card was given to the team
who won on this day.
On the final day, Nov. 29,
teams were to put coins and
dollars into their team's bucket for "Bucket Day," and the
heaviest bucket was declared
the winning team, which won
a free pizza party.
Jordan The, junior allied

The fact
that we
raised

$8ooin
one night is
• •
promising.

health major and Talge student dean, said that Dwight
Majors, dean of men, thought
the donations to th~ Samaritan Center were higher this
year than last year.
"We had all the student
deans in a meeting "to come up ·
with ideas to make it better,"
said The.
"We raised $8oo on 'Quarter Day.' The fact that we
raised $8oo in one night is
promising, and I think this
was a good approach."

''
ew equipment provides increased server space
•

limit, said Vincent Cantrell,
systems administrator for
the School of Journalism and
This fall the School of Jour- Communication.
"It's a way of storing data in
falism and Communication ·
pgraded their equipment for a very secure way," said Stehe school's network by add- phen Ruf, associate professor
ing a new rack Of hard drives for the School of Journalism
to the server, increasing the and Communication. "Even if
rmount of space on the net- one fails, we have backup."
The drives are called a
ork by almost five times.
Mid-September, Southern RAID, or redundant array of
purchased a rack of 16 new independent disks, which allow the drives to overlap and
ard drives for the School of
ournalism and Communica- much safer backup. Coupled
on's server, costing around with an uninterruptable pow$n,ooo. The new drives can er supply recently .Purchased,
old up to 13 terabytes of data.· data will not be lost even if
ith the old hard drives,-stu- any of the drives fail, Ruf said.
"Next semester, more upents were allowed about 500
megabytes, or half a gigabyte. grades are to come," Cantrell
ow, each student is allotted said.
In addition to the new hard
p to 15-20 gigabytes (GB)
f storage space for video, drives, a new Mac server with
photography or art projects. better security will be innly students in video classes stalled over Christmas break.
an really come close to this The new Mac server will allow

~

NP!!
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Photo by Nathan Sturgess
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for faster data transfer speeds
and, through the use of fiber
optic cables, the computer
will up the speed from two GB
to four GB per second, mak-

CHIN

ing file transfers on the network much faster, Cantrell
said.
For more information on
the new hard drives and net-
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work equipment, contact the
School of Journalism and
Communication.
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Southern hosts interdisciplinary trip to Haiti
JONATHAN MICEU

Southern students and faculty flew to Haiti this past fall
break to help with relief efforts.
'
The mission trip was from
Oct. 19 to Oct. 24. The trip was
a partnership between Southern and Active Christians That
Serve (ACIS) World Relief.
This trip was unique in that·
students with different majors
came together for a similar
cause. Students varied in majors across campus including
nursing, business, social work
and religion.
"It was the first time I saw
people from different skills
come together," said Vanessa
I..kzeau, junior international

business major.
Each student had · different goals going to Haiti. Most
goals centered on healthcare.
Social work and business
helped the Adventist Hospital
in Haiti and they plan on help-

ness majors also worked with
the orphanages alongside the
nursing majors.
"We went to four orphanages and established records
on 87 children. We left the records there, and then when we

' ' I learned a lot about myself and
about God, and hopefully made an
impact in the area we were working,
-Heidi Davenport
ing them again in the future.
Nursing students helped with
orphanages in Haiti and plan
on helping more orphanages
when Southern returns during
spring break.
The social work and busi-

return in the spring .. , we will
use the same records," said
Barbara James, dean of the
School of Nursing.
The goal is to go to Haiti
three to four times a year to
orphanages and create medi-

cal records for these children
so that when the next group
comes back they can monitor
the children's progress, James
said.
Religion majors were asked
to plan Vacation Bible School
activities, Friday night vespers, and work with the ministry te~m for Sabbath services.
"For me, the trip was definitely worth going. I learned
a lot about myself and about
God, and hopefully made an
impact in the area we were
working," said Heidi Davenport, senior nursing major.
The next trip to Haiti is
planned for next semester,
during spring break. The trip
this fall cost students $1,000
each.

Ringling circus agrees to
$270K fine by USDA
VIENNA, Va. (AP) - The
Virginia-based owner of the
Ringling Bros. circus has
agreed to pay a $270,000
fine to settle allegations that
it violated federal animalwelfare laws in its handling of
elephants, tigers, zebras and
other exotic animals.
The U.S, Department of
Agriculture says the civil penalty announced Monday is fue
largest ever assessed against ..
an animal exhibitor under the
Animal Welfare Act.
Vienna-based Feld Entertainment, which owns the circus and other well-known acts
such as Disney on Ice, said it
does not admit to violating the
In this Aug. 25, 2010 fi~e photo, Cjndy Hu.nt~man disJ?lays Banana! an ~lbi!lo Burmese Python, a~ her Stump Hill
law and agreed to the settle- Farm
in Massillon, Ohzo. The Ohzo Assoczatzon ofAnzmal Owners zs obJecting .to a recommendatz~n that the state
ment as a cost of doing busi- ban ownership of venomous snakes, monkeys, tzgers an~ other dangerous an~TI!-l!ls by 2014, arguzng that those
who arefederal[y licensed to have the creatures shouldn tfall under the prohzbztzon. (AP Photo/Mark Duncan,
ness to resolve its differences File)
with the USDA
"'W~look forward to workspectors said circus handlers at a show in Los Angeles de- cited splintered floors and
.ing with the USDA in a coop- made elephants perform when spite a diagnosis of sand colic rusted cages used to contain
erative and transparent man- they were ill and used the and observations that she big cats such as tigers, and an
ner that meets our shared goal same wheelbarrows to feed appeared to be suffering ab- incident in March 2008 where
of ensuring that our animals meat to tigers and haul away dominal discomfort. Circus of- two zebras briefly got loose
are healthy and receive the their waste, among other al- ficials told the inspectors that from their enclosure at 1st
highest quality care," said a legations.
separating Banko frpm the Mariner Arena in Baltimore.
statement released by KenAn inspection report from performing elephants would In 2010, another zebra esneth Feld, chief executive of- August alleged that a 3s-year- have been even more distress- caped its enclosures in Atlanta
ficer of Feld Entertainment.
and had to be captured by area
old female Asian elephant, ing to her.
In inspection reports from Banko, was forced to perform
The inspection reports also law enforcement, according to
2007 through this year, in-

flag during a ceremony commemorating the 208th anniversary of
the 1803 Vertieres battle that led to
Haiti's independence from France
in 1804, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
Friday Nov. 18, 2011. (AP Photo/
Dieu Nalio Chery)

the reports.
Feld
spokesman
Steve
Payne said that, generally, the
circus has seen an increase in
recent years in inspections not
only by the USDA but also by
state and local regulators. He
said that from June to September, one of the circus' traveling units was inspected 82
times by 18 different agencies.
"We're highly regulated. We
accept that regulation. We embrace it," Payne said.
·
Norfolk-based People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals, which has filed numerous complaints with USDA
against the circus, especially
for its handling of elephants,
said the fine is a good first
step. But it called on the government to confiscate the elephants.
"What remains to be done
is for th~ public to be made
aware of this history of abuse
so that people will know. to
keep their children away from
the circus," PETA said.
As part of the settlement,
Ringling also agreed to hire
a compliance officer who will
ensure that all employees follow the rules outlined in the
Animal Welfare Act. All employees who handle animals
will also have to undergo compliance training.
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REuGION EorroR: CoLTON STOLLENMAIER

Service is hot an endurance competition
time to accomplish all I possibly can.
In quiet moments I often
. Heather was a missionary. find myself jotting down goals
in Chad during the 2010-2011 and making to-do lists. I don't
want to forget. I feel every day
school year.
Being here in Africa for should be filled with either
such a short time has made people, work or projects. I
me think seriously about my have to make every day count.
days. I feel-driven to make the This sounds good and all, but
most of every opportunity for as always God had a lesson to
service and create opportuni- teach me.
One morning I woke up feelties if they don't exist. I only
have so much time to make a ing sick. I lay in bed trying to
difference and leave my mark. decide if I should go. to work.
How sick should I be to not
work? I didn't feel like working. My body was bone-weary
and most likely giving way to
malaria. I struggled with what
to do~ My inner drive shouted
in my ear. "Work, Heather!
Work! You're here to serve
people, not lay iri bed! You
need to go help those working liard, nursing at the hos~
pital. You need to go touch
patients' lives. You need to
go visit in the village. You're
a missionary. You can't afford
to miss one opportunity! You
The thought that in a matter of don't want to fail at fulfilling
weeks an ocean will separate your calling!" My body, howme from these people · makes ever, pleaded for mercy. "Rest,
me feel like I'm in a race with Heather.. You can't do everyHEATHER HAYNES

CONDIBUTQR

' ' It is not
always the
amount we do
that counts. It is
iil whose name
and strength we
do it. ' '

thing. You're going to bum
out. Give yourself a break."
As this inner tug-of-war
continued in my mind I realized I needed to hear from
God. I could not reason out
what the right thing to do was.
I went to Him in prayer and
sought to still my own voices
so I could hear His.
It was then that He revealed
something I hadn't comprehended before.
Working
alongside the Master is not a
race to see what can be done.
It is not an endurance competition. Instead1 it is a daily
surrendel:" to be Spirit-led.

could have done more. It was
about me.
Sometimes trusting God
through a week of hospital
work is easier than trusting God through 10 days of
malaria. One seems to be accomplishing good. The other
seems to be a waste. But, as
I have been learning, God estimates things differently than
me. His thoughts are not my .
thoughts, nor are His ways my
ways. In His perfect wisdom
He decides when I need to
Photo by Katie Freeland
work and when I need to rest.
Self must not have any part of
Being Spirit-Jed is not preit.
scribing how God will use you,
It is not always the amount
but making yourself available
we do that counts. It is in
for however God leads. He
whose name and strength we
may lead through days filled
do it. God can and will accomwith a flurry of work and activplish His work on this earth,
ity. He may lead through days
whether it be through many or
of sitting quietly in His presfew. He is not dependent upon
ence and waiting on Him.
us, but He lovingly allows us to
God showed me how my
partner with Him. He wants
drive to achieve had someus to shoot high and dream big
times been more about me
dreams for Him, but He also
than about Him. I wanted to
desires us to walk so closely
leave my mark. I wanted to ·
with Him that we are willing
invest and serve so I'd be reto be still and see the salvation
membered. I wanted to work
of the Lord.
nonstop so I wouldn't leave
Kuma Kura. Dieu ~st amour.
Chad with the guilt that I
God is good. God is Love.

The basic question-: "Do you ever just let God love you?"
MARcos ToRREs
CoNTRIBUTOR

In his book, "The Jesus I
Never Knew," Phillip Yancey
tells the story of how he met
a woman and shared with
her some of his thoughts for a
new book he was writing. He
was asking a lot of questions
and searching deep· into the
problem of pain. After all of
his. theological mumbo-jumbo was through, the woman
asked him a piercing question,
"Do you ever just let God love
you? I think it's important."
That question stabbed me
right in the .heart: Ever since
I've come to Southern, I have
learned amazing things about
God through the School of Religion. I have had a lot of my
preconceived ideas and beliefs
· challenged and even changed.

However, in the process I have brilliant Christian author Philalso been surrounded by what lip Yancey, "Do you ever just
·let God love you?"
seems like endless debates.
The debates range from silly
And yet, as I analyze this
things like Christmas and the question I have to admit, No, I
King James Version to serious don't. Not for a long time. I'ye

'

I sp~nd IJlOre time trying to

understand the nature of Christ
than I do appreciating His mysterious love for me.
topics like church growth and
the nature of Christ. I h~ve
written papers, increased my
Hebrew skills, use of theological jargon and delved into
discussions on these issues.
Then, suddenly, I ran into the
words of a random woman
that had the nerve to ask the

been too caught up in technicalities of theology. Though
theological discussions are
important and good, frankly,
I am sick and tired of them.
I spend more time trying to
understand the nature of
Christ than I do appreciating
His mysterious love for me. I

,I

I

spend more time looking intO"
theologiCal arguments, eth- ·
ics and apologetics than I do
basking in the endless ocean
of loye and grace God has for
me.
Funny thing is, when I lay
all the other things aside and
begin meditating on God's
love for me, I discov~r that I
am one of the main characters
in a cosmic love story. I am at
the center of a romantic novel
alongside the protagonist,
none other than God Himself.
Jesus came looking for me.

He loves me. He died for me.
In the words of Pastor Alejandro Bullon, "You are the most
beautiful thing God has in this
world." I am. That's awesome.

word
ofthek
wee
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Sabbath:

BASIC?
Do you ever Just let
God love you?

. A period of rest. It
comes from a Hebrew term meaning
stop, cease or rest.

h
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OPINION EDITOR· JAIME JACOBSON

Christians: Who are you to judge others?
JAlME JACOBSON
OPINION EDITOR

Being born into a Christian home and growing up in
the sheltered, Seventh-day
Adventist bubble, you would
think I live life with far less
judgment than someone from
a secular home. But sometimes I feel like the Christian
community judges more than
any other community I've ever
experienced.
Judgment is a big issue in
our lives, not only as Christians, but also because we
are simply human beings. We
have so many questions: Who
has the right to judge? Should
I only judge myself? Am I capable of judging another? Or
does an institution have the
right to judge?
Maybe someone feels that
they have the right to judge.
But then, what makes them
superior? Sometimes people

think they are superior because they're older, or they
haven't made very many mistakes, or someone told them
they were superior.
People make judgments on
many different issues. This is
healthy-ill order to stay focused we need to make assessments and evaluations about
things in life so they may continue on the right path. But
where do you draw the line?
Maybe when that judgment
moves from a thing to a person.
How about criticizing drums
in the church? That's a controversial one. Are people saying
they are distracted in their
worship, or is it the instrument leading them to judge
the drummer for his rhythm
and beats?
Or how about a teenage parent without a wedding ring?
Are people judging the fact
they've sinned against the

Lord and should repent, or
that they made a mistake? Is
either one right to do? Do you
know what really happened?
And if you do, does it matter?
Or how about this one: judging people who have made a
mistake before and not believing they have changed. Can
people change? Before you
answer that, let me ask you:
can y~u see someone's heart?
Please, if you can, come show
me how because I would love
to learn the ability to know
and understand the motives,
truth and inner soul of another person so well they can
judge them.
God sees our hearts. Our
hearts are the only thing that
can tell the truth in its purest and simplest form. Do not
judge people if you cannot see
their hearts. I feel that I can
take the liberty of saying that
no one, not a single one of
us, can see another person's

Photo via sxc.hu.

heart. Therefore, I can say that
no one, not a single one of us,
can judge another human being.
Maybe you know something
that causes you to judge a certain person. Maybe you saw
a person do something that
made you jump to a conclusion. Maybe you heard something about a person, causing
you to form pre-conceived no-

tions.
• As Christians, we should
be the last to judge. Let me
remind you, it is easieroto see
something more clearly after you've removed whatever
is blinding your vision. As a
Church, and as human beings,
our arms should be open, not
crossed, when we look at other
people.

The Accent is a newspaper, not a brochure
continually been raising the
bar to make it even better.
In my own personal experiFor 85 years, students have ence with the Accent over the
been producing the Southern . past semester, I have come
Accent. From the front page to to notice that it may be the
the humor section, the 12 page audience, not the newspaper
weekly paper is full of news, staff, that is attempting to
comments, features and some inhibit the Accent's function
advertising. It is everything a and growth. The Chattanooga
student newspaper should be, Times Free Press, Chattanooand editors along the way have ga's only daily newspaper, has
complete coverage of breaking
news and other local, regional
and national news. They tell
the truth, representing both
sides of the story, and report
on what is going on in their
city. The Accent does the same
I asked 50 people if they
thing but with Southern AdthougbJ campus wages
ventist University as its area
were too low
of coverage. This is the paper's
job, its function: to give an accurate picture of the place it is
representing.
All the good things, as well
as the negative things, should
be printed as a part of this
picture. Personal gain or a
means of gossip are not why
negative stories are printed
ANNALYSE

HASIY

CONJRIBUJOR

80%

YES

20%

NO

about someone or something.
The stories, both negative and
positive, are saying, "Hey, this
is happening on our campus."
The reporters for the Accent
report the facts and attempt

I have come

to notice that
it maybe the
audience, not
the newspaper
staff, that is
attempting to
inhibit the Accent's function
and growth.
to quote both sides of an issue. It is a newspaper, created
to display the real picture. It is
not a brochure or public relations piece created to make

the school look good and get
people to come to Southern.
From Toccoa Falls College
in northeast Georgia comes a
story about the school's newspaper editor, Joel Elliott, who
made a tough decision to print
the real truth about the evangelical institution's president,
Donald 0. Young in 2003. In
short, Young did not have the
master's degree that his resume said he did, and Elliott
found out about the lie. After
months of investigating and
talking to others in the administration, Young's secret
was exposed. Elliott ran the
story in the scaool paper after
the issue continued to not be
handled in-house.
After the story hit, Elliott
was criticized for making the
school look bad and giving it
negative publicity. But it was
the truth, wasn't it? In the
book, "The Student Newspaper Survival Guide," by
Rachele Kanigel, where I read
the story, Elliott was quoted
in response to the school's

reaction saying, "Folks at the
school seemed to think that the
school's Christianity should
throw a warm fuzzy into my
editorial decision-making process. Quite the opposite. I feel
Jesus and the prophets never
depended on the suppression
ot truth for the promotion of
their agendas. I saw no reason why a newspaper should,
either."
Thankfully, Southern has
not experienced an incident
of this magnitude and has not
ever responded in radical ways
like some at Toccoa Falls. But
I am suggesting that the same
idea of holding back the truth
to make the school and its
students look good is present
on our campus. We should all
take Elliott's words into consideration. Even though many
know about Toccoa Falls' story
of their president lying and
being underqualified, I would
like to suggest that the reaction towards their school paper makes them look worse.

.
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Maintaining the Thanksgiving spirit year-round
EMILY BANKS
l!FESJYUS EDIIQR

Events

ever been so important you
were willing to lose hair over
it?!

If you're reading this, it
means you've survived Black
Don't get me wrong, I'm
· all for saving money, and I'm
Friday. It's that delightful day
in no way condemning shopafter Thanksgiving when evping on Black Friday because
eryone turns into greedy savI too enjoy nothing more than
ages because they just couldn't
a good bargain. I just find it
live without that 24-speed
blender.
slightly ironic that we dedicate
an entire day out of the year
There'~ something about
to giving thanks for what we
mass markdowns that brings
have, but then wake up at the
out the worst in people; decrack of dawn the following
grading the most civilized folk
morning to snatch up everyto an almost prim~ state. I've
thing that isn't bolted to the
witnessed some pretty brutal
ground.
encounters in my limited expeWhat I am trying to say is
riences with Black Friday. I've that we should maintain the
seen a near stampede outside
Thanksgiving spirit throughTarget, a grown man shove a
out the year instead of limitlittle girl and grab a doll from
ing it to one day. Thanksgiving
her hands, and someone almost lose her weave over a has passed and Black Friday
toaster. When has a toaster may be over but New Year's

•••••••••••••••

Photo via sxc.hu.

Eve is just around the corner.
Whether you are Christmas
shopping, or just going about
your business any day of the
year, keep in mind what we so
proudly promote on Thanks-

giving and be thankful for the
things that we already have.
And if you don't end up with
that toaster, you'll be OK.
Trust me.

Jackie James: -Relational recruiting
LAUREN BROOKS
CONDIBUJDR

It's easy to spot him in the
back corner of Starbucks. He's
wearing at-shirt that says, "Be
a part," as he types away on
his iPad. We exchange "hellos" and walk to the counter
to order a coffee for him and
a tea for me. While I wait for
my tea, it seems he's poured
half of the milk provided into
his coffee. He calls it coffee
con leche Oeche means milk in
Spanish), but I think it's more
like leche con coffee.
Jackie James is the director of Enrollment Services and
Recruitment at Southern Adventist University. If the name
isn't familiar to you, I'm sure
you've at least seen him walking around campus giving a
prospective student and their
fanrily a tour of the school, or
preaching on Sabbath primarily at the Connect worship ser-

vice. Even if you're not aware
of him, he may know you.
But once upon a time, Jackie
was a student just like you. He
graduated from Southern with
a degree in theology (the year
isn't important because, according to him, J:le looks older
than he really is). R_umor has
it back then he had quite the
reputation-and it wasn't the
best. He mentioned that he
was in a band called "Friends"
and they performed at the
Lawn Concert. "We were the
lawn concert," Jackie added.
Eight years ago, a position
opened in the Enrollment office at Southern.
"It was a good time in my
life," he commented. "I always
thought it would be interesting to come back and work at
Southern."
As a recruiter, he travels to
academies and schools all over
the United States to promote
Southern. What people may

Up~:oming

Jacl<ie James

not know is that he hates to
fly. At these schools, he gets
to know the students, explains how they can be a part
of Southern and what it has to
offer them:
To Jackie, people, and how
things affect them, are more
important than rules and regulations. He has gotten into
trouble from time to time because he questions some of the
more unpopular rules.
"I have made a lot of mistakes, but I have few regrets,"
he said. Recently, he took the
position of director of Enrollment Services. He says that he
has a great team, and because
of them, Jackie knows that his
life is more fulfilling. He also
finds fulfillment in the oppor-

tunity to influence the lives of
students.
"The reason I do my job is
because I had a life-defining
experience here at Southern,"
he said. "I want them to have
· the same experience."
On most days you'll find
Jackie in his office in Wright
Hall. His door is usually open,
so don't be surprised if you
see a student sitting in one
of the chairs having a serious
conversation with him or just
laughing at a funny YouTube
clip. Jackie believes in being
personable with the students
at Southern. He wants people
to know that someone cares.
"This place [Southern] can be
hard on your social life, spiritual life and just life in general," he said. "lmay not be able
to change anything, but I can
listen."
He takes the final sip of his
coffee con leche and notices
another student from Southern nearby. He interrupts her
studying to ask her how her
brother is doing. She answers,
delightfully surprised he remembered.
"That's some good stuff,"
he commented. "That's how
real people drink coffee: con
leche."
. ,.

Jars of Clay with Drew
Holcomb & The Neighbors at Track29. Friday,
Dec. 2, 8-10 p.m. Come enjoy
the music of this popular
Christian band along with
performances by Drew Holcomb & the Neighbors, who
have worked with artists such
as Jon McLaughlin, The Avett
Brothers and Katie Herzig.
Tickets are $25 or $45 for
meet and greet. Doors open at
7p.m.
MainX24 Festival. Sunday,
Dec. 4, 8 a.m. Celebrate Main
Street & the Southside district
with a packed schedule of
entertainment, green living,
fashion shows, parades and
parties, music and motion on
the streets. Don't forget to see
Santa at the Choo Choo!
Rock City's Enchanted Garden of Lights. Saturday Dec.
3, 6-9 p.m. It's Rock City's
17th annual award-winning
holiday light extravaganza
featuring more tharr 30 holiday scenes and nearly a million lights! Enjoy gingerbreak
cookie decorating, hot cocoa
and nightly entertainment.
For more info go to: www.
seerockcity.com/lights.
Chattanooga Boys Choir's
"Singing Christmas Tree."
Saturday Dec. 3, 7:30-9 p.m.
The 49th Annual Singing
Christmas Tree is held at the
Tivoli Theatre along with the
Chattanooga Symphony &
Opera Youth Orchestra and
Ballet Tennessee. Tickets start
at $10.
The Wailers feat. Milele
Roots
Duane Stephenson at Track29.
Saturday Dec. 3, 9 p.m. Get
your reggae on with the group
famous for their work with
Bob Marley. They have sold
over 250 millions albums
worldwide and played for an
estimated 24 million people
across the globe-this is a
performance you won't want
to miss! Tickets are $18 in
advance, $20 day of show.
Doors open at 8 p.m .

and

.
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Talking with Chuck: Facing off with Alan Armayor
CHUCK CAMMACK
SPORTS Emma

SAU Athlete of the Week:
Alan Armayor, sophomore
nursing major.
Chuck: What team are you
playing for in hockey in tramurals this year?
Alan: Blitzkrieg.
Chuck: What is your forecast of your team's season.
~an: As of right now we are
5-0, so I hope nothing will
change.
Chuck: How old were you
when you ·started playing
hockey?
Alan: I was around 11.
Chuck: Who got you started?
Alan: My friend Jason
Kawamura. We went to the
same church.
Chuck: Were there any
hockey players you idolized or

tried to emlate growing up?
Alan: Peter Forsberg and
Sidney Crosby; they are probably my two main influences.
Chuck: ·Did you ·compete
competitively growing up,
like high school or summer
leagues?
Alan: I felt like we got pretty competitive in the tennis
courts I played in. We would
play roller hockey on the tennis courts.
Chuck: Did you face any
Sabbath conflicts?
Alan: That is probably the
main reason why I didn't play
ice hockey because the majo~:
ity of the tournaments are on
weekends. I would have loved
to pursue hockey as a career,
but I know my commitment to
God is more important.
Chuck: Do people still tell

you that you should pursue it?
Alan: When I would play
on inline teams, some of my
teammates would always be
trying to convince me to play
ice hockey, and they would
even get their parents to talk
tome too.
Chuck: Did you ever have
any dreams of playing professionally?
Alan: For sure. Actually
when I was a kid I wanted to
play goalie.
Chuck: What position do
you play?
Alan: Center.
Chuck: I know Brandon
Kroeger has played in summer leagues after high school
to keep his skills sharp. How
do you improve and keep your
hockey skills sharp?
Alan: I teach hockey at

Camp Idahaven in the summers. I practice and go down
to the rink in downtown Chattanooga probably two to three
times a week. I play in an inline hockey league with a couple guys from Southern at the
rink downtown.
Chuck: How does Southern's intramural hockey compare with the inline hockey
league downtown?
Alan: Floor hockey is a totally different game compared
to roller hockey. Floor hockey
definitely levels the playing
field a whole lot, and the game
is more about hustle than skill.
Chuck: Who is your favorite NHL team and player?
Alan: Pittsburgh Penguins
and Sidney Crosby.
Chuck: What do yol_l say to
those who believe that because

of the frequency of violent
plays, h?ckey is just a venue
for unnecessary aggression?
Alan: We definitely want to
keep everyone safe, but hockey is a great game and those
who love it will do what they
can to keep it safe. The game
is not meant to change anyone's life in a negative way.
You have your challenges in
every sport, but if you love the
game, you're not in it to hurt
anybody.
Chuck: What tips would
you give to anyone who wants
to get better at floor hockey?
Alan: Run as fast as you
can, and shoot as much as you
can. I think those are the keys
to int!amural hockey.
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Thursday, Dec.1
11 a.m. Convocation, Student
Association, Town Hall
Meeting (Iles)
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory (Conference. A)
5 p.m. Basketball team meeting (Hulsey)
6:30 p.m. Christmas on the
Promenade-rescheduled
(Taylor Circle)
Friday, Dec. 2
PayDay
Withdrawals after today receive "F"
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunity: West Side 4 Jesus
(Wright Hall)
3 p.m. Kirsten Wolcott Memorial 5K Run (Duck
Pond)
6:3 p.m. Star Watch (Hickman Parking Lot)

THURSDAY,

•

10:].5 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath School (Hulsey Wellness Center)
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Christmas Program (Collegedale Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, DaveSmith (Church)
1:30-5 p.m: Cave open (Student Park)
2 p.m. Outreach Opportunities (Wright Hall)
• God is our Song (Music
Ministry)
• Hungry .4 Jesus (Evangelism)
• Patten Towers (Worship &
Door 2 Door Ministry)
• Flag Camp (Children's
Ministry)
5:30 p.m. Evensong, Festival of Lessons and Carols

8 p.m. Vespers, Campus
Ministries (Church),
After Vespers Hymn Sing
{Talge Hall)
5:29p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Dec. 3
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sab.:.
bath · School (Thatcher
South, White Oak Room)
9:45 a:m. Call We Talk? Sabbath School (CA Rm 105)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
(CA room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave ·
Smith (Church)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)

[Student Life Announcements]
enade!
announce that the Christmas on the . Promenade
event planned for Nov. 29,
has been rescheduled for
Thursday, Dec. 1. Come to
Taylor Circle at 6:30 p.m.
for the start of the Christmas season! See Santa come
in a very special way and
walk along the Promenade
with friends enjoying music, drama, hot chocolate
. and more! This is one event
you will not want to miss!
Celebrate. the Holiday
Season: We also invite
you to ring in the Christmas
Season with the Wind Symphony Christmas Concert
on Saturday night, De<;. 3,
8 p.m. in Iles P. E. Center
(Convocation Credit given).
CPRj1st Aid Classes:
Date: Sunday, Dec. 4
Time: 9-4 p.m., with lunch
break
Location: Outdoor Education Center (Near the University Health Center)
Cost: $25.00, cash or check
made out to Southern Adventist University. Sorry,

December 1, 2011

no
to account possible
Pre-registration including
payment required by Friday, Dec. 2 at noon.
Register at Herin ·Main office, Room 227 (top floor)
(Classes sponsored by Out. door
Education/Leadership)
Par~ng Permits W12The current Fall registration permits expire Jan. 4·
Student Winter 2012 permits are on-sale as of Nov.
28. Students can register
their vehicles by going ·t o
thepermitstore.com and se:
lecting the correct student
permit (make sure it says
Winter as the · Fall permits
will still h~ve an overlap of
availability). If permits are
purchased between now
and Dec: 9, they will be
mailed to the students' current mailing address. If per~
mits are purchased after the
Dec. 9 date, they will not
be mailed until the Winter
2012 semester begins (we
will resume mailings Jan.
g). Students will be responsible for making sure that
their mailing addresses are

current
or
need be (if a student moved
from the residence hall to
Southern Village, they
~ll need to change their
address through thepermit- ·
store.com).
The Physics and Engi.neering
Depari;Jnent
is adding another Star
Watch on Dec. 2• They
plan to set up telescopes
in the Hickman parking
lot from 6:30 - 7:30 _p.m.
(weather permitting).
I

[S.A. Announcements]
Special Offering- During
Vespers on Dec. 2 there will
be a special offering taken
up for the Nile Union Academy in Egypt. This money
will help build a cafeteria
that can accommodate every student. Please bring
donations to · Vespers this
Friday.
SA ChristJnas PartySunday, Dec. 4, at 8:30p.m.
come to the cafeteria! Make
Christmas cards and build
your own winter wonderland all while enjoying hot
drinks and sweet snacks!

(Church)
6-8 p.m. KR's Open for Supper (Cafeteria Closed)
8 p.m. Wind Symphony Concert, Convocation Credit
(Iles)
Sunday, Dec. 4 ·
SAT Exams (Lynn Wood)
9:30 a.m. Employee Christmas Brunch (Dining Hall)
6 p.m. Talge Open House
8:30 p.m. SA Christmas Party tDining Hall)
Monday, Dec. 5
LSAT Exams (Lynn Wood)
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council
Tuesday, Dec. 6
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
Wednesday,Dec.7

7:30 p.m. SA Senate (White
Oak Room)
7:30 p.m. Biology Expo
(Hickman Atrium)
Thursday, Dec. 8
11 a.m. Convocation, Student
Organizations/Depart. ments/Schools (Various
Locations)
7 p.m. M.o dern Languages
Film Series (Miller 201)
7:30 p.m. Christmas Stories
with Gordon Beitz, Convocation credit (Thatcher .
Chapel)
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"hungry" or "bored".
•
Don't get so excited that 30 people. "liked" your
status, it's nearly impossible for others to not relate
to one word.
Personification of anything/written in letter format •
"Dear Lunch, you were delicious."
This is plain anFloying. Why are you talking to
your lunch? That is what crazy people do!
Quoting lyrics to a song
•
."So I throw my hands up they play my song
butterflies fly away."
• This usually gets people to comment the rest
of the song, which will turn into an incontrollable
thread. Post obscure
lyrics for that "dark a rtistic" feel.
Open ended
•
"I guess we are just not meant to be ... "
This is some of the more pathetic displays
•
of humanity, really just go ahead and post
"PLEASE I NEED YOUR ATTENTION!"

II

• The Statue of Liberty, Michelangelo's Oavid and the
Sistine Chapel (combined), and the Empire State Building
w~re all completed faster.
When sculpting started there was no such thing as
iPods, Harry Potter movies or MySpa.ce.
Mount Rushmore was completed in 14 years (only
four years more than the current Elijah sculpture's time).

nificant others
"My girlfriend is the oxygen I breathe, the
reason I live, the chocolate chip to my cookie."
This makes everyone ill. Please stop.
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Students relax and socialize at SA Christinas Party
LEXI ALVIDREZ
STAFF WRITER

Students had the opportunity to take a study break in a
relaxing environment at the
Student Association Christmas
Party Sunday night.
Social Vice President and
junior social work major Jeigh
Billingy said her ultimate goal
was to "create a festive study
break for students to regroup
and socialize at." ·
Billingy commented on the
amount of people coming and
going and said it was expected
with finals coming up. Billingy
and her team created the event
for people to socialize, eat and
watch "How The Grinch Stole
Christmas" projected onto a
screen in the cafeteria.
Billingy's crew, the Duck
Squad, helped with the planning process and setting up
and taking down.
"We're the muscle behind [the studenf association
events]," said Trenton Thompson, sophomore nursing major.
Thompson explained that after
the team decided on what kind
of atmosphere they wanted to
present, the planning process
came easily.

The event also featured
hands-on activities like stations where students could design cards, build gingerbread
houses and take pictures with
the "Santa Bietz" cutout.
"The Beitz photo shoot definitely drew me in," said freshman public relations major
JessicaAnzai. Anzai and junior
nursing major Jeremy Pastor
spent their time at the cardmaking table.
"I haven't made Christmas
cards since I was a little kid, so
it's kind of nostalgic," Pastor
said.
Anzai said although her first
impression was good, a lot of
complaints are going around
about the uniqueness of each
Christmas party.
Alec Jackson, Student Association president, said the tumout was good for the amount of
advertising he did. Next year,
the student association officers
will try and hype up the event
more to gain more attendees.
.Jackson said he thought it was
a good opportunity to mingle
and meet new people.
"There can always be improvements for everything,"
Jackson said, "but that's not to
say I didn't enjoy myself."

Winner and prize announced for Royal Battle
~AJ!SCHAEFER

S:uu WRIIDl

Yogurt lids have been counted, worship credits have been
tallied -- the moment has arrived to announce the winners
of "The Royal Battle." Coming
in first place with 936 points
is ... Happy Feet! fn second
place was Steel Magnolia with
8npoints.
According to Lisa Hall, associate dean of women, Happy
Feet ·will be given a Saturday
night in downtown Chattanooga which will include din-

ner downtown and a one-night
stay in the newly renovated
Sheraton Read House Hotel.
The girls will have access to
the hotel's amenities for the
evening and enjoy a contemporary, all-inclusive brunch
prepared by Chef John Palacio
on Sunday morning. They will
also be given a Port Authority,
waterproof, Nootka jacket valued at $100, with their team's
insignia, to sweeten the deal.
Second place winners will·
choose a Saturday night where
they will be able to enjoy exclusive access to the Hulsey

Wellness Center for a relaxing
evening. They will have full use
of the hot tub, pool and rock
climbing wall; games and food
included.
Sunday, Sept. 25, marked
the beginning of the competition between the ladies from
the residence halls and the
Southern Village apartments.
The women's deans worked together to organize this event to
build community between the
women and encourage good
behavior. Throughout the semester, the women had opportunities to gain points for

their teams by attending group
movie nights, bake-offs, and
other team-planned activities.
Eveiy team had the chance to
earn points for every Yoplait
yogurt lid they collected to help
raise money for breast cancer
research. They collected over
2,500 lids.
On Nov. 30, girls were
scrambling to turn in their yogurt lids in the hopes of coming
out on top.
"I don't usually eat yogurt,
but this past month I have
eaten enough to last me a life
time," said Tekoa Penrose,
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senior social work major and
member of the team Steel
Mangolia in Southern Village.
She said the other girls on her
team had so much enthusiasm
the attitude was contagious.
'~The girls motivate each other. I didn't have to do much!"
said resident assistant for hall
Victorious Secret, Stephanie
Roberts.
"It's fun bringing community
within the hall...and there's a
pretty sweet prize at the end!"
adds Brittany Erb, RA for the
Southwestern Belles.
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Christmas concert ushers in hol~day spirit

M ha 1 Pichette a ·cmor

::!SIC

n mor. prach'ces trumpet 1 •, h th wmd ,pnph01• on MondmJ, Dec-

ANNA BARTLE'IT

Snu..W..II.IniL _

Students, faculty and me,m- hers of the community took
a break from the ordinary
to come hear Southern Adventist University's Wind
Symphony, Jazz Ensemble

and Southern Ringtones play
timeless Christmas carols at
the lies Center on Saturday,
Dec. 3·
The concert featured traditional Christmas songs
such a~ portions from "The
Nutcracker," and "Carol of
the Bells," as well as more

s

recent Christmas arrangements like "You're a Mean
One, Mr. Grinch" from the
movie "How the Grinch Stole
Christmas,"_ and "Christmas
Time is Here," from the film
"A Charlie Brown Christmas."
There was a surprise visit
from Santa who pelted the au-

dience with peppermints, led
everyone in singing "Happy
Birthday" to conductor of the
Wind Symphony and Jazz
Ensemble Ken Parsons, and
conducted the Symphony in
playing "Jingle Bells." The
concert concluded with "Feliz Navidad" and a medley of
holiday songs.
Parsons, who started the
night off by saying it was hard
to believe it had been an entire year since they had performed the Christmas concert
last, said Christmas music js a
vital part of the ~olidays and
something dependable in today's fast-paced culture.
"I think it's very important to have things that don't
change," Parsons said, "and
Christmas music is one of
those things."
Overall, the musicians and
Parsons said the performance
went well and included some
new features this year.
"It was awesome; we nailed
it," said Michael Pichette,
senior music education major, who played first trumpet
in the Wind Symphony and

trumpet in the Jazz Ensemble.
Pichette said the symphony
played more difficult music
this year, but the Christmas
concert is "always excellent
every year."
"It went really well considering the amount of time we
had," said sophomore music
major Hannah Ballard who
plays second flute. She said
the symphony started practicing the week before Thanksgiving. Ballard said this was
the first year Santa conducted
during the Christmas concert.
"That was kind of sciry but
it worked out well," Ballard
said.
"They [the
musicians]
played their very best and
we had a lot of fun," said Ken
Parsons. He said he had no
idea the symphony would be
singing him "Happy Birthday."
"When you deal with Santa
Claps, anything is possible, I
guess," Parsons said.

Collegedale Church. offers free child care. to city workers
AsHLEYGOHL

Snu WRITER

Tri-community firefighters,
police officers and city workers were given the chance to
get a break when the Collegedale Church of Seventh-day

Adventists offered child care
· services Sunday night, Dec. 4·
"We try to find something
that's outreaching - that
goes outside of the church and if we can, outside our direct community," said Ronna
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Barker, superintendent of
children's ministries. "Wereally want the workers to know
how much we appreciate
them on a daily basis."
Upon entering the room, a
stage was set up to host a musical puppet show of Jesus'
birth. Children were given
a nametag and a little colpr
band to go around their arm.
The entertainment consisted of colorful balloons,
puzzles, puppets, Christmas
and
snacks.
decorations
There were organized activities like decorating stockings,
face painting and cookie dec?rating, and games such as
fishing for candy canes.
Steffy Bohorquez, freshman
· biology major, was persuaded
by a friend at the last minute
to help out. She played with
the kids and watched over
them.
"My motive tonight is the

Weho.p e
to shine Jesus. These
programs
become an
outreach,
not only to
the kids, but
also to their
parents.

''

I

I

idea giving is receiving. I like
helping out with the kids and
forming relationships with
them, and it also helps me
because I want to be a pediatric nurse practitioner,"
Bohorquez said. "I definitely
plan on helping out with this
program again."
Carole Verrill, pastoral
director of Children's Ministries, said she was pleased
that the children were happy.
"Every year we do something for Christmas; we try
reaching out to the communiqr," Verrill said. "We hope to
shine Jesus. These programs
become an outreach, not only
to the kids, but also to their
parents."
Bohorquez said she was
inspired by the program and
she would like to see more
Southern students helping
out with these programs.
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Talge Hall Open House kicks off Christmas season
LoGANFOLL

SnuWama

Orr Sunday, Dec. 4, the
doors of Talge Hall were
invitingly open for anyone
wanting to see Christmasdecorated rooms and socialize with the residents during
the annual Talge Hall Open
House.
"I had a great time and was
very impressed with the clean
rooms," said Jessica Prather,
a sophomore social work major. "Thanks to all the guys
who provided the ladies with
cookies and other treats."
An estimated 200 women
came through to see all the
rooms, more women than
years past, said Sam Nadarajan, a Talge Hall student
dean.
The ladies walked around
the dorm from room to room,
eating food, participating
in raffles and even listening
to an impromptu, one-song
concert by Kaleb Stock, junior music performance rna-

jor.
"There was a lot of spirit
everywhere," Nadarajan said.
The open house was part
of the ongoing "Clash of the
Titans" event and points
were awarded to halls with
open rooms and the most
Christmas ~irit. Spirit was
measured by how many girls
visited rooms, how decorated each room was, if food
was provided and activities
like raffles. Some men used
wrapping paper as guest
books on which visitors could
sign their name to show how
many people came by.
"I feel like the guys have
more fun than us," said Lizanette Paulino, a sophomore medical lab science
major. "I wish we could come
over more often."
A few ladies were especially jealous of the large mirrors
in the rooms, the Talge recreation room and the privilege
to have video games and televisions, Paulino said.
Students used social media

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

On the second floor ojTalye hall, studmts celebrate the open house et•ent on Sunday, Dec. 4·

websites such as Facebook
and Twitter to spread news of
activities happening in each
room. Some even had fan
pages on Facebook for their
rooms.

' "Come to room 3317 during
Open House and enter my
Grand Prize sweepstakes for
a $10 Starbucks gift card,"
tweeted Marc Finley, a sophomore mass communication

major.
For more information
and photos, check out Talge
Hall's Facebook page.

Drugs found in Stateside apartment
DEANNA MooRE
Eonna

Drugs were found in an
upper Stateside Apartment
complex during Fall Break
after suspicious activity was
reported.
•
Kevin Penrod, director of
Campus Safety, brought in
a privately owned, licensed
drug dog after suspicions
were raised about the apartments. Penrod stated that at
each apartment searched, he
knocked and informed the
residents of his intentions.
He said each entry was voluntary on the part of the resident.
Marijuana was found in
one of the Kentucky apartments, Penrod said, and the
drug dog brought attention
to a few other apartments,
but no drugs were found in
these. Penrod ·said this was
because the dog is highly sensitive to any scent of drugs.
Therefore, if someone has

even just been around drugs,
the smell remaining on them
or their clothes can spark the
dog's attention.
Administration has chosen
not to release the names of
the students involved.
Because the apartments
are owned by the university, Hamilton said they are
legally allowed to conduct
searches. Marty Hamilton,
associate vice president for
Financial
Administration,
said that disciplinary actions
were taken after the find, including suspension.
Hamilton said that there
has been a rise in the number of students 23 and older
at Southern. Many of these
students move into the upper
Stateside Apartments, which
were originally dominated
by married students. These
apartments are not part of
residential housing, but are
still under contract made by
administration.
"There's been some chron-

Marijuana
was found
in one of the
Kentucky
apartments
and the
drug dog
brought
attention
to a few
other apartments ... ' '

ic problems with this group,"
Hamilton said referring to
the older, single students.
"We're expecting them to be
adults and to abide by the
student policies and guidelines."
Complaints were made
by students about suspicious activities occurring in
the apartments, and that is
wha~ lead to the drug search,
Hamilton said.
Hamilton and Penrod both
stated that administration
decided to bring in a privately owned drug dog in order to
handle the situation internally. Penrod.said that if a police
K-g unit had been brought
in, the situation would immediately be handled by the
Collegedale Police.
Penrod added that Campus Safety works closely with
Collegedale Police and communicates all criminal activity occuring on campus.
Penrod said he is exploring
the possibilities of acquiring

.

'

I

I

I

a CaRlpus Safety K-g unit to
be used around the university.
Hamilton said that in order
to prevent future incidents,
his office is clarifying rental
agreements signed by residents. This includes making
sure students place their signature at each section of the
contract, ensuring they read
the entire document and understand the various rules.
Kenneth Smith, senior liberal arts education major and
resident of an upper Stateside apartment, thinks that
the administration acted appropriately in searching the
apartments.
"It's school property so
they do have that right,
whereas off campus they
would have to have a search
warrant to come through,"
Smith said. "It's part of the
rental agreement that they
can come. Personally, I have
nothing to hide."
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No Shave November winners announced
ANNALYSE

HASTY

SuFFWarna

December has marked the
end of the "No Shave November" contests on campus. The
judging took place on Monday, Dec. 5 in the cafeteria
and three winners were determined.
First place was Ivan Delgado, academic technology support supervisor; second place
was Ryan Kloosterhuis, senior
outdoor leadership major; and
third place was Josh Martin,
senior business administration and music performance
major.
There were two competitions for the hairiest faces this
year. One was through Talge
Hall and the other was spon-

The men
were judged
by thickness of their
beards and
how well
their mustache connected to
their beard.

sored by the Student Association. The No Shave November
contest in Talge was a part
of the year long competition
"Clash of the Titans" where
halls are paired together and
complete tasks for points. This
November, men got points for
their hall based off numbers of
participants that signed up for
the month.
SA President Alec Jackson org~ed the No Shave
November contest, which required photos of every contestant at the beginning of the
competition with a clean-shaven face. The three beard-professionaljudges were Brandon
Wilson, junior theology major;
Brandan Roberts, senior mass
communication major; and
Braam Oberholster, associ-

Photo by Suzanne Oscai

Alec .Jackson amwunces this year's No-Shat•e November winner. lt>an Delgado (jar
1-ight), after being critiqued by three beardedjudges in the Dining Hall on Monday
aftemoon, Dec. 5·

ate professor in the School of
Business and Management.
The top three winners were
given shaving kits as prizes.
The men were judged by thickness of their beards and how
well their mustache connected

to their beard. Points were
taken off for trimming.
"I wanted it to be something cool the students can remember," Jackson said. "And
something fun the men can
participate in."

''
A merry multitude enjoys Christmas on the Promenade
•

KEITH KING
Sx.&FF W.m•

On the brisk evening of Dec.
Southern hosted the annual
Christmas on the Promenade
event.
The campus-wide Christmas celebration was originally
scheduled for Tuesday, but
due to weather, the event was
postponed to Thursday. Despite the reschedule, the event
continued without hiccups,
and in the minds of many, the
Christmas season officially
started.
"I think more than anything
else, it just kicks off the Christmas season. It's usually the
1,

Tuesday after Thanksgiving.
It's a big Christmas present
to open up the season," said
Karl Shultz, director of Student Life and Activities, and
also the main organizer for the
event.
Tire event· began at Taylor
Circle, which was crammed
full of students, faculty and
community members
all
awaiting the arrival of Santa
Claus. A fire truck parked next
to the tree in Taylor Circle
slowly lifted Santa to the top
where he lit the. tree. Shultz
said Santa had used a fire
truck in years past, but it had
not been used for a while for
various reasons, but this year

they wanted to try it out again.
"The fire department was
excited that we had invited
them, so they went out and
bought all those lights and
lit up the truck," Shultz said.
"It was cool because it wasn't
something we talked about
with them, they did that totally on their own."
After the tree was lit, the
multitude was then directed to
th~ promena§e where the rest
of the evening's activities and
refreshments, donuts and hot
chocolate, would be.
Jace Coston, senior international' business major, reflected on his Christmas experi~nce last year as a Student

Missionary in Chuuk Micronesia.
"The leader of the school
where I was at said that Christmas was a secular holiday, and
that we would not celebrate it.
So, I enjoyed seeing all those

Spalding also performed. Naked Voices had a performance
which many students, including Courtney Beckwith, junior
mass communication major,
listed as a highlight of the evening.
"I did see some of the performances. My favorite was
Naked Voices. Everyone did
a really good job," Beckwith
said.
This is Beckwith's first ye.ar
attending Southern, and subsequently her first Christmas
on the Promenade.
"Christmas on the Promenade was a lot of fun. Everyone really seemed to be getting
in the spirit of the holiday season," Beckwith said. "[My last
school] didn't have any events
exactly like this, but the campus would always be decorated for the seasons."
Shultz is already looking towards the future of this event.
"Little things will evolve as
we look at the event as a whole
and say 'what do we want to
change, what do we want to do
people, experiencing cold differently?"'
weather again, and just relishWhen asked what the main
ing in the things about Christ- purpose of this event was,
mas that I love, family and · Shultz said, "This is our gift to
friends," Coston said.
the community as well as the
The Jazz Ensemble, South- students."
ern Ringtones and select
groups from CAMS, CA and

I think

more than
anything

else, it just

kicks off the
Christmas

season. ' '
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Before you were born God wrote your fairytale ·
CoLTON STOLLENMAIER

It begins like any other:
long, long ago in a place far,
far away. In eternity past,
God knew you. And when He
thought about you, He knew
He couldn't live without you.
He'd die first!
So He did.
He knew everything it
would cost. He knew all the
heartbreak that would come.
He didn't care. He loved you
with a love that you have yet

to know. So, He created you
anyway.
He watched you walk out on
Him. He watched you bleed
and ache, and He saw every
tear that fell from your eyes.
But He was also there at the
moment of conception. He
was the miracle that made
two half-cells a whole you! He
was there for your first breath,
your first word, your first step
and your first test.
Long before any of that, He
was there - chained to a post,
glass, razors and rusty metal

ripping through His flesh. He
was there with nails bashed
through His hands and feet.
It was there that He traded in
the crown of the King of the
Universe for a crown of cruel
thorns.
He sold everything He had.
He gave everything He could
give because He had found a
truly priceless treasure. He
found you.
And, just like every fairytale,
yours has the ending everybne
hopes for: and they lived, happily ever after.

Photo by Katie Freeland

More than conquerors in the strength of the Lord
HEATHER HAYNES

The heat is tremendous. I
don't feel like moving. The
sweat crinkles the page I'm
writing on, glistens on my skin
and trickles into my eye. The
salt burns my eye. I need to
forget about the heat and go
work. It crosses my mind to

complain. I need to be tough.
I'm not tough.
My hand shakes as I pick up
the IV. The tiny hand seems
swallowed up by mine. I grip
it for dear life and squint at the
faint trace of a vein. The baby
whimpers and tries to pull
away. I look at the IV catheter and then at the thread
of a vein. It's impossible. I

don't want to miss again. I IVs. Instead, I don't want to go
don't want to make the baby back to the hospital, don't feel
cry again. I miss again and ·like eating bouille again, don't
give it over to another nurse. particularly enjoy IVs and just
I should have been tough and want to speak English now. A
missionary is supposed to be
tried again.
tough.
I'm not tough.
I'm not tough.
I somehow think I should alI'm weak.
ways work overtime, be cookTo admit weakness is
ing native food, be fluent in
all languages and an expert at thought to be strong and admirable, tit then there are
weaknesses that are embarrassing. They don't boost the
pride. They are the weaknesses
you'd rather others not know
- weaknesses that show your
imperfections and fears. They
are painful to admit, but they
are God's workmen to make
you strong in the strength of
the Lord.
In the strength of the Lord
I often forget about the temperature. In the strength of
the Lord I hit veins, miss
veins and keep trying. In the
strength of the Lord I keep going back to work every day and

find blessing in service. In the
strength of the Lord I actually
enjoy bouille and do a little
more language learning every
day.

' In the
strength of the
Lord I keep going back to work
every day and
find blessing in
.
semce.
It's all in the strength of the
Lord.
Without that strength I am
yet another complaining, pansy volunteer who couldn't cut
it.
With that strength I am
more than a conqueror
through Christ who loves me.
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Just let go and let God
JAIME JACOBSON
OraNION

Eprroa

People love tragedy.:_Americans especially. There's something about the rise and fall,
the bend and break, and the
trudging climb at the end that
tears at our insides and keeps
us transfixed.
What is it about dramatic
lifestyles that keeps us so addicted, so entranced, that we
lose sight of life itself and of
things that matter deep down?
One thing I've .never understood is why people obsess over celebrities. It kind
of drives me crazy. No, actuiilly, it really drives me crazy.
I don't understand celebrity
crushes. I don't understand
following a celebrity's life
news story by news story, and
I definitely don't understand
the fans that get emotionally
distraught because of the occurrences in some celebrity's
life.
You do not know these people. Unless it's some sort of
educational or authoritative
figure, why do you care where

they shop or how their divorce drama and tragedy. They love
is going? I dare say that in ac- a good tearjerker, and I don't
tuality, those fans don't care; mean the kind that ends hapthey're just addicted to drama. pily ever after. I think people
A few friends and I were love their own drama. We all
recently discussing the lives like talking about our own
of celebrities and why people problems and our own lives.
care so mus;:h. The conversa- We all want to remind others
tion started after a reference we've been through so much in
to Chris Brown beating Ri- our past, that we had a really
hanna. A few comments were hard week, that we're dealing
made about celebrities not with something really awful
being real people and that right now. I'm not saying that
watching their lives is like . there's something wrong with
watching movies, and it's true. telling your friends what's goIt's like everyone's forgotten ing on in your life or venting
about the Chris and Rihanna if something is bothering you,
story-and all I could con- but I think sometimes we get
elude is that it's because most caught up in our melodramatpeople never ·really cared; it ic lives and forget to let go and
was just an exciting tragedy. let God. Your problems aren't
Why do people prefer to live there to obsess over. They're
vicariously through celebrity's most likely there to teach you.
lives, when they can further So learn from them and move
their own progress and bet- on.
ter their own lives? Don't they
It's sickening when we seek
have their own things to worry out drama and dwell on it.
about?
It's unhealthy when we find
It's sad not only to think life dull unless something rethat people are pressed over ally juicy is going on. Let's face
celebrities-that's a whole oth- it-everyone wants to hear the
er opinion of mine in itself- drama from the weekend come
but also that people thrive on Monday morning. Why is that

FILE- In this Aug. 31, 2011jile photo, newlyweds Kim Kardashian and
Kris Humphries attend a party thrown in their honor at Capitale in New
York. Humphries filed for an annulment of the couple's 72-day marriage
on Thursday in Los Angeles. (AP Photo/Evan Agostini, file)

so interesting to us? I think it's
because the purity of joy has
been perverted by obsession
and sin. We lose sight of what
we should be focusing on and

wrap ourselves in the addicting, heart-wrenching excitement that is better known as
someone else's pain.

Don't throw mud and lose your ground
JAIME JACOBSON
OriNinN

Enno•

There's
a
church
on
Ooltewah-Harrison road that
puts phrases on their front
sign. I see a lot of churches

I a<dred 55 women the

questiOn. Do you like fa
cial hair on guys?

25%yes
45%00

30% only if
it's a little bit

that do that: posting little
quotes or short verses, and
sometimes I grunt and think
to myself how corny it is, but
sometimes what it says seems
to smack me in the face. That's
what happened when I drove
by last week-it said, "those
who throw mud lose ground."
Alright, alright, I hear you
God.
Sometimes people don't like
you. Maybe it's because you
stole something from them, or
maybe they think you sound
like a parrot when you talk,
or maybe they JUSt plain dislike everything about you. You
can't always help that-no one
can please everyone. Our responsibility as Christians, of
course, is to do whatever is
in our power to make things
right: apologize if we did
something wrong, give a peace
offering, try to talk things out.
In reality, those things don't

always do the trick. Perhaps
there was too much damage done in the beginning
and nothing you do will ever

' Don't be the
person who
loses ground
because you're
stuck worrying
about someone
else's petty and
malicious actions against
you.
change their mind-you've
simply made an enemy for life.
Unfortunately, sometimes the
person who doesn't like you is

in

a

position to hurt you.
Maybe they're capable of
taking revenge or have the authority to punish you. Hopefully they're not looking for
that opportunity, but the
world isn't always full of goodhearted, forgiving people.
I have enemies. I know people who want to get even with
me. I even have people I don't
like and people I think about
taking revenge on. When it's
been a really bad day and my
m_ind is floi>ded with everything that's bothering me, and
all I think about is who did this
or that to me, or how I could
do this or that to someone else,
I realize that the only person
who's stressed out is me. At
the end I'm the only one still
upset. That really doesn't get
me anywhere-it just makes
me lose ground.
If you've apologized, you've
tried to make things right,

you've done whatever you
could to correct the situation,
then who cares if they don't
like you? Don't worry about
what people think-don't be
the person who loses ground
because you're stuck worrying about someone else's petty
and malicious actions against
you. Carry on with your day,
don't think about it; just smile
and keep going. There are other things that are bigger and
better - things that are more
worthy of your time. Of course
people will look for ways to
hurt you and ways to make you
miserable. They'll do anything
they can to get back at you or
give you what they think you
deserve. That's life.
I know lots of people who
throw mud. I could choose to
throw mud back. Or I could
choose to let them throw mud
and lose ground while I walk
away.
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It's time to move on from Facebook: Pinterest is here U pcoming
photo tagging drama. Caressa · he's single.)
low. Then set up
genres of
JESSICA
Rogers, Southern alumni, proThere are many ideas to ex- boards you would like-to creEvents
fessional photographer and plore on Pinterest, Here are a ate. You can also add a "pin
Now that your grandparents
th~

WEAVER

teacher says it's a social media few suggestions: start a Christ- it" button to any web browser
site that could actually be pro- mas shopping list, outline you use. This allows you to
ductive. She says she uses Pin- spring break vacation plans, pin anything from websites or
terest for inspiration for her search new gadgets, look up blogs you are on. By clicking
photography business or for recipes for weekend parties, the "pin it' button, a picture
classroom ideas. She recent- find seasonal style ideas or will be added to your Pinterest
ly found an idea for making ways to piece together your board of choice.
terest.
her photos into lampshades, wardrobe for that winter look
Third- Start Pinning. WelPinterest is a virtual pin- which she used to redecorate that everyone on the prom- come to the world of Pinterest!
board that allows you to orga- her apartment. She says that enade will notice, and the list Let the potential for inspiranize and share all the iJ;Iterest- instead of wasting time surfing goes on and on.
tion and creativity wash over
ing things you love: You can Facebook, she actually uses
Becoming a Pinterest pro you. This is where you can
find thousands of new recipes, the ideas found on Pinterest.
can be accomplished in three - delve into the world of exotic
creative party ideas, inspiraThis isn't simply a website easy steps.
travel places, mouth-watertion to redecorate your apart- for girls either. Alec JackSon,
First- Get an account. Pin- ing pastries or jaw dropping
ment or dorm room, , exotic student association president terest is an invitation only site. fashion. Re-pin things other
places to travel or ingenious of Southern and Pinterest You ca·n ask any of the hun- people have posted, or surf the
wedding ideas - and that is user, says he uses it and is sur- dreds of people on this cam- Internet and use your "pin it"
only the beginning. Pinterest's prised to find what interests he pus that has already joined button to post new things.
layout is visually appealing has in common with friends. to send you an invite, or sena
Pinterest is the easiest and
and easy to use. TIME Maga- He says it's a lot like an on- me an email -I would love to most visual way to research
zine ranked Pinterest as num- line scrapbook, "You post the give you an opportunity to be things you're interested in,
ber 38 of the best websites of things you like, aspire to or a part. You can also just go to and hundreds of students at
2011. And although the web- . things that catch your eye." their website and request an Southern have already found
site doesn't disclose its user Alec has postea recipes for invitation, but that may take a the benefits of this phenomnumbers, the Pinterest Face- chocolate hazelnut cake, red little longer.
enon.
book page states that there velvet pancakes, and chickSecond - Set up your ac"Beware, it can be a little bit
are approximately 2.5 million en pot pie from scratch on a count. This is where the fun addicting," Caressa says with a
monthly users.
board entitled "Food I'll Cook begins. Choose the_ different smile, "but this is a social mePinterest is a new form of For My Wife/GF/Fiance." (In things you're interested in and dia site worth spending your
social media that doesn't in- case you're wondering ladies, the people you want to fol- time on."
=cl:u:d:e~y~e=s~te=r~d=ay~s~g~o~ss~i~p__o_r______________________________________________________________________~----~
are on Facebook, perhaps it's
time _to move on to something
better. A month ago I was introduced to a different social
media site that took over my
life (in a good way). It is Pin-

LAUREN SWAFFORD
STAFF WRITER

Located next to Bruster's
Ice Cream on East Brainerd
Road, Daylight Donuts is anything but an ordinary donut
shop. When I first heard of
the opening a few weeks ago,
I was intrigued, but didn't feel
the need to grab my keys and
make a trip for a fresh dozen
of glazed goodness. However,
once word got out of an alleged "Snickers" donut, I had
no choice but to check it outfor journalistic purposes, of
course.
Upon entering the store,
a large glass case filled with
hundreds-of colorful, glistening donuts greeted me with an
enticing glare. My senses were

overwhelmed with the aroma
of baking dough and warm,
sweet sugar. The family in
front of me carefully took their
time to choose their treasures,
as I soaked in all the choices in
front of me.
The usual suspects: strawb~rry, chocolate, and jellyfilled, were present as expected. But the most devilish-the
biggest sweet-tooth satisfiers
of them all-were the,donuts
found in the candy-bar selection. Kit Kat, Oreo, Reese's
Cup, M&M, Baby Ruth, and
my personal favorite-Snickers-were begging to be packaged in a lively colored Daylight D_o nuts box and carried
away.
The cashier shook me out of

Quote of the \Veek
"There has only been one Christmas
- the rest are anniversaries."
-W.J. Cameron

•••••••••••••••
Holiday Starlight Parade.
Saturday, Dec. 10, 6-7 p.m.
Enjoy this community-wide
holiday parade featuring live
music, balloons, Santa Claus,
floats, walking units and
specialty vehicles, all strung
with festive holiday lights.
Route: starts at Martin Luther
King Blvd. and travels down
Market St. to the Tennessee
Aquarium. More info at www.
chattanoogapresents.com
live on Stage: Emperor's
New Clothes at the Youth
Theatre. Saturday, Dec.
, : _ : p.m. By Maria
10 7 30 9 30
Chattin-Carter
and the cast.
Festival season is upon the
land and the narcissistic emperor needs new duds. Two
con men take advantage of the
wonderful emperor and possibly teach him a much-needed
lesson. A funny, fast-paced
comedy the whole family will
enjoy. Tickets are $8 and $10.
YouthTheatre.400RiverSt.

live on Stage: The Best
Christmas Pageant Ever.
Saturday, Dec. 10, 8-10 p.m.
The troublesome Herdman
kids take over the annual
Christmas Pageant. The delightful chaos that ensues
teaches everyone about the
true spirit of the holiday
season. Youth Theatre. 400
River St.
Carolina Chocolate Drops
at Track29. Thursday, Dec.
8. A perfect combination
of sweet traditional country
and a rich modern twist. The
band's iifstruments include
the diversity of a banjo, harPhoto via the Daylight Donuts Facebook page.
monica, guitar, fiddle, snare
Daylight Do'ffUts is located in East Brainerd next to Lupi"s Pizza .
drum, kazoo, jug and bones.
my donut daze and asked me out the stote's.Facebook page. They have released six albums
what I wanted. Imagine her
Reaching my car, I couldn't since 2006 and have won a
surprise when I deliberated stop myself from sneaking a Grammy for Best Traditional
for nearly 10 more minutes. bite of the Snickers donut but ' Folk Album. $16 in advance,
Three Oreos, six Snickers, one somehow managed to finish it $18 day of show.
chocolate glazed, jelly filled, bef~re pulling out 9f the parkand an original glazed later, ing lot. Ne~dless to say, it was
my take-home dozen was com- delicious. If you have a sweet
. plete. I paid my total almost tooth, I am confident that you
shamefully but still promised will find Daylight Donuts to be
the cashier that I would check delicious, too.

•
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With business settled, basketball's back!
OMAR WPEZ-THISMON

of Sa~rday, Nov. 24, after a
fifteen-hour long negotiat. Coming off of one of the ing session. The negotiations
most popular NBA seasons in started back up after the
recent memory, there was no Players Association felt that
basketball to watch on Nov.
the NBA wasn't sacrificing
1, the start date of the
enough after the players had
2011-2012 season. Instead
sacrifi<;ed hundreds of milthere was arguing and nego- . lions of dollars to get the deal ·
tiating about how to split up done. Two weeks prior to the
billions of. dollars between tentative deal being struck,
the NBA owners and play- the Player's Association disers. However, after 149 days banded the union in order
of the NBA lockout, the NBA to file an Anti-trust lawsuit
and the NBAPA finally came against the NBA.
up with a tentative collective
The key issues the sides
bargaining agreement (CBA) disputed overwere: hard salthat will bring basketball ary cap vs. soft salary cap,
back on Christmas day.
basketball related income
The tentative deal was split, restriction · of player
reached in the early hours movement, luxury tax, and

CONDIBLnQR

mid-level exceptions. During
the last CBA, signed in 2005,
the players were receiving
57 percent of the basketball
related income. One of the
main issues raised by own- .
ers is why their franchises
weren't profitable, which is
why they wanted the NBA to
play under a system where
small market teams (Minnesota, Charlotte, Sacramento)
would be able to compete
with the larger markets (New
York, Los Angeles, Miami).
Thus, under the new tentative agreement the players
will receive 49-51 percent of
th~ income.
However, the deal on the
table is not finalized until

players and owners vote to
ratify the deal. The players have reformed the union
and are planning to formally
ratify the deal Friday, Dec.
8. When this happens the
probable start time for free
agency will be Dec. 9, and
games are scheduled to start
on Christmas day.
Instead of talking about
BRI and mid-level exceptions, we can start talking
about whether the Dallas
Mavericks can defend their
title,. or whether the Los
Angeles Lakers can rebound
from an embarrassing playoff exit. Will the Miami Heat
embrace the pressure put on
them and win a champion-

ship, or will they fold in the
face of adversity? Will the
Chicago Bulls and the Oklahoma City Thunder prove
to the world that they are a
force to be reckoned with for
years to come? Do the Boston Celtics and the San Antonio Spurs have one last fight
left in them? Now that business has been taken care of,
fans can finally hear the two
words they have been waiting
for: basketball's back!

2012 Basketball preview: Teams to watch for
CHARLES CAMMACK

Sro!!TS Ennna

Men's Division A
1. Who Dat! -The reigning champions return from
last season, but with a slightly different look. They are returning four players from last
year's team: Kevin Reynolds
(PG), Ryan Plater (G), Sam
Thomas (F) and Lance Matthews (F). From the looks
of things, Reynolds appears
poised for a. breakout season with the transfer of Daniel Foster (G/F) to Andrews
University. "We just want to
give ourselves a chance to
win each game and have fun
doing it," said Thomas, team
captain.
2.Squirrel Tails - After
taking a year hiatus, Squirrel Tails is back and ready
to reclaim the championship
title as they won two years
in a row before last season.
Returning from those two
championship teams is the
big man himself, Mark Knutson (F/C), as w:ll as Adam

Rogers (G/F). and captain
Jordan The (PG). "We are excited and looking forward to
playing against all the great
teams in Aleague this year!"
The said. "I think it's going to
be a very fun season."
3·
Nine-Ball - After
losing in the· semifinals last
season to Toon Squad, this
team has definitely bolstered
their defense as they have
added two proven big men
in Elvin Gonzalez and Dave
Sherwood. They are led by
their captain James Shoemaker (G) and are returning along with him: Adam
Mcquistan (F/C), Steven
Shoemaker (G/F) and Connor Larrabbee (F). Jacob
Dedeker (PG), a graduate of
Collegedale Academy, looks
to be ready to produce right
from the start. "Our goal this
season is to just play hard every game and hopefully the
other pieces fall into place,"
Shoemaker said.
Women's Division A
1.
Holla - This veteran team is coming off a tough
loss in overtime to the Hoop-

ies in the Rees series championship last year. Always
competitive, Rolla has been
around for five years now
and has made it to the championship three times. Returning from last year's team
are: captain Eunice Kim (G),
Molly Coble (F), Rochelle
Barr (C), Kristen Specht (F),
Latoya Foster (G) and Jane
Mashburn (G). "We would
really like to make it the Rees
Series Championship again,"
Kim said.
2.
The Fly Bailers This is a merged team of the
Bailers and Team Fresh from
last season led by co-captains
Valeria Frescino (G) and
Jackie Ruiz (F).
3·
Balls of Fury They are led by co-captains
Kelli Mertz and Jannell Nash
Simpson.
Mens Division B
1.
Still Kick'n - This
experienced team, composed
of various Southern faculty
and staff, have put themselves in prime position to
make it far with the return of
their stalwart power forward,

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask for the Southern rate.

Mike "Bad Boy" Boyd. This
team features a solid return-:,.
ing cast: captain Chris Carey
(F/C), Eric Baerg (G), Darin
Bissell (G), Adam Heck (F),
Brennon Kerstein (F) and
Derek Sherbondy (G). Sherbondy has completely recovered from the torn ACL and
Meniscus he sustained two
seasons ago. "We just want
to give God the glory for the
opportunity to share in great
exercise and camaraderie
with student colleagues,"
said Carey. "Watch out for
the graying heads coming
down the court."
2.
Dem Oak Boys They are led by their co-captains Kim Quiambao and Gilbert Sison.
3.
Last Minute - They
are led by their captain Jon
Remitera.
Womens Division B
1.'
The Wham Banv; They are led by co-captains
Arielle Hall and Jessica Gutierrez.
2.
Hoops There It Is
- This team is led by captain Jacqueline Olivas and

•

coached by Laurence Clayton
and Delroy Myrie.
3·
Sky Walkers - This
team is led by co-captains
Gianna Spence and Kaley
Greve.
Mens Divison C
1.
The
ComeBacks
- They are poised to avenge
their loss in the semifinals
last year-White Flour, the
eventual champions. This
team seems to have a knack
for comeback wins, mainly
because of their core four
that have returned from last
year's team: captain Jordan Hill (G) Steven Dull (F),
David Arvizu (G) and Nse
Udonta (F). "We are here to
prove that soccer players can
ball like Mike too!" Hill said.
"I believe that our team has
what it takes to win it all!"
2.
Shooting Stars They are led by captain Joshua Ley.
3.
uper
Seniors
- They are led by captain
Spenser Lim.

. 423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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Thursday, Dec. 8
11 a.m. Convocation, Student Organizations/Departments/Schools (Various Locations)
7 p.m. Modem Languages
Film Series (Miller 201)
7:30 p.m. Christmas Stories
with Gordon Beitz, Convocation credit (Thatcher
Chapel)
Friday, Dec. 9
8 p.m. Vespers, School of
Music (Church)
5:29 p.m. Sunset
Saturday, Dec. 10
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave

Smith (Church)
Jackie James (Collegedale
Academy)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain
Sabbath School (Thatcher
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
South, White Oak Room)
Smith (Church)
9:45a.m. Can We Talk? Sab4 p.m. School of Mubath School (CA Rm 105)
sic Christmas Concert
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath •
(Church)
School (Student Center)
Student
Organizations/
10 a.m. Living Free: Insight
Departments/
Schools
(CA room 109)
Christmas Parties (Vari10 a.m. Falling in Love with
ous times and locations)
Jesus (CA Library)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2,
Sunday, Dec. 11
Dave Smith (Church)
Semester Exams (11-14)
12 p.m. - midnight McKee
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect (CA room 102)
Library Open
10:15 a.m. Bad Girls of the
Bible (CA room 103)
Monday, Dec.12
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
7:45 a.m. - midnight McKee

Library Open
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Book Buy back
(Campus Shop)
3:30p.m. University Senate

Tuesday, Dec. 13
7:45 a.m. - midnight McKee
Library Open
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Book Buy back
(Campus Shop)
Last day to make up Winter
and Summer 2011 incompletes
5:30 p.m. Rho Iota induction (Church)
7 p.m. School of Nursing
Dedication (Church)

December 8, 2011

9 a.m.-5 p.m. Book Buy back
(Campus Shop)
5 p.m. McKee library closes
5 p.m. Commencement Reception (Fellowship Hall,
Church)
7 p.m. Winter Commencement (Iles)

Thursday, Dec. IS
9 a.m.-3 p.m. Book Buy back
(Campus Shop)
Christmas Break! (15- Jan.
9) No classes
McKee library closed, (15Jan.2)
University Health Center
closed (15- Jan. 8)

Wednesday,Dec.14

[Student Life Announcements]
School of Music Christmas Concert at Southern
Southern Adventist University's School of Music will celebrate the holiday season with
their annual Christmas concert in the Collegedale Church
.of Seventh-day Adventists on
Saturday, Dec. 10 at 4 p.m.
They will also be performing
for Vespers Friday, Dec. 9 at
8p.m.
Come and celebrate the joys
of the season with Southern's
choirs, orchestra, brass and
handbells. The program will
feature John Rutter's feStive "Gloria." The public is
welcome at this free event.
For more information, call
423.236.2880:
Parking Pennits W12The current fall registration
permits expire Jan. 4· Student W12 permits are on-sale
as of Nov. 28. Students can
register their vehicl~ by going to thepermitstore.com
and selecting the correct studentpermit(makesureusays
winter as the fall permits will
still have an overlap of availability). If permits are purchased between now and Dec.
9, they will be mailed to the
students' current mailing address. If permits are puch~ed

after the Dec. 9 date, they will
not be mailed until the winter
2012 semester begins (we will
• resume mailings Jan. 9). Students will be responsible for
making sure that their mailing
addresses are current and/or
updated if need be (if a student moved from the dorm
to Southern Village, they will
need to change their address
through thepermitstore).
FINAlS CRUNCH BRUNCH

THIS SUNDAY COME TO THE
CAFETERIA

AND

STUDY

WHILE YOU EAT.
SPECIAL SUPPER SERVED

FROM 6 TILL 10 p.m.
QUIET HOURS FROM 7 - 11
p.m. FIND THE MENU ON

Carey, Danny Alvidres, Jill
Rouse, Kayla Ewert, Ken
Caviness, Kristy Riley, Trisha
Isom
Dec. 9- Becki Wilson, Elizabeth Baker, Emily Smith, Jeff
Landess, Jennifer Nordell,
Jigna Vashi, Lisa Goolsby,
Suzanne Ocsai,
Zoraida
Cummins
Dec. 10- Amy Koffler, Ana
Kim, Angela Mainord, Christina Shin, Dan Boyd, Fran·sheska Muniz, Jay Delgado,
Lise Ingabire, Liz Fernandez,
Priscilla Amaya, Sonny Covington, Teresa Spangenberg,
Zachary Myers

SOUfHERN'S
FACEBOOK
PAGE AND WEBSITE.

Dec. 11- Alyssa Williams,
Christopher Marshall, Clarissa Brignoni, Grady Todd,
Januwoina Nixon, Jennifer
Condado, Jennifer Hernandez, Jonathan Castells, Laurie Stankavich, Levi Parrish,
Ross Knight
Dec. 12 - Carol Harrison,
Elizabeth Hankins, Elvin
Gonzalez, Fred Turner, Gaynard Taylor, Guadalupe Gruis, Joel Mejia-Garcia, Rocky
Emig, Taylor F. Mittleider,
Tim Korson
Dec. 13 - Grace Dart, Jeremy Sperrazza, Joe Frescino,
Lauren Caradonna, Sarah

CHI

[S.A. Announcements]
Community Service Day!
D~n't forget Community Service Day is coming up on Jan.
16! Sign up for your choice of
community service project
sites on southernserves.com.
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Dec. 8 - Andrew Ashley,
Beth Snyder, Christopher
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M.iller, Sujai Jimenez, Tyson
Hall
Dec. 14- BAdan Fernandez,
Cheryl Hand, Christopher
Ennis, Cliff Olson, Donovan
Sailo, Eric Drab, Ivanessa
Castillo, Joshua lstueta, Ken
Parsons, Nicholas Johnson,
Terrica Mixon
Dec. 15 - Andrew Knittel,
Christopher Hudson, Debora
Kim, Denise Gutierrez, Hendel Butoy, Jacqui Reed, Jane
Mashburn, Julie Hyde, Ryan
McCollum, Sierra Cox, Victor
Paez
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l.Granc:lm8 made that stutJ ~ '8lld you think there DUght be
cat food JD.ll
2.You leave the nametag on your re-gifted fruitcake.
3.You spend Christmas m the ER because your SJSter is alletgic
to the tree (tme story).
4. You receive one of the ~bte Christmas gifts" above and
have to act happy about it.
5.They didn't poke holes in the box they wrapped the puppy

m...

Tucker Anderson

A couple summers ago I was surfing out in Del Mar, California. It was
pretty early in the morning and the waves were going off. As I was
paddling back out, this guy cruised passed me. The onshore wind and
his accumulating speed were whipping his long beard to the side as he
pumped up and down the wave. Since then I've always wanted to have
a big beard.
·

The last time I shaved was around the beginning of October. So give or
take about two months.

The trick is to eat good amounts of chard, tomatoes, romaine and
carrots on a regular basis. Before you go to bed, smother a mixture of
Eucalyptus and Jojoba oil onto the beard area at least four times every
week. When doing this, be sure to marinate as much as possible. As silly
as that sounds, it has a wonderful minty aroma and increases the ferocity of your beard. It's also important to never observe your progress, the
less you know about what it looks like, the better.

.

•

-

-

l.Nose hair trimmers
Nothing says, "I don't like tl}e way you look," more than a cosmetic Christmas gift.
2.Fruitcake
Ok you expected this b~t seriously that stuff isn't even edible.
Just leave it in the fridge and re-gift next year.
3.Celine Dion CD
Like the Titamc, her career sunk. And seriously, who needs that
melodramatic whining this time of year?
4.Severely oversized clothing
Ok, really? I know I put on a few but XXXL?
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"Honestly I don't even
know how
got entered to
perform," said Ryan Gordon,
member of Snack City. A friend
of his, Evan Grant, told the
group they would be performing their YouTube hit after they
were already entered. Their
video has more than 55,000
views. The song talks about
going to a place full of snacks.
Due to time constraints, the
group was told they would not
be able to perform.
"Half the people already
knew we were performing,"
said Glendon Hines, member
of Snack City. It was a disappointment for the group because this was their first performance. Once the group had
gotten off stage they were informed that they would be able
to perform their song last minute. Gordon said that it threw
off their mood and he felt it
was a bad performance.
"Just type in 'Snack City' on
YouTube; it's the first video,"
Gordon said. "Maybe you'lllike
it more than the actual performance."

WRITER

The New York Giants beat
the New England Patriots 2717, in Indianapolis last Sunday
night to win the Super Bowl
XLVI.
Students started filling the
gym at 6 p.m. Sunday to watch
the game, eat free food and socialize.
"I love the multiple screens
and the socialization. It's very
inviting," said Nicolette Hassell, sophomore graphis design
major.
The Giants dominated the
game early, building a 9-0
lead. But the Patriots came
with a huge drive at the end of
the first half, making the score
9-10 in New England's favor.
In between halves, the Duck
Squad put together a show
that consisted of two musical
performances and an improv
game of Props. The winners
of the improv gaoie won cash
prizes.
One of the musical performances was Snack City, which
is a parody of Rack City by

.
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Nath.m Slurge

Patru ia Isom,juruor clrrucal psychology ma;or,fecl..< the emtmcnt as the superbowl championshrp heats up ;ust before the end ~:,f
the first half

The crowd had split opinions
about the halftime show as a
whole. Some stude1\ts said the
show was ''dry" and "unorganized," while others liked the
performances and found it entertaining.
"I think the halftime show
was really fun, and Snack City

did a really good job of getting
the crowd going," said Andrew
Ashley, freshman social work
major.
The Patriots brought in
the second half with 17 unanswered points to lead 17-9.
However, that was not enough
however, to keep the ~iants

from scoring two field goals
and a touchdown making the
score 21-17. The Patriots had
less than a minute to bring the
ball up-field, but the Giants
were victorious at the end of
the night, winning Super Bowl
XLVI 21-17.

SA Valentine's Banquet cal).celed due to low ticket sales
SARAH RuF
SIMI Wai.If.IL

Goodbye, Wonderland.
The Student Association
has canceled the Valentine's.
Banquet less than a week before ticket buyers anticipated
spending a night in "Wonderland"-all65 of them, that is.
"We kept getting a nonchalant attitude about the Valentine's Banquet," said Janelle
Billingly, SA social vice president. The decision to nix the
most expensive SA event of
the year came after record-low
signups and discussions with
students and staff.
Some ticket buyers did not

know the banquet was canceled.
"My mom was coming down
and we were going to pick out a
dress this weekend," said Amber Dahabura, freshman English major.
Red flags went up after only
two students had bought tickets by Thursday, Feb. 2. The
group needed to sell 200 tickets by Friday to pay for· catering. The deadline was pushed
back until Monday, Feb. 6. But
by then, 65 tickets were sold,
representing 2 percent of enrolled students.
So why didn't students buy
tickets?
Courtney Smith, sophomore
cli!lical psychology major had

not planned on attending the
Sunday night event. "I guess I
experienced it enough in high
school with my friends," she
said. Chris Janetzko, junior
advertising major, suggested
the upcoming Winter Jammusic festival was another factor
keeping students from signing
up.
Kari Shultz, director of Student Life and Activities, said
she has noticed a downward
trend in banquet attendance in
recent years.
The most popular banquet
she can remember was in
2004, when nearly 700 people
attended.
This year, $6,ooo of the
banquet's $20,200 budget was

expected to come from ticket
sales this year. At $26 each,
ticket sales topped around
$1,690 before SA closed up
shop.
Banquets held in 2010 and
2011 cost $26 and $25. Shultz
estimated 250 students attended last year.
Southern lost $395 of a
venue deposit at the Colonnade Civic Center, as was an
unspecified amount in advertising and ticket printing costs.
The <:a.terer, Goetz, kept their
$2,ooo food deposit as a credit
for a future event.
Ticket sales only would have
paid for food, said Shultz. The
SA budget covered venue, decorations, lighting, furniture

rental and entertainment.
Billingly admitted SA could
have put up signs earlier to
advertise the banquet but
said SA made convocation announcements and tickets were
available in all dorms. She
apologized to all who bought
tickets and said they will be reimbursed.
As for the e.ma $11,805 now
floating around SA's budget,
Billingly promised an on-campus talent show fusion event
on March 17.
"If people want something
different, we will give them
something different," Billingly
said.
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McKee Library sponsors Valentine's Day card-making station
AVERY McKINNEY
STAFF WRITER

Photo by Nathan Sturgt>ss

G(>a.evieue Wood, a sophmore nursing77w}m·, makes a.free valentine for /wr roommate at the table setup on the mainjloor in
McKee Library Tuesday. The table will be open through the end of the week.

School of Nursing celebrates simulation labs
AARoN SNELGRoV-E

•

STAFf WaiTER

Students packed Lynn
Wood Hall auditorium to celebrate the School of Nursing's
one-year move into Florida
Hospital Hall.
The theme was a "birthday"
party for the simulation dummy "Simon." Students, past
and present, came out to see
the school of Nursing's success on Jan.19.
The new students in the
school were able to witness
what a simulation was like
and what to expect in the lab.
The simulation lab has pro-

vided nursing students with
real life situations created and
closely monitored by the professors and others.
"The clinical simulation
program is one of the coolest
things in the nursing department. I'm looking forward to
getting to use it," said Levi
Parrish, . freshmru;t nursing
major.
The "dummies" the students interact with have the
appearance of a human. The
chest rises and falls as if
breathing and students are
able to give injections into
the dummy as it recycles the
saline solution.
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The nursing department is
looking to make its simulation program more diverse.
"The sim lab is a hugely
popular prograi:n both with
the .faculty and students. Students currently get one experience a semester," said Kerry
Allen, assistant professor and
simulation lab director.
Allen also said that the program has the desire to expand
and become more involved
with the bachelor and graduate students.
At the moment, students
pursuing an associl'!-te's degree in nursing are the main
interactive students with the
simulation program.
The simulation lab is located in Florida Hospital Hall
and consists of two rooms-a
control room and a mock hospital room. From the control
room, a professor controls the
patients' symptoins and reactions to treatment. There are
pre-programmed scenarios,
but the control operator is
able to mix and match the
scenarios.
Associate professor in the
School of Nursing, Cindy
Johnson said, "I enjoy the sim
lab and seeing our students
return to help with the other
[nursing students.]"

The fourth annual Valen. tine's Day card-making station will be free for all to use
from Feb. 8 to i4 beside the
main stairway in McKee Library.
Supplies
include
construction paper, markers,
scrapbooking materials, felt
cutouts and glitter. Everyone
is encouraged to use what
they like and leave the rest,
Sara Mirucki, office and periodicals manager and the one
in charge of the event.
"I think it's nice because
people can do a sweet thing
for someone even if they don't
have any money," said Tyler
Hissong, sophomore engineering studies major.
Hissong made a card last
year and was appreciative of
the opportunity to do something speci31 for his girlfriend.
The cards, however, can be
made for more than just relationships.
Ashley Taylor, sophomore
nursing• major, said that the

I think it's

nice because
people·can
do a sweet
thing for
someone even if they
don't have
any money,;

cards were so simple and fun
to make that even though
she did not have a boyfriend
last year.she decided to make
some for her friends.
"Anytime we can get the
stJ.Idents to do nic~ things for
each other, even if it is just to
make a Valentine's Day card,
it's a positive thing," said
Frank Di Memmo, media librarian.
Creativity can be found in
more than just the students
on campus. The librarians
have also noticed that faculty
and staff enjoy the artistic
pro.cess of making a card as
well.
''You have complete freedom to do whatever you want
in reference to design," said
Michael Cafferky, professor
of the School of Business and
Management. "I made [my
wife] a very simple card, and
she still has it up on the wall."
If it is not enough for the library to get the entire campus
involved in making Valentine
cards, Student Missions created a booth specifically for
student missionaries. Their
table started earlier in the
year and has already stopped
so that they could get the
· cards out on time.
Jolene Shafer, a previous
student missionary in Palau
and junior elementary education major, said that any
contact from Southern helps
student missionaries remember they have not been forgot-.
ten by their classmates.
Library table chairs are always full, said Katie McGrath,
reference and instruction librarian_, when asked on how
the event is received by the
students.
The librarians encourage
students to visit the McKee Library Facebook page to share
ideas on how to improve the
card-making station for next
year or suggestions as to what
supplies would be most beneficial.

.
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BCU Night entertains and educates students
entering instead of one of the
fans."
After students had time to
Students and visitors were· grab food, an awards show
more than. just entertained ho'noring Black pioneers
at this year's Black Christian in history began. Lifetime ·
Union (BCU) Night held Feb. Achievement Awards were
presented to people like .
4 in the lies P.E. Center.
Feautring the theme "Real Langston Hughes, AfricanWorld: SAU," BCU officers American writer and poet,
and other participants took and Etta James, Grammythe opportunity to present · award winning vocalist. The
serious issues involving race pre-show also featured stuand segregation into a· hu- dents reciting poetry and
singing popular songs by
morous program.
"I truly believe we have too Black artists.
The main show began afmuch entertainment and peoterward
with several students
ple still don't know why we
have a Black History Month dancing to Beyonce's "Move
or a BCU Night," said Gar- Your Body," theme song of
rison Hayes, BCU president Michelle Obama's Let's Move
and junior film production campaign.
Then Real World: SAU bemajar. "Tonight was about
gan
with the scene where the
bringing into context what
show's
protagonists first ar.this is all about.'~
rive
at
the
house, this time a
The night began with a
Hollywood-style entrance. As dorm at Southern Adventist
students walked onto the red University.
Characters on Real World:
carpet, they were greeted by
bouncers checking for stu- SAU represented a range of
dent I.D.s, a crowd of scream- ethnicities and all had the
ing fans, and several paparaz- task of representing their culture on the show~ There were
zi snapping photos.
"I thought the entrance several disagreements and a
was a cool idea," said Chris- little bit of judgment amongst
tina Verrill, senior liberal arts the group, especially between
education major. "I just wish a Black character and a White
I had been one of the people character, played by John

INGRID HERNANDEZ

Cory Emma

Michael f'orde, .Jonathan Wright. Evan Grant, Nathaniel Melville, Adam Fernandez (left to right) sang their own rendition of
"l•Iy Girl" at the Black Christian Union event to entertain students in the fles P.E. Center on Feb. 4.

Olaore, junior social work
major, and Cody RobinsonBullock, junior outdoor leadership major, respectively.
By the end of the program,
and after several funny altercations, the characters made
up and accepted each ather's
differences.
"As you can see, things were

a bit different from what we
usually do," said Hayes at the
conclusion of the night. "Besides entertaining, we added
a little education as well. The
people we honored tonight
are the individuals who made
a difference so we can be
where we are today."
In addition to commending

how far society's come with
racial issues, Hayes made a
call for students to be more
inclusive.
"I've never laughed so
hard," said Toya Fost~r, senior nursing major, "but I also
thought it was appropriate to
bring these matters to light."

Week; of Prayer to end with prayer walk College Bowl canceled
Gl.IEVARA SAMSON

G UEVARA SAMSON

SnFEWRnn

SuFEWRrnR

This .week's Student Week
of Prayer has been centered
around one theme that might
be obvious-prayer.
Week of Prayer started on
Monday with the topic of
"What is Prayer?" Everyday
so far, we've heard a different
topic about prayer.
"The purpose of this week
is to give students the confidence to pray," said Jon Remitera, assistant chaplain.
"The focus is not to listen to
and give testimonies but to
learn how to pray."
This week will end with
Power 24, which is a 24 hour
prayer walk in the Student
Center from Friday 6 p.m.
to Saturday 6 p.m. Student
center will be open all night
for students. Individuals and
campus groups will need to

Students listen~d attentively as Assistant Chaplain . .Jon Remitera, spoke about personal prayer life at the first night ci.fweek o.fprayer at Collegedale Church Monday.

sign-in time slots in order to
go through the prayer walk.
Sign-up sheets are available
in the Collegedale Church,
the dorms, and the Chaplain's Office. Remitera said

the Chaplain's Office is talking to deans about letting
students out of the dorm during curfew hours, to be able
to go through the walk any
time of the night.

Although the main College

Bowl conpet1t10n
..
will not

happen, there will be a college bowl convocation with
Those a,nticipating a Coltwo teams that are yet to be
lege Bowl tournament this
determined. A teachers veryear should not hold their
sus students competition is
breath.
being considered. Usually
College Bowl was canceled
the convocation features the
this year for lack of particifinal match between the last
pants. Only one team is regtwo teams in the tournament.
istered, which coincidently
College Bowl is a question
includes Hans Von Walter,
and answer game of general
senior biochemestry major,
knowledge and quick recall.
who came in third phice in
It spotlights the fastest minds
the college edition of Jeopon campus as they excel on
ardy! last year.
the field of knowledge. Game
Organizers say lack of inquestions cover every conterest may have contributed
ceivable topic -from history,
to the low turnout.
literature, science, multicul"Maybe we did not adverturalism, religion and geogtise well eriough, or maybe
raphy to current events, the .
it's just not the trend this _
arts, social sciences, sports
year," said Amanda Jehle,
and popular culture.
instructor in the English DeJehle said, "This is the
partment.
first time as I can remember
Last year only four teams
that there won't be a College
signed up.
Bowl."
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Actor shares career success, performs one-man show
NATHAN LEWIS
NEWs

Mel Johnson. <lll acclaimed actor and producer, plays the role of Fredm·k Douglas in Johnson's one man act about the life and
legacy of the abolitioninst's lije. He held this special peiformance m Ackennan.TfaU last w~Wkjor students.

E~!IDR

Mel Johnson Jr. spoke
at morning convocation on
Thursday, Feb. 2. He shared
stories about his diverse acting
career, gave students a chance
for improv acting on stage,
and even performed some of
his best impersonations.
Johnson's career has included various acting roles, producing multiple films as well
as directing in a theater.
Thursday evening, Johnson
appeared as Frederick Douglass in his one-man show,

"In the Shadow of Slavery," at
Ackerman Auditorium. Students who attended the soldout show received double convocation credit.
Free tickets were handed out
at the morning convocation.
and were required for entry to
the auditorium that evening.
The show chronicled the life
of Douglass, from his childhood as a slave, to his eventual
freedom.
The stage was set with various props, giving it a homey
feel as students and community members witnessed a major
part of United States history:

Southern digs hit the books Accreditation proposal stresses physical activity
J ENNIFER

V
AlJ..E

Suff_w.riEL _-
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Southern's Institute of Archaeology has uncovered ancient civilization for the past
three years at Khirbet Qeiyafa
located in Israel and will begin
the process ef publicatio.n this
year.
Michael Hasel, professor in
the school of Religion has been
working with 60-70 scholars
of the archaeology field to
begin sorting and preparing
the findings into what will
become volumes two and
three of Khirbet Qeiyafa Excavation Report 2009-2011:
Stratigraphy and Architecture. Those who have been
assisting in the digs in Isra~l
include students from Southern. From 2009 to 2011, over
100 stu~ents have been going on these 3-6 week-long
excavations.
• However, the job of the
student doesn't end there.
Students have been editing
and providing data that will
be incorporated in the book.
Some of them will also be featured as they write Square
Supervisor Reports that will
appear in the back of the volumes. This it allows students
.. to be scientifically involved in
a process that has international value. The dig also provided
them with a chance to visit a
new country.
Becky Hall, senior history
major said, "It was a great experience .. .it was neat to see
with my own eyes the places
talked about in the Bible that

most people don't get a chance
to see."
These excavations attracted
big media names as well. National Geographic, who is a
sponsor in this project, BBC,
and CNN have each covered
the dig that highlighted what
Southern Adventist University
has been contributing to in the
field of archaeology.
"It allowed [the dig] to come

It was neat
to see with
Photo by Nalhan Slurgess

my own eyes
the places
talked about
in the Bible ' '
into the forefront of the debate
of the monarchy in Israel,"
said Hasel. "It also allowed
contributions 9f faculty and
students in an international
project that is exciting"
The School of Computing
and the School of Visual Art
and Design has been contributing with graphic depictions and charts for the books.
While Southern has ended
their part in the excavations,
work on publication will continue until 2013.

Kevan Evarts, a senior business mo;nagement major, hoists 100 pounds behmd his
head to u orkout his biceps at the Elul~ 1'1 oll11ess Cenft'T' Morula!, i-' ·,

SARAH RUF
Snn Warn•

New exercise requirements
as part of accreditation standards are set to come down on
freshmen starting Fall 2013,
part of the Quality Enhancement Plan that Southern administrators must submit to
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools before
committee members visit the
campus April16-18.
At a pre-visit, off-site meeting in November, SACS officials cited areas in future planning and faculty qualifications
as non-compliant. New SACS
rules for a plan to · improve
student learning prompted
faculty to vote between experiential learning, a hands-on
method similar to School or

Nursing approaches with student clinicals, but applied to
every department, arid physical activity, which gained the
most votes.
"To me, this is Adventist education at its best," said Judy
Sloan, professor in the School
of PE, Health and Wellness
and chair of the QEP committee. "We need to strengthen
the health component on this
campus."
Current freshmen must take
one activity class and Fitness
for Life, in addition to a health
science class in order to graduate. Freshmen applying in
2013 willneed two more activity classes to graduate.
Sloan admitted course loads
could increase, but said no department was willing to eliminate any general education

requirements to make .space
for the new activity classes.
"It's not fair to the students
to make them do more," she
said, later adding, "We want
students active. Unless they're
in a class, it doesn't hit them."
Southern would be the first
SACS-accredited school to focus on physical activity for its
future plan.
Faculty qualit1cations also
came up in the report. Yolk. er Henning, Associate Vice
President of Academic Administration, confirmed administrators are working to
correct the recommendations
and believed every faculty
member hired was very qualified. He said the school must
explain to SACS officials the
"nuances" of teacher qualifications. If a teacher's degree
title does not match with a
class' name, S~;mthern administrators must demonstrate
the teachers' qualifications to
SACS. Henning said qualification can come from real-world
experience and some disciplines have undergone major
changes in the decades since
some faculty members have
received their d~ees. Henning would not comment on
current professors being investigated for qualifications.
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Andrea Erhart
- Social Vice president
Junior Italian and public
. relations major

Jourdan Sargent
- Social Vice President
Sophomore marketing major

5010 University Drive, Collegedale, Tennessee

Begins Friday, Feb 17, 6:30-8pm I Saturday, Feb 18, -10am·l2pm I Saturday, Feb 18, 3-5pm, Q&A*
•

I

How far away Is God? Is His return sooner than you expect?
And where Is He when you're left hanging by a thread?
Pastor Dous Batchelor Is comlnl to C:olleledale to present a
three ..part series on the reality of God. Come and learn how to
• exPtrlenc~ a new and profound
with the Lord.
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Junior film production major
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Southern: Let's move as the body of Christ
SIMONE

MARsHALL

RELIGION

Enno•

I have noticed a trend in the
human predicament: we make
poor, selfish, self-gratifying,
rude and often prideful decisions. We probably pass by
hundreds of people everyday
walking to cla.Ss, going to convocation, eating at the cafe or
""CKs, but very seldom do we
ever talk to them. I dare say to
you that we nonchalantly pass
by the very reason for Christ's
death everyday: Him. Her. Us.
People. Them. You. Any and
Everyone. We pass them by,
not glancing up or down, just
straight on the path to our
own success .

If God were to ask us to pick
up our heads and minister to
one of them-just one-how
would we feel? Would we
be willing? Put out? Scared?
Would we be willing to step
outside of our comfort zone
for just one second, to save
someone's soul? Do we feel
worthy to be called to such a
task? Do we even believe that
God asks us to complete such
tasks?
Our divine purpose on this
earth is not to succeed in
earthly things; it is to claim
God's grace and show the love
of salvation.
Can you imagine if we all
stepped out of our comfort
zones to do the things we are

too afraid to? In 1 Corinthians
12, we are told that we are the
Body of Christ. Imagine if the
Body of Christ actually functioned. Imagine being willing
to be called at an~me. And
not just you-everyone. God
never asks us to move senselessly or without purpose, but
He asks us to orchestrate-every body part mastering the
task before them-to work
toward one goal: eternity with
Him.
The girl sitting in the corner with her head down? If
you're friendly, don't pass her
by. Or the really loud person
in your class that you know is
failing, but is too proud to ask
for help? If you're smart, offer

.A bag and a shirt:
KAnE MAcPHEE

•

A girl runs lightly down
the steps, head up, shoulders
back. Her bright blue shirt
stands out more brilliantly
than the fall sky. Her jeans
are a light, faded denim and
her dark brown hair flows
gently down her back, across
her shoulders. It blows in the
slight breeze and contrasts
her light skin and blue eyes
making a pretty picture as she
hurries down the promenade.
She's an ordinary looking girl.
Normal. Except for her bag.
The bag is mostly hot pink.
The bright colors tightly woven into the fabric are a perfect contrast to her bright blue
shirt. The colorful strap is long
and runs around her shoulder, causing the bag to bounce
against her leg as she walks,

Th~

help. The friend you know is
struggling to stay on task with
healthy eating? If you're great
at healthy dieting, reach out.
Reach out to them. You were
put in their lives for a reason,
for this time, for this moment,
for this sole purpose: so God
can use you. So God can save
a soul through you.
And this applies to everyone.
So to those who don't feel worthy to be a ministerfor Christresolve within yourself to be
confident in one thing: Christ
earned your place in this life,
for you to be here right at this
very moment because of His
sacrifice. Don't let the grimy,
unattractiveness of your past
fool you; you're a living tes-

timony. And God is the only
one that can take your mistakes and turn them into victories, so let Him. And le~ us.
Let us, Southern, be the Body
of Christ, moving in His love,
saving each other, holding
strong to His promise that His
sacrifice was and is,enough.
"You are the light of the
world. A town built on a hill
cannot be hidden. Neither do
people light a lamp and put
it under a bowl. Instead they
put it on its stand, and it gives
light to everyone in the house.
In the same way, let your light
shine before others, that they
may see your good deeds and
glorify your.Father in heaven,"
Matthew 5:14-16.

battle for a heart

the tassels on the end flapping
It's a bag too small for books,
in time with her.steps. It's just yet being carried from class to
a bag, right? Perhaps to the class, it says something prountrained eye. But stop; look found about the girl's hearta heart that got lost during the
closer.
This girl is a returned SM. plane ride home, a heart that
Thailand by the looks of her was left somewhere across the
bag. She's an average, even ocean in the country of Thaipretty, colleg~ student. She land.
She is in love-longing for
blends in with the rest of t!le
student body at Southern Ad- something bigger than what
ventist . University. People-if Southern or even America can
they even notice-think the offer her. What can she do
bag is from a gypsy store or about this desire? Nothing.
maybe from a family vacation
How can she retrieve her
to a well-known tourist trap in heart from so many thousands
Mexico or the Bahamas.
of miles away? She can't.
But it isn't.
Only a year. That's all it
By all appearances she is took.
Throughout the year a few
just another student at Southern. She fits in well and may notes from friends were reeven try to believe she is the ceived, maybe a package here
woman she was before she and there, and perhaps even
left, but these are misconcep- . several Facebook wall posts.
tions and her bag slides more Yet she was still captured by
a new country, new people,
to the side of the latter.

new customs. Prayers were
sent up for her to remain safe
and happy, and somehow, in
the middle of it all - the good
times, the bad times, the defining moments where she had
to choose to quit, or give more
than her all and surrender everything to the hands of God
- she changed. She became a
different person-a person who
had been thrown back into the
rush of American life.
No longer does the mall
seem enticing.
Annoyance
over choosing the "perfect"
outfit day after day overwhelms her. The need to "fit
in," to be "normal" seems
overrated and yet necessary.
Each day is a struggle. She
struggles to care about the
education she's getting, continues struggling to plan as far
ahead as a graduation that is
two years away, and struggles

to grasp why these are necessary when a college diploma
wasn't needed in order to do
something important, some- .
thing valuable, just a few
months ago.
The hum of life that is
America is a constant distraction. She's confused by the apparent need to "Go," "Be," and
"Do," as she's told so often in
this new, old world.
She is confused-caught between keeping her memories
of the best year•of her life alive
and once again fitting in with
the American population.
· So out of the confusion
comes American clothes and
a bag from Thailand. Unifying her two worlds. Blending
herself. Outwardly expressing
the battle her heart continually fights.

:Jfie (j)di
New ~ustomer Loyalty Cards!
Receive one stamp on your card with every purchase of $5 or more from the hot bar. After 5 purchases redeem the completed card at the Deli for a free side item on your next visit.

Coming soon: Grab 'n Go Salads· New Sandwiches · Chili Stacks now available Tues. & Thurs. 10:30 a.m. , 7 p.m.
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Feet down, walking is the best choice
AsHLEE CHISM
CnNTRIBtiTQR

I've never understood the
seemingly compelling need
some students have to drive ·
to class (or vespers or church)
if they live on campus. Sure,
good reasons for driving to a
different part of campus exist-maybe there's .a doctor's
appointment, an internship,
a clinical, or grocery shopping
to get done after class-but
when there aren't any exceptions, why don't people just
walk?
Since I live in Southern Village, I usually get the opposite
question: "Why do you walk
to class, why don't you drive?"
some have asked. "Isn't driving faster?"
Maybe sometimes it is, but
I've seen people in their vehicles waiting to get out of Southern Village because they're trying to leave during'what I call
the "Spalding Rush," or those
· till).es around 8 a.m. and 3:15
p.m. when College Drive, the
road between the Village and

the church, is clogged with vehicles filled with people trying
to get to Collegedale Academy,
Spalding, or Brock on time.
My usual answer to the
question has three categories:
aesthetics, economics and
wellness.
We live on a gorgeous campus. Do we take 'enough time
to appreciate the beauty that's
all around us? If I manage my
time (whi.c h does hav~ to be
managed because it's at least
a 10 minute walk to Brock
from Southern Village) well
enough, rcan spend my walk
going slowly, seeing squirrels and birds and thinking or
praying as I go.
Granted, I can't always do
that, but it's definitely nice
. to once in a while. As for the
objection that people who live
on campus might have about
walking in the rain to class,
there's always umbrellas and
rain boots.
Besides, I'm a broke college
student. (Aren't most of us?)
For me, it's way cheaper to
walk to class and save my gas

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

money for trips that are necessary Oike the ones toWal-Mart
or Taco Bell). According to fueleconomy.gov, "Several short
trips taken from a cold start
can use twice as much fuel as a
longer multipurpose trip cov-

ering the same distance when
the engine is warm."
So if a student drives to class,
lets his or her vehicle completely cool, drives to the next
building, lets the vehicle cool
again, and then drives back

to the Village or the dorm, gas
is most likely wasted. In this
economy, who wants to waste
gas? And what about accidentally (or "accidentally") parking in the wrong lot? Walking, to my knowledge, doesn't
come with a ticket from Campus Safety.
Walking costs nothing, but
it's also free exercise. According to thewalkingsite.com,
the recommended number
of steps a person needs is approximately 10,000 steps (between 7,000 and 9,000 more
steps than a sedentary person); then you ask, "How far
is 10,000 steps anyway?" The
average person's stride length
is approXimately 2.5 feet long.
That means it takes just over
2,000 steps to walk one mile,
and 10,poo steps is. close to 5
miles.
By walking to class, or anywhere else on campus, it's
possible that in the process
you could become a• little bit
wealthier and healthier. Why
not try it?

What's wrong with our Student Association?
.

.

selves), I find myself trying to the nameplates they receive
CONTRIBUTOR
remember if it was actually as than the student body they
have been elected to serve. I
terrible as I remembered it.
The last few SA sponsored
Enter the wonder of sero- . do not believe that my needs
events can be likened to child- tonin-my memory is erased, are being met by the current
birth (or at least what I have and I find myself considering administration. I am not askbeen told about the birthing the next event as an atten- ing for the SA president to reprocess). Each time I leave dance possibility. To date, I sign, but I would like him to
lies PE Center in agonizing have "given birth" on three oc- defend his last few months in
mental pain and utter confu- casions, each as painful as the office.
sion, I swear to myself that it last.
Who is our SA president?
And what is his vision for
Southern? What kind oflegacy
does he want to leave when his
term is over?
A social VP that plans events
where the general consensus
is "I was bored," or, "The first
20 minutes was good but then
it flopped," is obviously not
getting something right. I'm
not attacking my fellow students, but I believe that the
will be my last outing. Yet, a
This is an opinion piece and expectations for each position
few weeks down the road, af- my opinion is that, minus a are clear before the elections.
ter the Accent has printed its couple officers, our student as- I don't see what has been acversion of the events that took sociation has become a hang- complished, and as a student
place (usually quoting the one. out location for people who I think it is my right to know
student that enjoyed them- seem more passionate about what our $4oo,ooo is being
JOHN0LAORE

' ' Picking a leader means that
we vote for the person we want
in office, not for the only person
on the ballot.

spent on-obviously not our
social events. I also cannot
remember the last time senate posted minutes on the SA
website.
Elections are .coming up
very soon, and I think it is
time that we as a student body
truly pick our leader. Picking a
leader means that we vote for
the person we want in office,
not for the only person on the
ballot. "No" is an option that
many of us often forget we
have. When the time is right
we will hear the sales pitch
of each hopeful candidate.
I plead with you, my fellow
Southerners, to truly listen to
each candidate's plan for our
school. If something sounds
off or baseless, question it. If
the person running does not
seem fit to represent the office ·
in which they are attempting
to hold, question them. Make
them justify their appoint-,
ment and then hold them to
the words they use to redeem

themselves.
This all being said, I :Q.eard
that our Social VP is cooking up a few surprises for the
upcoming social events. I was
also talking to my doctor and
he says that it looks like I will
be having a fourth child in
the near future. Funny thing
about it is that I am pretty excited. Miracles do happen.

·:
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How to snag a guy in time for Valentine's Day Upcoming
SUZANNE

Eve n t

OsCAI, RAQUEL LEvY,

JAIME JACOBSON, MONA ENDEHIPA, SARAH CROWDER
CoNDIBUTQRS

Editor's note: this article is
not to be taken seriously.
Does the sight of giggly
couples on vespers dates knot
your stomach? Was your last
free chocolate from your academic adviser's candy bowl?
Are you afraid of another Valentine's Day spent listening
to sad ballads in your dorm
room? If you answered yes to
any of the previous questions,
then ladies, we have your solution.
There are a lot of girls who
struggle with getting a guys'
attention, so we went on a
quest to get some advice to
help out. After speaking to
several guys who have been
snagged by sly ladies, we have
developed a list of tips for you
to do the same. We aren't suggesting this advice will provide
a long-term relationship, but if
you don't want to be alone for
this holiday then lean forward
and take notes because class is
in session.

a get together and he was instantly attracted to her lively
sense of humor. She always
laughed at his jokes, even if
they were corny, kept the conversation light and even did
silly things to stand out.
"I purred like a kitty, winked
at him, and he knew," Jackie
said.

Have a sense of humor
Nothing is more attractive
than a girl who can take a
joke and laugh at one. Even if
he's not funny, laughing at his
jokes is a sure fire way to reel
him in.
Jackie and Gilbert met at

Get physical
Nothing says "I want you"
like a warm hug, a gentle touch
on the shoulder or a playful
slap on the arm. Don't be shy.
Other girls will be eating the
chocolate their RA left by their
door Valentine's morning, but

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

you-you'll have a dozen roses
waiting for you, and your fingers will do the snagging.
It worked for Matthew*. He
said his girl's most effective
technique was unnecessary
touch, "like, 'oops, I dropped
my pencil,' *slap on the arm. f<.n
And for a bonus, "She would
spend copious amounts of
time with me," he said. "She
would always sit next to me."
Unfortunately, they were
only together for one month.
Make him feel guilty
Once you see he i§ becmning
putty in your hands, it's time
to make sure he stays. If only

forjustaweek,pluckyourown
violin. Don't worry if you feel
§
him slipping away right before
Valentine's. Allow him to feel • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
the guilt of leaving you before
the most important day of
Lee Brice at Track29.
Hallmark's year. Flutter your
Thursday Feb. 9, 8 p.m.
eyelashes and speak in future
terms. Talk only in whispers Country singer Lee Brice
when saying, "I cannot wait performs featuring Tyler Farr.
for our first Valentine's Day Tickets are $20 ($3 fee at the
together," and if he is anything door). Doors open at 7 p.m.
like Allan*, he'll stay.
"I wanted to break up with Warehouse Benefit Conher a week before," said Allan, cert. Saturday Feb. 11 at
a cynic of romantic relations:30 p.m. This show will be
ships, "but I couldn't because
held
at the Journey Church
Valentine's Day was coming
featuring performances by
up."
Stuck in a relationship he Between Two Seas, Axiom, Tir
had every intention of ending, Asleen, Oaklynn, Speak Easy
he decided to give ·her an un- and Gold Plated Gold. Tickets
forgettable day. Flowers, bal- 'are only $10! 5706 Hwy. 153
loons and a home-cooked meal Hixon, Tenn.
- spaghetti and garlic bread Allan wanted to leave her with
Mardi Gras Magic Masked
a bang, he just couldn't do it
Ball and Parade. Saturday
before the holiday.
Feb. 11 at 7 p.m.. The 2012
It doesn't have to be hard Mardi Gras Magic Masked
to get a guy to notice you or Ball and Parade is benefiting
take you on a date. 'Whether Chattanooga Room in the Inn.
you're tired of soaking up oth- 6721 Heritage Business Ct.
er couple's bliss or just dreading the idea of being alone on
Wmter Jam 2012 at
Valentine's, following these
McKenzie
Arena. Sunday
simple tricks will help you get
a guy's attention and keep him Feb. 12 at 6 p.m. Come enjoy
around long enough to enjoy music from some of the top
Valentine's Day together. So Christian artists like Skillet,
go out there and grab your Sanctus Real, Group 1 Crew
guy!
and more! Only $w ,at the
*Some names have been door. 720 E 4th St. Chattachanged.
nooga, Tenn.

Music you should be listening to: Dr. Dog
EMILY BANKS
l!FESTYI fS EDITOR

· If you haven't heard about
them already, it's about time.
Dr. Dog is an indie/psychedelic rock/baroque pop band
from Philadelphia, Penn., often described as a mix of the
Beatles and The Beach Boys
with their own unique, updated twist.
Dr. Dog just released their
brand-new album Be the Void
two days ago on Feb. 7, which
was recorded entirely from
their homemade studio last

summer. The band said they
already feel good about their
new album, which has a different sound from all five of their
previous albums.
"There was this feeling inside me going into making this
record that we'd never made
an album before," said guitarist/vocalist Scott McMicken.
Fans share the band's enthusiasm and were creating
a buzz about their new sound
well before the album was
-even released, as the band had
made several of their s~ongs
available online including the

song "How Long Must I Wait,"
which was featured on NPR's
website as Song of the Day on
Jan.31.
"They're trying new sounds
with their instruments and
more intricate rhythms but
still remaining true to their
trademark, vintage sound,"
said Jory Ringer, a local resident and avid Dr. Dog fan.
The band performed in
Chattanooga at Track29 last
November and is returning
to Nashville and Atlanta in
March. I have personally attended two· of their shows and

I assure you, you won't want
to Iniss this! Look them up on
Facebook or check out their

website
www.drdogmusic.
com for music and tour date
information.

•
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Talking.with Chuck: Shooting hoops with Silvia
CHARI,ES CAMMACK
SPOKIS EpiTQR

SAU Athlete of the Week:
Silvia Bernard, freshman social work major
Chuck: Where· are you
from?
Silvia: Upstate New York.
Chuck: What high school
did you attend?
Silvia: Union Springs
Academy, Union Springs,
N.Y.
Chuck: When did you
start playing sports?
Silvia: When I was in elementary school.

Chuck: What sports did
you play when you were
growing up?
Silvia: I played basketball
and volleyball.
Chuck: Who taught you
how to play?
Silvia: My dad used to go
to college in Oregon and his
friends would teach me.
Chuck: When did you
·· start playing competitively?
Silvia: In high school. I
played center!
Chuck: What were some
of your career highlights?
Silvia: Sophomore year,
I'll never forget, I made a

game-winnin.,g basket against
Syracuse High School.
Chuck: Where did you
originally go to college?
Silvia: Andr:ews.
Chuck: Why did you go to
Andrews?
Silvia: Let's just say my
family had a lot to do with it.
Chuck: Did you have the
opportunity to play sports
there?
Silvia: Yes I did. My freshman year I made the basketball · team, but then I quit
because I needed to focus
on my schoolwork. Last winter semester I was offered to .

play on the team again, but I
turned it down because I had
already decided to come to
Southern. It was even harder because I actually had a
spot on the team and I knew
Southern didn't have a team.
Chuck: What lead you to
turn down the opportunity
and come to Southern?
Silvia: I was looking for
a new environment. I wanted to try something new. I
wanted to be on my own for
a change.
Chuck: Any regrets?
Silvia: Just a little because here I don't really play

much basketball. If I was on
the team I would have been
able to practice every day and
improve my skills, but I don't
really have that oppo-rtunity
here.
. Chuck: How are you enjoying your first year at
Southern?
Silvia: I'm enjoying it so
far, clas~es are going good.
There is much more to do
here than at Andrews. There
is something to do every
weekend! The basketball side
I'm not so happy about, but I
am looking forward to intramurals, so we shall see.

Students and staff give opinions about competitive sports
CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS EDITOR

Do you feel Southern
should consider having varsity sports? Why or why not?
•"Competitive sports at
Southern would be a good place to learn how to handle
challenges you will face in
life while enjoying the teamwork, challenge and joy of
competing at a higher level,"
said Andrew Knecht, graduate management major.
•"When I first arrived at
Southern I definitely wanted them to consider having
varsity sports. I thought it
was the coolest idea and had
already tliought of dream
teams for the different sports
that we play here at Southern. However, as I became

more involved in the intramural 'scene' I changed my
mind comp.letely. I loved the
fact that I could play with
my friends even though they
were better or worse than me
in different sports. It is fun
to watch and compete with
my friends and I wouldn't
change that one bit," said
Silzie Vieira, senior biology
major.
•"I think it's fine to consider things. I would say Southern has made the wise choice
to get as many students as
possible involved in recreation. The purpose of recreation is to use our God-given
physical ability and for all
, of us to glorify God. We are
improving health ,and building relationships," said Greg
King, dean of the School of

Fun Sports Facts
2. It takes 3,000 cows to supply the NFL with
enough leather for a year-'s supply of footballs.

3· Each year go,ooo people are seriously
injured by exercise equipment.

relationships as peers. From
Religion.
•"The reason I would pre- my experience, varsity sports
fer to not have varsity sports does the opposite of this and
at Southern is because I segregates students into genthink it would have a nega- eral identities," said Conor
tive impact on the social dy- Spady, senior biochemistry
namics at Southern. I have major.
•"Considering my goals
taken classes and interacted
with students at other uni- and the scientific research
versities that did have varsity (see Stoll and Beller studies)
sports on their campuses, I don't think that Southern
and I truly prefer the 'at- should ever go down the path
mosphere' here at Southern of interscholastic sports.
than anything I have experi- This is hard for me to say
enced at another university. because God found my son
I realized this definitely is and me when we were at the
because of many factors, but highest level of competition
I believe it is in part due to . in our sport. We were looking
the fact that there are no var- for satisfaction and worth in
sity sports here. I think that sport and it just isn't there.
Southern is and should be· a Lucky for us we had been inplace for young people of all troduced to God _early in our
personalities and from all so- lives and we were fortunate
cieties to interact and form enough to return to where

real satisfaction and worth
are. If you think sports is
where you find satisfaction,
explain why the world jumps
to the next sport, championship, tournament and sporting event the minute a winner has been crowned," said
Richard Schwarz, associate
professor in the School of
P.E., Health and Wellness.
•"I think Southern should
consider
having
varsity
sports because. it allows students who love playing sports
to compete against other
schools. I feel like sports
connect everyone, whether
you are playing or watching.
It is very hard to show school
spirit without a sports team,"
said Jade Harrison, sopho~
more liberal arts education
major.

ACTION SHOT:
GYM·MASTERS
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Focebook Survey: What is your opinion on Cots?
"I love artsl My reasoning
con be summed up in three
words: Cuddly, Purring,
YouTube videos."

"Cats are hke the popular kids of pets. They don't
care if you like them, so it makes you want to
paradoxically love them even more until they do."
-Hans Von Wolter

"I never know if they want ta scratch me, they're

"I like ccds that don't
make me sneeze
or make my eyes

unreadable Sol hate them."

swell"

Jtnaifw Yanuali

-Jenessa lilt

-Tucbr Coston

"It is hard for

me to explain
my feelings for
the wondennent

that is felines."
....... &tits

Tips on how to become o crazy cot lody
with Jordon Sager
1. Hove multiple cots in multiple places.
2. Buy cot related items: Cot Sweaters, Cot figurines, Cot T-shirts,
Cot Cups, Taxidermy Cots, Cot Posters, Cots the musical.
3. Make sure you ore olwoys within o'30-yord radius of o cot
4. You could olwoys use another cot ond another ond another...
5. Stoy up to dote with the Kitty YouTube videos. They ore always
good. ALWAYS.
6. Find o roommate who is willing to accommodate (or shore in
my case, Honno Meloro!) your cot addiction.

Fun cot facts
Cots hove five toes on the front
pows ond four on the bock.
Cots cannot taste sweet things.
lsooc Newton invented the cot
flop door.
Cots hove night vision ... like o
boss.
,
Hitler didn't like cots; Abe
lincoln did and kept four in the
White House.
Cots purr at the some frequency
of on idle diesel engine.

THAT AU.Jf<UJA'RD

CAT

~OMt,NT

when ...
-~-

-------'

1. Your cot just got done cleaning its ENTIRE body ond is
now licking your foce.

2. You crouch on the ground
begging the cot to come to
you and it just walks away.
3 You hove to pretend to be
· thankful for all the dedd
animals on your doorstep.
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NATHAN LEWIS
NEWs EDITOR

Perhaps it was El Dato blind
dating service, George the
landscaper or maybe the music of Kaleb Stock Band that
nearly filled the dining hall on
Jan. 28.
It was a night oflaughter and
applause in Wright Hall room
4109 as Studio 4109, Southern's first comedy sketch variety show, made its debut as a
new Saturday night entertainment option on campus.
As stage cues flew through
the hea~ets of stage managers
and the production crew, Tom
Goddard, executive producer
of Studio 4109, said the show
was structured to recreate
what it is like in a live studio.
"People will. see transitions
taking place live," Goddard
told the crew before the show
began.
With house lights down,
and spotlights on, the show
featured comedy skits, a news
segment structured similar to
Seth ~eyers' Weekend Update
on Saturday Night Live, and
musical performances by Kaleb Stock and Naked Voices,

Southern's a cappella singing
group.
Goddard said the content
in Studio 4109 is completely .
original and is written, operated and produced entirely by
students.
"I feel we have so many
talents on campus with not
enough opportunities to showcase what students can ·do,"
Goddard said.
Goddard said Studio 4109 is
separate from Destiny Drama,
·
which he directs.
The idea for a dinner theater began when Doug Frood,
associate vice president in
Financial
Administration,
approached Goddard about
forming the show as a cheap
alternative for students paying big money to go downtown,
or sitting in dorm rooms with
nothing to do.
Frood said Studio 4109 is
part of an ongoing effort to
change the feel and dynamic ·
of the dining hall in a way that
would resonate with students,
especially on Saturday nights.
"Students pay big _bucks for
tuition," Frood said. "I want to
give them my best shot in return."

Ryan Haas, (lift) plays a diSI"UJ>twe studcnt u htle the trochcr, Ton Remitcrs trig Itt) calL~ him out on thc opening mght of Studw
410!1.

Fairlyn Ditta, sophomore
medial lab science major, liked
the SNL feel of the show, and
was impressed with how everything came together.
"It was nothing that I expected, in a good way," Ditta said.
The producers of Studio .

4109 are currently working on
two more shows for this semester, Feb. 25 and April14.
Goddard wants Studio 4109
to be a safe atmosphere to poke
fun of everyday life at Southern.
"We want it to be relevant to

living in Happy Yalley," Goddard said. "It is a healthy environment to laugh at ourselves."
To find out how to be involved with Studio 4109, visit
our website at accent.southern.
edu.

Thefts reported in Thatcher Hall
BARBY KULAKOV

SIAuWarua.

A number of recently reported thefts in Thatcher Hall
have left some students feeling
bewildered and unsafe.
Ana Bechard, freshman
theology major, had a pair of
boots stolen from her dorm
room before Christmas break.
"They were a gift from my
auntie, "said Bechard, "so that
was upsetting."

Steps are
beingtak~n

to prevent
future breakins and
thefts ... ' '

Several other students on
the same hail had books and
even a laptop stolen, Campus
Safety said:
It has not yet been confirmed
if all the thefts were linked, but
according to Thatcher Hall
resident assistant, Rebecca
Amenta, it is suspected that
a group of students were involved.
When asked, Campus Safety
could not release the names of
individuals involved nor the

future of their enrollment at cameras being installed in the
Southern.
hallways, but because of priAmenta suggested that stu- vacy concerns, she said she is
dents pay closer attention to not sure the cameras Y.ill be
their belongings and make placed.
sure their valuables are not
Assistant Thatcher dean,
openly lying in their rooms.
Tisha Looby, explained that
"If you're really concerned, steps are being taken to prekeeps your things out of view," vent future break-ins and
she said. "Don't tape your thefts, but due to the fact that
doors, and never leave them the precautions are not yet in
cracked."
place, she was not at liberty to
Amenta also added that .disclose what is being done.
there was talk of security
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Gallery hosts art professor's work
JoHN Btm.ER
STAFF WRITER

Photo bv Alan Oarmody
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Daphne Knecht, 1988-2012
&

ne's was music. She grew up
playing piano and percussion
and loved to sing. Even in her
On Jan. 28, 2012, Daphne last few months of life, she
Knecht lost her three-year touched many people by singbattle with the monster that ing songs that shared her cononly showed itself through tinuous faith in God despite
MRI and CT scans. What her difficult experience.
Daphne's life is not defined
started as a tiny brain tumor
gre~ and spread to her spinal · only by the things she did and
cord, resulting in futile chemo the cancer she fought. What
made her special was how
and radiation treatments.
Although these treatments much she loved the people
were very taxing on her around her and how contabody, she fought to maintain gious her love for life was. She
her activt; lifestyle and posi- had a smile that would light
tive outlook on life. Daphne up the room and a laugh that
grew up playing many sports always spread to everyone else
and competing in gymnas- around her. She was the listics. Eventually she became tening friend everyone wished
a member of Gym-Masters to be, the amazing girlfriend
at Southern, touching many any man would wish to have,
lives on and off the mats for and a loving daughter and sisfour years. She also spent a ter that can never be replaced.
year at Andrews University She is greatly missed and her
and joined their gymnastics friends and family are looking
team, continuing to spread forward to the day that they
will be united with her once
her infectious joy.
Another passion of Daph- again.
JANA MILES

M.mJA

"Hours and Tides," an art
exhibition by Elizabeth Pontvik, associate professor in
the School of Visual Art and
Design, opened in the · John
C. Williams Gallery in Brock
Hall Jan. 23.
The theme of the exhibit
is movement, and the works
comprising it are designed to
remind the viewer of the use
of time and progression to-

ward goals, Pontvik said.
The show features works
utilizing multiple media, including prints, collage, acrylic, oil and pastel. Also present
is a large wooden installation,
which serves as a gateway to
the exhibit.
Pontvik is showcasing her
work as the subject of this
year's faculty exhibition, an
event the School of Visual Art
and Design holds every year
to acquaint students with
their teachers' artistic abili-

ties.
This marks Pontvik's second solo appearance in the
gallery; following one held
there while she was still a senior at Southern.
"I'm thankful for the opportunity because it encouraged
me to keep a strong focus on
my personal artwork in addition to my teaching," Pontvik
said.
"Hours and Tides" will remain in the gallery until Feb.
24.
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Da11 Ford. Southern Adt•entisl l!nwersty's Plant Services project superintendent, surveys the ongoing additwn to Brode Ilall and
the adjacent parking urea. According to Font, the project may not ~ecomplet<' for s~'t'eral mont/IS, depending on the t1 eatlter.

Brock addition complete
JoHN Btm.ER
SuFE W•m•

The new addition to the
School of Visual Art and Design on Brock 'Hall's second
floor is complete.
The space contains an expanded studio for associate
professor Elizabeth Pontvik,
three offices and a supply
closet. Dan Ford, project
manager, said that students
can now use it, though some
minor elements are still missing.
The $150,000 project finally reached completion
after a series of delays and
complications. Marty Hamilton, associate vice president
of Financial Administrator,
said that planning began in

The

$150,000

pr:_oject finally
reached completion after a
series of delays
and complications.

''

Sept. 2010, but construction
started in June 2011. It stalled
when the state fire marshal
objected to the incorrect
permits Collegedale had provided, resuming only when
Southern obtained permits
specifically for an addition.
Hamilton, who managed
the development and obtained administrative approval, is pleased with the results.
"I'm excited to see [the
addition] done because the
School of Visual Art is struggling with space," Hamilton
said. "It was probably our easiest solution to help them."
Southern funded the project
through its annual allotment
for capital improvements.
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Talge ro.o ms undergo renovations
•

FoRREST CLARDY
ST.t.FF WRIIJJ!

Twelve rooms in Talge Hall
will undergo renovations starting this month.
Ten of the rooms being remodeled are in 2200 hall and
the other two are in 4200 hall.
Plant Services will be ·in
charge of completely gutting
out the rooms and then remodeling them. While the bulk of
the work will be handled by
Plant Services, the task of putting together the rooms' new
cabinets has been outsourcE;d
to the local construction company Custom Counters & Display.
The rooms that have been
chosen are currently the oldest in the dorm. Over the next
several years the school' plans
to renovate as many rooms
as it can. The building project is expected to last until
the month of May. Each room
costs $to,ooo. to redo, putting
the total cost of the assignment
at $120,000.
"The winter is a great time
for us to renovate rooms," said

•

•

lviCK'- t..

•.

w':ru"'iY

Marty Hamilton, associate vice
president of Financial Administration.
"It's indoors and we're generally less busy so it's ideal for
our own crew to handle this remodel."
.
Of the 18 students whose
rooms ate being upgraded, 14
have moved into suites while
the other four have settled into
regular rooms throughout the
dorm.
The school has given out
Walmart gift certificates to
students who had to leave
their rooms as a way of paying
them back for the time and effort they put into moving out. .
Along with the gift card compensation, many students were
also given the option of moving
into a vacant suite.
"It's a bit of a pain but it's
worth it," said Nick Lindsay,
Photo by Nathan Sturgl.'ss
a sophomore film production The mtenors of u rooms llke thL~ orte rn Talge Hall are due to be completely renomted starting close to sprmg hreck thre year·
•
major, when asked about hav- Everythmgft"Om uxllls and cary>eting w1ll be repla~d.
ing to move his things to a suite
man general studies major, location," Goodrick said.
on the top floor.
because of not moving out on
Due to a busy schedule, Go- time, he is now being told ¢.at
While many are satisfied was one of the four who did not
with the move, some are less have the opportunity to move odrick just finished carrying all he may not receive his gift certhan enthusiastic about relo- into a suite.
of his things into his new room tificate:
"It's the same, just in a worse on Thursday. On top of that,
cating. Jake Goodrick, a fresh-

SA senators surprise students with doughnuts
TIFFANI CALDWELL

ST.t.u Warn•

SA senators senied dough-.
nuts on the Promenade Friday to raise awareness of
their presence on campus.
Senators handed out so
dozen doughnuts from 7:45
to 11 a.m. for Southern's Senate Surprise Day. Organized
once a semester, surprise
days take place when SA senators serve treats to students
on the Promenade in an effort to reach out to their constituents.
Senate ·
Parliamentarian Lunedy Florveus, sophomore social work major, said
events such as Senate Sur-

Senate
primarily
exists to vocalize what
students
want.

,,

prise Day are very effective
because it gives students and
senators a cha:Qce to interact.
"One student stopped to
talk and ask questions about
Senate while she got a doughnut," Florveus said.
Although the purpose of SA
Senate is quite clear to those
who serve, SA Vice President
Philip Dade realizes the role
Senate plays on campus is
unknown to many students.
"There is a shortage of
knowledge about Senate,"
Dade said.
Connections between senators and their constituents
are indeed lacking, said Victor Fernandez, freshman
business administration rna-

jor.
"I wasn't even aware we
had a senator," Fernandez
said. Fernandez continued
by saying he is completely
clueless of what activities SA
Senate is involved in.
That is a problem Dade
said he is actively trying to
change this semester. Senate plans to launch a campaign to establish relationships with the student body
and better communicate with
their constituents.
"Senate primarily exists
to vocalize what students
want," Dade said.
Still, many students appreciated the effort senate made
to reach out to the student

body Friday. Jared Miller, senior outdoor education major, said he was grateful for
the senate's gesture of good
will toward students by serving doughnuts.
·Miller said events like Surprise Day are effective in
raising awareness of SA senate on campus.
Although Senate wishes to
form strong connections with
students, they re~lize that it
may take time.
Until then, they will continue to raise awareness of
their presence on campus,
and that includes occasionally serving treats on the
Promenade.
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Southern raising money for history research
CoURTNEY BECKWITH

Southern history professors and students are working together to raise $25,000
in two months for the Floyd
Greenleaf Travel Research Endowment Fund. This fund will
allow students to complete
original Civil War research for
their baccalaureate theses.
Senior history majors are
required to take a class called
Research Methods. This class
is for all history majors, and
it is designed to help students
learn how to research materials through different processes.
This fund will enable stup
dents to travel to archives
and conferences as well as
purchase materials that they

would not have the money for
otherwise.
"It's a great idea," said Jason Dedeker, a senior history
and pre-med major. "What
we have on campus is primary and secondary works from
the Civil War,_but this grant
will allow students to research
more deeply into their topics."
Floyd Greenleaf, former
chair of the history department and vice president for
academic
administration,
worked at Southern for more
than 20 years before retiring.
He donated money toward
this grant and set the ball in
motion.
All baccalaureate thesis research is on the Civil War because a large donation of Civil
War materials was made to
McKee library. Southern has

This fund
will allow
students to
complete
original
Civil War
research for
their baccalaureate
theses. ' '

been building on this collection for more than 40 years.
Having this extensive collection of research materials
makes it convenient for students t? do research not only
on the battles of the Civil War,
but also the everyday lifestyles
of people living in that time
period, said Lisa Diller, chair
of the History Department.
"Many students have accomplished
extraordinary
work," Greenleaf said. "But
as all researchers discover,
productive research can sometimes become expensive. This
grant fund will help students
meet those costs."
Diller has been working
closely with Greenleaf to make
this endowment possible.
"Students will make great
contacts, and it will give them

a vision of all the things historians can do," Diller said.
This type of endowed fund is
new to Southern.
"It is hoped to inspire other
academic areas to create similar endowments," said Geovanny Ragsdale, director of
Advancement.
Diller said she wouldn't be
surprised to see other departments follow their example
and create endowed research
grants for their students.
"The research grant fund
will not change the purpose of
Research Methods," Greenleaf
said, "but it will help students
to fulfill class requirements in
a more professional manner
and thus contribute to the students' university experience."

Speakers talk about "Picking Cotton''
my heart feels," Thompson
said at convocation. "I'm so
sorry." Cotton took her hands
A rape victim and the man and told her that he forgave
• she falsely accused shared her years ago.
their story for convocation
"I just want us to be hapJ?Y
Jan. 26.
and move on in life," Cotton
In July 1984 Jennifer said.
Thompson, a white college
Cotton and Thompson, now
student, was raped by a young friends, have collaborated
African American man in her to tell their account. They
North Carolina home.
are busy traveling around
Thompson identified her at- the world speaking at high
tacker to be 22-year-old Ron- · schools, coll~ges, law conferald Cotton. Cotton was sen- ences and many other places,
tenced to life in prison with ah Thompson said. They have
additional so years.
published a book called "PickCotton pleaded innocent, jog Cotton" and have been on
but Thompson's positive iden- many television shows includtification overweighed his ing "2oj2o" and "6o Minutes."
plea.
The purpose for sharing
Cotton was set free 11 years their story is twofold, Thomplater due to DNA tests proving son said.
his innocence. When Thomp"Depending on the commuson found out the news, her nity, we want to talk about the
guilt led her to seek Cotton's failings of the system but also
forgiveness.
about the capacity to heal,"
"Ron, if I spent every sec- Thompson said. "Ultimately,
ond of every minute of every the big picture of our story is
hour for the rest of my life how do we heal?"
telling you how sorry I am, it
Many Southern students
wouldn't come close to how were grateful for the reinBRIAN CASTELLANOS

SuuWama

Photo by Brian Castellanos

Jermift-r11>ompson-C<Innino (left) and Ronald Cotton (right) talk about their movmg story oflon! andforJIIVeness in the lies P.E.
Center for conl}()(·atwn on Jan 26.

forcement of a lesson learned
in forgiveness.
"God can give you the power
to forgive somebody that we
as humans would think aren't
worthy of forgiveness," said
John Olaore, a junior social

work major.
Katie Verrill, a freshman
pastoral care major, said that
it showed a huge representation of the importance of forgiveness.
"We can overcome situa-

tions and forgive each other
and be better off because of it,"
Verrill said.
When asked how long they
planned on sharing their sto- .
ry, Cotton said that they would
stop when there was no longer

•
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Valentine's Banquet ticket giveaway
The Accent is proud to anounce its first ever Valen-

a new

age, an age dominated by the
Internet. You can now find the
A£cent on Twitter (@Southern_Accent) and Facebook,
and can visit our very own
website at accent.southem.
edu.
Why is this important?
Times are changing. We feel
these platforms are a quick
and efficrent way to 'leach our
reade!1l in order to engage in
conversation and mteraet wtth
students.
That's where our Valentine's Day Contest comes into
play. We're
the contest

to kick-start our online campaign so we can communicate
and interact with those who
read the paper each week.
Here's bow to enter. In 100
words or less, we'd like for you
to descn"be a date gone horribly wrong.
The winning entry will be
published in next week's editionDf the Accent.
To enter your submissions,
visit our website at accent.
southern edu. The contest
endsat6p m, Feb.7.

Southern student makes prayer app

Michael Babienco, sophmore computer science major, makes some script changes to the latest update
of his prayer request app on his.faptop in the computer Jab at Hickman Hall

VERNER DEL CASTILLO
.-:wl>J:Ln.xu.t:l'-- - - - - - -

Prayer? Yes, there is an app
for that. A brand new app is
now on the Android and iOS

market called ShareHim, designed by Michael Babienco,
sophomore computer science
major.
The app is designed to be
a handy tool to record prayer

requests ~t triends and track
answers to prayer, Babienco
said.
The idea started wlien Tyson Hall, professor in the
School of Computing, asked

Babienco if he would be interested in writing a prayer app
for an outreach and evangelism organization of the Carolina Conference also called
ShareHim.
At first, Babienco thought
he might have gotten in over
his head.
"It was very, very stressful at
. first because it was my freshman year, and I had only one
programming class in my entire life," Babienco said. "Now
I'm trying to make an app that
actually works and functions
and isn't as slow as snot."
Babienco said as time progressed the learning curve got
easier.
Th~_ homepage for the app is
divided into five tabs: Friends,
requests, answers, ShareHim
and options. Each tab includes
a button to enter new information, such as the name and
short summery of the prayer
request or answer to prayer.
Babienco said the Share-

Him app was a project of the
School of Computing's Center
for Innovation and Research
in Computing (CIRC), which
contracts itself to do jobs for
clients, giving students experience in real world projects.
Hall, who is in charge of
CIRC, said, "This is just one
example of how our students
are supporting the work of
the church and ultimately the
work of God's kingdom."
Mario Robles, senior business Administration major,
downloaded the app.
"The app seems like it's
definitely something that will
help me. It just needs a little
tweaks, but other than that, it
seems like a really great idea
to keep track of prayers."
To learn more about this
ne~ app, download Share
Him for free on both the Android and iOS market. .

VILLAGE

New Customer Loyalty Cards!

MldtKIT

Receive one stamp on your card with every purchase of $5 or more from the hot bar. After 5 purchases redeem the completed card at the Deli for a free side item on your next visit.

Coming soon: Grab- 'n Go Salads· New Sandwiches · Chili Stacks now available Tues. & Thurs. 10:30 a.m. , 7 p.m .
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REUGION EDITOR: SIMONE MARsHALL

Me and Michelle Obama-Finding confidence in God's plan
SIMONE

MARsHALL

REliGION

Emma

As I flip through pictures of
Michelle Obama, I find myself
more and more afraid that my
dream of rivaling her will never come into fruition.
• Even if you don't love her
husband's politics, you can't
deny that Michelle Obama
has an amazing fashion sense
and a keenness that stands
independently of her husband's title. She's proactive,
down-to-earth, organized and
strong-the kind of woman
any workplace, friend, family
member or man could .count
on. But while it's nice to be
inspired by her gusto, I can't
help but wonder about my future in comparison ..

Dear God,
SIMONE MARSHALL

llfLKOION. .EDnoa

What are mornings like in
heaven?
How do the angels start
their day?
Is there an alarm clock of
angels singing Your praises,
marking the beginning of the
new day? Do the angels even
sleep?
Does the light from our
blossoming, cherry sun reach
up, ringing the doorbell of
Heaven, reminding You that
we're here waiting for Your
• presence, for Your grace?
Maybe, God, You wake up
the angels like a mom wakes
her children up for school, urgency and love in Your voice,

Since I was a young tot, I've
wanted to be a judge. At first
it was the gavel and its loud
"bang" that caught my attention, which soon evolved into
an appreciation for Judge Judy's below-the-belt flair. But
somewhere between age 4 and
20, my superficial attraction
turned into a deep passion;
my desire to pursue law never
waned.
But lately it's been hard to
believe that this proverbial
seed of ambition is really divinely planted and watered.
In fact, I wince at the mention of my major because I feel
like I'm announcing ~y future
failure. What if I don't get into
law school? Maybe I'm making
this all up. Maybe I don't want
this for the right reasons.

It is in these moments I flee
to the safe shelter of verses
like Jeremiah· 29:12, which
says that if I seek Him, I shall
find Him when I search for
Him with my whole heart.
But it's not my confidence in
His ability to be my God that

"Hurry; get up! It's a new
day-lots of things to do! Get
up!"
And then from there, maybe you nudge them to the
famously-promised welcome
table where we will feast one
day, until they are full-absolutely full of Your grace and
patience, love and mercy?
What about You, Oh God?
Do You ignore eternity-the
fact that 1,000 years is like a
blink of an eye to You-so that
You can wake up with us every
morning-so that through this
simple act of outreach, You
might actually reach us? (Oh,
how deep Your love for us, oh
God!)
What constituteS a morning
in Heaven?
Because I know what my
morning is like, and sometimes I wonder if my praise

of You while I listen to my favorite song about You, and my
desire to pursue You throughout the day mirrors You, and
Your habits, and Your love?
As You can see, Lord, the
key word here is You. You.
You. You.
And whether down here on
earth or up there in Heaven,
my morning worship should
always glorify You.
Are my every morning practices mirroring You-the One
that I'm pursuing?
whether abounding or
abased, frustrated or in place,
I want You to set the pace for
every day, and that means
I want You with me every
morning ...

If you•r looking for

sk forth

There's a famous poem by
Marianne Williamson that
identifies our biggest fear as
ourselves and I agree. I don't
think it's that hard to believe
in God. We have evidence
of Him: from the Bible to
miracles; from storybooks to

''He has set you aside for a
specific reason and purpose
I'm uncertain of; it's my ability
to keep up with Him, to stay
an track, to actually follow His
plan. Does anyone else know
this feeling of uncertainty, or
am I alone?

Sincerely,
Yours

testimonies; from history to
prophecy. They all acknowledge there is a God bigger than
us. It's when we find ourselves
falling further and further
from goodness that we tend

to doubt whether we can still
be used. This, however, is the
scheme of the devil. ·
God has hand-chosen you
as His vessel. If God has called
you to do a great work, don't
deny Him. When God calls
you to do a great work, don't
deny Him. He promises that
He who has begun a good
work in you will be faithful
to complete it, and when you
pray, you have to let go and let
God. He has set you aside for
a specific reason and purpose;
knowing that should squander
any doubt.
As for Mrs. Obama, I still
admire her-r think she's
great. But I also think that I'm
great because God has called
me. And from now on, I refuse
to let my doubt ruin His plan.

Not so bad if you trust Him
SIMONE

MARsHALL

REIICJON

EpDnR

My advice for finding peace
in the storm of doubt goes like
this: first, talk about it to God.
Yes, talk-as if He's a friend. We
have all had those moments
where we catch ourselves trying to be too eloquent in our
prayers, and I am here to tell
you that God is not interested
in your eloquence. He wants
you to be sincerely enthusiastic about praying to Him. In
fact, pray aloud. Yi!s, Ilmow
you're scared of your roommate judging you, but it helps
you to focus on both the prayer
and the Receiver.
Second, let it go. But that
doesn't mean stop praying. It
merely means you're trusting
God to handle what was just
handed to him. Invite Him to

do things in your life that you
never thought possible. Open
the doors of your heart to allow God to be God.
Last but not least, believe
that you are walking in His
steps. The confidence that
He has heard you should also
usher in a sense of security,
knowing that He has more
than equipped you to handle
every situation you're in. God
doesn't half-do anything, nor
does He like to see you struggle. So trust me: if you're in
it, God already prepared you
for it; He'll bring you through
it. Have the confidence in the
amazing person God has made
you to be. Trust Him to have
the discernment to put you
in situations that stretch you,
bujld you and grow you. He
chose you on purpose-never
forget that . .

place to stay.
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OPINION EDITOR: JAIME JACOBSON

Passion versus practical: What's your major?
How often do you hear that
someone's majori.ng in nursing? It's Southern's largest
department, and it's thriving. Sometimes it surprises
me how many people actually choose to go into this field,
though, and maybe I'm just
one of those people who gets
grossed out enough by blood
and guts that I'd rather not
spend my day cleaning up after others. But the fact of the
matter is, we congratulate
them: "Good job, way to do
the right thing; you're going
somewhere!"
But how about all the other
majors like international studies, journalism, animation,
music ... ? When I tell people
I'm a journalism major they
say, "Oh ....what are you going
to do with that?" Of course it

JAIME JACOBSON
OrtNinN

Eonn•

I feel like the question I
get asked the _most as a college student is what my major
is. It's not, "Do you like your
classes?" It's not, "What's your
favorite color?" It's not, "Do
-you have a boyfriend?" Nopeit's, "What are~ou studying?"
Well dub, right? I mean
that's what defines us. It's
what categorizes us; it helps
people understand us and tells
them the basic information
they'd like to know. Right?
Wrong.
Now I'm going to be a little
judgmental here and target
some certain majors. I truly
hope that I don't offend anyone, and I send my apologies
in advance if I do.

gets annoying, and I'm sure
I'm not the only one who gets
that response. I think it annoys me because essentially
what they're saying is, "How
will you ever find a job?" And
inside I'm thinking, I'm going
to find a job doing whatever
makes me happy! But outside
I just smile.
Our economy is sinking. No,
actually it's like sunk-sunk.
Sure, all those students wlio
major in biology or nursing or
something medical will probably have more job security
than someone who majors in
liberal arts. But regardless of
our economy, job security is
not the point. Money is not
the goal, at least not mine. My
goal is happiness. And if I'm
happy as a poor journalist,
then I think I'm doing better

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

than if I were in a well-paid
career that I didn't enjoy. If
you're happy in the medical
field, ~ore power to you; I'm
proud of you. But don't choose

a major because you're scared
of not finding a job. Choose
a major because you want to
study what you love.

What matters most is how you see yourself
AuSHA 0rrATI
CONDIBIITOI

Picture a tall, lanky, bucktoothed, uni-browed, nineyear-old nerdy girl with
high-water jeans. Have you
captured the image? Okay,
now hold onto it. That girl was
me, Alisha Ottati.
At age 9, my family moved
from Columbia, Md. to Houston, Texas. I made friends
with a select group of people,
but the popular kids hated me.
Puberty had hit and my body
had become disproportionate.
I had a huge overbite and wore

unfashionable clothes. I was
the type of person who wanted
to act upon spur-of-the-mo. ment things, like bursting into
opera or dancing in the middle
of a crowd. I was always hyper, happy and laughing, but
the kids didn't think that was
normal.. Of course, having
these characteristics and being teased for them made me
completely self-conscious. I
was called names like :Horse"
and "Ostrich," and was told
things like "Big Bird wants his
feet back." Those were_names
that I knew would destroy my
self-being. Every time some-

one poked fun at me, I would
cry.
"Hey Alisha! Big Bird wants
his feet back!" yelled one of my
so-called friends, while he and
a friend started jokingly pushing me around. I could not
take it and had my dad come
to school and pick me up. Seeing that I was in tears, my dad
was furious. On our way home,
he stopped at a building and
dragged me inside, signing
me up for martial arts, a Tae
Kwon Do class. He wanted me
to defend myself if anyone was
to push me around. Little did
I know, that wasn't everything

CHINA KITCHEN
9408 A~ISON PIIC£, 5Uil£ A3
OOl'HW>-.H, T)..ll7l6l
fOUII.. C0'-.1-1£11..!
MOND>-.Y · lUND>-.)' II >--M · 10:)0 PM

423.396.9898
PICKUP· 10% DISCOUNT WITH SAV 10
OELIVEfi...Y ~ FJl..H OHIV£Jl..Y ON CA.MPUS
OV€P-.. $tO PUR.SCHA.H

the class would teach me.
who will love you for who you
In TaeKwonDo, the instruc- are: you cannot please everytors taught us how to spar, or one. Be yourself."
fight, and how to respect othI took my instructor's aders. The main instructor made vice and put it into practice.
us look at situations with a Whenever someone called me
different perspective, both a name or tried to push me
in sparring and in real life. around, I laughed. Instead of
We began to reason more. It them- having fun and me _gettaught me not to care what the ting frustrated, it became the
outcome would be but to fight opposite. No matter what they
back if I had to. The training did, I laughed. From that point
hall, or Do J ang, was my safe on, the teasing slowly began to
place-my place · of comfort stop. My self-esteem boosted
where I could get my anger out from the tips of my toes to the
in a fight or simply just relax root of my hair. When it came
and breathe during the warm- to my personality, my looks
ups.
and the way I dress, ~couldn't
Tae Kwon Do literally care less what people think.
changed my life. During and · Now take that first image
after the time I took the class, about the lanky, weird girl and
I felt more confident and im- destroy it. I was growing fast
portant. Since my instructor into a tall and beautiful girl inknew why my dad put me in side and out. I didn't care what
the class, he confronted me people thought. Once, I asked
a group of my true friends why
from time to time.
"Alisha, who cares what they were my friends. Their
people think? Those kids response was Because I could
are just self-conscious about bust out singing opera and
themselves," he would tell me. dance in the middle of the
"If they know you do not like crowd and not care. Whenever
being teased, they are going to I feel like pulling a random
continue doing it. Instead of act, I just think to myself, "So
crying, laugh at the things they what?" I am who I am. I cando. They will eventually stop. not change that, and I will not
Your true friends are the ones change that.

·:
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A girl's guide to throwing the ultimate Super Bowl party Upcoming
ROCHELLE BANNER, LAUREN
BROOKS, KELSEY LARRABEE,
JuUANA McGRAw AND JESSICA

tive to the typical Super Bowl
dessert that everyone will remember!

WEAVER
CONUIBtrrQRS

Ever feel left out of the Super Bowl hype? Traditionally
Super Bowl Sunday is a man's
mega-holiday. They swoon for
the P.arty food, gathering of
peers and massive television
screens. It's an environment
that girls sometimes stray
away from. But why can't we
party with the rest of them?
Let's break away from the cliche and start a new tradition.
Here are a few tips to help
throw the ultimate party!

Spice up the Food
Arguably the best part of
a party is the food. We all
know good food equals happy
guests. The classics are always
great (pizza, chips and a variety of soda beverages) but this
year, try mixing in a few surprises.
Ourbestbites.com . gives a
great recipe for strawberry
and chocolate nachos. This is a
creative and delicious altema-

You'll need:
Flour Tortillas
Melted Butter
Cinnamon Sugar
Cut strawberries
Whip Cream
Directions:
Bn.u;h tortillas with butter,
sprinkle with sugar and put in
the oven at 350 degrees until
lightly browned.
Take them out and cut them
into bite size pieces. Then
sprinkle the strawberries over
the pieces. Finish by drizzling the chocolate and adding
swirls of whip cream!

Add a Contest
Tired of sitting on the
couch? Try hosting a contest
to keep your interest pumping.
Take a break from the game
during halftime and play a
round of football charades.
Divide your guests into two
teams. Then give each team
five-word cards that you've
prepared in advance. Each

team then takes a 6o second
turn, trying to get their teammates to guess the football
related word that they're acting out. The team that guesses
the most words wins. Here are
several words that can be used
for your game:
• Cheerleader
• Helmet
• Touchdown
• Referee
·Coach
•Team
• Field goal
• Pizza
• Buffalo wings
• Foul

Maximize your Viewing
Experience
The ultimate topping for a
sensational Super Bowl party
is the iconic oig screen television. Did you know that you
do not have to limit your viewing options to your laptop or
the television from your childhood? Instead, consider leasing the biggest and best television from Rent-A-Center.
The
largest
television
available is a 73-inch DLP

~elevision,

but Sarah from
Chattanooga's Highway 58
Rent-A-Center says the image
quality on the smaller LCD
and LED televisions are superior.
She recommends renting a
55-inch LED 1V.
"LCD and LED televisions
are really awesome for watching the game," Sarah says.
"The LEDs have a clearer picture and i!'s like you're there."
Now you're probably wondering how much it's going
to cost you. Sadly, appliance
rental stores don't allow oneday rentals. However, for
$100 you will be able to enjoy
your television for two whole
weeks. How do you rent? It's
easy! Once you make the down
payment, Rent-A-Center will
deliver and pick it up for you.
It is all about the television,
so plan big and throw the best
party possible.
Remember, as the football
season nears its annual finale,
don't feel like you cannot party with the boys. Plan an epic
party that everyone will enjoy!

Events
•••••••••••••••
Groundhog Day at the
Tennessee Aquarium.
Thursday, Feb. 2, 11 a.m.
Join Chattanooga Chuck, the
Aquarium's groundhog, as be
makes his 2012 predi~on.
Will it be an early spring, or
will we see another six weeks
of winter?
Chattanooga SymphonyRussian Spectacular.
Thursday, Feb. 2, at 8-10 p.m.
Violinist Jennifer Koh joins
the CSO at the Tivoli Theatre for a salute to fantastic
Russian music. 709 Broad St.
For ticket information call
423.267.8583.
Chattanooga Boat & Sport
Show at the Chattanooga
Convention Center. Thursday, Feb. 2-Monday, Feb. 6.
One ofthe leading sports and
boat fairs in the southeast
part of Tennessee. Starts at
noon. 1150 Carter St. Chattanooga,Tenn.37402.

All or nothing: A new approach to local musician funding his record
LAUREN BROOKS
CoNJRJBUTOR

With his name in lights, Kaleb Stock dreams of being on
stage and hearing the crowd
scream his name.
To make his dream come
true, the 21-year-old junior
piano performance major decided to "record a full-length
album. The recording process
is expensiv.e because the independent artist has to record
the songs, mix and master
the tracks, then package and
distribute the finished product. But after some costly
mistakes, the album idea fell
through and decided to record
an EP due in the spring (an EP
is similar to an album, only
with fewer songs).
Still determined to record, a
friend mentioned kickstarter.
com to him. Kickstarter is an
ali-or-nothing, project-based
fundraiser. The project ere-

Kaleb Stock

ator sets a monetary goal that
has to be completely funded
by a certain date or they will
not receive any money raised.
To encourage donations, the
project creator offers rewards
produced by the project itself
such as a download of a CD,
pieces of art, a personal thank
you or anythip.g the creator
thinks will get people to back
their project.

Stock's project goal is to
raise $5,000 in 30 days.
"It may seem like a lot of
money, but all I need is for
500 people to give $10," he
said. Some of his rewards include an early digital download of the EP, posters, exclusive custom-made t-shirts, a
mention in his thank you's or
even an opportunity to be in
his music video.

His piano-driven melodies
are touched with a country
twang and a hint of classical
Influence. His songs are full of
heartbreak, the search for unanswered questions and small
glimpses of God. Stock has
faced many challenges in following his dream. One of them
was deciding what genre he
wanted to fit into. He thought
about the Christian genre because of his upbringing, but
was pulled more toward country.
"Unfortunately, the Ghristian music world can be hypocritical. I don't want that title,"
Stock said. "I think there's a
bigger audience if I work with
a secular label."
You may not find the name
of God in all of his songs, but
you can see glimpses of Him
in his lyrics. "The subtle messages can reach people too,"
he added.
Another challenge has been

getting the band together. The
band members he's played
with have been students, and
finding time to practice is
very difficult with everyone's
schedules.
"I want to be at a certain level, and it's hard to get people
to practice the way we need
to with -no incentive," Stock
said. "But right now I've been
blessed with a fairly steady
group."
Getting through frustration
and some disappointments,
his faith in God is what keeps •
him going. He has spent a
great amount of time talking
to ·God about what His plan
is for his life. Stock wants to
make sure·he's doing whatever
God has called him to do. For
now, that's music.
To help support Kaleb's
kickstarter project, go to www.
kalebstock.com and click the
kickstarter banner to find the
project.·
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Talking with Chuck: Touching base with Greg King
CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS Emma

SAU Athlete of the Week:
Greg King, dean of the School
of Religion
Chuck: What is your first
memory of playing sports?
King: When I was younger, I would gcr out next to my
house and I would throw a
rubber ball off the wall. I also
have a fond memory of begging my mother to come outside and play catch.
Chuck: Who most influenced your passion for
sports?
King: My father. He always
had the attitude of letting the
younger ·k ids get in the game
because he reasoned that was
how they would learn how to

play. That helped me become
a better player and gave me
sense of how to be fair, too.
Chuck: What was your favorite sport growing up?
King: Baseball. I used to
imagine myself being a professional baseball player
working around the Sabbath
issue, possibly as a pitcher.
Chuck: Did you play competitively growing up?
King: I started playing organiz~d ball when I was 7 and
played up until I was 13, then
I ran into some Sabbath issues. I made the all-s\ar team
three years. .
Chuck: What positions
did you play?
King: Shortstop, first base
and pitcher.
Chuck: What is one of

your fondest memories durKing: I enjoy being acing those years?
tive. I think it's good for
King: My brother and I one's health, to have some
were on separate baseball level of activity. I appreciate
teams. I was on the Dodg- the opportunity it provides
ers and he was on the Car- - to deepen relationships that
dinals. My mom wasn't able you wouldn't be able to elseto come to this particular where. Sometimes it gives
game because she had to-take me <). chance to dialogue with
care of my sister. My mom the students, don't get to see
thought she would be able during the normal week.
to tell from our expressions,
Chuck: I hear you are also
when we got ho!Ue, who won involved in sports during the
the game. We bot4 walked in summers. Could you talk a
happy and she was stumped. little bit about that?
"Why are you both smiling?"
King: I have been playing
she asked. I responded, "I hit the last couple summers on
a homerun off my brother!" Sunday afternoons in the Naand he quickly retorted "But tional Adult Baseball Assowe won the game!''
ciation with my son Joshua.
Chuck: What has promptChuck: Do you have any
ed you to continue staying sports teams or sports you
active?
like to watch?

King: The team I've followed the longest is probably
the Atlanta Braves. I went to
my first game when I was 6.
I was able to see the great
Sandy Koufax pitch a game;.
In fact, Joe Torre hit a homerun to win the game. I've also
been to spring training a couple of times in Florida.
Chuck: Is there anything
else you'd like to add?
King: I have one Bible
verse that I like to use as my
motto: 1 Corinithians 10:31. I
want to remember that wherever I am, I am a representative for Christ and want to
live my life for God's glory.

an opportunity to respond, been asking students and
seeing as how this is a stu- some faculty the following
dent-led newspaper for the questions:
student body.
•Do you feel Southern
Starting next week I will should consider having varbegin a series of question and sity sports? Why or why not?
response sections, based on
•Does Southern's reasonquestions I received after last ing for why they don't have
semester's article. This is not varsity sports (they rather
an opportunity for students , have 100 students participate
to challenge authority and and 10 watch, then have 10
create controversy, rather a participate and 100 watch)
channel to share their feel- make sense to you? Why or
ings on topics that have been why not?
the subject of widespread de•Do you feel it is hypocritibate this school year. I have cal to have Gym Masters and

not other varsity sports? Why
or why not?
•What do you think about
the intramural program ~re
and do you agree that it is as
successful as those in charge
of it claim?

A letter from the editor
CHARLES CAMMACK

Last semester I wrote an
article entitled "Why Southern Doesn't Have Varsity
Sports." The article covered
exactly what the title says,
but from the point of view
of the powers that be. This
was not to slight the opinion
of the students; but at the
end of the day, they are just
that-opinions. I wanted to
find out exactly why we don't
have varsity sports because

I knew from my short time
here that I personally had
many misconceptions about
the issue.
This article did in no way
reflect my stance <;m the matter. Now that is not to say
that I don't agree or disagree
with·the reasoning, it's more
to say that I am not here to
give my opinion, but rather
to report the facts and relay
the concerns of the student
body. That being said, I understand why some students
felt that I did not give them

Sports Pulse: Who is going to win the Super Bowl?
"It's going to be a good
matchup, but I'll give Eli and
the Giants a slight edge. The
Ravens lost the AFC Championship game more than the
Patriots won it." - Professor Lorraine Ball, School
of Journalism Communication
"Patriots are down at the
half, but Belichek will make
adjustments, and they come
out with the win, 35-21." Christian Domingo, ophomore nursing major
I have to give it to the Patriots-my dad is from New
England. I'll say 31-27." Marianne N afie, senior
health science major

"Eli Manning will lead the
Giants to another upset as
they did four years ago. They
will win on a game-winning
field goal, 24-21." - Greg
King, dean of the School of
Religion
"The Patriots are going to
win in a rout, and Tom Brady
will be MVP." - Julianna
Amegan, freshman mass
communication major

Please feel free to email me
if you have not been contacted and would like to respond
to one of the questions and if
you have a question as well.
My email address is ccammack@southern.edu.
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Facial Hair Feature: Roommate Edition

-

3. Growing Technique:
1. Facial Hair Inspiration:
- 2. How long has it been
gi'OWing?
Tyler: Kenny Rogers
Tyler: Irish Spring
Michael: Abraham Lincoln and ProMichael: Every morning and
Tyler: Amonth
fessor Lisa Goolsby who always encourevening I comb it with on ivory comb
Michael: .I've hod o beard for
ages me to k~ep growing my beard;
and massage lavender and green tea
about two years, but its current length
and it's·o proven fact beards make you
extracts while listening to bagpipe
is from Nov. l.
music.
smarter.

Photo edited by Keith King
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Midwinter party 'glows' all out

ANDREW GARCILAZO
MANAGING EDITOR

The lies P.E. Center was
aglow last Saturday night, Jan.
23, as hundreds of students attended Southern's annual midwinter party, which featured a
glow-in-the-dark theme.
Students- bounced the night
away thanks to several inflatable games, including an
obstacle course, two bounce
houses, basketball hoops and
a boxing ring complete with
giant inflated boxing gloves.
A pinata, a glow in the dark
bowling lane, and hula-hoops
scattered throughout the gym
completed the attractions for
the night.

"A glow p<U"ty was something
that I never expected to see at
Southern," said senior archaeology and international studies
major Clemente Perez, ·"but I
enjoyed myself. I personally
really enjoyed the DJ, as well
as the obstacle course and the
donuts."
The midwinter party is usually the least attended SA event
of the year, said SA Social Vice
PresidentJanelle Billingy, who
was pleased with the turnout.
"We had more [students]
turn out and stay this year than
I have seen in previous years,"
she said.
DJ Luminescence, a sophomore nursing major named
·Ryan Delgado, provided the

music for the event while hot
chocolate and apple cider, as
well as fresh donuts, popcorn
arid cotton candy were served
throughout the night.
The idea for the event ·was
sparked by a "glowing" hoodie
someone wore to last semester's bluegrass concert and
members of the Social Committee, Billingy said. And while
most students seemed to have
enjoyed themselves, not everyone was impressed.with !he
"glow" party.
"I felt·like it was good for the
first 20 minutes," said Joseph
Thomas, senior biochemistry
major. "I liked the glow pins
and ~he air houses but I felt like
the live entertainment could

Aglow
party was
something
that I never
expected
to see at
Southern. ' '

have been better."
Several students were also
disappointed that dancing
wasn't allowed and was even
stopped by some of the SA officers at the event.
When asked if Billingy felt
the party "pushed the enve. lope" as to what is expected
on campus, she said, "I don't
think parties push envelopes;
people do. My job, passion,
goal is to create creative venues for people to meet, greet,
eat and stay out of trouble on
the street. I give you the tools
and the rules - what is made
of that is totally up to the collegiate adults that choose attend."

Man arrested on campus, charged with indecent exposure
SARAHRUF
STAFF WRITER

A man was arrested on
campus Thursday, Jan. 19, in
connection with im incident
where Southern students were
flashed on the Greenway. John
Robert Renshaw, 37, from Calhoun, Ga., has been charged
with indecent exposure, police

said.
Students received two emergency texts ·about a flasher and
his description from the campus-wide alert system.
Barby Kulakov, sophomore
journalism major, was walking
the Greenway with her sister
Monday morning, Jan. 16. A
man approached them on the
bridge near the soccer field

and exposed himself a few feet from Hulsey Wellness Center Market.
away from them, Kulakov said. to the Collegedale Church. The
Tom Fogg, principal of A.W.
"It made pie ·nauseous when . man appeared to be watching Spalding, said he had not preit happened; I was scared," children on the A.W. Spalding viously heard about the inciKulakov said. She then called playground, Beddoe said.
. dent before Friday morning.
police:
"He was startled when he ~e said he planned on sendChris Beddoe, senior health saw me," Beddoe said. "It was ing a vigilance statement to
science and sports studies out of place."
parents and would sign up for
major, said he saw Renshaw
Beddoe called police. and the SAU emergency text alert
Thursday afternoon behind a within minutes Renshaw was system.
tree on the ·sidewalk leading arrested behind the Village
The alert was the second
continued on page 3
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Professoi-s support orphanage construction in Haiti

Photo by Nathan lewis

Seth HiU (lift) and Christopher· Bu1'11S (right), freshmen construction managment
maJors, help .John Foungbl'rg, associate professor in the Technology Department
r·emodel a home •c ·a' e ~-ndsfor a proposed orphana(}e in Haiti.
INGRID HERNANDEZ

Cory Emma

Two professors travelled
to Haiti earlier this month

where they were involved in
the initial plans to build an
orphanage in the country.
Mindi Rahn, instructor in
the History Department, and

John Youngberg, associate
professor in the Technology
Department, visited Haiti the
first week of January and met
with the founders of the establishment.
The orphanage, which will
be located in the outskirts of
the small town of Lascahobas, is still in the first phase.
Rahn's family, including her
parents, an aunt and a cousin,
were also visiting the country
and were able to connect with
the Maglories, the founders.
The Maglories are a Haitian
couple who have decided to
return to Haiti after living in
the U.S. for about 30 years in
order to follow God's call to
serve. Before moving back,
they lived in Collegedale.
"My father met the Maglo-

ries and was impressed with
their faith, sense of missions,
and spirit of sacrifice," Rahn
said. "So he prayerfully decided to transition his support to
[them.]"
Part of the trip's purpose
was also to prepare for the
spring break mission · trip
Rahn and Younberg plan to
take students on.
Besides the trip's educational opportunities, students
will be able to participate in
construction and Vacation
Bible School activities.
Youngberg was asked by
Rahn's father to assist with
the construction. In order for
his students to pay for the trip
to Haiti, they are currently
working on a real estate project near campus.

"Haiti is in need of any kind
of an orphanage right now,"
Youngberg said. "There's a
huge need for anybody or any
organization that can help
with taking care of children."
The orphanage relates to
the devastating ·2010 earthquake Haiti experienced because the number of orphans
in the country has increased
considerably since the disaster, Rahn said. January 12
marked the second anniversary of the earthquake.
According to a CBS story,
Haiti has no state-run· orphanages, though orph;ms
live in an estimated 700 private facilities.

Third time's a .charm: SA hires third VP for the year
SIMONE MARsHALL
R£aiCION

En-:ro•

After the resignation of two
vice presidents, the Student
Association has hired its third
VP of the year.
First, Alec Jackson, Student
Association president, got a
phone call mid-July from Bill
Wohlers, vice president of
Student Services, saying that

Vice President Raymond Liu
had resigned. Kenric Rimoni,
junior business administration and theology major, took
his place. Then, at the last
Senate meeting of the fall
2011 semester, Jackson was
told Rimoni had chosen to
step down as well.
I~ was through Senate that
Jackson noticed passion and
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proactivity in senator Dade,
senior psychcology major.
Jackson says that after talking to several senators about
the position, Philip Dade was
the only one who showed interest and felt like he could
take it on what was conveyed
to be a difficult task.
"The vice president has the
responsibility to be the liaison between administration
and Senate, which then goes
down to the students. It's a
big task," Jackson said.
It was the weight of balancing these responsibilities with
personal life that caused Rimoni to resign.
"I loved my time as vice
· president," Rimoni said. "But
at the beginning, I was working two jobs, taking 16 credit
hours, and going through
stressful home problems. It
was too much to balance."
Rimoni's advice ·to future
vice presidents is to set their
priorities with God at the

forefront.
"God first. Secondly, take
time for yourself. You can't
give what you don't have,"
said Rimoni.
The main responsibility of
the vice president is the Senate, a group of students elected by individual precincts to
represent the. student body
in formal meetings. Senators
suggest campus improvements, on behalf of its over
3,000 students.
When proposals are passed,
it is the vice president's job to
make sure the administration
follows through with the execution of change. On top of
proposals, the vice president
is in charge of supporting
senators who host "Student
Surprise Days," approving
Senate budgets, and finding new and efficient ways to
reach their constituents.
As vice president, Dade
is already making plans for
his tenure. His main goals

for the Senate are better student-senator communication
and successful elections this
spring, which to him means
at least three candidates for
each office. His "big project"
for his term is to initiate the
installation of more handicap-friendly doors around on
campus.
Even though it's a big job,
Jackson said he feels that
D.ade will fulfill his duties.
"He's passionate and committed," Jackson said. "He's
got good ideas and he's proactive. It's going to be a good
semester."
As for Dade, he's prepared
for the responsibility, aiming
to better the campus and glorify God in the process.
"I asked God if He wanted
me to have the position to
open the doors," said Dade.
"And He did. I'm ready to
serve."

------~-
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Man arrested on campu.s:
continued from page 1
time in a week students re- Safety, said they have leads in
ceived notification about . a the assault case.
"Right now we are treating
crime on campus. A text was
sent out Jan. 11 after a female them as two separate incistudent reported being at- dents," Penrod said. The astacked· on the same sidewalk sault victim could not identify
where Renshaw was seen by Renshaw as her attacker.
Beddoe.
. Collegedale Police Chief BriThe student, who asked not an Hickman said that Renshaw
to be named, said a man ap- admitted to other crip!es in the
proached her from behind, area but no charges had been
grabbed her face and pulled·it made due to lack of knowledge
toward him, biting her lip.
of the victims. Hickman could
"My mind just blanked out," not confirm Renshaw was the
she said. "The shock was so Jan. 11 attacker.
strong I didn't scream." In"We have increased foot pastead, she ran inside the church trols on campus," Hickman
and called for help.
said in light of the recent inciCampus Safety is working dents.
with "Collegedale police to in· Renshaw was released on
vestigate the crimes. Kevin $1500 bond and is scheduled
Penrod, director of Campus · to appear in court Feb. 1;
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The university first implemented the en1ergency text alert system i~ spring 2008. Since then, resp~nse time has ·
deci:eased, allowing more students to receive messages faster. Weather-related alerts top the list for texts. Ingr~d
Skantz, director of ?v1arketing and University Relations, said the .January 2012 texts were probably the ;first Climerelated alerts sent out. She also said as many as 652 people signed up for the alerts but are not receiving texts.
Students and faculty can check their alert status by going to _southern.edujnotify.
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Number Of Community Service Day volunteers increases
ANNALYSE HASTI
CoNTRIBIHQR

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
once said, "Life's most persistent and urgent question
is: 'What ar~ you doing for
others?'" Each year, Americans across the country answer that question by coming
together on the King Holiday
to serve their neighbors and
communities. Southern Adventist University is no exception.
On .Monday, . Jan. 16,
·Southern students worked
together to serve others and
help the surrounding community. Community Service
Day is organized• every year
as an opportunity for student
organizations to take groups
of studenfs out to help with
different projects.
Students participated in

sever;1l" unique activities this
year. Students sorted donations at the Samaritan Center, cleaned the Chattanooga
Zoo and helped ouf at the
Creative Discovery Museum
in downtown Chattanooga.
One group of students went
to the Children's Home
I Chambliss shelter and
painted several walls in the
building. MyJeila Velasco,
sophomore business administration major, explained
how doing service for others
can really benefit students in
unique ways.
"It was nice painting the
whole time; and we got to see
some of the kids at the school
an_d talk with them," she said.
"I also got to meet people in
diffe~ent majors than myself
and see the creative side of
people."
Kenneth Romaine Smith,

Student Association commu- up, which is only 5 percent
nity service director, orga- more than what they statisnized the event with the help tically make up of the stuof the rest of the SA office dent .body," Smith explained.
and Melissa Tortal, director "Many of the ch;bs- and deof the Christian Service Pro- partments stepped up this
gram.
year in getting their memberStudent participation num- ship to show up on this day,
bers were up this year from especially the Biology dearound 500 sign-ups last . partment, ACEI, the Art club,
year to nearly 8oo students BCU, LAC, and the Outdoor
this year. Smith attributes Leadership department."
this increase in numbers not
Many volunteers showed
to the freshmen required to up Monday morning to go
participate, but to the hard out and help people in the
work done to advertise Com- community. Other volunmunity .Service Day and the . teers worked in the gym and
club members' response to cafeteria cooking breakfast,
the call for help.
handing out lunches and
"Freshmen were re.quired Gleaning. Diana Lee, SA fito go. I've heard that this was nance director, was ip. charge
the main reason why atten- of the breakfast for the voldance was up, but that was unteers.
"I had to bring volunteers
only a small blip. Freshmen
made up approximately 30 to help make breakfast, and
percent of those who signed we all had to be there at 6

a.m. to be able to make it on ·
time," Lee said. "The hardest
part in the whole thing was to
find those hard working people who were willing to wake
up as early as 5 a.ni. to help
me. I am very thankful for
the people that gave up their
sleep to help make breakfast
possible," she said.
After all the hard work put
in by the planners, workers
and volunteers, Smith .called
Community Service Day a
success and hopes to reach
even greater lengths in the
future.
"It would have been nice to
have five to 10 more sites, but
it is difficult to gage what our
turnout will be in 'November and December," Smith
said. "I consider it a success
in the fact that we were able
to make an impact at all the
sites we went to."
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Oakwood and Southern unite for D.E.E-.P. -retreat
I

students from diverse backgrounds, said President Gordon Bietz.
With a new semester comes
This year was hosted by
new classes, new schedules Oakwood and sponsored by
and for some, a new room- the Southern Union.
mate.
When Southern arrived
But for a select group of stu- after a nearly four-hour bus
dent delegates and faculty, the ride, the event facilitator from
new semester was- welcomed
Oakwood paired Southern
.
with meeting new friends . students with students from
from Oakwood University.
Oakwood to be roommates for
The annual Diversity Edu- the weekend.
cation Exchange Program
"Your roommate will be like
(D.E.E.P.) retreat took place your umbilical cord on this
Jan. 13-15 at Callaway Gar- retreat," the event facilitator
dens near Pine Mountain, Ga. said. "You should not be sepa- Among the 20 student del- rated until Sunday."
egates invited to attend from
Throughout the weekend
Southern was Thomas Flynn, roommates were partners
senior financial management for the interactive meetings,
and biblical studies major. He meals catered by Callaway
did not know what to expect staff and tours of various park
when he loaded the bus on attractions.
Each year attendees are
Friday morning.
The main presenters for the -chosen by the hosting orga"I didn't know where we weekend included Bietz and nization, said Joylynn Scott,
were going, Who we were go- Leslie Pollard, president of administrative assistant for
ing to see, or what we would Oakwood.
the President's Office. This
be doing," Flynn said. "I saw it
Not knowing what to expect year Oakwood invited the
as a big adventure."
beforehand, Flynn said he Chaplain's Office, president
Oakwood and Southern take learned a lot by being open- cabinet members and 10 male
turns hosting D.E.E.P. retreat, minded and finding common and 10 female students from
which aims to promote un- ground with his Oakwood each school who fill leadership
derstanding among university peers.
roles.
NATHAN LEWIS

Next year Southern will
host the 2013 D.E.E.P. retreat,
but it will be different than in
years past.
Rather than inviting student
delegates, attendees will consist of school deans, department chairs and administration in an effort to encourage
"more collaboration on the
academic level," Bietz said.

As Southern begins planning for next year, this year's
mission was accomplished for
Flynn, who said he made a
lifetime friend with his Oakwood roommate.
"We exchanged phone numbers, email addresses and
Facebook information," Flynn
said. "We still keep in touch."

,Student fundraiser supplies children's literature for Japan
ogy major Leroy Abrahams,
the $9,000 raised was used to
_purchase Christian books for
After a magnitude 9.0 earth- kids who were affected by the
quake hit northern Japan disaster.
"Our' goal for Ganbare NipMarch 2011, Southern students rallied to create Ganbare I>Qn was to use the money for
Nippon, a fundraising cam- missions," Suzuki said. "There
paign meaning "Don!t give up, were many organizations alJapan!"
ready distributing daily supThe campaign was origi- plies, so we wanted to be difnally for an Adventist board- ferent."
ing academy in the country,
"It wasn't originally stated
but the management of funds where the money would go
was later left to the Northern when they started the donaAsia· Pacific Division. With tion, but if it was Christian
the support of campaign lead- books, it was money well
ers like senior nursing major spent," said Jessy Suero, sophLayla Suzuki and senior bioi- omore nursing major.
INGRID HERNANDEZ
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The Japan Union Conference (JUC) added about
$5,800 to the $9,000 raised
through Ganbare Nippon.
Through the JUC, the Christian literature was bought
from the Adventist Book Center and given to the local kids.
Some of the books included
"Uncle Arthur's Bedtime Stories," "Great Stories for Kids,"
and original Japanese titles
from the Adventist publishing
house in Japan.
Campaign leaders hope
these books will give Japanese
children the opportunity to
learn about God in a country
where Christianity is uncom-

mon. Less than 1 percent of
the 127 million people are
Christian, and only 15,000 are
Adventist.
"It's nice to know God is
with you," Abrahams said.
"[fhese books] can serve as
a reminder of that, especially
with their stories of how God's
helped others in the past."
Apart from teaching about
God, these books will also
provide a scholastic activity
to students who are unable to
attend school or remain displaced.
"The donation made a greater impact on the people in Japan than most of us imagined.

I have heard and received
many letters with words of
appreciation," Suzuki said. "I
can't wait to go to heaven and
see the faces of those whose
lives were saved by these
books."
Ganbare Nippon originated
from three campus organizations: Asian Club, Campus
Ministries and Student ·Association. Donations came
from Southern students and
faculty, Collegedale Academy,
local churches and community
members.
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Lorna Liilda residents are not 'Lovin' It~
NATHAN LEWIS
NEWs Emma

Upset residents in Lorna
Linda, Calif., were thrust into
the national spotlight on Jan.
13 after opposition to a new
McDonald's was made vocal.

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)
Amid scandal, revered
PSU coach Joe Paterno
dies
Happy Valley was perfect
for Joe Paterno, a place where
"JoePa" knew best, where he
not only won more football
games than any other major
college coach, but won them
the right way; with ·integrity
and sportsmanship. A place
where character came first,
championships second.
Behind it all, however, was
an ugly secret that ran counter to everything the revered
coach stood for.
Paterno, a sainted figure at
Penn State for almost half a
century but scarred forever
by the child sex abuse scandal

When ABC :Nightline traveled to the predominantly
Seventh-day Adventist community, they cited a healthy,
vegetarian lifestyle of Adventists against the alleged unhealthy menu of McDonald's
as the reason why residents

are fighting against the new
fast food addition in Lorna
Linda.
Some locals do not see a
probl~m with McDonald's,
saying it should be the choice
of an indiyidual to eat healthy
or not.

that b~ought his career to a
stunning end, died Sunday at
age 85.
His death came just over
two months after his son Scott
announced on Nov. 18 that
his father had been diagnosed
with a treatable form of lung
cancer. the cancer was found
during a follow-up visit for a
bronchial illness. A few weeks
later, Paterno broke his pelvis
after a fall but did not need
surgery.
Paterno had been in the
hospital since Jan. 13 for observation after what his family called minor complications
from his cancer treatments.
Not long before that, he conducted his only interview
since losing his job, with The
Washington Post. Paterno was

described as frail then, speaking mostly in a whisper and
wearing a wig. The second half
of the two-day interview was
conducted at his bedside.
His family released a statement Sunday morning to announce his death: "His loss
leaves a void in our lives that
will never be filled."
"He died as he lived," the
statement said. "He fought
hard until the end, stayed
positive, thought only of others and constantly reminded
everyone of how blessed his
life had been. His ambitions
were far reaching, but he never believed he had to leave this
Happy Valley to achieve them.
He was a man devoted to his
family, his university, his players and his community."

In an interview with ABC,
Pastor Randy Roberts of
the Lorna Linda University
Church said the church }).as no
official stance on the controversy.
"I hope that nobody is condemned because of the choices

of their food," Roberts said.
To watch the full story that
aired on ABC Nightline, visit
our website at www.accent.
southern.edu.

In this Nov. 14, 200g,jile photo, Penn State coach Joe Paterno walks the
sideline during wann-ups before an NCAA college football game against
Indiana in State College, Pa. Paterno, the longtime Penn State coach who
won more games than anyone else in major college football but was fired
amid a child sex abuse scandal that scarred his reputation for winning
with integrity, died Sunday, Jan. 22, 2012. He was Bs. (AP Photo/Carolyn
Kaster, File)

Paterno built a program
based on the credo of "Success
with Honor," and he found
both. The man knowrr as "JoePa" won 409 games and took
the Nittany Lions to 37 bowl
games and two national championships. More than 250 of
the players he coached went
on to the NFL.
"He will go down as the
greatest football coach in the
history of the game," Ohio
State coach __-l.Jrban Meyer
said after his former team,
the Florida Gators, beat Penn
State 37-24 in the 2011 Outback Bowl.
Paterno roamed the sidelines for 46 seasons, his thickrimmed glasses, windbreaker
and jet-black sneakers as familiar . as the Nittany Lions'
blue and white uniforms. He
won 409 games and two na-'
tional championships.
The reputation he built
looked even more impressive
because he insisted on keeping
graduation rates high while
maintaining on-field success.
Paterno and his wife, Sue,
raised five children in State
College. Anybody could telephone him at his modest
ranch home - the same one
he appeared in front of on the

night he was fired- by looking up "Paterno, Joseph V." in
the phone book.
He walked to home games
and was greeted and wished
good luck by fans on the
street. Former players paraded through his living room for
the chance to say hello. But for
the most part, he stayed out of
the spotlight.
Paterno did have a knack for
jokes. He referred to Twitter,
the social media site, as "Twittie-do, Twittle-dee."
He also could be abrasive
and stubborn, and he had
his share of run-ins with his
bosses or administrators. And
as his legend grew, so did the
attention to his on-field decisions, and the questions about
when he would hang it up.
Calls for his retirement
reached a crescendo in 2004.
The next year, Penn State
went 11-1 and won the Big Ten.
In the Orange Bowl, PSU beat
Florida State, whose coach,
Bobby Bowden, was eased out
after the 2009 season after 34
years Jffid 389 wins.
Like many others, he was
outlasted by "JoePa."
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The Spider and the Pharisee: When pride crawled to my feet
LAUREN BROOKS

The fan was on high, the
breeze was blowing through
the curtains, and I was just
about to fall asleep when I
heard a knock at my door. I
figured if I pretended to be
sleeping, whoever was at the
door would just go away. I
heard feet pattering on the
tile floor coming toward my
bunk bed. I opened my eyes to
see complete fear in Chelsea's
eyes.
"There's a tarantula outside
your door!!!" she said in her
quietest screaming voice.
I had the opportunity to
study in Argentina for the Adventist Colleges Abroad program my junior year of college.
I had never been to Argentina,
nor did I know anyone who
had been there before. I had
lived in a dorm for two years
at Southern Adventist University, but this dorm was different. You could hear every conversation in the hallway in the
Argentinian dorms.
I quietly stumbled out of

my room and into the hallway
where I was greeted by muted
squeals and widened eyes. My
two friends were hiding in the
bathroom; Ashley crouched
on top of the coUQter and Sabrina hid behind the door.
Chelsea pointed to the spider.
It was the biggest spider I had
ever seen. We searched online
to see what kind of spider it
could be, but after 10 minutes
we decided to simply settle on
it being dangerous.
With a flip-flop in one hand
and Raid in the other, I quietly
approached the mass on the·
floor. This thing could bite my
toe off! If it even starts crawling toward me, it's over.
"Kill it!" they softly yelled,
not wanting to wake up the
other girls living in the hall. To
defend my friends, I sprayed
until the can was empty. I had
saved my friends from eminent danger. After finding a
plastic container and putting
the spider in it, I reassured the
girls• they would be okay and
finally went to sleep.
Word
quickly
spread
through the dorm of my he-

roic stand against the spider. I
told girls as I saw them in the
hallway and the bathroom. Mter I made it clear what I had
done, I took the spider to class
to show my teacher. The small,
old Argentine woman lectured
me about how I didn't need
to brag to everyone, and then
told me something I will never
forget: "That spider can represent your sin." She went on to
explain that at first I was terrified of my sin-the spider-but
decided to face and conquer
it, then brag about what I had
done.
There are times in our lives
when we face something hard
and conquer it, but instead of
putting it away, we are proud
and want to let everyone know
what we did. In Luke 18, there
is a parable about a Pharisee
and a tax collector who both
went up to the temple to pray.
The Pharisee loudly prayed
to God, thanking Him that he
wasn't someone who sinned
or did bad things like robbers,
adulterers or the tax collector. But the tax collector stood
off by himself, asking God to

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

have mercy on him because
he was a sinner. You see, the
Pharisees were well known for
following all the rules, "not"
sinning and bragging to everyone else about their forgiven
sins. They are an example of
how we, as sinful human beings, should NOT act. Instead
of bragging to everyone about
the sins we have overcome, we
need to be on our knees asking
God for mercy BECAUSE we
are sinners.
I kept that spider on my
desk for a couple days before

it disappeared under a stack
of papers. I didn't find it until about a week la~r when I
was reminded of how foolish
I really was to keep the nasty
thing. Don't be afraid of overcoming sin, know that God is
right there to help you along
the way, but it's not something
you need to carry around for
the world to see. Proverbs 11:2
says, "When pride comes, then
comes disgrace, but with humility comes wisdom."

How to conquer 2012 with faith, not fear
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

Eoama

It's 2012 and we've heard it
for years: the world is going
to end this year. And as good
Christians, we know that neither the hour nor the day of
Jesus' arrival is known as said
in Matthew 24:42. But I think
that our walk with God is more
about this declaration of text.

''What if God
were to come
today? Would
you be ready?
Because, just like Ephesians
2:8-9 says that works are not
enough, neither is a factual
acknowledgement of scrip-

·~

ture without the surrender of
our whole heart. The mission
of God is simple: to save you.
And His method to save us is
just as simple: love.
What if God were to come
today? Would you be ready?
There will always be a relationship problem, a quiz, test or
project, sickness, death, hurt,
pain. The list of worldly sorrows goes on. But would you
be ready to go home? There
will always be distractions.
'fhere will always be challenges, but would you be able to, in
a twinkling of an eye, leave all
your worries behind and enter
into God's heavenly quarters
stress-free?
Back to the Mayans, we
might be living in the end
times. The world could end
in 2012-but that's not the
point. It's our job to marry
God's peace with His sense of
urgency in saving us. 2012 is
your chance to reach out for

God's peace in the midst of
this crazy world. Our urgency
to save souls for the Kingdom
shouldn't cause fear in us, but,
rather, it should inspire us
to get on our knees, praying
for direction, peace, purpose,
strength and love.
Lastly, God has already

called us to be conquerors,
as read in Romans 8:37, and
He has promised us peace
in John 14: 27, which says,
"Peace I leave with you ... Not
as the world gives do I give
to you. Let not your hearts be
troubled, neither let them be
afraid."

Our job as Christians is not
to be fearful in this time, neither is· it really to be urgent.
.God is only calling us to follow
Him-to trust in His power
and His love. Our principle
should be faith, not fearful
speculation or calculation of
our impending future.
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When it con1es to love, age is n1ore than j~st a nun1ber·
RocHELLE BANNER
CONIRIBUJOR

There's a famous saying
that has been thrown around
since the gos: Age ain:.t nothing but a number. However,
this couldn't be further from
the truth-the age difference
between two individuals in a
relationship does matter.
As far back as the early
1900s, many have believed age
truly to be just a number. A
three-year difference between
married men and women was
common. This three-year gap
has stayed consistent to this
day. In today's society, it is not
uncommon to find relationships that consist of one partner being at least two or three
years older than their significant other.
Relationships in which the
man is much older than the
woman are common, and
while it is rare to find a relationship in which the woman
is much older than her male
counterpart, this scenario
tends to happen far more frequently than it used to. In
many of today's relationships
you'll find that the woman is

older. However, this arrangement is not one of chance.
From a scientific standpoint, it
is a well-known fact that during puberty girls mature more
rapidly than boys. As a result,
young men are often left having to play "catch up" with
their female counterparts.
More often than not, women
are left with few options other than to date younger men
simply because the amount
of men does not meet the demand of women in need of
mature and capable partnerspartners ready to handle all
of the challenges and responsibilities that a relationship
entails.
With how our society is constructed today, we have been
brainwashed_ into believing
that age doesn't matter because we often see younger
men dating older women or
vise versa. Ashton Kutcher,
Demi Moore, Hugh Hefner
and George Clooney are just a
few of the celebrity examples
that make us believe these ever-widening age-gap relationships are exciting, even sensible. Our society has taught
us to live on the edge and

in the moment, taking risks
now and worrying about the
consequences later. Can you
honestly look at where you are
in life now and date someone
who may be three years older
than you? I couldn't possibly
imagine myself doing that. I
mean, just think about it for
a second. He would have experienced many of the things
I haven't, such as graduating
college and having a real job. I
would have absolutely nothing
to offer him. Whereas three
years my senior, he would
know exactly what he wants in
life, and I, as a college student
still in the process of searching
for life's true meaning, would
not.
The truth of the matter is
that the majority of relationships with large age-gap differences fizzle out. Eventually,
couples find that they run out
of things to discuss and that
their differences far exceed the
things surrounding their common interest. What was once
a fairytale beginning, filled
with excitement and mystery,
comes to an abrupt halt as
their .many differences suffocate their budding romance.

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

Let's be realistic; when you
look at a couple made up of a
so-year-old and a 23-year-old
is "Awww" the first thing that
comes to your mind? If you
were being totally honest with
yourself, I would hope that
your reaction would be more
of an "Ewww." When I see a
couple like that in public, I can
only shake my head in amaze-

ment as I try to conjure up a
single halfway-sens1ble explanation as to what attracted
them to each other in the first
place.
Love may be blind, but that
doesn't mean you have to be.
A wise man once said, "If she
still has coloring books, she's
too young for you, bro!"

Why I don't support SOPA and PIPA
CHRIS JANETZKO
CoNTR!BIIIDR

Editor's note: Congressionalleaders decided on Jan. 20
to suspend the online piracy
bills SOPA and PIPA.
All my life I have been able
to access any type of media
for free online whether it
was a song, a movie or just a
short clip. We are used to getting material for free online.
Southern students were even
able to download basically any
movie, 1V show or song for
free when the student-generated network, dormsearch:us,
was available.
Now, though, there are bills
pushed to being passed that
would put a complete end to
all of that, making it impossible to access any site that has a
link to a site like "dormsearch."
I think most of uS understand

piracy should be ended even these bills would cause censorthough we enjoy its benefits ship and would be destructive
immensely. The issue, though, to the values America is built
is that the bills proposed on. If passed, the Stop Online
· would cause censorship, op- Piracy Act (SOPA) and Protect
press freedom of speech, and IP Act (PIPA) would eliminate
would even put a dent into our illegal cont~nt on the Internet
economy. The~e bills are care- accessed from any site.
less, unclear in their wording,
"The wording of both reguand give the government way lations is incredibly vague, untoo much control of our free- clear and legally up for interdom of speech on the Internet. pretation," said Forbes.
"The [Internet] is the most
Since the bills are so general
powerful tool we have for cre- in their statements, the govating a more open and con- ernment would have the righ~
nected world," Mark Zucker- · to shut down any site that
burg wrote on his Facebook even linked to an illegal site.
page. "We can't ·let poorly This means Google would not
thought out laws get in the be allowed to have any links
way of the [Internet's] devel- to sites with pirated material.
opment. Facebook opposes YouTube is probably one of
SOPA and PIPA, and we will the sites at greatest risk. With
continue to oppose any laws so much user-generated conthat will hurt the [Internet]."
tent, it would be very difficult
It's not that Americans think for them to monitor everypiracy should be legal, it's that thing that is uploaded on their

site. If the bill is passed and
YouTube can't figure out a way
to get rid of every pirated clip
and make sure no Rlore are
uploaded, they couid b~ shut
down. Facebook and Twitter would also have to make
sure that no user posted illegal content. This intrudes on
the rights outlined in the First
Amendment.
The advertisements on sites
blocked or shut down would
lose a lot of money. If a site
like YouTube got shutdown,
imagine the amount of people
that would lose their jobs. The
bill woul<l' make it extreJTiely
difficult, if not impossible,
for new sites like Twitter and
Facebook to emerge.
I am sur~ most of you noticed a huge surge of protesters
arguing these proposed bills
on Jan. 18. Most social media sites took a stand against

the bills. Google censored
its icon and Wikipedia even
went so far as to shut down
its site for 24 hours. Facebook
stated its opinion on the subject and explained why it feels
the bills shouldn't be passed,
while many Facebook users
shared posts on why they were
against the bill, even changing their default picture to the
stop SOPA icon. Washington
Post reported that seven million people signed a petition
on Google in protest of these
bills, including myself.
Forbes sums up the consequences of these bills being
passed by saying, "People who
really want to pirate content
will find a way, and the rest
of us have to live with poorly
crafted laws ... "

LIFESTYLES
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EMILY BANKS

"Why I hate religion, but love Jesus" go~s viral Upcoming
EMILY BANKS

.

L!FESIYI ES EDITOR

A video criticizing religion has gone viral since it
was first posted to YouTube
on Jan. 10. With over 16
million views in less than
two weeks, it is obvious
that 22-year-old Jefferson
Bethke has made quite an
impression on his viewer~
with his spoken word poem
entitled "Why I hate religion, but love Jesus." In this
poem Bethke recites lines
such as this:
"I mean if religion is so
great, why has it started
so many wars Why does
· it build huge churches, but
fails to feed the poor. Tells
single moms God doesn't
love them if they've ever
had a divorce. But in the
Old Testament, God actually · calls religious people
whores."

Bethke also mentions that
"religion is man searching for God, Christianity is
God searching for man." He
makes many controversial
statements and openly argues his point with claims
that Jesus hated religion as
well. While there are many
that agree with Bethke and
have been sharing and reposting his video on their
blogs and Facebook pages,
his poem has prompted
numerous response videos by those who strongly
disagree with his message.
One such video entitled,
"Why I dislike your poem,
but love God" already has
.over 400,000 views. In it,
the video poster rebuttals
Bethke:s lines saying:
"I see where you're comingfrom but there's insanity
in your vision. You overlook
the fact that Christianity is
religion. You're lik: the van

who claims to hate diets. Or
astrophysicists who reject
laws of science."
Whether you agree with
Bethke or not, he does
raise some very valid points
about hypocrisy and what
"being a Christian" truly
means. I feel this is a particularly important topic
for us students at Southern,
given the fact that we attend
a religious university. Are
we part of the,problem that
Bethke is talking about?
Are we focusing too much
on our own rules and beliefs and missing the point
of Christ's mission and the
meaning of Christianity as a
'Vhole? What are we doing
to set ourselves apart from
the rest of the world? These
are just a few questions that
we should be asking ourselves-not only as we go
through our time here at
Southern, but daily, in our

spiritual journey and walk
with Christ.
Bethke may or may not
have it right, but he has certainly created an awareness
that deserves to be acknowledged and considered. Even
if you believe Bethke. has
it all wrong, we need to be
aware that there are people
ou~ there that see us in this
negative light, and that in
itself; is a problem.
If you haven't already
seen the video, it is definitely something worth
checking out. Watch it with
an open mind and consider
where Betllke is coming ·
from and how we can address this issue. Take a step
back and look at your own
life-are you really emulating Christ's character to tile
best of your ability or is it
time for a change?

Events
• • • • • • • • • • •••••
Chattanooga Mocs vs_. Davidson Wildcats.

Thurs-

day, Jan. 26, 7 p.m. Bored on
a Thursday night? Come support the local football team
downtown! 615 McCallie St.
Chattanooga,Tenn.37403.
Evensong at the Camp
House. Sunday, Jan. 29,

5:30-7 p.m. Southside Community Worship Service. Live
music by award-winning, national recording artist Evensong Rising. Community meal
provided.
Studio 4019 will be premiering in the dining hall

Saturday, Jan. 28 at 8 p.m.

The 'new' New Year's resolution

Quote of the Week

I

EMILY BANKS
LIEESXYI ES EDIIDR

It's the end of January and
all the New Year's resolutions have long been forgotten. The new running shoes
you swore you'd use every
day are stuffed in the back of
your closet, you've practiced
the piano twice, and you've
been on page four of War
and Peace for the past three
weeks. I think it is safe to say
that most New Year's resolutions face a similar fate, but if
there was one thing I would
recommend at least keeping
in the back of your mind this
year, it would be to take more
risks!

Many times we miss out
on the greatest opportunities because we are afraid to
put ourselves out there or
leave our comfort zones. We
spend so much time weighing
our options, worrying about
what others may think of us,
or fearing rejection. Meanwhile, something amazing
could pass us by and most
of these opportunities only
come around once. These are
the best years of our lives and
we need to take advantage of
every moment.
PondeF these famous words
by Zig Ziglar and ask yourself
this: "Will I look back on life
and say, 'I wish I had,' or 'I'm
glad I did'?" Stop spending
so much time planning out

every detail of your life and
creating boundaries and limits for yourself with pointless
resolutions.
This year, instead of counting calories, go ahead and
eat that extra piece of cake!
Do something a-little crazytake some risks! Go on that
spontaneous, last minute
road trip, speak up front for
Vespers, take a year to study
abroad, switch your major to
do what you really love, get
that crazy haircut you've always wanted, or talk to the
cute guy dressed as Tarzan
at the costume party. Who
knows, it could be the best
decision you ever make.

('"Why ·n ot

with Saturday Night Livestyle comedy. Come eat food
and enjoy the comedy with a
special performance by Naked
Voices.

o out o

a

li1nb? That'
where the

fruit i . " Will Rogers

Tennessee Aquarhnn College Days. During the month

of February, college students
can take advantage of special
discounts just for showing
their school ID at the ticketing center. The aquarium admission price will be cut to
$12.50. One Broad St. Chattanooga, Tenn. 37402.

VtLLAGB

New Customer Loyalty Cards!

"4AilKB"t

Receive one stamp on your card with every purchase of $5 or more from the hot bar. After 5 purchases redeem the completed card at the Deli for a free side item on your next visit.

....

Coming soon: Grab 'n Go Salads· New Sandwiches · Chili Stac~s now available Tues. & Thurs. 10:30 a.m. , 7 p.m.
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Do you believe in Tebow?
GARRISON HAYES

With Tebow's "epic" season now in the history books,
we've all discovered the fastest cure for Tebow fever:
Tom Brady.
I was never particularly fond of the Tebow hype,
but, giving credit where credit is due, he did raise the expectations for a team no one
really expected to do well in
the regular season, let alone

the playoffs.
In my opinion, Tim Tebow
isn't really a quarterback; his
ability to throw the football
is sub-par, and having your
quarterback's running game
as the linchpin of your offense is questionable. Shame
on you, John Fox.
I will say, however, I must
respect Tim Tebow's faith. Although he's far from the first
and only Christian in professional sports, his signature
move, known as "Tebowing,"

brought his faith to the spotlight with every touchdown
he scored.
"Tebowing," which I affectionately refer to as "praying
to my Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ who died for my sins,"
caught on like wild fire. People were kneeling down, fist
to forehead, every opportunity they got. Tim Tebow's
"Tebowing" quickly outgrew
Aaron Rodgers' "Title Belt"
in a matter of weeks.
The question has to be

asked, however: since when
did Tebow invent praying?
Better yet, why are we more
impressed with Tim Tebow's
ability to score a touchdown
than his faith? If Tebowing
is enough to get high school
teens suspended for performing the act in their school's
hallways, then why don't we
just call it what it is? Praying.
Well, the answer is one
that can be a tough pill to
swallow in this day and agewhen it is much more appeal-

ing to praise a man than it is
to praise our God. We live in
a time where it's cool to get
caught Tebowing, but terrorism to get caught praying.
We live in a time where we
can watch a man give glory to
God, yet we are still fixated
with giving glory to the man.
So what do we do? 1 Thessalonians 5:17 gives us the
answer: "Tebow without
ceasing" (NFLV). ·

life. We claimed to put God
first and foremost on our
team, but where was the
evidence? We followed our
routine of having prayer at
the beginning of practice and
ending with worship. But
was that evidence we were
putting God first? In our
search to establish that God
was first in our team, He led
us to start doing our worship time at the beginning of
practice. I soon experienced
a peace that all would be all
right.
The great thing about being
a part of the Gym-Masters_
family is "Once a Gym-Master always a Gym-Master." I
got to see this first-hand once
again with prayers being sent
up from all over the world

and four past team members dropping their normal
evening · activities and getting back on the mats. We
arrived at..ACROFEST with a
routine thai had never been
done without major mistakes
but that had great potential.
Then God was faithful to the
Gym-Masters family on Nov.
12, 2011. Gym-Masters, who
a week before had little hope
of doing well on their own
strength, learned what it was
like to let God work in their
weakness. Though not perfect (I am a coach), it was a
routine I will always remember: a routine of how God became our evidence.
Check out the ACROFEST
performance on the SAU
Gym-Masters Facebook page.

Letting God work through our weakness
CoACH RicHARD ScHWARZ
CONJRIIUJOR

The 2011-2012 Gym-Masters year has been like no
other year of my coaching
career. It started much like
any other year with tryouts,
picking a team and hurriedly
getting ready for shows. As in
previous years, 25 percent of
·our practice time was spent
on conditioning, and another
25 percent spent on the fundamental skills of our style
of gymnastics, with the rest
spent mainly on group routines (\nd a little on individual routines. After the first
month, our primary focus became our ACROFEST routine
performed at Andrews University in November.

The team, though very
young (23 freshmen and 17
sophomores), was· progressing right along. Then the
month of October struck
with a vengeance. Injuries
seemed to be happening every night; I would go home
trying to figure out what
caused them. In my 39 years
of performing and coaching gymnastics, I have seen
and experienced my share of
bloody noses, broken bones,
dislocated joints and bruises
on top of bruises but never
like this past October. It is
said that injuries sometimes
come in threes; well we had
three threes and it didn't look
as if they would stop. I spent
sleepless nights trying to figure out what could have pre-

Hockey winners

vented the injuries, but they
all were unforeseeable and
unpreventable.
I began to feel as if we were
fighting against a foe that did
not like our team's focus of
"Finding the Evidence" -the
evidence of God's grace in our
life, the evidence that proves
we are Christian. Though
no one on our team is perfect and are all in different
places with God, we however,
have stressed from the first
day that our team is God's.
This means that God is first
and foremost in our team. I
soon realized we were getting
a chance to give evidence to
this in a very public way.
I have learned that when
difficulty strikes, double
check if God is first in your

2011

-
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Stuff Southern Students Never Say:
"I think the strict

curfew and weekend leave pro(ess
teaches us responsibility and independence."

"I wish the cafeteria lady knew my nome."
11

h.

If mk people should

really toke intromurols
more seriousiy.'' "Oh, there

"I can't waif to sing in Morning Meds."

isn't convo
credit? I'm
so there."

• 800 iPad 2s .

• 26 -Qabe Ruth autographed baseballs
• 80 ,Rolex watches
~ -~ fu_
llf cat~red Super Bowl suites for 50
friends
• 16 students' tuition for a year
.

.

,

,.
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•
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'Blue' receives nationwide recognitiogEUBRAR
CoURTNEY BECKWITH

Musgrave said.
The online release of
"Blue"
was dedicated to
Southern graduates Tanya
Daphne
Knecht, a forMusgrave, Kristine Barker
and Heather Dappolonia mer Southern student who
never expected their senior passed from a brain tumor
project to become anything on Jan. 28. Since its release
more than an assignment, a week later, "Blue" has rebut since the online release ceived more than 6,ooo
of "Blue" on Feb. 3, it has views on Vimeo as well as
over 300 "likes" on Facegained national attention.
The 13-minute film fea- book.
Jana Miles, senior mass
tures the story of a 22-yearcommunication
major,
old girl named Jess whose
father has been diagnosed was childhood friends with
with can cer. In the film Jess Knecht. She saw tl)e film at
and her father are paint- an art show last year and
ing her room blue, and it is said it was really cool.
"I watched it again later
through this experience that
she finds acceptance and and they did a great job tanstrength to deal with the gibly addressing the issues,''
things in life that can't be· Miles said. "I know I· will
be watching it again in the ·
changed.
This film .has not only be- future to help me through
come popular among South- this."
Julenne
Henriquez-Gil,
ern students, it has also received national recognition junior allied health major, is
and has been shown at sev- a cancer survivor and played
the leading role of Jess in
eral film festivals.
The proudest showing for the film .
"The hardest part of goTanya Musgrave, director of
"Blue," was at the Heartland ing through cancer is survivFilm Festival in Indianapo- ing it," Henriquez-Gil said.
"Why am I still here and
lis.
others
are not? I just have to
"Our short film was selected out of more than 530 oth- trust that God has a plan and
er short films to be shown at is using bad situations to do
this festival," Musgrave said. good things."
David George, associate
Musgrave said at first they
had difficuity choosing what professor in the School of
story to use for their project, Visual Art aud Design, !m"We prayed about it, and pervised the project during
we all had this huge burden pre-production and producto do something that really tion.
"Whether or not you 've
mattered," Musgrave said.
dealt
with cancer, everyone
It took nine months of reviewing scripts and brain- has lost loved ones," George
storming, before narrowin·g said. "I think the film takes
it down to two options, Mus- you to a really dark place,
grave said. The decision for but it also shows you that
there is hope."
"Blue" just seemed perfect.
"This story is something
that everyone can relate to, "
Sun

WRITER

Julenne Henriquez-Gil,junior allied health major, plays the role of"Jess" in a short film about dealing with the reality of death
because of cancer, something Julenne has had to face in her persona/life.

Southern to participate in regional disaster dri~l
BARBY KULAKOV
Sun WRITER

On an unannounced day
sometime between now and
May 31, Southern will be participating in a regional disaster drill.
The mock disaster is intended to prepare the campus
in the went of a possible tragedy such as a shooting, bomb
explosion or earthquake.

Kevin Penrod, Campus
Safety director, explained
that the drill is a sort of dress
rehearsal to find out what
goes wrong when the campus
is in a high-pressure situation.
The school will be working with the fire department,
EMS, police. station and any
other necessary response
units, as well as surrounding
schools to test readiness and

communication skills.
While the drill will affect
the campus, Penrod said it
will not interfere with academics or ·students' daily
schedules.
The scenario and the specific date, which is still being
decided by a committee, will
not be revealed until the actual day to further imitate a
real-life disaster.
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Cotntnunication students to pres_ent research in Texas
The purpose of the SSCA
is to hel]1 encourage the reStudents in the School of search and teachings of all
Journalism and Communi- aspects of communication,
cation have been selected by according to ssca.net.
Communication Research
the Southern States Communication Association to class requires students conpresent their class research due: a research project in
at the 22nd Annual Theodore groups, completing everyClevenger, Jr. Undergraduate thing from a literature review
Honors Conference in San to a discussion on statistical
results.
Antonio, Texas.
Linda Crumley, professor
Two groups of seven stuin the School of Journalism
and Communication, said this
conference is a great opportunity for students to show
off their research. It will also
allow students to make connections and network with
people
for graduate schools.
.
:
.
•
Photo by Stephen Ruf
•
"Commu~ication research
Mona Endeh1pa, semor p_ubllc relations major, presents her paper about the Cosby Show to students Dec 8 Her
h'
recently been accepted for presentation at the Southern States Communication Convention in Son Antonio, Tex. paper as
was really interesting," said
Kayce Foote, senior business
administration and. public
relations major. "Our group
"I think so many people have
$20 gift card redeemable at the
BRIAN CASTELLANOS
researched handwriting cmd
STAFfWRUfR
cafeteria, said Greg Cook, asso- photography as a hobby, but
what affects it the most. We
they don't all have an outlet to
The cafeteria will be hosting ciate director of Food Services.
researched things like genCook said the first 17 photo showcase their work, so it's aca photo contest beginning Feb.
der, personality and field of
20 that will display the works of entries will be placed on the wall tually a really good idea," Mcstudy."
students and faculty. The pho- to be judged. The phot~graphs Graw said.
Persuasion and PropaganFrom Feb. 20 to March 2 stutos will be placed in the exist- will need to be submitted to the
da is a class that allows stuing frames that are on the wall cashiers in the cafeteria on an 8 dents and faculty will be able to
dents to take anything from
next to the entree (self-serve)· by 10 sheet of paper and can be vote for their favorite picture by
popular culture and research
of anything that is ~ot obscene referring to the number on the
islands.
it to determine what message
Starting Feb. 17 students and or distasteful. The back of each frame. There will be a cart in the
is being presented, Hargrove
faculty will be able to submit photo will also need the name, dining hall for which to place
said.
the best photograph they have number and email address of the ballots.
"It can be speeches, films,
This contest is an ongoing
taken to be judged by all who the photographer.
books
or art; all have a perJuliana McGraw, a senior one. It will be held every two dents from this past fall se- suasive force that is trying to
cast their ballot.
mester's
Communication
On March 2 the winner will mass communication major, is weeks until the end of the se- Research class, as we,)l as two tell us something:" Hargrove
be announced and will receive a excited to see how creative the mester. The winner of each con- students from Persuasion and said.
students and faculty will be.
test will then be put into a final
Mona Endehipa, senior
contest in which they will have a Propaganda class were select- public relations major, said
chance to win against the rest of ed to present their research at she has lost sleep ovl!r this rethis conference, which takes
the bi-weekly victors.
·
search because of her exciteSherri Schoonard, director place Apriln-15, 2012.
Mia Lindsey, senior public ment.
""
of Food Services, said she was
"I did my research on the
DEANNA MOORE
happy that students had an- relations major, was selected
EDITOR
gender discourse as presentto
present
her
research
on
the
other place to display their creANDREWGARCILAZO
NATHANLEWIS
ANDY NASH
ed by 'The Cosby Show' and
MANAGING EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
FACULTY ADVISER
ative work besides the School of show "Madmen." She submitfound
that you can be a womted her paper at the request of
CHARLES CAMMACK
KEITH KING
NATHAN STURGESS
VISual Art and Design. ·
an
and
have it all," Endehipa
SPORTS EDITOR
HUMOR EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
Schoonardaddedshethought Tara Hargrove, assistant pro- said. "'You can be successful
EMILYBANKS
SIMONEMARSHALL
JOSHUA TYMAN
it was great what Cook was do- fessor in the School of Jour- in life and be a good mother.
LIFESTYLES EDITOR
RELIGION EDITOR
CIRCULATION MANAGER
nalism and Communication.
ing with the cafeteria.
When she learned that her You don't have to be what soEMILY HAMMOND
JAIME JACOBSON
INGRID HERNANDEZ
This contest, among other
ciety expects you to be."
ADVERTISING MANAGER
OPINION EDITOR
COPY EDITOR
initiatives, was implemented paper had been selected she
When looking back at the
BERTHORRUITINER
LEXIALVIDREZ
SARAH CROWDER
as a way for students to feel was shocked and honored.
LAYOUT & DESIGN
LAYOUT & DESIGN
LAYOUT & DESIGN
class,
Endehipa said, "The
"It's going to help me in my
more at home and allow them
most valuable thing I've taken
AMY VITRANO
JANAMILES
to share their talents while at career because it looks great away from this experience is
MEDIA PRODUCTION
MEDIA PRODUCTION
the same time bringing in more to have this accomplishment the validation."
For questions or d,mments, please e-mail accent@southem.edu. For all
as well as these [research]
people, Cook said.
advertising inquiries, please e-mail Emily Hammond at emilybammond@soutbern.edu
skills," Lindsey said.
COURTNEY BECKWITH

It's going

to help me

In my career

Cafeteria hosting a photo contest

because it

looks great

to have this

accomplishment
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Organic farin opens
near cainpus
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Students share opinions about prayer walk
AIMEE BURCHARD
SfMQII

«ji••riuc OfSIGN MtK)R

JoHN BUTLER

Kennedy doesn't believe
"I felt like it was a good
the farm will inove forward
effort on Southern's part to
that quickly.
actively get the S!udents in"Obviously things aren't volved in prayer and realAd Council has voted to
continue pursuing a memo- - just gqing to spring up," he izing the deep personal asrandum of understanding said.
pect of it and how it affects_
with Green Life Innovations,
Frood said the idea of a our lives. I wish we would do
which is creating an organic farm originate4 during the more things like it."
farm ne~r Southern's cam- creation of Southern's 20/20
pus.
plan, when administration
Allan Kennedy of Green posed the question of its fea- JENESSA~G
SENIOR B1mocy MAWR
Life Innovations said the __ ~ibility.
farm, a six-acre site about
"I'm one of a couple people
.
"I really liked that they
three miles from campus, that found this kind of interis about two months from esting," Frood said. He was gave us an opportunity to
production. Kennedy is un- also inspired by prior sue- walk through the sanctuary
certain what crops will be cess of local produce in the and -have a guided prayer
grown, other than lettuce, to- cafeteria. From then on he section. It helped me to focus
matoes and squash.
· championed the farm con- my prayer."
Kennedy, who plans to cept, _integrating it into the
agree to the memorandum, green initiative portion of the TAWANNA HOWARD
said the farm will have an 20/20 plan.
J••N•na PSYC""'DGY MtiOR
advantage over others growThe farm is estimated to
ing organic vegetables due to cost $50,000 initially, and
"I was curious with how
a process called soil balanc- subsequently be self-suffi- the student center would be
ing which equalizes soil nu- cient. It may be funded either set up as a sanctuary, so I
· trient levels. He claims that out of Southern's $3.6 mil:- would say curiosity brought
the results of the process will lion capital improvements me there... It appealed to difbe "way beyond organic pro- budget or as an investment.
ferent people because people
duce."
Green Life Innovations is worship God in different
Doug Frood, associate vice based in Engleville, Tenn. ways."
president of Financial Ad- and has only two employees,
ministration, said the memo- according to small business
randuin stipulates that the directory Manta.com.
majority of the crops grown
Though currently engaged BARBY KULAKOV
will go to the Village Market with tl,le farm, Frood said STAFF WRITER
and Food Services, and it will that they were the only comcreate jobs for students.
pany to come forward ·and
Southern is moving into
However, citing students' that-other companies are op- pha~e one of installing closedhesitance to accept field jobs, tions for the future.
circuit security cameras on
Frood said the farm could do
With the _completion o-M:he campus, starting with the ex"whatever [it] needs to do to farm, Southern will take part terior of Thatcher Hall.
Kevin Penrod, Campus
get ":orl_<ers."
in an emerging trend of colSafety
director, said the camProgress is intended to be lege-based agriculture, join-eras
will
help deter negative
swift. Frood expressed hope ing the likt:_s of Duke Univerbehavior and solve crimes on
that planting will begin in sity and Berea College, both
campus.
March, with the first produce of which have on-campus
T}lays Amaral,
sophointroduced into the cafeteria farms.
more nursing major, said she
by late April.
SnFF WRITER

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

Eric·Tirado,junior graphic design major, enjoys a time of study and meditation at
the Power 24 Prayer Walk in the student center on Feb. 11.

Security cameras to be installed on campus
thinks placing cameras is a
good idea, but it may not help
solve crimes. . "If they really want girls to
stop stealing, then they need
to put cameras in the hallways," Amaral said. "That is
what we had at GCA."
Julien Howard, a junior
management major, said he is
not so sure fhe cameras are a
good idea.
:'The thought of cameras
makes me feel like I would
be in a prison, like my privacy is being vi,olated be-

CHIN

cause I would be constantly
Howard said.
Placing interior cameras in
the dorm hallways is being
discussed, but due to privacy
issues, Penrod explained that
it is not likely.
Cameras are also planned
to be placed in the dorm
lobbies and other areas on
campus like the lower promenade. Phase one of the process should be completed by
spring or early summer, Pen- _
rod said.
watched~'
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Garrison Hayes for President

GARRISON HAYES

Imagine our campus spiritually connected, socially unified and surging with school
spirit. Imagine our campus
reaching out into the community every Sabbath! It would
be irresponsible for me to
promise you all these things,
however, as SA President my
goal is to set the necessary
groundwork to make this
dream a reality.
My platform is simple:
"Arise and Fight!" (Micah
4:13).

Arise and Fight Spiritually!:
Atten.ding SAU is an incredible privilege that offers the
student body a lot of spiritual
support. Unfortunately, however, at times we become desensitized to our own spiritual
needs, complacent -and used
to being spoon-fed our reli. gion. This cannot be, we must
Arise! The time has come for
us to take the leash of our spiritual walk into our own hands,
and no longer be an audience
member receiving secondhand spirituality. The time
has come to Fight for a closer,
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Cherie Lynn Milliron for President

more personal relationship
with Christ.
Arise and Fight Socially!:
Community is a huge part of
what makes Southern such an
amazing place. Without the
incredible community of this
student body, this university
.could not survive. I place the
same emphasis and importance on student leadership;
without student leaders, this
university could not survive.
I believe that within each student at Southern Adventist
University is a leader, and it
is my goal to encourage each
student to tap into that inner
leader and simply lead.
Arise and Fight in the ComIJ1unity!: Christ's final commission was simple yet profound, "Go ye therefore and
teach all nations!" This was a
charge to put away our selfish
hoarding of the Gospel and
reach out to the dying world
surrounding us. Although we
seemingly live in a perfect Seventh-day Adventist community, we are surrounded by those
in need. From the elderly who
struggle to get their mail, to
the miseducated youth of
Chattanooga. God has called
us to Arise from our proverbial and literal seats, and Fight
for the souls and needs of our
Brothers and Sisters in Christ.
My name is Garrison Hayes,
your SA Presidential candidate, encouraging you to put
away your pedestrian approach to life and Arise and
Fight!

VOTE!
Elections will be held Thursday, Feb. 23
from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. at pollin_g stations in
the student center and dorm loboies.

CHERIE lYNN MILLIRON

Banquet cancelled. 50 percent of Senate resigned. Students everywhere are frustrated. Where is the passion.which
both inspired and ignited us?
Our current direction reflects a
downward spiral. Aimlessness
has prevailed. We've begun to
lose sight of why we are original. Southern only continues
to matter if we make God the

foundational pillars by which
we build. Without that, we
have nothing.
We're Daniel in Babylon,
Esther in Sus a, and Joseph in
Egypt. What makes us special?
what makes us stand ,out in a
world of grey? We are called to
be more .
So, expect more. We have
the right to expect more out
of our leaders. Status quo is
insufficient. This is what I
believe. This is why I'm offering to serve as your SA President for 2~12-2013. Southern needs a call to action.
Southern needs accountable,
capable, innovative leadership. Southern needs someone to stand up with ideas and
dreams. Stagnation is no longer an option.
I'm one person, but I'm one
person with the power of God
behind me. I have the skills

that it takes to do this job.
Serving two years as a senator,
I have a detailed understanding of our student government
and the many ways it needs
to change. Working in Wright
Hall, I have gained solid relationships with many of our institution's top admimstrators.
As a Southern Scholar, club
officer, and triple major, I've
learned how to use my time to
effectively accomplish many
goals.
Colossians 3:23 proclaims,
"Whatever you do, work at it
with all your heart, as working
for the Lord, not for human
masters." Long ago, I offered
my whole heart to God. In
serving Him, I now offer it to
you. In serving Him together,
we will be empowered to do
incredible things, both locally
and afar. Exp~ct more.

t--------------------------------------

Ethan White for Executive Vice President

I am running for Executive
Vice-president (EVP) to restore to the office of EVP and
the Senate the privilege and
great responsibility it is to
hold an elected office and be a
senator representing constituents. I believe through my
Experience, through better
Communication, and through

demanding Excellence from
the Senate and myself, I can
and will restore to the Senate
the passion and greatness it
once had.
Experience: I have gained
experience by being involved
in club leadership positions on
campus; SA Senator ('oB-'09
and '10); Collegedale Academy SA president ('07-'08). I
believe I have what it takes to
be.,the best EVP Southern has
seen in many years. I know
what it takes to be a strong
leader and stay committed to
that position.
Communicatiotr: A vast majority of students at Southern
feel disconnected from SA.
Through the Senate, I believe
we can restore the connection
and communication to help
students feel involved and up
to date with what is going on
in THEIR SA. Each student

should feel they can voice their
concerns and vision through
their respective senator.
Excellence: I believe that
SAU is the BEST Adventist
University in America. With
that said, I believe SA and
Senate should be the BEST
Student Association! This begins with ME! I will work hard
to be excellent in everything I
do. I plan on providing training to senators in how to fulfill
their responsibility and be the
BEST senator.
With your help and support,
we CAN change the direction of SA! Let us rise up and
through my experience as a
leader, strong communication
and excellence make a difference here on our campus and
change the direction of SA to
be the BEST! I thank you in
advance for voting "YES!"
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That is why as Social VP I will
work to make every event
memorable. I am open to
ideas and feedback from the
students; not only for the calendar events but also for new
events such as a barn party,
outdoor movie, or battle of
the bands. I have been working with Kari Shultz and talking to the future members
of SA about planning next
year's social events starting immediately after spring
break so that we create the
best experience possible. You
deserve events you can look
forward to, as well as parties
that are well advertized, organized and can be counted
on to be entertaining.

I have been sitting here at
my desk for 30 minutes, trying to come up with something to say that would capture the hearts and minds of
Southern Adventist University and potentially win their
vote. When I think about
this, it seems as though it

would be difficult to grant everybody's individual wishes.
It's a tough task to achieve,
but I think I can do it.
When I came to Southern
as a transfer student in the
Summer of 2011. I fell in love
with SAU: the people, the
campus, and especially the
spirituality that every individual here upholds. As SA
Social Vice President I want
to give to you, as a student
body, what you have given
to me in my first year here. I
have learned so much about
this campus and its students
that I believe I would do an
amazing job bringing together the different social groups
around campus and create
awesome events for everyone
in every group. As Social VP
I'm here not only to learn,

but to practice what I already
know when it comes to social events and making you
happy.
As a member of Duck
Squad (SA Committee), I
have observed and learned
much of what it takes to
make an event run smoothly.
I know how much hard work
is put into each event and
the tireless effort it takes
to ensure that each and every orie of you comes away
from an event excited to tell
your friends what they had
missed. I have decided with
much prayer and council that
this is something that I will
commit myself to, if you ... yes
you ... would have it so. So on
Election Day, I ask that you
vote for me- Jourdan Sargent
as SA Social Vice President.

MA TER' DEGREE

IN EDUCATION
Learn to Make the Great Outdoors a Classroom

Am

ter'• d ar from
Iouth rn Adv ntltt Unlv rtlty
pr pu 1 due tort for tucc 11.

• Many classes are available online
. or a combination of on-campus
and online.

N

C II or vltlt online to find out
how you can 1 t • rt d.
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A graduate degree increases your
marketability and positions you for
advancement.
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• On-campus intensives are offered
in the summer and winter; and are
designed to accommodate teachers'
schedules .
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Jourdan Sargent for Social Vice President

Andrea Erhart for Social Vice President

My name is Andrea Erhart,
and I am a junior Italian and
Public Relations major. I
am running for Social Vice
President because it is time
to regain our school spirit! I
am sure everyone has experienced a SA event that they
were not
with.

.

.M t r of cl nceln due tlon
• Literacy Education
• Outdoor Education
• Instr uctional Leadership in Administration, Inclusion, and Secondary
Content Areas
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REUGION EDITOR: SIMONE MARsHALL

Drawing a conclusion: graceful reproach
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION EDITOR

you will be judged, and with
the measure you use, it will be
measured to you," Matthew
7:1-2.
But then as I started to read
the Bible more and more, I
found Ephesians 4:25. "Therefore, having put away falsehood, let each one of you speak
the truth with his neighbor,

·· Post-modern is our classification-a generation of people
known for their desire to accept the individual and revolutionize their communitl.es
- something that describes the
hearts of many young people
I have recently met. Even as
Seventh-day Adventist Christian youth, we have joined the
cause. We have become sur- .
prisingly open to experiencing
different worship styles; we
advocate for the unification
of our conferences; we seek
unity through diversity, which for we are members one of
is even the motto of the Black another." This implies a duty,
Christian Union, a club here at not just an acknowledgment
· Southern. The openness that of truth. This means that our
we show toward each other is duty as Christians extends
beautiful and even biblically past our acknowledgment of
sound: "Do not judge, or you sin and into the fixing process.
Because each person repretoo will be judged. For in the
same way you judge others, sents a unique part of the body

''I

of Christ, which could also
be called- their community,
we are forced to function as a
unit. This means that there
is a high chance that you are
stronger in one area than your
brother or sister. The question
is not even whether we notice,
because we do that every day,
it's what we do after we notice.

think what we fail to realize is
that grace and judgment go
hand in hand when we're
talking about Jesus.
Do we turn away and ignore
the fact that they are continually falling? Or should we
reach down.,-not wanting to
watch them fall time and time
again-and lovingly help them
up, ready to listen to their side
of the experience so that we
can better help them in their

journey to stand stronger and until we are just as vulnerable
longer?
to the Holy Spirit as we hope
I think what we fail to real- the receiver is to. us.
ize is that grace and judgment
Hasty conclusions or judg..:
go hand in hand when we're ments are not the dangerous
talking about Jesus. He's not thing; which is what I think
just some man who happens - we believe as post-modernists,
to have a pang in His spirit for but grace without reproach· is
generosity. He's not just a man useless in terms of our growth.
who has one single passion for Christ has standards-that's
cooking, therefore feeding the why He chose to live a perfect
hungry. No, the only thing we life. Sometimes we are scared
can say Jesus was totally crazy that our conclusions will lead
about is us. Having said that, us to hurt or insult others. But
His passion for people exceeds if we really issued the same
His desire to appease us; He tenderness, humility and grace
not only wants to speak words that our Heavenly Father
of ·encouragement, but He showed us, we would not fear
wants to make us better than a keen observation, but rather
we were yesterday, which is we would feel a sense of pride
why He's the potter and we're and honor in being able to lead
the clay. His character doesn't someone to the same place we
inean, then, that we turn our once lay, broken and contrite,
eyes from the obvious, ig- ready to be put together again
noring the sins around us; it by the Master.
. means that we address it in
humility, humbling ourselves

Do not be anxious about tomorrow
RITA ORDAZ
CoNTRIBliTQR

As I sat at the restaurant I
quickly gazed over the menu,
persistently looking for the
right meal. When the waitress asked for my order, I replied by selecting the cheapest meal available. My mom
leaned over to tell me that I
could order a drink or something else, but I refused even
though I really wanted to
get something different. My
mom may not have realized
this, but in my 9 years of wisdom I knew that we could not
possibly have enough money
to buy a lemonade and food
from the restaurant. I knew
what was going on around the
world, I read the newspaper

and heard my parents talking
By the time I figured out that
about finances; so I knew that my family was not in fin~cial
even though they had brought peril, and that we were not gome to this restaurant they did ing to be robbed or killed in
not actually want me to order the middle of the street, I had
anything. Therefore, to please spent 15 years of my life living
their charade, I ordered some- in fear, and I was tired of it. I
thing inexpensive.
wanted peace. It was in MatThis was not the first time I thew 6:25-34 that I found the
had forgone the luxury of buy- serenity I was looking for, ~ut
ing a drink or meal at a res- even though the words of J etaurant because I was worried . sus were soothing, I still had
about finances. In fact, I not thousands of scenarios run-_
only worried about finances, ning through my mind ~f how
but about everything else. At 9 everything could possibly go
years old I constantly worried wrong. It was not until I spoke
about my house being robbed, to my mom about my incesmy mom losing control of the sant worrying as a child that
car, my dad losing his job and I realized that we sometimes
everyone in my family dying cut off God's blessings with
but me. But when my parents our worrying. Unlike what I
tried to eradicate this irratio- had presumed as a child, my
parents did not expect me to
nal fear, I worried even more.

order cheap food and they
certainly did not expect me to
wash dishes as payment for
what they were offering me.
What my parents did expect
from me was to trust that when
we walked into that restaurant
they had a plan and method in
how they were going to pay for
my meal; it was not a test for
me to see if they could provide
food. :God, in many ways, resembles my parents. God will
not intentionally take us to a
restaurant where He will not
be able to pay for the meal.
Like my parents, God knows
exactly where He is leading
us and if we allow Him to, He
will show us why we are there
in the first place. The truth is
God knows what we need and
want before we even know

ourselves, and He has instituted a plan to provide for us.
Therefore the wondering of
how you are going to pay for
school, where you are going
to work for the summer, or •
whether or not you are going
to pass the class you are struggling in really goes back to one
questipn: did God lead you to
where you are? If He did, then
you can be assured . that He
will not leave you at the restaurant stranded questioning
what to do or wondering if He
~ll provide. God led you to
the "restaurant," so believe He .
has cooked up the best mealthe perfect meal-just for you,
already paid for, already taken
care of.

•

New Customer · Loy~lty Cards!

VILLAGE
MA&KET

Receive one stamp on your card with every purchase of $5 or more from the hot bar. After 5 purchases redeem the completed card at the Deli for a free side item on your next visit.

Coming soon: Grab 'n Go Salads· New Sandwiches· Chili Stacks now available Tues. & Thurs. ·10:30 a.m., 7 p.m.
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OPINION EDITOR: JAIME JACOBSON

Oh, be careful little eyes what you read
JAIME JACOBSON
OptNION EntTOR

I like to say I've always been
an avid reader, but in reality
that's not completely true. I
had a lot of trouble learning
to read. My dad even thought
I would never be very good
at it, but I wanted to learn so
badly _that I was relentless.
One thing led to another, and
pretty soon I was spending
hours with my nose in a book,
leaving the library With two
full bags, and even selling and
buying at McKay Used Books
just to have more material.
I like fiction novels, true
crime, biographies and especially Asian history, but two

White holds up a high ideal tossing anything that ·isn't
things I never got into were ers, vampires and lust, then I
of what we should and should about the Lord; this in no.way
science fiction and Ellen G. wanted nothing to do with it.
For a class, I recently read not read, and the more I read · needs to lead to an extreme
White.
To be fair, I did try reading about Ellen G. White's teach- about it the more I feel bur- act or any painful parting of
some of my brother's Sci-Fi ings on fiction. Now, I know dened .. I think often the read- favorite stories (for those felstuff, but I just couldn't stand her perception of fiction in ing we enjoy is less rewarding low avid readers), instead we
. it, and as long as we're be- some of her books such as than we realize and can some- should step back and wade
ing fair, I never picked up an "Fundamentals of Christian times be qualified as garbage. through the mass of erroneous
E.G. White book until a · col- Education," "Counsels to White describes certain fic- material that we are potentiallege professor told _me to do Teachers" and "Ministry -of tion as "trashy," "exciting," ·ly filling our minds with.
Literature is not a neutral
so. I thought science fiction Healing," is largely different and "insensible." So let us let
was .. weird and disturbing, from many types of fiction we go of the ideas that maybe "we activity; it needs to do someand I thought Ellen White was think of, but I think the prin- aren't reading the exact mate- thing for you. Whether it is a
over-valued, so-to~speak, so I ciple of the idea remains. The rial she's describing," or that book, movie or song, I think
conversion between her time "we really, really love a book," it's important we focus a littleavoided both.
I know Harry Potter and and outs is part of the reason and analyze whether it is truly more attentively on what kind
Twilight are all the rave, but I I've always misunderstood helping us grow, or more im- of information we're spending
have never read a single page White, but after studying the portantly, helping us study our time on and what type of
character it may develop withof either series. I never \'..rant- topic of fiction, I realized she about and praise God:
I
don't suggest going in us.
ed to. I figured that if it was was right and I was a hypo· -through your bookshelf and
about witchcraft, secret pow- -crite.

SA President responds to critical opinion piece
ALEc JACKSON
CoNTRIBIJIDR

The main reason for having a Student Association, or
at least in my estimation, is to
develop young leaders. Those
who have decided to work for
the students are given opportunities to develop their own
abilities and learn how to perform various tasks that will
translate to, in some cases, the
secular world. Learning how
to be competent leaders shows
students how to not only to
live up to their potential, but it
gives them the ability to earn
the respect necessary to minister to others.
This year, there are some SA
officers who ran unopposed
for their office. There was
and still is an option to vote
no during the election, just as
there was the option last semester, and every student has
that right. When there are over
a thousand students eligible to
run for an office and only one
student decides to take up a
duty that affects every student
on campus, it is a huge act of
bravery and dedication. If one
student decides to out their
pride, time, energy and hopes
into working for the students·,
I believe they should be granted that opportunity.
We, the SA officers, are in
our office every day, and our
phone numbers and email

addresses are ~mline. If any
student has an issue with the
way things are going they have _
all rights to come and talk to
us and ask questions. We welcome the opportunity to talk
with students and would be
more than happy to address
the concerns of our fellow students. I would highly recommend signing up to be a part
of SA. We need t~ help of
our fellow students - come to
events and give feedback.
To clarify, SA receives 1
percent of students' tuition.
We budgeted a little over
$400,000 this year. That does
not mean we have this money
at our disposal. It is based on
whether or not the projected
amount of students actually
attend and whether or not
they follow through with their
payments. That money goes
toward giving the students
parties, a· yearbook, a Strawberry Festival, a Senate, a
Community Service day, sev.eral committees that make de-·
cisions for the whole student
body an~ a weekly neWSl)aper,
all of which are expensive. So
the venue in which we read a
student's concern about the
budget was in fact paid for by
said budget.
This . year .the Student Association has been a learning
experience for each and every
officer. We have social lives,

work and classes to balance,
just like every other student;
only when we don't meet expectations, the entire student
body knows. We do mess up.
What we need from our fel-

low students is input. When
an employee doesn't line up
to expectations, their boss
tells them what they could do
better and gives them advice
about how to avoid making

the same mistake. You are our
bosses, we need you to help
us when we make mistakes so
that we can be as effective as
possible.
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LIFESTYLES EDITOR: EMILY BANKS

Me, Inyself and 1: the in1portance of solitude Up«:oming
do I feel about hOip.osexuality? How many kids do I want
when I get married? Am I a
Alexis jumps nearly five feet chocolate or vanilla ice cream
in the air as we watch history in kind of girl? I never quite know
the making. The Red Sox have how I feel or where I stand. I
just won the 2007 World Se- certainly can't tell someone
ries. The dorm common room about my personal beliefs if I
is in a frenzy. Girls are jump- don't have the slightest clue
ing and hugging each other in what it is I believe in. I remdisbelief. I join the excitement edy that problem by spending
mostly because the headmas- alone time fo think and reason
ter had promised no school if - through the different sides
the Red Sox won. Better still, of an issue. There have been
residence hall deans decide to many instances where I sit on
bus students 45 minutes away a public bench alone and wresinto Boston to watch the Red tle with different ideas and issues. However, sitting on a
Sox parade.
I am ecstatic to have the park bench isn't the only place
next day off. Not because of to think through these topics.
Take gardening for example.
the trip into the city, but beDr.
Ruth WilliamsMorris is a
cause I think of all the reading
and the director of
professor
I'll be able to catch up on and
the
undergraduate
psychology
. the opportunity I'll have to get
program
in
the
School
of Eduahead academically with a full
and
Psychology.
She
cation
day's worth of free time.
"Tomorrow is going to be considers gardening a time for
great!" Pattaya interrupts my introspection.
"I think it's beneficial to
thoughts. "We can go to Newspend
time alone because I
bury Street and shop, and you
think
self
reflection and incan finally eat at Boloco's."
trospective
exercises are im"I'm actually planning on
portant
for
one's
own growth
staying here to read," I reply
and
development
as
a person,"
sheepishly.
WillamsMorris says. "It allows
"Read?"
I can tell she doesn't un- you to meet yourself outside of
derstand why I would give up the context of the lens ofbeiftg .
the opportunity to see the Red with other people."
In addition to becoming betSox team or a trip to Boston
ter
acquainted with oneself,
for time to read my book. All
alone
time helps reorganize
I can think about is how happy
thoughts.
I'll be to finish another chapter
As a scatterbrained indiin my book in the quiet of the
empty dorm because, in reali- vidual, I don't remember anyty, it's important to spend time thing unless , it's highlighted
alone - you can get to know in my planner orjotted down
yourself better, reorganize on a neon sticky note. When I
your thoughts and recharge don't take time from my busy
schedule to go for a run or reyour battery.
I have always been undecid- move myself from the bustle
ed about a lot of topics. How of people, my memory loss .is
DAPI;INE BASTIEN

Events
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amplified.
~uther

Whiting is a senior
business administration major
at Southern Adventist University. Luther leads a non-profit
organization, Noshaq, located
in Mghanistan. He visits the
organization regularly and
juggles his college life while
managing to spend time alone.
"I need those moments
where I just go out into the
woods by myself or take a long
drive on a country road and
listen to some soothing music. It kind of helps you cope
and gain that inner strength
to handle life," Luther says.
"Even though you can be an
extrovert and enjoy people,
I think everyone also needs a
moment by themselves to kind
of refocus."
Although getting mentally
reorganized is a great benefit
of alone time, one of the major advantages of this practice
is haying the feeling of being
renewed.
Victor Thomas, a senior religious studies and graphic
design major, equates taking

Bluegrass Jamboree. Saturday, Feb: 18 from 6-10 p.m.
Great Bluegrass music for a
good cause. FREE admission,
donations accepted. Canned
goods or non-perishable food
will be collected for the Chattanooga Community Kitchen.
5709 Tyner Lane Harrison,
Tenn. 37341. ·

time away from others with
Southern 6(k) Trail Race
quality sleep.
"When someone gets qual- by Rock/Creek & The _
ity sleep they're well charged Boonies. Sunday, Feb. 19.
for the day," Victor explains. Registration begins at noon,
"Sometimes I get time alone,
race starts-at2 p.m. at Ackerbut it's not quality time alone.
man Auditorium and will take
So I'm not as well charged."
Like -Luther and Victor, place on the Biology Trail.
you can frequently find me $25race free, $20 for Southwandering the wooded areas ern students. All _Proceeds
near my college campus. It's go to the Outdoor Education
refreshing to be so secluded Program.
from civilization. The green
reenergizes me so that I can
come back to the everyday Who will open for Jake
burdens of life and feel like a Owen? Wednesday, Feb. 29.
new person.
Come support Southern stuI may not have all the an- dent Kaleb Stock as his band
swers to ' happiness, but for competes with other finalists
now I have the answers to a
for the opportunity to open
clear mind and soul. If I didn't
put time aside to be by myself, · for Jake Owen at Track 29. $7
everyday life would be that plus applicable fees. Chatmuch harder to bear. It's es- tanooga Choo Choo Campus
sential that people make time Chattanooga, Tenn. 37402 . .
to spend in thbught every once
in a while. It helps to better
understand yourself and t~ organize your thoughts. The process, if nothing else, will leave
you feeling great.

'The Artist' in the top running for Best Picture Award
CHRIS JANETZKO
CoNTRIBUTOR

,With the Academy Awards
(Oscars) approaching on Feb.
26, you might be surprised by
one of the movies in the top
running for the Best Picture
Award, as it is a bit unconventional.
The Artist is a silent, black
and white film set during the
late 1920s and early 1930s

during the transition from silent to talking films. It tells the
story of a famous silent film
star named George Valentin
who was replaced in the movies by his love interest, Peppy
Miller, when silent films became outdated and the industry demanded a fresh face.
Valentin is left behind to cope
on his. own in this evolving
world and attempts to finance
his own silent films, but to no

avail. He hits rock bottom,
chases everyone out of his
life and goes into depression.
However, during all this, there
is someone looking after Valentin, making sure his legacy
isn't forgotten.
Though The Artist is little
known by the general public,
it has received -high praises
from critics who regard it as
the best movie of the year. The
film has a 97 percent rating

.on the movie review site Rotten Tomatoes and has already
been nominated for six Golden
Globes, winning three, including Best Motion Picture for a
Musical or Comedy: It has also
been nominated for 10 Oscars
and 12 BAFTAs (the equivalent to the Oscar~ in Britain):
The movie is entirely in
black "and white and 99 'percent of the film has no sound
besides the score (which was

also nominated for an Oscar),
but is still extremely entertaining and has no problem
holding the attention of the
audience. It does have some
serious and dramatic parts,
but it is mostly a quirky, lighthearted movie With the magic
of the old cinema that you are
sure to fall in love with.

I
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Volle ball teams to watch
CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS EDITOR

Coed A-League:
1. Power Rangers - This
team will definitely be an
entertaining bunch as they
are a combination of the two
powerhouse teams: Squirrel
Tails and Super Smash Bros.
Coed B-League:
1. Sweek and Spikey They are led by their captain
Jimmy Closser.
2. Leet Sauce - They are
led by their captain Janice
Cosme.
3. Itsy Bitsy Spikers - They
are led by their captain Eric
Morris.

Ladies' A:
1. The Wilsons - They are
led by their captain Jocelyn
Prado and were the ladies
3-on-3 Volleyball Tournament champions this year.
Valeria Frescino and Rochelle Barr are.poised to have
breakout seasons for them.
"Our goal is to truly have
fun and create a community
atmosphere on our team,"
prado said.
2. 3 Set Threat - They are
led by their captain Lauren
Sauder.
3. k-Oss - They are led by
their captain Chanttal Herrera.

Men's A:
1. Squirrel Tails - They
won the men's 3-on-3 Volleyball Tournament and are led
by their captain Mark Knutson.
2. Super Smash Bros. They are led by their captain Gilbert Sison and are
composed of several Greater
Miami Academy graduates
who played together in high
school.. They have the talents
of Joshua Honore, who is
widely known as one of the
best attackers on campus.
3. Don't Bump to Strangers - They are led by their
captain Tyler Mathis. Assistant Professor Adam Heck is

expected to be their breakout
player this year. "Our team
goal is to have fun and if we
win, well that is a bon~s,"
Mathis said.
Ladies' B:
1. Where the Wild Things
Are - They are led by their
captain Triana Abarta and
have a gem of a player in
Krystle Cartagena. "Our team
goal is to show SAU how volleyball is supposed to be done
while having a good time and
keeping a good attitude," Abarta said.
2. D-dubz -They are led by
their captaiJ;J. Sarah Crowder:
3. Serving with a Smile They are led by their co-cap-

tains the Tortal twins.
Men's B:
1. Block Party - They are
composed primarily of Gym
Masters and are led by their
captain Joshua Ley.
2. Masta Blastas - They
are led by their captain Sam
Little. Andrew Grisson is
projected to be their breakout player. "We want to find
a girl for Jeremy Permaul,"
Little said. "He's single ladies."
. 3· Old School - They are
led by their captain Andy
Nash.

Basketball championship winners
Rees Series: Ladies' BLeague Championship
This game featured the
Sky Walkers (10-0) and Rimshots (7-3). Rimshots wore
yellow ribbons on their jerseys in memory of Daphne
· Knecht. The Sky Walkers had
a balanced attack all season
and were coached by Janice Cosme. The game· was
close throughout, 10-10 at
halftime. The Skywalkers.
clamped doWn after halftime
and were able to eke out the
close win, 17-14. "It feels

great," Kaley Greve said . "I
won my first year here and
this is my last."
Rees Series: Men's CLeague Championship
The underdog Comebacks
(5-4) made it to the championship to face the undefeated Shooting Stars (9-0).
The Shooting Stars showed
exactly why they were undefeated jumping out to a 26-8
lead at half. In the first half
the Comebacks really struggled to find their rhythm offensively the entire game, but

inn1n Teams

they held the Shooting Stars
scoreless until the 11 minute
mark of the second half. Nse
Udonta led the Comebacks
with 11, and Jordan Webster
had 13 for the Shooting Stars.
The Comebacks weren't able
to mount a comeback this
time, however, as they went
down 34-22. "It's a pretty
sweet feeling," Webster· said.
"Half our team was missing,
but we were able to work as
a team and pull out the win."
Rees Series: Men's BLeague Championship
After losing to them during the regular season, The
Sprizzles (8-2) were able to

defeat Geeks N Sneaks (8-2). were used to getting from
Geeks N Sneaks were in con- their full-court press in the
trol the entire first half and first half, so they were down
led 18-13. Coming out of half- 13-4. Holla came out of the
time The Sprizzles were able half with a vengeance, .led
to stay within two most of the · by 10 points from MyJeila
half. With 1:40 on the clock, Velasco. They were only
down by one, 34-33, Delroy one point down with 11 secMyrie hit a three-pointer to onds 1eft, 24-23. There was
put The Sprizzles ahead 36- a jump ball call on the ensu34· The Sprizzles attempted ing possession, and it ended
to hold the ball but ended up being Holla ball wit~ six
up having a couple costly seconds l~ft. Janice Cosme
turnovers. With 13 seconds caught the inbounds pass
left and the score still 36-34, but was almost immediately .
Daniel Frishman drove to the called for traveling. Pop Lock
basket and made a layup to and Stop It regained possestie it up, 36-36. There were sion and Allie Gascay was
6 seconds left in regulation, fouled with two seconds left.
but The Sprizzles weren't She hit both free throws to
able to convert, so the game seal the win for Pop Lock and
went to overtime. Both teams Stop It, 26-23.
traded baskets to make it
Rees Series: Men's A40-40, and Laur.e nce Clay- League Championship
ton hit two free throws with
Blitzkrieg (11-0) showed
about 1:15 on the clock to why they were the only unultimately put The Sprizzles defeated team all season,
up for good 42-40. Frishman defeating ReDirkulous ( 6had another last-second shot 5), 45-31. Blitzkrieg was
attempt at the end, but it fell in control the entire game.
short.
They played so1id defense
Rees Series: Ladies' A- and didn't commit their first
League Championship
foul until the 9:12 mark of
Pop Lock and Stop It (10- the second half. ReDirkuo), a team mainly consisting lous was down by 10 the enof players who played togeth- tire second half and couldn't
er at Collegedale Academy, seem to find' a rhythm .. Ryan
were given their toughest Tidwell led ReDirkulous with
challenge all season Saturday 11 points and Josh Tyman led
night when they faced Rolla Blitzkrieg with 15. "It feels
(6-5). Holla was coached by good to finally win one," said
Michael Butler and weren't Isaac Tyman, Blitzkrieg capable to get the turnovers they tain.
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KING

THAT AWKWARD

M·OMrNT when ...

1. Trip to the shooting range
2. Couples' dentist appointment
3. Journey 2: The Mysterious Island" starring
Dwayne Johnson
4. Dove Ramsey's Total Money Makeover tour
11

When the ton tessions person of the theater says, "Enioy your movie,~ and
you respond, !IJhonks, you too." ·
You spot the other guy who was dragged along to see "The Vow."

Valentine's swagger tips with Monmon·Moro~igon
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walk around with a cot on a leash.
Don't fist bump.
Turn left to look right. ·
Order the Besst Ever wrap of KR's.
Grow a mullet
Work out with shades on.

•
•
•
•

Only drink Evian wot.~r.
Introduce yourself as Chuck Boss.
Speak in a foreign accent.
Stick a feather in your hot and call if
macaroni.
"'

.

Ballnsfriday, Feb 17, 6:30-0pm I Saturday, Feb 18, 10am:.l2pin I Satunln. FRh IR.. ~Snm.

.
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Southern 6 participants run througn.r:~ip.
-

Runners like Steve Fassino brave slippery corners and drizzly conditions on the biology trails behind the Outdoor Leadership
facilities as participants in the annual Southern 6 1"rail Race Sunday.
.AARON SNELGROVE

Despite the rain, the fourth
annual Southern 6 ·Trail
Race continued as planned
Sunday, Feb. 19, with more
than 200 participants.
Racers experienced less
than ideal conditions on

Sunday with muddy trails
and the continuous rain.
But even with those con<litions, racers still came out
to run on Southern's Biology
Trail.
The day began with an 11
a.m. registration period with
preregistered racers and

walk-ins. At 1 p.m. the racer
roc~eded to the starting point, Hickman Science
Center, and began the race
with two shots from black
powder guns.
This year's first place runner was Jacob Bradley, from
Ringgold, Ga., with a time

of 22:30. Second place went
to Calvin Cofield, a freshman solar technology major
at Chattanooga State with a
time of 22:31. Third place
went to Seth Ruhling · from
Apison, Tenn. and Josh Holloway from Winterville, Ga.,
with a tie at 23:05 .
The prizes were a handcrafted mug by a local artist and pair of Salomon trail
running shoes.
"I had a lot of fun," said
Christopher Burns, a freshman contrusction managment major. "It was really
muddy, but I had fun in [the
mud]."
Joy McKee, Southern's
corporate foundation relations officer, said the starting and finishing point this
year was at the Hickman Science Center to show the Biology Department's involvement in the upkeep of the
trails.
According to Campus Safety, only one injury was reported when a female racer
fell and rolled her ankle. It
is unclear if the muddy trails
contributed to the incident.

'
,..,..,
OtW
e'".Sen~e
of accom
ey had
with finishing the race .
. Event organizers say they
hope events like the Southern 6 will raise more awareness of the recently updated
Biology Trail.
This year Salomon, an outdoor sporting brand, chose
to attend the Southern 6.
Salomon offered to let racers
try their trail running shoes
at no cost, which was popular among racers.
In addition to the Southern 6 Trail Race was a featured Kid K race that took
place after the main race.
"My main goal is to get
people off the couch," said
Randy Whorton, executive
directo'r of Wild Trails. "A
lot of work has gone into
these biology trails and we
are . working on creating
more trail races."
The proceeds of this race
go · to Southern's Outdoor
Leadership program and the
maintenance of the trails.
Next year the Southern 6
will be held on Feb. 17.

Apison Pike officially opens, to Interstate 75
~ATH.AN LEWIS
NEws_ UIIOL -

Nearly a week after the orange barrels on Apison Pike
were moved aside, students
have been trying out the new
direct line to Interstate 75 at
Exit,9 for the first time.
"I think it is fantastic," said
Jimmy Closser, senior nursing major, who frequently accesses the interstate to commute to his job at Erlanger
Hospital.
Leaders from Chattanooga,
Collegedale and Hamilton

County, as well as representatives from the Tennessee
Department of Transportation (TDOT), McKee Foods
.and local media were present
for the Feb. 17 ribbon cutting
ceremony.
The road features a 392
foot long bridge over the railroad tracks, sidewalks and
bike lanes on each side.
The first vehicle to travel
the new $9.6 million connector mad was a McKee Foods
truck.
John Schroer, TDOT Commissioner, said the addition

of major businesses such
as Volkswagen, and Amazon have resulted in major
growth in the Collegedale and
Apison areas.
"East Hamilton County has
seen tremendous growth in
the past few years," Schroer
said in a statement. "This
project will ease some of the
congestion in the area during peak travel times, and the
new connector will be an added convenience to thousands
of motorists."
But the orange barrels will
not be gone for long.
Federal, state and local officials were on hand Feb. 17 to officially open the new section ofApison Pike that links directly to Interstate 75.
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Mother /Daughter Weekend is 'A Royal Encc;>unter'
AVERY Mcl<INNEY
STAEFW.ma

Participants had several opportunities for an "Encounter
with the King" d~g the biennial Mother/Daughter Weekend.
Sheri Rose Shepherd, bestselling author and former Mrs.
United States, was invited to
speak by Lisa .Hall, associate
dean of women and coordinator of the Mother/Daughter
Weekend. Shepherd spoke
about integrity, relationships
and being princesses of God.
The Sigma Theta Chj.-sponsored occasion culminated at
the Sunday morning brunch
with the Mother of the Year
~ward, which was given to Sylvia Robinson, mother of Zaire
Burgess-Robinson, a senior
social work major.
"I think as a mother you give
what you have," Robinson said.
"I think every mother should
be highlighted. I only feel special because it came from my
daughter."
Robinson flew from Bermu-

da to spend the weekend with
her daughter.
"Everything I have experienced with my mom is significant," Burgess-Robinson said.
At the church service the day
before in the Thatcher Hall
Chapel,
Burgess-Robinson
sang special music. It was the
first time her mother had ever
heard her sing solo.
"She's always asked me to
sing," Burgess-Robinson said.
"It was nice to keep it a surprise."
Shepherd spoke at vespers,
the Sabbath service and the
Sunday brunch. She said she
hoped to bring a fresh fire of
faith to this campus.
"She is an amazing speaker,"
said Crystal Case, junior film
production major. "It's probably one of the best vespers I've
been to."
According to Shepherd's
official website, http:/ jwww.
hisprincess.com, she has been
speaking at churches and
women's retreats for 20 years.
Kenric Rimoni, junior business major, said that even
though she usually speaks to

women,
Shepherd's words
were beneficial for men as well.
"They go through the same
insecurities," Rimoni said.
Rebecca Amenta, sophomore English major, and
Mindy Nogle, sophomore
nursing major, were both baptized Friday night. Amenta's
mother was unable to come for
the weekend, but she watched
online.
"My mom is the one I tell everything to, so it's another step
in my life that [she] was a part
of, ,._Amenta said.
Dean Hall said more than
300 tickets were sold for the
Sunday brurrch. Many were.
impressed with the cafeteria's
transformation.
"[They did] a good job with
the cafeteria and the deCorations-it doesn't feel like a cafeteria," said Rebekah Benson,
freshman Spanish and nursing
major.
There was live music, cupcakes with miniature tiaras,
rose petals on every table and
a wedding dress display from
every generation starting from
the 1930s.

Photo by Nathan SIUrgt"SS

Sylvia Robinson,llift, mother ofZaire Burgess-Robinson, right, accepts a plaque
acknowledging·her selection as Mother of the Year at the Sunday brunch that concluded this year's Mother/Daughter Weekend.

SA combines Valentine's Banquet and Talent Show
DEPEAH
STAFF

NYAKONDo

Wama

Just when you thought
the banquet was cancelled,
think again. A hybrid event
that collaborates the annual

Banquet and Talent Show is
scheduled for March 17 in
the Iles PE Center.
Since the Valentine's
Banquet was canceled this
year, students will still have
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the opportunity to attend
a formal event while being
entertained by their peers.
The money for the cancelled
Banquet will be used for catering and transforming the
gym.
The night will start with
a catered dinner while a
musical guest performs.
The artist, who is yet to be
determined, will be a guest
on the panel of judges for
the Talent Show. This year
there will also be a "People's
Choice Award" where students can text in their vote.
First place will win a $1,000
prize.
Janelle Billingy, Student
Association social vice president, said· it is. going to be
an amazing event.
"I love this idea and would
even love for people to do it

The hard
part is, will
[students]
enjoy themselves?
That's the
real question

again in the future," Billingy
said. However she doesn't
feel like it will happen again
because it is an alternative
to the Banquet.
Questions
are
being
raised as to whether there
should be a charge for the
event, but Billingy said it
should be free to students
especially since the Banquet
was cancelled.
John Olaore, author of
the controversial opinion
article titled -"What's wrong
with our Student Association?" said that this is a
good attempt to create an
interesting event.
"TP.e hard part is," he said
"will (students) enjoy themselves? That's the real question."

:·
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Doug Batchelor speaks for SEYC

Doug Batchelor, left, instructs a large audience of community members in the fles gym on Saturday, as part the "Not Very Far•
weekend. Eric Chavez, right, poses questions from the audience.
GUEVARA SAMSON

SnuW.m•

Over the weekend, Southern students and the community had the chance to
see Pastor Doug Batchelor
preach at the Iles PE Center.
Batchelor spoke on Friday

night, Saturday morning, and
had a question and answer
session Saturday afternoon.
Batchelor, president of
Amazing Facts, presented his
"Not Very Far" series, which
is sponsored by the Generation of Youth for Christ South
East Conference (GYCSE).

The series focused on questions about our distance
from God, the second coming
and how we can feel closer to
Him.
After each sermon, Batchelor would have short meet
and greets in the back of the
gym where he would social-

The series
focused on
questions
about our
distance
from God,
the Second
Coming
and how
we can feel
closer to
Him.

'

ize with the audience waiting
to meet him. Some audience
members even asked to have
their Bibles signed.
"It was my first time seeing
him in person," said Silvana
Riano, . freshman business
administration and clinical
psychology major. "I was excited to see him, and he was
the same as I expected based
on his videos."
·Batchelor has visited the
local area numerous times.
He has spoken for Week of
Prayer at Southern, as well
as at the Collegedale Community Church and other
surrounding churches. Each ..
time he has drawn a sizable
audience and this weekend
was no different. There were
between 1,500 and 1,700
in attendance on Saturday
morning alone. The gym was
filled to capacity with some
people standing in the back
each session.
"The audience size was exactly what I expected," said
Daniel Martin, a resident of
Collegedale. "It was a packed
crowd."

lApison Pike opens
Officials said the new con,nector road is the first phase
~n a three-phase project to
eventually Widen Apison Pike
to Ooltewah-Ringgold Road,
and then to East Brainerd
Road.
Begin&ing this

However, he said it should
ease the traffic that results
from area Schools and McKee
Foods in the long run.
"I think widening [Apison

summer,

Tennessee Department 1 of
Transportation will begin the
process~ of Obtaining .right:of-way acqUisition for phase
two, with construction to tentatively begin in the summer
of 2013, officials said.
The third phase, which
Widens Apison Pike from
Ooltewah-Ringgold Road to
East Brainerd Road, is currently under review, with
two roadway designs being
considered. Officials said the
construction process cannot
begin until an environmental impact study can be completed.
The long-term plan to widen Apison Pike through Collegedale has its drawbacks,
said David Schilling, senior
interdisciplinary
major.

ening [Apison
Pike] is. going
to cut down on
that congestion

Pike] is going to cut down on
that ·congestion," Schilling
said. "It is going to be a huge
plus."
Officials said minor detail work will continue over
the next several weeks; but
it should happen during offpeak travel hours.

Michael Avila, a senior music and Spanish mqjor, rides his bilce along the new section ofApi6on pi1ce that links directly to Imerstute 75· The road was o~ on Feb.17.
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City to build Greenway bathrooms, mayor calls $152,000 price tag ''insane"
SARAH RUF
STAFF W.tTFR

Students can soon expect
new bathrooms and a pavilion near the Greenway soccer
field. The project comes with a
$152,580 price tag for the city,
a number Mayor John Turner called "insane" due to the
small size of the structures. .
Calvin Ball, vice-president
of Tower Construction, the
winning bidder, said the
combined space will be 1,370
square feet, costing $112 per
square foot. The average listing price per square foot for a
Collegedale home was $95 as
of January 2012, according to
Zillow.com, a rea). estate website.

Rodney Keeton, director of
Public Works, said he negotiated with_ the company dO"'!fl
from $199,000 - made possible by the Public Works Department offering to do some
of the grading and landscaping work to cut costs. The city
will also take advantage of a
$48,ooo state grant to pay for
the project, leaving $104,580
to be paid by ta,xpayer money.
At the Feb. 6 city commission meeting, commissioners
voted 3-1 to accept the public
bid.
Cristy Pratt, city recorder,
said iri order to be able to
qualify for the available grant
money, the city could not
build the structures and must
· seek a public bid during this

Honestly,
people just
take advantage of
the government. This
was a really
high bid ''

year.
"Honestly, people just take
advantage of government,"
she said. "This was a really
high l]id."
Other bids came in as high
as $3oo,ooo, Pratt said. Tower Construction knew . about
the state grant money •available.
Luis Fajardo, senior international studies and psychology major, has played ~occer
on the Greenway field next to
the proposed buildings. He
said while bathrooms would
be nice, the city should use the
money to fix the soccer field.
"It's in pretty bad condition.
People get hurt there," Fajardo said. "There are holes and
people twist their ankles. Fix-

ing the actual field' would be
ideal."
Ball estimated the project
Will be complete by mid-May.
Elisabeth Anderson, Food
Services food supervisor, said
she walks the Greenway every
Sunday. She said she would
appreciate bathrooms and a
pavilion on the other side of
the pathway but thought the
price was too high.
"What kind of bathrooms
are they building, marble?"
Anderson said.
Ball said the bathrooms will
include ceramic tile and highquality fixtures, driving the
price ~P·

Coffee substitute introduced to stud,ents in cafeteria
FoRREST CLARDY
STAFF WRITE

In an attempt to provide a
healthy alternative to coffee,
the school is offering Teeccino, a non-caffeinated hot
beverage, to students.
Doug Frood, associate vice
president of Financial Administration, and Greg Cook, the
associate director of Food Services, held a free taste-testing
event at lunchtime in the cafeteria in early February. Students were allowed to sample
different flavors of the coffee
alternative and were asked
to share their opinions of the
drink on survey slips.
When asked why he felt the
need to introduce this product
now, Frood admitted to ongoing debates throughout the
school on whether or not coffee should be provided.
"We are trying to ~nd a middle ground without resorting
to caffeine," Frood said. He is
hoping that Teeccino will act
as this middle groWld.
If students find it to be a
suitable replacement for regular coffee, then Southern may
have found the solution to its
coffee dilemma, Frood said.

Of the 81 students'who were
surveyed, 73 percent said they
would buy Teeccino if it were
offered in the cafe.
Impressed with the results,
Frood said, "70 percent, for
me, is strong enough to say
we'll investigate more on how
we can offer this through our
various venues and special occasions."
He will now confer with other Southern leaders who will
ultimately determine whether
or not Teeccino will be served.
Student opinion ofTeeccino
was generally high at the taste
test event. Alejandro TorresDelgado, a freshman chemistry major, and Josn Johnston,
a freshman engineering studies major, both said they liked
the drink although Johnston
admitted he would not be buying it if it made its way into the
cafe.
Not everyone was thrilled
with the new drink, though.
Nathan Clute, a sophomore
financial management major, was less than enthusiastic about his cup of h~elnut
Teeccino.
"It had a slight resemblance
to coffee," Flute said, "but not
a good resemblance." He went

.

.

Tracy Strong and Bernetta Shockley serve a coffee substitute to students in the cafeteria to get feedback on the product on Feb. 8.

on to add, "If you're going to
do it, get real coffee."
Before its introduction at
the cafeteria, some Southern
students had already started
drinking Teeccino.
Timothy Prewitt, a junior
religious studies major, serves
the beverage to his guests at
a get-together he hosts every
Friday night.
"It's a great addition to e_very

group," Prewitt said. "I would
give it two thumbs up. It's the
best stuff I've ever tried."
Teeccino is currently being
sold at the Village Market, but
has not received much student
attention sitting on the shelf.
However, the school's backing
of the product may help better introduce it to the student
body thus increasing its popularity and sales.

After hearing the survey results Friday afternoon, Frood
concluded his thoughts on the
drink by saying, "Hopefully it
fills a need in the student body
and those whq want to be a
little healthier can be a little
healthier now."
More information on Teeccino can be found on its website, Teeccino.com.
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SA candidates answer questions during press conference
JASHLENE

REY

STAFF WRITER

Candidates for Student Association answered students'
questions at the election
press conference Tuesday,
ranging from policy changes
for the campus to the possibility of a masc9t.
Current SA senators
passed out blue slips of paper
to collect questions from the
audience in the Dining Hall
during lunch.

Moderator Stephen Ruf,
associate professor in the
School of Journalism and
Communication, read the
questions aloud to the candidates. All five candidates
took turns answering questions. Candidates had a limited time to respond to each
question.
.Based on the candidates'
answers, some students felt
indecisive about which candidates would be best suited
for the 2012-2013 SA positions.

Arielle Hall, junior nursing
major, said she felt the social
vice president candidates
were unprepared and uninterested.
"Some were informed and
some were not informed
about what they were supposed to do. I felt confused
overall," Hall said.
Andrea Erhart, candidate
for social vice president, said
she has the experience for
the job and is committed to
revive the campus. Jourdan
Sargent, candidate for So-

cial Vice President, said she
wanted to emphasize meeting new people and helping
the community grow.
One of the questions addressed the issue of SA officers distancing themselves
from the student body. Both
presidential candidates .Garrison Hayes and Cherie Lynn
Milliron mentioned prayer
as a way to seek guidance to
bring the student body and
SA together.
Ethan White, running unopposed for executive vice

president, spoke about ways
he would keep SA senators
committed to their jobs. Two
students quit the executive
vice president position this
school year. Current officer
Phillip Dade is the third person to work under that title
this year.
Students can cast their •
votes today at www.sauvoting.com. Voting started at 7
a.m. and ends at 11 p.m.

Photos By Nathan Sturgess

Southern students equal with church leaders at One Project
SUZANNE OcsAI

College students rarely get
the opportunity to sit equal
with church leaders and lay
people to talk passionately
about what's on their hearts
and minds, let alone lead
out in those discussions. But
that's exactly what six Southern Adventist University students were able to do at the
One Project gathering in Seattle, Wash. February 13-14.
Brennan Kirstein, South-

ern Adventist University's foremost what we do as an
chaplain, decided to sponsor Adventist Church."
a group of students from the _ The One Project is only
Campus Ministries to attend two years old and began in
and experience for them- 2010 as a simple gathering
selves what this kind of con- of five men who wanted to
versation was like.
talk about Jesus being the
"What I love about it is central theme of the Adventhat it's a discussion," Kirst- tist Church. This year more
ein said. "I want the oppor- than 700 people attended the
tunity for current Campus gathering in Seattle. Among
Ministries leaders to have those who attended was
involvement, dialogue· and North American Division
discussions with key leaders President Dan Jackson.
in our church whose hearts
"There's always the debate
are wanting a relationship about where things start,
with .Jesus to be front and whether it's top down or bot-

tom up," said Bra:ndy Kirstein, graduate health care administration major and One
Project director. "For Jesus
to become everything in our
Church, our leaders need to
grasp the vision of Jesus being everything in the way we
view om:. life, o"u r ministry,
the way we do church, our
cultural difference-everything."
The One Project didn't focus on long talks by speakers but rather offered short
20-minute presentations followed by 40 minutes for dis-

cussion. To aid in the feeling
of equality, attendees sat at
round tables.
"The One Project was so
g<?od for my heart," said
Karalee Rosburg, senior social work major. "The hope
it gave me to see and know
that there are so many others that are desiring for our
focus to be on Jesus first and
foremost was so encouraging
to my spirit."

New Customer Loyalty Cards!
Receive one stamp on your card with every purchase of $5 or more frcm the hot bar. After 5 purchases rede:m the completed card at the Deli for a free side item on your next visit.

Coming soon: Grab 'n Go Salads· New Sandwiches · Chili Stacks now available Tues. & Thurs. 10:30 a.m., 7 p.m.
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Arms wide open: Acceptance after sin
RrrA0RDAZ
CoNTRIBUIDR

I could smell it; the cheap
• perfume was almost as revolting as his drunken breath.
"Well I had a great night
no thanks to you," Derrick
drawled as he tossed his beer
bottle to the floor slumping to
the nearest couch next to the
door.
I sighed heartbroken as I
walked over and closed the
door. I watched as Derrick
tried to stand up but immediately rushed to. his side. When
he almost fell, I let him put his
heavy arm over me as I led him
toward the bathroom. Tonight
was going to be like the others.
Many people wondered why
I put up-with Derrick. His constant adultery and drunken
nights were no secret, and
some even argued that I did '
not care anymore. They could
not be more wrong. I cared
so much. I worried each -time
he left the house and I waited
patiently hoping he would return when I knew he probably

would not. If he let me, I would
gladly spend time with him
and show him that life could
be better than a night spent
at the bar, but many times he
ignored me and left me alone.
I gagged as the putrid smell
of vomit filled the air as Derrick bowed over his oval

' ' We.ask for
help pnly ·when
we can nolonger help ourselves ... , ,
~

throne. I tried to restrain my
tears as I watched Derrick
puke again, but this time missing the toilet; his takeout f.ood
remnants colored the floor as
I rubbed his back. Tears fell
freely as I thought back to
when we first met. Our love
was so real and dependable,

it seemed as though nothing the other room.
could go wrong. I knew of his
"Because I love him," I repast and his continual lapses plied.
"Love only goes so far," she
but I still accepted him as my
husband when he asked me to retorted curtly.
marry him.
I turned my head at that i~
"I'm sorry Ana, I really am," stance. "Does it, Victoria?" I
Derrick rasped as his blood- asked searching into het eyes.
·shot eyes stared emptily into "I remember the first time we
met. I remember the vows we
mine.
"It's ok, we'll get through said to each other, I rememthis. I'm here to help you, Der- ber everything; is it so easy for
rick," I replied calmly. I was you to forget?" I replied referwilling to work with him- to ring to the days when Victoria
wait, to go to counseling~any envied my loving relationship
thing he wol!ld allow me to do with Derrick.
Victoria shook her head
to get him out of this hole he
disregarding the fond memowas in.
But as quickly as he aimed ries that I cherished. She had
to change, Derrick quickly re- her doubts-doubts about
lapsed back to his old habits, whether he would ever love
not letting me help him until me again, whether he would
ever leave me or whether he'd
he reached rock bottom.
"Why do you put up with · ever be respectable enough to
this?" Victoria asked as· she stand next to me.
helped me scrub the bathroom
"Just leave him: You do not
floor. "With your money and deserve this! All you have ever
looks you can get any guy on done is take care of him and he
this planet. Why do you stay just uses you. He only comes
with him?" she asked pointing to you when he is in trouble,
her judgmental finger to my he constantly asks for your
drunken husband sleeping in money and he flaunts his af-

fairs not only in front of you,
b'\1-t in front of everyone 'else.
Why do you let him? It is time
to stop."
. How many times have we
done the sam~ thing to God?
We come before Him like Derrick, drunken men, satisfied
with the world, flaunting our
sins and still expecting blessings. We ask for help only
when we can no longer help
ourselves and we continue in
the perpetual cycle not willing
to change. But like Ana and
Hosea in the Bible, God is willing to redeem us. He waits for
us; He waits for the moment in
which we are willing to allow
Him to take part in our life. He
actively seeks His children to
save them~ How long will you
wait and run awaY.? Do not
wait for 20 years like Derrick
did before returning to Ana.
God is ready with open arms
to lead you. Hosea 3:1 says, "I
will heal their apostasy; I will
love them freely, for my anger
has turned from them." For how long will you reject His
love?

Three tips to feeling a divine connection
SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION EDIIDR

Often
times,
spirituality comes up in conversations
with friends. It's hard· for us
on earth to feel that· divine
connection we crave so much.
So these are a fe~ things that I
have heard work and are currently working in my personal
spiritual life:
Pray Out Loud _

For years we have heard
from our grandmothers that
if you pray out loud, the devil
will hear you, so don't. Well,
who is greater? God or Satan?
Your desire to reach God, or
your fear of Satan's wrath?
The answer is undeniably, historically and absolutely God.
So who cares if Satan hears
you? Satan can't do anything
to you that God won't permit. You serve a mighty God
who only wants to love you,
so you have nothing to worry

about. Also, we ·sometimes Speaking our prayers can keep campus by small groups. They Us Again" by Mark Finley (I
feel embarrassed for praying us in tune with God during take place 'at several different highly recommend it!), I was
out loud. But why? We talk to prayer, so we can better hear times and different days of the not only convicted by the fact
our friends, our parents, our Him at the end of our prayer.
week and cover various topics that I had not fully recognized
co-workers, our lab assistants,
of spirituality. Ask-Chaplain the power of the Holy Spirit,
Kevin Kibble in the-Chaplain's but that I had gipped myself of
our professors. Every and any Encourage Fellowship
person we converse with, we
The Bible says in Hebrews Office how you can join one.
the blessings available to me!
Form an exercise group that
speak aloud to. So why are 10:24-25, "And let us consider
we so hesitant to do the same how we may spur one anoth- has devotion before the workReading the Bible can be
with God? Don't we want Him er on toward love and good out-:exercising your body and complicated, so why not use
to be as real in our lives as the deeds, not giving up meeting your soul; allow God to lead the Translator God hired for
people-standing-in-front-of-us? - together, as some are in the you to a prayer-partner; vow you? He is our personal· aid,
Now, speaking of effective habit of doing, but encourag- to have potluck at least once a Spirit that should be present
communication, praying out ing one another-and all the a month with friends you ad- - as we open The Word. Take
loud helps us focus on what more as you see the Day ap- mire; join a club; set up weekly advantage of your re~ources.
we're feeling, processing and proaching."
lunch dates with a good mend Don't just try to do it on your
finally, what we're saying to
We are not only trying to In- _ so you can encou.rage each own. Instead humbly invite
God; it helps us wade through spire one another toward love · other and pray. The list goes Him to take His place in your
the struggles that we are expe- and good deeds, but we are on. Just make sure you areal- heart and mind, to be with
riencing so we can get down to living in desperate, ungodly· lowing yourself to be encour- your hands as you turn the
the heart of the matter. If we times. It is through fellowship aged· by those who love Him pages and to help your undon't talk out loud, our chanc- that we stay uplifted; by seeing too.
derstanding. All of a sudden,
es of focusing are minute. In .othe.r s who have the same goal
you will find that your interest
our ~ociety, our attention span as us, we an~ inspired to keep "Devotional Time, Meet in the Bible has peaked and
is short and patience is even our faith.
Holy Spirit"
you're getting so much more
shorter; non-verbal conver~
How do you get involved in
Sometimes I find myself out of your devotional -time
sation with God just makes fellowship? Join a Life Group, · reading the Bible ritualistical- than before. The Holy Spirit
provision for all the other dis- a ministry ignited by the tly instead of prayerfully. After is amazing and available. Use
· tractions to co_m e flooding in. Chaplain's ·office to reach the a book I read called "Revive Him.
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Southern doesn't need more PE classes
CHRIS JANETZKO
CONDIB!JJOR

I was extremely surprised
when I read in the "S~uthern
Accent" that Southern is considering . making freshmen
take two more physical activity classes on top of their regular course load beginning in
the fall of 2013. I consider this
to be extremely unbeneficial
and costly to future students
at Southern.
The article said that faculty
had to vote between a handson class pertaining to students' departments, or physical activity classes as part of
the accreditation process. The
faculty voted that students
should be required to take
more physical activity classes
to improve the health of students on campus.
The article stated that Judy
Sloan, professor in the school
of PE, Health and. Wellness,

.

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

students are already required
to take three health and fitness-oriented classes. Even
so, students at Southern are
extremely active as it is. They
surely don't sit around and do
nothing on weekends; they go
out into nature and go camping, cliff jumping, long boarding, rock climbing, running,
biking ... Need I say more?
Southern also has a huge in-

said, '"We need to strengthen
the health component on this
campus."
Strengthen the health component on this campus? Really? Southern has to be one of
the more healthier schools in
the South. If it is' not, it is beeause of the food, not the lack
of physical activity. Besides
a good walk back and forth
on the promenade everyday,

tramural program that keeps
most students extremely active, not to mention the Wellness Center, which is always
packed with people doing
some type of physical activity.
Maybe faculty should just give
students class credit for being
involved in intramurals.
The article even goes on to
say that faculty is not willing
to eliminate any classes, but
that students will just have two
more classes added onto their
graduation requirements. This
will cause students to have to
pay more money for classes
that really won't be that beneficial to them in the long run.
What frustrates me most
of all, though, is that the faculty voted for these physical activity classes instead of
voting for a class that will go
toward students' majors. The
faculty had the option of voting between physical activity
classes and a class that will

give each student hands-on
experience in ·their field of
study. A class like that sounds
perfectly reasonable to me and
even welcoming. I can't help
wondering that faculty chose
this approach because it was
the easy way out rather than
having to figure out how to develop a unique hands-on experience for each department's
students.
Even though ·these plans
will never affect me, they still
worry me because I love this
school and want what is best
for it. I want to be able to send
my kids here one day and
know that the money I am putting toward their education is
going to give them the best
experience for their career. So
I ask the administration and
faculty of Southern to reconsider this drastic move, especially when there· is a better ·
option that will benefit more
students.

The dapger of settling into an unhappy n1arriage
BARBY KULAKOV
STAFF WRITfR

Perhaps I'm not exactly
qualified to write about marriage, but since I go to Southern, it's pretty much forced in
my mind.
After recently ending a
three-year relationship with
someone who, at one point,

'

happily married. Sure there
are my parents who are ridiculously in love, and there are
others who have found their
soul mates, but I'm not sure
it's enough for me.
I have this new dream of
conquering the world: graduate college with my degree,
travel the world as a journal-

that is ridiculously few, and
that scares me. I'm so terrified of falling in love, getting
married and then realizing I'm
stuck in a meaningless relationship with someone who I
have nothing in common with
and never will. I don't want to
settle for an okay relationship.
I want to be so unbelievably
happy and in love that I can't
contain myself. Am I hoping
for too much?
It's easy to be blinded by
love at the start and think

I want to be so unbelievably
happy and in love that I can't

contain myself.
I saw myself marrying, I've
been forced to reprioritize.
I always envisioned myself
being married by 22, having
kids by 26 and living a full and
blissful life. However, as of
late, I simply cannot see myself
being married. Maybe it has to
do with the amount of empty
and unhappy relationships I
see around myself, or maybe
I'm just young and scared. It
seems like the older I get, the
more I find out that no one is

ist covering events such as the
current crisis in Syria, maybe
move into broadcast. For
some reason, I can't see that
dream being fulfilled if I have
a husband. I am aware that I
could be lucky and find the
"right" person that will travel
anywhere with me, support
me in everything I do, maybe
even push me to dream bigger, but the amount of people
who can find a partner like

you're the luckiest person in
the world, but when that intense infatuation starts to
wear off, what do you do? I'm
not for a minute saying that I
believe in a love that you don't
have to work and fight for, but
I am saying that I don't want
fighting to be the heart of my
relationship. And it seems to
me that many .relationships
are based on exactly that.
I don't want to think that it's naive of me to want a partner
that I have almost everything

in common with; someone
who wants to hear about everything that's going on with
me, who challenges me, who
opens my eyes to all the new
things I have yet to learn, to
love me unconditionally, and
to always put me first. That's
all I have ever wanted to do for
someone, and I do believe that
a person like that exists for
me, but the problem is finding
that person. It's a one in six
billion chance, and I'm afraid
of that chance.
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Your graduation alarm clock is ticking
LEvY

to make our time here unforgettable.
1. Do something out of
I remember my first day of your comfort zone. Ruth
high school like it was yester- Camps, '03, was certainly out
day. In our very first class, our of her comfort zone when she
teacher smiled knoWingly and first came to Southern. As one
told us, "Time goes by fast, of the few older students that
people. You think that you were married with children,
have all the time in the world, she often got strange looks
but you're going to fall asleep when she, her husband and
and wake up as seniors. You their two little girls went to
won't believe me but, three school events. But she went
years from now, you'll remem- anyway.
"You can't let the fact that
ber these words and you'll tell
you're different than other
me, 'You were right, Mr. T."'
And, sure enough, we did. people stop you from meetThe-first day of our senior year, ing them," Camps said. "Get
we were seated before him just involved in clubs,' meet people
like we had been three years from other cultures, get to
earlier. When we told him he know the people around you!"
Whether the outside of your
was right, he gave us the same
knowing smile and said, "I comfort zone looks like a foreign country in need of mistold you so."
It just recently hit me that sionary service or a gym full of
I'in now a junior in college, people, it may be time to step
and once again I think of Mr. outside and confront it.
2. Do something ranT'swords.
Surely, when writing that dom. Life's no fun without a
20-page research paper at 3 little spontaneity, and the cola.m., your time here seems lege years are the best time to
torturously endless, but it's do something random before
really not. When you've just the burden of work is placed
changed your major for a third on your sboulders and aftime, you feel like you'll never . ter you've (hopefully) grown
graduate, but you will. One enough to distinguish random
day you'll realize, four (or six) from reckless.
Jon Remitera, '10, rememyears isn't that long at all.
Adults often consider their bers when he and Ashlee Paccollege years as some of their amalan, senior nursing major,
best memories, and many of us went on a three-day cooking
have heard the advice "make spree.
"It was totally unplanned
the most out of your time at
college." But how exactly do and spur of the moment!" he
you do that? To find out, I said. "I felt like we cooked
asked some of the experts- enough food to feed half of
Southern alumni-what their Southern."
But your random memobest Southern memories were
and for specific advice on how ries don't have to be limited
to food; all you need is a crazy
RAQUEL
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NBC's Last Comic Standing Season five Winner,
John Reep. Saturday, Feb.
25, 7:30-9 p.m. Reep was the
winner of NBC's Last Comic
Standing and was on the
sitcom "Rodney" and played
"the Hemi Guy" on Dodge TV
commercials. Tickets: Thursday $9, Saturday $14, Sunday
$g. 3224 Brainerd Rd.

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu·

friend, an open mind and a he said. "I'd have to say my
relationship with the word best memories come from
"sure!"
being active in various clubs,
3·
Do
something school organizations and in"green." No, I don't mean tramurals. Also, as a random
something environmentally note, I miss vespers terribly."
conscious (although, please
4· Do something frienddo that as well if you have the ly. For the students who don't
resources), I am simply play- have immediate fanrily near
ing on our school color. All the campus, the "Southern famalumni I spoke to mentioned ily" is all they have. That's
school-sponsored events like why, Patty Thompson, '59,
Asian Night, DEEP Sabbath, advises students look out for
church services and Spirit each other.
"Take care of yourself and
Week, as some of their favorite
memories.
help somebody else, too," she
Kyle Cox, 'u, believes that said.
"Enjoy as much as you can
even though managing schoolwork and extracurricular ac- while you're-.at Southern, and
tivities can be difficult, it is especially hang out with your
worth it.
friends," said Ricardo Luis
"It's been my experience Hou, 'n. "Once you leave, you
that you don't fully remember will miss them a lot."
the effort afterward. You'll al- • We aren't here just for a fanways remember the rewards," cy piece of paper. Being part

Sam Bush Band at
Track29. Thursday, Feb.
23 at 8 p.m.Come enjoy the
sounds of bluegrass with appearances by Del McCoury,
Edgar Meyex, Jerry Douglas
and New Grass Revival cofounder Courtney Johnson.
Tickets are $22 in advance,
$25 day of show ($3 cash fee
at door). Doors open at 7 p.m.
Who Will Open for Jake
Owen? Final Round of the
Contest! Wednesday, Feb.
29 at Track2g. Come support
Southern's very own, Kaleb
Stock! Tickets are $7 plus ap- _
plicable fees. Show starts at 7
p.m., doors open at 6 p.m.

of a campus community gives
us the opportunity to create
memories we can't get from
a computer that beeps when
our test · time is up. Now is
the time-the only time-you
have before you fall asleep and
wake up in a cap and gown.

Recipe of the week: The Study Smoothie
EMILY BANKS
l!EESIYI ES

Eonoa

Midterms are upon us,
and with that comes hours
of studying. It's hard to concentrate on ai>}"...~ng-much
less school-when you're busy
thinking about all the things
you're going to do on Spring
Break. Here is a delicious way
to stay focused and retain the

· information you've studied.
This "Study Smoothie" is great
for memory retention and
cognitive support-something
I think we could all benefit
from, especially during these
next couple of weeks.
Ingredients:
• 1 cup frozen strawberries
• 1 cup vanilla nonfat yo-

gurt
• 3 tablespoons chocolate
sauce
• 3 tablespoons peanut butter
• 1 tablespoon lecithin
granules*
• 1 teaspoon flaxseed oil
Nutritional Informatium
• Calories: 786

Total Fat: 44 g
Carbohydrates: 86 g
Protein: 27 g
Fiber: 6 g
Calcium: 499 mg
Iron: 3 mg
Zinc: 4 mg
Riboflavin: 1 mg
Niacin: 7 mg
Vitamin E: 6 mg
* Lecit.~i.'1 is good for the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

brain because when it is diges!ed, it is broken down into
a nutrient called choline before entering the cell membrane. Choline is used to make
acetylcholine, a nerve chemical that is essential for proper
brain function.
Smoothie recipe from www.
smoothieweb.com.
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Talking With Chuck: The Rundown with Hannah
CHARLES CAMMAcK
5rons EDIID!I

SAU Athlete of the Week:
Hannah Smith, junior biology major
Chuck: When did you
start running?
Hannah: Probably when
I was about 13. There were
trails around where I lived
and I just started taking my
dog With me, running a couple of mile a day.
Chuck: What got you
tarted?
Hannah: I used to ee
people running around and I
loved it because I got to explore the trails.
C uck: Did you play any

other sports growing up?
Hannah: I've done triathlons and some volleyball.
Running is definitely my favorite.
Chuck: What running
events have you participated
in~

Hannah: Sports Barn
Sprint Triathlon located in
downtown Chattanooga; I
participat~d three years jn a
row. Sun belt Cohutta Spring
Triathlon twice, and the Scenic City Triathlon twice.
Scenic City Triathton is my
favorite; the run IS a really
pr tty loop, and it was doable
but fun at the same time.
Chuck: What is the longest distance you've run?

Hannah: Last summer
I was training with some
friends for a half-marathon
and we ran 13 miles. I wasn't
able to run in the half-marathon because it was during
my family's vacation, but I
would really like to run in a
trail half-marathon. I also
want to do a tough mudder
event.
Chuck: Where is the coole t place you'
gone running?
Hannah: Over Chri tma
break we went to the Cai!llan Islands and I got to run
alongside this bluff. I could
see the ocean
Chuck: What quenche
your thirst during your runs?

Hannah: Mostly water,
occasionally Gatorade, but
not a whole lot.
Chuck:
Any
specific
stretches you have to do before you run?
Hannah: I start with a
walking warm-up and just
stretch after I run. I do lot of
hamstring and quad stretches after. If I do it before, my·
form. isn't as good, and if I do
it after It help me not to be ·
as sore.
Chuck: Are you running
in the Southern 6k Trail Race
this year?
Hannah: This will be
my third year running in
the Southern 6; it' a tough
course. Last ) ear I ran with

Opinions:

my friend Hahna McGrath.
We placed second and third
respectively in the,19 and under category.
Chuck: At your prime how
often do you try to run?
Hannah:
During the
school year it's a lot harder,
but I try to run two to three
times a week.
Chuck:
What
advice
would you give someone who
wants to get mto running?
Hannah: It's always a
lot ea ier to run with somebody, and don't run the same
cour e and di tance every
day.

Cornpetiti~e

Does Southern's reasoning
for not having varisty sports
make sense?
"Yes their reasons totally
make sense, and I'm not just
saying that because I work for
the intramurals department. I
have gone to different universities, whether public or private, and you can totally see
the difference between their
intramural program and ours.
There are even schools with a
varsity team and intramurals
as well, but the turnout is
depressing compared to what
we have here. There are·only a
few to zero people showing up
to cheer their: friends playing. Just ch~ck out the Asians
and how they yell the loudest
when their friends are playing
on Yellow Fever or Tu Hon;
you don't·get that anywhere
else with a varsity AND intramural program," said Silzie
Vieira, senior biology major.
"NO! Their reasoning
does not make sense. Just
because there is varsity sports
doesn't mean we have to take
away intramurals. It is possible to do both and people
are going to go watch both,"
said Jade Harrison, sophomore liberal arts education
major.
"Honestly I do like Southern's reasoning that they

Sports

.would rather have 100 people
participate and 10 watch than
have 10 people participate
and 100 watch. It is definitely solid reasoning with a
school the size that we have.
It is logical that we, being the
smaller school that we are,
would have intramurals instead of varsity sports because
the funds for a varsity team in
any sport can almost cover all
of our intramural program,"
said James Shoemaker, senior
allied health major.
"No, that particular reasoning doesn't make sense
to me because the athletes
shouldn't have to always just
participate. I think it makes
sense for everyone to have
the opportunity to both play
and suppor," said Alexandria
Wise, junior health science
major.
"With the philosophy of
wellness for all and sports'
potential role in a physically
active life, I can support their
reasoning. However if we are
satisfied with this only, I feel
we are being shortsighted. I
hope one day I lose my job
because students are more
interested in directly working
for God than the benefit they
receive from the team they are
on," said Coach Schwarz.
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That awkward
!moment when ...
1. · Your roommate all of a
sudden is a huge Whitney
Houston fan.
2. You make eye contort with
the next driver at a stop
light.
3. Taco Bell will never be on
the meal plan but cond~
dotes keep promising it.
4. You can't stop laughing
when telling a joke, and
when you're done no one
laughs.

#hoshtog
OF THE WEEK
ISouthernSongTitles
Ok, it's been a while, but here is a
little refresher. First, you must have
a twitter account. Next, you compose
a new tweet and include u#SouthernSongTitles" and then your submission. Post as many as you want and
we'll pick our favorites!
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$43,000 Epic camera comes to SV~~,.
TN 37315

JOHN BliTLER

.5J:AHWamR

•

Southern's School of Visual Art and Design has obtained a new Red Epic motion picture camera, which
rrivlld Feb. 16. It replaces
the Red One camera, predecessor to the Epic, which
was traded in for a $25,000
credit toward the new camera's purchase. The Epic
would cost $43,000 without the credit.
The camera is a notable
upgrade from the film department's prior equipment. According to the Red
Digital Cinema Camera
Comp;ny, the Epic is capable of shooting at sk resolution, which is 6.6 times
the resolution of HD video.
It can also film at peed
up to 300 frames per second at lower resolutions,
which, when played at the
standard film speed of 24
frames per second, would
appear 12.5_ times slower
than normal.Film majors appear excited at this development.
"I was shocked at how
great everything looked
from the Epic," said Daniel
Wahlen, a junior film production major. "I'm a big
fan of Peter Jackson, and
he uses the Epic, so I'm
glad Southern does too."
Jackson is using the Epic
on his upcoming films,
"The Hobbit: an Unexpected Journey" and "The
Hobbit: There and Back
Again." It is also being
used to film "The Amazing
Spider-Man," premieres in
theatres July 3·
The Epic had been preordered for .some time before the SVAD received the
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green light to purchase it
in December, though demand for the camera outpaced supply and delayed
delivery, said Kevin Houk,
sophomore film production major. "I expected the
Epic to be here last semester, which was foolish," he

I was

shocked at
how great
everything

looked from
the Epic

''

added.
Restrictions
regarding
the Epic's use are stricter
than with the Red One.
Only students who have
taken both Intro to Field
Production and Cinematography classes, and who
have obtained permission
from David George, assist'imt film professor, can access the Epic.

One of the first projects
with the RED Epic was
annual spring break film
project entitled "Honest
Change."
The short film features a
:young Christian man that
oes a bad job helping a
omeless man and has to fix
is mistake. After their short
encounter, both learn a little

bit more about what it means
to be truly honest about who
they are. Geoffrey Simons, a
junior film production major,
played the young Christian
man. The students in the Intro to Field Production class
shot the film in downtown
Chattanooga.
N_eander de Oliviera, pic-·
tured bottom left, a senior
film production major, wrote
and directed the film. Jemi
Morgan, pictured bottom
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right, a junior film production
major, served as the projects
second assistant camera person.
The Epic was especially
useful because of its high dynamic range, making it easier
to shoot outdoors in high
contrast light. The completed
film win be featured in the
School of Visual Art and Design tudent s_howcase at the
end of the semester.
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Southern Village begins recycling program
VERNER DEL CASTILLO
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 20, Southern Village residents got free optional recycling services.
The service is provided by
Students In Free Enterprise
(SIFE) and Allied Waste,
which provided containers
for Southern Village resi-

gram.
"We wanted to see how
many people were interested
in getting recycling bins because we didn't want to force
people to have them" Burgan
said.
Burgan said emails were
sent t9 residents to gauge
their interest, and 31 apartments responded with inter-

dents
to use. interested in ' "
Residents
participating in the program
will have to request a recycling bin from Katie Burgan,
junior marketing m!'-jor and
project manager of recycling for SIFE. The program
was spearheaded by Burgan
and Mark Antone, director
of Landscape Services, who
saw the success of having
recycling in the dorms and
realized it would benefit residents of Southern Village.
Burgan, who used to re- est in signing up.
cycle in the dorm, wanted to
Southern has been recybring it to Southern Village. cling since the 1990s, but not
With the help of Antone, they many people used it correctwere able to coordinate with ly. Antone said with the new
Allied Waste to start the pro- system .of recycling will be.

e wanted to
see how many
people were interested in getting recycling
biris...

''

Southern has been recycling since the 1990s, but, as this recycling bin in Southern Village illustrates, it has not been adopted as a
major policy by the university to date.

much easier.
"With the single stream
system residents can put all
recycled items into one bin,
and then Allied Waste will
sort it out for us," said An-

tone. Hopefully this will encourage more people to recycle."
Informational packets are
provided by Allied Waste to
inform residents of what they

can put in their bins. Some _
Southern Village residents
have already been proactive
in recycling and are happy to
be getting the service.

=~~lierg~~~~~~~J~J~J y,e,ars ofo¥~J:~f?:
Southern Adventist University is celebrating 120 years of
education as a precUrsor to the
2sth an~versary celebration
that will take place in 2017.
This historic milestone for
Southern is being promoted
by incorporating the theme of

that are already scheduled.
On Feb. 23, the Alumni Association provided cake to
more than 750 students and
faculty that attended the health
careers fair in the lles P.E.
Center. The area where they
served the dessert was deco-
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that Southern had reached this
milestone.
Gabriel Rodriguez, senior
computer systems administration major, said he was
impressed with how well the
school had done and likes the
fact that Southern has stayed
b'ue to its mission throughout
the years.
"I'm a new transfer stUdent,
d I think it's wonderful that
the school has such a good reptation," Rodriguez said
Through
several
small
events, students will learn of
the rich heritage of the school,
d it will all be pulled together
r the homecoming weekend
at the end of October 2012.
Evonne Crook, director of
umni relations, said that the
goal of the celebration is to take
e time to realize where the
ool has come from.
There is so much rich herihere that students walk
evay day without a sec-

It is tO
·raiSe the
levei of
awareness
for students
to take time
as they walk
'

around

campus..,,

awareness for students to take
time as they walk around campus to notice th~ names on
buildings," Crook said.
"I grew up around here and
watched Southern change over
the years, and it's been neat to
see this change happen," said
Pastor Dwight Herod. "In my
opinion, the changes just keep
getting.better."
Southern started in 1891
with the hard work and determination of George and
Ada Colcord. The two moved
to Tennessee from Oregon to
start the school on their own,
and within the first year they
had 6o students enrolled.
Christopher Carey, vice
president of Advancement,
said that George and Ada cared
about their goal.
""They were driven by a mission," Carey said, •and [this
mission] is the basis for the
work that we have today at
Southern."

•

..
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Senate proposes extended hours for writ~ng center ·
TIFFANI

CALDWEll

Sun W.m•

Photo by Nathan Sturgess
?Jte-~ Tro~,

a sophmore.~iology major, gets advisement on her Comp 102 paper from Kenric Rimoni, a junior business adminIStrahon maJOr, at the Wnhng Center Thesday night.

hangescome
Dusk 'Til Dawn
The Dusk 'Til Dawn race
was officially changed to
awn 'Til Dusk this year.
The annual adventure racesponsored by the Outdoor
Leadership
Department,
reviously began at night
nd ended in the morning
due primarily to conflicts
ith the Sabbath, said graduate assistant and Dawn
'Til Du k coordinator, .. ick

'

We have a
wider array of
events we can
plan...

''

Although the event itself
egan after sunset those
coordmating the race often
ad difficulties setttng each
challenge up before the race
tarted at dusk.
"By malcing it a day race,

we don't have a Sabbath conflict. It makes it a lot easter
as far as having time to get
things ready ahead of time,"
Evenson said.
The race now begins at 9
a.m. in the Illes P.E. Cente
and lasts six hours until ·unset, according to ·the event's
Facebook page.
The change in time ha
resulted in a loss of several
unique night activities in th
race that leads participant
through a series of fun outdoor challenges, Even on
said. Regardless, he said
safety was another reason
for the time adjustment.
"We have a wider arra
of events we can plan witli
more safety during the da
time," Evenson said.
The Dawn 'Til Dusk Facebook page said this year's
race includes caving, rock
climbing, mountain bikillg
and e en a search and rescue. Participants sign up
Wlth teams of two to four
people to win cash prizes
anging from $:ioo to $2oo
The annual :race costs $15
for Southern students and
is open to community members as well at a cost .of $~o
per person.

-

Student Association Senate is proposing an extension of the Writing Center
hours after a student survey
suggested students desired
the facility to open earlier.
Senate is drafting a proposal requesting the Writing Center open at 11 a.m.,
said SA Vice President
Philip Dade. Currently, the
Writing Center, located
on the first floor of McKee
Library, is open Sunday
through Thursday from 1-9
p.m.
The idea was originally
proposed by Andrii Skrypkar, a current SA senator
and senior business administration major.
Skrypkar said the idea
to make the proposal came

to him from his own experience as a freshman at
Southern.
"When I was a freshman
taking Comp. 101 classes,
my class was at two, but
the Writing Center opened
at one. Sometimes I didn't
have time to correct my paper," Skrypkar said.
He then conducted a
five-question survey in the
library to see if other students felt the same way.
Skrypkar found that 90
percent of those surveyed
felt that an extension of the
Writing Center hours was
needed.
The Writing Center offers free writing assistance
to any current Southern
student from their student
workers, according to the
center's website.

Search for dean begins
FoRREST CLARDY
SuEF Warn•

In anticipation of Southern Village's resident increase next school year,
Southern is creating a new
dean position to help split
the workload.
Southern Village currently has 315 students, giving
it a size comparable to that
of Thatcher South, and is
expected to do nothing but
grow in number as time progresses. Next year alone, its
population is going to jump
to just under 400 students,
said JP Mathis, assistant
dean in Thatcher.
As of now only Mathis is
in charge of all Southern
Village's activities. However, the school has recently
approved the creation of a
new dean position to help
out with the growing living
quarters.
To recruit applicants, the
new full-time position has
been listed on the human
resources online job board
as an assistant dean of men
for Southern Village and
the Upper Stateside apart-

ments. The new dean's responsibilities will include
organizing worships, being available to residents
for any help or counseling
needs, supervising curfew

'~his year I've
missed out on
the one-on-one
with people,
which is my
favorite part ' '
procedures and taking disciplinary measures when
necessary.
Mathis is pleased with
the school's decision to hire
some extra help. In past
years she has made a point
to personally get to know
the Southern Village students but has found it much
harder to socialize this year
because of her heavier work
load.
"I try to get into the apartments with students and ac-

tually meet them," Mathis
said. "This year I've missed
out on the one-on-one with
people, which is my favorite
part of the job."
Sharing the feeling that
an ~tra dean would play an
important role in balancing
~ut the workload of Southern Village, Jeff Erhard,
associate dean of men in
Talge Hall, agreed with th~
creation of the new dean
position.
To explain the hassle of
having only one dean to
oversee 315 students Erhard said, "Dean Mathis is
in charge, and during the
times she needs me the
most, I'm blitzed on housing, like right before school
start~ or the change in semesters."
As the school is still in the
early phases of hiring, a lot
is still up in the air when
it comes to the specific requirements for the job. The
new dean is expected to be
a male, so Southern Village
will have both a male and
female dean. However, no
applications have been accepted yet.
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-Plans change for garden patio
BRIAN CASTELLANOS

The construction of the new
garden patio outside of KRs
has just had a hiccup in its
plans. Among other functions,
the garden patio was designed
as a place to prepare and serve
food especially for Student Association events, but due to
concerns it has been halted,
said Marty Hamilton, associate vice president of Financial
Administration.
The health department
viewed this project as a commercial application since it
would be serving 3,000 students, Hamilton said. All food
must be prepared inside a
controlled environment such
as' KRs or the cafeteria. This
is so animals won't be able to
crawl over the equipment and
contaminate it.
Financial Administration
and SA partnered to come up
with a plan for how to better
use the empty space outside
the student center. The result
was a patio that would be sim-

ilar to Kelly's Garden but with
a multipurpose use in mind,
said Becky Djernes, interior
design coordinator. The garden patio was going to have
grills that could cook and bake
just about anything from veggie burgers to cookies, Djernes
said.
Although this function was
supposed to be the highlight
of the garden patio, those involved are still moving forward through the disappointment and finding hope in
other aspects of the project.
"We just have to work with
what we have, as disappointing as it is," said Kari Shultz,
director of Student Life and
Activities. "I think it will be
a huge additional help to the
flow of KRs."
Even without the food preparation aspect to the patio,
Hamilton is still optimistic
about the project. He said SA
will still be able to serve food
for events and the area will
be a great place for students
to hang out. The seating area
will have tables with umbrel-

Photo by Nathan SturgThe destiny of the patio outside of the student center is still unclear. It has been under construction for several weeks but its
'
ultimate purpose is still being decided.

las as well as outdoo.r heaters,
Hamilton said. This will make
it possible to sit outside on either warm or chilly days.
The garden patio is financially backed by SA, who is
putting a lot of money toward
the project, and the rest is be-

ing picked up by the school,
Shultz said. The school is
taking the money from the
operating plant budget, said
Djernes.
Hamilton said this project is
one of several that the school
is working on and is number

seven on the list. He said that
the goal is to h~ve the garden
patio done by AugUst.
"We'd kind of like to present
it at the start of a new school
year," Hamilton said. "It's a
little more exciting."

MASTER'S DEGREE
IN NURSING
Get an MSN on Tuesdays
You succe d.

Enjoy the confidence, respect,
and c re r opportunities that
com with an dv nc d degree.

MS~ grq,duates from Southern Adventist University have I00 percent job
placement in their chosen field.

Your llfi •
Classes meet one day each week, so
you can manage work and other
responsibilities on your time.

Call or visit onlln to find out
how you c o 1 t
r.t d.

You choos .

• Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
• Adult Nurse Practitioner
• Family Nurse Practrtioner
• Nurse Educator (also online)
• MSN/MBA (also online)

Full- and part-time options allow for a
customized study plan that works for
you. We also offer accelerated RN-toMSN programs, post-master's certificates, and a dual MSN/MBA degree.

M t r of Sci nc In Nunlng
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SPRING BREAK

I Cantori music tour
STEVEN BLONDO

showed off some of her skills!
The next three days we visited
Indiana Academy and Great
Lakes Adventist Academy,
performing concerts and giving workshops to their choirs.
The highlight of our tour was
from Wednesday through Friday, when we attended the
American Choral Directors
Association Central Division
Conference in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. Every moment was
full of excitement, whether we
were listening to choirs singing (and even premiering)
advanced works, or attending
workshops in sight-reading,

conducting, jazz, pop and
more. My two favorite concerts were performed by the
g.s. Navy Sea Chanters and
by Conspirare, which, if you
ask any of us, is the best choir
we've ever heard. On Sabbath
we sang for church in Lafayette, Ind. and then drove up to
Andrews University to give an
Evensong concert. During our
tour we sang, drove and met
new people. We explored new
cities and relaxed in hotels.
But most of all, we bonded as a
choir and came back refreshed
to keep on singing.

canoes. I do not think anyone
was safe from bug bites and
sun burns. Kami Harris was
always willing to help everyone out with her trusty aloe
vera gel. She was always willing to help if anyone needed it,
and if she couldn't, the camp
nurse, Jonathan Southard,
was available with his trusty,
large first aid kit. Mike Harris, on the other hand, was a
natural at chopping wood, and
took it upon himself to chop at
every camp site with gusto.
Allison Cool, sophomore
biology major, was my canoeing buddy for some of the trip,

and she brought her biology
notes to study while we were
on the trip. Luckily, we had
lots of free time before the sun
went down to do whatever we
~an~ed to do. Kara Patmon,
sophomore religion major,
and Anna Fink, freshman
liberal arts education major,
always had an adventure at
each camp site we went to and
always told us stories about
what they had seen and done.
This canoeing trip was an
opportunity for me to do something adventurous for spring
break. The canoeing trip was
a class under the Outdoor

Leadership Department, and
there were about four groups
of students. Each group had
the chance to lead the others
to the indicated camp sites
on the map. There were opportunities to give each and
every person a chance to unlock their potential as leaders
in a different way. Although
the trip emphasized canoeing
and camping, it was surprisingly applicable to everyday
life in that we learned to work
together to get things done.

could have imagined.
Meanwhile, the other group
assessed the medical needs
of the children and did as
much as possible to meet their
needs. Some of the children
needed medical care that we
could not provide, but we did
the best we could and prayed
that God would take care of
these precious children.
'Leaving them at the end of
our stay was one of the hardest tasks. Almost everyone
wanted to adopt at least one
of the orphans. In th£ end, I

think they made at least as big
of a difference in our lives as

we made in theirs.

CONDIBiftOR

For the members of I Cantori, spring break meant the
arrival of our much anticipated choir tour. On Friday
morning, 44 of us loaded up
the bus for 10 days of excitement and adventure. Our first
stop was Kettering Church in
Ohio, where we performed for
their morning service. That
- ·--....;;;.:.., evening we sang at Mount
Vernon Academy, and afterward several of us relaxed with
Photo by liffani Stiltz some basketball and volleyball
in the gym. Even Dr. Kibble

Canoe trip to Florida
VASHTI DALY

On this year's spring break
canoeing trip there was always
something to do. There was always something to laugh, learn
and talk about--from learning
how to tie knots, to building
camp fires and latrines (where
we used the bathroom). Everyone, no matter their experience, was able to help make
the trip a success. Ann Renyolds (director), Casey Walters
(assistant director), Mike and
Kami Harris [staff members),
~onathan
Southard (camp

nurse), and Chris Hill (staff)
were just some ofthe amazing
people that helped t.~c trip go
smoothly.
Reynolds taught us how to
use thelatrines with humorous demonstrations that had
us all dying with laughter. We
got to see a lot of wildlife while
canoeing including manatees,
snakes, bald eagles and, of
course, friendly spiders and
mosquitoes. Kathleen Au, junior biology major, was not a
fan of the spiders; it seemed
like they would always greet
us in the mornings, evenings
and whenever we got into the

Mission trip to Haiti
CHELSEA BRILEY

Thursday, March 1, the
School of Nursing embarked
on a trip to serve orphanages
in Haiti by loving unconditionally and providing medical
care as needed. We also gave
disaster response training at
two different churches and the
SDA university in Haiti.
We visited six different orphanages in Port-Au-Prince,
where we would typically divide into two groups. One

group would play games with
the children, present puppet
shows with a health emphasis
and sing songs.
We all had fun with the
children doing things as simple as giving out ~tickers and
blowing up balloons for them
to play with. No words could
express the joy on their faces
when we gave them a simple
coloring book, four crayons
and a toothbrush. Being able
to make even one child happy
and give him or her a hug was
more rewarding than any of us

California Deaches and a stolen car
LEx! ALVIDREZ
0E$!CNEB

-- _

The week I spent in California brought more than just
good memories. It brought an
unexpected run-in with breakingnews.
Thursday, March 8, my
family and I decided to take a
trip to Avila Beach, near San

Luis Obispo.
The sun was shining and
waves crashed while we laid
out on the beach. For a second, life was peaceful. Not
long into our trip, a beach patrol car drove past us toward a
cove further down the coastline. A second later,_another
one drove by, followed by a
tow truck. I started to get the

feeling something was going
on in that.cove when I saw a
news reporter run in the same
direction with two cameras
around his neck.
By the time I reached the
cove, a crowd of people also
wanted to know what happened. A few firefighters stood
around as the tow truck attempted to pull a car sui'-

rounded by boulders out of
the cove. I decided to find out
what happened, so I asked a
fireman.
He said a Mazda was stolen
in Grover Beach on Wednesday night and was pushed off
the cliff into the water at Avila
Beach. Since the tide was so
high that night, the car ended
up stuck in the nearby cove.

Eventually, the tow truck
operators realized they would
need more equipment to pull
the crushed car away from all
the boulders now that the tide
had gone down.
The recovery was called off
until the next day, but I was
excited to be in the thick of the
action.
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REUGION EDITOR: SIMONE MARsHALL

Exchanging our plans for God's plans: Letting Hin1 lead
tion for our life is nof to selfimprove, but to allow Him to
improve us. He wants to take
you as you ~re and befriend

SIMONE MARsHALL
REliGION

EmmR

Pause and think about some
of the changes you'd like to
make in your life. They probably sound something like
this: get rid of bad habits, get
better grades, exercise more
often, make time for friends,
prioritize, organize, talk more
with God, eat three meals a
day, sleep for more than three ·
hours a night, etc. We all have
our list. But today I want you
to know that God loved you
before that list. God's inten-

'

Our list is incomplete because we only see ourselves
right now, but God's sight pans
out way into the future and

God's intention for our life is not
to self-improve but to allow Him to
.
Improve us.
you· so He can rub off on you.
He's wl.lling to give to you
the character of perfection, if
you'd just exchange your list
for His love.

taps deep into potential you
didn't even know you had. He
wants to start on the real list
and today fits right into both
of your schedules. Find God

if you've been missing Him
lately, and ask Him for His list
instead of yours. I guarantee
you, He will blow your mind
with blessings, opportunities,
plans and challenges that you
would not have given to yourself.
And for those of us who are
searching for Him: try Him .
By giving Him a challenge,
you're giving Him a chance
to prove Himself. He doesn't
mind. In fact, He rather enjoys being God. And once
you do find Him, you will find
yoursel~ questioning whether

the people who described Him
to you before really knew how
amazing your Jesus is. For
those of us who struggle with
giving Him our everything:
trust Him. Let's glance back at
our biggest moment or breakthrough, and realize that we're
serving the same God. He was
faithful then, He is faithful
now. He is the same God yesterday, today and tomorrow
(Hebrews 13:8). And to us all:
burn; let's burn our lists, crack
our Bibles and let Him use our
potential and lead our Jives.

Bread for the heart, water for the soul: Recovering from grief with Jesus
JoE REEVEs
CnNTRIRtJTOR

I am struck from time to
time by a silent bullet that
makes me bleed and hurt deep
beneath the skin. This time it
was triggered by my younger brother's Facebook post,
which mentioned the name of
my deceased brother. Ben has
been missing in my life since
July 12, 2011- the worst day
of my life- the day that suddenly made every other day a
good day.
The day he died was not a
surprise. Ben was sick, but
there was no way to prepare
for it. I tried. Days befor~ I
sobbed, yelled, pounded furniture, pawed the ground and
bought my plane ticket home.
He· heard me say good-bye,
I saw him say good-bye, and
he's been silent ever since.
Sometimes the lines between grief and anger are indiscernible. I was angry when
I flew from home back to
work. I felt exceedingly disrespectful for moving on. One of
my dad's friends had caught
us in the grocery store and
told us we had to keep on going. And he was right. There
is no other choice though, it's
the only choice and a horrible
choice; it's a forced choice,
which means it's not a choice
at all.
They say that "time heals
all wounds." Well, maybe it's
true. I have not grieved this
winter to the extent that I did
last summer, thankfully, as

I would not want to feel that

kind of pain constantly. But
now I realize that if I felt disrespectful for moving on last
summer, I feel calloused for
continuing on now. I'm angry
again-angry because there's
still only one option - to move
on. And that option is making me into a calloused, disrespectful person to Ben. My
only option is to lose my heart
to a cold, unfeeling world.
I have heard people say that
trials draw us closer to God.
Even the· Bible says that. But
it's not true unless we choose
for it to be true. Trials have
incredible potential to harden
·man's heart and propel him
away from God. Over and
over again, I have seen friends
dashed against the rocks by
the storms of life. Trials move
us. God moves us. We cannot
object. But we choose which
way we'll go: riorth or south.
And yet there is a beautiful second option that I have
not yet mentioned: Jesus. If it
were not for Jesus I would be
forced to bury Bell in efforts
to let him go. My heart would
freeze over with all efforts. But
because of Jesus, burying Ben
did not mean that I had to let
him go completely. Jesus turns
memories into hopes. Jesus
makes death a sleep. Death I
cannot endure, but sleep I can
endure!
For those who have no hope,
t~ag~dy numbs the natural
hungers of the heart. But when
the Bread of Life comes to the
table, desire is rekindled, bun-

ger is satisfied and t..lJ.e soul is
empowered to live every day
to the fullest. I used to sit and
listen to Ben play the trumpet, but we will both stand
when Jesus plays the trumpet
and I kick what will be Ben's
obsolete wheelchair to the
wayside(1 Corinthians 15:52).
Verse 26 is my favorite Bible

verse, "Death is the 1~stenemy
that will be destroyed." Jesus
already broke the chains of
death, and He will do it again.
No other god plunges into the
darkness of my soul and satis- ·
fies my deepest longings like
Jesus does. And after tasting
the Water of Life, my respect
for my big brother motivates

me to work with greater zeal
and become all the more sensitive to humaD )y'Oe.
"Therefore, my beloved
brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing
that your labor is not in vain
in the Lord" (1 Corinthians
15:58).

SA Applications
Available in Student Services Office!

Looking for individuals committed to bettering
this Student Body in the positions of:

Executive Secretary
Public Relations Director
Associate Finance Director
. Comm~nity Service Director
Pari iamentarian
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OPINION EDITOR: JAIME JACOBSON

Why making

Ko~y famous

SARAH RUF
STAFF WRITER

So you've heard about Joseph Kony? Maybe you saw
him trending on Twitter under
the hashtag #KONY2012, or
on someone's Facebook post
of the 30-minute documentary sweeping the Internet.
Some have criticized the video
for its simplicity and idealism.
I'd like to share my own experience traveling t9 northern
Uganda and working with the
Invisible Children (IC) organization for five years-I truly
believe making Kony famous
is a good thing.
To make a long story short,
I _saw the first movie IC made
o+
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We raised more than $25,000
in less than a month for a girl's
school in Uganda. The Lord's
Resistance Army attacked the
school years before and it still
needed help. We went to Congress and lobbied for bills to
help war recovery. I even traveled topganda with IC, talking
to studepts just like me. They
just happened to live in an area
ravaged by war and poverty. I
saw the projects our money
built: a dorm, new latrines
and science labs. One of the
most powerful programs I experienced was the mentoring
P,r6gram. Mentors visit schol-

This .July 31, 2006 file photo shows Joseph Kony, leader of the Lord's
Resistance Army, during a meeting with a delegation of160 officials and
lawmakers from northern Uganda and representatives of non-governmental organizations in Congo near the Sudari border. (AP Photo)

arship students and check how
they are doing. They visit their
fa!!lilies to make S'.!!"P. they!!!"~
healthy, attending classes and
getting good grades. I visited
. different huts with a mentor
named Marilyn.
IC has many programs not
shown in this latest video. I remember visiting bracelet makers in ' an internally displaced
person camp, who sell their
products all over the world.
Some even started their own
businesses through the money
they've made. The filmmakers
have also produced other films
explaining the complexity of
war and documenting different Ugandans' stories in its aftermath. Sadly, one viral video
can't pack everything.in.

When I advocated for Ugandan students here in Chattanooga: sometimes people
would ask questions. I had
questions, too, so I swallowed
up my embarrassment and
asked the directors in Uganna
about the donations and what
they- help with. Ninety percent
of my school's funds went directly to our Ugandan project.
Now I am glad I sacrificed my
pride for a few moments; I can
confidently- attest to the good
work IC does in East and Central Africa.
There is no doubt IC's approach is special. The amazing filmmaking talent and
fresh energy is very unique
to· founders Jason, Laren and
Bobby. So is their strategy (see

is a good thing

sidebar). But the passion isn't
fake and the staff knows their
stuff; everyone who works at
IC could launch into detailed
explanations and histories of
the war at a moment's notice.
Some critics say Africa
should take care of its own
problems. Government armies
have tried, and failed, to find
Kony. But when Africa cries,
who listens? Like it or not,
the U.S. has disproportionate
global media influence. Abrilliant, slick viral video is what
it's taken to make this small
but extremely damaging bafld
of criminals famous.
I encourage everyone to do
research and then find a way
to help, even if it's not through

IC. Uonate

~cme;..;;hert tl~~-

Get involved. "A road crew
from IC will be on campus
March 22. Come see the movie
and ask your own questions.
Even better, watch IC's other
great films. One even featured
a student from Collegedale.
But ultimately, it's not about
us. It's about people just like
you and me; children of God,
caught in meaningless, sporadic violence by a vicious
man. Where you live shouldn't
determine whether you live.
Let's stop Kony in 2012.

Sticks and stones and papier~mache
STEPHEN MAJoRS
CoNTRIBUTOR

That phrase never made
sense to me. The one that says,
"sticks and stones may break
my bones but words ... " You
know how it goes. The truth
was that life worked in the exact opposite way. No one actually threw stones at me, but
very often they threw words
that would hurt for much Ionger than if they had thrown
stones. Sometimes I wish they
had thrown stones.
I don't know who's reading
this, but I know that everyone at some time has been the
brunt of jokes and such. Some

people take the pain and turn
it into energy to fight back, or
become creative and paint or
write or something. What did
I do? Nothing. Nothing at all.
I just sat in the puddles of my
relentless persecutors.
Have you ever made papiermache? I did once; it didn't
tum out well. The idea is to
make a paste, dip newspapers
or some paper into it, and form
it onto a mold. Kind of like
how I handled being picked
on. I let the words dipped in
anger form a mold around
my heart. Yeah, it's a cheesy
metaphor, but work with me
here. Do you know what happens with papier-mache? It
• gets hard. After waiting and

drying and being left alone,
it hardens and then is a wonderful thing to look at, unless,
like my foray into such things,
it looks like someone "ate and
threw up a can of trash"(Red
vs. Blue).
Here's my point, you can't
expect to have an open heart
if all you've done for years is
build layer after layer after
layer. It's like trying to get a
hippo to play dead-it just
won't work. I had a· friend a
few years ago who I could tell
had issues in many of his relationships, with both guys and
girls, because he wouldn't let
them see anything that was
going on in his heart. I don't
mean constant crying, emo-

tional-expose or anything like
that. I mean that he wouldn't
be real with them. It got me
thinking about my own life,
about the things that I hide
from people without even trying.
Everyone holds on to secrets-that's natural. What is
unhealthy is when one is unable to know what they are
feeling and therefore can't tell
others what they are feeling,
creating negative repercussions in every given relationship. Here's my point: The
only person who can know,
really know, what's going on
in your heart is the guy who
made it. Yep, God. That guy.
God built your heart and life,

and wrapped papier-mache
around it; only God can actually get it to come off. Seriously, have you ever tried to
undo papier-mache and preserve the form underneath?
It's pretty ridiculous. But see,
when God does it He heals
your heart at the same time.
Multitask Fantastic.
Don't try to make yourself
open up. Ask God to open you
up at a speed that's good for
Him. Go on try it out. God has
a way of doing stuff perfectly.
You'll have a better relationship with everyone you know;
I've tried, and it works. Now
see, that makes sense to me.

·=
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EMILY BANKS

I have found my new dream: Mrica
JAIME JACOBSON
OPINION EonoR

"Tangled" is one of my favorite movies to watch, especially when I'm upse~ about
something. One of the best
lines is when Flynn Rider says
to Rapunzel, "Well that's the
good part, I guess. You get to
go find a new dream."
In my 21 years of life, I've
had a lot of dreams. Big ones,
short-lived ones, ones about
careers and boys and beauty,
failed ones and fulfilled ones.
This past year I've had more
failed dreams than fulfilled
ones. It took me a number of
disappointments to realize I
wanted a new dream-a bigger
one. I needed something different, something much better
and grander.
I've always loved Africa,
although I've never actually been there. When I took
World Geography at Southern,
I realized how much I didn't
understand-how much bigger the world was and how I
wanted to see and explore it.
Africa fascinated me. It pos-

sesses more beauty than what
most people see in an entire
lifetime.
Africa has thousands of
languages including tribal
languages, English and primary African languages. Most
people are tri-lingual-that's
amazing! I don't think people
really know just how big the
continent is, either. Spain,
France, Germany, Italy, the
U.S., India, Eastern Europe,
China, Japan and more can
ALL fit inside the continent's
borders!
When Africa comes to mind,
most people think of poverty,
war, corruption and just a
boatload of other problems,
which, to an extent, is all very
true. In Africa you can walk
into a city that looks like it was
dropped out of the wealthy
U.S., yet down the street it
transforms into the worst
slum you1l ever encounter.
We don't see that in America,
but Africa has learned to deal
with the huge contrast and
embrace it.
Africa is rich in minerals
such as diamonds, oil and copper, just to name a few. There

Photo

are child brides, guerilla wars,
extravagant colors, dancing,
warriors, tribes and an emphasis on the quality of life.
They expose some of the most
y~~ftllly trqgi\; and Ute iiiUSi
amazing ideas of culture.
There is a book about a
child soldier in Sierra Leone
called "A Long Way Gone" by
Ishmael Beah that not only
opened my eyes, but made
me cry. How can one place
on earth harbor the terrible
acts of murder, torture, rape,
drugs and betrayal and at the
same time hold the standards
of a culture where you bow in

courte~y

of sxc.hu

greeting and don't look someone in the eye during conversation as a sign of respect?
When I think of the corruption, poverty and the problems
in Africa, I see opportunity. 1
feel my dreams growing. I
have outgrown some of my
childhood dreams and given up on some that weren't
achievable-but like Rapunzel-that's the good part; I get
to find a new one. In May I'm
going to Kenya to finally see
this indescribable beauty for
myself, and I can't wait. Africa
has become my new dream.

Top 10 re':lsons NOT to get married: Pt.
TIMOTHY

R. JENNINGS

CONTRIBUTOR

As a psychiatrist, one of the
most damaging situations I
encounter is an unhealthy,
dysfunctional marriage. While
there are many factors that
contribute to strained and
broken marriages, one major problem is failing to find
a suitable partner from the
outset. One factor in failing
to find a suitable life partner
is the reason that motivates
one to marry. ·aver the years
I have seen and heard many
stories and have compiled my
top 10 list of reasons NOT to
get married-reasons that
have motivated people to marry, but which inevitably lead
to problems and stress in the
marriage.
Here are my first six reasons
NOT to get married:
10.
Because all your
friends are getting married

This reason usually strikes
those in their twenties, when
shortly after graduating college they have been to too
many weddings, been the
bridesmaid but never the
bride, the groomsman but
never the groom. A certain fear
begins to rise within the mind,
a fear of being alone, of never
finding their "soul mate." With
this anxiety, fear, insecurity,
they begin an almost desperate search for someone, and
when a person comes along
who shows interest in them,
even if not possessing the
qualities they know are necessary, Oike a common faith),
they compromise because they
don't want to end up the "old
maid."
9· Because you are getting
older
The wheel of time just keeps
turning, and one day life's
business has caught up. College degree has been obtained,
career is secure, home is es-

tablished, but along the way,
time was never taken to find
a life partner and now age is
creeping up. The fear of no one
to share life with rises-of being alone in one's later years.
So, you join an online dating service, meet person after
person, experience the torrent
of emotional highs and lows,
and marry from lonelinessnot love-only to find, though
married, you are every bit as
alone.
8. To advance your career
School is expensive and you
can't possibly both work to
pay your way and make your
grades - what to do? Get a
spouse to put you through
school. Or perhaps, your culture demands you marry into
a certain family in order to
advance your station or office.
Motives such as these rarely
bring happiness, but instead
add untold heartache and
stress.

1

7· To obtain citizenship
Over the years I have had a
handful of patients who have
married for this reason. Not
once have they actually been
happy. The spouse with U.S.
citizenship never felt truly
secure. During the first few
years, where divorce would
have meant the non-U.S.
spouse .would not have obtained citizenship, there was
fear and insecurity, doubt as
to whether the marriage was
for love, or other reasons: And
once citizenship was obtained,
divorce followed.
6. To improve finances
While there are certain financial advantages to marriage, marrying for finances
is a bad idea. Many patients
come to see me who have married a spouse of means, but
they themselves have no way
to support themselves. All too
often the financially dependent spouse feels insecure,
inferior, afraid, and if the fi-

nancially well-off spouse acts
domineering or controlling,
which frequently happens,
the dependent spouse is generally too fearful to stand up
for what is right and call the
offending spouse to account.
I have many patients who suffer from chronic depression
because they are in marriages
in which they are dominated
and controlled but rather than
leaving, or standing up to mistreatment, submissively stay
because of the financial security the marriage provides.
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SAU Athlete of the Week:
Chanttal Herrera, junior
nursing major
Chuck: When is the first
time you can remember playing volleyball?
Chanttal: I was 3 years
old, and I could already set
back and forth. I would play
with my mom and aunt.
Chuck: Who was the most
influential person in you
playing?
Chanttal: When I turned
12, my P.E. teacher in the
Dominican Republic recommended me to this guy who
works for the Dominican
Republic National Team. I
started practicing with him
and have been playing con~>istently ever since.

.

Chuclc.:
Did you play other
.
sports growing up?
Chanttal: Baseball and
basketball.
Chuck: What was your favorite?
Chanttal: Volleyball of
course!
Chuck: what is your fondest volleyball memory?

Chuck: How was the 3-on3 'volleyball tournament?
Team. Her name is Milagros
Chanttal: We finished Cabral.
in second place. It was tirChuck: Do you feel that
ing because we lost the first volleyball is taken for grantgame, and we. had to play ed as a sport at Southern?
back-to-hack to the end.
Chanttal: Yes. Yes. We
Chuck: What's your favor- have so much potential in
ite part of the game?
this school and I definitely
Chanttal: When it's 24-24 .think we can have a competiand you have to win by two. tive team.
That's when it gets exciting:
Chuck: How do you feel
Chuck: What is your pri- about the amount of rec time
mary position?
· set aside for volleyball?
Chanttal: Setter.
Chanttal: We usually get
Chucli: What is the stron- the courts a week before volgest and weakest point of leyball, but basketball playyour game?
ers usually take over anyway,
Chanttal: Blocking is my so I definitely think more
weakest and setting is my time should be pro..tded.
strongest.
Chuck: I hear you are a:
Chuck: Do you have a fa- Heat fan, who do you think:
vorite volleyball player?
would be the best volleyball
Chanttal: I do; she is player of the big three?

Chanttal: The tournaments I used to play at the
Olympic center in D.R. Also,
going to third· round of regionals in high school.
Chuck: Did you play competitively in high school?
Chanttal: I came to the
U.S. in the tenth grade and I
played all three years.

The Respo11se (Part 3): Do yott feel it is liypocritical to haYe
and no other varsity sports? \Vl1y or ''Tl1y 11ot?
• . "No! By definition we are
not a varsity sport - varsity
· sports teams are the principal athletic.teams representing a college, university, high
school or o'ther secondary
school. Such teams compete
against the principal athletic
teams at other colleges/universities, or in the case of secondary" schools, against other
secondary scho~ls. Groups of
varsity sports teams are often
organized into athletic conferences, which are groups
of teams that regularly play
each other during a given
athletic season," said Coach
Schwarz.
• "I think it is hypocritical to
assert that it is appropriate

for an Adventist college to there are TRYOUTS for the
have a gymnastics program sport? Have you ever heard
but not to ·have varsity sports. of Mike Boyd not allowing
I am not criticizing Gym Mas- someone .to play in tramurals
ters, I just don't think anyone because they are not good
should try to rationalize it enough? I think not, I have
over varsity sports because, heard ·of kids who really want
while it is not necessarily a to be in Gym-Masters being
'game,' gymnastics is still a rejected from the team," said
competitive sport; and all James Shoemaker, senior althe negative statements that lied health major.
could be made against other • "I_ feel like it is very hyposports could be made .against critical. I mean it's cool that
gymnastics," said Conor we have Gym-Masters and
Spady, senior biochemistry everything, but why is it that
people that love doing gymmajor.
• "Gym Masters does not nastics are on a team? The
promote inclusivity and is people that love basketball,
inconsistent with the whole soccer, softball and other
philosophy of '100 play and sports would love to be on a
10 watch.' How can it be when team as well. Besides, Gym

Masters does more gymnas- . of the School of Religion.
tic shows other places and • "I don't care much for the
we see them twice a year.. But whole 'Gym Masters-getcontroversy
with regular sports there are to-compete'
home games where everyone because their competition
· can atterid," said Jade Har- seems very indirect. In bas- rison, sophomore liberal arts ketball, volleyball, football,
hockey, tennis, soc.c er' and
education major.
• "I can see how some who even Ping-Pong, there is
are the top achievers in their back and forth, direct, persport would like to compete, sonal interaction. Therefore
but history has sho~ that in those sports it seems much
. it has been the tail that wags easier to have issues with
. the dog. We should keep our poor sportsmanship. (So no,
competition in perspective. I don't find it hypocritical),"
There's not nearly the level said Ally Wise, junior health
of competition in Gym ·Mas- science major.
ters as compared to varsity
athletics. Gym Masters has a
purpose-filled spiritual emphasis," said Greg King, dean

Fun Sports Facts

1

Most
volleyball
players jump about 300 times a
match.

2

3

Volleyball is the second
most popular sport in the
world today, exceeded only
by soccer.

At 120 miles per hour, a
Formula One car generates
so much down force that it
can drive upside down on the
roof of a tunnel.

4

G)'Ill-~Iasters

5

Cranberries are sorted for
ripeness by bouncing them;
a fully ripened cranberry can
be dribbled like a basketball.

The longest recorded volleyball game was in Kingston, NC. It took 75 hours and
30 minutes.
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Calend~r]

Thursday, March 15
11 a.m. Convocation, Brain
Awareness, Arlene Taylor
(Iles)
5 p.m. Badminton/Racquetball
Team Meeting (Hulsey)
7 p.m. Modem Languages Film
Series (Miller 201)
7:30 p.m. Convocation, Arlene
Taylor (Thatcher)
Friday, March 16
8 a.m. Sign-up for free WalMartTrips
1-3:30 p.m. Free Wal-Mart
Trips (Wright Hall)
2 p.m. Outreach: West Side 4
·Jesus
8 p.m. Vespers, Clive Wilson
(Church)

7:50p.m. Sunset
9:30-10:30 p.m.
(Talge Chapel)

Hymnsing

Saturday, March 17
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Clive
Wilson (Church)
9:30 a:m. The Fountain Sabbath
School
(Thatcher
South)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. Living Free: Free to
Grow (CA Room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus- Women only (CA Library)
10 a.m. French Sabbath School
(Miller 201)
10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath

School (Hulsey Wellness
Center)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Clive
Wilson (Church)
10:15 a.m. The Guys Sabbath
School, Men Only (CA 100)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect
(CA Room 102)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Andy Nash (Collegedale·
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Clive
Smith (Church)
2 p.m. Outreach: West Side 4
Jesus, Flag Camp, Patten
Towers, Advent Home
7:30 p.m. Evensong, Organist: Ethan McGrath, Reader:
Ray Minner (Church)
8 p.m. SA Talent Show (Iles)

Sunday, March 18
5:30 p.m. Legacy Society Banquet
7:30 p.m. Symphony Orchestra Concert, Convo Credit
(Church)
Monday, March 19
First Day of Spring
Badminton/Racquetball Tournament Begins
Soccer Intramural Sign-up Begins southem.edu/intramurals
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council
Tuesday, March 20
6 p.m. Tornado Siren Test

Wednesday, March ~1
Campus Ministries Convention, Collegedale Tenn (2124)
7 p.m. Archaeological Museum Lecture, Daniel Master
(Lynn Wood)
7:30 p.m. SA Senate (White
Oak Room)
9:15p.m. Residence Hall Joint
Worship (Thatcher)
Thursday, March 22
11 a.m. Convocation, Hasel
Lectureship, Daniel Master
(Church)
Last day to drop a class & automatically receive "W"
5 p.m. Soccer Team Meeting
(Hulsey)

.

[Student Life Announcements]
March 25: Tech Trek rally!
The Technology Department is
sponsoring a road rally where
you could win $100! Only requirement: one team member
must be taking a TECH class this
semester. Contact technology@
southem.edu for more information.
SonRise: A limited number of
student tickets for the April 7

Birthdays
March 15- Cody Limone,
Eleny Carpio, James Wright,
Kaleb Leeper, Rene Drumm,
TonyaKnox
March 16- Anthony Horton,
Dave Allemand, Franklin
Concepcion, Nicole Belleau
March 17- Aimee Welcome,
Aris Marsh, Barry Daly, Brenden Casillas, Brianna Hartin,
Caleb Ho-A-Shoo, Chelsea
Hartin, Ellysse Bertus, Emily
Dann, Jammie Dill, Joel Petgrave, John McCoy, Nancy
Howard, Patti Mitchell
March 18-- Andrew Kelly,
Cathy Olson, Christel Koerting, EugenioAlmodovar,Jacquelyne Wade, Kayce Foote,
Michael Trevino, Rhondi

SonRise Pageant will be availday, March 27, from 10 a.m to
9 p.m. (or while supplies last).
able beginning March 14 at the
Chaplain's Office, while supplies
Ages 6 and under do not need a
last. Tickets are free but required
ticket.
for all performances 8:45 lf.m.,
We encourage students to parand 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.(Half
ticipate as cast. To get involved,
hour intervals.) Tickets will be • email sonrisecasting@southem.
edu. Visit us at www.facebook.
released to the gener~ public at
Hamilton Place Mall in front of
com/SonRiseCollegedale
and
www.ComeSeeJesus.com.
Belk's Men, Monday, March 26,
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., and TuesBadminton and Racquetball

Forbes, Richard Schwarz,
Sheila Smith, Sophie Anderson
March 19- Amber Turner,
Ariel Rosario, Arthur Sudduth, Benji Markland, Chelsea Cobb, Esmund Hayes,
Herdy Moniyung, Kristie
Wilder, Melissa Mann, Morgan Aumack, Naomi Desta
March 20- Anna Ferris,
Beth Hartman, Christia.ll McClung, Guevara·Samson, Jordan Reichert, Katie Jacobs,
Lenard Ang, Martha Delgado, Melissa Smeltzer, Star
Stevens, Tristan Knowles
March 21- Antonio Anobile, Bradley Donesky, Cristina
Melo, Daniel Gossett, Jerrica
Goodrich, Jessica Cathey,
Paul Bronson, Sasha Andrade

Tournament Meeting:
Thursday, March 15 at 5 p.m. in
the HulseyWellness Center
Leagues Available:
Badminton - Men's Singles, Ladies' Singles, Mixed Doubles.

March 17 starting at 9 p.m. in Des
P.E. Center. Guests that come in
formal attire will get preferred
seating during the show. Come
enjoy all the great acts!
Next year's SA: Corne by the

[S.A. Announcements]
Talent Show: This year's Gala
of Talent will be this Saturday,

Student Association office to
find out about Cabinet positions
available for next school year.

HUMOR
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First stop: Collegedale, Te~n. t
:UHie Debbie_O_utll!t
j

B

Second Stop: Rollo, Mo.·
/ Worlds' Largest Rock~og_Ch,f

Seventh Stop - Tijuana, Mexico Parade
-..

Fourth Stop: San Antonio, Texas Alamo Reenactment {Playing the

Crocket
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Gala of Talent rewards students. of the future

DEPEAH NYAKONDO
SLuf_ .}\'...,R!wll~:~~R-~-

Before heading back to
the future, "423 for tife
Part 3" told current Southern students what SAU is
like in the future and took
the first place prize of
$t,ooo at Gala of Talent.
Brandon Wilson, junior
theology major, and Mark
Walters, junior marketing
major, traveled back from
the year 2045 to perform
an original futuristic, hip• hop song that was beyond
its t ime.
"It feels pretty good to
win," Walters said. "Competition was really fierce.
I'm really surprised."
Wilson said he attempted to be in t he SA Talent
Show his freshman year but
was rejected because of his
"bling." He went on to win
first place the following
year as a part of another
musical performance.
Power
house
singer,
sophomore social work major Wayneche_Watson, sang
"I Will Always Love You" by
the late Whitney Houston
and took home the second
place prize of $700.

"It feels amazing to win. education and psychology
God is really great, and I'm Ruth WilliamsMorris.
grateful for the opportuniPeople's Choice Award
ty," Watson said.
was determined by a clap
Crowd . favorite Hakke meter and was given to the
Matte took home third musical acts Essential and
place with their dance rou- Daniel Hodgson. Both acts
tine and won $500. Last received $200 .
year they got disqualified
The theme for the talent
for performing more than . show was Gala of Talent.
they had auditioned for.
It was a merged event with
Senior nuhing maj.or and the Valentine's Day Banhead choreographer Ran- quet that was cancelled in
dy Nusantara said, "It's a February.
blessing arid we're thankful
As students entered the
to place because last year gym they went through a
we got disqualified."
dim walkway that led to a
The winners were deter- fountain and red cocktail
tables. Students sipped
on peach tea and Shirley
temples and nibbled on
fresh fruit and desserts
while a classical guitar
and cello duet played. The
show started at 9:35 p.m.
with junior marketing major Laurence Clayton and
senior allied health major
James Shoemaker hosting
the event.
Social Vice President
mined by three judges: Ju- Janelle Billingy said she
nior public relations major has no idea if SA will conand Latin American Club tinue to do an ~vent like
President Arleny Popote"ur, this in the future.
career counselor Jeremy
Moore, and professor of

'

Competition was really
fierce. I'm really
surprised '

Krista JUc!l.er (right), a senior art and English.major, accompanies Aimee Burchard,
a senior graphic design major, as she sings "Rolling in the Deep · by Adele at Gala of
Tale11t on March 17.
-

FCC rejects WSMC fine wit drawa request
SI\RAHR

Fede al Communicaions ~ommi sion h denied
reque t by univer itv radio
tation WSMC-FM to repeal
$10,000 fine for mis ing
k!ocuments in its public file
a t eek. In a letter to the
tat·on
wyer, the F~C satd
t acted properly in issuing
r newed operatmg license
days after announcmg
he fi e.
Th
ne was reduced to
8,ooo based on a history of
ompliance with past regula-

tions, according to the letter.
Its a papernork i ue,'
said Scott Kornblum, WSMC'
general manager.
In 2007, WSMC staff disv red 22 program report
missmg from its public file.
The manager reported the
missing reports on a FCC
license renewal form.
he
FCC renewed the licen e, but
slapped the stat10n with a
fine for non-compliance, even
though the documents had
been replaced.
The FCC regulates the publicly-held airwaves by i suing
licenses to radio stations, said
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Lynelle Ellis, assistant professor in the School of Journalism and Communication.
"What's interesting about
this case is that they were
very honest about their documents," Ellis said. "One would
hope there would be grace."
Becau&e stations are required to meet community
needs. they maintain a public
file with information about
how their audience is served,
holding documents such as
station coverage maps and
radio tower contracts. Kornblum said in his seven years
at WSMC, no one has come to

at's interesting about
this case is that
they were very
honest ...

Check.us
out on
Face ook!!
SEE NEWS PAGE 3

see the file.
The station has set asid
$8,ooo in case the fine i en
forced. Kornblum said \\ h
was not manager at the time
of the discovery. He said it
not unu ual for tation to
be fined for non-compliance,
mainly with missing progra
lists.
An official appeal to the
denial is being considered b
the station's lawyer, Donald
Martin. Martin could not b
reached for comment.
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Camp-us Shop_holds photo contest
GUEVARA SAMSON
SuuW.mR

lexandna Wise, My.Jeila Vulasco and Samantha Paul try and stall wann hy -rhe
ean m Chicago zn the IL inner of the Campus Shop photo contest

As spring break came to an
end, the Campus Shop hosted a
photo contest highlighting the
best photos taken by students
over the week-long break.
Samantha Paul, sophomore
chemistry major, won first
place with a picture of herself,
Alexandria Wise, junior health
science major, and MyJeila
Valasco, sophomore business
administration major, in front
of"The Bean" in Chicago, ill.
"We were inspired to enter
the contest because it seemed
like a really cool way of showcasing a piece of Southern in a
unique place," Paul said. "We
took the picture [in front of the

Bean]; we thought it would be
interesting to show that spring
break isn't always what one
would expect it to be- beaches."
The contest was held on
Facebook, where contestants
uploaded their pictures, and
the picture with the most
"likes" won. Pictures were up-.
loaded between March 2 to 15,
and voting was held March 16
to 19. The winners of the contest received a Campus Shop
gift card; first place prize was
a $100 gift ..card, second place
was $75, and third place was

$so.
Mallory Mixon, junior public
relations major, won second
place with a picture ofher holding a baby alligator during her

visit to AirBoat Rides & Tours
at Midway Orlando, A.a.
"What's so cool about thiS
contest is that the idea started
with my PR Campaign class
last semester," Mixon said. "It's
awesome to see the Campus
Shop using the idea, and I'm
happy to have been part of it."
Joshua Ley, junior allied health major, won third
place with a picture of himself
strapped to a snowboard and
both fists in the air on top of a
snowy mountain.
This contest will be the only:
one the Campus Shop holds
this school year. The next.
contest will be sometime next
school year.

Southe.rn students receiVe gift for Star "Watch
When contacted, Mark An- . the _monthly Star Watch, said tone, di~ector of Landscape that they used to have anServices, said that the con- other mount but tress grew
The stars will suddenly tractor was donating his time in fro'n t of it.
The star watch program become into alignment with t'he to help complete this project.
Physics Department's new The only remaining feature gan in 198;~. when the Physics
.telescope mount.
for the telescope mount is Department started astronThe idea for a new tele- electricity to power the tele- omy classes. Over the years,
scope mount was proposed in scope.
the department was able to
early December and started
The mount was designed purchase telescopes.
Kuhlman, who has been
seeing movement in the be- to help stabilize and create
ginning of February. Taken a more user-friendly star heading Star Watch for years,
said the event has been popuon by a local contractor and watch.
Plant Services, the project is
Henry Kuhlman.~ physics lar among many in the comdone at little to no cost.
professor and organizer of munity.
Star Watch happens on Friday nights after vespers and
is a little known way to welcome the Sabbath because
until last year it was not published in the school calendar.
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Photo by Nathan Sturgess

The new telescope mount that has been constructed outside of the Hickman Science
Center will aid students in .finding celestial bodies quickly and track them over time.
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Camp.us Shop holds photo contest
GUEVARA SAMSON
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As spring break came to an
end, the Campus Shop hosted a
photo contest highlighting the
best photos taken by students
over the week-long break.
Samantha Paul, sophomore
chemistry major, won first
place with a picture of herself,
Alexandria Wise, junior health
science major, and MyJeila
Valasco, sophomore business
administration major, in front
of"The Bean" in Chicago, lll.
"We were inspired to enter
the contest because it seemed
like a really c.ool way of showcasing a piece of Southern in a
unique place," Paul said. "We
took the picture [in front ofthe

Bean]; we thought it would be
interesting to show that spring
break isn't always what one
would expect it to be- beaches."
The contest was held on
Facebook, where contestants
uploaded their pictures, and
the picture with the most
"likes" won. Pictures were uploaded between March 2 to 15,
and voting was held March 16
to 19. The winners of the contest received a Campus Shop
gift card; first place prize was
a $1oo gift .card, second place
was $75, and third place was
$50.
Mallory Mixon, junior public
relations major, won second
place with a picture of her holding a baby alligator during her

visit to AirBoat Rides & Tou
at Midway Orlando, Fla.
"What's so cool about this
contest is that the idea started
with my PR Campaign class
last semester," Mixon said. "It's
awesome to see the Campus
Shop using the idea, and I'm
happy to have been part of it."
Joshua Ley, junior allied health major, won third
place with a picture of himself
strapped to a snowboard and
both fists in the air on top of a
snowy mountain.
This contest will be the onlYi
one the Campus Shop holds
this school year. The next.
contest will be sometime nel\.'t
school year.

Southe-rn students receiVe gift for Star Watch
AARON SNELGROVE

5.u.ff W.RIUJL -

- -

The stars will suddenly
come into alignment with the
Physics Department's new
.telescope mount.
The idea for a new telescope mount was proposed in
early December and started
seeing movement in the beginning of February. Taken
on by a local contractor and
Plant Services, the project is
done at little to no cost.

When contacted, Mark Antone, director of Landscape
Services, said that the contractor was donating his time
to help complete this project.
The only remaining feature
for the telescope mount is
electricity to power the telescope .
. The mount was designed
to help stabilize and create
a more user-friendly star
watch.
Henry Kuhlman, p~ysics
professor and organizer of
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the.monthly Star Watch, said ·
that they used to have another mount but tress grew
in front of it.
The star watch program began in 198l when the Physics
Department started astronomy classes. Over the years,
the department was able to
purchase telescopes.
Kuhlman, who has been
heading Star Watch for years,
said the event has been popular among many in the community.
Star Watch happens on Friday nights after vespers and
is a little known way to welcome the Sabbath because
until last year it was not published in the school calendar.
Now the Star Watch is.looking for greater student body
participation and has published the Star Watch dates
for the entire Southern campus.
The new telescope mount
can be found in the normal
location of Star Watch, the
Hickman Science Center
parking lot, and will be operational for this month's star
watch on March 30.

Photo by Nathan Sturgess

The new telescope mount that has been constructed outside of the HiclCman Science
Center will aid students in finding celestial bodies quickly and track them over time.
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Solar panels soak up Sotilff~ sunshine
,.

sustainable.
Eventually, SIFE focused
on the more attai~able goal
of installing solar panels on
the renovated Summerour
Hall, said Karla Coupland,

IfSAU

could save
$100,000

on its enerJay McCub_bins, an energy management technician with Plant Services, inspects the new solar panels arrays for the .first time
since their installation.

SARAHRUF
STAEEWama

A new array of solar
panels lining the Service
Department roof started
generating
energy
this
month, bringing Southern
one step closer to a green
campus.
Students In Free Enterprise, or SIFE, teamed up
with administrators to install the 832 panels that will

generate energy Southern
will sell to Tennessee Valley Authority's power grid.
The 200-kilowatt array cost
$840,000 and will pay for
itself in seven years, said
Dave Allemand, associate
director of Plant Services.
"We've talked [about] solar on-campus since 2004,"
Allemand said. TVA will pay
22 cents per kilowatt, 12
cents over the retail price,
in the bl}yback deal. The

panels can produce enough
energy to power the Village Market, or 40 standard
homes, Allemand said.
The high cost of investing in solar energy deterred
past dreams of solar panels on-campus. Boyd Buhl,
sales representative for the
WSMC radio station, originally dreamed of creating
an energy program pulling
Southern completely "off
the grid," becoming self-

gybill, SAU
can spend
· thatmoney
elsewhere

''

graduate assistant for SIFE.
When the renovation's
completion date was pushed
to two years, plans changed.
In order to take advantage
of federal tax credits only
available in 2012, SIFE
team members decided to
focus on a larger amount
<;>f panels at a different location: the Service Department warehouse.
The process took months,
meeting with official after
official and cutting through
red tape. "It got exhausting at times, " said Michael
Daily, junior marketing major and a leader of the SIFE
solar project.
"If SAU could save
$100,000 on its energy bill,
SAU can spend that money
elsewhere," Daily said. "It's
going to produce energy at a
greater rate than it's spent."
The panels have already
generated 12 mega watts of
energy and were built by
the Chattanooga firm Metro Services. The Southern
collection of solar panels
is Chattanooga's secondlargest, right behind the
one megawatt panels at
Chattanooga Metropolitan
Airport.

ew Summer Camp Club on campus
The theme of the evening
as "community." It was
felt, heard and expressed
over and over again at the
rst ever, Summer Camp
lub vespers on Friday
ight.
.j)ver 40 students gathered in the Student Park pa:vilion for pizza, songs and a
essage by Eric Bray from
Cohutta Springs Camp.
raditional camp soqgs accompanied by guitar filled
e air, as did the voices
of everyone present. The
tmosphere mirrored that
of a camp setting with the

tables arranged in a tight activity on campuses since
circle, mosquitoes attacking most recruiting takes place
and the warm summer air at colleges.
"Essentially, the club was
lingering as the sun set.
Cheers were heard as started to create awareness
every camp from Camp about camp ministry and
Wawona in Califorinia, to the evangelism camp proCamp Kulaqua in Florida vides every summer," Whitwere represented proudly. low said. "AACP [Adventi~t
While recognition of some Association of Camp Profescamps was met with more sionals] wanted the staff to
enthusiasm, all the students be able to fellowship with
were united by their shared . other staff from other camps
love for camp and their ea- and to learn new ideas and
gerness to sei'Ye the Lord.
to help each other through
Anthony Whitlow, a soph- encouragement throughout
omore theology major, is the the school year... "
Guest speaker Eric Bray
current leader of the club.
He said the club was started from
Cohutta
Springs
as a way to have more camp Camp in Georgia delivered

a message highlighting the
importance of camps in
spreading the Word of God
and the doctrine of the Sabbath. He stressed the need
for organizations like the
Summer Camp Club to raise
awareness about Adventist
camps.
"Camps are getting shut
down," Bray said. "Joining
this club will bring more
support to the camps and
growth for the future."
The current admission
price for the club is $20.
Whitlow said the money will
go toward club events.
"The club wants to create
[events] that help get the

students out of the normal
school routine and have the
chance to just have fun, lik
at camp," he said.
"I have worked at Camp
Cherokee for about five
summers," Whitlow said.
"I enjoy all the activities,
but what I love most about
the camp is the experience
I have with these kids and
teaching them about my;
Savior, Jesus Christ. That i
what has changed my life."
For more information
email southernaacp@gmail.
com.
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Strickland debuts conductin abilities
AVERY McKINNEY
STAFF WRITER

Sarah Strickland guestconducted Southern Adventist University's Symphony
·orchestra for the first time
in concert at the Collegedale
Church on March 18.
Strickland is working toward completing her master's
degree in orchestral conducting from Andrew's University.
She is fulfilling her practicum
requirements as assistant conductor under special instruction from Laurie Minner, associate music professor and
conductor of the Symphony
Orchestra.
"I'm delighted to have her
here," Minner said. "I'm glad
she's able to have this opportunity."
For Strickland's debut performance, the orchestra performed Johannes Brahms'
"Academic Festival Overture,
opus 80." Strickland said she
was guided toward selecting
the piece because of its history
and practicality in the program.
"It's also a fun and enjoyable

· song to play," Strickland said.
Minner believes that the
orchestra is adapting well to
Stricklan~'s conducting.
"It was a smooth transition
from working with Mrs. Minner to Sarah," said Lauren
Caradonna, senior biology
major and second violin player in the orchestra. "She has
good techniques to get past
problem areas."
Michael Pichette, senior
music education major and
principal trumpet player, has
not only worked with Strickland in the symphony, but
also worked with her during
his juries, the equivalent of a
final exam.
"I've definitely seen improvement over the semester.
She's straightforward and says
what she wants," Pichette said.
This was Strickland's first
concert performance as a
conductor; however, she has
other conducting experience.
After completing her bachelor's in piano performance at
Andrew's, Strickland started
her master's degree there and
worked as a hand bell choir
conductor.

Sarah Stickland, a student from Andrew's University working on a master's degree in orchestral conducting, guest-conducted
the opening piece at Southern's Symphony Concert on March 18.

Putting her degree on hold,
she moved to Puerto Rico in
2007 and found a job as a violin teacher and assistant conductor for a beginner's level
orchestra. Once Strickland
moved back to the continental
United States in 2010, she became a choir conductor for an
academy in New York, but she

said she felt the need to finish
the degree she had started.
Despite her previous experience and upcoming · master's degree, conducting isn't
Strickland's life goal. She
originally planned to master
in piano performance but developed tendonitis.
"I don't see my career as a

conductor, but I kn<fw it will
help me in what ! want to do
in the future. It's JUSt another
tool in my bag," Strickland
said.
Strickland said that once
she graduates, she is hoping
to settle down in the Chattanooga area and find work performing and teaching.

Peyton Manning chooses Denver Broncos
DENVER (AP) - The Den- Denver."
ver Broncos got their Man.
Besides the Titans, the San
Make that Peyton Manning.
Francisco 49ers had been a
So much for Tebowmania.
finalist in the chase for ManStill to be decided is what ning, who turns 36 on Sathappens to last season's quar- urday and missed all of 2011
terback sensation, Tim Tebow. because of multiple nee_!< surThe Broncos and Mannilfg geries.
agent Tom Condon spent
ESPN first reported the
Monday working out param- record-setting quarterback ineters of a deal expected to be structed his agent to negotiate
worth about $95 million over the details of a deal with the
five years after the NFL's only Broncos, less than two weeks
four-time MVP called Elway, after the Indianapolis Colts
the Broncos' revered QB- released him rather than pay a
turned-executive, and told $28 million bonus.
him he had decided to come to
"I think it's a great place for
nver.
him," Broncos defensive end
Tennessee· Titans owner Robert Ayers said outside the
Bud Adams also said Man- · Broncos' complex. "I don't
ning let him know that he had think he made a bad decision.
picked the Broncos. Adams I think he mad~ a great decireleased a statement Monday sion. Hopefully we can prove
confirming the Titans were him right and hopefully we
out of the running and later can win a lot of games here."
said to The Tennessean: "H~
Despite being sidelined all
Called me himself and told of last season, Manning's sucme he wasn't coming, that he cess in the past - the Colts
made his mind up to go with averaged a 12-4 record from

2001-10 ·- made.him by far
this off-season's top potential
signing and perhaps the most
desired free agent ever.
He was wooed to Denver
by Hall of Fame quarterback
Elway, who· led the Broncos
to two Super Bowl championships and now serves as their
vice president of football operations.
Elway, who retired from
the game after winning his
second straight title in 1999,
never sounded all that convinced Tebow was the answer
at the sport's most important
pos1tion and now could trade
. 26, 2010 file photo Trlc1iivii:ij)Oiris·cbllS
the enormously popular but (18) greets Denver Broncos quarterback Tim Tebow (IS) at an NFL game, in Denver.
Manning signed a five-year, $95 million contract with the Broncos on March 20. (A~
flawedQB.
Photo/Greg Trott)
Tebow energized the Broncos in leading them to the · him luck, no matter what he tween the team that drafted
playoffs last season - and has does. I hope he's here. He's Manning No. 1 overall and the
fans all over the country- but a great leader, a great locker QB who brought Indianapohis p)ay was erratic.
room guy."
lis from football irrelevance
"I wouldn't say I feel bad for
Manning was cut loose to the 2007 Super Bowl title
him," Ayers said. "It's a busi- March 7 by the Colts. The and a second appearance in
ness. And I'm pretty sure Tim move marked the end of an the NFL championship game
understands that.... We wish era, a 14-year alliance be- three years later.
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How to be more than just a vapor in -t he wind
KARIE MAcPHEE

"'
I've always had this sense
that I would die young-that
something tragic would happen and my life would be c,ut
short. Sometimes that's been
a motivation for me to live for
the present, and I am thankful
for that. But recently I've been
thinking about that more.·
While the thought of dying

and not-being able to tell people how much I love them has
taught me to live in a pretty
constant state of appreciation
(and I am blessed by those reminders daily), I've realized
that all my love and appreciation mounted up still amounts
to nothing.
Whep. I die, people won't
remember me as someone
who always told people what
I meant. Not because I didn't

try my best to do that, but be-

cause they just won't remember me.
. We are just a vapor. Our
time on earth, be it 20 years
or So~ is just a vapor. When
someone we love dies, it's
like our world stops. But have
you ever noticed that the rest
of the world keeps on going?
It's like they don't know that
the most important person in
the world just died. And while

...

they seem disrespectful for
their ignorance, our life eventually moves on too, because
everyone is just a vapor.
I'm not trying to be depressing, saying that our life
is pointless. But I guess I'm
asking you what point your
life is. Despite the vapor-ness
we possess, God thinks we're
tl1e most amazing thing in the
universe. That's why He came
down here and risked eternity

to save us. I guess I'm asking
what your vapor is and· what
mine is; because it needs to be
more than giving the people I
love a vase flowers or writing
them notes to brighten their
days. It needs to be a-_ crazy
love for Jesus-a constant
state of awe at what He's done
for me - how He's saved rrre.
And unless I'm living in that,
my vapor is really nothing at
all .

Guarding our hearts: Making Go'd oUr one and only
SALOMEY AGYEMANG
CoNTRIBUIDR

It amazes me how, when
people are faced with the
truth, they just laugh it off and
pretend that it doesn't affect
them-that they are just fine.
People can be so blinded to
the fact that we are temporary
beings in a temporary world.
If we want that everlasting life we claim to desire so
much, then we need to desire
the things of our everlasting
Father over anything of this
temporary life. In this time,
we need to be wanting God
as much as we want that next
breath-not the next movie
that's coming out or the next
episode of whatever's on TV.
Philippians 4:7 says, "And
the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will
guard your hearts and your
minds in Christ Jesus."
I always hear people referring to the part where it says
guard your heart, and they forget the words around it. Not
just your heart, but also your
mind. It's not that we have
to guard our own hearts and
minds; we in our own power
can do no such thing. Once we
give it to God, He can make
that change in us,' and He
will shield our hearts and our
minds with His peace.
The peace of God will cover
your heart if it's in Christ Jesus. Pause. If it's in Christ Jesus. Not in your iPod, or your
Hulu, or your Netflix, not any
of that, but in Christ Jesus.
You're heart can't completely
be in Christ Jesus if the last
thing you do before going to
bed is watch a movie instead
of talking to Him. You're heart
can't be in Christ completely if
the first tiling you think about
when you wake up is running

to class and not thanking the
One who just opened your
eyes. Christ needs to not only
be the First and the Last in the
Bible, but also the first and the
last in our lives.
When you subject · your
mind to all the things of the
woi;ld, you don't even realize
what effect it's having, or even
that it's becoming an idol. An
idol is defined as "an object of
.extreme devotion." Whenever
you put something, anything,
before God, it's like you are
drawing a line between you
and God saying, "Yes God I
love You, but I want to watch
this or do this right now, and
then I'll get back to putting
You first."· God is not a TiVo.
lie cannot be put on pause.
You cannot recQrd His blessings for today and play them
back later. Our God_is a realtime God, and He wants our
real-time affection. No, . He
demands oUr real-time affection. But He's not going to
force it. You have to give it to
Him. It's not a one-time issue
either. It's daily building a relationship with Him and surrendering your carnal will to
His greater plan for your life,
trusting that, even when it gets
hard, He's still there for you.
You guys, everything we do ·
in life is a form of worship. Everything we do in our lives has
such a significant meaning to
God and this heavenly controversy that's going on all around
us. This life is not just a game
· we play trying not to run out
of chances till Jesus returns.·
Every decision you make, every turn you take in the maze
of your life, is another battle
between God and Satan for
your soul, and all the angels
in Heaven are just watching to
see which one you will choose.
Every time you decide wheth-

er or not to take that drink,
whether or not to change the
channel, whether or not to go
with that guy/girl, wbether or
not to say those words-every
single choice you make in life
shows who you are giving your
worship to and shows who
you are offering your respect,
honor, devotion to. It shows
who you are really glorifying
in your life and in your heart.
As Christians, everything
we do and every aspect of our
life should reflect how deeply
rooted Ch.rist is in our hearts

and how much His love has
permeated through those
walls into our mouths, our
hands, our feet, everything.
And everything we do should
release that love into the world
because honestly, C.h rist's love
is too much and too big to just
stay inside us. It has to come
out.
"Above all else, guard your
heart, for everything you
do flows from it." (Proverbs
4·:23).

So what I'm basically saying is that, in whatever you do,

think about it. Who are you
glorifying when you get into
the car? When you press play
on the remote? When you turn
up the music? Are you enhancing the voice •of God in your
mind, or drowning it out?
"Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right,
whatever is pure, whatever
is lovely, whatever is admirable-if anything is excellent
or praiseworthy-think about
such things." (Philippians 4:8)
Just a thought.

•
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Fakeboo~:
EMILY

BANKS

LIFESTYI ES EDITOR

What is your first thought
after takiitg a picture? Is it,
"What would be the best caption for this?" or, "I wonder
how many 'likes' this will get"?
Do you feel the need to 'check
in' anytime you make a trip
to Starbucks with a friend?
Do you think it necessary to
post every piece of information about your life in the form
of a status update? If any of
this even remotely resonates
with you, stop and think about
what your Facebook profile
has become to you.
I was reading an article in
"Cosmopolitan" entitled "How
to survive a confidence crash,"
which briefly discussed the
topic of Facebook and how

What does your profile look like?

it has become a self-esteem nose looked in that photo you
booster. In the article, Jane were tagged in? Delete. Got a
Buckingham, founder of the cute, new sweater you want
Millennial-focused research everyone to appreciate? Upfirm, Trendera, said some- load.
thing that realJ.y struck a chord
It's as if we are living from
with me. She said, "So many status update .to status upwomen treat life as a constant date-we can't find fulfillment
status update. They're think- or enjoyment through an acing about how their lives look
instead of how their lives feel."
This is a sad reality of not only
women, but men alike.
We've become a society
based on Superficial affirmation. Why do you think Facebook is so popular? Facebook
gives you the opportunity to
create a perfectly crafted por- ·
trayal of how you want others tivity by simply experiencing
to view your "life." You can it, we have to have 15 other
monitor what everyone does people's approval as well. They
or doesn't see with the click of don't even have to be people
a button; don't like how your you actually know. It is com-

mon knowledge that the more 'checking in' at Starbucks befriends you have on Facebook, cause I, too, am guilty of dothe more popular you are. ing these very same things.
Dub. Did we once make eye I understand; we like to feel
contact on the Promenade? like our lives aren't going unFriend request sent. You can noticed. We want people to
now 'like' my post about how -think we have everything put
awesome the John Mayer con- together because we are afraid
cert was, and I'll return the of rejection and failure-anything less than perfect is simply unacceptable. But maybe
Facebook is the problem instead of the solution; maybe
Facebook is having the opposite effect because it has become one big competition for
who can put on the best show.
Maybe it's time to take a step
back and ask yourself if you
favor by commenting on your are really living or if you are
new haircut photo.
just "existing on Facebook."
I'm not saying there is anything wrong with uploading
Source: www.cosmopolitan.
your pictures to Facebook or com

''So many women treat life as a
constant status update.

Why you should -become a ~ampus vigilante
ROBBY VANARsDALE
CONDIBIJTOR

Vigilante justice. It has a
nice sound; it brings to mind
pictures of Batman, cowboys and Robin Hood. In our
popular mindset, we worship
a vigila~te who fights for the
common man against the oppressive and corpulent regime.
I, too, am a vigilante. Last
wee}s, I called Campus Safety
because someone parked in
the wrong spot. My cause is
perhaps not as noble as Robin
Hood's, but they were parked
in a haadicapped parking
spot. "It was the busiest part of
the day! My friend on Campu.s
Safety told me to! My mother's
cousin's best friend is handicapped, and if he visits, he1l
need the spot! Honest!"
You may question the validity of my vigilantism. I defend
myself thusly: Edmund Burke
famously said, "All that is necessary for the triumph of evil
is that good men do nothing."
A champion of righteousness
may use this statement to
justify their actions. "I have
to punch this terrorist in the
face! If I do nothing, evil triumphs!" Yet when the words

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

are used to justify my malicious desire to catch a parking violator red-handed, they
ring hollow. "I have to stop
this person from parking! If I
do nothing ... then ... wait,

nothing happens." This begs
the question: is it really evil to
park in a handicapped parking
space?
Technically, the violator was
in the wrong. The car (a Chrys-

ler Crossfire) had no handicapped tags. It was parked in
the only handicapped parking space in the lot. It was
the middle of the day-a time
when it would be most likely
that a handicapped student
would need the space. And,
let's be honest, this school
is tremendously difficult for
wheelchairs. I counted the
stairs from my room to class
once: 140.
But the scale of the evil is
insignificant. Th~ driver didn't
set an orphanage on fire; or
steal money from a charity, or
lie to an old person. Socially,
my stunt of calling Campus
Safety would be censured
more than that of the offender.
But why is that? I am upholding the law. I am concerned for
someone other than myself. I
am not slashing their tires. No,
the truly distasteful thing I've
done is break a social contract,
nothing more.
My point is this: I am willing to stand for what I think is
right despite the social stigma.
As Ellen White once stated, I
am willing to "stand for the
right though the heavens fall,"
even if that right seems stupid
to someone else or I am afraid

of public censure for my actions. I am willing to stop at
yellow lights because I should.
I am willing to pay for music
because I like the musician.
I am willing to call Campus
Safety because I respect handicapped parking spaces. I'm
a loose cannon, a wild card,
a vigilante. I'm beyond the
boundaries of social convention because I know I'm right.
I can't always fight on my
own, however. I need you, too.
· Everyone should be a vigi.lante. Every day, people get
away with tiny crimes. They
speed, litter, jaywalk and
slander. They are miniscule
criminals because they have
no consequences. I call you to
be the consequences. Make up
a superhero name for yourself.
Stop socially acceptable crime
in its tracks. Crush it with extreme prejudice.
If you, me and' everyone
we know starts to park in the
right places, pay for our entertainment, pick up litter and
recycle, then grumpy old fogeys like me will have nothing
to complain about, and you1l
finally get the complainers to
shutup.
·

·:
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Kony 2012: Behind the hype
·

took it upon himself to raise
awareness of this issue. AfCoNTRIBUTOR
ter many years of hard work
from meeting with celebriMany 0 ~ us were bombard- ties and politicians, the effort
ed on ~tter and Facebook paid off. In 2011 he finally got
over sp~ng break by the Ko?y- the support he wanted when
~012 vt?eo put out by In~s- . the. Obama administration isIble Children_ (IC). Acco;r<?~g sued military advisors to aid
to !he Washm~on Post, It IS the Ugandan soldiers in findq~uckl~ bec?mn_lg the most ing Kony. Unfortunately, if
vtral vtdeo m history. If you .Americans don't show enough
~~ve not learned about ~C ~et, support, the military adviIt s. a nonp~ofit orgamzatwn sors could be withdrawn at
trying ~o rrus~ awareness for an time. Thns the Kony 2012
the c~Ildren m Uganda who ca~paign began.
. are ki?nappe~ and forced to
Kony 2012 ·s purpose is to
be child soldiers or perform capture Joseph Kony this year.
sexual acts.
.
Because the military adviJosep~ Ko?y, the LCo~- . sors' involvement is depen·
ma~der-m-Chief of the ord s . dant on American support, IC
Resistance Army (LRA~, has created an event called Cover
taken th?usands
_childre_n the Night, where on April 20
froll_l_thei: homes ~llmg their people in every city will plaster
fall_lil_Ies . and forcmg
posters and information about
to JOin his army. The ~ . IS Joseph Kony, hoping to make
known for mass mu~denng m- him famous. ic wants to make
n?cent people, rapmg yo~ng it clear to the U.S. government
gtrls an~ many other hornfic that Americans DQ care about
acts of VIolence.
what happens in Africa and
. J as?n Russell an<l ~ few of that they want the American
hts friends started IC m 20<?3 advisors to stay in Uganda
after they came a_cr_oss chtl- . to hel sto Kon . While this
dren who were h1dmg from · ll p
pd
y th
K
R
ld
t b
IS a a goo cause, ere are
. ony. uss~ 11 cou . no
e- some negative aspects that
heve that this was taking place need to be taken into account.
and no one knew about 1t; he
On NPR's Talk to The NaCHRIS J ANETZKO

ot

il:I?
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tion, joumalist Michael Wilkerson, who lived in Uganda,
addressed some of the issues
people have with Kony 2012.
One of the main issues is that
Kony has fled to surrounding
countries and does not reside
in Uganda anymore. Many
people believe that the war is
still in northern Uganda and
don't realize the LRA has scattered and Uganda is relatively
safe now.
Another issue raised by
Anywar Ricky Richard (former child soldier of the LRA)
in an article for National Geographic, is that peace talks
have reduced crime greatly in
Uganda and he feels that military action is-not the correct
way to handle the issue.
"Invisible Children is known
in northern Uganda as an organization supporting the education of former abductees,
which is much needed in the
region. But they are not known
as a peace building organization, and I do not think they
have experience with peace ·
building and conflict resolution methods," Richard said.
"I totally disagree with their
approach of military action as
a means to end this conflict."
Richard goes on to explain

that to get to Kony, you have to
go through the child soldiers
first. Basically, you·have to kill
the people you are trying to
save in the process of getting
to Kony.
These are just a couple of
the issues · people have raised
against the campaign. A quick
Google search will direct you
to more concerns surrounding
the campaign.
I personally support IC as
an organization. I think what
they've done with creating
jobs and schools for Ugandans
is great, and I commend Jason
Russell for taking action for
something he believes in. He
has raised awareness for an is:.
sue to the caliber that Martin
Luther King, Jr. did. However,
while I do think Kony needs to
be stopped, I do no.t support
their desire to reach Kony by
military force. I believe there
are bigger issues in Africa that
we should be focusing on. I
hepe that Kony 2012's hype
has opened our eyes not just to
Uganda, but also to the whole
world, and that we learn to
support other issues that don't
have the advantage of mass
publicity.

Upc:oming
Events
• • •••• •• • •

The Mousetrap: live on
Stage. Saturday, March 24,
8-10p.m. Watch this excitfug enactment about a group
of strangers stranded in a
boarding house during a
snowstorm-one of which is
a murderer! Tickets are $30
opening night. 400 River St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Jake Owen at Track2c).
Saturday, March 24, 9 p.m.
Co~try music at its finest!
Tickets are $20 in advance,
$23 day of show.

Dvorak Serenades. Sunday, March 25f"3-5 p.m. The
final concert of the 2011-12
Chamber Series for Strings
and Wmds performing in
the Silver Ballroom of the
Sheraton Read House. Tickets
are $20. 827 Broad St. Chattanooga, Tenn.

Top 10 reasons NOT to get married: Pt.
ships will contain such feel- the history I find that some of
ings, such feelings are not these couples started out on
evidence the relationship is very healthy ground-positive
5· To run away or escape healthy. Feelings are fleet- dating, loving affection, caring
abadhorne
ing and transient, and rela- for each other, and both hearts
The sad reality is there are tionships that are primarily longing for marriage-yet with
many dysfunctional homes feelings-driven are, generally engagement ·and marriage
in which children are mis- unstable and unhealthy. Per- plans not yet made. Then,
treated, unloved, neglected. sons who seek relationships to sadly, a pregnancy occurs and,
While seeking to escape such feel accepted, loved or wanted out .of obligation or a sense of
circumstances is reasonable, are not seeking to find some- duty-because it is. "the right
too often young people, in one to love, but to find some- thing"-they marry. And the ·
such situations, flee into im- one to love them. They are foundation of love is fractured
pulsive marriages as a means not seeking to give of self to and replaced by love-crushing
of escape. The likelihood of love others, but are seeking to and freedom-destroying resuch a marriage being healthy take emotional energy from sponsibility and obligation
is very remote and typically others to .sustain and support they must now endure. The
the marriage is fraught with their own insecure and fear- pregnancy causes .the couple
fear, insecurity, conflict and ful selves. Such relationships ·to no longer experience their
even abuse. All too often those · are not love relationships, but union as freely chosen, but as
who marry as an escape real- dependency relationships and the situation has forced upon
ize they have jumped from the inevitably result in increased them. Because love only grows
frying pan into the fire.
in an atmosphere of freedom,
fear and insecurity over time.
4· To ·feel accepted,
3· Because· of pregnancy as soon as their experience of
loved or wanted
I have had many couples togetherness is no longer free- ,
Feelings are powerful, and come to see me, often married ly chosen, but obligated by cirhealthy; loving relationships for more than a decade, that cumstances, love begins to die.
will necessarily contain pow- suffer from chronic unresolved
2. To have sex
erful, positive feelings of love, tension, insecurity, conflict,
Typically this only happens
joy, peace; attraction, arousal, resentment and who toler- to the foolish, young and relieKpectancy and happiness. ate each other but don't really giously rigid. But such a moYet, . while healthy relation- enjoy each other. As I explore tive is not about loving anTiM01'HY R. JENNINGS

CoNTRIBUIDR

other person, rather it is about
gratifying self. Healthy marriages are built on other-centered love, so when a marriage
is founded upon self-gratification, healthy love often fails
to grow and the marriage devolves into each party seeking
to get what they can from the .
other.
1. Because you have had
sex and feel obligated or
guilty
Perhaps this reason has
contributed to more dysfunctional, unhappy and miserable marriages than any other.
Fr<llll religiously pious homes,
young people are taught the
value of abstinence until marriage, yet in our weakened
humanity too many are overcome by the passion of heated
moments. In the aftermath of
such mjstakes, a guilty conscience convicts and too many
immature young people, as
a way of avoiding their conscience, conclude "well in
God's eyes we are already married, so if I marry the person it
will make it okay." And, sadly,

•••

2

they pursue marriage, deluding themselves into believing it
is love and God's will that they
follow this course, a course
established not by truth, not
by principle, not by evidence,
not by God's leading, but by
powerful sexual feelings and
impulse, confounded by guilt
(!nd ignorance of God's grace.
So, i{you are single and contemplating marriage, don't fall
into the pitfall of marrying for
10 of the worst reasons possible. As my mother used to
say, two wrongs don't make a
right. Regardless of what issues you struggle with, what
mistakes you've made, or what
challenges you face, do not
marry as a means to solve your
problems. Instead, become
the healthiest person through
God's grace you can become,
and seek someone for your
marriage partner with whom
you find your greatest joy in
loving, and who in tum loves
you!
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Talking with Chuck: Wall to wall with Darin
CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS EDITOR

SAU Athlete of the
Week: Darin Bissell, offi~ manage"r
for the
School of P.E., Health
and Wellness
Chuck: What were your
favorite sports growing up?
Darin: Racquetball and
football.
Chuck: Why racquetball?
Darin: My dad used to
play a lot and we would go to
the sports club and play almost every day after school.
Chuck: Who was influential in getting you involved in
sports?
Darin: Definitely my dad;
he was the coach of our football team in seventh and
eighth grade. We even won
the championship one year.

Chuck: Did you play racquetball competitively?
Darin: I played in tournaments from ages 11-13. I
went to nationals one year
in Utah and was able to play
some of the best kids in the
world. I won a couple games
and got to see a whole bunch
of incredible athletes. I also
played doubles, and my partner and I ended up playing
the number one ranked duo
in the country at that time.
We lost 15-1, 1~-o. I scored
our only point.
Chuck: Why did you stop
playing competitively if you
were at such a high level?
Darin: My family ended
up moving to Korea. I played
in some tournaments but it
wasn't the same level of competition.
Chuck: What is your fond-

est memory of playing?
Darin: Just having fun,
learning how to play the
game and spending time with
my dad.
Chuck: What makes racquetball different from other
sports?.
Darin: It's definitely an
individual game. You don't
rely on other teammates unless you're playing doubles.
If you make a mistake, it's
all 9n you. It's a super quick
game. You have to have fast
reaction skills, court sense
and good hand-eye coordination.
Chuck: What separates it
from other racket sports?
Darin: A lot of racket
sports are played outdoors,
whereas racquetball is enclosed. You don't have to
chase the ball out of the
court, but you still have to

The Response (Part 4):
What do ou think about the intramural
"I like intramurals. specific group. Mike Boyd is
I think it gives students the doing an excellent job in that.
opportunity to be involved, . We have so many people paractive and maybe try out a ticipating and as a whole it
sport just for fun without really benefits the students.
having to worry about inten- Intramurals isn't an exclusive pressures to win. i like sive dub. It is an inclusive
that there are various leagues family," said James Shoeof difficulty (A, B, C); it maker, senior allied health
gives teams the opportunity major.
"Yes I do think they
to pursue new challe~es,"
said Alexandra Wise, junior are as successful as . they
claim because I have seen
health scien_ce major.
"The intramural pro- and presented the statistl.cs
gram here is great. ANYONE to ·committees here at SAU,
can play intramurals. That's so I know for a fact that they
the best part about it. It is are very successful; and you
inclusive and appeals to the can have proof just coming to
whole school, not just one a basketball game, or even a

run a lot.
Chuck: What's the difDarin: I probably play
ference between racquetball once every two weeks; I used
and squash?
·
to pl;1y two to three times a
Darin: Squash you have week. I had a guy I used to
a longer racket; the ball play pretty regularly, but he
is squishy in squash and moved away.
Chuck: Who are your fadoesn't bounce as much as
the racquetball. I've played . vorite sport teams to watch?
squash as well; you really
Darin: I like the Minnesohave to run, and it has a few ta Vikings and I'm a Portland
different rules. A lot of times Trailblazers fan. Portland is
it's even played on the same where I really got into raccourt.
quetball.
Chuck: What's it like playChuck: Who is the best
player you've played on cam- ing with Still Kickin'?
pus?
Darin: We .have a lot of
Darin: I haven't really fun. We had a chance this
been playing much recently, year. It was a tough game
but Brian Chen is pretty de- against Snakehogs.
cent. Brian Laneville is the
Chuck: Any advice to peolast staff I played; we had a ple who want to pick up raclot of fun. He gets a lot of his quetball?
cafeteria guys to come play.
Darin: As long as you're
Chuck: How often do you playing hard and having fuJ!,
that's all that matters.
get to play?

ro ram l1ere overall?

soccer or football game," said
Silzie Vieira, senior biology
major.
"I think the intramural program here is great,
don't get me wrong, but it
isn't as great as it claims. I
think the leagues are rigged
(that might not be the right
term). My flag football team
last year dominated B league
when we should have played·
A. If the people signing up
for B league 'just wanna have
fun,' the.n they need to make
sure that the teams are fair
and in the right league to ensure that people play again in
the next sport and don't get

discouraged," said · Kristina
Forrest, sophomore allied
health major .
"In general, I think
that the intramuni.l program
at Southern is successful and
well run. As with anything in
life, there are plenty of criticisms that could be made,
·but as a whole, I think most
students would agree that it
is fun and rewarding to participate in Southern's intramural program," said Conor
Spady, senior biochemistry
major.
"I think the intramural program has been very
successful. The playing field

has so much variety; from the
dynasties to the 'just playing
for fun' teams, I think everyone enjoys Southern's intramural program in their own
way. Not to mention, there is
most definitely no shortage
of competition! So for the
time being, let's keep making intramurals as intense
and fun as possible because
it doesn't look like we'll have
school teams," said Garrison
Hayes, junior film major.

Fun ·Sports Facts

1

Badminton is the world's
fastest racket sport: a shuttle can
leave the racket at a speed of almost
200 miles/hour.

2

3

Racquetball works nearly
every muscle group, including sustained, repetitive use of large muscles that increase calorie burn and
reduced fat percentage.

An average racquetball
game will take 20 minutes, during
which a player will run a distance of
approximately 3,650 feet - or over
two miles in one hour of play.

4

5

Racquetball players work
at a constant rate of 75 to 85 percent of their maximum heart rate
for the duration of the typical racquetball game.

•·
Crowds of up to 15,000
are common for major badminton
tournaments in Malaysia and Indonesia.

cam~Actventist
chatter·
.
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[The Calendar]
Thursday, March 22
11 a.m. Convocation, Hasel
Lectureship, Daniel Master
(Church)
Last day to drop a class and automatically receive "W"
5 p.m. Soccer Team Meeting
(Hulsey)
.Friday, March 23
Payday
Withdrawals through.April 21
receive a "W" or "WF"
7:45-10 a.m. SA Senate Surprise Day (Promenade)
8 a.m. Sign-up for free WalMartTrips
1-3:30 p.m. Free Wal-Mart
Trips (Wright Hall)

2 p.m. Outreach
8 p.m. Vespers, Asian Heritage
cchuich)
7:55 p.m. Sunset
Saturday, March 24
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath
School
(Thatcher
South)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. living Free: Free to
Grow (CA Room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus- Women only (CA library)
10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath

[Student Life Announcements]
SonRise: A limited number of
student tickets for the April 7
SonRise Pageant will be available beginning March 14 at the
Chaplain's Office, while supplies
last. Tickets are free but required
, for all performances 8:45a.m.,
and 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. (Half
hour intervals.) Tickets will be
released to the general public at
Hamilton Place Mall in front of
Belk's Men, Monday, March 26,
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., and Tuesday, March 27, from 10 a.m. to
9 p.m. (or while supplies last).

Ages 6.and under do not need a
ticket.
We encourage students to participate as· cast. To get involved,
email sonrisecasting@southern.
edu. Visit us at www.facebook.
com/SonRiseCollegedale
and
www.ComeSeeJesus.com.
I· Cantori Spring Concert
will be Sunday, March 25 at 7:30

p.m. in Ackerman Auditorium. I
Cantori presents Song of Songsunique choral arrangements of
texts from the Song of Solomon.

School (Hulsey Wellness
Center)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:15 a.m. The Guys Sabbath
School, Men Only (CA 10o)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect
(CA Room 102)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Jackie James (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
2 p.m. Outreach
7:30p.m. Evensong, (Church)
9 p.m. Asian Night (lies)

7:30a.m. Southern.Adventure
Race (Outdoor Education
Center)
9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Adventist Robotics League Southern
Challenge (lies)
7:30 p.m. I Cantori Spring
Concert (Ackerman)

Wednesday, March 28
AlA Convention, WA (28-31)
6:30 p.m. ACA Orientation
(Miller 201)
7:30 p.m. SA Senate (White
Oak Room)
9:15 p.m. Residence HalJ,.Joint
Worship (Thatcher)

Monday, March 26
4 p.m. University Assembly
7:30 p.m. Brass: Synergy Brass
Quintet,
Double Convo
Credit (lies)

Thursday, March 29
11 a.m. Convocation, Asian
Heritage (Church)
Online Fall Registration for
Returning Juniors
>54
hours and Seniors (29-30)
Wind Symphony tour (29-April

Tuesday, March 27
Online Fall Registration for
Returning
Seniors
>93
hours (27-30)

1)

Preview Southern 105 (29-31)

Sunday, March 25

[S.A. Announcements]
Next year's SA: Come by the
Student Association office to
find out about Cabinet positions
available for next school year.
Looking fo.r individuals committed to bettering this Student
Body in the positions of:
Executive Secretary
Public Relations Director
Associate Finance Director
Community Service Director
Parliamentarian

Nile Union Academy Coin
Drivel Nile Union Academy is
the only Seventh-day Adventist
academy in Egypt and an amaz~
ing ministry opportunity in the
Middle-East.
Unfortunately,
the school has not been able to
expand its facilities to accommodate the number of students
who apply, and so roughly 60
potential students are turned
away each year. Southern Adventist University has pledged
to raise $3000 for building improvements for the scltool. Do-

nate coins and loose bills in the
lobbies of the dorms or with your
RA's during night check!
Valentiile's Banquet Refunds: Come by the Student
Association office by March 30
to receive refunds for banquet
tickets if you bought one. Please
bring your purchased ticket and
your student ID to the office or
call or email Diana Lee for more
information: 630.363.6175 dianalee@southern.edu

Birthdays
March 22- Andy Nash, Anthony Taylor, Erin Grube,
Keon Rose, Leslie Martinez,
Max Giron, Priscilla Francisco, Riley Graves, Stephanie
Hardy, Steven Wallace
March 23- Adrianna YoungLeacock, Bency Joseph, Cj
Tramel, Craig Foster, Dorlin Duran, Dorothy Turner,

Kimberly Ricks, Melinda
Bodinet, Billy Freck, Tim
Taylor, Trenton Schwarzer •
March 24- Adriel Green,
Bobbi
Zeismer,
Dalton
Vaughn, Darlene Karst, Deborah Valmont, Francis Rios,
joshua Tyman, Lawrence
Hlabangana, lindsey Robison, Marilyn Siahaan, Ta-

mara Naja, Valentine Clarke
March 25-- Breanna Thornton, Evan Johnson, Giselle
Aszalos, Jordan The, Laurin
Ward, Leziel Hillary Dela
Cruz, Merritt MacLafferty,
Michael
Pichette,
Misty
D'Amico, Pameris Lara, Steven Biondo
March 26- Andrew Coelho,

Bianca Barbosa, Heather
Dappolonia, Joanne Fontanilla, Jonathan Schuen,
Joshua Barrow, Joshua Weddle, Melodie Lopez, Nathan
Shinn, N il Santos, Noemi
Kim
March 27- Calvin Cummings, Camille Blackbum,
Emery Cordrey, Joshua Ley,

Katie Campos, Lis Ruhling,
Michel Brival, Michele Craven, Paige Wright
arch 28- Daphne Bastien,
James Lee, Jamie Morrison,
Janelle Baughman, Kayla
Rouse, Malcolm Roach, Marc
Finley, Maria Reyes, Myssa
Israel, Steffy Bohorquez

•
If you're looking for a place to_ s~ay,

ask for the Southern 4rate.

423-305-6800

423-591-8500
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Thot awkward
moment when ...

Mustache March Feature: Dillon Forsey
Inspiration:
Every man has to sport a moustache at least once in his lifetime,
and this was the only one I was comfortable sporting. As far as
direct influences, I w uld have to say Doli and Daniel Plainview
(There Will Be Blood .
Time growing:
Since mid-October
Growing technique:
I had a big beard until March rolled around, then I cut everything
except for the moustache. As of right now, it has not been trimmed
at all.

-

Lady Tips with Mark Wolters, o.k.o. Swisscokerollz os·seen ot the Talent Show:
1. Pants pegging wins ladies: fact.
2. A"Draw Something" game is a great way to get to know a
shawty.
·
3. Sometimes you have to let your swag hang out.
4. On a date, make sure she knows you are willing to split the bill.
5. Starter-Men's Crew Socks 10-pack: Always.

Live. Life. Better.

1-Hour
Massage

$39
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Photo by Dillan Forsey

1. You have to squeeze your
phone out of the hoHom of
your pocket because your
pants are too tight (think •
about it...)
2. Intramural soccer teams
are already practicing.
3. You wave to Or. Bietz and
realize it is just a cut out.
4. Kony hasn't been in
Uganda since 2006.
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Several students participated in the Korean-themed dance as part ofAsian Night on March 24, an annual event coordinated by
the Asian Club.
VERNER DEL CASTILLO
Sr.&Ef WRITER

Asian Night 2012's "aHarmony" program used the
humorous
theme
"love
and cash are on your side"
while featuring how various
Asian cultures view love
and marriage.

More than 1,700 students
and community members
made this year's Asian
Night the most attended in
years.
Asian Night is put on by
Southern'!? Asian Club every year. Countries represented this year included
Thailand, China, Japan,

Korea, Indonesia, India,
the Philippines and the region of the Pacific Islands.
Upon entering the Iles
P.E.
Center,
students
passed through a bamboo
forest and were greeted by
people dressed in ethnic attire. A giant vase measuring 9 feet tall stood in the

middle of the gym, along
with plants that were illuminated by green lights and
elevated from a platform
at the entrance of the gym.
There were booths representing -different countries
that provided guests with
samples of Asian Cuisine.
This year's theme was
"aHarmony," which is a
fictional wedding planning
service that helps Asian
couples. Each couple represented a country and told
their story of how they met
and fell in love.
The show also incorporated a fashion show. After
couples shared their stories, they showed off their
ethnic attire by walking
down a runway and posing
for ·cameras. Then a group
of students would put on a
dance representing the featured country.
One of the highlights of
the night was the video of
how the Japanese couple
met. It featured a student
meeting his fiance while
being attacked by ninjas.
With a series of special effects, the couple fights off

and~~ SvZOJZ

the ninjas
Eduardo Arroyo, senior
mass communication major, was very surprised by
the production.
"I really enjoyed the kung
fu fight," Arroyo said. "The
video editing was amazing!"
This year's Asian Club
Vice President, Shauna
Chung, was a driving force
behind this year's event.
She said she was very
stressed at first with plan ~
ning all the logistical aspects of the night, but after
all the hard work the club
put in, Chung said it all
came together.
"I'm happy with the
dances, videos and decorations. It was not a solitary
effort. It involved .hundreds
of people," she said. "One
thing about Asian Night
that I like is that it instills
unity and that people of
different cultures can come
together. It doesn 't matter
what country you are· from,
it's a celebration of culture.'

Professor hit by student vehicle, suffers fracture
SARAH RUF
SuFf W.!Tfll

A student-driven vehicle
struck a professor walking
home for lunch in the crosswalk in front of. Hickman
Science Center Monday afternoon. Alan Parker, profesor of religion and .associate
director of the· Evangelism
Resource Center, suffered
a compression fracture in
his lower back, said Nicole

' ' We'rereally grateful to
the Lord she
wasn't driving
faster

INDEX

Parker, the professor's wife.
He was treated and released
from Erlanger Medical Center
Monday.
Mrs. Parker said she had
just finished a cell phone
call with her husband when
his phone called her back.
She heard scratching noises
but not Parker's voice. "My
first thought honestly was, I
knew it!" Mrs. Parker said. "I
thought right away he was hit
by a car.''

She was relieved when he
called her later, this time on
purpose, to tell her about the
accident. His wife said Parker
will be in a back brace for at
least eight weeks and could
possibly be back teaching
within a week's time.
The student driver, whose
name was not available, did
not see Parker as he crossed
the crosswalk, said Chief Brian Hickman, head of the Collegedale Police Department.
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A police report has not yet
been released. It is unclear
whether or not distracted
driving played a role in th
accident.
"I hugged her and told her
try not to feel like it's the end
of the world," Mrs. Parker
said. "We're really just grate- ·
ful to the Lord she wasn't
driving faster.''
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History Departinent creates a new Inajor for students
have been working at Gimbie Lisa Diller, chair of the HisAdventist Hospital in Ethio- tory Department, are the two
pia for four years, and they primary individuals responwill be joining the South- sible for creating this major.
"I just sat down one day
ern staff specifically for this
course.
and wrote out the curriculum
GPS has been in the plan- . for how I thought this major
ning process for more than should be, and that was how
a year and a half. Instructor it all started," Rahn said. "I
Mindi Rahn and Professor want students to catch a vision of the needs that are all
around in the world and to
Jearn to look past our own
noses."
The GPS curriculum will
prepare students for car~ers
in international relations,
government work, non-profit
work, missions, as well as offer students a foundation for
graduate programs in political science, law, internation-

CoURTNEY BECKWITH

SJ.uEWRmR

The History Department is
offering students a new inerdisciplinary major, called
Global Policies and Services
Studies (GPS). Courses within this major will focus on
the global arena of politics
and how humanity flourishes. Students can begin takmg this major inFall of 2012.
Students will be able to get a
JUmp start on the major by
taking a class called Cross
Cultural Experience in May.
a'his course allows students
to understand what it is like
in different countries and
cultures. It will be taught by
aul and Petra Howe who

' ' This major
will hopefully

be an eye opening experience

for Southern ...

al development, etc., Diller
said.
"Our problems are very superficial," Rahn said. "This
major will hopefully be an
eye opening experience to
Southern to see what !Pe rest
of the world is like."
Sashenka Brauer, sophomore, archaeology and communication studies major,
said she was thinking of
switching schools because
Southern did not offer what
she was looking for, until
now.
"I have always been interested in different cultures,"
Brauer said. "But one of the
things I like about this major
is how they have the service
(mission) incorporated into

it."
Both Diller and Rahn said
that this major will be used
as a recruiting tool for Southern because it is unlike any
other political science major
offered at other universities.
This new major is umque
because "it is not just any
political science major. We
are offering something that
is cutting edge in its own
field," Diller said. "It is the
combination of what is happening in the field, with new
programs that are being developed and it is mission focused."

Technology Department hosts Tech Trek Road Rally
BRIAN CASTELLANOS
STAFFWRmR

Southern's first ever Tech
Trek Road Rally was a littleknown event but a successful one.
Southern students competed in a Technology
sponsored Road Rally on
Sunday, March 25. The race
started from the lower Lynnwood Hall parking lot and
finished at the house of Dale
Walters', chair of the Technology Department. The
route, calculated to take
about two hours, went out
as far as Dayton, Tenn. and
is a total distance of about
Bo miles, said Emiko Miyagi, business manager of the

Technology Department.
The car with the most
points at the end of the race
won $100. Second and third
place also won prizes, but
the form of restaurant gift
cards of $20 and $25. Contestants gained points by
filling in the names of the
roads, length of time and/or
distance ~m the roads, answering a few questions at
one of the stops and taking
pictures of certain things
such as exotic animals, said
Lezlee Walters, race coordinator.
Ellis Richards, a Technology Department custodian,
was very excited about the
race and the obstacles that
it entailed.
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"I love puzzles, and I love
driving, so t~is is a combi·nation of two of my favorite
hobbies: cars and complex
puzzles or competitions,"
says Richards.
Richards' team, which
was comprised of himself
and Collegedale Academy
friend Jonathan Peden, won
the competition and also
happened to be the first
team to make it back. They
were also only one of three
teams that competed in the
race, so no team left empty
handed.
This race is different from
most road rallies in that it
is not based on being fast
throughout the entire race.
Instead the race requires
precision timing so as to
get to certain checkpoints.
"It has nothing to do with
speed," Walters said. "It has
everything to do with following directions."
All of the teams are made
up of at least a driver and
a navigator, In order to
compete in the race one of
the team members had to
be taking at least one class
in the Technology Department. Next year the department is thinking about
opening up the event to the
whole student body. They
are, however, still trying to
figure out how to make this
financially possible since

Photo by Bnan Caslellanos

Ellis Richards (left), a custodian for the Technology Deptment and Jonathan Peden
(right), a student at Collegedale Academy review their course after completeing the
Tech Track Challenge on March 25. The challenge tests an ability to follow specific
direction while traveling in a car.

the Technology Department
has a small entertainment
budget. One possibility is
getting companies to sponsor the prizes or having
a small entrance fee that
would help toward the prize
money, Miyagi said.
At the end of the race the
Walters fed all the contestants a large breakfast-forsupper meal. The meal was
a highlight for one of the
teams that was frustrated

with their lack of success
in the road rally. Walters
wanted to make sure that
at the end of the race, no
one left with a bad taste in
their mouth, and she said it
turned out that way.
"I think it went well because they all came back
and they had fun," said Walters. and that's what was the
whole purpose for them to
have fun."
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Southern approves budget for free RAD classes
BARBY KULAKOV
SuFEWama

Students at Southern are
now being offered free Rape
Aggression Defense (RAD)
classes, which previously
cost around $40.
An ad council budget approval made it possible
to offer the classes free of
charge to any enrolled female.
The purpose of the classes is to create situational
awareness so individuals
learn how to react in a real
life crisis and how to cope
with the effects of a traumatic event such as rape.
The RAD website describes it as a course that

~re

'You may
get some
light bruisesand
scratches,
but only if
you want

begins with awareness, prevention, risk reduction and
risk avoidance, while progressing on to the basics of
hands-on defense training.
Campus Safety Director
Kevin Penrod explained
that the class is a full contact experience in which
attacker situations are simulated with. a man dressed
in a padded suit that allows
students to kick and punch
in an attempt to get away.
"It's just an aw.esome
class," he said. "You learn
to break a person's wrist
away, turn and throw them
off you."
Penrod added that the
class is as hands-on as you
choose.

"You may get some light ·said. "I now use those
bruises and scratches, but awareness skills in my dayonly if you want to," Penrod to-day life."
said.
The current course has
The class has helped many three instructor~ and partwomen get out of bad situ- ners with the Collegedale
ations and be aware of the Police Department. Skantz
risks and signs of predators. also added that the RAD
Marketing and University . program offers a lifetime
Relations Director Ingrid return and practice policy.
Skantz took the class and
"Now that I am an alum
said she was very impressed of the program I can go
with the program and that and retake any RAD course
it taught her many valuable across the country for the
rest of my life to refresh my
life skills and lessons.
skills
for free!" she said.
"I believe the most valuable lessons were about the
Posters have been placed
importance of being aware around the gym and the
of my surroundings and the dorms with information
steps I can take to reduce about the classes.
risk/prevent being a victim
in the first place," Skantz

engulfs carport on Univer-sity Drive

Heavy smoke could be
seen on campus after a fire
roke out Tuesday morning
on University Drive across
om the Outdoor Education Centey.
The call came out just before 9:30 a.m. at 4688 University Drive after a carport
attached to the universityowned rental home caught

When firefighters arrived, the carport was fully
engulfed in flames. Crews
quickly extinguished the
fire, keeping it from spreading to the house.
In a statement, Ingrid
Skantz, director of :Marketing and University Relations, said everyone inside
the home, including one
person who w~s sleeping
when the fire broke out, got
out safely.
"[The] fire was contained

in the carport area," Skantz
said. "Some smoke and water damage to the actual
housing structure, but most,
if not all, tenant belongings
are predicted to be salvageable."
The cause of the fire is
still under investigation.
For more coverage, visit our Facebook page at
http:/ /facebook.com/the.
southern.accent.

HeaLy smoke rould be seen from Southern Village as the fire burned on University
Drive across from the Ouldoor Education Center.

The carport was .fully engulfed inflames whenfirefighters arrived at the scene.

.
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New program to link Southern seniors with jobs
O'OHN BUTLER

SuF.E 'WiuiEil

'

Career Services, Graduate
Studies and Alumni Relations
are implementing a new program to connect potential employers with qualified seniors
and graduates.
The
program,
called
NACElink, is a subscription
service that automatically creates profiles for all Southern
tudents nearing graduation
based on major and other acaaemic information. Nationwide, thousands of employers
can use the service to search
or"' seniors and graduates at
Southern according to their
needs. Students can flesh out
their profiles with resumes
and other information. In the
future they may use the ser-

Not only do
we want to
help you get
a degree, we
want to help
you with a
career

vice to find internship opportunities in addition to paid
positions.
NACElink has other features, including one designed
to track graduates' career
paths after entering the job
market. In addition to being
a secure service without the
spam advertising of job sites
like Monster.com, NACElink
also has a mobile app and is
integrated with Facebook,
Linkedln and Twitter.
Evonne Crook, director of
Alumni Relations, is one of
three people working on the
service's implementation.
"Not only do we want to
help you get a degree, we want
to help you with a career,"
Crook said. "We want people
to look favorably on their alma
mater." Crook said that the

service is the only logical option in an age where standard
job-searching techniques yield
little success.
Though some academic
departments have offered
job postings and fairs before
NACElink, they have had decreasing effect in a digital age
with a poor economy.
''These days the job market
is all about networking-you
can't get your foot in the door
unless it's online," Crook said.
The service costs about
$3,000 dollars a year, an expense that the career services,
graduate studies and alumni
relations departments intend
to split, said Laurie Gauthier,
director of Graduate Marketing.
"Each one of us thought
that the service could help the

people in our departments,"
Gauthier said. The departments intend for Southern •
to pay for the service once its
value is proven.
Gauthier stressed the urgency of helping students
find their way into careers.
"Knowledge is its own reward,
but the reality is students want
jobs. NACElink can make that
happen"
NACElink stands for "National Association of College
Employers" and is used by;
thousands of colleges, including Dartmouth, Ohio State
and Harvard. It should be
available for senior, graduate
and alumni use by the end of
the semester.

•

Pre-Med Club fundraises to build student missionary residence
"While they are over there
doing a good work, they are
being burned out and getting
sick," Thorp said. "I feel that it
is important to support those
who give a year, or a lifetime,
to service in missions."
Currently, the 13 student
missionaries who serve at
BAH (five of which are from
Southern) live with local families during their time in Tchad~
Although there are benefits
to living with a family, many
challenges result from the lack

I wa·s al-

ways wishPhoto by Heather Haynes
The Adventist hospital in Bere, Tchad, t.Qill be the recipient offunds raised by the Pre-Med Club.
TIFFANI CALDWELL

Sun

WRITER

Last year; a student missionary contracted malaria five
times during the six months
she served abroad, along with
having all her money stolen
from the home of the family
she lived with.
Temperatures reached up to
100 degrees Fahrenheit in the

hut Heather Haynes, senior
religious studies major, lived
in while she was sick with malaria. A lack of good rest and
a poor diet were two other
factors that weakened her immune system while serving
at Bere Adventist Hospital
(BAH) in Tchad, Haynes said.
"I was always wishing, when
I was sick with malaria, that I
had somewhere to go and con-

valesce - just sleep - because
it's almost impossible to sleep
when it's 110 in your hut,"
Haynes said.
Stories like this, coupled
with his own student missionary experience in Africa, gave
Pre-Med Club Treasurer Stephen Thorp the idea for the
Pre-Med Club to raise money
for a student missionary residence at BAH.

was sick with
malaria, that
I had some-

whereto go

Qf a permanent personal residence.
Student Senate has agreed
to match the $1,000 the PreMed Club has raised in order
to build housing for student
missionaries serving at BAH,
SA Vice President Philip Dade
said, raising the total amount
of funds raised to date for this
project to $2,000.
Although the Pre-Med Club
has only received $2,000 of
the $4,000 needed to complete the facility, construction
has already begun on the student missionary house located
on the hospital compound,
said Thorp. The residency is
comprised of a kitchen and
bathroom, along with a large
living room that will include a
locker and safe where student
missionaries can place valuables.
Thorp said the project to
build an SM residence will
instill a spirit of service in the
Pre-Med Club.
"This project is an example
of service to our 'global community,'" Thorp said. "It helps
our friends who go to Bere. It
helps the doctors and longterm missionaries at Bere.
And, most importantly, it
helps those who do not know
the Gospel."

,.
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Trayvon Martin's parents go to Capitol Hill
SUZANNA GAMBOA
AssociATED

PREss

WASHINGTON (AP)- In
a . packed forum on Capitol
Hill on Tuesday, the parents
of Trayvon Martin found
support among members
of Congress who turned the
death of their 17-year-old's
son into a rallying ciy against
racial profiling.
Martin's parents spoke
briefly before a Democratsonly congressional panel as
cameras clicked noisily in
front of them. Many in the
crowd, which filled the seats
and lined the walls, strained
to catch a glimpse of the parents whose son was shot and
killed Feb. 26 in a Sanford,
Fla. gated community.
"Trayvon was our son, but
Trayvon is your son," Sybrina
Fulton, Martin's mother, told
the panel. "A lot of people
can relate to our situation
and it breaks their heart like
it breaks our heart."
Martin's father, Tracy Martin, thanked "everyone who

is holding the legacy of Trayvon."
"Trayvon is sadly missed
and we will continue·to fight
for justice for him," Tracy
Martin said.
During the two-hour forum, the lawmakers and witnesses openly criticized the
police investigation of the
shooting and the failure of
police to arrest the admitted
shooter, George Zimmerman.
Zimmerman, 28, has said
he acted in self-defense. Federal and st<Ue officials are investigatink.
"It is very important that
we have independent eyes
on this situation," said Rep.
Corrine Brown, a Democrat
whose district includes Sanford. "I am hoping we take
this as a teachable moment.
I am looking forward to how
the Justice Department handles their independent investigation."
At a news conference after
the forum, Martin and Fulton

renewed their calls for justice
in their son's death. When
asked whether he thought his
son's death was a hate crime,
Martin said: "Yes, I believe
he was racially profiled." The
family's attorney, Benjamin
Crump, said racial profiling
also was a factor in the way
·the police conducted their investigation.
Several members of Congress have called for the case
to be investigated as a hate
crime. Another attorney for
the Martin family, Daryl D.
Parks, has said that statements from Department of
Justice officials in a meeting
with Martin's parents make
clear that getting hate crime
charges is going to be a challenge.
Martin was black. Zimmerman's father is white and his
mother is Hispanic.
Tuesday's session was not
an official House Judiciary
hearing, so no votes or formal
action could occur. The committee's ranking Democrat,

Rep. John Conyers of Michi- head on the ground. He says
gan, said the meeting was in- he cried out for help. Martended to be a discussion of tin's parents said their son
racial profiling, hate crime made the pleas for help.
laws and Florida's Stand
Witness accounts differ,
Your Ground law, which and 911 recordings in which
eliminated a person's duty to the voices are heard are not
retreat when threatened with clear.
serious bodily harm or death.
Martin's parents initiated
But much of the discussion the campaign to draw narevolved around criticism of tional attention to their son's
the police investigation, the death with an online petition
failure to arrest Zimmerman, calling for Zimmerman's arZimmerman's actions, and rest. Their son's death quickreassurances to Martin's par- ly caught fire through social
ents that "we got your back," media and then drew nationas Rep. Andre Carson, D-In- -al media focus. His parents
diana, put it.
have since attended rallies in
"We see so clearly a case Florida and appeared on naof racial profiling," said Rep. tional television shows.
Earlier Tuesday, House
Jerrold Nadler, D-New York,
who mentioned he is also Speaker John Boehner said
dealing with the New York "clearly what happened is
City police force's stop-and- in fact a tragedy," but he
steered clear of calling for
frisk policies.
The Orlando Sentinel has Zimmerman's arrest as some
reported that Zimmerman lawmakers have done. "It's
told police that he and Mar- being investigated by state
tin exchanged words before and federal officials, which
the teen punched him in the I think is appropriate," said
nose and began banging his Boehner, R-Ohio.

MASTER'S DEGREE
IN NURSING
Get an MSN on Tuesdays
Enjoy the confidence, respect,
and career opportunities that
come with an advanced degree.
Your life.
Classes meet one day each week, so
you can manage work and other
responsibilities on your time.
You choose.
Full- and part-time options allow for a.
customized study plan that works for
you. We. also offer accelerated RN-toMSN programs, post-master's certificates, and a dual MSN/MBA degree.

1f[ §QJJJ!J,~~
Graduate tudiea

You succeed.
MSN graduates from Southern Adventist University have I00 percent job
placement in their chosen field.
Call or visit online to find out
how you can get started.
Master of Science in Nursing
• Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
• Adult Nurse Practitioner
• Family Nurse Practitioner
• Nurse Educator (also online)
• MSN/MBA (also online)
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I prayed, now what? Having confidence in God's plan
ERICA SINGH
CnNJRIBUTQR

How many times have you

answered, sought, or opened?
Sometimes we do feel like
a prayer was answered, but

lifted a burden up to God and ' '
felt like nothing was fulfilled?
How many times have you
prayed and felt like all that
.
was returned is silence? We
want to assume that God answers every prayer we pray,
but many times we feel as
if He has blocked all forms
of communication from us.
How could a loving God do
this to us? When God tells us
to ask, seek and knock, why then another obstacle comes,
does it seem like nothing is and our anxiety wins. We'd

Prayer not only
is a change of
CirCUmStance it

is also a change
ofheart. '

like to think of an answered
prayer as God shouting down
to us from heaven with a loud
voice·, "Your prayer has been
answered!"
Sadly, God doesn't speak
to us like that. He's that calm
spirit-that still, small voice
calling at the door to our
hearts. The only way to hear
the voice is to be silent-silent
when it comes to all fears,
doubt, anger, impatience.
But changing our attitude
couldn't possibly change the
outcome of prayer, could it?
Prayer not only is a change
of circumstance, it is also a

change of heart. It's difficult
to believe in prayer, unless
we trust the God who answers
all prayers. Jesus talks about
having faith like a child (Mark
10:15, Luke 18:17), which is
to believe in God through
ALL circumstances. He talks
about leaving our anxieties
for tomorrow alone and worrying only about today. He
also talks about how everything occurs according to His
perfect timing. If God was
willing to sacrifice Himself for
us, that same love should be
demonstrated when He handles our prayers. Maybe it's

the way we go about prayer
that could potentially change
our walk for the better. I've
had doubts in my prayer life;
I've had disappointments
with my plans, but I'm always reminded that God has
a bigger plan than what I can
see. If you are struggling with
this today, I assure you this:
God can and will answer your
prayer. Believe like a child,
and just know His answer,
whether "yes" or "no," will accomplish greater things than
we had ever thought.

Father it's me: Renewing our experience·with God
BRANDON BLAKE
CoNDIBUTQR

My Prayer: "Father it's me.
Here I am once again on my
knees in my most humble sincerity. With a burden I bare,
would you incline Thine ear
to my call? Answer my prayer.
I'm asking not only for me but
that some might be saved by
my plea. Father renew my
strength and fill me oh Lord,
once again.
Father revive all the love
that I had deep inside, and
make room for Your grace to
abide. So it's easy to see that
the Jesus in me is real. Will
You restore all the joy that I
had once before 'till my trials
leave me asking for more. No
matter what I go through, my
experience will be renewed.
Let my light ever shine so I
can guide someone who's lost
on their way to the source of
eternal life. Lord let my life
reflect light much greater
than I." Amen.
Those were the lyrics to a
song by a group at Oakwood
University titled "Renew Your
Experience." Even though
they are song lyrics, to me,
they are a prayer-a plea to
our Heavenly Father for renewal. Isn't that what we all
need and should want, renewal?
If you can, remember back
when you were 4, 5, maybe
even 6. I know one thing that

sticks out to me is my excitement about Jesus and church
in general. As a child, the children's story was the highlight
of my worship experience
(even though I didn't really
know it at that time.) But one
thing that I always will remember is wanting to be the
one who prayed at the end
of the children's story. There
were even times when I would
cry if I didn't get chosen. My
grandmother had to explain
to me that other kids wanted the opportunity, too. Of
course I understand that now,
but back then that was of no
importance to me.
But why was I so eager to
pray? It could have been because I liked to speak into
the microphone. Or maybe
I genuinely loved to pray at
that point in my life. The
point is, as children we are
innocent and pure-we are
naturally eager to do things
we like and learn. However,
sometimes time can be a
curse rather than a blessing. I
feel that sometimes, those of
us who have been raised from
birth as Seventh-day Adventists and as Christians tend
to rest on our laurels. That is,
we tend to be so satisfied with
our own achievements in always going to church, always
knowing just the right Bible
verses to encourage ourselves
and others and remembering to ask God to forgive us

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

of all sins that we make little
or no effort to improve. That's
not to say that we deliberately try not to improve. But
we become comfortable. We
let our guard down 'till we
wake up one day and realize that the eagerness we had
when we were younger is no
longer there. Think about it:
in Cradle Roll what was the
highlight of our time there?
At least for me, it was learning the Bible verses perfectly
so that when our teacher
asked us to recite them, there
was no mistake, no word or
phrase out of place.
The point is, we are no
longer in Cradle Roll. We no

longer have our parents to
make us study God's Word
and develop a relationship
with Christ. We have to make
the conscious decision to
serve and love God with all
our heart, soul, strength and
mind (Luke 10:27). God said
that if we diligently seek Him
and chase after Him we will
find Him (Matthew 7:7,8). We
all see how terrible the worlq
is becoming and if we read
Matthew 24, we can clearly
see that the Second Coming
of Christ is at hand. All God
wants is our time, devotion
and hearts. I encourage you
as you continue your spiritual
walk with God, that you pray

earnestly for Him to restore
the love that you had for Him
once before; that He gives you
the enthusiasm of a pure and
innocent child that diligently
seeks after Him. He promises
that if we do this, we will find
Him. And at ):he end of all
time, He will give us a crown
of everlasting glory that is
richer than any crown that
has ever decked the brow of
the most exalted earthly monarch. He will give us the greatest reward and inheritance of
more value than the empires
of kings. Let Him come into
your hearts today.

•
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OPINION EDITOR: JAIME JACOBSON

Thievery.on campus ne~ds to be stopped
ANNALYSE

HASTY

CONDIBUJQB

I reached down to double
check my jacket pocket. Yes,
it was there. My iPhone 4s
was safe in its holding place
as I exited my room. It had
not always been that way,
though. You know that knot
in your stomach, that fear and
sense of panic when you realize something of value has
suddenly disappeared? You
search frantically checking the
same places multiple times.
"It was right here! Where did
it go?!" Most of the time that
feeling is washed away by a
sense of relief when you finally
find that precious thing you
had lost. But sometimes you
don't find what you're looking
for. No, it couldn't have grown
legs and walked away; another
two-legged monster swiped it
out of your possession.
During my three years at
Southern, I have had a pair of

Nike workout pants stolen in
the Iles P.E. Center, my Camp
Kulaqua rain coat stolen from
the cafeteria, and my iPhone
4s robbed off the floor just
outside my own dorm room.
You may say I just have bad
luck or I don't keep track of my
things, but I beg to differ. A

''

1 will tell you that
as a student body,
we need to hold
one another more
accountable.

sudden rise in theft on campus
has caused Campus Safety to
put up security cameras outside the dorms, and the librarians to post cautionary signs
about leaving valuables unattended. The front desk workers and resident assistants
cannot have master keys any-

more because some girls have
had laptops and other things
stolen out of their own dorm
rooms! It's not only me-this
trend on campus has expensive and dire consequences for
all.
Campus of Southern Adventist University? More
like Campus of the Domain
of Thieves, where disguised
criminals lurk around every
comer. When you place your
stuff on the sidelines during
an intramural game or walk
back to the cafeteria line and
leave your stuff on your table,
you expect a certain amount
of respect and privacy, right?
At a Christian university, I expect even more out of my fellow students. The eighth commandment says, "Thou shalt
not steal." How more plain do
you want God to be?
When my iPhone was stolen, I did everything to find it.
I tried tracking it, I called it, I
reported it stolen to Campus
Safety and I put up signs with

a reward. When I talked with
one of our own law enforcement officials about talking
to the police about my stolen
phone, I was told that it probably wouldn't do much good.
I mean who cares about some
girl's $400 stolen phone anyway? So what did I get? I got
some article in the Accent telling me that "phase one" of installing security cameras has
started, and I see some papers
hung around about watching
out for my stuff. Great job,
guys.
I do understand the large
scope of patrolling that Campus Safety does on our campus; they can't watch everyone. But my question is this:
why is this happening with
such frequency on our campus in the first place, and what
else is going to be done to take
care of it? I will tell you that,
as a student body, we need
to hold one another more accountable. If you see someone,
even one of your friends, tak-

ing something that isn't theirs,
stop them! Maybe most of the
members of SAU's band of
thieves work alone, but I believe more citizen justice by
fellow students can start the
reduction of this plague on
campus. While Campus Safety
works on finishing up those
security cameras, the rest of
us should watch one another's
backs and pray for the sneaky
individuals committing these
crimes.
In the words of Robby Van
Arsdale in a recent Accent
opinion article, "I'm a loose
cannon, a wild card ... I'm beyond the boundaries of social
convention because I know
I'm right. I can't always fight
on my own, however. I need
you, too."
Let's not be compared to a
Domain of Thieves, but rather overcome this outlandish
trend on campus as a whole
and regain a reputation of
trustworthy and honest students.

We deserve the right to choose what we can and cannot view
SAVANNAfl MAxwELL
CONJRIBIITOR

I have become a huge fan of
Suzanne Collins' "The Hunger
Games." When the movie was
released, I was naturally so excited I preordered my ticket to
the midnight premiere of the
movie, like any loyal fan.
When I went to the deans
to have my late leave signed,
though, they refused to do so.
When I asked them why, they
said it was mostly because of
how late we would be getting
back. However, I concluded
that that couldn't be the real
reason; I have gotten several late leaves until 3 a.m.
for concerts and other events
with no questions asked. If the
lateness of the event was the
reason for my leave being denied, then all of my other late
leaves in the past should have
been denied as well. But they
weren't, which led me to conclude they were attempting to
influence what type of movies
I was going to see.

I thought, "TheJ! I can get an
overnight leave, right?" Think
again - it was out of the question as well. Many students
received approved overnight
leaves; they just never mentioned to the deans they were
going to see "The Hunger
Games."
There is no consistency in
the leave approval system. According to the Residential Life
Handbook, I should be able
to get a late leave for a special
occasion on a weeknight. Nowhere in the handbook does it
exclude movie premieres, yet
this is exactly what the deans
are restricting, and their best
excuse is because we'll be
coming back too late.
This is not the first time this
has happened, either. It has
also happened to people who
have tried to get leaves to se~
movies like "Twilight." I am an
adult; how can they deny me a
right given to me by the school
because they believe the movie
I want to see is inappropriate?
So much for me being bon-

Fans line up to see the midnight shows of "The Hunger Games, nat Rave Motion Pictures Northeast in Hurst,
Texas. on Thursday, March 22, 2012. (AP Photo/The Fort Worth Star-Telegram, Max Faulkner)

est and giving them full disclosure! Simply because I
mentioned the event I was attending, I was denied a leave.
I am an adult and would like
to be treated as such. Furthermore, I think we as a student

body should hold the deans to
the written rules and not allow rules to be made up on the
spot for events they don't want
us to attend. The handbook
said one thing while the deans
told me another-this alone

made my situation unfair, but
even more, I should be the one
choosing what I can and cannot view in theaters, not the
deans.
Chris Janetzko contributed
to this article.
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Top 10 things you should be doing instead of sitting inside Upcoming
EMILY BANKS
LIFESTYlES EDITOR

If this weather means the
end of the world, so.be it. The
recent weather has been GLORIOUS and has been the only
thing making the stressful, final months of school bearable.
I, personally, have been taking every opportunity I can to
enjoy this unnatural climatic
blessing, and I encourage everyone else to do the same!
Here is a list of things you can
be doing instead of wasting
away in your dorm room:
10. Go for a walk. Walking is underrated. There are
few things more enjoyable
than taking a simple stroll in
warm, breezy weather. Walking bas a calming effect and
provides a sense of clarity.
Stressed out? Take a 20-minute walk and see if it doesn't
make you feel better.
9· Go on a bike ride.
There are so many places to
ride in this area. The Enterprise South Nature Park right
around the corner has tons
of great trails. And if you are
looking for something a little
more leisurely, try the Greenway.

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

8. Go horseback riding.
Don't have a horse handy? No
problem. The Hidden Hills
Farm and Saddle Club is right
down the road and no experience is required to go on a
guided trail ride. It's a great
way to break out of your normal routine and experience
the outdoors in a whole new
way. And let's face it - everyone looks cool on the back of
a horse.
7. Play Disc Golf. So what
if you're terrible? We have an
entire course on campus just
waiting to be used. Grab a
couple of friends {preferably
on the same skill level), and

just have fun!
6. Set up a hammock.
Everyone should own a hammock, period. The level of relaxation achieved while lying
in a hammock is unparalleled.
And doing your homework in
a hammock makes it seem almost enjoyable.
5· Go camping. What
better way to enjoy the great
outdoors than to sleep under
the stars? There are many
campsites in the area, most of
which are free or very reasonably priced.
4· Go on a picnic. There's
nothing like stocking up on
overpriced vegan food at the

VM, grabbing the comforter
off your bed and heading out
for Southern's grassy plains.
It's also a cute date idea, guys.
3· Take pictures. And by
that I mean of nature, not of
you posing 457 different ways
in front of the fountain-I do
not support that. Grab a camera and start snapping shots
of whatever you see: flowers,
trees, buildings, ducks, whatever. Play around with your
camera's settings and angles
and take time to really appreciate the beautiful scenery that
often goes unnoticed in the
hustle and bustle of the school
day.
2. Walk a dog. If you live
on campus, you probably don't
have a dog here-so borrow
one! The local animal shelters are always happy to have
volunteers come and walk the
dogs. It's good exercise for you
and you'd be making some dog
very happy! Win-win.
1. Fly a kite. We basically
have a designated kite-flying
area at Southern in front of
the duck pond. If you don't already have a kite, you can get
them at Wal-Mart for next to
nothing. It's the perfect pastime for a windy day outdoors.

Events
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BB King at the Tivoli.
Thursday March 29, 8 p.m.
Universally hailed as the
reigning king of the blues, the
legendary B.B. King is without a doubt the single most
important electric guitarist
of the last half century. You
won't want to miss this!

The Mousetrap: live on
Stage. Saturday, March 24,
8-10 p.m. Watch this exciting enactment about a group
of strangers stranded in a
boarding house during a
snowstorm-one of which is
a murderer! Tickets are $30
opening night. 400 River St.
Chattanooga, Tenn.

These are just a few ideas of
things you can do to get outdoors and have a good time.
The possibilities are endless!
So, put down your video game
controller and get outside; it
won't be this nice forever!

A student's review of"The Hunger Games"
ANNALYSE

HAsTY

No doubt, you have probably heard about "The Hunger
Games." If not the new box office hit, you may have heard
of the bestselling book series
by Suzanne Collins. In our
generation, we seem to have
a growing trend of bestselling novels that gain a following then become a movie-or
five, or eight. But "The Hunger
Games" seems to be breaking
the trend and attracting an
even wider audience of moviegoers.
As a movie lover myself, I
attended the premier showing of The Hunger Games last
Thursday night. No, I have
not read the books, but what
brought me to the theater was
the hype surrounding the film.
Every seat was sold out! Fans

were dressed as various characters and paraded around
taking pictures. Maybe you
are one of those die-hard fans
as well, or maybe you do not
know the story line at all.
The story is about Panem,
a totalitarian-ruled country
that's risen out of a civil war.
Ever since the rebellion, the
Capitol has held an annual
Reaping as its way to keep the
dissidents in line while entertaining the "true" citizens
of the Capitol. Each of the 12
districts must choose one boy
and one girl "tribute" to represent them in the Hunger
Games. Twenty-four kids between the ages of 12 and 18 go
into the large arena, and only
one exits. The entire "Hunger
Games" is televised and shown
as entertainment to the people
ofPanem.

The heroine of the story, Katniss Everdeen, is a resourceful
16-year-old .who is sharp with
the bow and arrow and volunteers to participate in place of
her younger sister. The movie
and books are both told from
Katniss's point of view. One of
the main critiques that I had
about the movie is the shaky
camera work. Director Gary
Ross employed a lot of shaky
handheld, and there are not
a lot of wide-angle shots. In a
recent Vulture magazine interview with Ross, he explains
his reasoni.ng for this angle.
"I tried to put you in Katniss's shoes the way [author]
Suzanne Collins put you in
Katniss's shoes," he said. "I
wanted to take you through
the world using this kind of
serpentine tunnel vision that
Katniss has. I want to destabi-

lize you the way Suzanne has,
and I want you to experience
the world through Katniss's
eyes, and that requires a very
subjective cinematic style,
to be kind of urgently in her
point of view, so that's why I
shot it that way."
In my opinion, I would have
liked to have seen the bigger picture with wider shots
and minimal camera shake.
Because this is a movie about
young people fighting to the
death, I expected a considerable amount of violence.
There were scenes of killing
and fighting, but not a lot of
blood or gore. The shaky camera work helped prevent direct
viewing of some of the more
brutal scenes in the movie.
Overall, I found the movie
very entertaining and dynamic. Others have agreed

with me, and the numbers
prove it. The Hunger Games
has brought $155 million at
the box office opening weekend, which ranks third alltime behind Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows Part 2
($169.2 million) and The Dark
Knight ($158.4 million). Remarkably, it debuted above all
of the Twilight movies and is
Lionsgate's highest-grossing
movie ever.
Despite the rocking camera
shots, "The Hunger Games"
was a good movie and a pop
culture hit that will continue
to affect our world for three
more movies. Go see it! It's
a cinematic adventure that
will leave you rooting for the
people of the 12 districts and
celebrating over Katniss's innovative ways of outsmarting
the competition.
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Soccer preview: Here are the teams to watch
CHARLES CAMMACK

SPQUSEpmw

Ladies:
1.
PFC - Last year's
dies' A-league runner-ups
are back and are led by their
captain Giselle Ramirez and
are coached by Rhod Perfe
laguno. PFC has been to the
hall).pionship four years in a
ow and have bolstered their
hampionship roster with the
ddition of defender Claudia
amirez.
"Our team is all about lov·ng to play soccer," said Capain Ramirez. "We take the
arne seriously and try our
est out in the field."
Seoul Sistas - Their
earn is named after the capial of South Korea, which is
he ancestral homeland of
of their players. They

lost in the Ladtes' B-league
championship last year, but
are returning the core of
their team. Jaewon Cha (offensive mid) is poised to have
a breakout year.
"We just want to have fun
·and make it at least as far as
last year," said Captain Kristie Lee.
3·
Killer Bees - They
reached the semifinals last
-year, but are hoping to make
it ali the wa! this year. They
have one df the best female
athletes at Southern in Erica
Singh at striker. Their pregame ritual is to take pictures
and eat bananas.
"Our goal is to not get hurt,
play well and to have fun,"
said co-captain Jacqueline
Ruiz.
Men's A:
1.
The Tic Tacs - The

defending Men's A-league
champions, led by their captain Jordan Hill, are back
and have some new key additions to bolster their already
championship caliber roster.
Forward David Arvizu, one of
futsals biggest stars this year,
is preparing to have a great
year.
"We are going to tzy to
have fun, be safe and' make
a run for the final," Hill said.
2.
S.I.FC (Simba International FC) - The name
stems from the idea that each
of the players on the team is
a lion seeking to be free. This
new team is a fusion of many
players from different past
A-league teams. They are led
by their captain Moise Ratsarasaotra.
"We just want to have fun
and set the crowd free from

the stresses of school by
watching the "sport of passion," said Ratsarasaotra.
3·
Tuhon - Known for
having a talented group of
players, this team is led by
co-captains Jin Kang and
Hyung Jin Lee.
Men's B:
1.
The Woodrow Wilsons - They finished third
last year and have Randy
Nusantara returning from
injury. ,Virandi Nasution has
made great progress in his
game and should be a stalwart on the team as well.
They are led by their captain
Ryan Alfinda.
"We just want to win with
character and integrity, Alfinda said.
2.
KFC (Korean Football Club) - They finished
third in their division last

year, but they have thei
nucleus returning. Sidne
Lauw, center forward, an
Isaac Chong, center defense,
are poised to lead the tea
on offense and defense thi
year.
"Our goal is to have fun,
show good sportsmanshi
and to win!" saidteam captain Amos Chon.
3·
Coon and Friend
- They are a new team thi
year led by their captain Jacob DePas. Robert Santiwa
leads their defense and i
projeeted to be their break
out player this year.
"We JUSt want to win
championship," DePas said.

Teams compete in volleyball championships
CHARLES CAMMACK

er Rangers (10-o) went three
sets with the Killas. The Killas won the first set, 25-23,
Leet Sauce (10-0) defeated
but the Power R,~ngers took
Friends (7-3t in two straight
the next two, 25-11 and 15-13.
sets, 25-15 and 2!)-10, to
"It was a good season and
claim the first-eve~ Coed Volso much fun to play with
leyball B-league championthem," said Joshua Honore.
ship.
"They were the best possible
"I finally got an intramural
teammates."
championship!" said Lauren
Where the Wild Things Are
Brooks. "This is my fourth
(11-o) defeated the Skittles
year; it's definitely a relief!" ·
(7-3) in the Ladies' volleyball
The collaboration between
B-league championship in
Men's volleyball A-league
straight sets, 25-11 and 15-13.
greats, Mark Knutson and
"It's really exciting because
Gilbert Sison, the two capI've never actually won an
tains of Squirrel Tails and
intramurals championship,"
Super Smash Bros. respecHannah Thompson said.
tively, proved to be too much
One of the most intense
for the Killas (6-3). The Powmatchups of the night was a
Seous Emm•

Where The Wild Things Are

"Chue got it Mang"

f~ceoff

between k-Oss (9-1)
and The Wilsons (9-1). The
teams split the first two sets,
with k-Oss taking the first,
25-17, and The Wils.ons taking the second, 25-20. Down
two points, k-Oss maintained
their composure to claim the
Ladies volleyball A-league
Championship, 16-14.
"I~'s pretty cool that heavily GMA [Greater Miami
Academy] represented teams
won all three A-league volleyball championships this
year," said Amalia Abarca.
The Men's volleyball Bleague championship was between Chue got it Mang! (102) and Pick Six (10-2). Pick
Six took the first closely con-

Power Rangers

tested set, 25-23. Evidently teams split the first two sets,
something clicked for Chue with the Super Smash Bros.
got it Mang! as they proceed- taking the first 26-24, and
ed to take the next two, 25-21 Squirrel Tails taking the second, 25-22. This set up what
and 15-6.
"We first formed this team would be a great third set
as bunch of P.E. majors who that featured Knutson and
just wanted to have fun," said Sison dueling it out. KnutDiego Constante. "But then son, known for his incredibly
we realized that we were ac- powerful smash~s, was wardtually pretty good."
ed off several times by amazThe
most
anticipated ing digs from both Sison and
match up of the night was be- Josh Condado, which led Sutween the two-powerhouse per Smash Bros. to claim the
teams lead by none other title, i5-12.
"It's been four years, and I
than Mark Knutson and Gilbert Sison. The Super Smash finally did it," said Sison.
Bros. (10-o) led by Sison, had
given the Knutson led Squirrel Tails ( 6-3) both their two
regular season losses. The •

Super Smash Bros.

Leet Sauce

cam~Adllentist
· chatter
·
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[The Calendar]
Thursday, March 29
11 a.m. Convo(!fltion, Asian
Heritage (Church)
Online Fall Registration for
returning juniors >54 hours
and seniors (29-30)
Wind
Symphony
Tour
(29-April1)
PreviewSouthern 105 (29-31)

2 p.m. Outreach: West Side 4
Jesus
8 p.m. Vespers, Gym-Masters
(Church)
8:30 p.m. Star Watch (Hickman Parking Lot)
8:01p.m. Sunset
9:30 - 10:30 p.m. HymnSing
(Talge Hall)

Friday, March 30
Financial Aid (FAFSA) Priority
Deadline
Last day to order May graduation regalia online www.
cbgrad.com
Faculty Summer Textbook
Adoptions Due (Campus
Shop)
8 a.m. Sign-up for free WalMart Trips (Wright Hall) ·
1-3:30 p.m. Free Wal-Mart
Trips (Wright Hall)

Saturday, March 31
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Dave
Smith (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath
School
(Thatcher
South)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10 a.m. Living Free: Free to
Grow (CA Room 109)
10 a.m. Falling in Love with
Jesus, Women Only (CALibrary)

10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath
School (Hulsey Wellness
Center)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Dave
Smith (Church)
10:15 a.m. The Guys Sabb~th
School, Men Only (CA 100)
10:15 a.m. Prayer for Connect
(CA Room 102)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church,
Jackie James (Collegedale
Academy)
11:45 a.m. Renewal, Dave
Smith (Church)
2 p.m. Outreach: Flag Camp
7:30 p.m. Evensong, Rhonda
Burnham and Holly Greer
CAMS carolers and CAMS
string ensemble (Church)
9 p.m. Gym-Masters Home
Show(lles)

[Student Life Announcements]
Southern Adventist University now has single-streaJD
recycling! You no longer have
to sort your recycle materials!
This includes: junk mail, magazines, newspapers, phone books,
paperback books, mixed paper
(all colors), rinsed glass bottles
and jars (all colors), rinsed aluminum and metal cans (do not
crush or flatten) and empty plastic bottles (# 1-7). These items
must be in a blue recycle container or a tied blue bag. Blue
recycle containers will be in hallways by the trash receptacles. If
you ·don't have trash receptacles

in your hallways and you take
your trash out to the trash collection area, please tie the blue
bags (provided by the Service
Department) and place them in
the trash area.
Non-recyclable materials are:
needles, syringes, mirrors, ceramics or Pyrex, light bulbs,
plates, vases, drinking glasses,
window glass, hazardous or
bio-hazardous waste, tissues,
paper towels, napkins, stickers,
sheets of address labels, aerosol
containers, pizza boxes, Styrofoam trays or plates. No foodcontaminated containers can be
recycled.

Sunday, April1
8 a.m.- 12 p.m. 6th Annual
Community Health Walk
(Church Parlqng Lot)
9 a.m. Benefactors Brunch
2:30 p.m. Gym-Masters Home
Show Matinee (Iles)
5:30 p.m. Senior Recognition
Banquet (Dining Hall)
Monday, April 2
Senior progress grades for May
graduates due and deadline
to finish incompletes and
home study correspondence
Online Fall Registration for
returning sophomores >23
hours; juniors and seniors·
(2-3)
Tuition Freedom Awareness
week(2-6)
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council

Tuesday, April 3
12 p.m. Tornado Siren Test
Wednesday, Apri14
Online Fall Registration for
Returning freshmen <24
hours, sophomores, juniors
and Seniors (4-6)
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall Joint
Worship (Thatcher)
Thursday, Aprils
11 a.m. Convocation, Awards
(Iles)
12-4 p.m. Tuition. Awareness
Thanks Event (Promenade)
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory (Conference Room A)
7-8:15 p.m. GYCSE Pentecost
(Worship Credit)

[S.A. Announcements]
Single-stream recycling is for
Southern Adventist University
only. Unless you are in student
housing, please do not bring recycle materials from home.
SonRise: We encourage students to participate as cast. To
get involved, email sonrisecasting@southern.edu. Visit us at
http:/ /facebook.com/SonRiseCollegedale and http:/ /ComeSeeJesus.com.
Friday, March 30 - Last day.
to order May graduation regalia
online at http:/ /cbgrad.com.

Next year's SA: Come by the
Student Association office to
find out about Cabinet positions
available for next school year.
Looking for individuals committed to bettering this Student
Body in the positions of:
Executive Secretary
Public Relations Director
Associate Finance Director
Community Service Director
Parliamentarian
Duck squad Applications for
2012-2013 are now available in
the SA office! There are many

positions still available so turn in
your application by Wednesday,
April4.
Valentine's Banquet Refunds: Come by the Student
Association office. by April 13
to receive refunds for banquet
tickets if you bought one. Please
bring yollr purchased ticket and
your student ID to the office or
call or email Diana Lee for more
information: 630.363.6175, dianalee@southern.edu.

Birthdays
March 29- Adrian Benna,
Christine Moniyung, David
Twombly, Edgar Gutierrez, George Edmead, Jeffrey
Wadley, Jordan Antone, Joseph Macko, Morgan Rowden
March 30- Elijah Sulli-

van, Frank Di Memmo, Jane
Mote, Jason Perry, Julie
Pragnell, Mark Turk, Marty
Hirschkorn, Patti Anderson
March 31- Carolyn Taylor, Daniel Hamilton, Ingrid
Skantz, Jonathan Sackett,
Richard Ward, Sheryl Gentle,

Steven Shaffer, Tisha Looby,
Vanessa Valleray
April 1-- Claudia Ramirez,
Erik Caviness, Gabriela Bonilla, Jana A Dietsche, Janice Cosme, Karen Caldwell,
Ovidiu Goia, Phil Patton
April 2- Michael Milmine,

Roseanna Bird
April 3David Garner,
Jonathan Durichek, Jordan
Smith, Kaitlin Collins, Lauren Greek, Nancy Ruelas,
Nikki Smith, Oyindamola
Ajumobi, Rebecca Amenta,
Vasti Dominguez

April 4- Brandon Burks,
Carissa Haley, Casey Walter,
Crystal Stitzer, Lorella Howard, Norquis Sanabria, Raygenee Ruado, Robert Gabel

.·
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Thot owkword moment when ...
1. The person you go to shake hands with squeezes too early,
making you feel like a sissy.
.
2. Many theology majors leave Asian Night feeling misled by the
A-Harmony title.
3. You accidentally honk your horn at a red light and everyone
around you thinks you ore a jerk.
4. You inadvertently make eye contact with somebody and then
quickly look away hoping they don't think you're storing.
5. You toke your shoes off at the door for Asian Night.
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mll~ll~lllll l ll~ ~ll~~ll~~l~ Show challenges spectators to find the evidence
INGRID HERNANDEZ
Copy EmroR

This year's Gym-Master's
Home Show, held Saturday,
March 31 and Sunday, Aprii
1 at the lies P.E. Center,
featured student gymnasts
performing various acts as
they uncovered evidence
for God's grace.
The Saturday night program and matinee show
consisted of seven acts
where Sherlock, played by
Scott Spicer, Gym Kids assistant director, and partner Ashlie Engle , freshman
allied health major, a,nalyzed .clues that pointed to
the meaning of total freedom. Though . not.a blatarit
theme , "The Mystery of
True Freedom" was an interp-retation of Christ's sacrifice and abundant grace.

thief who escaped prison
in the beginning but by the
end learned total freedom
was more than being physically free.
"Throughout the show I'm
finding evidence for grace
without knowing what I'm
really finding," Webster

'~ The Mystery·

of True Freedom was an
interpretation
of Christ's
sacrifice ...

"I thought that the perfor~ance was very impres-

sive but the story line was
a little hard to follow," said
Sarah Crowder, senior public relations major.
Some of the acts included
hula hoops, a Korean plank,
chairs anti ·a teeterboard.
The main character, played
by Jordan Webster, fresh• man · nursing major, was a

said, "and with Sherlock's
help I learn I can be free
spiritually without being
free physically."
The gym featured a different seating layout than
usual for Home Show.
Lighting, music and sound
effects created the show's
atmosphere.

"I really enjoyed Home
Show," said Joseph Thomas, senior biochemistry ma- ·
jor. "I thought it was well
put together, and the seat
arrangement allowed visibility for all spectators.
The theme was also entertaining."
Before the Saturday night
program
Gym-Masters
Coach Richard Schwarz and
the Knecht family presented the first Daphne Knecht
Gym-Master Spirit Schol. arship in honor of Daphne
Knecht, former Southern
Gym-Master who passed
away from cancer January
20. The recipient was Jacquelyn Wade, freshman liberal arts education major.
After the show Wade
posted on her Facebook
wall, ".God has a way of
touching people's - lives
when you least expect it. I
am beyond blessed 'to have
been awarded with the
first Daphne Knecht Spirit Scholarship. The tears
flowing down my face are ·
bittersweet. I miss you qnd
I hope I would have made
you proud tonight. Yd'\I will
always have a special place
in my heart Daphne."

2012

Photo byNathan Sturgess
Amber Arthur, a junior nursing major, performs a solo routine as part of the GymMaster's Home Show on March 31 .

Students left with questions after 'dismissal of two professors
OEANNA MooRE

.Ew:roB.

Two professors-B.en Endy
from the Outdoo'r Leader~hip Department, and Jenniier Nestell from the School of
.Social Work, were dismissed
.
over the course of the school
year, leaving students with
:unanswered questions. The
dismissals were unrelated.
· Nestell taught in the School
of s·ocial Work from July
~2010 until she was asked to
leave in December 2011.
~

.
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Morris Liddell, senior social work major, too.k Death
and Dying from Nestell and
was supposed to take Human
Behavior & Social Environment II froin her until she left
the university.
Liddell said he has a few
ic;leas of why she was dismissed, but nothing is concrete.
"I was mad about it," Liddell l)aid. "No one really
knows the official reason why
she left."
Rene Drumm, dean of the
School of Social Work, could

not give specific reasons as to
why Nestell was dismissed.
She said it was a difficult decision and that, "... the decision
was made primarily based on
what was believed to be irt the
best interest of Jennifer's students and colleagul:!s."
Jared Miller, senior outdoor education major, said he
was disappointed to see Eudi
leave.
..
."He was a great professor,"
Miller said. "And he did a lot
to build up the [outdoor leadership and education] program."

days until
summer

BREAK

Bob Young, senior vice
president of Aoo.demic Administration, c~uld not share
the reasons behind Nestell's
and Eudy's dismissal due to
privacy.
"It is never. administration's preference for a student, employee, visitor or
anyone else to leave our campus in any way but a pQSitive
one," Young said. "I hope students understand that sometimes difficult employment
decisions have to be made in
order to preserve their best
interests."

A replacement has been
hired in Nestell's absence!
Lorri Merchant from Uniort
College will begin teaching
next semester.
"Southern appreciates th~
contributions that both Beri
and Jennifer made to our
campus during their time
teaching at Southern," Young
said. "Administration cert
tainly wishes both Ben and
Jennifer success in their next
·
professional pursuits."
With reporting by Andrew Gardiazo and Ingrid Hernandez
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recognizes tuition freedom Note fro:m the Editor

campus, except in the case oti
legal constraints, I am pre~
SuFE WRITER
disappointed. When Qne oti
Over the last few days,
T h i s my ~tion editors is told 'f\Y:
year's Ac- a dean that they aren't alTuition Freedom Awarecent staff lowed to give their personal
ness week has been educathas
done an opm10n about something
ing students at Southern
incredible
that has happened to them, I
about the impact donors
job
putting
am extremely disappointed.
and alumni have on tuition
.
together
21
Transparency
is one of the
costs and school expenses
issues
so
first
things
you
learn in any
every year, .a fact unknown
far. I am proud of my staff public relations class. It is so
to most students.
embers and their dedica- important for faculty to unMany do not know that
·on to their responsibilities. derstand the importance of
Southern is a non-profit
ith only one issue left, I informing students of what is
school that relies on the
ave taken time to reflect on going oq.
help of alumni and donors
he year and the various paBut, unfortunately, stuto cover a large portion of
rs we have put out. There dents can be just as much
yearly expenditures. Stuave been a few that, hqn- to blame for not providing
dents only · pay about 75
estly, show off our inexperi- transparency to their peers.
percent of their actual tuence. There have also been When a serious, legal inci- .
•ssues that I am very proud dent occurs on campus beition costs, while the other
to have my name on. With tween students, we do our
Sanford and Martha mmer have been long-time supporters of Southern. In 1985 the
that said, I think there are a best to give both sides of the
mmer Student Center was dedicated in honor of their soth wedding i:miversary.
ew problems to blatantly ad- story. Unfortunatelf~ most
(lress when it comes to the students would rather com~ccent and its relationship
plain about the article that
25 percent is covered by Center and Thatcher Hall
·th Southern.
comes out than give details
gifts and donations.
would not be possible if it
The Accent has been about the possible bullying
Ashley Noonan, a fresh- were not for the generosity
ound for decades, which is that took place before the
man general studies major, of selfless individuals.
"dent by its tagline, "The event oocuned. Stadents are
said she had no idea she
Annual Giving Officer student voice since 1926." worried about being critiwas only paying 75 percent. Patrice Hieb explained Obviously there have been a cized for the comments that
"It's nice to know that this is the first year they ew changes since 1926, so may be attributed to their
they're trying to keep [tu- are making Tuition Free- et me give you a breakdown names, even if it's the right
dom Awareness a weeklong of how the paper works be- thing to do. And yet, they
ition] low," Noonan said.
The Advancement De- event. In the past she said fore we move on to the more feel comfortable enough to
partment
at
Southern they •only focused on one controversial aspect of this criticize the Accetlt for not
placed posters around cam- Thursday after convoca- column. News comes from placing details in stories that
e editing staff or the News could only come from these
pus explaining some of the tion.
eporting class. Students same students being trans- '
Last year alone, Southhistory of campus and the
earn to create and edit ar- parent.
people that made it pos- ern received around $4.1
.cles, using various sources
Here's how to change all
sible. The posters describe million in gifts. In a proround campus. Each section of this for next year's editor,
how buildings like Daniells motional video about the
f the paper has its oWil edi- Jaime Jacobson. My phone
Hall, the Ulmer Student event, President Gordon tor. Stories for these sections is always on. Jaime's will be
Bietz explained that once are contributed by students, too. If you know something
75 to So percent of the staff or the editor. That's the happening on campus, call
school year has passed,
us. Make it known. We valthe remainder is paid for
ue your input. If you have a
by the gifts of alumni and
piece to contribute to one
of
our sections, our editors
friends of the university.
DEANNA MooRE
aie
always looking for arOn Thursday, April 5,
EDITOR
ticles.
If you have a problem
NATHAN LEWIS •
ANDY NASH
ANDREW GARCILAZO
tables will be set up with
NEWS EDITOR
FACULTY ADVISER
MANAGING EDITOR
with
something
in the paper,
thank-you cards for stuwrite
a
letter
to
the editor.
NATHAN SfURGESS
CHARLES CAMMACK
KEITH KING
dents to sign for the donors
PHOTO EDITOR
HUMOR EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
The
Opinion
page
is perfect
that help with the tuition
for
that.
I
haven't
shied
away
EMILY BANKS
SIMONE MARSHALL
JOSHUA TYMAN
and funding of many
RELIGION EDITOR
CIRCULATION MANAGER
LIFESTYLES EDITOR
from c:riticisms by students,
Southern Adventist Uniand we have published artiEMILY HAMMOND
INGRID HERNANDEZ
JAIME JACOBSON
versity
projects.
ADVERTISING MANAGER
COPY EDITOR
OPINION EDITOR
cles with cntic:ism tuward SA
and the Accent.
SARAH CROWDER
BERT HORRUITINER
LEXJALVIDREZ
LAYOUT & DESIGN
LAYOUT & DESIGN
LAYOUT & DESIGN
111e Soutbem Accent has
been around for 86 years for
AMY VITRANO
JANAMILES
MEDIA PRODUCTION
MEDIA PRODUCTION
a reason. That reason is you.
Start
taking advanta&e .~
For questions or comments, please e-mail accent@southern.edu. For all
that.
advertising inquiries, please e-mail Emily Hammond at emilyhammond@southern.edu
BARBY KULAKOV
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Director of McKee Library accepts position at Georgia College
AVERY McKlNNEY
5x&FFWIITfR

Josip "Joe" Mocnik accepted a position as director of libraries at Georgia
College aft~r four years of
working at Southern Adventist University as the director of McKee Library.
Mocnik will take the position July 1 of this year. He
will also be teaching courses
on diplomatic history and
be involved with international programs.
"God has opened a new
door," Mocnik said. "I'm
really excited about this opportunity."
Mocnik said he has enjoyed his experience while
at Southern. During his
time at Southern, there was
an increase in the library

lectures, the Mark Twain
and Abraham Lincoln collections and freshmen interaction with required
library visits for Southern
Connections and English
Composition 102 classes.
Mocnik said his accomplishments at Southern
included increasing the
availability of laptops and
desktops, the McKee Library website transformation and the atmosphere
created by the artwork and
photog:vtphy displays.
""We [the library staff]
have done a lot of hard
work," Mocnik said. "This is
very much an alive library."
Mocnik had also been offered a position as interim
professor for Southern's
History Department during
the academic year of 2012-

This was in order to fill
the gap between Dennis
Pettibone, professor of history, who is retiring, and
Benjamin McArthur, previ-

God has
·opened a ·
new door.
I'm re-

ally excited
about this
opportunity

2013.

"I am personally grateful
ously a history professor at
Southern, who will return for the four years of leaderfall semester of 2013 after ship, vision and change Joe
working as vice president provided our academic lifor Academic Administra- braries," said Robert Young,
tion at Southwestern Ad- senior vice president of
ventist University.
Academic Administration.
"Since we have managed Young said the search comfor three years with one less mittee to find a replacement
person than we need in. the "for Mocnik has yet to be esdepartment, next year re- tablished.
ally isn't going to be much
Mocnik earned a bachdifferent," said Lisa Diller, elor's degree in humanities
chair of the History Depart- from Newbold College, a
ment.
master's degree in library
"She said that the depart- science from the University
ment understands Mocnik's College London and a docdecision and wishes him torate in diplomatic history
well as he makes the transi- from Bowling Green University.
tion to a different school.
Though Mocnik is pasGeorgia College is a pubsionate about Adventist lic liberal arts university.
education, ~ said he can It was founded in 1889 and
find fulfillment in public has around 6,6oo undereducation while remaining graduate and graduate stua "beacon oflight" to others. dents.

Cater 2 SAU changes the game, offers students food delivery service
small enterprise during
the semester," Weeks said.
•students are free to work
Cater~ SAU, a new food
delivery ""service, is now independently or to form
available for the hungry • their own teams."
Southern student.
This program helps stuThe service was created by dents gather real-world
uth~r Whiting, Alexandra experience and sets them
Canizales, Mark Arquitt, apart, Weeks said. "Alsenior business adminis..: though students are free to
tration majors and Carissa select the type of enterprise
Haley, a senior human re- that interests them, they
source management major, must obtain permissions
as a project for their Busi- needed to conduct their
. ess Strategies course, but business. Also, the entert "became so much more," prise must be a legal activity
and not operated during the
Whiting said.
Sabbath."
The idea of Cater 2 SAU
"We saw that the students
egan at the beginning of
in
the dorms who didn't
the semester as the four
ounders were looking at have cars would want sometandard grocery service thing different," Whiting
nd decided to expand on said. "Now we are just getting the word out."
the idea.
Cater 2 SAU delivers
Leon Weeks, assistant
from
six locations: Olive
rofessor in the School Qf
usiness and Managementl Garden, Panera, Rain Thai,
aught Business strategies Red Robin, Taco Bell and
Starbuc:b. The service runs
this semester.
Sundays,
Wednesdays and
"One of the projects asThursdays.
The order must
igned to students enrolled
n MGNT 464 Business placed befo 4 p.m. and
trategies is to create a be picked up in the lobbies
of Talp or Thatcher Hall
nAltON SNELGROVE

STAuWann

between 6:30 and 7 p.m.
Southern Village residents
recieve orders right at their
order. Payments must be
paid with credit card or
cash.
For students like Robert Reiber, junior nursing
major, the hours don't line
up with their advertising.
"When we get the munchies,
it's not until the evening,"
Reiber said. "Most of us
don't get out of class until
four."
Andres Palacios, junior
theology major, said he
agrees with Reiber. "This
is good for those who don't
have cars, but the reason
we go and get food in the
evening is so we can get off
campus."
.;This started out as a
project, but if it gains
popularity, we can make it
permanent," Whiting said.
"But we :geed the students
to Show us they want us
around."
To use Cater 2 SAU, visit
Cater2SAU .com and • ...Sat~your-cravings ... "

One ofCo.ter 2 SA Us .first customers, Katie Robidoux, a .freshman English ~r.
got all of herfriends to order food through the new company, started by business
students, so they could have a picnic on the Thatcher lawn.
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IJigh pollen levels affect students
DEPEAH NYAKONDO

Southern's yearly visitor
back. Poll~n's annual visit
brings on allergy complications, affecting many students
and staff members.
Chattanooga ranks number
five in the top 10 worst cities
for allergies, 'according to the
non-profit organization Asthma and Allergy Foundation of
America.
Lately, a thin layer of pollen
has been covering the campus,
including vehicles.
''I'm glad that the rain.
turned my car to its original
color," said Lindsey Crerar;
freshman social work major.
Her car was gray but was enveloped by a green layer due to
the collection of pollen on it.
Pollen changes every year
and allergies can develop at
any age. Mary King, office
nurse at the University Health
Center 'aid they get weekly
visits from students for allergy
IS

related reasons.
"Just because you've never
had an allergy doesn't mean
you can't get it," King said.
Rock climbers and those
who like to exercise outdoors
are also experiencing allergic
reactions to the pollen.
"I,..m getting into rock climbing, and I ride horses," said
Jennifer Kay, junior management major. "I've had allergies
[before] but it has never been
this bad."
Hannah Thompson, sophomore graphic design major
said her allergies are a new
thing for her.
"I've had two asthma attacks and my allergies are 10
times worse, :Jitompson said.
"I look like I'm crying all the
time."
Pollen count increases in
the morning and decreases in
the afternoon. To limit an allergic reaction to pollen, King
said to stay away from dense
and wooded areas, keep windows shut and circulate air

With allergy season in .full swing, pollen has latched onto just about everything. The U:niverity Health Center said many students
have been complaining of allergy symptoms this spring.

conditioning. Allergies can
be treated by taking over-thecounter drugs like Claritin,
Benadryl, Allegra and Tylenol. However, some allergies
cannot be treated with these
drugs and should be treated

with an allergy shot. King said
an allergy shot is given by an
allergist because patients may
st~rt to swell and have a hard
timebrea~

King suggested students go
to their local pharmacists for

any questions they4lave regarding an allergic reaction.
"Local pharmacists know
everything," she said. "Always
go in aJl4 ask w)uU tb~,.rec
ommend."

MASTER'S DEGREE IN
S.OCIAL WORK

•

Facilitate Positive Change in People's Lives
Southern Adventist University's
Master of Social Work program
prepares you for excellent
service and leader•hlp In the
toclal work profession.

You'll be ready.
Our approach is competency based.
That means you get hands--on skllls and
experience in social work practice
while you're in school.

It workJ.
Our evidence-based program equips
you with effective intervention tools.

Call or vitlt online to find out
how you can set started •

It's convenient.
.
Classes meet Sunday aftemoon and all _
day Monday. twice a month,

~SOUTHERN.
......lJlL
•
ADVENTIST UNIVERSITY

•

Master of Social Work
With a multi-disciplinary approach and
a variety of concentrations, a Master's
Degree in Social Work from Southern
· prepares you to serve a wide variety of
people In need.
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Man kills 7, ~ounds 3.at small Christian college

•

driving by the university on . on a patch of grass at the
his way to pick up a friend school. One body could be
when he spotted a woman seen being loaded into a van.
Myung Soon Ma, the
hiding in the bushes and
pulled over. When he ap- school's secretary, said she
proached her, she said, "I'm could not provide any details
shot" and showed him her about what happened at the
private school, which serves
arm.
"She had a piece of her arm the Korean community with
hanging out," Richards said, courses from theology to
noting that she was wounded Asian medicine.
"I feel really sad, so I cannear the elbow.
Investigators examine bodies outside Oikos University in Oakland, Calif.,JollowAs police arrived, Rich- not tcilk right now," she said,
ing a shooting on Monday, April2, 2012. A gunman opened fire at the Christian university, killing at least seven people and wounding three more, before being captured
ards said he heard 10 gun- speaking from her home.
hours later at a shopping center in a nearby city, authorities said. (AP Photo/Noah
shots
coming from inside the
Those connected to the
Berger)
building. The female victim school, including the founder
said.
told him that she saw the and several students, deTERRY Coums
It was an "extremely cha- gunman shoot one person scribed the gunman as a
Assocamo PaESs
otic scene," Jordan said.
point-blank in the chest and former nursing student. The
More officers arrived and· one in the head.
chief said Goh is a South KoOAKLAND, Calif. (AP) -A
formed a perimeter around
Tashi Wangchuk, whose rean national who's a former
43-year-old former student
the school on the belief that wife attended the school and student of the university.
of a small Christian univerthe suspect was still inside, witnessed the shooting, said
A call to the Korean consity in California opened fire
he said.
he was told by police that the sulate in San Francisco went
at the school Monday, killing
re- gunman first shot a woman unanswered Monday.
"Potential
victims
at least seven people and setmained inside the building at the front desk, then conThe suspect's brother was
ting off an intense, chaotic
either trapped by a locked tinued shooting randomly in killed in a car · accident last
manhunt that ended with his
door which officers were un- classrooms.
year in Virginia while on accapture at a nearby shopping
able to open," Jordan said.
Wangchuk said his wife, tive duty in the U.S. Army,
center, authorities said.
Others were unable to flee Dechen Wangzom, was in according to Stars and
Police Chief Howard Jorbecause they were injured, her vocational nursing class Stripes newspaper. The susdan said One L. Goh surrenhe said.
when she heard .gunshots. pect attended the funeral of
dered about an hour after the
Jordan said there were She locked the door and Sgt. Su Wan Ko in Centrevshooting at Oikos University.
about 35 people in or near turned off the lights, Wang- ille, Va. after the March 8,
Jordan initially reported that
the building when gunfire chuk said he was told by 2011, accident.
authorities recovered the
broke out. Of the seven fa- his wife, who was still being
At Highland Hospital,
weapon used during the ramtalities, five died at the scene questioned by police Monday Dawinder Kaur's family told
page, but later clarified that
and another two at the hos- afternoon.
the Oakland Tribune that she
police only recovered enough
pital. The wounded victims
The gunman "banged on was being treated for a gunballisties.. evidence to deterare in stable condition, and the door several times aDd shot to her elbow.
mine that a handgun was
at least one person has been started shooting outside and
The 19-year-old U.S. Ar:~»y
used in the rampage.
released from the hospital.
left," he said. Wangchuk said Reservist told her family that
"It's going to take us a few
"This unprecedented trag- no one was hurt inside his the gunman was a student in
days to put the pieces togethedy was shocking and sense- wife's classroom, but that the her nursing class who had
er," Jordan said. "We do not
less," Jordan said. ·
gunman shot out the glass in been absent for months behave a motive."
Soon after the shootPolice first received a 911 ing, heavily armed officers the door. He said she did not fore returning Monday. The
gunman entered the classcall at 10:33 a.m. reporting a swarmed the school in a large · know the man.
"She's a hero," he said.
room and ordered students
woman on the ground bleedindustrial park near the Oakto
line up against the wall.
Television
footage
showed
ing. As more calls came in
land airport and, for at least bloodied victims on stretchWhen he showed his gun,
from the school, the first aran hour, believed the gun- ers being loaded into ambu- students began running and
riving officer found a victim
man could still be inside.
lances. Several bodies cov- he opened fire, her family
suffering from a life-threatArt Richards said he was ered in sheets were laid out said.
ening gunshot wovnd, he

"She told me that a guy
went crazy and she got shot,"
brother Paul Singh told the
newspaper. "She was running. She was crying; she was
bleeding, it was wrong."
Pastor Jong Kim, who
founded the school about
10 years ago, told the newspaper that he did not know
if the shooter was expelled
or dropped out. Kim said he
heard about 30 rapid~fire
gunshots in the building.
"I stayed in my office," he
said.
Deborah Lee, who was in
an English language class,
said she heard five to six
gunshots at first. "The teacher said, 'Run,' and we run,"
she said. "I was OK, because
I know God protects me. I'm
not afraid of him."
The suspect was detained
at a Safeway supermarket
about three miles from the
university, about an hour after the shooting.
A security guard at the supermarket approached the
man because he was acting suspiciously, KGO-TV
reported. The man told the
guard that he needed to talk
to police because he shot
people, and the guard called
authorities.
"He didn't look like he
had a sign of relief on him.
He didn't lool( like he had
much of any emotion on his
face," said Lisa Resler, who
was buying fruit at Safeway
with her 4-year-old daughter
when she saw the man.
Goh also called his father
soon after the shooting and
told him what happened, the
police chief said. The father
also called authorities, Jordan said.

Large tornadoes, damage reported in Dallas area
DALLAS (AP) - Several
reported tornadoes tore
through the Dallas area on
Tuesday, tossing semis in
the air and leaving crumpled
tractor trailers strewn along
highways and in truck stop
parking lots.
The National Weather Service reported at least two separate "large and extremely
dangerous" tornadoes south
of· Dallas and Fort Worth.
Dallas Police spokeswoman
Sherri Jeffrey said an apparent twister touched down
and caused damage within
the city's southern limits.

Officials had no immediate
information about injuries.
Local television footage
showed a large, dark funnel
cloud moving on the ground
not far from a major interstate early Tuesday afternoon. Crumpled orange tractor trailers were later visible
in a Dallas County parking
lot, as well as flattened trailers along the sides of highways and access roads.
The weather service said
"considerable damage" also
was reported near Cleburne,
south of Fort Worth, and
Lancaster, south of Dallas.

A utility pole is damaged in Lancaster, Texas on Tuesday, April3, 2012. Several reported tornadoes tore through the
Dallas area on Tuesday, tossing semis
in the air and leaving crumpled tractor
trailers strewn along highways and in
truck stop parking lots. The National
Weather Service reported at least two
separate "large and extremely dangerous" tornadoes south of Dallas and Fort
Worth . (AP Photo/The Fort Worth StarTelegram, Ron Ermis)
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Do not be overlY righteous, do not be overly wise
SUZANNE OcsAI

We've all met them, perhaps we are one of them:
those people who strive for
perfection in terms of godliness-the ones that make you
feel like you're a bad person
because you watched a movie
last weekend. But it's good to
want to be righteous right?
It's good to strive for perfection in life, isn't it? Yes, quite
clearly life works better when
you do the right things.
But is there a point when
doing the right things crosses
a line from "doing" to "im-

practically demanding" things
which one cannot deliver? I

' ' This isn't ·
about going out
and finding t:Qe
perfect formula
for holiness
think so. And I'm wondering
if that's what Solomon meant

when he wrote, "Do not be
overly righteous, nor be overly wise" (Ecc. 7:16). Perhaps
the answer is found in the follow up verse, "For there is not
a just man on earth who does
good and does not sin" (Ecc.
7:21). I don't think Solomon
wrote this to discourage us,
but to let us know that, "Hey,
you can't do perfection, you
can't make yourself perfect or
righteous. That's impossible
to do." (And annoying to be
around).
Righteousness is a gift from
God that we can ONLY get
when we accept Jesus as our

Savior-that's pretty much it,
no strings or laws attached.
After that, since we have chosen Jesus, it gives Him permission to work in our lives.
That's where He starts working to correct all those bad
habits that we hold on to.
If we continue to choose
Him and His will for our
lives, then we will see a difference because we will also
choose to do what He asks.
This isn't about going out and
finding _the perfect formula
for holiness; this is about
letting Jesus mix a. personal
formula just for you-that

works just for you and no one
else. (You're not supposed
to feed your formula to anyone else! God can make one
for them-if they want one.)
This is called sanctification when God perfects us. Sanctification is not about us being overly righteous-that's
works. Sanctification is allowing God to guide our lives
and doing what He asks even
when it doesn't make sensethat's faith. And obviously
since we're allowing Him to
worK in our life we will have
good works too, but they don't
come first, the faith does.

Abounding or abased: Learning to be content with God's blessings
SIMONE

MARsHALL

The clock ticks and class
is almost over. There are
a thousand things on your
mind, but mostly, you just
miss your bed. Even though
you're tired, you're in a good
mood today, so you stopped
noticing how heavy your
eyelids felt when your classmate shot you an unexpected
smile. It's been ·a long semester, and you can't believe how
good your grades are. "God
is good," you whispered under your breath when you
last skimmed your mid-term
grades. Not so bad-mostly,
anyway. For the most part,
though, you're doing alright.
You're hanging in there.
Or maybe you feel like
you're not. We're at the point
in the school year with somewhere around three weeks left,
and most of us are exhausted. Maybe you're genuinely
sleep-deprived-working late
into the night, rising early
trying to get things done-or
maybe you're just distracted
by the rays of sunshine shining through you: classroom's
windows.
Wherever you are, however you're feeling, don't forget that God is blessing you.
If you're anything like me,
you've been taking His blessings for granted. But I have

found that increasing my appreciation has increased my
happiness, my motivation
and even my efficiency.
A new outlook on what
seems like routine blessings
might be just the thing you
need to finish this semester
strong. Be grateful for what
you have. Truth be told, you
are blessed to have three full
weeks to get your act together. You are lucky to attend
Southern. You are fortunate
to have food, clothes and an
ID to swipe. You are lucky
to get an education. You are
blessed to be surrounded by
people who care and people
who dare to stand up for
what they believe in. ' You are
blessed.
I would say that we take the
little things for granted, but I
don't even think that's our issue anymore. We, especially
as college students, take for
granted the biggest blessings because they become
routine. And these are big
blessings like the high caliber
of our education, the quality of our dorm rooms, the
fact that we can take showers every day, free speech,
a gorgeous campus all year
around. I am guilty of staring at a full closet and in the
same glance determining I
have nothing to wear. I am
guilty of complaining about
one rainy day and then cele-

brating its blessings when the
flowers bloom and grass gets
green. I am guilty of grumbling about homework, even
when it's something I'm passionate about, and complaining about group projects that
mesh me with people I would
never have known before. I
am even guilty of complaining
about leadership positions
because they take up time and
stress me out, when it is really
a privilege to serve.
Often, we walk around
bogged-down by the very
things that bless us the most.
So, what am I trying to say?
Changing your outlook could

change the way you perceive God because when we
stress, we limit God. It's important to marry our outlook
on life with the amount of
faith we profess. If we really
believe in the God we serve,
we should be satiated by the
things that He has given us.
The verse right before the
so-often-quoted text, "I can
do all things through Christ
who strengthens me" (Philippians 4:13), says" ... for I have
learned in whatever state I
am, to be con'lent: I know how
to be abased, and I know how
to abound. Everywhere and in
all things I have learned both

to be full and to be hungry,
both to abound and to suffer
need." Paul's point is that we
need to be satisfied, appreciative and fulfilled with the
blessings we do have. Even
when you feel like times are
rough, hang on just as deliberately as you praised when
He's blessed you in the great
times. And though I may not
know your personal story or
what you do or do not have to
be thankful for, I can count at
least one blessing you probably take for granted more
often than not: You're alive
and breathing. Just take a
moment and let that soak in.
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A.response to· 'Hungering for The Hunger Games'
MICHAEL HAsEL
CoND!BUJDR

The recent issue of the
Southern Accent published
two articles focusing on the
much anticipated blockbustei'
film - "The Hunger Games."
Both authors expressed a particularly positive view of the
new film and the review encouraged readers to "go see
it!"
The books and the movie are
aimed at young teen readers
and viewers. The story is set in
a futuristic, post-apocalyptic
world where 12 to 18 year old
kids are forced by the government to kill each other off in
a virtual-reality game. The
game is watched by thousands
of viewers for entertainment
and only one participant can
survive. The killings and violence shown in the movie elicited a PG-13 rating- a rating
which this week's Time Maga-

zine suggested was aimed at a
billion-dollar sale not on being faithful to the book, whose
"reading experience could be
rated R."
The articles in the Accent
bring up several questions.
When is it acceptable to say
clearly and distinctly that
something is not appropriate?
And why does the same horror
that the heroine Katniss and
her family expressed at these
"games" not resonate in the
Accent's coverag~?"In both articles, the violence of the story
was completely left out.
The whole focus of "The
Hunger Games" is an indictment on the media-driven
frenzy of violence as entertaimnent. Ironically, despite
the heroine's rebellion against
the "games," the story delivers
the same violence to make the
point. Those watching become
voyeurs themselves, experiencing with tense anticipation

as one teen snaps the neck of
another, a tribute is speared
in the abdomen and finally,
as 16-year-old Katniss herself
kills for the sake of mercy. This
raises several important moral
questions. Will we succumb to
violence if we submerge ourselves in it? Must we have a
permanent, mental, virtual reality image of something that
should never be seen in order
to avoid participating in it?
As a professor who lectures
annually about Roman gladiators competing at the Coliseum
and other venues where Christian martyrs were torn apart
by lions, leopards and gored by
elephants for entertainment, I
do find that students often react with questions like, "How
could they be entertained by
watching that?" The point of
"The Hunger Games" is that
virtuai reality on 1V, in movies and video games (increasingly in 3D), are not much

different than the spectator
sports of the Romans. Somehow we believe that this activity does ·not affect our world
view and our relationship with
each other. We think that it
is all merely a "cinematic adventure" - entertainment. But
do our minds really make that
distinction? Recent studies
have shown that they do not.
Experience tells us that students have become the actual
participants in "games" that
often have real consequences
in places like Columbine High,
Virginia Tech and Oikos University. What we watch programs our minds. In the end,
our appetites are aroused, our
senses are numbed and our
brains are too easily rewired
for more. "By beholding we
become changed."
Our questions· here at this
university might also be different. Can we really see J esus cheering 16-year-old Kat-

niss on as she uses violence
to throw off the other teenage
predators? Jesus, who said,
"Blessed are the peacemakers,
for they will be called the children of God." Why is it that
we are not hungering more for
God, His Word and His message of peace and the giving
of life for a dying world? This
is an environment where, as
Christian mentors, our work is
to help students make the best
and most informed decisions
about how to evaluate the content of what is consumed in
our media-driven world. This
is a place where we can inspire
each other to seek after those
things which elevate the mind,
body and spirit. What we hunger for and what our decisions
are in these matters are much
more than a game or watching
a game. Spiritually and physically, they can become matters
of life and death.

Is Southern's sprituality all it's cracked up to be?
JANICE CoSME
CoNUIBUTOR

Southern is known for
many things. Some people
know it as a matrimony college or the university that
smells like blueberry muffins
in the morning. But one thing
Southern lias become known
for is that it is a spiritual campus. Or is it?
To be honest, I really have
no idea how Sonthern became
the university that is "closest
. to God." I mean we're in Happy Valley, not on Mt. Everest.
Southern is knoWn for its spir-

ituality, but how did this attribution come about? Maybe
it's because Southern is in the
Bible Belt of the United States,
or because we are a very conservative school, or because
we have so many outreach
ministries, or because there's
a Southern spirit in the air.
B~t is that spirituality?
Don't get me wrong, I think
some aspects of Southern are
definitely spiritual like the
first vespers of the year, seeing
someone pray on the promenade, going to morning meditations (even though you're so
tired you don't want to) and

hearing something that speaks
right to your heart. I mean,
God is definitely on this campus, but I feel like sometimes
people who may or may not go
to our university get the wrong
impression of the spirituality
everyone may know and love.
Southern has a reputation
for being one of the most conservative universities in the
Adventist system, but should
it really be known for being
the most spiritual? Sometimes I feel that people think
Southern and spirituality are
like a mouse and cheese or a
freshman and a Besst Wrap. It

seems like people think Southern and spirituality go handin-hand.
Even though the whole
world might think that Southern is spiritual, it really isn't
all the time. I mean Southern
still has its faults; we're not
the perfect university, but
then again, who is? I guess
what I'm trying to say is that
people shouldn't put Southern
on this pedestal as "The Spiritual Campus." It's good that
people think we are spiritual,
but they should also know that
Southern has its flaws as well.
Without our flaws, we would

be perfect; if we were perfect,
then we would have no need
for a Savior; if we didn't need
a Savior, then it's like saying
we don't need love.
Southern is an awesome
place! I absolutely love it here;
I like vespers, and I like going
to worship even though sometimes it can be a pain. But I
know that God is in this place,
and I know that He is at other
universities too. I guess there
is just something about Southern that people think they recognize, but they should also
recognize that spirituality is
not all it appears to be.

If you're looking for a place to stay,

ask fQr the Southern rate.

423-591-8500

423-305-6800
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Movies you (an_d your mom) can enjoy
CHRIS JANETZKO
CONU!BUTQR

My mom is pretty strict
when it comes to movies.
Most of the movies that meet
her moral standards are ones
I can) stand because of their
low production value. So when
I find a movie that is clean
enough for her and meets my
production standards, I make
a note of it and watch it with
her when I go home. This
past year I was shocked at the
number of movies I was able
to watch with my mom without having to squirm.
"Hugo"
(RatedPG)
Oscars: 10 nominations and
five wins
Director:
Martin Scorsese
Actors:
Asa Butterfield
Jude Law
Sacha Baron Cohen
Chloe Grace Moretz

"Hugo" was directed by
famed director Martin Scorsese and takes place in a Paris
train station where an orphan
boy named Hugo secretly resides. Hugo and his friend Isabella (Chloe Grace Moretz) attempt to decipher his father's
(Jude Law) last message to
him, while trying to stay out
of the station inspector's (Sa-

cha Baron Cohen) sight. In the
process they help a troubled
old man come to peace with
his secret past. The interesting
storyline and high production
quality resulted in 10 Academy Award nominations and
five wins, including best cinematography.

five-wins including best picture.
Director:
Michel Hazanavicius
Actors:
Jean Dujardin
Berenice Bejo
James Cromwell

"The Artist" was the most
highly acclaimed movie of
the year, even winning the
Oscar for Best Picture. "The
Artist" pays homage to silent
films being 99 percent silent
itself and in black and white.
'This did not stop the movie
from captivating audiences
with its catchy Oscar winning
score and top-notch acting,
Speilberg's "War Horse" has which won Jean Dujardin an
the classic feel of most horse Oscat. Though dealing with a
movies we watched grow- few intense issues such as the
ing up. The fnovie follows the contemplation of suicide, the
journey of Albert N arracott movie is suitable for audiencand the horse he trained. The · es of all ages and strict moral
horse impacts many lives af- standards.
ter Albert's father sells it to
' "TheHelp"
the army. Albert never gives
up trying to get his horse back
(Rated PG-13)
Oscars: four nominations
and joins the army in pursuit
of finding his lost companion.
andonewin
Director:
Though a little slow at points,
the movie sticks to the high
Tate Taylor
quality standard that all SpielActors:
berg movies adhere to. Being a
Emma Stone
war movie, the film does have
Viola Davis
some minor violence, but it is
Jessica Chastain
Octavia Spencer
not a major part of the movie.
Bryce Dallas Howard
"The Artist"
"The Help" was the feel
(Rated PG-13)
Oscars: 10 nominations and good movie of the year and
"War Horse"
(Rated PG-13)
Oscars: six nominations
Director:
Steven Spielberg
Actors:
Jeremy Irvine
Peter Mullan
Emily WatS'on

won the hearts of everyone.
Skeeter Phelan (Emma Stone)
seeks to put southern bells in
their place after witne~sing the
racism against maids. Though
perhaps a little sappy, the
movie has comedic moments
and powerful points that keep
the guys entertained and make
every mom ~earn up, despite a
few instances of foul language.
"We Bought A Zoo"
(RatedPG)
Oscars: none
Director:
Cameron Crowe
Actors:
Matt Damon
Scarlett Johansson
Thomas Haden Chureh

This movie may not have
earned prestigious awards
like..the others listed, but it is
guaranteed to make the toughest man's heart melt. Though
cheesy and cliche at times, the
story will move you thanks to
Benjamin Mee (Matt Damon)
and his two children who discover their new lives on a zoo
they purchased on a whim after the mother's death.
So, if your mom is anything
like mine and you are having
trouble finding a movie you
can both agree on, suggest one
of these films, and I'm sure it
will be something you both
will enjoy.
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EarthDayz. Saturday/Sunday April7/8, 11 a.m.- 4
p.m.. Rock City partners with
Orange Grove for the fourth
year of this naturally fun outdoor event as Rock City goes
greener. Learn bow to use
recycled materials to makeand-take a fun project and go
on a RockQuest Adventure
through the park! See raptors
soar above the crowd at our
Birds of Prey Raptors Show
FREE with Rock City admission. 1400 Patten Road Lookout Mountain, Ga. 30750.
Straight No Chaser at the

nvon. Wednesday April

11, 8-10 p.m.Back by popular demand. these 10 voices
are refn~nting the idea of a
cappella on the modem pop
landscape. soo,ooo albums
sold and on the rise, this is
something you won't want to
miss. Huny bemre tkkets are
sold out! Go to www.ChattanoogaOnStage.com for more
information.

Casting Crowns. Friday, April6, 7:30 p.m. The
Grammy Award-winning
Cbristian contemporary band
is coming to Chattanooga!
They will be performing at the
urc McKenzie Arena for one
night only!

Racist Hunger Games fans are upset by inovie cast
EMILY BANKS
LIFESTYI E$ EpQDR

You may be sick of hearing
about "The Hunger Games"
craze; however, it recently
made national news because
of a disturbing backlash of racist comments from angry fans
concerning some of the main
African American characters.
Despite the author, Suzanne
Collins, specifically describing them in the book as having "dark skin," many viewers were upset that characters
Cinna, Thresh and Rue were
played by black actors. Angry
viewers responded with tweets
and posts such as:

"Awkward moment when
Rue is some black girl
and not the little innocent
blonde girl you picture"
"Why does Rue have to be
black not gonna lie it ruined the movie"
"Why did the producer
make all the good characters black smh"
"EWW rue is black?? I'm
not watching" .
"Kk call me racist but
when I found.out rue was
black her death wasn't as
sad"
and many more ...
When I saw this I was
shocked and appalled that this
kind of racism is still prevalent in today's society. We

pride ourselves on how far
we've come in terms of race
and equality, but it is obvious that we still have a long
way to go. I understand that
there will always be racists out
there, but these are just average teenagers, and the level of
response was astounding-it's
hard for me to even imagine
where they are coming from.
In an article by CNN Harry M.
Benshoff, an associate professor of radio, TV and film at the
University of North Texas who
co-wrote "America on Film:
Representing Race, Class,
Gender and Sexuality at the
Movies," attempted to shed
some light on the reasoning
behind their disappointment.

"For a white person reading
a book, they're very rarely going to go, 'I'm just assuming
this is a black character' if be
or she isn't marked as such,"
he said. "A nonwhite person
might project their own identity onto the character." Hollywood knows that the more
an audience can identify or
relate to a character, the more
popular the movie is, and that
translates into cash. For obvious reasons, Hollywood is
not as concerned with fair or
even accurate representation
of race among actors, and it is
sad to see that when a movie
attempts to do this, there is
such a tremendously negative
response among viewers.

"The
Hunger
Games"
proved to be a wild success
with avid fans from every ethnicity and background, and ·
what could have been a unifying experience, instead proved
to be the opposite. Until we
get rid of these false notions
that one race is superior to another, or that someone is less
valuable as a human being because of the color of their skin,
we will continue to be a divided nation and racism will live
on. We can boast about equal
rights and social change all we
want, but until we've changed
our mindset, we have accomplished nothing.
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Talking with Chuck: Tutnbling with Jessica and Jordan
CHARLES CAMMACK

SPORTS Emma

SAU Athletes of the
Week: Jessica and Jordan Webster, junior and
freshman nursing majors.
Chuck: Where did you all
attend high school?
Jessica: Great Lakes Adventist Academy.
Chuck: I ask because I
know that a lot of Adventist
academies feed their gymnastics programs into Southern, Andrews, etc. Were you
all a part of the gymnastics
"team at your academy?
Jessica: Yes, all four
years. We were both captains
our senior years.
Chuck: When is the first
time you can remember
wanting to participate in
gymnastics?
Jessica: Out of the womb.

I did my first three high when
I was three months.
Jordan: I've been doing
it for about 16 years and Jess
has been doing it for 19, so
it's been pretty much a part
of our entire lives.
Chuck: Who was the most
influential person in fueling
your passion for the sport?
Jessica: Definitely my
dad; he has been the coach at
Great Lakes Adventist Academy ever since we were little.
Jordan: My dad definitely
pushed us, and .at times it
was frustrating, but at the
same time it was fun, and it
taught us self-discipline from
...,a young age.
Chuck: How long have you
been a part of Gym-Masters?
Jessica: This is my third
year and Jordan's first year.
Chuck: What was yoUT
tryout like?
Jordan: · A lot different

than my high school tryout.
It was a lot more intense and
involved a lot more strength.
In fact, I've gained 16 pounds
of muscle since being on the
team.
Chuck: For those who
don't know, what does being
a Gym-Master really entail?
Jessica: It's a lot of dedication. It is two hours every
night and can cut into study
time if you don't prioritize
your time. This last year it's
really developed into more
of an outreach program. It's
become so much more than
gymnastics and really truly
an opportunity to witness.
Since we go to public schools
where we can't talk about
9od, we get to show Jesus
by how we interact with the
kids. It's a different way of
showing Jesus.
Jordan: We have entire
practices that are dedicated

to spiritual things. Every
night we have a goo9.2o-minute worship. The team has
become more of a family. We
have a spiritual program that
we do on tours.
Chuck: How much travel,
practice, performances?
Jessica: This year has
been one of the smaller years
for touring. Usually we leave
on a Friday morning for a
weekend tour and come back
Saturday night. The majority of ou~ performances have
been Friday afternoon.
Chuck: What makes GymMasters special to you?
Jessica: The relationships I have the opportunity
to make with pe_ople on the
team, as well as the people
that we meet on tours. GymMasters is my family; these
are the people I go to. A lot
of people think that we are
this big clique, but truth be

told when you are trusti~
people with your life, especially girls, you develop lasting bonds. That teammate
becomes more than just a
teammate.
Jordan: Same thing• as
Jess . I met my best friend
this year on the team. The
team is a really big trusting
family. As a guy it's my duty
to make sure the girl doesn't
fall, and that has translated
into being more than just
gymnastics.
Chuck: What are you going to miss the most?
Jessica: I'm going to miss
the camaraderie and the togetherness we have in the
gym every night. Usually we
don't work on individual routines-we are always working
together. I'm going to miss
not having that family of 40
or so people.

Remember when sports brought families together
CHARLES CAMMACK

As far as I know, I was
aware of the game of baseball
before I entered this world.
In fact, I'm pretty sure the
"kicks" my mom thought she
was feeling when I was in the
womb were actually me practicing my swing.
I remember being around
3 or 4 and going over to my
Big Grandma's (great-grandmother) house in East Chicago, Ind., to watch the Cubs
or White Sox play. On Sunday mornings, my father and
I would walk down the street
to the baseball diamond at
the YMCA and play. On those
same Sundays, my family and

I would watch the Bulls. My with the kids sitting next to
mom was the biggest Michael their parents in age order.
Jordan fan I knew, but then The family was a unit; they
again almost everyone was a . had friends, of course, but at
the end of each day they went
Michael Jordan fan.
This semester I've been home to their family.
As the Southern Accent
taking Family Relations, a
psychology course that takes sports editor this past year,
an in-depth look into the his- I've had the privilege of talktory and makeup of the fam- ing to many student athletes
ily. Most of you wouldn't be that all play different sports,
surprised to know.that "back have different majors and
in the day~ the ~ideal" family come from different backwas a white family with two grounds. But for the most
kids and a dog. This fam- part, they seem to all have
ily ate dinner together every one thing in common: their
night and spent a· consid- passion for sports stems from
erable amount of time to- their families. Some learned
gether. There was no need from their fathers, some
for new phenomenons like from their mothers and some
"family night." You'd see this from both. A few students are
family in church on Sabbath even Qlessed to have parents

Fun Sports Facts

1

Gymnastics was introduced
to the United States school
systems by immigrants 2
Charles Beck, Charles Follen and Francis Lieber

3
.

The first "official" inclusion of
gymnastics in the Olympics
was in ~e 1896 Summer
Games ill Athens, Greece.

After the 1966 Olympics,
female gymnasts had to be at
~east 16 years. old to compete
ill the Olymp1cs.
·

that live locally, and those
parents can be s. . . cheering on the bleach r and in
the sidelines dur ,1 intramural games. The.,e student
athletes, like me, re nember
what it was like t( simply
kick a soccer ball around
with a younger siblinl .
One of the biggest topics
concerning Southern sports
this year has been intercollegiate teams. w~ will probably continue to debate this
issue until we get blue in the
face. Eventually, it gets old.
We started the year without
a team, and we will end the
year without a team. It's time
to realize what we do have.
You can call it cliche if you
want, but I've watched many

4

Most major gymnasts start
their careers at age 2 or 3.

intramural games this year,
and, without fail, I've seen
family in each one. Students
came together to practice,
stayed up all night to play,
covered for each other when
school got tough and even
cared for one another when
injuries occured. These actions show the true characteristics of an ideal family.
It's not about race, the number of members or the presence of a pet. Maybe it's time
we remembered our first
sports memories and realize
how it has brought families
together.

5

In 2006, the scoring sy1;tem
was rev'-~ to discourage
perf ct ens.
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[The Calendar]
Thursday, Aprils
a.m. Convocation, Awards
(lies)
12-4 p.m. Tuition Awareness Thanks Event (Promenade)
3:30 p.m. Deans/Chairs Advisory (Conference Room

_11

A)

.

7-8:15 p.m. GYCSE Pentecost
(Worship Credit)

Friday, April 6
Payday
_
8 a.m. Sign-up for free WalMart Trips (Wright Hall)

1-3:30 p.m. Free Wal-Mart ·
Trips (Wright Hall)
2 p.m. Qutreach: W~st Side 4
Jesus (Wright Hall Steps)
8 p.m. Vespers, Student Organizations/Departments/
Schools (Various Locations)
8 p.m. GYCSE Pentecost Vespers (Thatcher)
8:30 p.m. Star Watch (Hickman Parking Lot) .
8:20 p.m. Sunset
9:30- 10:30 p.m. HymnSing
(Talge Hall)

Saturday, April7
Church Services: SonRise
Resurrection
Pageanttickets required or in costume and attend showing.
8:45 a.m.- 2:30 p.m. every
half hour
10 a.m. GYCSE Pentecost
Sabbath School (Thatcher)
11 a.m. GYCSE Church Service (Thatcher)
1:30-5 p.m. Cave Open (Student Park)
9 p.m. · Table Game Night
(StUdent Center)

[Student Life Announcements]
.

Southern Adventist University now has single-strelliil
recycling! You no longer have
to sort your recycle materials!
This includes: junk mail, magazines, newspapers, phone books,
paperback books, mixed paper
(all colors), rinsed glass bottles
and jars (all colors), rinsed aluminum and metal cans (do not
crush or flatten) and empty plastic bottles (# 1-7). These items
must be in a blue .recy~le container or a tied blue bag. Blue
recycle containers will be in hallways by the trash receptacles.
Non-recyclable materials are:
needles, syringes, mirrors, ce-

ramics or· Pyrex, light bulbs,
plates, vases, drinking glasses,
window glass, hazardous or
bio-hazardous waste, tissues,
paper towels, napkins, stickers, ,
sheets of address labels, aerosol
containers, pizza boxes, Styrofoam trays or plates. No foodcontaminated containers can be
recycled.
Single-stream recycling is for
Southern Adventist University
only. Unlessyou are in student
housing, please do not bring re. cycle materials from home.

.

ing@southern.edu. Visit us at
www.facebook.com/SonRiseCollegedale and www.ComeSeeJesus.com.
GYCSE Pentecost Events
(April4-7)
Friday 8-9:15 p.m. (Vespers
Credit)
Saturday 10-11 a.m. (Sabbath
School)
Saturday 11 a.m. (Church Service)
All of these events will be in
Thatcher Chapel.

SonRise: We encourage students to participate as cast. To
get involved, email sonrisecast-

Sunday, April 8
Easter
6-8 p.m. SA Spring Open ·
House (Thatcher)
Monday, Ap:tcil9
3:30p.m. University Senate
Tuesday, April to
12 p.m. Deans Luncheon
(Presidential
Banquet
Room)
Wednesday, Aprilu.
10 a.m.- 3 p.m. Alcohol
Awareness Day (Student

[SA. Announcements]
Duck Squad Applications
for 2012-2013 are now available
in the SA office! There are many
positions still available, so turn
in your application by Wednesday, April4.
Valentine's Banquet Refunds: Come by the Student
Association office by April 13
to receive refunds_ for banquet
tickets if you bought one. Please
bring your purchased ticket and
your student ID to the office or
call or email Diana Lee for more
information: 630.363.6175, dianalee@southern.edu.

CHINA KIT.CHEN
/

9408 APISON PIKE, SUITE A3
OOLTEWAH, lN 37363
FOUl'.. COI'..NEI'..S
MONDAY- SUNDAY 11 AM · 10:30 PM

423.396.9 8 9 8
PICKUP- 10% DISCOUNT WITH SAV ID
DELIVERY- FR.EE DELIVER.Y ON CA.MPUS
OVER. $10 PU R.SCHA.SE

Center)
7:30 p.m. SA Senate (White
Oak Room)
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship (Thatcher)

Thursday, April12
11 a.m. Convocation, Bill
Miller (lies)
PreView Southern 106 (1213)
7-9 p.m. Residence Hall
Housing Fair (Dining Hall)
7:30 p.m. Native Ameri~
Music: Bill Miller, Convo
Credit (Ackerman)

Birthdays
Aprils- Christina Verrill,
Jordan Core, Karissa Knobloch,
Kelsey Mattson, Krystal Morris,
Mollie Braga, Nichole Sampson, Nisha Zachariah, Vincent
Cantrell
April 6-Alan Iwahashi,
Charles Velez, Gammy Honore,
lise Cruz, Mark Larson, Sara
Uribe, TiffanyWatkins, Tracy
Strong, Tyler Newmyer, Wil-

liam Mayes
April7- Aaron Lauger, Bill
Wells, Eric Davis, Eric Edgerton, Hillary Goodm~, Jace
Coston, Jonathan Harper, Julie
Alvarez, Katie Thrash, Lauren
Behnke
April 8-- Alena Roberts, Carlos
Lopez, Cody Harmon, Elizabeth
Camps, Elizabeth Pontvik, Lisa
Koffler, Nikki Creed, Nirali Peter, Randy Craven, ~yan
Rigsby, Trevor Stout
April 9- Amy Steele, Ashley
Jensen, Edgar De Leon, Gennevieve Brown-Kibble, Jennifer
Reynaert, Kelsey Elliott, Nancy
Soapes, Ryan Wick, Thomas ·
Hinrichs II, Tommy Anderson
Aprilw- Kim Schulz, Andrew
Eldenburg, Bianca lstueta;
Brent Wagner, Carl Reiter, Erin
Cook, Jo-d i Boyd, Kayne Leeper,
Lisa Hess, Matthew Thomas,
Samya Sawalha
Aprilu- Angela Johnson~ Eden
Davis, Jeffrey Lorenz, Joel Morrison, Joshua Mejia, Landon
Robinson, Linda Smith, Marissa Hagan, Matthew Hollie,
Michael Gee, Myron Nichol~s,
Nathanael Jones
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artnu:al SonRise.BAAA
Y
which tie in current events
to the story Of Jesus. Previous pageants have cited
September ·n and the 2004
tsunamis in South Asia.
Though there may not
have been any unique additions to the program this
year, there has been greater
effort to appeal to non-tra-

Cassia Gallimore, a junior biology major, plays an angel encouraging Jesus, played by Roy Mendizabal, asophmore nursing
major, before he is arrested and crucified, as ,p art of the SonRise event that took place at Southern 's campus on April7.
JOHN BuTLER
~~RIT~E~R----------~--

Around 1o,ooo people
crowded onto Southern's
campus Saturday 'for the
annual SonRisg Resurrection Pageant, while more
than 500 Southern students
and community members
participated in the event's
twelve performances.

The attendance marked a
continuing trend of growth
in SonRise's popularity.
When the pageant was first
held in 1996, less · than
4,000 people attended said
Sherrie Williams, pageant
director, who has been involved with SonRise every
year since its inception.
For the last two years, tickets have been distributed

Everything
was really
elaborate and
well done. Ev- . · ·
erythin·g from
the real live
animals to the
jeering people
in the crowd

within two hom's of becoming available.
The pageant may be more
popular, but it is otherwise ditional audiences.
unchanged.
"Our number one mis"The story is the same," sion is to reach the nonWilliams said. "The script Christian members in our
is the same. The only dif- community," Williams said.
ference is the welcome, "Sometimes we have a hard
which changes every year." .time getting the SeventhSonRise - performances day Adventist community
are preceded by welcomes,

to realize that9Jwthai:Bfl>.~tistUniversity
eryone wants to c{:;B'J@gedale, TN 37315
Williams said that while
there have been some stories, such as one woman
being so moved by the play
that she soon after converted to Adventism, conversion is not the ultimate
goal.
"While we would love for
people to become Adventists, it's more about telling
the story-planting a seed, "
Williams said.
Students found the story
to be well told, in general.
"The whole thing was really
elaborate and well done,
everything from the real
live animals to the jeering
people in the crowd," said
Billy Young, freshman film
production major. "The
resurrection scene was by
far my favorite."
However, some found the
event's popularity detrimental.
"I probably won't go
again next year, since there
were too many people," said
Raphael Rodriguez, sophomore graphic design major.
"If I do, it'll be for the dates
and unleavened bread they
give out."

Nursing major arrested on ca~pus, charged with rape at hosp1
Intro to Photography class.
Concepci6n lives in Ringgold, Ga. with his wife and
Chattanooga · Police ar- two children.
ested a Southern stt:tdent on
Aceording to court docu· campus Thursday, April 5, in ments obtained by the Acconnection with an alleged cent, the woman said Conrape November 9 at Erlanger cepci6a approached her in
Hospital.
the emergency room and led
Franklin Concepci6n, a her·to an X-ray examination
25-year-old, senior nursing room, presumably .for lJlediajor, is accused of rapiflg a cal attention. She said it was
oman while working at Er- there he allegedly forced himanger Jiospital last Novem- self on her, sexually assaulther. Ch~anooga police of- ing her.
1cers came to Brock Hall to
Court records show positive
arrest Concepci6n during his DNA matches from semen

samples taken from the floor
of the hospital room where
the alleged rape took place.
Serological
reports-the
tests of bodily fluids such as
semen-normally take eight
to 12 weeks to send to investigators and the district
attorney's office, said Mike
Turbeville of the Tennessee
Bureau of Investigation crime
lab in Nashville. These offices
may send samples back to the
crime lab for DNA testing.
This second step can also take
up to 12 weeks.
The Chattanooga Police re-

~------·--~--=--~~~~~-=------~~----=------------
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cords office said the alleged
victim was not a minor.
Stephen Ruf, associate pr-ofessor in the· School of Journalism and CQinmunicalion,
was teaflting the photography elass when officers arrived to arrest Concepci6n.
Ruf told Concepci6n someone
in the hallway wanted to see
him. C0ncepci6n gathered his
belongings and encountered
officeJ:s outside the School of
Journalism and Communica•
tion office.

continued on pg.
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Harris returning to teach in School of Journalism and Communication
COURTNEY

BECKWITH

STAFF WRITfR

Contributl'd by: Western Ca,rolina University

Pamela Harris will be taking a professorship position in the School ofJournalism
and Communications next fall, leaving her current position at Western Carolina
University.

Pamela Maize Harris, former chair of the Journalism
Department, is returning as
the newest faculty member
of the School of Journalism
and Communication. She
will arrive this summer and
begin teaching classes in the
fall.
Harris has had extensive
experience in the work field
as well as the academic field.
She has worked as a newspaper and magazine editor,
investigative reporter, photographer, news producer,
speech writer, advertising
consultant and free-lance
wri~er. She has also held
positions as the department
chair for various communication departments, a
professor and graduate programs director.
Harris attended Southern
as a student and was later
the chair of the Journalism
Department from 1994 to
2000. She is currently an

assistant professor at West~
ern Carolina University.
Harris will be teaching
Public Relations Campaign,
Writing for the Media .and
two Introduction to Public
Speaking classes this fall.
''It is an honor to return
to my alma mater and to the
school where I began my
academic career in higher
education," Harris said. "I
look forward to working
with the good colleagues at
Southern and especially the
team in the SJ&C."
Harris received her B.A.
from Southern Adventist
University, M.L.S. from
Vanderbilt
University,
Ph.D. from the University
of Tennessee and has received the Accreditation in
Public Relations from the
Public Relations Society of
America.
Greg Rumsey, dean of the
School of Journalism and
Communication, was a student at Southern with Harris, but this is the first time
they will be working as col-

Thatcher Hall hosts annual Open House
BARBY KULAKOV
STAFF WRITER

The residents of Talge
Hall and other off-campus
male friends flooded the
halls of Thatcher at 6 p.m.
Sunday night for its annual
Open House.

The men were greeted
with refreshments in the
lobby before venturing
through the dorm. Some
students like Caleb Johnson, sophomore nursing
major, had a hard time
navigating through the

~onthmt atcmt
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halls.
"It's a very confusing
place, " Johnson said. "It's
easy to get lost."

' ' I really feel

this is a great
opportunity to share
some good
times that
you'll always
remember!
Caroline
Christensen,
sophomore graphic design
and- fine arts major, said
she liked having her male
friends visit the dorm.
"It was nice being able

to hang out with my guy
friends in a less formal and
more comfortable environment," Christensen said. "I
think we should be able to
do stuff like that more often."
Jordan Vallieres, junior
nursing major, shared a
similar view.
"I really feel this is a
great opportunity to share
some good times that you'll
always remember!" he said.
"I wish we could do it more
often throughout the year."
As a precaution, the
deans at Thatcher required
any room with male visitors to keep their doors
open, and all guests had to
be out by 8 p.m.
Currently each dorm
hosts one open house per
semester.

leagues.
"We are pleased to welcome Dr. Harris back to our
faculty team here at Southern," Rumsey said. "She is
one oftheveteran ofhigher
education in this field. "
Stephen Ruf, associate
professor in the School of
Journalism and Communication, worked with Harris
when she was chair of the
department in the '9os.
"She is the renaissance
woman of communication,"
Ruf said. "She is a versatile
scholar who is up to date on
the latest communication
research."
It has been 12 years since
Harris worked at Southern,
and the faculty are excited
about her return.
"Pam Harris really built
this plac~ into what it is
today," saTd Andy Nash,
professor in the School of
Journalism and Communication. Nash was a student
of Harris when she taught at
Southern in the '9os.

Concepcion arrest
(cont. from Page 1)
Eduardo Arroyo, senior.
mass communication rnaor, said he was surprised at
ow calm Concepcion seemed
Cluring hi arrest.
"He \as very composed,'
rroyo aid. "It seemed lik
e knew it was coming.
The
chool of
ur. ing
ould not comment on the
ase
ending all inquirie
o Ingrid Skantz, director of
arketing and University Reations.
Skantz said Concepcion ha
been withdrawn from cia se
pending the outcome of the
ourt's decision.
According to a report in
the Chattanooga Times Free
Press Erlanger Hospital ofcials took the allegation seriously and immediately reoved Concepcion from the
workplace.
As of Tuesday night, Concepcion was being held in
amilton County Jail on
150,000 bond.
n
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SA Senate supports annual Move For Uganda r·a ce

Photo br Mistiqut> Pit>dra
Seth Ruhling, a Collegedale Academy student, takes a moment to pray before the 5k run, as part of last year's "Move For
Uganda" event at Coolidge Park in Chatta~ooga,
TIFFANI CALDWELL

SJAFFWR!IU

Student Association Senate
donated funds to "Move for
Uganda" to benefit children
devastated by war in Uganda.
SA Senate contributed
$3,000 to aid with the 5th
annual 5k ~r!lce Move for
Uganda which takes place
in Chattanooga's downtown
C.oolidge Park.
· All participant fees charged
for the event go to the northern Ugandan school, Lacor

Secondary, through Invisible Children's Schools for
Schools program.
The student senator who
brought the proposal before Senate was Silvia Preza,
senior health science major. Preza said she believes
it is important to support
an event such as Move for
.Uganda because it allows
the student body to become
involved in a global service
project.
"Service can be done for
others around the world,

even when we're not physically in the same pl?ce," Preza said.
For event organizer Megan
Sutherland, a senior nonprofit administration and development major, the 5k race
is not only a fundraiser, but a
personal cause.
"I enjoy connecting people
here ·in Chattanooga with
a community thousands of
miles away in Ugand~ and
watching them change each
other's worlds," Sutherland
sai'd. "I say 'worlds' because

I believe that in offering our Sutherland said.rnore people
voices and resources on their are paying attention to the
behalf, we are just as changed conflict in Uganda, making
as they are."
this an opportune time to
In addition to the 5k race, spotlight the effort to advoMove for Uganda includes a cate on behalf of the people
replica African village th!lt affected by Joseph ·Kony's
consists of five huts and one Resistance Army.
"Our team is excited to enschool. Information regarding the conflict in Uganda gage people at the race and to
with the Lord's Resistance continue the conversations
Army is included in each of that the "Kony 2012" film
these six buildings the team started," Sutherland said. .
·Although Move for Uganda ·
participant and freshman
S~rvice
biology major Reed Nerness
was involved in the race prior
to watching "Kony 2012", she
said viewing the film allowed
her to realize the operation
she was involved with had
huge implications worldwide.
''The film showed there
was a huge support base for
the Invisible Children campaign," Nerness said.
Last year's Move for Uganda hosted 100 runners and
r
500 visitors who came to witness the event. They hope to
raise about $5,000 this year,
rebuilds each year.
having raised $22,000 colThis year, the film "Kony lectively in the past.
2012" will be shown in the
Move for Uganda will take
school building, Sutherland place on Sunday, April 15, in
said, where afterward partic- Coolidge Park. Registration
ipants will receive informa- begins at 11 a.m., while the
tiop. on how to get involved in _race itself begins at 2 p.m.
·the "Cover the Night" event.
In tne wake of"Kony 2oi2",

can be done
for others
around the
world, even
when we're
not physically
in the same
place

ew requirement moves seniors·out of dorm
SJAnWRrmt

Starting fall 2012, most
seniors will no longer be
permitted to live in the
residenee halls. The move
comes due to the increas·ng number of students
enrolling at Southern each
yea~ making housing more
crowded and difficult to arrange. It is also partQf a plan
to expand student housing
outside the dorms. Most seniors will be required to live
in Southern Village or the
Stateside Apartments, leaving freshmen, sophomores
and soine juniors to live in
he dorms.
Current Southern Village

'f
f

•

residents will have the -option of moving into the Upper .Stateside Apartments or
staying there. These include
the Mississippi, Virginia
and Kentucky apartments.
All tllese apartments will
be an extension of Southern~
Village, having residence
assistants and the rules currently established.
The Stateside Apartments
will undergo renovation this
summer.
Marty Hamilton,
ate vice presidenr of JIUtq,..
cial Administration, said
the decision was made after
looking at the increasing
number of freshmen and
sophomores coming in to
Southern each year. "The

administration
realized to share your apartment or in the community. Ham• ilton said that the adminthat our growth in,. enroll· with," Teppone said.
ment is strong in the freshJ.P. . Mathis, dean of istration . recognizes this
man and sophomore years," Southern Village, explained problem and will do their
Hamilton said. "Seniors are how Southern's housing. best to accommodate older
already going to Southern committee came up with the 'students. He also said tha
Southern is also consider
Village; this upcoming fall decision.
"The housing office came ing other alternatives.
they would have to move
"We are trying to talk t
info the Village to give room to us and said, 'we are having a hard time filling up the community apartment
to others.."
The decision has given Southern Village.' They to see if we could lease them
residents mixed feelings. decided because they are for students," Hamilton
Victoria Teppone, junior -trying to keep room for said.
According to reports fro
nursing major, expressed younger students in the
her feelings about being dcmn, th~ voted for seniors the Academic .Administrarequired to move out of the to live at Southern Village tion, Southern is growing by:
or off campus."
an average of 100 student
dorm.
"I think it goes both ways.
The move also affects cur- per year, making housin
The con is that we are going rent stuqents who are living for the future a crucial pri- .
to commute from further in the Stateside Apartments, ority.
away. The main pro is that as they will be forced to reyou will have mO're friends locate elsewhere on campus

.

'·
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Culinary arts school is considered for Southern
BRIAN CASrEu.ANOS

Johnson, department supervi.<or for Food Services.Jries eggs in preparation for one of the many meals creatt?.djor studt'nts in the oofeteria euerydoy. Soon
tudrnts may haue an opportunity to get a degree at Southern to make food on this
oole.

A culinary arts school is in
the beginning stages of creation for Southern.
Although the green light has
not be given for any program
to be started the plan is being
formulated and proposed.
Doug Frood, associate vice
president of Financial Administration, is on board with
this project. He~aid this idea
is currently in its infancy and
many things still need to be
strategically planned.
Southern is one of thr~
Adventist universities in the
United States that has a selfoperating kitchen. This means
that the university has its students as employees instead of
hiring out to companies such
as Sodexo, Inc. to run the
kitchen.
By having a culinary arts
school, Southern's cafeteria
can benefit from the students
in training and can also be a
great place for its graduates
to be permanently employed,
said Sherri Schoonard, direc-

tor of Food Senrices.
Greg Cook, associate director of Food Services, said
that this culinary school will
focus on many of the same
techniques as a normal cooking school except that it will
be vegetarian based and that
it will teach according to the
principles held by the Ad-

from a culinary arts school and
now works for Food Services
at Southern. He said there is
some concern graduates will
be limited to the. ~etarian
realm, which in tum might
limit their job possibilities.
This, however, might not be~
issue due to the fact that the
trend in restaurants is leaning
toward healthier eating.
Tracy Strong, former owner;
of Elame's Cafe in Bakersfield,
Calif., and now a cu~nt stu- dent at Southern, said she
doesn't see this as an issue at
all. Strong said there is a need
for people who know how to
cook healthier foods, and she
thinks there will be plenty ofi
job opportunities available.
Cook said the proposed
program will offer one, two,
and four-year accredited degrees. Although Frood is on
board with-these future plans, ·
he does think it will be a long
process.
ventist message. This means
"This seems to be a program
that the use of wines and the that won't come all at on
preparing of meat will not be overnight. It will have to com
taught.
in steps," Frood said.
Joseph Shoemate graduated

This seems
to be a program that
won't come all
·at once overnight. It will
have to come
in steps

Hulsey and Hickman receive upgrades
FoRR.ESI' CLARDY

... new prox-

Sx&FE WanER

New upgrades to both the
Hulsey Wellness Center and
the Hickman Science Center
promise to make both facilities more easily accessible to
students. These upgrades include fixing the six doors at
the entrance to the Hulsey
Wellness Center and installing new proximity locks in the
Hickman Science Center.
Because of the general function failure of its entrance
doors, the Hulsey Wellness

imity locks are
making their
way into the
Hickman Science Center

lfyou'r lookln

k

r h

pi

Center replaced parts on them.
Danny Ford, project superintendent of Plant Services,
explained that when Hulsey
was first being built, the general contractor gave the wrong
door order to the door supplier. The doors are a different
brand than what is normally
used around campus, and they
are unable to handle their excessive use.
Ford replaced the door style
and the vertical structure
member of the door, and rewired them. The replacements
were completed tlris week.

Scheduled to be replaced
as the budget allows, more
doors of the same design that
were installed on the inside of
Hulsey will be fix_e d as well.
In a separate project, new
pro~ity locks are making
their way into the Hickman
Science Center. While the
name Science Center might
suggest it to be at the forefront of developing technologies, Hickman is still the only
building on campus to be using regular keys to open its
doors. However, the school's
plan is to eventually have the

entire building use proximity
locks, and a few have already
been installed. Differing from
the usual dip and swipe locks
commonplace around campus, proximity locks only require the user to hold their
card in front of the lock in order to open it.
Budget issues have been delaying the project, but installation on the first and third
floors should be completed
this school year while the
second floor will be finished
sometime tlris summer.

to t y,
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Santo rum drops out, clearing the way for Rampey

Surrounded by his family, former PennS]Jlvania Sen. Rick Santorum announces he is suspending his candidacy jor the presidency effective, Tuesday,Aprilw, 2012, in Gettysburg, Pa. (AP Photo/GeneJ. Puskar)

GETTYSBURG, Pa. (AP)
- Rick Santorum cleared
the way for Mitt Romney
to claim victory in the long
and hard-fought battle for
the Republican presidential
nomination Tuesday, giving
up his "against all odds" campaign as Romney's tenacious
conservative rival.
Santorum's
withdrawal
sets up what is sure to be an
acrimonious
seven-month
fight for the presidency between Romney, the former
Massachusetts governor, and
Democratic President Barack
Obama, with the certain
focus on the still-troubled
economy.
In a preview of the personal attacks that lie ahead,
Obama's campaign manager
declared that Americans neither like nor trust Romney,
and the Romney camp said
the fight had always been
about defeating Obama, not
GOP rivals.
"This game is a long, long,
long way from over," Santorum said as he bowed out
of the contest with Romney.
"We are going to continue
to go out there and fight to
make sure that we defeat
President Barack Obama."
Santorum had been facing
a loss in the April 24 primary
in Pennsylvania, the state he
represented in Congress for
16 )'ears, and where the Romney campaign planned nearly
$3 million in ads against him.
Whether or not there are
lingering hard feelings, Santorum didn't mention Romney, who has been the frontrunner for months and was
far ahead in the race for the
1,144 delegates needed to
clinch the nomination at the
party's convention in August.
Romney has tried to ignore

his GOP rivals and campaign
against the president since
he first entered the race last
year with a pitch focused on
the recovering but still frail
economy. But Romney was
forced to go after Santorum
and former house Speaker
Newt Gingrich after Santorum showed stren~h in Iowa
and Gingrich in South Carolina early this year. Then
Santorum kept on, memorably winning th_ree Southern
primaries.
Romney's campaign has
long been the best funded,
the best organized, and the
most professionally run of
the GOP contenders.
Despite Santorum's refusal
to get out of the race earlier
- and Gingrich hasn't officially dropped out yet Romney had already begun
looking ahead with a unifying message. He told Pennsylvania supporters last week
that "we're Republicans and
Democrats in this campaign,
but we're all connected with
one destiny for America."
And Obama has turned
squarely to face Romney,
recently assailing him by
name, as his campaign has
worked to paint Romney as
a rich elitist who will win the
nomination only because he
buried his opponents under
millions of dollars in negative advertising.
"Neither he nq_r his special
interest allies will be able to
buy the presidency with their
negative attacks," Obama
campaign manager Jim Messina said Tuesday after Santorum left the race. "The
more the American people
see of Mitt Romney, ·the less
they like him and the less
they trust him."
In response, a Romney

'

''

campaign spokeswoman insisted that "for Mitt Romney,
this race has always been
about defeating President
Obama, and getting Americans back to work."
But Romney still has had
to wage a drawn-out nomination fight that's seen candidate after candidate try
to block his path. That has
highlighted Romney's problem with the most conservative voters. As recently as
last week, activists huddled
with Santorum to try and figure out how to keep him in
the race, and Gingrich was
still insisting Tuesday that
his campaign represents the
"last stand for conservatives"
as he vowed to · stay in the
race until the convention.
Claiming a victory of sorts,
Santorum said Tuesday,
"Against all odds, we won
11 states, millions of voters,
millions of votes."
That took its toll on Romney. It all started in Iowa,
where vote counts initially
showed an eight-vote Romney victory - giving him momentum and headlines. But

weeks later - after the campaign had moved to South
Carolina and Romney was
battling Gingrich - Santorum was declared the winner.
Romney's campaign left
Santorum for dead as he beat
Gingrich in Florida and won
in Nevada. But he lost three
states - Colorado, Minnesota and Missouri - to Santorum on Feb. 7, breathing new
life into the former senator's
insurgent candidacy and
forcing Romney to compete
for two more months. Santorum eventually won contests
in Ten~essee, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana.
The battle forced Romney
to spend more money attacking Santorum with negative
ads in big Midwestern states
like Michigan, Illinois and
Ohio, where he won increasingly large victories.
Now, he must rise to the
daunting challenge of taking
on an incumbent president
backed by what's expected to
be one of the most sophisticated re-election campaigns

in history. Longtime Republican strategi~t Ed Gillespie
joined the Romney campaign
this month to help, but the
team hasn't been able to expand much beyond the small
core group of loyal strategists
that waged the primary.
Obama's campaign has a
sizeable cash advantage over
Romney's, having more than
$84 million in the bank at
the end of February, Federal
Election Commission records show. Romney's campaign had about $7.2 million.
Those filings show Romney
has a fifth the paid staff of
Obama's campaign. He had
yet to tap the resources of the
Republican Party that will
become available to the party
nominee.

K&sie Hunt reported from
Washington.
Associated
Press White House Correspondent Ben Feller, Deputy
Director of Polling Jennifer Agiesta and writers Jack
Gillum in Washington and
Thomas Beaumont in Iowa
contributed to this report.
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What the world needs now is empathy
SUZANNE OcsAI
CONTRIBUTOR

I grabbed the chocolate Kit
Kat bar and tore the wrapper
open. I wasn't supposed to eat
chocolate after once having a
severe allergic reaction.
There were three weeks left
in the winter 2011 semester at
Southern, and my stress meter had reached the red zoneand then some. I wasn't able
to focus, I felt anxious most
of the time and tears were a
regular part of each day. The
worst part came when I lost
my appetite. For someone
who doesn't usually have a
hard ti,me enjoying a meal or
snack, this loss unsettled me
even more. At 3 p.m. or{e afternoon I realized I hadn't
eaten all day, but when I
thought of food my stomach
felt queasy.
I knew I wasn't sick. It was
stress, and I knew things had
to change. I just didn't know
how. I'd been stressed before-all college students are
at one point. But this time,
I felt like I was drowning in
stress. I couldn't see the proverbial "light at the end of the
· tunnel" anymore. What I did
wasn't what I should have
done. I started eating all. t.h e

chocolate my stomach could
handle. It was like my drug.
I'd feel a little bit better with
every pop of an M&M, but as
soon as my mouth was empty,
I'd be craving another one.
However, I didn't want to
become a druggie-even if my
escape was completely legal.
I wanted that abundant life
in God that people talk about
and claim is reaL I wanted 1
Peter 5:7, which says, "cast
all your anxiety on Him becauseHe cares for you," to be
true. But as I looked around,
all I saw were other people
hurting. They didn't seem to
know how to deal with their
pain either and were looking
for that same distractionthat same escape from reality
that I was filling with chocolate.
With every chocolate bar my
relationship with God seemed
to slip slowly away. Instead of
turning to God, I had begun
to fill my needs with something I knew wasn't going to
work. I felt so hopeless. All I
wanted was someone to come
by and understand what I was
going through, not someone
to tell me I needed help-I already knew that! I just needed someone to empathize. I
didn't want someone to say,

"I'll pray for you'' or "surrender it to God." I just wanted a
friend who knew where I was
but who would believe I could
make it nonetheless. I wanted
to see Jesus in someone.
And in it all, I realized that
this is what others around me
were wanting also. Not some
goodie-two-shoes who can
recite all the commandments
by heart. No, that's not what
this world needs. We need
people who aren't afraid to
say, "Hey, life is rough. Let
me be there for you." We need
people who, like Jesus, aren't
afraid to love and touch the
"lepers" in our world whether
they say "thank you" or not.
We need people who are more
excited about investing in the
lives of others rather than
their 401ks. We need people
who, like Jesus, are willing to
"reach to the depths of misery" (Patriarchs and Prophets
pg. 63) for someone else. The
Carpenters were right when
they sang, "what the world
needs now is love, sweet love."
Things did get better for
me. It was a process. I didn't
instantly find everything I
was longing for, but I did find
a group where I felt home
enough to just be me. I also
started photographing my

Photo courtesy of sxc.hu

friends' soccer team, and
in that found an outlet and
hobby that provided a muchneeded mid-week escape
from the rest of campus life.
After the semester ended, I
returned to my Bible, somewhat shamefully, but found
peace instead of condemna-

tion. Today, a yeax: later, life
is better. Not perfect (it never
will be on earth), but I have
a restored and growing relationship with God. I can truly
say now that He is my Best
Friend, and that provides a
lot of peace at the end of another crazy semester.

Becoming a student missionary:
. Be willing- to answer the call
CHRIS JANETZKO

I chose to become a student
missionary (SM) this upcoming school year, and since
I have made that decision,
many people have asked why.
Some are wanting to know
more about my spiritual journey and others just don't understand why I would want to
throw myself in such an uncomfortable situation for 10
months. Why would I go to a
place where I don't know the
language or the people and
would have little privacy?
I am going to be dead honest: those things are very real
in my head too, and they have
made me question being an

SM several times. I believe
that as Christians we have all
been called by God through
Jesus' last words to us:
"Therefore go and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Spirit" (Matthew 28:
19, also known as the Great
Commission).
I have felt a strong calling
on my heart for a couple years
to be a SM, but I ignored it
because I was too attached to
friends. I also thought it was
more important to graduate in four years, and I didn't
know if I was ready for something so different. I tried to
put off God's calling for me,

but he just kept fighting for
me to be a SM. I could see
God doing everything possible to make me ready for
this step: He took away the
things that were distracting
me, loosed my attachments to
America and even gave me a
desire for missionary service.
So, once I lost my detachment
and had the desire, I made a
deal with Him and asked for a
specific sign to show me if this
was really what he wanted me
to do. The prayer, of course,
was answered in no time; and
the next thing I knew, I was in
the Missions office filling out
papers.
Even after all of that, I felt
like I didn't really have any-

thing to offer the people I
would be ministering to, but
I did have my willing heart.
Then I asked the question,
"Who has ever been ready
when God called them?" The
disciples were not prepared
and neither was Ellen G.
White, but they were willing and God used them to do
some of the most miraculous
things to date. Willingness is
all that God needs from his
servants. God doesn't need
someone who thinks they
have everything all figured
out. God needs a blank canvas-someone who is willing
to just trust Him and is willing be made into something
new.

Have you heard God calling
you to do something that takes
your relationship with Him to
the next level? I know that
God calls us at different times
to do different things. For me,
I am being called now, but for
you it might have happened
once already or might still be
going on. The thing you need
to realize is that it will come,
and my prayer is that when
you feel that tugging at your
heart, you are willing. That's
all it takes. Hebrews 4:7 says,
"Today if you will hear His
voice, do not harden your
hearts." Listen to that Voice.
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It's about mor·e than what we can.ai1d cannot view
STEVEN Luu
CONTRIBlfTQR

For the past few weeks,
there have been articles in the
Accent with different opinions on whether the school's
decision to di~approve students from going to watch the
movie "The Hunger Games"
was justifiable. Dr. Michael
Hasel gave his personal view
about the movie, saying it
doesn't represent our ·lifestyles as Christians. I personally haven't(and don't plan to)

read the books nor· watched
the movie, but I do believe his
points are credible. However,
· such a response raised a question of more. than just what
movies are and are_not appropriate for us. It is reasonable
to ask: Is the school sheltering
its students too much?
I came to Southern when I
was 17 years bld. I remember
having to get my parents to
sign a consent form for late
leaves and other school activities because I was under
18 and wasn't considered' an
.

adult -who supposedly should
be able to make his own decisions. I often hear the deans
say, "If you want us to treat
you as adults, behave like
adults." Are we really-treated
as adults?
It is reasonable that the
school restricts certain activities on campus grounds due
to spiritual, safety and liability reasons. However, being
told what movies are or are
not al?propriate to watch (off
campus) is over an adult's
limit. Like Savannah Maxwell

pointed out in her article, I've ... not a babysitting center where
gotten · late leaves for 2 or 3 parents drop off their kids.
a.m. without any difficulties Instead of telling students
from the deans. They were exactly what is appropriate
for concerts and sport events, and what is not, why not let
usually in Nashville or At- us learn the ability to tell the
lanta. Deans would have had d.ifference on our own? The
a better case if they had been school is depriving us of the
concerned about"the danger of opportunities to learn through
driving two to three hours in mistakes. If Southern keeps
the middle of the night. On the sheltering its students, we are
other hand, why do we have a going to have a bunch of colrulebook if rules are going to lege graduates who- sit around
be made up on the fly?
and wait for others to tell them
Southern is supposed to be what to do.
an educational institution,

-

Bring back the corn fritters ... and other in1proven1ents
JAIME JACOBSON
OPINION EDITOR

I've been thinking a little
bit about some improvements
that could be made on our
campus and decided I would
share ·some of my ideas for
upcoming semesters. Here
are just a few I had for spring
cleaning.
The vending machine idea
was brilliant, but there should
be one in Brock and Hickman for when students get
stuck between classes and
don't have time to run halfway
across campus to quench their
thirst. Besides, why does the
nursing building geL to have
one and others don't? Isn't
business the second largest
school? Brock, at least, should
have one.
Whoever
invented
the
Thatcher South · parking lot
was really cruel. A cramped
jigsaw of pavement is not a
good idea for a bunch of female drivers. It's just an accident waiting to happ~, not to
mention it's impossible to see
if there are available spaces.
And on the subject of parking,
we all neep. more of it.
A lot of college students
don't have money, which
means a late night meal equals
a trip to Taco Bell; the problem
is, many college students don't
have cars either, so I conclude
that one of the campus restaurants should be open later. It
may be a pain to the students
who have to close late, but as

a Campus Kitchen employee, I
can think of worse things than
having to close the .kitehen at
10 or 11 p.m. It would be worth
it.
The students who started
the catering business have
done a great job, but here's a
proposal for other students
looking to become little entrepreneurs: A cookie business
and a laundry business-but
hot together. I heard about a
group of students at James
Madison University who bake
and deliver cookies anywhere
on campus until midnight.
Awesome! Why hasn't Southern caught on? And who
doesn't want to be able to drop
off their laundry somewhere
and for a small price pick it up
cleaned and folded? Come on,
business students!
This year there have been
a TON of changes in the cafeteria. While most have been
good, I cannot understand
why they-don't ~erve corn fritters anymore. I used to fill an
entire to-go box with those
delectable little corn nuggets,
and now all I can buy is rice
and beans or pasta. I just don't
get it.
Southern's next campus addition should be an air tram.
The crosswalks clearly aren't
working.
Garbage disposals should be
added to the sinks of Southem Village apartments. -How
many times have )'ou had to
dig your · fingers down the
drain to scrape out the noo-

dies your housemate dumped
in the sink? We're college students, we don't do dishes correctly.
Why is the guy's back door
open until 11:15 and mixed
c:_ompany is allowed in the
lobby until 11 p.m. but girls

.

_

can't get in·the side door after
10 p.m.? It doesn't really make
sense, especially if a girl is
walking back alone and has to
walk even farther to get to the
main lobby. What's the difference between going in the side
door or the front door as long

as we are in by curfew?
None of these are too major so I don't think ·anything
would be overwhelming, but
it's the little things that make
the difference.
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Ten tip~ for better fuel-efficiency
EMILY BANKS
LIEESJYI ES EDITOR

Weren't we all supposed
to be driving cars that run on
water or com or somethinl;
by now? Men of science, now
is not the time to be holding
out on us. We are in a time
of crisis! Last time I checked,
gas was about $3.75 a gallon,
and even for people who aren't
starving college students, that
is outrageous! No more can
we go for leisurely drives-no
more can men demonstrate
their raw masculinity by revving their engines at stoplights. Road trips have become
a thing of the past, and even
necessary errands are becoming negotiable (I can go without deodorant for another
week, right?). All I'm saying is,
we should not have to choose
between practicing good hygiene and having enough
money to eat.
Ok, I understand there is
nothing we can do about the
gas prices. There is, however,
a number of things we can do
to spend less money on gas.
Here are a few tips to make

your tank of gas last longer:
Turn off your air conditioning: This may be nonnegotiable for some people,
especially with this premature
summer we've been experiencing lately, but I encourage
you to at least be conscious of
how much you are using. Roll
down the windows, park in
the shade, or at least tum the
AC off five minutes before you
reacb your destination. You'd
be surprised how much gas
you'll save.
Reduce weight: I'm not
talking about going on a diet
(although this just might be
the motivation you always
needed), but rather cleaning
out your car. The heavier your
car, the more gas you're going
to use. Go through your trunk
and get rid of anything you
don't absolutely need. Also, remove a bicycle or luggage rack
if you're not using it. It will
reduce the weight AND wind
resistance of your vehicle.
Drive
slower:
This
shouldn't be too much of a
problem considering we live in
the ticket capital of the world,
but as a general rule, try slow-

ing down a bit.
Pick a better route:
Check the traffic reports before you head out. Also, avoid
areas with a lot of stoplights.
Even if it's a shorter distance,
it could take much longer if
you hit red lights, not to mention all that stopping and going uses up more gas.
Check your tires: Make
sure your tires are inflated to
the proper level. If your tires
are too flat, it will increase the
contact area between them
and the road, which causes
more friction. Every little bit
helps, and taking care of this
simple issue will save you
money.
For automatic drivers:
Use cruise control whenever
possible. Maintaining a steady
speed will use up less gas because you aren't accelerating.
Also, shift into neutral when
you are standing still; this reduces transmission strain and
allows the transmission to
cool down.
For manual drivers:
Manual transmissions can
be much more fuel-efficient.
To save gas, you should shift

Up«:oming
Events

up early and shift down late.
Don't look at the RPM to de- • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
termine when to shift, instead, 4 Bridges Art Festival.
feel the car and the load condi- Saturday/Sunday April
tion.
14-15, 10 a.m. -6 p.m. This
Utilize technology: Look two-day festival features
up websites like www.gas- visual and fine arts in a
buddy.com that let you know distinctive way, including
where to find cheapest gas in an art market, artists, live
your area. It's also in app form music, food and more. 1826
so you can have it handy any- Reggie White Boulevard,
ChattanoogaTenn.37408
where on your smart phone.
Carpool: Riding with an- www.4bridgesartsfestival.org
other person cuts gas expenses. in half and just gets cheaper Hatch to-day Festival
and cheaper the more people Showcasing Arts and
you add. Another perk to car- Culture. April15-22. 8 a.m.pooling is being able te use the . to p.m. A FREE innovative
showcase in downtown ChatHOVlane.
tanooga that celebrates and
Drive less: This is pretty
presents the best of history,
obvious, but make even more
arts, tecllnology, culture and
of an effort to use your car as
creative happenings.
little as possible. Try walking
or riding ·a bike to class, for Move for UgBQSla 2012.
example. From someone who Sunday Apri115. ii a.m. - 4
does this every day, it's really p.m. Come support Invisible
not that bad.
Children and their cause in
the annual 5k run at Coolidge
These are just a few, easy Park. Participate in the run
things you can do to help you or just show up and enjoy the
save money on gas and make free village experience, live
your tank last longer. For music and crafts. Pre-register:
more -helpful tips go to www. $25 a runner or show up day
of race $30. Sign up at www..
opentravelinfo.com.
moveforuganda.com.

Will w~ let dating say its last goodbye?
at Southern. However, there
is no denying that dating has
changed since the days when
When I was an incoming
our school earned the name
freshman to Southern, my
"Sout'hem Matrimonial Colmom, who aiso attended tthen
lege." So what has happened?
known as Southern MissionSince 2008, the economy
ary College or Southern Matri. has slumped into the worst
monial College), told me how
recession since the Great Degreat the dating scene was
pression. Add to that private
back in her day, recounting
university tuition, and money
stories of students going on
becomes extra tight. Perhaps
casual dates all the time to get
this has contributed to the
to know one another. Naively,
decline in dating. After all,
this picture of Southern was
taking a girl on a date can be
firmly implanted in my mind,
expensive. Do it several times
and I can't deny that I looked
and it really adds up. But does
forward to meeting some
it really have to be that much?
nice-looking guys, going on
Aren't there other ways to
fun dates and eventually findtake a girl out without breaking that one special Adventist
ing the bank? In times like
man.
these, thinking outside the
Clearly I was oblivious to the
box comes in handy, helping
fact that things can change a
you find date ideas that don't
lot in 30 years. I quickly found
leave you broke.
this out when I arrived on
Could the ever-growing
campus. Don't misunderstand
trend of girls-asking-the-guysme, though; dating does occur
out be a factor too? It's cerSHANA MICHALEK
CONTRIBUTOR

tainly promoted by the media:
girls, go ahead and ask that guy
out. After all, it's the 21st century! Call me old-fashioned,
but I preferred the days when
the man took the initiative to
ask a woman on a date. The
effect of this trend isn't good,
which encourages guys to wait
for the girl to make the move.
Props to the guys who are still
courageous enough to ask the
girl out themselves instead of
letting her do it.
Several weeks ago, I stumbled upon an article from a
2008 Accent that also asked
the question of what has happened to the dating scene at
Southern. The answer it suggested was intriguing but serious.
Dopamine is a chemical released by the brain that has
several roles including giving us a pleasurable reward.
A compliment, date or first
kiss releases dopamine. It's

also triggered by music, food,
drugs, sex and computergenerated images like pornography and video games.
Some of these listoo are having negative effects in certain
areas, including dating. When
someone takes drugs, looks at
a lot of pornography or plays
video games for hours, dopamine is released in unusually
massive quantities. This leads
to addiction, making a person
go back again and again to get
that high. However, they soon
can become desensitized to
dopamine and try desperately
to achieve the high again.
Many wqmen (and sometimes men) now have to compete against these sensations
that are disconnected from
reality. The small amount
of dopamine released when
a first ki~s occurs is nothing compared to the amounts
that have been released by the
brain of someone addicted to

something like pornography.
This overload on dopamine
makes a person less and less
dateable. How can they be
satisfied with ordinary dating
when they're hooked on an artificial high?
Whether or not these factors
have attributed to it, there's no
denying that dating has certainly gone downhill. Southem, this decline doesn't have
to continue the way it's going.
A lack of money or bravery
doesn't have to hold you back.
Don't let a computer-generated image become such a huge
part of your life that it ruins
your chances for happiness
here at Southern and with
your future husband or wife
down the road. Aspire to be
the man or woman that your
future spouse deserves and
that God created and called
you to be. Dating at Southern
doesn't have to be a lost art.
It's up to each of you.
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Talking with Chuck: teeing off with Lincoln
CHARLES CAMMACK
SPORTS EDITOR

•

SAU Athlete of the
Week: Lincoln Duff, junior
business administration major
Chuck: When did you
start playing golf?
Lincoln: Ever since I can
remember, but I'd say about
fourth or fifth grade.
Chuck: Who taught you or

started you in the sport?
- ment.
Chuck: Do you participate
Lincoln: My dad. He
played, so- I just played with in the Southern's Dave Cress
him.
Memorial Golf Tournament?
Chuck: Did you play any
Lincoln: I have played the
other sports when you were last three years. It's good; it's
growing up?
definitely a fun tournament,
. Lincoln: Yes. I played just needs to be lldvertised
baseball, basketball and ten- more to the current Southnis.
ern student body. Also, I reChuck: Develop any fa- ally think Southern should
vorites?
have golf intramurals like
Lincoln: I like them all, they used to. They should
but I'd say golf is probably also have an annual tournamy favorite.
ment that's for students only,
Chuck: When did you sort of like how they have the
start playing golf competi- weekend volleyball and bastively?
ketball tournaments.
Lincoln: Seventh grade.
Chuck: Did you ever have
I was on the middle school any Sabbath conflicts?
.team.
Lincoln: I've abstained
Chuck: What are some of from certain tournaments
your tournament highlights? because most tournaments
Lincoln: I made a 13 one do fall on the weekend. In
time on a hole in a tourna- high school I didn't play in

the junior circuit because of
it.
Chuck: What is it about
golf that attracts you?
Lincoln: It's not about
whoever is th~ biggest or
fastest like with most sports.
You have to practice and play
a lot to be good. It's also one
of the only sports you can
play until yeu don't want to
anymore. I caddy for men in
their 8os.
Chuck: How long have
you been caddying?
Lincoln: I've been caddying at the Honors Course in
Ooltewah for seven years. It's
like the nicest course in Tennessee; in fact it's in one of
top 3..9 courses in the country.
Chuck: Do you follow the
PGA Tour?
Lincoln: Yes, I follow the

tournaments and watch the
Golf Channel a lot.
Chuck: Who is your favorite golfer?
Lincoln: It's a tie between
Bubba Watson and Tiger
Woods. Despite his personal
failings, which is really none
of my concern, Tiger is still a
great golfer and that's why I
like him.
Chuck: Have you played
"Tiger Woods PGA Tour: The
Masters"?
Lincoln: Yes I play it all
the time. I think I have played
all the Tiger Woods games
since they've come out.
Chuck: Anything else
you'd like to add?
Lincoln: I really think you
should get a real athlete next
time because "golfers aren't
real athletes."

Golf: it's more than just the score, it's the journey
DouGFRoon

Golf. Golf seems to be one
of those sports that you either love or you are not interested in ai all. I learned
about the game at Andrews
Academy in a gym class when
I was 16 years old. ·I got my
dad interested and he took
up the game. We have played
together for 30 years. We
used to play against each
other, but now we play what
is called a two person scramble where we play the best
shot between us. When we

play our own ball we might
break 90 on a good day, but
together we can give par 72 a
run for its money.
So one might ask: why do
I play? For the time I get to
spend with my dad and other
friends that I play with. I am
a social golfer. I rarely will go
out and play by myself. Golf
is a great way to get to know
other people and the reason
a lot of business people play.
My father has shared a lot of
wisdom with me over those
30 years.
One of our more memo-

rable rounds came last year ·
on Sunday, May 22. We had
my mother's memorial service the day before as she had
passed away from an eightmonth battle with cancer on
May 6. Dad and I had played
several rounds together during her last couple of months
as we found it a good way to
de-stress and lift our spirits
for what was to come. Neither of us played very well as
was to be expected for what
we were going through. And
then that Sunday morning we
went out and played our best

round in a year and scored a
par 72. We truly felt blessed
by God that day, and it will be
a memory I will never forget.
The memories, along with

' 'memories,
The .
along with
the
.
experience,
can make golf
addicting

''

the experience, can make
golf addicting. It is amazing
how you can hit the ball all
over the place and then hit
that one shot or putt that just
makes you go "wow!" And
that shot will have you believing that the next hoie or
round will be even better. It
took me more than 15 years
to learn to play the game
for fun and not get overly
wrapped up in my score. As
many golfers will tell you, it
is about the journey, and it is
a journey I have found to be
quite fun.

The Masters, a tradition like none other
ADAM

BROWN

CONII!IBI.IIO!!

This time of year always
brings excitement if you are a
sports fan. The start of Major
League Baseball, the NCAA
Basketball Championships,
and the NBA and NHL finalizing playoff spots all happen
in April. But for me, this is
the most exciting time of year

because April 5-8 is the Masters Tournament in Augusta,
Ga. Being from Georgia and
being obsessed with playing
golf and watching golf from
a young age, one can see how
this would be my favorite
week of the year.
I remember the first Masters I watched as a kid in

1986, when Jack Nicklaus,
the greatest golfer of all time,
won his sixth e7reen Jacket.
The roars of the crowd, the
many colors of the flowers,
the pine trees and the green
grass of the Augusta National
Golf Course all made me fall
in love with the place. All of
the best golfers to ever play

the game, Woods, Nicklaus,
Palmer, Player, Mickelson,
have made the Masters the
most memorable golf tournament ever to be played. If
you ever get a chance to go,
go. Even if you aren't a golf
fan, you will never forget how
perfect the place seems.
I got a chance to go to the

Masters in 2007. It is definitly in my Mount Rushmore of
sports memories.
*Editors Note: Bubba
Watson won· the 2012 Masters after defeating Louis
Oosthuizen in a two-hole
playoff. The win was Watson'sfirst at a major tournament.
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[The Calendar]
Thursday, April12
11 a.m. Convocation, Bill
Miller Oles)
PreView Southern w6 (1213)
7-9 p.m. Residence Hall
Housing Fair (Dining Hall)
7:30 p.m. Native American
Music: Bill Miller, convo
credit (Ackerman)
Friday, April13
I Cantori Tour (13-14)
Student Missions Exit Retreat (13-15)
8 a.m. Sign-up for free WalMart trips (Wright Hall)
1-3:30 p.m. Free Wal-Mart
trips (Wright Hall)
8 p.m. Vespers, Destiny Drama (Church)

8:12p.m. Sunset
9:30 p.m. HymnSing (Talge
Hall)
Saturday, April14
All Sabbath Schools held in
CA are caBcelled this week.
8:45 a.m. Adoration 1, Carole
Verrill (Church)
9:30 a.m. The Fountain Sabbath School (Thatcher
South)
10 a.m. OneAccord Sabbath
School (Student Center)
10:15 a.m. Heartbeat Sabbath
School (Hulsey Wellness
Center)
10:15 a.m. Adoration 2, Carole Verrill (Church)
11:30 a.m. Connect Church
RESCHEDULED to 6 p.m.

11:45 a.m. Renewal, Carole
· Verrill (Church)
6 p.m. Connect Church, Picnic and Ten Commandments Drama (Goliath
Wall)
7:30 p.m. Evensong, CA
Choir/Orchestra (Church)
Student Organizations/Departments/Schools parties
(vaiious times and locations)
Sunday, April15
National Volunteer Week
(15-20)
11 a.m.- 4 p.m. 5th Annual
Move for Uganda 5k Race
(Coolidge Park) $25 Pre
Registration Price (www.
moveforuganda.com) $30

Race Day Registration
Price
1-4 p.m. Free vehicle maintenance inspections (Technology Department)
5 p.m. Origins grand opening
(Hickman)
7:30 p.m. Wind Symphony
Concert, double convo
credit (Church)
Monday, April16
Income Tax Returns Due
3:30 p.m. Undergraduate
Council
Tuesday, April17
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Campus Research Symposium (various locations)
6 p.m. Tornado Siren Test

Wednesday, April18
Faculty fall textbook adoption Due (Campus Shop)
6:30 p.m. Volunteer Banquet (Presidential Banquet
Room)
9:15 p.m. Residence Hall
Joint Worship (Thatcher)
Thursday, April19
11 a.m. Convocation, Origins
(Church)
3 p.m. International Senior Student Immigration
Workshop (Lynn Wood
320)
7 p.m. Modern Languages
.Film Series (Miller 201)

[Student Life Announcements]
Southern Adventist University now has single-stream
recycling! You no longer have
to sort your recycle materials!
This includes: junk mail, magazines, newspapers, phone books,
paperback books, mixed paper
(all colors), rinsed glass bottles
and jars (all colors), rinsed aluminum and metal cans (do not
crush or flatten), and empty
plastic bottles (# 1-7). These
items must be in a blue recycle
container or a tied blue bag. Blue
recycle containers will be in hallways by the trash receptacles. If
you don't ha~e trash receptacles
in your hallways and you take
yo.ur trash out to the trash collection area, please tie the blue
bags (provided by the Service
Department) and place them in
the trash area.
Non-recyclable materials are:
needles, syringes, mirrors, ce-

rarnics or Pyrex, light bulbs,
plates, vases, drinking glasses,
window glass, hazardous or
bio-hazardous waste, tissues,
paper towels, napkins, stickers,
sheets of address labels, aerosol
containers, pizza boxes, Styrofoam trays or plates. No foodcontaminated containers can be
recycled.
Single-stream recycling is for
Southern Adventist University
only. Unless you are in Student
Housing, please do not bring recycle materials from home.
"Neither life Nor Death" a
new oratorio composed by Tim
Rumsey, Southern Alumni, will
be premiered by the- Southern
Adventist University School ·of
Music at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, April 24, in the Collegedale
Church. The 40-minute work
explores the mystery of redemption and will feature Julie

Penner, soprano; Sara Snider
Schone, mezzo; Perry Ward,
baiitone; Joshua Knight, organ;
and Southern's choirs and orchestra under the direction of
Gennevieve Brown-Kibble and
Laurie Minner. Admission is
free.
Lawn Concert: April 20 at the

Goliath Wall starting at 8 p.m.
will be the annual Lawn Concert
for vespers. Auditions will be
held on April 12: 6-9 p.m., April
13: 3-6 p.m., April 15: 1-4 p.m.
www.southern.edu/chaplain.

[S.A. Announcements]
Strawberry Festival will be in
lies P.E. Center on April22 at 8
p.m. Yearbooks will be handed
out after the show! Be there for
this end of the year celebration!
www.facebook.com/StrawberryFest2012

Birthdays
April 12- Brittney Shazier,
Danika Ouzounian, Guilherme Brasil de Souza, Kara
Holland, Kim Quiambao,
Kirsten Russell, Melissa Leffler, Shauna Chung, Steven
Clark
April 13- Austin Owen, Bri- ·
anna Riojas, Glenn Wilkins,
Honiko Abrams, Jason Vyhmeister, Karolyna Aguilar,
Michael Daily, Mike Loga,
Sally Weeks, Seth Leker
April14- Abenaa BoatemaaAntwi, Amitha.. Daniel, Arthi
Daniel, Charlie Maddux,
Christopher Ban, Genesis
Son, Greg Lai, JP Mathis,
Kristen Downs, Michael
Liedke, Sam Voigt, Thea
King, Zachariah Scogg~s
April15-Emily Hall, Heath-

er Runyon, Leslie Downing,
Michael Worotikan, Terri
Fillman, Thiffany Reynoso,
Yeshara Acosta
April16- Alex Fletcher, Andrew Chapman, BiDy Snow,
Brandon Shazier, Jean Bay,
Katie Chandler, Kelsey Nase,
Ruiguang Zhuang
April 17- · Adel Ochoa, Andres Escobar, Breanna Yoder, Danette Hutton, Kimberly
Solis, L{lura Boyer, Ronald
Bee, Sharon J eon
April18- Alyssa Velbis, Aric
Turlington, Ashlee Pacamalan, Joshua Inglish, Lillyana
Toscano, Lucinda Hill, Natasha Mirilov, Rachel Scott,
Richard Anderson, Savannah
Minear, Wesley Statler, William Walden

.
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MASTER'S DEGREE IN
SOCIAL WORK
Facilitate Positive Change in People's Lives
Southern Adventist University's
Master of Social Work program
prepares you for excellent
' service and leadership in the
social work profession.
It works.
Our evidence-based program equips
you with effective Intervention tools.
It's convenient.
Classes meet Sunday afternoon and all
day Monday, twice a month.

. Graduate Studies

You'll be ready.
Our approach is competency based.
That means.you get hands-on skills and
experience in social work practice
while you're in sc~ool.
Call or visit online to find out
how yOtJ can get started.
Master of Social Work
With a multi-disciplinary approach and
a variety of concentrations, a Master's
Degree in Social Work from Southern
prepares you to serve a wide variety of
people in need .

